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REVIEW OF EDUCATION AND 'TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

ANNEX G

EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF OFFICERS IN THE U.S. ARMED FORCES

1. PURPOSE. This annex examines the officer education and training
programs of the United States Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps, and
makes limited comparisons with related Army programs. No recomnmenda-
tions are made in this Annex.K

2. DISCUSSION. While there is an inherent danger in making direct
comparisons between the Army and the sister services because of their
very different missions, methods, and means, this seems to be the
common approach for those that critique the Army and thus, we too,
should understand this perspective. The services draw from the same
pool of young men and women, operate in the same political, social,
and ethical environment, provide, in sum, a common defense, and, in
the process, have developed similar educational institutions. Indi-
vidual papers on the Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps are in Appendixes
1, 2 and 3. Some general comments concerning sister service programs
are contained in the paragraphs below. Figure 1 to this Annex por-
trays a brief comparison of U.S. Army and sister service resident
school programs f or officers.

a. Accessions in all three services come mainly from Reserve
Officer Training Corps, the Academies, and Officer Candidate type
programs. Officer Candidate programs are the most responsive sources
and output has varied greatly over the years. For the Marine Corps
such a program, in the form of the Platoon Leader Class, continues
to be the principle source of sccessions. A smaller but noteworthy
source is Navy Enlisted Officer Scientific Education Program which
provides a college education to outstanding enlisted men and women.
It has pro~vided commissions for a significant number of officers in
both the Navy and Marine Corps.

b. Each of the services has a different approach to officer
specialization learning necessary for the first duty assignment.
The Air Force pilots and navigators spend nearly all their first
duty year in schools; somewhat less time is needed for the missileman.
Up to 20 (TDY) weeks are spent training technical and administrative
specialists. The Navy requires all new officers 'to attend schools
to begin qualification-learning as a surface warfare officer, an
aviator, or a submariner. Although some courses are as short as 15
weeks, rviator training may consume 50 weeks, and nuclear submariners
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may be in training for nearly a year and a half. The Marine Corps
sends all newly commissioned officers through the 6 weeks fnfantry
Officer Course at the Basic School at Quantico. For a signi ficant
number of Marines (including somec who will he advanced to the field
grades) this will be their only extended formal resident schooling.

c. One way to compensate for the junior officer's lack of formal
school trLining is to provide the time, the learning materials, and
the command supervision that will permit him to raise his competency
in the knowledge and skills while he is at work in his specialty.
All the services have programs of correspondence courses; however,
course completions are not extensive among junior officers. The
Navy's program of Personnel Qualification Standards (PQS) for officers
is one of the few examples of the systematic development of officer
on-the-job learning. PQS provides the essential elements of effec-ý-ve,
structured on-the-job learning. Booklets are prepared for the major
specialties, which state briefly a wide range of skills and knowledge
requirements for the junior officer. The commander or supervisor is
responsible both to organize work and training in such a way that
officers gain the skills required, and to "~sign off" when the officer
demonstrates satisfactory performance. Much of the learning is
focussed on technical subjects; but it al~o encompasses such subjects
as military law, administrative policy and procedure, and tactics.
PQS is designed to supplement but not replace attendance at the
more than 500 short trairing courses offered throughout the Navy
resident school system. The PQS program is followed by a command
certification process between the 6th and 12th years of service.

d. All of the services currently send officers to an intermediate
level school -- usually in the grade of captain (navy lieuten~ant) --

and, except for the Marine Corps, the vast majority of the eligible
officers attend. The Navy requires all surface warfare officers to
attend a 28-week course to prepare them for duties as department
heads on shipboard. This course is being revised as a result of the
Navy's PQS program (see paragraph 2c); officers are coming to the
school better prepared. The Air Force has opted for an 11-week
Squadron Officers School; its purpose is to overlay the varieties of
specialist thinking with professional knowledge and values through
education in leadership and management. Though a Marine Corps study
just a few years ago recommended increasing the percentage of officers
attending the Amphibious Warfare School (or other "advanced course"
level classes) the trend has been just the opposite. Currently only
about 30 percent attend this level of schooling. Approximately
another 10 percent will enrcll in such schooling by correspondence.

e. While the Army has made a concerted effort to develop each
off icer in two (or more) specialties, the other services have
undertaken a much more limited amount of dual tracking. On the average,
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the sister services have dual tracked about one-third of their
officers. They have found that it is not possible to prepare every
officer in two unrelated skill areas. The Navy, however, has been
innovative in tagging, for management prupcses, the level of qual-
ification reached in the subspecialties assigned. The level of
qualification (education, skill, experience) necessary to serve in
a subspecialty is indicated in each coded subspecialty designator.
This coding system is used to identify both billets and officers.
Officers are assigned a subspecialty only after obtaining an
appropriate level of education or training, or significant exper-
ience. The levels of education or skill required (or attained) are
indicated by a suffix. The Navy identifies officers who have proven
their qualification by superior performance in recent, relevant tours
by changing the education/skill suffix. Jobs requiring proven qual-
if ication are identified in the same way. The education/skill level
suffixes used are as follows:

EDUCATIOI/SKILL LEVEL SUFFIX (education) SUFFIX (proven)

PHD D C
Baccalaureate E F
Baccalaureate plus either functional

or gradu.ce education, but less
than masters level G

Engineer's degree (between masters
and PHD) N H

Masters degree P Q
Significant experience (usually two

tours with a superior rating) S P.

The proven designations are awarded by individual subspeclalty selection
boards. The instructions convening a recent board directed it to
"select those officers who have demonstrated excellent performance" in
the subspecialty. Overall naval performance and background are impor-
tant; however, "proven superior performance" in the subspecialty field
is of "overriding importance." Officers previously identified are
screened by each board and continue to maintain the "proven'ý designa-
tion only so long as they continue to meet the criteria.

f. While the Army increasingly focuses its staff college cur-
riculum on the next assignment, the Marine Corps, the Navy and the
Air Force are moving in somewhat the opposite direction. The 1977
Annual Report for the Naval War College (which includes the College
of Naval Command and Staff) observed that "in developing the •urriculum,
a decision has been made to focus on concepts and p1 inciple rather than
current events..., to emphasize that which can best prepare of icers
for the remainder of their active service rather than just forl their

4', G-3



next assignment." The Air Force's Five Year ObjecLive Plan
(September 1977) for the Air Command and Staff College (ACSC)
projects a similar orientation. "ACSC will produce graduates with
a broad knowledge of an everexpanding profession" and the communi-
cative, managerial and leadership skills essential to equip him
"as a facilitator...who will develop the procedures and implement
Air Force policy." Broadly stated, the Navy and Air Force look upon
their formal schooling of field grade officers as an exercise in
helping them to learn how to think through problems creatively and
to research, write and communicati.

g. All of the services have to wrestle with the problem of
obtaining a proper mix of education and training in their officer
development programs. The Air Force has most fully developed the
distinction between the facilities and methods used for military
training as compared to those in Professional Military Education (PME).
At all levels, the purpose of the Air Force PME is to advance the
knowledge, skills and attitudes of performance which are comion to
all officers, and can thereby bind together an officer corps which
is divided in-.o specialty concentrations. The objective of PHE is:

... to enhance the profeesional military competence
of Air Force officers through a program of education
designed to broaden perspective, increase knowledge,
and prepare these officers to assume high levels of
command and staff duties and responsibilities.

The Air Force PME system charges itself with certain tasks at all
levels of officer education. Among these are:

(1) Develop creative thinking.

(2) Stimulate individual research.

(3) Emphasize lucid oral and written work and tie prepar-
ation of comprehensive military studies and plans.

(4) Stimulate development of leadership abilities.

(5) Impart knowledge which is significant to aerospace
power.

(6) Increase understanding of the nature of war, its causes,
tactics, and strategies.

(7) Explain how military forces...are developed, sustained,
and employed in both peace and war.
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3. RECOMMENDATIONS. None.

3 Appendixes
1. U.S.* Air Force Officer Education and Training
2. Career and Education Patterns in the U.S. Navy
3. Officer Education and Training in the U.S. Marine Corps
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REVIEW OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

APPENDIX 1

US AIR FORCE OFFICER EDUCATION AND TRAINING

TO ANNEX G

EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF OFFICERS IN THE U.S. ARMED FORCES

In carrying out its mission of bringing airpower to bear against
an enemy threat to the United States, the Air Force organizes and
trains its officers by airpower functions, such as in the Strategic
Air Command, the Tactical Air Command, and the Military Airlift
Command. These major commands (MAJCOMS) are, in turn, centered on
types of aircraft and equipment which are designed to accomplish
specialized functions. The Air Force officer's first responsibility
is as a specialist, to man increasingly complex equipment. It is
by this fact that the Air Force has lessons to offer to the Army,
as ground warfare moves into a more highly technological era, and
Army officers are increasingly "manning the equipment" as compared
o t"equipping the man."

This paper describes the Air Force programs for educating and
training officers in terms of similaricies and differences with
related Army programs.

Air Force Officer Requirements. Carrying out the Air Force
mission requireq some 95,000 officers on active duty, and the
additional strengths of those in National Guard and Reserve units.
(See Figure 1) The active duty officer corps requires 43,000 rated
pilots and navigators in some 125 subspecialties. Nonrated officers
comprise over 300 more specialties, such as missile launch officer,
electronic warfare officer, aircraft maintenance officer, and
physicist.

Management Classification. Air Force officer personnel manage-
ment is centered on each officer's Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC),
which identifies his or her skills in a five-part designator. For
example, the AFSC S1115F breaks down into:

S -- Prefix (in this case, fighter weapons instructor)
11 -- Career Area (Operations)

1 -- Utilization Field (Pilot, Tactical Fighter)
5 -- Level of Proficiency
F -- Suffix (in thýs case, F-4 aircraft

G-1-1 i
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FIGURE 1: Air Force Officer Strengths
(As of 28 Feb 78)

RATED NONRATED TOTAL

2 LT 2,437 5,852 8,289
1 LT 4,388 6,171 10,559
CPT 18,720 21,735 40,455
MAJ 7,246 11,333 18,579
LTC 6,899 5,475 12,374
COL 3,391 1,859 5,250
GO 289 84 373

TOTAL 43,370 52,509 95,879

Qualification in one's specialty is indicated by the fourth
part of the code, "level of proficiency." This number records the
highest grade in which the officer should serve for the level of
proficiency he has acquired. In this case, level 5 indicated that
he has full proficiency and can serve in that specialty up to the
level 0-5, or lieutenant colonel.

Accessions. To maintain a 95,000 officer corps, the Air Force
will commission annually more than 5,000 men and women in the coming
years, a figure that is increasing in Fiscal Years 1979 and 1.980.
Approximately 900 will come from the Air Force Academy, 3,000-plus
from the Air Force ROTC and 1,500 from the Officer Training School,
whose output is being doubled in two years. Annual pilot production
will increase from 1,000 in 1978 to 1,750 in 1980.

The Air Force ROTC, which provides nearly two-thirds of the
annual officer accessions, has a 4-year program and a 2-year program
in the American colleges. The system is authorized 6,500 scholarships,
but funded for approximately 5,000. There are 4-year, 3-year and
2-year scholarships. These are awarded primarily for those majoring
in scientific and engineering disciplines. An Air Force Officer
Qualifying Test (AFQT) is required of each cadet enrolled in the
program, to assess their potential for future service. A Flying
Instruction Program introduces selected cadets to the elements of
flying in their senior year of ROTC.

Career Patterns. Upon being commissioned the officer undertakes
technical training in his entry specialty and is then assigned to a
Major Command for initial duty in his specialty. Thereafter he will
alternate schooling with sequential tours in either his specialty or

C-1-2



/
perhaps in a newly-acquired secondary specialty -- for rated officers
referred to as a "rated supplement." The progression through a
typical officer's career is pictured in Figure 2.

The Training System. The Air Force manages the specialty
training of officers through the AF Military Personnel Center and
the Air Training Command at Randolph AFB in Texas. Typical basic
course lengths for rated officers are:

UPT - Undergraduate Pilot Training (6 locations) ...... 49 wks
UHT - Helicopter (Ft. Rucker) ......................... 36 wks
UNT - Undergraduate Navigator Training (Mather AFB)...33 wks

Additional training for rated officers may include:

SAC Combat Crew Training, B-52 ........................ 19 wks
USAF Conversion Training to A-0 . ................ 7 wks

For nonrated officers, initial technical training may range from
5 to 36 weeks, for an average of about 15 weeks. Typical courses and
their lengths are outlined in Figure 3.

The Professional Military Education System. The Commander of
the Air University at Maxwell AFB, Alabama directs the programs for
professional education of Air Force officers at all levels, from the
precommissioning general education of AFROTC cadets to the senior . __
service college for the highest ranking ifficers. His responsibility
includes the Squadron Officer School (SOS) for junior officers, the
Air Command and Staff College (ACSC), the Air War College (AWC) --

all at Maxwell AFB -- and the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT)
at Wright-Patterson AFB in Ohio. Air University provides the prin-
cipal interface between the Air Force and the civilian universities
and it maintains programs for the professional education of National
Guard and Reserve Officers.

At all levels, the purpose of Professional Military Education
(PME) is to advance the knowledge, skills, and attitudes essential
for high standards of performanze in the profession of arms in general,
and in the employment of aerospace power in particular. Within the . '
purview of PME is national security affairs, military history, leader-
ship, management, professional ethics and standards of behavior, and
the commtiications and analytical skills needed by the competent
professional officer. The PME schools are charged with instilling

the values and understandings which are common to all officers, and
can thereby bind together an officer corps which is divided into
specialty concentrations.

G-1-3
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FIGURE 2

The Highlights of an Officers Career Educational Opportunities
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FIGURE 3
USAF O?11CE TRAINING PRtOGRAM

TECHNICAL TlAINING COURSES CONTROLLED BY AFr•C
COURSE
NUMBER L lOCATION DURATION

E30BPl7AIA Weapons Controller (Manual) Tyndall APB, FL 7 Wk. 5 Do

J30R1821F Missile Launch Officer Sheppard An, TZ 12 Wk

182100F Missile Combat Crew Initial Qualification
Training Vandeoberg Mll, CA 7 Wk

182100G-I Missile Combat Crew Initial Qualification
Trstning Vandenberg An, CA 12 Wk, 2 Do

182100K Missile Combat Crew Initial Qualification
Training Vandenberg APB, CA IS Wk

1821001. Missile Combat Crew Initial Qualification
Training Vandenberg AFB, CA 16 Wk

130R3021 Communicatiova Systems Officer Kessler An, MS 30 Wk, 5 on

13013031 Communication ?Aintenance Officer Kessler An, HS 32 Wk

E30BR3041 Electronics Syevoms Officer Keeolar Ane, WS 36 Wk, 4 Do

E30%R30SI-I Communicetione-lectronics Engineer Kessler AnB, NS 25 Wk, 3 OD

C30BR3121C-4 Missile Maintenance Officer (WS-133) Chanute An, IL 5 Wk

C30BR4021-2 Airzie~tt Maintenance Officer Chanute APB, IL 26 Wk

G3OSR4031A Munitions Officer Loay .VBl, CO 17 Wk, 3 Do

J30ZR51355 Comwuter Systme Analyst Sheppard An, TX 5 Wk

E3OBR5141-2 Computer Systems Programming Officer Kesster AT, Mg 13 Wk

J30515151 Computer Systems Opt Officer Shepperd AnB, TX 8 Wk

50113031 Signel Intelligence Officer Goodfellow AM TX 20 Wk

L30R8121 Security Police Officer Lackland AnB, TX 4 Wk. 5 Do

1 /
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The Squadron Officer School provides the first level of formal
Professional Military Education to officers between their fourth and
eighth years of service. In contrast with the Army Advanced Officer
Course, the SOS is a short, 11-week TDY experience, and focuses on
common command and staff capabilities rather than further specialty
development. The course objectives are stated as preparing officers
to be better able to:

-Speak and write
-- Lead and follow,
-Manage people, money, and material and,
-- Assess the capability of U.S. military forces to perform

their mission

Because it is "primarily a leadership school for company grade
Air Force officers" much of the instruction is in small group
exercises, calling for student-team resolution of practical problems.
Athletic activity is emphasized. Three written examinations are
required. A Code of Honor for academic matters states: "I will not
lie, cheat, or steal, and I will not allow among my associates any-
one who will violate these precepts."

The course is given 4 times annt'ally, with a student load of
more than 600 lieutenants and captains whose average age is 29 years.
Major Commands nominate students, .,ho return to them for further duty.
At the end of the course the student receives a Training Report which
is included in his permanent record, but does not state relative
class standings unless he is an exceptional graduate.

The course is well received by officers (some 40 percent bring
wives to Maxwell AFB at their own expense). The course is looked
upon as highly successful in achieving its objectives, although it
is expensive in terms of facvtlty and travel allowances.

The Air Command and Staff College provides the intermediate
level of Professional Military Education to approximately 20 percent
of Air Force officers who enter the rank of major, and offers an
associate course by correspondence to others in the Active, Reserve,
and National Guard forces. The resident course of 40 weeks accommodates
540 studcnts, who are selected by a PME board from those who have been
selected earlier by a temporary major selecLion board. The mission
of ACSC is to prepare officers for their succeeding varied assignments
and is stated as:

... to provide mid-career officers with the skills,
knowledge, and understanding that will enhance their
value to the Air Force for the balance of their
careers in responsible command and staff positions;

T G-1-6



to conduct student and faculty research of value
to the Air Force/DOD; and to make available
significant products of this research.

The 533 students who started the course in August 1977 consisted of
426 Active Air Force officers, 50 foreign officers from 31 countries,
36 Army officers, and 16 from Navy and civilian agencies. Fifty
percent of th2 American students had Masters degrees from civilian
universities. The typical American studei,t is 35 years of age and
in his twelfth year of service.

The learning goals of ACSC are stated in Figure 4. The core
curriculum is portrayed iit Figure 5, ir, the context of its transition
from 1977 to 1978.

In the last three months of the course, the curriculum focuses
on the Joint Planning Process; a 40-hour computer-supported planning
exercise which culminates with a force deployment feasibility analysis
leading into a conventional theater air warfare exercise; and a
50-hour manu-l wargame in which student seminar groups oppose each
other in a simulated nuclear war. Foreign officers graduate i.a early
March, before this instruction takes place.

For instructional purposes, the class is organized into 16-man
seminars; the composition and leadership of the semiaar is changed
three times during the year. Each seminar has one Army officer, who
is expected to be conversant with current Army organization, doctrine
and policy. For these purposes the senior Army instructor conducts
special seminars for Army officers before the course begins, and
periodically during the year.

The general pattern of instruction at ACSC is to assign reading
material, present one or more lectures with associated question
periods, aad then discuss in detail .n seminar. The student attends
instruction in lecture or seminar mode from 5 to 6 hours per day.

Because the experience and needs of students differ, several
options are made available oatside the core curriculum. Develop-
mental tutorials are available in the fall semester wherein a student
may spend twenty hours improving a skill such as writing, reading,
and basic mathematics (students who do not do well on diagnostic tests
take remedial instruction). Self-development options may also be
electpd in areas such as regional studies, computer programming,
Army Division Tactical Operations, Naval Operations, or Writing for
Publication. From mid-April to mid-May the student selects one of
five Specialty Tracks, to obtain a broad overview related to his
next assignment; the study may be in Command, Systems Acquisition,
Logistics, or theater/strategic Plans and Operations.
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Figure 4. Air Command and Staff College

.COURSE GOALS
COMMION STAFF GOALS serve to increase an ACSC graduate's

1. T futhe prearestaf ofices t reson effectiveness within his area of specialization

logically. solve problems effectively, and reduce the transition time required in his
communicate clearly, and organize effectively next assignm.Ients.
for executive decision. BROADEN KNOWLEDGE OF
2. To develop an understanding of the THE AIR FORCE
organization, policies, and programs through 6. To develop and emphasize knowledge
which the Air Force functions. consistent with action officer, mid-level
3. To develop field grade officer leadership supervisor, and unit command
and mana-ement skills. responsibilities.

SPECIFIC STAFF SKILLS BROADEN VIEW BEYOND I HE
4. To develop Air Command and Staff AIR FORCE
graduates with skills for cmploying aerospace 7. To develop an understanding of the world
forces against the background of historical environment as it affects the Air Force
and contemporary perspectives or, warfare. officer's knowledge and application of skills

and to increase his sensitivity to the nationalSPECIALIST SKILLS security process.
5. To expand an officer's knowledge of a RESEARCH
functional specialty and increase his aptitude.
insights, and analytical skills within that 8. To research, document findings and
discipline. This in-depth instruction must provide insights and recommendations to the

DOD; Air Force on functional topics.
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Figure 5. Air Command and Staff College Curriculum
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Core Curriculum. AU students will of instruction. A significant innovation in the
complete the 1049 hour core curriculum area is the development of a statistics text.
including 200 hours allotted for individual This text is designed to provide greater depth
student research. Research time was not in statistics instruction without a
considered curriculum time in AY-77, corresponding increase in curriculum time. A
therefore comparable curriculum hours are: review of the area, phase and period
AY 77-779;AY78-849. (Does not include objectives indicates a planned increase in the
hours for orientation, electives, overall depth of instruction in the Command
commandant's option, or field trips.) Titles of and Management area.
the four primary areas and description of AREA Ill-Military Environment
changes follow:

AREA I-Staff Communications and Time: Increased from 96 to 117 hours.

Research Content: Four phases are include,: US Policy
Making, Superpower Relationships,

lime: Increased from 110 to 274 hours. Regional Relationships, and International
Content: Previously, 37 hours were assigned Law and Modem Warfare. This entire area
for application of staff communications. has been reorganized asa foundation for Area
These hours are now appropriately integrated IV, Military Employment. The total systems
throughout the course and no specific hours approach integrates international conditions,
are assigned for this purpose. The 200 hours problems, policies, and the national decision
previously devoted to individual and group process. The CRIDEX (Crises Decisio'), an
research have been added to this area. integrative computer assisted game, simulates
Students will be required to prepare 18 the National Security Council discussions and
written assignments and I I worksheets, give decisions.
10 speeches, serve as chairman 4 times, and
prepare one major research product. AREA IV-Military Employment

AREA Il-Command and Management lime: Decreased from 305 to 289 hours.
Content: The previous six phases have been

Time: Increased from 258 to 269 hours. reorganized into four phases: US Military
Content: The Command and Management Strategy and Doctrine, Military Forces in
curriculum is organized into 27 modules with Support of Current National Stiategy,
each module containing closely related Contributions of Selected Foreign Forces to
material. The module system appears to add US National Security, and Military Planning
structure to the organization of the area and Concepts in Employment of Tactical and
should assist in establishing a logical sequence Strategic Forces.
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Student evaluation is based on 3 semiaar performance reports,
6 examinations, and the 200-hour research project. In addition,
his work in electives and his leadership attributes are recorded.
Approximately 20 percent of a class are recognized as distinguished
graduates.

The program is continually evaluated through a system of student
questionnaires, faculty assessments, graduate surveys, and interviews
of supervisors of graduates. In the spting of 1978 ACSC will publish
a new 5-year plan, a programming document which will include college
goals, specific objectives, and milestone charts for achieving each
oLjective. Among areas of particular intorest are faculty upgrading,
imprcrving the institutional evaluation process, providing addiLional
utilization of computers, and improving nonresidential instruction.

Some 13,500 USAF majors and senior captains are enrolled in the
correspondence version of the ACSC regular course; over 17,500
officers have completed that nonresident instruction in the past.
Recognizing the limitations of a program which does not include group
discussion, guidance and supervision in learning cormmunication skills,
or exposure to collective problem-solving in staft exercises and battle
simulations, the ACSC began in 1970 the associate seminar method of
nonresident instruction. Seminars of 9 to 18 officers are formed at
their duty stations; they meet weekly, studying the nonresident ACSC
course '-n 40 lessons, taking about 1 year to complete. Faculty
members from Maxwell visit regularly and evaluate progress. In the
summer of 1977 nearly 2,000 students were enrolled in 128 seminars
on 98 Air Force bases.

The Air War Col lege provides the senior level of Prcfessional
Military Education to approximately 8 percent of officers who have
been selected for promotion to temporary lieutenant colonel, and also
provides a nonresident course for other active and reserve force
officers. The resident course is 40 weeks in length and follows a
simply stated mission: "to prepare selected officers for key command
and staff." The size of the student body has been pared from a high
of 310 in 1974 to 264 in 1978, and is expected to reduce further
towards 200 in coming years. In 1978, 23 percent of the student
body was other than regular Air Force officers; among them were 22
Army officers. Eighty-one percent of the USAF officers were rated;
they averaged 18 yeacs of service and 41 years of age; a third had
not attended the intermediate staff college course; about half had
Masters degrees and 19 held PhD degrees.
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USAF officers are selected to attend AWC by a PIC board which
nominates them from the list of new selectees for lieutenant colonel
and colonel. This published nomination list for lieutenant colonels
opens up ai 4-year window during which the nominee will attend a
senior service school; annual selection boards designate the actual
time of attendance based on the officer's assignment availability.
Selections for promotion and War College attendance are Air Force-wide,
and not by specialty.

Major elements of the resident program in 1977-78 are portrayed
in Figure.6. The core curriculum is further explained in Figure 7.
In addition, each student is required to take 3 elective courses,
write one major research paper in the Military Studies Program, and
participate in one field trip.

The *AWC curriculum is in transition. Before 1976 emphasis was
placed on the study of the formulation of national security policy.
Since then the emphasis has been shifted to the employment of air-
power, accomplished primarily by devoting more of the core curriculumJ
to airpower strategy and employment. In addition, electives have
been increasingly mission-related and thcý research program has been

redirected towards practical aspects of airpower employment.

Of equal significance is a concomitant shifting of instructional
method and faculty expertise at AWC. In a movement away from lecture/

organized next year into 18 to 20 seminars of 12 officers. Ha~lf of
the faculty of 40 will be specialty trained in national/international
affairs and in management; the other half will be generalists in
military-affairs, for the teaching of airpower employment. Thie
curriculum will be reconstituted so that seminars meet with the
appropriate faculty members, who will concentrate on their area of
expertise. In the process, the student will undertake more individual
reading, researching, writing, and reporting, more in keeping wit.h
civilian graduate school methods and with the method at the Naval War
College. The ratio of student "time in class" to "time in individual
learning," which was perhaps 60/40 in the past will move to 45/55
in the future. The student's 40-hour week may find him in formal
classes no mote than 3 to 4 hours per day except for days containing
exercises, case studies, special activities, etc. This shift in method
will also call for the reinstitution of a significant testing and
evaluation system. The necessary faculty upgrading will include changes
in hiring practices, in-house faculty workshops, development of skills
for guiding research, and new emphasis in designing and administering

tests and evaluations.
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Figure 6. Air War College

Resident Program

Curriculum: The Air War College curriculum stresses the application of
aerospace power. A major portion of the academic year is devoted to a
thorough and critical analysis of current strategy with a view toward the
development of optimum alternative future strategies. The course provides
for an in-depth evaluation of US and allied capabilities as they may be applied
across the broad spectrum of conflict. It also includes instruction in the use of
modern analytical techniques used by DOD to evaluate competing strategies
and weapon syatems. The curriculum allows for a wide range of individual
differences in experience among students and provides ample opportunity for
student-faculty research on current problems facing the Air Force.

AIR WAR COLLEGE CURRICULUM
1977-1978 1 JULIAUG1 SEP IOCTI NOVIDECI JAN I FEB IMARIPIA

REGISTRATION (2 Aug)

ORIENTATION (3.4 Aug)

AREA I LEADERSHIP &
MANAGEMENT (5 Aug-S Oct) III

AREA I1 NATIONAL SECU.•ITY
AFFAIRS(4Ot Dc

AREA III MILITARY STRATEGY
a CAPABLITIES (12 Dec-l Mar)

AREA IV MILITARY CAPAUILITZS & EMPLOYMENT (2 Mar-19 May)

MFDIA4.ILITARY SYMPOSIUM (28-29 Nov)

AIRPOWER SYMPOSIUM (13-15 Feb) - I

NATIONAL SECURITY FORUM (14-19 May)

MILQTARY STUDIES

ELECTIVES PROGRAMM(Aua-o) (Jan:Fob)

GRADUATION (23 May 1978)
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Figure 7: Air War College Core Curriculum

AREA I ---- Leadership and Management includes management of defense
resources both human and material. The student is exposed to the senior
officer's problems of leadership and command in the current
environment and to the recent developments in management science
applicable to the defense establishment including decision analysis,
budget formulation, logistics issues, the acquisition process, the
"Planning, Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS), and other
defense resource management issues.

AREA II --- National Security Affairs c-ntinues the curriculum theme of
senior officer professional development by combining two topical
perspectives: (I) The US and World Affairs, and (2) National Security
Policy Formulation. The first perspective addresses the national and
international environment and how if affects US national security. The
second perspective provides a detailed examination of the role and
influences of various agencies and groups on the formulation of national
security policy. The role of the news media is highlighted by a two-day
media-military symposium wherein an exchange of ideas between the
students and prominent members of the media is evcouraged.

AREA Ill Military Strategy and Capabilities addresses the changing
nature of strategy and doctrine in the employment of airpower; assesses
the capabilities and vulnerabilities of the United Stater, its Allies, and
Communist powers; and examines employment and structure of the
strategic offensive and defensive forces of the United States. Reserve
forces senior officers assigned strategic missions join the resident class to
study future concepts and force applications of strategic power. Classic
writings are examined to highlight the relationship of airpower and
national interests. Issues of air doctrine and strategic warfare are subject
to critical written analysis, case study, and seminar discussion.

AREA IV -- Military Capabilities and Employment addresses the
organization, readiness, capabilities of US general purpose forces to
deter or, if deterrence fails, to fight a theater-level war. The role of each
service is examined and the Air Force's role is studied in depth. Student
research groups present the results of their studies on conventional
theater warfare, which began early in the year. Students conduct research
on allied military capabilities and brief their seminars on their findings.
The National Security Study permits the students to determine national
objectives and policies, assess the threat, develop military strategy and
force posture, and program forces within budgetary constraints. During
the theater war exercise the students consider the full range of
employment options available to a theater air commander and critically
assess such issues as basing, resupply, readiness, mobility, command and
control, allocation of air resources, and survivability. The final week of
the academic year is dedicated to the National Security Forum. During
this week distinguished civilians join the students in discussing issues and
alternative policies for national security.
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Tho AWC Associate Program, aimed primarily at active duty
lieutenant colonels but available to Reserve Component officers,
officers of other services, and federal civilian employees, is
offered in a correspondence format and a seminar formpt at selected
Air Force installations. The Seminar Program enrolls over 2,000
officers annually, organizes them into groups uf 10 to 20 students,
and employs guided self-study and weekly discussions in a year-long
program. AWC faculty members visit and conduct instruction on a
regular basis. The 1,600 correspondence program students achieve
their objectives through individual or group study.

In response to an Air Force need to prepare officers to conduct
and manage tactical air combat operations in a joint and combined
atmosphere, AWC is teaching a 5-week Combined Air Warfare Course for
officers enroute to certain assignments. Emphasis on Europe and
Far Eastern theaters, allied forces capabilities, and a computer-
assisted simulation exercise on the employment of air assets. The
course is offered 7 times a year to classes of 40 students.

The Air Force Institute of Technology meets the need for officers'
specialized professional education in sciences, technology, medicine,
management, and other fields. AFIT provides for advanced degree
programs (mostly to the Masters' level), and for continuing education
to update officers already specially educated in professional fields.
Eighty percent of the officers requiring graduate degrees are placed
in civilian institutions by AFIT. The remainder are taught in AFIT's
degree-awarding programs in engineering, systems and logistics and
management. For this, AFIT maintains a faculty of approximately 190
officers and civilians.

AFIT does not establish requirements for graduate schooling of
officers (to be discussed later in this paper). It assists the Air
Force Military Personnel Center in selecting officers for schooling
by making judgments on the academic credentials of applicants, in the
selection of appropriate schools, in monitoring the student's program,
and fortcasting utilization assignments.

The Air Force enrolls about 500-600 officers each year in graduate
programs. AFIT conducts some short courses which do not award degrees;
experience indicates that it is difficult to get officers to apply for
schooling that does not provide a degree at the end of the schooling.

AFIT operates a variety of programs for the Air University:
Education-with-Industry (125/year); Minuteman Education Program (200/
year graduate); Airman's Education and Commissioning Program (200
students/year, in approximately a 27-month program leading to degrees
in a technological field); advanced research; an Executive Overview
of Current Technology (selected senior officers for one leek); and a
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Strategic and Tactical Science Program (selected officers for a
graduate program in strategic and tactical planning).

Air Force Management of Education and Training Programs. The
USAF Air Staff determines policy for oft icer career development and
turns to the Air Force Military Personnel Center at Randolph AFB
for overall management of the system. The Air Training Command and
the Air University are in the process of determ~ining requirements
for education and training, designing programs which prepare officers
to fulfill the requirement.1, and obtaining feedback f or evaluation
and program redesign.

The Occupational Measurement Center at LAckland AFE analyze
officer dutieL. and tasks, asking supervisors of a specialty what
tasks are performed, asking officers if they actually perform these
tasks, analyzing the data, and then recommending the kind of training
needed and whether schools or using commands should provide that
training. They determine the percentage of officers in a specialty
who perform the task, the relative time spent by them in doing the
task, the amount of time needed to learn the task, and a priority
for the task, i.e., the criticality of Air Force need.

This survey data becomes a base for the Air Staff and ATC to
develop classification manuals and to establish standards for schools
or using commands to follow in setting up courses, publishing training
documents, and mandating evaluation procedures.

The Occupational Measurement Center also conducts surveys of the
effectiveness of training, asking graduates of courses and their
supervisors about the practical utility of the training undertaken.
This information is provided to agencies who conduct programs for their
use in evaluating and redesigning courses.

Graduate education programs sponsored by APIT have their roots in
the requirements for specific skills within the using commands. Super-
visors review positions and recommend reduction or upgrading of graduate
degree requirements to the Air Staff for validation by the AF Educ#-
-tional Requirements Board. At present USAF has approximately 9,000
validated billets, as compared with about 5,000 each for the Army and
Navy. Many of the advanced degrees held by Air Force officers are in
less-needed nontechnical areas, while there is a continuing need to
educate more officers in the technical fields.

Observations. The Air Force officer education and traintaig
system places 8 to 9 percent of the officer corps in schooln at any
given time, plus those in programs operated within the Major Commands.
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The programs are changing, partly because of rapidly changing times,
b!-t also in response to a well-organized management system which is
conscious of accurately stating requirements, designing courses to
meet these requirements, and evaluating whether the requirements have
indeed been fulfilled. In recent years, the organizational structure
has emphasized the differences between training and education,
allowing the best development of the needs of both; the structure
allows for vertical sequencing of schooling and on-the-job learning
throughout an officers career. Responsibility for the formulation
of Air Force doctrine is left outside the purview of education and
training systems.

Like the Navy, the Air Force conducts its own graduate college
which awards Masters and PhD degrees in technical areas and management,
although eighty percent of USAF degrees are obtained in civilian univer-
sities. There is a significant movement in the Air War College towards
adopting the instructional methods and faculty that are commonly
associated with graduate school methodology.

For the sime reasons as the Army, the Air Force can be expected
to have difficulty commissioning enough lieutenants in the coming years,
especially with their requirement that 85-90 percent of ROTC scholar- -

ship recipients will study in technical areas. This will come at a
time of intensive recruiting of training pilots by civilian industry
which faces massive retirements of senior pilots. Shortages and high
turnover usually forecast increased training and education requirements.

In the coming years, the Army and the Air Force will face many of
the same problems which will be generated by changing technology and
shifts in American societal values. Both services will respond through
innovation in their programs for training and educating cheir officer
corps. Their training programs must keep abreast of new weapons.,
equipment, tactics, and procedures so that they can respond to known.
and immediate challenges. Their education programs must prepare
officers to cope with the unknown and more distant problems by
dwelling on the thought processes, the communications skills, the
historical backdrop, and the insights and values that will allow
them to creaite new responses to new challenges. The common effort
calls for continuing cooperation between the ground and air services.
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REVIEW OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

APPENDIX 2

CAREER AND EDUCATION PATTERNS IN THE US NAVY

TO ANNEX G

EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF OFFICERS IN THE U.S. ARMED FORCES

General. Because of the Navy's unique employment requirements-
dictating recurring, lengthy sea duty tours - Navy careers take several
divergent paths. These requirements have prompted the Navy to organize
its roughly 52,000 officer personnel into three major divisions;
unrestricted line, restricted line, and staff corps.

* Unrestricted Line (URL). With approxfimately 34,000 officers
the unrestricted line is the largest group of naval officers,
essentially the warfare specialists. This paper will concentrate
on that group.

*Restricted Line (-L) . A relatively small group of officers-
nearly 3,000 - whose duties (and educational requirements) are so
specialized that by law or convention they are restricted to a single
field. An example of such duty would be the uniformed ship building
engineers. These officers have no warfare specialties and seldom
serve at sea.

* Staff Corps. This element, nearly 16,000 officers, includes
Civil Engineers, Supply Corps, Judge Advocate, Chaplains, and Medics.

on This examination focuses on the Unrestricted Line -specifically I
on oe ofits major subelements, Surface Warfare Specialty. (Other

URL warfare specialties include; aviation, nuclear subs, strategic
weapons and diesel subs, and special warfare.) With occasional side-

--ward-glances to note interesting or instructive differences, we will
proceed to examine the career and educational patterns of the Surface
Warfare Officer.

The Surface Warfaie Community is com~posed of officers who are
qualified in the surface warfare specialty, who man the surface ships
of the Navy, and whose goal is to command those ships. The Surface
Warfare officer, through a progression of assignments, learns the
fundamentals of engineering, weapons systems, and operational tactics
and an understanding of cruiser, destroyer frigate, amphibious, mine
warfare and mobile logistic support force operations.
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Within the Surface Warfare Officer community there are approx-
imately 12,000 officers. Of these there are about 8,000 fully qualified
to perform the duties normally expected of their grade and thereby
authorized to wear the Surface Warfare Officer Insignia. The remaining
4,000 officers are still in training for a warfare specialty.

Against these numbers, the surface warfare community is responsible
for manning approximately 7,600 billets that: (1) require the skill
of a fully qualified Surface Warfare Officer, or (2) afloat billets
which lead to qualification as a Surface Warfare Officer. At any given
point in time, approximately, 4,400 qualified Surface Warfare Officers
are available to ineet requirements outside their specific warfare
specialty, permitting assignment of selected officers who have attained
their warfare specialty qualification to billets that could broaden
their professional potential including student billets at Post Graduate
School, instructor duty at various Navy schools or NROTC units, and an
array of other positions ashore.

Figure 1 depicts an average Surface Warfare Officerts professional
development path. It is included only to illustrate the general
progression of assignments and promotions. No two officers will
follow the same identical career patterns; however, on the average,
the successful Surface Warfare Officer will accomplish most of the
milestones shown in about the same sequence indicated.

The Navy's Chief of Naval Education and Training (CNET) in
Pensacola has purview over most of the Navy's training programs.
Under the CNET the Director for Naval Education and Training (DNET) -

in Washington is the staff proponent for officer development. The
Navy's principle education institutions, such as the Naval Academy,
the Naval Postgraduate School at Monterey, and the Naval War College
report directly to the Chief of Naval Operations. ,

Precommissioning. The Navy currently acquires unrestricted line
officers 6iarough several sources; the most important being the Naval
Academy, the Naval ROTC scholarship program, and Officer Candidate
Schools (see Table 1).

The preliminary findings of one current study of the Navy's
accession program (OPRA - Officer Procurement, Retention, and Achieve-
ment Study) suggests that most of their sources are efficient in the
production of officers (even the Hlaval Academy and high cost programs
such as ROTC scholarship) when life-cycle or total career costs, and
not Just precommissioning costs, are considered. Those that failed I
to measure up -- the NROTC, college program, (nonscholarship), the
Reserve Officer Candidate Program and the Aviation Reserve Officer 1.
Candidate Program -- showed up poorly because of poor retention of
their officers on active duty.
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NAVAL OFFICER ACCESSIONS

(FY 77)

SOURCE NMBER PERC'ZNT

**Naval Academy 966 23.3
**NROTC (full) Scholarship 1,139 27.4
NROTC, College (no scholarship) 161 3.9
*Reserve Officer Candidate Program 4 0.1
Officer Candidate School 948 22.8
Aviation Officer Candidate School (Pilots) 294 7.1
Naval Flight Officer Candidate School (navigators) 223 5.4

**Naval Enlisted Scientific Education Program 259 5.2
Aviation Reserve Officer Candidate School 159 3.8

*Discontinued in FY 77
**Regular Officers Commissioned from these sources

TABLE 1

All accession programs are designed to provide active duty
officers; a minimum of 3 years active duty is required of all naval
officers. NROTC scholarship students must agree to puýsue academic
majors of interest to the Navy. All NRIOTC students (with scholarship
and without) are constrained by the limited number Navy coummissions
given to those with degrees in other than the hard sciences. Recently,
the Navy has increased from 60 percent to 80 percent the proportion
of NROTC graduates who must have degrees in areas such as math,
physics, chemistry or engineering, bringing the NROTC program into
line with current policy at the Naval Academy.

The overall program at the Naval Academy is structured to produce

military professionals with the leadership ability to meet the demands

and challenges imposed on junior officers in today's naval service.
The professional program integrates formal academics, at-sea indoctrin-
ation, extensive training in naval science, and moral and physical
conditioning to enable each graduate to effectively perform his duties.
It is designed to develop a junior officer who is professionallyI
competent, who possesses a deep sense of personal integrity and who
has the physical and mental stamina to get the job done. The total
course of instruct ion is based on fleet requirements and fosters the
development of a specific competence in any of the four warfare
specialties. The core professional program includes instruction in
the principles of: (1) seamanship/tactics, (2) navigation, (3) naval
weapons, (4) naval engineering, and (5) leadership and law.
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Recently the N7aval Academy has introduced a set of specific Pro--
fessional Competency Objectives dý.igned both as a guide for the
midshipmen as they progress through their 4 years of professional
education and training and as a standaid by which professicnal
development can be evaluated. Competency categories include
leadership, administration, engineering, watchstanding, seamanship,
ship control and combat systems. Each midshipman is required to
pass a rigid examination in these areas before graduation. Though
extension of this program to NROTC is seen as desirable, it is
not considered feasible at present.

Initial Training. Officers entering the surface warfare
community are sent to a 15-week intensive course of training at
one of the Surface Warfare Officers Schools (SWOS). The school
curriculum places primary emphasis on officer performance, training,
and testing in all necessary watch and management skill areas
necess,,ry for subsequent qualification as a Surface Warfare Officer.
The course is designed to equip him with the fundamental tools he
will need for a successful first sea assignment. The essential
mission of the SWOS is to develop and integrate qualification
standards and functional training in support of Surface Warfare
Officer professional development programs.

After SWOS and prior to reporting to his first ship, roughly
half will receive additional, functional training related to the
specific billet in which the commanding officer intends to place him.
Examples include: (1) damage control assistant (DCS) -- 8 weeks,
(2) main propulsion assistant (HPA) -- 10 weeks, (3) anti-submarine
warfare (ASW) -- 8 weeks, (4) communications -- 8 weeks. Officers
who have been selected for the surface nuclear power program will
undergo an additional year of intensive instruction at the Nuclear
Power School and at operational reactor plants. During this training,
the officer student qualifies as Engineering Officer of the Watch on
a long-based prototype of a surface ship's nuclear propulsion plan.

Initial Sea Tour. Upon completion of SWOS (and Nuclear Power
School or special functional training, if applicable), the new surface
warfare trainee reports to his first ship for a 3 to 3 1/2 year tour
of duty. There are currently some 3,400 ensign and lieutenant junior
arade billets aboard 400 surface ships. The initial sea duty will
usually be an astignment as a division officer within either the
Engineering, Weapons, or Operations Department, where he will be
responsible jor shipboard communications, gunnery, main propulsion,
damage control or any one of a number of other duties below the
department head level.
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It is in this tour that he will be expected to qualify as a
Surface Warfare Officer. Normally, the maximum time allowed for
this qualification is 24 months. As a guide to obtaining the SWO
designation, a series of Personnel Qualification Standards (PQS)
have been developed. These atandards are designed to assist per-
spective Surface Warfare Officers in completing the fundamental
qualifications which are required Division Officer, Officer of the
Deck in Port (OODI), Combat Information Center Watch Officer (CICWO)
or Surface Watch Office.r, Officer of the Deck Underway (OODU), and
Junior Engineering Officer of the Watch.

Because qualif.c.Lion as a Surface Warfare Officer requires
professional knowledge across a whole continuum of subjects an
officer's first sea assignment will normally be served in the same
ship. Although there are exceptions to this general policy both the
stability provided to the ship, and advantage of an officer feeling
"at home" as he progresses through the various stages of his SWO
qualification, are best served by such a general policy.

Personnel Qualification Standards. The Personnel Qualification
Standards (PQS) program was instituted in 1969 to serve as a standard-
ized vehicle to define training/qualification requirements for various
watch and duty stations and to provide for the orderly progressive
training and qualification of each individual. PQS is essentially a
subject outline of the various items an individual must accomplish
to attain a specific qualification. The PQS for the Surface Warfare
Officer is something of a latecomer and was fully initiated only two
years ago. onis program is divided into 5 subject elements:

(1) Division Officer Qualification Standard

(2) Engineering Oualification Standard

(3) Officer of the Deck (in port) Qualification Standard

(4) Officer of the Deck (underway)/Combat Information Center
Watch Officer Qualification Standard

(5) Warfare Qualification Standard

For ease of use each of these elements is published separately in
booklet form. Two important parts of each are:!,

e The Standards Booklet contains questions and performance items
which an officer needs to be able r- answer or accomplish in order to
qualify on a watch-station. The standard was written by naval personnel
asking the question of themselves, "What do I nee to know to do the
job properly?"
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e The Qualification Card is a checkoff list of what has been
accomplished. As an officer completes an item in the requirements
section of the standards booklet his supervisor signs off in the
qualification card.

PQS consists of: fundamentals (knowledge necessary to do the job),
systems (the equipment or ran/equipnenL complex under studies usually
broken down into functional groupings), and watch stations (the
procedures needed to properly execute the duty). After all required
qualifications have been signed off the officer appears before the
ship's captain to be examined. When the captain is satisfied that
the officer is proficient, he certifies him "qualified." The captain
is ultimately responsible for the qualification program aboard his
ship and must notify the Bureau of Naval Personnel why an officer
fails to become qualified in the 2 years normally allotted. The
program, which recently reached the end of the f~irst full 2-year
cycle, has experienced a high rate of satisfactory com~pletions,
though there is some suggestion that the Navy is not reassigning
young officers until they finish the program. Though it may be too
early to be certain, there are those at the Surface Warfare Officers
School who are convinced that the program is dramatically improving
the quality of young officers. Evidence of that conviction lies
in projected shifts in the curriculum of the DepartmenL Head Courses
which include elimination of material these new officers have already
mastered.

* Qualification as a Surface Warfare Officer is a significant first
milestone in an officer's career. It must be accomplished prior to
"1consideration for selection" to the next major career milestone, the
Surface Warfare Officer Department Head Course. This selection
normally occurs at about the 2 1/2 to 3 1/2 year point in an officer's j-
career - at approximately the same time he is first scheduled for
assignment ashore. The selection rate is near 100 percent of th~ose
qualified. Failure for a SWO to be selected is a sure sign that he
should seek a caretr elsow:,ere.

The First Shore Tour. Upon completion of his basic "~at sea"~
qualifications, an officer can expect to be ordered ashore for a tour

officer billets ashore which require the expertise of a qualified
Surface Warfare Officer (including billets as USNA/NROTC instructor,
Fleet and Type Command Staffs) many will be assigned to a ronwarfare
related shore billet (headquarters activities in Washington, for
example). Another possibility on this or the second shore tour is

the assignment to postgraduate school for the development of subspecialty.
The Officer Sub9pecialty System. The officer subspecialty system

is a professional development system in which requirements for specific
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professional qualifications (in addition to basic specialty qualffica-
tion) are identified, and in which officers with these qualifications
are identified or developed anid assigned.

o Billets. The subspecialty system classified and. controls
billets requiring officers who have specialized experience, training,
or postgraduate education. Validation of these requirements by the
Subspecialty Requirements Board is similar to that done by the Army
Education Review Board except that the Navy board looks at experiential
requirements in addition to those of education and training.

* Officers. Similarly, the system identifies and controls
officers who have been selected (largely volunteers) as subspecialists
because of their experience, training or education in fields of
interest to the Navy. Restricted Line and Staff Corps Officers sub-

specialize within their basic specialties. Unrestricted Line Officers

may subspecialize more hroadly into secondary fields.

e Subspecialty Codes. In general, a Naval Officers (Warfare)
Specialty and subspecialty (if any) are indicated by a 4-digit code
(two digits for each elemenL). In addition, level of preparation/
proficiency in the subspecialty is indicated by a alphabetic suffix.
Billed codes employ similar suffixes to indicate the level of prep- -

aration/proficiency required in the job (see Figure 2). .

Postgraduate Education Policy. In a recent (April 1976) memo-
randum or postgraduate education policy, AdmiralJ. L. Holloway III,
Chief of Naval Operations, included this philosophy. "Tl'i leaders
of the Navy today, and increasingly in the future, must thoroughly
understand the capabilities and limitations of ths ships, weapons,
systems and resources which they manage, further, they must have
developed the capacity for original thought and problem soi-ring
technique which, in turn, will enhance perspective and scope of --

decisionmaking. Graduate education represents an essential means
to this end and, as such, requires a sizable investment of resources
by the Na,'y."

Unlike the other services, the Navy uses a selection board to
pick a pool of officers qualified to attend graduate school. Assign-
ment officers pick from this pool based on the officers personal y,
interests (graduate school is voluntary), billet requirements, and
availability. The selection boards use two screens to establish :he
pool; first, demonstrated performance of duty -- fitness reports, etc.;
second, academic potential. (To assist in an analysis of the latter
measure an Academic Profile Code has been createu which considers both
previous academic performance and demonstrated aptitude for technical
studies. The code relates the performance of different individuals,
though it may have occuree at different times, in cifferent institutions,
and in different fields of study.) The selection rate for URL officers
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SUBSPECIALTY CODE SUFFIXES

Suff ix*•" Level of Prep3ration/Proficiency

,c* Proven subspecialtLst with PH D

.) PH D Level Education

E Baccalaureate Level Education in
Applicable Field

•,* Proven Subspecialist with Graduate
Education at Less Than Master Level

iG Graduate Education at Less Than Master
Level

M* Proven Subspecialist with Engineers
Degree (Between HS & PH D)

N, Engineers Degree Level of Education

P Masters Level of Education

Q* Proven Subspecialist with Masters
Level Education

S Significant Experience

* Designation as a "proven" subspecialist is made by board action for

superior performance in previous assignments within the subspecialty.

Lessor subsequent performance of failure to keep current by p.r.odic

assignments within the field will lead to board withdrawal of the "proven"

designation.

**Certain additional codes for billets are available to indicate Jobs

in which a masters degree is desirable (H), or jobs which are second

!in priority to receive officers with masters degrees (B).

Figure 2
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across the board in FY 7T/77 was approximately 13 percent. The rate'
for Surface Warfare Officers alone was somewhat better than the
average at 22 percent.

Naval Postgraduate School. The Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey,
California is now in its 70th year of providing advanced ed, -ion
for Naval officers. The Secretary of the Navy has defined t. ission
of the Naval Postgraduate School as follows:

"fTo conduct and direct the Advanced Education of
commissioned officers, and to provide such other
technical and pro fessional instruction as may be
prescribed to meet the needs of the Naval Service;
and in support of the foregoing, to foster and A
encourage a program of research in order to sustain
academic excellence."~

Currently the school offers graduate level instruction (to PhD) in
the following curriculum program areas:

Administrative Science
Aeronautical Engineering
Computer Technology
Electronics and Communications
Environmental Sciences
Naval Engineering
Naval Intelligence/National Security Affairs
Operations Research/Systems Analysis
Weapons Engineering/ASW

In addition to its own program the school also coordinates the Navy' s
graduate education at civilian institutions. In both areas the school
works closely with the Navy element sponsoring the students to insure
that instruction provided tracks closely with that needed on the job.-
The school also conducts an extensive Continuing Education Program.
Established in 1974 this program has extended the school's education
services to the Navy at large through correspondence and off-campus
programs. One purpose of the extension program was to offer basic
preparatory courses required for later graduate studies at the school-
thereby shortening the resident phase of the program. Up to now -

though some officers have taken advantage of the program - the time
saved has usually been spent on additional course work rather than
earlier graduation.

The Second Sea Tour. Upon completion of his first shore assign-
ment, ordinarily after 5 1/2 to 6 years of commissioned service, a
Naval officer will be assigned abain to sea duty for a 2 to 3 year
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period. Having attended the Surface Warfare Officer Department Head
Course (usually just before the second sea tour) he will be prepared
for an assignment as either the Chief Engineer, the Weapons Officer,
the Operations Officer or any one of the principal department head
billets. This is particularly important period in a Naval Officer's
career. As a department head his responsibilities are far broader
than they were at the division officer level. But, in addition to
what normally is a heavy daily work load, he must now commence his .--

preparation for the command qualification examination and attempt
to gain award of the designa tion. "Qualified for Command of a Surface
Ship." If he defers the preparation until later he may find that
the demands on his time as an executive officer will limit his
preparation.

For a very few officers completing their department head tours
(about 1 percent) an "early command," is a possibility. There are
approximtately 27 command billets to which lieutenants are assigned.
Most Surface Warfare Officers, however, will not receive their first .
command until they reach the grade of Commander. 1

Second Shore Assignment. The second shore tour commences at
approximately the ninth year of commissioned service and contains
further opportunities for professional development including the j
opportunity to attend postgraduate school or assignment to a command
and staff college. The philosophy behind such assignments is reflected

-- in a discussion of recent curriculum changes in the 1977 President's
report for the Naval War College (which includes their Staff College).
There it was reported that a decision had been made "to focus on
concepts and principle rather than current events.., to emphasize
that which can best prepare officers for the remainder of their active
service rather than just for their next assignment." Despite that,
the Navy places little emphasis on attendance at a staff or war
college - just over 10 percent of the eligible naval officers attend
at each of these levels. Command, not formal education is a pathway
to stars. A more likely second shore tour assignment wculd be util-
ization in a subspecialty (if previously acquired), or staff duty
with a Surface Force Type Command, the Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations (Surface Warfare), the Joint Staff, a Fleet Staff, or a
Training Commandl.

fiaval War College. The Naval War College is divided into two levels-
the College of Naval Command and Staff (staff college level) and the
College of Naval Warfare (war college level). The curriculum organ-
ization and content is essentially the same for both courses. Ilaval

officers do not attend both. Courses are divided into three areas:
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Strategy and Policy (SIP)
Defense Economics and Decisionmaking (DEDM) "
Employment cf Naval Forces (NAVOPS)

Slrategy and Policy at the Naval War College acquaints the

officer-student with the fundamentals of military strategy,
especially in its maritime applications, foreign policy, and the

interrelationships L Ik 6hr,: ThiC St,,ay is presented through
a series of historical case studies examining specific examples of
strategic-political interaction in the modern era.

The Defense Economics and Decisionmaking course addresses the
problems associated with allocating limited national resources to
defense programs in a manner consistent with national goals and

strategy. The purpose of the course is to develop understanding
of the objectives and missions of the Navy in the context of national

strategy and an appreciation for the process of rational choice
among alternative ways of accomplishing them. The Employment of
Naval Forces course is designed to expand the student's understanding

of how naval forces are employed to execute the naval missions. The
course is structured to highlight the four mission categories
prescribed for today's Navy by the Chief of Naval Operations:

Strategic Deterrence
Naval Presence
Sea Control

Projection of Power Overseas

A typical academic calender for the two courses is at Figure 3.

The Lieutenant Commander Sea Tour. Toward the end of the fiscal
year in which he is selected for promotion to the grade of lieutenant

commander, a navA officer receives the first of several screenings
for assignment to executive officer and commanding officer billets
at sea. Opportunity for a tour as executive officer is fair; the
selection rate generally runs between 55 and 65 percent. In addition,
about 5 percent of eligible LCDRs will have an opportunity to command.

LCDRs also fill major department head billets in the larger surface
ships. Obviously, the executive officer tour is the key lieutenant
commander assignment and is the final milestone to command at the
next grade. Performance as an XO is particularly critical because
not every lieutenant commander serving as an executive officer (or
as a major department head) will be selected for commander command

though that selection rate is currently averaging about 60 percent
and ex:pected to remain at about the same level for the foreseeable
future.
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A word needs to be said here concerning those officers who are
qualified in their warfare specialty but who, for one reason or
another, are not selected for either an ececutive officer or commanding
officer assignment. Recall that "command" is the single most important
career goal urged on every Surface Warfare Officer. The Naval Officers
Career Development llandbook gives this advice. "Too frequently
individuals who find themselves in this category erroneously view
their careers as ended, and their promotion potential as nonexistant.
This is simply not true! By the time an officer reaches the grade of
lieutenant commander, the professional experti.e which he has to
offer is virtually irreplaceable. There is a need both at sea and
ashore for such officers in the grade of lieutenant commander and
commander; and there is a promotion path to captain from such a
career pattern. The key, as always, is performance; and, for the
officer able to develop a strong subspecialty within the OThS frame-
work, tiere will always be viable opportunity."

Enroute to an XO or CO assignment an officer is ordered to the
Surface Warfare Officers School to a~tend the XO or CO Course, 5 to
7-week schools to prepare him for these specific jobs. Normally, an
executive officer's tour will be programmed for 18 months. The tour
is purposely shorter than the 24-month command tour to permit a
greater flow of officers through these valuable operational billets,
and to permit greater selectivity for command screen in the grade of
commander.

Third and Subsequent Tour. During the third and subsequent shore
tours an officer will normally be assigned to billets in one or more
of 5 general categories: (1) Operational billets - assignments
requiring the expertise of a qualified SWO are available in the same
general areas as those noted in the explanation of the second shore
tour; (2) Billets in the area of subspecialty - by this point many
officers have developed a subspecialty either by means of postgraduate
education, or by repetitive shore tours/experience in a particular
subspecialty area;, (3) General unrestricted line billets appropriate
to his grade - examples include: CO/XO ashore, executive assistant
to a senior flag officer, Professor of Naval Science, recuriting
officer, and training command officer; (4) Senior service college
assignment - at the Naval War College or the Industrial College of
the Armed Forces (the Navy places much less emphasis on attendance
at a Staff College or Senior Service College than do most of the other
services. It is unlikely that an officer would attend both within the
Naval War College); (5) Washington duty - including duty with the
Secretary of Defense, Secretary of the Navy, OPNAV, JCS, BUPERS, the
Navy Material Command, and other federal agencies.
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Commander Sea Assignments. The majority of the SWO Commander
sea assignments are as C.O.s of surface ships. For this reason,
formal command selection boards will begin screening records at about
the thirteenth year of commissioned service. Screening begins at
this relatively early point to identify exceptional officers for
early command opportunities while they are still serving in the grade
of lieutenant commander (current policy provides for up to 10 percent
of commander level commands being filled by outstanding lieutenant
commanders). As stated above, commander opportunity for command is
presently set at 60 percent and, as with executive officers, prospec-
tive commanding officers will be ordered to command via the 7-week
Surface Warfare School Command Course.

Because selection for command at sea is highly competitive, a
number of officers may not be selected. The Career Handbook again
has advice. "While it is true that most of a Surface Warfare Officer's
career is oriented toward eventual command at sea, it is also true
that the much larger proportion of assignments as commander or captain
may expect will be ashore. An officer who does not screen for command
should never view his effort as a lost cause' - there is simply too
great a demand for his expertise in meaningful and rewarding assign-
ments. Though perhaps personally disappointing, nonselection for
command does not signal the end of a career. For the subspecialist,
or the officer still capable and willing to make a contribution,
there is a viable opportunity for further progression within the
surface warfare community."

Senior Officer Training. Though the Navy has no formal program
of continuing education for most senior officers, it has developed
some very sophisticated informal approaches, including one developed
in 1975 for the CINCLANTFLT - the Atlantic Fleet Tactical Command
Readiness Program. The objective of that program was to upgrade the
readiness of selected senior officers - 06 and flag ranking.

The program involves seminar gaming (concept development based
upon contingency situations), self-paced programmed instruction I -

(culminates in a 1 hour written examination administered by CINCLAWTFLT),
interactive wargaming (computer-supported wargame conducted in
dedicated facility at Naval War College), and aimes at a population
of 35 Flag/General Officers in the Atlantic Fleet and 115 06's in
major operational command positions.
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A sr ond, more structured course offered to a limited number of
flag rank officers and senior captains, is a 17-week course on ships
maintenance and material management taught at the Nuclear Power
Training Unit, Idaho Falls, Idaho. The intensity of this course can
be seen in its i~titial 2-plus weeks of refresher training in math,
chemistry and physics.

Summary. The Navy provides its officers with a largely functional S

education and training program. The Basic Course, supplemented by the
PQS, insures that Surface Warfare Officers obtain the fundamental skills

essential to their warfare specialty. Similiarly the Department head
Course and the XO/CO Courses further prepare officers for sea duty
assignments. Officer functional training currently occupies approx-

imately 8 to 9 percent of the officer corps. Though some officers
will have the opportunity to attend postgraduate school or a staff
or war college (annually an additional 2 to 3 percent of the officer
corps), the focus of the education and training program remains on the
performance of duty at sea, aiming always toward command.
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REVIEW OF EDUCATION' AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

APPENDIX 3

OFFICER EDUCATION AND T•AININC IN THE U.S. MARINE CORPS

TO ANNEX G

EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF OFFICERS IN THE U.S. ARMED FORCES

The Marine Corps. The United States Marine Corps is primarily organ-
ized, trained, and equipped to provide fleet Marine forces of combined
arms and supporting air for service with the fleet in the seizure or
defense of advanced naval bases and for the conduct of land operations
essential to the prosecution of a naval campaign. The Corps' personnel
policies and education and training progi,.4ns operate in support of that
mission. The Marine Corps' small size (currently about 17,300 com-
missioned officers) has dictated that it must depend on others for
many educational facilities; it has, however, developed an educational
philosophy altogether independent of its sister serviLes. This paper
briefly traces Marine officer career patterns, education and training
programs, and their philosphy of professional education.

Accession and Precommissioming Training. The Marine Corps Reserve
Officer Candidate Programs (the Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) Program
in particular) are the largest source of officer accessions. Otaer
important sources include the U.S. Naval Academy, Naval Reserve Officer
Training Corps (NROTC), and enlisted education programs leading to a
commiss ion.

COMMISSIONED OFFICER ACCESSIONS BY SOURCE, FY 77

Platoon Leaders Course 855
Officer Candidate Course 353
Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps 224
Naval Academy 122
Naval Enlisted Scientific Education Program 59
Marine Corps Enlisted Commissioning Education Program 79
Woman Officers Candidate Class 42
Miscellaneous 48

TOTAL 1782

FIGURE 1
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The Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) Program is for male college students
attending accredited colleges or universities. Students enrolled as
freshmen or sophomores attend a 6-week "junior course" summer camp
the first summer after enrollment, and the "senior course" encampment
(also 6 weeks) during the summer immediately preceding receipt of a
degree. Students enrolled as juniors attend a single 10-week summer
camp immediately prior to receiving their degrees. Upon successful
completion of at least one summer training period, undergraduate PLC
(and Woman Officer Candidate Program members) can request financial
assistance -- a stipend of $100 per month (maximum of $900 per year),
subject to yearly renewal, for the remainder of their undergraduate
studies. The grant of a stipend increases the minimum 36 month
obligated tour of active duty by 6 months for each academic year it
is paid, to a maximum of a 54-month obligation. The PLC program
produces officers for ground assignments, aviation, and law.

The Officer Candidate Class Program is open to male applicants who
are seniors at, or graduates of, an accredited college, university,
or law school. Selected applicants attend the Officer Candidate School
at Quantico, VA. Exceptionally well qualified candidates can be
granted a guarantee of military occupational specialty in selected
fields such as: Engineer, Supply, Data Processing, and Communication-
Electronics.

Each year a quota from the current graduating class of the Naval
Academy is allotted to the Regular Marine Corps. This quota is filled
by the 2ppointment upon graduation of members of the class whose
applications for commissions in the Marine Corps are approved by the
Superintendent of the Naval Academy and the Commandant of the Marine
Corps.

Under the Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps (NROTC) Scholarship
Program the Marine Corps is authorized to input up to 275 applicants
into the entering classes each year. These "marine-option" students
receive a 4-year subsidized college education at one of the colleges
or universities participating in the NROTC program. Other qualified
college students may contract to participate in the "marine-option"
NROTC program. They agree to take Naval Science courses, drill,
complete one summer training period, and accept, if offered, a
commission in the Marine Corps Reserve.

Other commissioning programs include the Woman Officer Candidate Class
(WOCC) and certain programs for enlisted Marines. The WOCC is an
officer program for female college juniors, seniors, graduates ot
graduates or graduate law students. Members of the WOCC program are
required to attend an 8-week training/evaluation course at the Officer
Candidates School. Enlisted marines -- male and female -- can be
commissioned after attendance at the Officer Candidates School, or
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after completion of one of two fully-funded college degree programs:
Navy Enlisted Scientific Education Program (degrees in science,
engineering or mathematics), and Marine Corps Enlisted Commissioning
Education Program (other than scientific degrees).

Career Patterns. Officer assignments are categorized generally as
Fleet Marine Force (FMF) and other. The former include esse~ntially
all of the tactical forces of the Marine Corps and their staffs. The
latter includes assignment to: sea duty with a ships' detachment,
a Marine barracks at a naval installation, recruiting duty, an
instructor detail, or high level or joint staff. A company grade
officer can generally expect assignment to FMF type duties about 75
percent of the time. In tne field grades the ratio reverses; 75
percent of the time officers find themselves in non-FMF assignments.
Despite that an effort is made to return officers to the FMF in each
grade. *Typical career assignments are illustrated in Figure 2.

Career schooling is defined as that training and education conducted
for officers beyond ent..y and basic level training requirements.
Specifically,. ,-areer schooling is provided by military and civilian
institutions and includes:

.Professional schooling at intermediate, high and top levels to
progressively develop individual professional capacity and those
management skills n.ý±cessary for increases command and staff respon-
sibilities. Officer Professional Schools utilized by the Marine
Corps are shown in Figure 3. '

Technical training and education to advance skills in specific
occupational specialties by assignment to service schools and/or in
certain academic disciplines by assignment to the U.S. Naval Post-
graduate School or a degree-granting civilian institution. Marine
Corps officers currently attend over 170 Officer Skill Courses (27
conducted by the Marine Corps) ranging from a 1-week Unit Mess
Officers' Indoctrination Course to a 48-week Test Pilot Course.

General education programs through which officers may pursue
studies in specified academic disciplines leading to baccalaureate

and advanced degrees.

It is th'e goal of the Marine Corps to provide all officers with an
intermediate and high level education at appropriate tines in their
careers, either through assignment to a resident school and/or through
completion of an approved nonresident course of instruction. Officers
normally receive intermediate level profersional. education while in
the grade of captain or major, high level education in the grade
of major or lieutenant colonel, and top level educcation in the grade
of lieutenant colonel or colonel. For top level education the Marine
Corps utilized other services Senior Service Colleges.
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and Education Command. The Marine Corps Development \

and Education Comm. nd at Quantico, Virginia is responsible for the
conduct of MIarine Corps Officer Professional schooling. Included
tunJer their juris;diction are: J

off icer Candidate School
The Basic School

Amphibious Warfare School
Comiunication Officers School
Marine Corps Command and Staff College

Extension School

The Officer Candidate School is charged to evaluate and scrzen officer
candidates to insure that they possess the requisite leadership,
moral, and physical qualities for commissioned grade. The school

conducts the college graduate Officer Candidates Class, the Platoon
Leaders Class, and Marine-option NROTC summer sessions. The school

evaluates and screens some 3,500 candidates, under the three source

prog rams, each year. About 1,700 are eventually commissioned. Vir-
tually all Marine officers, except academy graduates, must complete

OCS.

The Basic School, in keeping with the Marine motto of "Every man a

Rifleman," offers all new officers a common course. Currently all
officer male and female, aviation and ground, take this course. This
course may be followed by functional schooling as required. The
Amphibious Warfare Course (AWC) is the prime intermediate level pro-
fessional school in the Marine Corps today. Recently, however, only
about 15 percent of elligible officers attended the school, down
significantly from earlier years reflecting a decision to lengthen
the course from 24 weeks to 39 weeks. The decision was seemingly
based on a desire to minimize family turbulance rather than any new
education or career management philosophy. The AWC emphasizes Marine
air-ground tank forces in amphibious operations in order to prepare
M!arine captains for the general duties of command and staff functions
in battalion and regimental size forces of the Fleet Marine Force.

Commnunication Officers School is another intermediate level professional
school. (Officers do not attend more than one professional school at
any level. A total of about 30 percent of eligible Marine officers

attend an immediate level course.) The school provides military
education in communications, and command and staff duties to prepare

officers for selected Fleet larine Force (and non-FMF) assignments.

The Marine Corps Command and Staff College, with its emphasis on
Morine air-ground tank forces in amphibious operations, prepares
field grade officers for command and staff duties at regiment and
higher, and with joint and combined forces. The Command and Staff
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College now reaches, in residence, about 35 percent of the eligible
Z-1arine officers. This is up a bit fran earlier years but the increase
ret lects a decline in the base population rather than a larger number
in school. .'

The Extension Sch.-.3 provides nonresident professional educational
services paralleliag those provided in the various officer schools.
The officer courses offered by the Extension School are:

The Basic School Extension Course
Marine Corps Amphibious Warfare School Extension Course
Marine Corps Command and Staff College Extension Course

Neither facilities or officer availability allow the Corps to meet
its professional education goals with resident schooling alone.
The Extension School helps fill the gap. "Completion of Extension /.
School courses," officers were recently told, "satisfies all require-
ments met by attendance at the resident schools -- assignment,
promotion, qualification for attendance at a higher level school."
Nevertheless recent figures indicate that only approximately 10
percent of the eligible captains enroll for the Amphibious Warfare
Course, and an even smaller number pursue the Extension School's
Command and Staff College course. 1

Philosophy of Education. The Marine Corps philosophy of professional
education is well presented in the following piece that focuses on
the Corps senior school -- the M'arine Corps Commiand and Staff College.
The purpose of the school is "to develop as fully as possible [in]
field-grade officers:

a. Intellectual processes, including oral and written
communication and the analysis, synthesis, and evaluatton of
problems;

b. Knowledge of amphibious operations, command and staff
functions, management, conference-techniques, leadership, and A

communication methods.

In addition, the college provides an environment conductive to
thoughtful study and discussion, within which officer-students can
strive to attain a better understanding of themselves and their
professions....

The liarine Corps Command and Staff College has an incoming student
body with diverse backgrounds, both in terms of academic schools
attended and experience. The billets to which graduates of the

college are assigned are also diverse, although some broad groupings
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are possible. To meet the needs of all the students the college
must:

First, individualize as much of the curriculum as possible
so that off icer-students can acquire knowledge and abilities that
they may lack or increase their knowledge of fields of special
interest to them;

Second, continuously examine its curriculum to insure that it
is useful to all students, whatever their 'MOS ....

The main emphasis of the college is on intellectual [learning], the
extension of knowledge. It differs from that of the purely technical
or 'hard skill' school, which usually deals with the operation of
particular types of equipment or processes. Since the college
graduates go to a variety of high-level billets, they are concerned-`
with the solutions to problems and reactions to all kinds of situations
military economic, political, and social, rather than with specific
skills.

Implications for RETO. The Marine Corps' ability to accession nearly
80 percent of their officers through prcgrams that require little or
no on-campus presence is suggestive. Such programs might allow the
Army to become more effective in its recruiting at the large number
of colleges and universities without ROTC units.
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REVIEW OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

ANNEX H

A COMPARISON OF OFFICER EDUCATION AND
TRAINING IN THE U.S. AND SELECTED FOREIGN ARMIES

1. PURPOSE. This Annex compares the salient features of the I~
officer education and training systems of six foreign armies
with the current U.S. system.

2. DISCUSSION.

a. The Armies of Israel, United Kingdom, Canada, Federal
Republic of Germany, German Democratic Republic and SovietI
Union we~re analyzed.

b. Despite simil.arities in the organization and missionsI .

shared by these modern armies, each has some unique practices
regarding the method of educating and training its off icers.
The objective of this comparative study is to identify
practices in foreign armies which might be appropriate for
inclusion in the Review of Education and Training for Officers
Study Group's deliberations. These practices are listed in
the conclusion section of the Appendix to this Annex.I

3. RECOMMENDATIONS.

None.

_ ~1 AppendixI
1. A Comparison of Officer Education and Training in the

U.S. and Selected Foreign Armies
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A COMPARISON OF OFFICER EDUCATION AND
TRAINING IN THE U.S. AND SELECTED FOREIGN ARMIES

1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to compare the
salient features of officer education and training systems in
six foreign armies with the system of the U.S. Army. Surveyed
here are the armiers of the following countries: Israel, United
Kingdom (UK), Canada, Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), German
Democratic Republic (GDR) and the Union of the Soviet Socialist
Republics (USSR).

All modern armies share similar missions of deterring or
winning wars. Each of the armies studied in this paper has
developed a system aimed at the proper integration of classroom
instruction, self-study, practical exercises, and on-the-job
experience in order to develop and maintain the technical
proficiency of its officers. In addition to accepting the need
for varying degrees of specialization, the armies of these six
countries have developed methods for identifying and cultivating
a relatively small number of mid-level and senior officers to
assume positions of a more general and managerial nature.

Similar missions and shared concerns of these six modern
armies notwithstanding, considerable differences in the
respective systems are apparent--both in emphasis and in kind.
When evaluating these differences or assessing their applicability
to U.S. Army officer education and training, consideration must
be given to the nature of the respective society and to the role
of the military within its society. The quality of officers
produced in each army is, to a significant degree, a reflection
of the social milieu from whence the officers come and of
society's attitude toward its armed forces. This attitude is
important for at least two reasons: (1) it influences the
attitudes of a nation's youth, thus predetermining in part, who
will aspire to a military career, and (2) it influences the
allocation of national resources.

The following characterizations provide a brief overview of
the role of each of the above armies in their respective
societies:

C aa K The social status of the armies of the UK and
Canada is most similar, understandably, to that of the U.S. Army.
Political and economic pressures necessitate unceasing efforts to
consolidate forces or to otherwise review defense policies with
stringent cost-effective guidelines.
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Israel. The Israeli Army, like no other in this summary, is
geared to the real possibility of having to fight at any moment.
The Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) are seen as the real guardian
of society and service in the IDF is a social "must."

FRG. The Army of the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) is
a young and modern army within a relatively new democracy.
Added to its normal defense role is the need to stay 'in tune'
with the democratic principles of society.

USSR and GDR. The armies of both the USSR and GDR enjoy a
high status among their populations, as well as among policy
makers and financial planners. Both armies are highly politicized
and provide laboratories for heightening the loyalty of young
people to the parties which dominate their societies.

2. Preinduction/Paramilitary Training. Preinduction or para-
military training is one of the most visible indicators of the
military's role in society. Such training provides military
officials not only with a number of personnel with varying degrees
of pretraining, but also allows for reasonably reliable screening
and selection of potential officer candidates. In any event,
evaluation of immediate precommissioning training should be made
only with knowledge of the preinduction or paramilitary background
of the officer aspirants. An outline of preinduction and
paramilitary programs is provided below:

Canada, UK, FRG

There are no nationally sponsored preinduction or paramilitary
programs in Canada, UK or the FRG. In Canada and the UK, a very
small number of young people attend various private schools with
a military orientation.

Israel

Comprehensive efforts by the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) to
provide military training for Israeli youth are motivated both by
the need for socialization of immigrants and the desire to
identify potential officers as early as possible. Dr. Tom Bowden,
in a 1975 article, "The Education Programme of the Israeli Defense
Forces," points out:

It is particularly important to note from the
outset that the IDF is a comprehensive social
force, facilitating not only the assimilation
of new immigrants but also educating for
citizenship, teaching Hebrew (especially
during the campaign to end illiteracy,
spearheaded by the IDF in the 1950's),
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providing entertainment and recreation. All
this in addition to the development of leader-
ship skills and training the cadre of tech-
nologists necessary for service in a modern
army and a developing state. The impact of
the Army upon life in Israel is fundamental
and reaches out into every corner of society.
(British Army Review, No. 49, April 1975)

The Israeli Youth Corps (Gadna) under the auspices of the
IDF is involved in the early education and training of Israeli
youth, both male and female. Heavy emphasis is placed on
education and training among culturally disadvantaged or evenl
criminal elements of the youth population, although Youth Corps
activities involve all Israeli young people between the ages of
14-18. The Youth Corps is organized into land, air and sea
departments. Active participation in the Youth Corps enhances
one's chances for a responsible position in the IDF. Service
in the IDF is an important personal event. According to
DR. Bowden in the article cited above, "to miss the massive
impact of Army Service is to be deprived of a vital educational
and life experience. Those who have not served feel stigmatized,
and sometimes are." The Armored Corps and the Fighting Pioneer
Youth (Nahal) actively engage in military and, in the latter
case, specialized agricultural training among youth.

USSR

The Soviet military is one of the most dominant institutions
in Soviet society. The prestige of the military is reinforced
through the publicizing, by all media and means, of its heroic
role in WWII. The military itse' perpetuates this image by
publishing each year over 15 mil-jon copies of pamphlets or books,
many for popular consumption. For example, 40 military periodicals
and newspapers are published in Moscow alone. The official army
newspaper, RED STAR, has the fourth highest circulation of all
newspapers in the Soviet Union.

The Soviet defense-education program begins in the early
elementary school years and continues fully integrated with
academics throughout secondary and higher education. During the
early school years the emp'tasis is on civil defense. As the child
progresses through the school system he is taught more active
skills.

Reportedly, each year 16 million youngsters (ages 10 to 15)
gather in summer camps for military games (called "Summer Lightning").
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These games include the introduction of military discipline, guard
duty, military regulations, civil defense and maneuvers in forma-
tion. Soviet cosmonaut, Major General Beregovoy, directs a more
advanced military game (called "Eaglet") for the highest two
high school grades. These games include training in sentry duty,
repelling an attack, grenade throwing, infiltration, dealing
with chemical/nuclear contamination, map and compass work, and
firing small arms.

The "games" described above are voluntary and sponsored by
DOSAAF (All-Union Voluntary Society for Assistance to the Army,
Air Force and Navy), or by the Komsomol. A 1967 law on Universal
Military Service, however, established an additional, compulsory
140-hour preinduction training program for young men aged 15-17.
This program is spread over the last 1 1/2 - 2 years of most
secondary schools. About 25 percent of this training time is
devoted to military specialties such as electrical engineering,
radio electronics, parachuting, and military topography. DOSAAF
assists further in military specialty training by providing
specialist schools and military clubs.

Finally, special preparation for an army officer career is
provided selected young men during their last 1 or 2 years of
high school in a network of some 25 "Suvorov" military prep
schools. The training and prestige of these schools are such
that Suvorov graduates are exempted from taking competitive
exams for entry into commissioning military colleges. Morever,
Suvorov graduates are known to make up a high percentage of
command and staff academy student populations. Presumably,
Suvorov graduates are the most likely to reach the apex of the
Soviet military hierarchy--attaining 4-star or marshal rank.

GDR

Preinduction training in the GDR Is morelled after that in
the USSR. The GDR Gesellschaft fUr Sport und Technik (GST) -
(Society for Sport and Technology) - resembles the Soviet DOSAAF.
More than 90 percent of the ybung male population participates
in GST activities, which include mostly military related sports.
The Freie Deutsche Jugend (FD4) - (Free German Youth) - is the
GDR equivalent or the Soviei Komsomol. Under the auspices of
the FDJ, training in military specialties is provided. Beginning
in September 1978, special military classes will be given in all
ninth and tenth grades of GDR Schools. Ninth graders will receive
96 hours of practical military exercises with weapons, as Yell as
some field training. Girls wili be oriented more toward civil
defense.
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United States

No national preinduction program exists in the U.S.A.
Preinduction or paramilitary training in this country consists of
limited participation in such organizations as Civil Air Patrol,
Navy League Programs, marksmanship clubs and Boy.Scouts. Junior
Reserve Officers Training Courses in some high schools represent
the closest thing to preinduction military training in the U.S.A.
These courses are usually restricted, however, to drill and
ceremony.

3. Selection and Precommission Training.

Israel

Virtually all newly commissioned officers in the IDF advance
through the ranks, receiving their commissions upon compietion
of an officer candidate-type course lasting 3-5 months. By the
time candidates have reached this course, they have been carefully
screened through testing and performance evaluations.

The process of selection begins when at the age of 16-17 all
young men and women are given the Defense Department Coordination
and Capabilities Test. Upon being drafted at age 18, all are
retested. Recruits are then categorized by test scores which
include IQ, Hebrew language, physical capabilities and motivation.
From the composite score (called the KABA), recruits are placed
into four categories: (1) officer potential, (2) non-
commissioned officer potential, (3) regular soldier potential,
and (4) dismissed because of physical limitations. All
potential officers and NCOs then enter the army as recruits and
undergo 20 weeks of basic infantry and advanced individual
training. After completion of advanced training, soldiers serve
in operational units for about 3 months. During this period
the operationsl unit commander continues to evaluate those who
earlier had been selected, and to identify other soldiers for
formal training ai various NCO courses.

Throughout all training phases, records are kept by cadre
and commanders on the individual soldier's performance and
motivation. At the NCO training centers peer ratings occur also.
An individual's total score includes the KABA (modified throughout
initial training periods), as well as faculty and staff evaluations
at the schools. Upon completion of the NCO phase which is branch
specific, the young s•Idier continues on to the officer school.
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At the Mizpe Ramon Officer School there are three officer
courses. One is a basic ofti..ers' course, lasting 3 months,
which deals primarily with infantry officer skills. From this
course, candidates go to branch courses (averaging 4 months in
duration) for armor, artillery, engineer, and combat support
of ficer training. Candidates who are to be commissioned in
infantry remain for the second course at Mizpe Ramon -- an
additional 2 months of infantry training. The third course
is designed for officers with limited physical aptitude. This
course provides basic tactics and other military training for
candidates who will be commissioned in technical support
specialties.

Courses at the Mizpe Ramon officer school range from 3-5
months and are branch oriented. Basic military subjects
include:

Methods of Battle

Navigation

Communications

Demolition

Instructor Training

PT

Case Studies in Leadership

Ethics

First Aid

Heavy emphasis is placed on night training. An interesting
side-light to the instruction in leadership is that the officer
candidates are admonished not to emulate decisions of successful
leaders. They are continually pressured to dev'ise new and
original solutions to combat problems.

Training companies at the officer school are commanded by
former battalion commanders (LTC). Each company has four platoons
of 40 candidates, to which are assigned four lieutenants and four
sergeants. The objective of the officer school is to graduate
branch qualified platoon leaders.
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A small, but growing, ROTC-type program (Academic Reserve Program)
also exists in Israel. Each year approximately 200 selected young
people are deferred from the draft in order to attend the univer-
sities. Military training is provided each summer and once during
each week military subjects are taught. Some of the students even
attain advanced degrees before reporting for military service.
Once on active duty, they begin by attending branch qualification
courses.

UK

Although there are many .different routes to a comm~ssion in the
British Army, all officers comnissioned in the combat arms, combat
support and technical services attend courses at the Royal Military
Academy Sandhurst.

Selection for one of the officer programs is competitive, the
final decision being made by the Regular Commissions Board. Located
in Westbury, the board administers written tests and oral interviews,
and assigns individual and group activities designed to measure
a candidate's reactions under stress. The 3 1/2 days of tests at
Westbury are combined with earlier written reports from hzadmasters,
commanding officers and former employers to determine a young man's
fitness for officer training.

There are four basic types of cormmission in the British Army:

"o Regular (service to age 55)

"o Special Regular (service up to 16 years)

"o Short Service (service up to 8 years--3 on active duty; 5
in the reserves)

"o Short Service Limited Commission (service for at least 4 but
not more than 18 months.)

Depending on the type and route chosen to gain a commission, a cadet
will take at least one of the following courses at Sandhurst.

Standard Military Course. The aim of this course is to develop
the qualities of leadership and to provide the basic knowledge
required by all young officers of any regiment or corps so that,
after the necessary specialist training, they will be fit to be
junior commanders. The course last 28 weeks. There are three
courses each year. The curriculum covers the following subjects:
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Introduction to the Arms and Services
Organization of the Rifle Company

and Platoon
Section and Platoon Battlecraft
Oral Orders
Combat Appreciation
Patrols
Leadership
Map Reading
Skill at Arms
Signal
Adventure Training
Drill
PIT
Administration
Characteristics' of Armor and

Artillery
De~liberate Attack by Day and Night
Defense and Withdrawal including

Demolition Guards
Advance
Counter-revolutionary Warfare

Combat Teim= Organization and Tacttcs

Regular Career Course. This course aims to lay the foundatio-t
for a professional military career. Whereas the Standard Military
Course is mainly military training, the greater part of the Regular
Career Course is devoted to professional studies, including:

International Affairs
Contemporary Britain
IWar Studies
Introduction to Military Technology
Communications and Comprehension

Skills
Lecture Program on the USSR

The professional studies are the beginning of a continuum of
professional education which progresses throughout the career of
an officer. They provide a firm foundation for future studies
in junior officer education, including the Junior Command and
Staff Course and the two levels of the Progressive Qualification
Scheme which serves as promotion and st&'ff college entrance
examinations.

The Regular Career Course last 23 weeks and is run also 3 times
a year, starting about a week after each Standard Military Course.
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Graduate Entry Courses. These special courses comnbine the
syllabi of the above two courses at a tempo suited to a college
graduate's capacity for assimilating knowledge. The normal course
lasts 20 weeks, but there is a shorter version of 17 weeks for
those who have had prior military training. Enrollment in
these courses is limited to university graduates or certified
professionals without military training, or those who have
earlier received Army Cadet scholarships and attend the Pre-
University Cadetship Course.

Pre-University Cadetship Course. This course aims to give
the newly joined university cadet some basic military training
so that he can go to the university with some knowledge of the
army he has just joined. The course lasts 3 weeks and is run
annually IMn September. The cadet is expected to train with his
university's officer training corps and to serve with his unit
for 4-6 weeks during summer vacations.

Pre-University Studies. These studies are for selected
Regular officers who hope to enter a university but require
additional academic qualifications. The length and content of
these courses vary and are directly related to the needs of
the individual officer, but no period of duty exceeds three
academic terms.

Officers with a Regular or Special Regular commission attend
both the Standard Military and the Regular Career Course before
going on to a university or to their units.

Two pre-Sandhurst programs are geared to providing
education opportunities to young men who excel in high school
academics. One program allows for approximately 60 automatic
admissions to the academy, or an opportunity to compete for the
Cadet Scholarship program. The other offers junior college
education (at Welbeck College) in science and engineering to
approximately 8P' youths who go on to Sandhurst and then directly .

to the Royal Military College of Science in Shrivenham.

Canada

Approximately one-half the officers commissioned in the
Canadian Armed Forces have completed one of three joint military
colleges or a civilian university on a fully funded ROTC-type'
scholarship.

Selection into one of these programs is competitive and is
based on a combination of high school academic records, medical

exmninwritten tests and interviews. If the candidate is
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determined qualified for admission to a military college his
file is forwarded to the Final Boord of Selection. Candidates
who successfully complete all these selection procedures are
offered an appointment to a military college or a scholarship
to a civilian university. Before actual enrollment, however,
they must successfully complete an 8-week siurner preacademic
phase of the basic officer training course. The final 8 weeks of
this basic officer course are taken in the sunmner between the
freshman and sophomore academic years.

The remainder of officers are commissioned via an officer
candidaite program, or by direct appointment.

There are three milestones during the course of regular
commissioned service in the Canadian Armed Forces. All Regular
officers begin with a Short Service Engagement which takes them
up to 9 years service. At that time they may leave the service
or be placed on Intermediate Service Engagement, which takes
them to 20 years service or 40 years of age. At the end of that
comnmitment, they can be accepted for Indefinite Service, which
permits retirement at the age of 55.

The Canadian Military College System is comprised of three
college campuses:

The Ro•al Military College of Canada is located in Kingston,
Ontario and i.:irds bachelors and masters degrees in Arts, Science
ar Engineering.

College militaire royal de Saint-Jean is located in Saint-Jean,
Quebec. Here a cadet can obtain a bachelors degree in Arts,
Science or Business Administration.

Royal Roads Military ColLefe in Esquimalt, British Columbia
offers only the first 2 years of the 4-year degree programs,
with the exception of a Bachelor of Science Degree in Physics and
Physical Oceanography. Cadets pursuing degrees other than these
two transfer to one of the other military colleges.

During the school years at the military colleges, some
theoretical military courses and drill are included in the other-
wise strictly academic curricula. The bulk of the military train-
ing, however, takes place during sessions in the surmmers, including
the stimmer after graduation and commissioning.

As stated above, the Basic Officer Training Course is split
between the summer just prior to entering college and the summer
following freshman year. The mission of the Basic Officer Training
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is to "motivate, teach and develop in the trainee basic
military leddership, military skills and knowledge ... and to
evaluate his progress." The major subject areas are:

Theoretical and Practical Leadership
Training

Drill
General Military Knowledge
Maps
Military Writing
Effectivc Speaking
Internal Security Operations
First Aid
Weapons Handling
Survival Techniques
Nuclear, Biological and Chemical

Warfare
PT

The course is structured around a series of proaressive leader-
ship exercises which take place under arduous rhysical and
mental conditions. During this second summer period, foreign
language instruction in either French or English is given. /

The third, fourth and fifth summer training periods are
devoted to branch/specialty training. A summary of the infantry
summer training is provided as an example:

3d Summer: Training is based on the dismounted
infantry section. Section operations
taught include: the advance to contact;
quick, deliberate and night attacks; woods
clearing, house clearing; the defense;
relief in the line; the withdrawal;
patrolling* field defenses; company
organizatlon; small arms trainingf map
using; staff duties; communications
procedures; target grid procedure;
the use of surveillance equipment;
hygiene and sanitation in the field.
Drill and sports are also included.
Leadership is stressed throughout this phase,
particularly during field exercises.

4th Summer: Training is based on the dis-
mounted infantry platoon. Platoon I
operations taught include: the
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advance to contact; the quick,
.deliberate and night attacks; the
defense; relief in the line; the
withdrawal; fighting in built-up
areas; woods clearing and river
crossing; patrolling; target grid
procedure; the organization of a
battalion; the conduct of range
practices and field firing
exercises. Staff duties and
techniques of unit instruction
ate also included.

5th Summer (after graduation and commissioning):
This training is divided into a
combat arms package and a Young
Officers' Tactics Course. The combat
s mall arms portion provides junior
of ficers with the expertise to plan,
conduct and supervise range work and
live-firing exerc&ses for infantry
company weapons. The tactics
course includes lectures, training
exercises with troops, sand table
exercises and field training
exercises based on the mechanized
infantry platoon in defensive and
offensive operations. Infantry/armor
cooperation, internal security and
air mobile operations are also taught.

The goal of precommission training in the Canadian Land
Forces is, thus: to produce a college educated, branch
qualified platoon leader.

Federal Republic of Germany

The selection process for officer training programs in the
FRG normally begins with a 2 1/2-day series of tests at the
Of ficer Testing Center in Cologne. Most young men who are
selected for officer training will have completed the German
high school college preparatory track (Gymnasium) before
reporting to the testing center.

In Cologne, applicants are tested for physical condition and
aptitude, as well as in mathematics and the German language.
Pyschological traits of the applicants are measured through
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individual interviews and group situation experiments. For
successful candidates, branch and academic discipline assiLgn-
ments are made at this time.

Newly selected officer candidates report for active
duty on 1 July, at which time they begin 3 months of basic
training together with enlisted men/conscripts. Following
basic, advanced training is provided for 3 months in troop,
unite.

The next phase is an officer course lasting 9 months at
the appropriate branch school. The goal of this course is to
provide branch qualified platoon leaders. The branch officer
course culminates in the officer examination. Candidates who
pass this exam, and complete a total of 36 months active duty,
are coiimissioned as lieutenants. This commissioning milestone
usually occurs while the candidate is studying at one of the
military colleges of the FRG Armed Forces (Hochschulen der
Bundeswehr).

Approximately 75 percent of newly commissioned officers in
FRG Armed Forces attend one of the two Bundeswehr Colleges (in
Hamburg and Munich) or technical colleges in Munich and Darmstadt.
Courses at these colleges began in 1973, and last from 3-5
years. Although they are funded by the Ministry of Defense, they
are responsible to civilian academic regulations. There is
virtually no compulsory military training during the course of study;
faculty is almost exclusively civilian. Degrees awarded by the
Bundeswehr Colleges have the status of those from civilian colleges
and universities.

Curricula at each of the Bundeswehr Colleges have been
established according to the needs of the services and are approved
by the Hamburg and Bavarian governments. Quotas are set for
each Arm of the Armed Forces. In Hamburg the following degrees
are awarded:

Pedagogy
Business and Economics
Mechanical Engineering I
Electrical Engineering

In Munich the following disciplines are offered:
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Pedagogy
Business and Economics
Operations Research
Aerospace Technology
Electrical Engineering
Construction/Survey Engineerin$

At the technical colleges officer candidates can
study for one of the following degrees:

Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering/Space

Technology
Business Management
Construction Engineering

Of the above disciplines, army quotas are heaviest in
business and economics, mechanical engineering, pedagogy and
electrical engineering. About 60 percent of the college
vacauicies go to combat arms branches. Graduation from
Bundeswehr College is accompanied by a diploma, a promotion to
ULT and a service obligation of 12 years. Failure at one of
the colleges is usually followed by return to one's unit and
service as an officer or enlisted man for the remainder of the
initial 6 year obligation.

The remaining 25 percent of newly commissioned officers come'
from the ranks or are trained as technical specialists
(Fachdienstoffiziere) in various institutes. Those coming from
the ranks attend a variety of specialist training courses, as well
as the standard initial officer courses (see next section for
descriptions of Army Officer School, Hannover). Although in the:
main, the Fachdienstoffiziere will be a "Limited Duty Officer"
with promotion only to captain, outstanding performance may
qualify one for regular line duty (Truppenoffizier). In this
case, the officer would proceed through his career with no
arbitrary limit placed on promotion potential.

German Democratic Republic

Since 1971, all newly commissioned officers in the GDR Army
(Ground Forces) attend at one time or another the Ernst
Thaelmann Ground Forces College. (There are separate military
colleges also for naval, air and border-guard foices.) Most
officer candidates attend for 3 years and receive, in addition
to a commission, a college degree in economics or engineering.
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Candidates who have received their college education at a civilian
college or university undergo compulsory military training there,
as well as attend Ernst Thaelmann for 4-10 months (depending on
the specialty in which they are commissioned).

All male youth are eligible (up to age 23) to apply for
officer training, provided they are members *of the "Free German
Youth:"'and have earned the "Society for Sport and Technology"
badges in swimming, sports and vehicle driving.

Application for officer training is usually made during
the 9th year of secondary school (age 15-16 years). A medical
exam and interview are administered locally. If successful, the
young man joins a special "Free German Youth" group for military
career applicants. Upon completion of the standard 10-year high
school, most young men either continue in an extended high school
for 2 years or take professional/vocational training in the
civilian economy. Some enlist in the army, attend noncommissioned
officer school and then take a year preparatory training course
before entering Ernst Thaelmann. One year before entry into the
college, all applicants must take competitive, comprehensive
examinations. Thaelmann includes general courses in:

Social Sciences 1
Military Science
MathematicsI
Natural Sciences I
,Foreign Languages

and specialized training, depending on military specialty.
Specialties in the GDR Ground Forces for which officers are trained
at Ernst Thaelmann are:

Motorized Rifle
Tank Troops
Ground Rocket Troops
Artillery
Combat Engineers
Chemical Defense
Air Defense Artillery
Signal
Radar Service
Rocket Support Service
Ordnance Service
Armored and Motor Vehicle Service
ISupply Services
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Upon graduation from Thaelmann, the young branch qualified officer
returns to command a platoon in the uni.t with which he trained
as a cadet.

Officers for the following specialties are trained at selected
civilian institutions:

Military Physical Training - German Physical
Culture School, Leipzig

Finance - Humboldt University, East
Berlin

Foreign Languages Sepcialists - Karl Marx University, Leipzig

Military Construction - Engineering School, Cottbus

Information/Data Systems - Technical University, Dresden

Military Transport Service - Engineering Schools for
Traffic Technology, Dresden
and Gotha

All male college students are required to undergo ROTC train-
ing (including those with prior service). Young men desiring a
commission in one of the branches listed in the above paragraph
must make their preferences known at the outset of their study.
If accepted into the commissioning programs, they receive special
stipends, and upon graduation, receive special training at Ernst
Thaelmann. Young men who have not been enrolled in commissioning
programs may later apply for a reserve commission upon graduation
from GDR colleges and universities.

Also available as a source of commission is a short OCS course
for NCOs. The primary focus of this course is on:

Drill and Ceremony
Combat Training I
Physical Training I
NBC '
Political and Social Sciences

Soviet Union

As in the GDR, Soviet military authorities recruit officer
candidates from among a large pool of young men who have been
active for several years in Party and military youth activities.
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Approximately 85 percent of the newly commissioned Soviet
officers have completed one of the many ground forces military
colleges. Although there are some 3-year colleges, at least 68
are of 4 years duration. Each military college is branch/specialty
specific. There is no "infantry" branch in the Soviet Army.
Therefore, the "Combined Arms" colleges can be viewed as producing
infantry (or motorized rifle) officers.

The number of 4-year military colleges associated with the
particular branches/specialties of the ground forces are provided
below:

Branch/Specialty No of Colleges

Combined Arms, Command 9

Airborne, Command 1

Tank Command 9
Field Artillery

Command 12
Engineer 3

Antiaircraft Artillery
Command 4
Engineer 1

Air Defense*
Radio Electronics, Command 3
Radio Electronics, Engineer 1
Rocket, Command 2
Rocket, Engineer 1

Railroad Troops, Command I

Military Topography, Command 1

Military Construction, Engineer 1

Rear Services 1

Chemical Defense
Command 1
Engineer 1

Auto Transport
Command 1
Engineer 1

Signal
Command 7
Engineer 2

*National Air Defense (PVo Strany) is a separate arm of the Soviet
Armed Forces and is normally not'included in Ground Forces Strengths.
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Military Engineer
Command 2
Engineer 1

TOTAL 68

As can be seen from this list, a distinction is made between
commanders and technical specialists (engineers) in almost all branches.
Sovie., writers often refer to their officers as "commanders, political
workers, engineers and technicians," or as military "leaders and
scholars/scientists." This is a reflection of the genuine
specialization in the Soviet officer corps. Not only are officers
trained from the outset in branch specific military colle&as, but
Lhe question of their specialization within a particular branch
is also decided by the military college which they attend.
(Graduates of 3-year colleges aze referred to as "technicians.")
The distinction between commander and engineer is addressed in a
Soviet handbook:

What to become: a commander or an engineer?
This is not an idle question. True, given the complex
military equipment available to our Armed Forces today,
the differences between a commander and a techntcal
specialist are not so pronounced as before, since
commanders can do their duties properly only if they
understand their equipment... Despite thir, there is
a significant difference in the nature of the
responsibilities of a commander and an engineer. A
young man must make up his mind before entering a
military college where his interests and talents
lie--in a commander's role, or as an engineer. *

Political indoctrination is an integral part of every Soviet
school and especially of all military colleges (over 90% of all
Soviet officers are Party or Komsomol members). Nevertheless,
there exist, in addition to the above military colleges, five
ground forces' military-polltical colleges of which one each is
oriented toward combined arms; tank and artillery; engineer and
signal; construction; and air defense. These colleges prepare
ground forces' political officers who have specialized in Party -

political work, but who on occasion also assume regular military
duties. Military medical, finance, music and certain other
professional specialists are trained at civilian colleges and
institutes.

• I.A. Kamkov, V.M. Konoplyanik, Voennye akademii i uchilishcha
(Military Academies and Colleges), MOD Publishing House, Moscow,
1974.
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Many, possibly most, male college students are required
to take a comprehensive ROTC program as part of their regular
curriculum. Those completing summer camp after graduation,
and passing the commissioned officer exam, may be given a
reserve commission. A cal.l to active duty for 2-3 years could come
anytime before the age of 30, but usually occurs only after the
graduate has first worked in the civilian sector for a couple
of years. After his active duty obligation is completed, the
ROTC officer usually returns to civilian life and to the Reserves.
Individuals in this category make up about 15 percent of newly
commissioned officers. By the 3d/4th year of service for a
particular year-group, however, almost 100 percent of those
remaining on active duty are military college graduates. College
graduates who do not receive a commission may be drafted as 4
privates. In such cases they may elect to take a 3-month
OCS-type course at the end of their first 9 months of service.
Commissioned as junior lieutenants, they are then released from "
active duty into the reserves.

Selection for one of the military colleges begins with an
application submitted to local military commissariats (draft
boards) or, for active duty personntl, through the chain of -

command. Each applicant -esignates the college for which he
is applying. This is an important step in the application
process, since, as pointed out above, acceptance into and
graduation from a particular branch college is a commitment of
at least 25 years active duty service in that field. There is
little or no changing specialty tracks once in college.

After applications have been reviewed (including the very
important Party evaluation reports), a certain number of young
men are allowed to take the entrance exams. The numbers taking
the exams are regulated so that a minimum of four civilians and
two servicemen compete for each college vacancy.

Young men selected to take the exams are given special
preparatory courses and privileges. Servicemen candidates, for
example, cannot be reassigned, sent on long TDY trips, or given /
details on free days and holidays. A special leave is granted
to young servicemen candidates in order for them to study for
the entrance exams. Civilian youth living near military bases
may attend the special courses set up in officer clubs. Otherwise, /"
preparation of civilian candidates is the responsibility oflocal Party and commissariat officials.
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Entrance exams are tailored to the particular military college
for which the candidate is applying, but are based on the
All-Union Exams for entry into civilian colleges and universities.
The Soviet handbook on military colleges referred to above
provides a 75-page outline of the exams, with examples of the
subject matter for which the candidates are responsible. A short
subject matter outline is provided below:

Russian Language and Literature

Phonetics
Morphology and Orthography
Syntax
Literature (Reading list of Russian and Soviet

Classics: 25 books for Russians; 14 for
graduates of non-Russian schools)

Mathematics

Arithmetic
Algebra
Elementary Functions
Geometry

Physics

Mechanics
Fluids/Gasses
Molecular Physics
Thermodynamics
Foundations of Electrodynamics
Oscillation and-Waves
Optics
Structure oZ the Atom

Chemistry,

Exothermal and Endothermal Reactions
Periodic Law of Mendeleev
Properties of Selected Elements
Characteristics of all Chemical Reactions

Biology

Botany
Zoology
Anatomy and Human Physiology
General Biology
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History of the USSR

Ancient Russian History
Development and Decline of Feudalism
Development of Capitalism
Beginning of Proletarian Stage
Period of Imperialism
October Revolution and Building of Socialism
Full and Complete Victory of Socialisv
USSR in the Period of Full-scale Building of Communism

Geography

World Geography
Soviet Geography

Foreign Languages

Written and Oral Tests in one of

English
French
Gr-man
Spsnish

Entrance exams are ',.ken at the individual military colleges; the
final decision as to who will be admitted as cadets rests with
the commandants of each college.

The military colleges curricula vary, once again, according
to the branch/specialty. All military colleges, however, heve
basic core academic courses which include:

History of the Soviet Communist PartyI
Marxist-Leninist Philosophy
Political Economy
Military Pedagogy
Psychology
Advanced Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry
Mechanical Drawing
Theoretical Mechanics
Strengths of Metals
Electrical Engineering
Thermodynamics
Hydraulics
Foreign Languages
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Core military subjects include:

Tactics
Communications
Military Topography
Military History
.Ailitary Organization and Regulations
Weapons and Military Equipment
Military Enginecring
Drill and Ceremony
Physical Education

At the military colleges the academic year is divided into two
semesters. There is a winter holiday of 2 weeks; summer leave ic
I month. The normal day includes 6 classroom hours plus 3-4 hours
for study. Cadets attend classes six days a week. Before final
exams (at the end of each semester), at least 3 days are set aside
for preparation. Classes are conducted by lecture, seminar, grout,. .
exercises, practical e:ercise, tactical training, command and
staff exercises with maps (or in the field), laboratory periods,
duty with troops, term papers and projects, tests, consultations
with teachers and independent researc!.. Lectures take up
approximately 50 percent of the time. Summers are spent in troop
units. Each military college, in addition to the normal study
halls, classrooms, laboratories and sports facilities, has a
field base connected with it. Field bases contain mock battle-
fields, equipment testing grounds, firing ranges and tank/motor
vehicle ranges.

Graduation from a military college and passing a national
officer exam bring to the young man a nati-rally recognized college
diploma and a commission as a lieutenant (tne second of three erades
of lieutenants in the Soviet Army). From college the young officer
is assigned to a unit and is expected to arrive as a branch
qualified Dlatoon leader. Honor graduates have their choice of
assignmen' location.

United States

The overwhelming majority (67 percent) of newly commissioned
officers in the U.S. Army come from ROTC programs at civilian
Lniversities -- some fully funded by the government. These programs
combine regular academic courses in a wide variety of disciplines
with on-campus military courses and drill. Approximately 60
percent of the academic studies are in the social sciences,
physical sciences, engineering and business. ROTC cadets (men
and women) who participate in the full 4-year program attend
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a military training camp during the summer preceding the final 1 f

academic year. The combined military curriculum for ROTC
includes: ______________ i

Military History
Organization of the Army
National Security/ ii
Command and Staff Functions
Military Law
Logistics UI
Map Reading
Small Unit Tactics
Operation and Use of Weapons
Leadership and Management Q

College students wishing to join an ROTC program during their
2d or 3d year of college may do so by first attending a basic
training camp in the summer. There are only 280 ROTC detachments •
out of a total of 2,914 U.S. 4-year colleges. Students in 422
colleges near ROTC detachments may also participate in the program.
Some colleges are heavily oriented toward the military (Citadel,
Virginia Military Institute, Texas A&M, etc.). .

Most graduates of ROTC programs, in addition to receiving a
college diploma, are commissioned in the Reserves. Approximately*
30 percent are called Immediately to Rctive duty fcr a period
of 3-4 years. The remainder serve on active duty for 6 months.

Appro'.=dmately 19 percent of all new officers on active duty
are commissioned from the U.S. Military Academy at West Point.
The 4-year curriculum at West Point provides for a college degree
in engineering and extensive military trainig both in the summers
and during the regular academic years. West Point officers are "IJ
given Regular Army Commissions. Attendance at West Point if fully
subsidized by the Government and select.'on for the academy is
highly competitive. Rigorous physical and academic entrance exams -
must be passed for all who have received appointments. Appointments A
can be obcained by men or women from Members of Congress, the
President or through competitive examinations within the Armed '
Forces (both Active and Reserve).

Approximately 13 percent of new U.S. Army officers are
graduates of OCS courses of 14 weeks duration. OCS is open to
all enlisted personnel on a competitive basis and usually requires
that the soldier have a college degree before being accepted.
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The objective of U.S. Army commissioning programs is to
provide college educated young men and women, well trained in
basic military skills and ready to attend further branch/specialty
courses.

Summary

A key element in the commissioning programs of all the armies
studied, except that of Israel, is some form of military academy
or military-sponsored college education leading to a baccalaureate
degree. Excluding the case of West Point, the U.S. Army is the
only one which does not control the academy/college curricula of
its future officers. In all the foreign armies technical or
"hard" science courses are predominant.

Although each of the armies, including the U.S. Army,
actively recruits outstanding young soldiers for officer training,
only the FRG and Israeli armies require their future officers
to undergo basic enlisted and NCO training, together with
enlisted men/conscripts, before being accepted for officer train-
ing. Added to this military experience for young Israeli
officer candidates is the training received through various national
level preinduction training programs.

Preinduction training starting at an early age, combined with
an active role in Young Communist Party affairs throughout
their elementary and secondary school years, is a prerequisite
for acceptance into officer training programs in the GDR and USSR.

Prior enlisted experience or extensive preinduction training
thus assists the FRG, Israeli, GDR and Soviet Armie- in selecting
young men who have (1) demonstrated their desire, ability and
inclination toward a military career, and (2) are physically,
psychologically, and in some cases, technically prepared to
accept the rigors of precommission training.

Early determination of branch or specialty is accomplished
in the Canadian, FRG, GDR and Soviet Armies. Officers in these V'
armies are expected tn be branch qualifi~ed upon conmissioning.
In the case of the Soviet Army, determination of whether a young
man will rursue a command track or become a support/staff
spp.ialist occurs at the time he selects the military college
he desires to attend.

Officers in the FRG, GDR and Soviet Armies must pass an
officer examination before they receive a commission.
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4. Officer Education and Training Systems.

This section will describe officer education and training
systems in the above armies from the point of view of the
programs and institutions available for junior, mid-level
and senior officers.

Israel

Junior Officers. Various short courses (usually of 4 weeks)
are provided IDF lieutenants and captains during their first
few ytars of comnissioned service. In artillery, for example,
selected Junior officers may attend a 4-week advanced technical
training course, a 4-week advanced tactical training course and
a 4-week artillery specialization course. In the latter course,
artillery officers may specialize in survey, artillery
reconnaissance, etc.

All regular army officers of a particular branch meet once again
as captains in a 9-12 week company commanders' courses given at
the various branch schools.

Mid-Level. A joint service command and staff college is
conducted for selected mid-level officers in the IDF. The
course lasts 11 months and is divided into four terms devoted
to the following subject areas:

lst Term - General Military Command and
Staff Procedures

2nd Term - Structure and Organizaticn of IDF
3rd Term - Tactici
4th Term - Strategic Studies

Seventy percent of the instruction is single service orientee..
Air force officers attend for cnly 5 months, while navy officers
attend for 3. While attending the conurnad and staff college
many Israeli officers have their first opportunity for advanced
civilian education. College courses can be taken (after hours)
at the University of Tel Aviv, and cei'tain courses at the command
and staff college are accomplished by first obtaining a recommendation
and then passing a test consisting of professional military
knIowledge and tactical problems. Approximat,ly 75 percent of all
regular army officers attend the course.
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Instructors at the command and staff college are former
battalion and brigade commanders; high ranking military and
civilian guest speakers also take part. Instruction takes

.place 6 days a week. Physical training is highly emphasized.
The objective of this course is to provide officers qualified
to occupy designated key command and staff positions in the IDF.

Officers of all branches who have been recommended for
battalion command must attend a 9-week battalion commanders'
course. Prior to attendance, officers are furnished instructional
materials on which they arc tested during the lot week of the
course. A general framework of the course is provided below:

let week - General Instructions.
Diagnostic test

2nd/3rd week - Instruction and Visits
to Syrian Front

4th week - FTX
5th week - Instruction and Visits to

Jordanian Front
6th week - FTX
7th week - Instruction and Visits to

Egyptian Front
8th week - FTX
9th week - Summary and Final Exams

Senior Officers. For senior officers there is a brigade
commanders' course. The highest level of formal military
education, however, occurs at the National Defense College (NDC).
Promotable colonels and brigadier generals, as well as some
high-ranking civilians attend this 1-year course. The purpose
of the NDC, within the framework of overall training and
education iar IDF military officers, is best stated in the
"National Defense College Information Sheet:"

The educational and training system of the IDF
commander, from officers' school through Command
and Staff College, is "programmed" for war --
and rightfully so. The result of this train-
ing route, and the way of life in the IDF --
of multiplicity and complexity of problems, of
pressures of time and of current security
burdens - is that a generation of officers
growing up in field units and echelons are
unacquainted with the security problems in
their overall context and with the network
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of considerations at the General Staff
level. ODF generals will continue to
grow up and be forged in the "university"
of reality--in which they confront the
daily problems of the battlefield,
but the NDC will enable commanders to
take a year's sabbatical from their
work to devote thought and study to
the compendium of security problems -

that extend beyond their narrow
military experience.

The NDC course of study is composed of three major courses:

General Background and National
Security Studies

Study and Debate of Tangible Security
Problems

Individual Research in Selected
Security Subjects

There are nine permanent instructors on the faculty, all
of whom have advanced degrees. The academic program is supervised
by the University of Tel Aviv and cooperative degree programs.
with the university are available.

United Kingdom

Junior Officers. The education and training of young British
officers begins with basic courses at the respective branch schools.
This usually takes place immediately upon commissioning at the
completion of Sandhurst courses. An example of such a basic
course is the Platoon leaders' iattle Course (Infantry) conducted
at Warminster and lasting 5 waeks. Course objective3 are such
that at the completion of this course, officers are to be able to:

Pass the weapon training tests.
Plan, organize and supervise small

arms training in a platoon. '1<

Supervise unit firing point
coaches.

Conduct live firing on ranges.
Zero all personal weapons.
Conduct live firing of (infantry)

hand held anti-tank weapon and
the throwing of live grenades.

Make an ammunition danger area template and
apply the principles of range safety to all
aspects of battle shooting.
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Plan conduct and supervise an individual
battle shooting exercise.

Plan, conduct and supervise a team battle
shooting exercise.

Use the demolitioni set Co destroy dud

The education and training of British junior officers is
regulated by their "Progressive Qualification Scheme (PQS)'
the first introduction to which begins at the Regular Career
Course at Sandhurst. The rationale for PQS is outlined thus:j

Every officer should strive throughout his service to
continue his military and general education. The
majority of the military skills and expertise that an
officer will need during the early years of his career
will be acquired largely through day to day experience
in his job and through specialist military courses.
The knowledge and understanding requtred in his
.profession is not however confined solely to <
military matters. The officer must widen his
interest in national and international affairs
and in economic and sociological factors both in
Great Britian and the World both as they affect his
country and the Army. To assist in this study and
to ensure that certain minimum standards are
achieved during each stage of an officer's career,
the Progressive Qualification Scheme has been
introduced... The officer will leave the scheme
when he has successfully qualified for selection
for promotion to major or for staff training

The PQS is divided ivto levels as follows:

PQS` 1

"o Troop duty after completion of basic officer cour se.

"o Examinations (practical and written) for promotion
to captain.

PQS 2

"o Troop duty for minimum 18 months.

"o Attendance at Junior Command and Staff Course.

"o Examinations (practical and written) for promotion to

major and selection to Army Staff Course.
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Under PQS 1, officers are given practical exams in tactics and
written exams in the following subjects:

Soldier in Society *(2 hours)
Leadership, Personnel Management

and Administratiin (1 1/2 hours)
International Relations and War

Studies *(2 1/2 hours) _ý

Upon successful completion of these exams, attendance at a
short military law course, and a recommendation for promotion
from his commanding officer, an officer can expect to be
promoted to captain.

Central to qualification under PQS 2 is attendance for all
officers between the ages of 26-29 at the 10-week Junior Command
.and Staff Course (JCSC) collocated with, and administered by, the
School of Infantry, Warminster. The objectives of the JCSC are to:

-Train officers for senior captains'
assignments to regiments and
mid-level staffs.

-Instruct officers in the tactical
employment of combined arms up to
battalion/battle group level, and
to familiarize them with some of
the operations of a combined arms
team.J

The JCSC was established in 1969 in recognition of the need
to give all officers command and staff training early in their
career. Previously, the only officers to receive any formal
training in staff procedures were those selected to attend
the field grade Army Staff Course. Prerequisites for attending
the JSCS include: knowledge of the organization of an armored
division and armored regiment, and an infantry and mechanized
battalion. Additionally, before the start of the course all
officers must be well versed in radio procedures.

The JCSC is a pass/fail course. Those who pass are
exempt from taking the practical phase of the exam for pro-.
motion to major/selection for the Army Staff Course.

The examination for promotion to major serves also as a
qualifying exam for consideration for attendance at the Army
Staff Course. In addition to the tactical exam given during
a division level FTX, essays on the following subjects are
required:
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International Relations (3 hours)
War Studies (3 hours)
Military Law (3 hours)

(Officers selected for
special foreign language
training are exempt from the
military law exam)

Permission to take these exams, which constitute the final phase
of PQS 2, is granted after an officer has been recommended by a
special report from his commanding officer. Approximately 80
percent of captains are allowed to take the exams. From those
passing the exams, a board selects captains to be promoted to
major and the most outstanding among them for attendance at the
Army Staff Course.

Hid-Level. The British Army Staff Course consists of two phases:
one, lasting 2-12 months, at the Royal Military College of Science
(cMCS), Shrivenham, and the other, lasting 1 year, at the Staff
College, Camberley.

The length and curriculum of study at RMCS, Shrivenham
depends on an officer's scientific background. Officers are
classified into three divisions:

Division I: Officers with baccalaureate degrees in
engineering or science. Time spent at RMCS: 10 months.
From among these officers come those who are selected
to pursue graduate degrees in scientific disciplines.

Division II: Officers without degrees, but with some
scientific background. Time spent at Shrivenham: 10-12
months.

Division III: Officers having little or no scientific
background. Time spent at Shrivenham: 2 months.

Division I and II officers cover basically the same subject
matter, while division III officers are given instruction
designed merely to acquaint them with the military applications
of technology. The Shrivenham curriculum for Division I and II
officers includes the following main subject areas:

Aids to Decision Making
Telecommunications
Firepower
NBC
Equipment Management
Fighting Vehicl s and Mobility
Aerial Vehicles
Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Guided

Weapons
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The instruction at Shrivenham is sequenced so that all officers
finish at the same time and continue on to the staff college at
Camberley.

Instruction at the staff college is directed towards
providing to the students: a broad knowledge of national and
world affairs, a thorough understanding of the principles and
techniques of the employment of forces on the modern battlefield,j
a thorough understanding of the principles of coummand and staff
work, the ability to collect %nd collate information and to
examine a problem with balanc~a and imagination, the impetus and
opportunity to read and think on a broad and varied range of

subjects, and practical experience of working on a team under

The syllabus includes instruc tion in each of the following
subject areas:

Tactical Principles and Doctrine
Operations
Staff Duties and Training
Intelligence
Geopolitics
Logistics
Coimmand Studies
Joint Studies

British officers promoted to major but not selected for
attendance at the Army Staff Course can qualify as "staff
trained" by on-the-job experience in a series of staff positions.
This form of training is considered, officially, equivalent to
resident instruction at the staff college.

Senior Officers. The next level of formal instruction for
a highly select group of British field grade officers is the
National Defense College (NDC) in Latimer. The NDC provides 27
weeks instruction in:

UK Defense Policy, Structure
and Resources

Strategic Studies and Defense
in NATO

Political and Economic Back-
ground to Defense

Defense Management Techniques
and Writing Skills
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The aim of this course is to prepare officers for key positions
in joint, MOD and Allied headquarters.

Officers in the rank of colonel or higher are eligible
to attend the Royal College of Defense Studies (RCDS) in
London. This is the highest military educational institution
in the British forces. It is attended by selected officers
of all UK services, as well as by high ranking officers and
civilians from certain foreign countries. Students in the
1977 RCDS class included representatives of Australia,
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Egypt, France, Federal Republic of
Germany, Ghana, Greece, India, Iran, Israel, Italy, Japan,
Malaysia, New Zealand, Pakistan, Portugal, Saudi Arabia,
Turkey and the United States.

The aim of this 11-month course is to give selected
senior officers and officials of the UK the opportunity to
study, with the representatives of other nations, the problems
of defense related to international relations and public policy
with emphasis on the strategic aspects. Subjects in the course
are:

Elements of Power

Super powers and other centers of power
Strategy
Economics
Management

Contemporary Environment

Britain and Contemporary Society
Subversion and Revolutionary Conflict
Science and Technology

Area Studies

Middle East
Africa
Canada, Latin America and Carribbean
Asia and Australasia

European Security

In addition to the courses outlined above, occasional
courses are provided to update commanders and staff officers
-at company, be' talion, regiment and brigade. Such a course
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was the "Commanders and Staff Officers All Arms (read:
"Combined Arms") Tactical Updating Course" held for 2 weeks
in 1976. Its objectives were to review and update officers
in the following fields:

Combined Arms Organization
and Tactics

Army Employment and
Restructuring

A'rmy Training
Threat to UK Interests
Mobilization and PFeinforce-

men t

Three practical exercises were conducted. Students in this
course were: 1 brigadier, 10 colonels, 25 lieutenant colonels,
7 majors and 1 civilian.

Canada

Junior Officers. Immediately upon being commissioned,
Canadian of ficers proceed to their last summer training session.
Here they complete their branch/specialty qualification and
are then assigned to units (or, for some officers, more
specialist training).

From this point until they reach the grade of major, they
are governed by the "Officer Professional Development Program
(OPDP);" a program similar to the British PQS.* The objective
of the OPDP is to broaden and deepen the junior officer's
knowledge of the military profession beyond the specific
technical expertise of branch training.

The OPDP is a two-part program. Part I is a self-study
phase in the following six subjects:

General Service Knowledge

Organization roles and functions of the Department
of National Defense

Internal Security Operations
Information Services of the Canadian Forces/

Personnel Administration

Canadian Forces Classification System
Canadian Forces Trade Structure
Canadian Forces Training System
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Career Policies and Procedures
Personnel Resource Management
Releases and Retirement Policies, Procedures

and Provisions
Civilian Employment Assistance Program

Military Law

Discipline in the Canadian Forces
Legal Administration
Finance Law
Security

Financial Administration and Supply

Financial Administration within Department of
National Defense

Financial Administration and National Police
Forces

s*pply

National and International Studies

Canadian System of Government
International Organizations
National Policy
Arms Control
Current Events

War and the Military Profession

The Prcfession of Arms
The Nature and Cause of War
The Conduct of War
The Heritage of the Canadian Armed Forces

Each year an officer selects a minimum of two of the above
subjects which he will study during the period October through
March. He is provided the appropriate study materials and, on
a single date chosen for all officers, he must write an exami-
nation on those subjects. Grades are "Distinguished Pass,"
"Pass," or "Fail." Part II of OPDP is a performance test now
administered in some branches. Although these exams are not a
prerequisite for promotion, they must be completed before the
7th year of service and before participation in the next level
of education--the Canadian Forces Staff School Course.
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The Canadian Forces Staff School Course is a lO-week
course to prepare junior officers to perform staff functionE
of a general nature that are appropriate to their rank and
to provide a basis for their subsequent professional develop-
ment. Students are selected from all branches normally withia
their 3d to 7th year of commissioned service. Attendance is
restricted to those junior officers who have clearly demonstrated
potential for an interm~ediate service engagement (up to 20 years
service) and require elementary staff training.

In addition to the courses listed above, junior officers
may be sent back to branch schools for advanced branch training.
Canadian regulations emphasize that "OPDP does not relieve a
commander of his responsibilities for continuing professional
development of his officers, or substitute in any way for existing
career coursas.1"

Approximately 85 percent of senior captains will be selected
to attend the Canadian Land Forces Staff Course, held in
Kingston and lasting 5 months. The course curriculum includes
the following subjects:

Operations

Combat Arms
Combat Support
Combat Service Support
Operations/General
Of fensAS-e Operations
Defensive Operations
Other Operations

Nuclear Warfare
Mountain Warfare
Northern Warfare
Jungle Warfare
Peacekeeping
Airborne Operations
Air Assault Operations
Internal Security
Leadership and Command
Battle Procedure

Staff Duties

Administration
Air Warfare
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Intelligence
Movement
Staff Systems
Operations Staff Procedures
Training

TIhe objectives of this course are: (1) to prepare an
officer to assume a staff position at brigade level, and (2)
to develop co ,ind ability for when the officer becomes a major
(companies are commandud by majors in both the Canadian and
British fozces). Completion of the land forces staff course is
a prerequisite for seiectijn to th? field grade level Canadian
Forces Command and Staff Coliege.

Mid-Level. The Canadian Forces Command and Staff College
in Toronto conducts a 10-month, joint conirand and staff course.
Approximately 40 percert ol land force officers attend the
course, the objective of which is to prepare an officer to fill
command and staff positicns up to and including theatre/fleet/
national level. Land forces command and staff training is further
designed to develop command ability when the officer becomes a
lieutenant colonel.

The curriculum has five sequential components as follows:

Command and Staff Puties I - 4 weeks
Service Phases - 13 weeks (for sea, land

and air forces independently, but
concurrently)

Joint Operations - 8 weeks
Command and Staff Duties II - 1 week
National Strategic Rcadiness - 12 weeks

An outline of the curriculum for land forces officers is
as follows:

Command and Staff DuLies Phase, Part 1

National Strategic Readings Structure
Command and Staff Duties

Orgai•ization of Land and Tactical Air Forces

Organizations at Divisions, Corps and Theatre levels
Logistics and ServiL-e Support at Divisicnal, Corps

and Theatre levels
Communications at Divisional, Corps and Theatre levels
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Landl Force Air Defense
Psychological Operations
Rear Area Security
C4YIv. 1 Affairs and Military Government
Orgauization and Employment of Tactical Air Forces

Staff 1

Staff Planning
T .Lre ?lanning

-t-alliaence and Staff Duties
Jotad %over;aut
?'&: ng

Land Warfarr

The Natwii of War
The Iter'et Campaing Plan
C xaventlýraI Operations
*',cial (irErazions

ear awi. beuical, Warfare
-%vtmatf . b~t Processing
7*a -c~rcuý1i" Qx~rf are

Su! cted Yrnelin Armed Forces
Car!~a.ALat Lxo-d F~orces Doctrine and

Cq~.~ ~tDevelopments
United 1'cae-z Army Doctrine and

rquipment Developments

Land Operations

Selected Corps and Divisional Staff Exercises

Joint Operations Phase

Cross-Environmental Familiarization

Sea
Land
Air

Internal Security

Operational Concept

Legal Considerations
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Peacekeeping

Canadian Government Policy
Peacekeeping Operations
Peace Observation and Truce Supervision

Amphibious Operations

Commnand and Control
Communications
Intelligence
Supporting Arms
Logistics
Air Operations
Amphibious Assault
Trends in Amphibious Warfare
Organization of the Beach

Joint Task Force Operations

Joint Operations Planning
Joint Planning for:

Psychological Warfare
Unconventional Warfare
Civil Affairs Operations

Command and Staff Duties Phase -Part 2

Leadership
Innovation
Bilingualism

National Strategic Readiness

The Environment of National Security
Geopolitical Areas of Concern for Canada
Canada's Capabilities
Executive Decisionmaking Techniques in

Defense Management
Defense Logistics
Canadian Forces General Defense Readiness
Field Study Exercises

Students will normally be majors. or in exceptional
circumstances, lieutenant colonels from all branches. Canadian
students will normally have at least one performance evaluation
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report in the rank of major and have demonstrated a potential
for colonel rank. Approximately 23 foreign officers of
comparable rank and experience attend as guest students
annually.

Senior Officers. Selected colonels and brigadier generals
are eligible for attendance at the National Defense College (NDC),
which offers a joint 47-week course designed to prepare senior
officers for appointments to the highest strategic positions of
the Canadian Armed Forces. The course includes, in addition to
armed forces officers, high ranking civilian and foreign guests.

The course provides lectures, group discussions and individual
research under the following topics:

Internal Canadian Scene
External Influences
Strategies of Nations
Final Review and Final Problem (which includes

considerations of leadership, management,
forecasting methods, computer concepts,
planning, budgeting and systems analysis)

Parallel to the officer professional development system
outlined above is a management training program. The more
important courses in this program are:

General Officer Management Symposium.
(4 1/2 days)

Senior Officer Management Symposium.
(10 days)

Advanced Management Course
(14 days)

Middle Management Course
(15 days)

Federal Republic of Germany

Junior Officers. As pointed out in Section 3 above, myst
FRG officers receive their promotion to 2LT while attendl..g one
of the military colleges. Upon graduation from college, they
are promoted to iLT and are assigned to the Off izierschule des
Heeres (OSH) -the Army Officer School in Hannover.
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Here they attend a-military leadership course lasting
4 1/2 months. Subjects in this course include:

Leadership
Political Awareness
Military/International Law
Command and Control
Personnel Management
Logistics
Military History
Physical Education Instruction
Foreign Language

General leadership skills are developed at OSH by placing the
student officer in the role of the battalion commander to solve
classroom leadership and tactical requirements. It is felt at
OSH that the young officer must first understand the role of the
battalion in order to understand the company.

Officers who successfully complete OSH go to a 4 1/2-month
company commander course at their respective branch schools.
In addition to being able to lead a company, graduates of the
commander course at the armor mech school, for instance, are
expected to be able to plan, conduct and evaluate unitý gunnery
training. During this course, the officer is placed alternatively
in the role of company commander, platoon leader, first-sergeant
and vehicle commander/crewman. Thus he is able to sharpen
skills learned (and possibly forgotten) during his militarv
training preceding college. Upon completion of their respective
commanders' courses, officers join their units.

Beginning this year (1978), an army-wide "Tactical
Professional Training Program" (TPTP) for junior cfficers is
being initiated. Its purpose is to insure a sufficiently high
training status and uniform understanding of tactics by all
regular and 15-year obligated junior officers, as well as
special category officers (Fachdienstoffiziere) who have become
troop officers. Participation in the TPTP is mandatory for all
officers in the 7th year of service.

Objectives of the TPTP are:

Understanding the basic doctrinal rules
with regard to command/control and
decisionmaking.

Mastering the command/control system.
Gaining the capability to make proper

estimates of the situation;
and complete mission requirementn
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Training is conducted ia two major phases:

Phase I

Guided self-study program (regulations, directives

and doctrine)
Tactical Defense Problem (solved independently by

the officer and submitted to division)
Bn level CPX (held at division)

Phase II

(Same as Phase I, but with a problem in tactical
offense.)

The TPTP is controlled by the division chief of staff
who writes an evaluation on each participant.

During the 8th year of commissioned service, senior
captains are assigned (by year-group) to the Fuehrungsakademie der
Bundeswehr (Staff College of the FRG Armed Forces) for the Field
Grade Officer Qualification and Selection Course (FQSC). This
course is designed to give a basic knowledge of national
security, management, and the social sciences, and to provide
qualification tests for promotion to major and selection to
attend the General Staff Officer Course.

The FQSC is 3 1/2 months long and heavily oriented toward
"academic work, with virtually no study of tactics. Tests and

[ student presentations are very frequent.

Subjects covered during the FQSC are:

Military Strategy of the Nuclear Powers
Military Strategy of Alliances
Military Geographic Factors and NATO
Warsaw Pact Policies
Theory of Collective Security
Theory and Problems of Deterrence Strategy
Cooperative Armaments Control
All-European Cooperation
International Crisis Management
FRG Security Policy
National Military Defense
Civil Emergency Planning
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Each student must participate actively in one of the
following seminars:

Nature of War According to Clausewitz
Theory and Practice of Limited Scale War
Patterns of Armed Conflicts
East/West Contrast in Europe 1945-1965
Armed Forces of FRG and NATO
Significance of Deterrence and Detente
Military Theory, Doctrine and Strategy of USSR
Military Psychological Situation in the FRG
Terrorism and the Role of the UN

CSCE, MBFR, SALT

All students must pass the course in order to be promoted to
major. From among those who pass, the top 50-60 will be con-
sidered for attendance at the General Staff Officer Course (GSOC).
Selection to the GSOC is based on: (1) class standing at the
FQSC; and (2) an officer's last three efficiency reports.

Mid-Level. Officers not selected for the GSOC are scheduled
for attendance at one of the 3-month S-Staff courses conducted
at (or monitored by) the Fuehrungsakademie. These courses
prepare field grade officers as staff officers or as assistants
to general staff officers of the principal staff branches.
Students who graduate from these courses are scheduled for
careers in the principal branch of the staff for which they
are trained.

The S-Staff courses are as follows:

Sl: Administrative field (less Medical) - Public relations,
recruiting, general management theory, industrial
and organizational science and economic theories.

S2: Intelligence and Security - This course is held at the
FRG Armed Forces Intelligence School at Bad Ems, but
it is monitored closely by the Staff College.

S3: All operational aspects, less intelligence and
securityand those aspects which come under S1 in
the NATO system to include command and control,
planning, organization, and training.

S4: Logistic Support, which includes some computer
techniques.
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The Si Course is joint, except that some exerc-ises are single
service activities. The S2, S3 and S4 courses each have a joint
service period and a single service period as follows:

Trn-Service Single Service
Course Weeks Weeks

S2 7 5
S3 4 8
S4 7 5

Half of each course consists of practical exercises, group work
and seminars. There is considerable emphasis on student
presentations during the course of instruction.•4

Upon receiving the required three outstanding performanceI: evaluation reports and passing with a sufficiently high score the
- - FQSC, the prospective officer student, who has usually served as

company commander for 3 1/2 year*, is notified about 1 year prior
to attendance that he has been selected for the GSOC. He must expect to
attend the Government Language School in Cologne-Huerth for about
12 weeks to improve his English knowledge. If his English is

p, sufficiently good, he may choose another language, since he must
study a foreign language.

The General Staff Officer Course (GSOC) lasts 21 months and
is designed "To teach selected officers to perform satisfactorily,
independently, and responsibly in general staff officer assign-
ments, both within and outside their services, on national and on

[• NATO staffs, at all levels of command. Because about 50 percent
of all general staff officer positions are dedicated to joint,
national and international headquarters, the training by necessity
must be broad."

The following subject areas are included in the GSOC:

Strategic Theories Medical Service Techniques
World Political Contacts Military, Admin Agencies
Security Politics of NATO and WP LanguagesSecurity Politics of Germany Personnel Management
Military Politics of Germany Combat Intelligence
Management, Operations Research Combat Operations
Social Scieuce Logistics
Military History Overall Defense Combined Arms
International Law (Military Justics) Decisionmaking
Ordnance, Armaments Development Army Decisionmaking, Command

and Control
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Brigade and division operations gerve as the vehicle for
tactical instruction during the lst academic year. During
the 2d year, c.rps operations are studied.

Senior Officers. No senior service college yet exists
in the FRG, although among the many short courses offered by
the Fuehrungsakademie are several which are attended by
senior officers. One such course -- a 6-week Overall Defense
Course - may serve as a base for a future war college level
course.

Among the other short courses offered at the Fuehiungsakademie
are courses for battalion and brigade (senior) commanders. For
an overview of the Fuehrungsakademie offerings, see Figure 1.
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German'Democratic Republic

Junior Officers. Officers in the GDR Army leave Thaelmann
Ground Forces College prepared to assume duties as platoon
leaders in their respective units. From that time until they
are eligible for selection to Friedrich Engels Military Academy
in Dresden, officer training takes place primarily in the
troop units. Much emphasis is placed on self-study during
off-duty-time. Some special short courses for commanders and
chiefs of staff are reportedly, taught at Thaelmann.

Some battalion commands are held by senior captains irk
the C.DR Army. It is also at this rank that officers are
selected for the Staff Academy.

Mid-Level. The objectives of the Engels Academy are to
prepare officers for assignments to staff and command positions
at battalion, regiment and division level. Engels is the
highest level of military professional training in the GDR.
The course there is 3-5 years and is attended by officers from
all services. At Engels, many officers are afforded the
opportunity to acquire advance degrees. Training often
consists of a period of internship with civilian industry.

Selection for this command and staff course is highly
competitive. Prerequisites are changing (as more and more
GDR officers attain higher education), but include at least
recommendations from one's commander and Party organization.
At times, battalion command has been a prerequisite and
entranre exams have been administered. Whether or not these
requirements are still in force is unknown.

A few officers who have outstanding iaecords with their
units, Jemonstrated academic excellence at Engels, and Party
support, attend Soviet or other Warsaw Pact academies.

Senior Officers. Advanced training for selected senior
officers (colonels and above) recently began at Engels
Academy. Special courses in at least the following subject
"areas are now provided to senior officers who need updating or
refresher training:

SLeadership Procedures
Socialist Military Science
Cybernetics/Operations Research
National Defense
Automation of rommand Procedures
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Several CDR colonels and generals have attended the Voroshilov

General Staff Academy in Moscow.

Soviet Union

Junior Officers. New-y commissioned Soviet officers arrive.
in their units direct from the military cormissioning colleges.
Durir.g the next 5-7 years they will serve as platoon leade-'s,
company cormmders and as members of battalion and regimental
staffs. Some may be battalion chiefs-of-staff or battalion
timmanders before they are promoted to major.

During these years as a junior officer, the ambitious
Soviet lieutenant or captain has one overriding goal: to pass
the entrance exams for attendance at one of che Soviet staff
academies.

Senior Cantain-Major Level. There are sixteen 3-5 year Staff
Academies for mid-level education of Soviet Armed Forces officers.
Of these, the following support Soviet ground forces (including
air defense):

Frunze (Combined Arms)
Malinovsky (Tank Troops)
Kalinin (Artillery)
Zhukov (Air Defense)
Govorov (Air Defense)
Budenny (Signal)
Timoshenko (Chemical)
Kuybyshev (Engineering)
Academy of Rear Services and Transport

Selection for command and staff academies is fiercely
competitive; candidates must take exams in the following subjects:

Tactics
Combat Equipment
Employment of Combined Arms
Military Topography
Russian Language and Lit'rature
History of the USSR
Geography
Foreign Language
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Candidates are initially screened at the military district
level by examinations in mathematics and physics. Approximately
three officers for each vacancy are allowed to take th• entrance
exams. Those who pass the exams with high enough marks to
earn for themselves a position at one of the academies have spent
from 2000 - 3000 hours of prior study.

Officers apply for acceptance to the staff academy
appropriate to their branch. The selection rate is very
small, no more than 10 percent of each year-group. 'iost students
are senior captains but, as staff academy graduates, they zre
virtually assured of eventually reaching the rank of colonel;
many will be promoted to general without further mlitar'
schooling. Outstanding officers from Warsaw Pact counf.r`5
also attend Soviet academies.

Information available on the Frunze Staff Academy (the
oldest and most prestigious of the academi•s) indicates its
mission is to prepare officers for battalion and regimental
command, as well as staff duties at regiment to Army level.
Probably 60 percent of the training time is spent on com-
bined arms operations, although lectures are also given in:

Logic
Psychology
Literature
Art
Science

Between 1964-1968 Frunze faculty merubers headed up a
study group which attempted to analyze the duties of commanders
and staff officers after they graduated from the academy. As
a result of the findings of the group, curriculum revisions
were made at Frunze. This field evaluation effort appears to
have been similar to current U.S. "front-end analysis" efforts.

Summer and winter field training for staff academy students
occurs each year. Some of this time is taken up with CPXs
lasting several days, or FTXs where a..ademy students partici-
pate in varicus roles. Reportedly, studeiits are performance-
rated by a division commander (at the end of the first academic
year) as either "qualified" or "not qualified" to courmud a
battalion. Work at the staff academies includes course papers
or projects. Graduation at Frunze and all staff academies is
preceded by comprehensive MOD exams.

Some officers, who demonstrate the talent and inclination,
are chosen to pursue in-depth studies in scientific and other
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scholarly areas. They remain at the academy 5 years and
finish with master's degrees in their field of endeavor.

From among these of ficers will come the teachers and pro-,
fessora at military schools (all levels) and the high level
strategists, referred to as 'defense intellectuals.'
Promotion opportunities for the academic oriented officers
are such that all probably will make colonel and some will
become general officers within the. defense academic/strategic
community'(see Section 6 below for more information on Soviet
faculty).

Probably all graduates of th'3 staff academies go directly
to command and staff positions earmarked specifically for
academy graduates. By law ', graduation from a staff academy
guarantees certain "Iprivileges" which non-graduates do not
enjoy.

Officers not selected for one of the staff academies have
other educational opportunities and obligations. Many of the
commissioning colleges and staff academies have correspondence
coutses or provide refresher training, as needed, for officers
of all grades. Junior officers, especially, are expected to
enroll in correspondence courses. These studies are often
supervised by the officer's commander or political officer.

Such off-duty study is no easy task for the young officer
whose "free" time is often filled with other obligations.
Nevertheless, a young officer is expected to organize his time
so that 1100-1200 hours per year (100-120 hours per month) can
be devoted to correspondence work.

Are these figures realistic? Yes, they
are. Every officer is given three days
of f per month. If they are used pro-
perly, he can get a good 30 academic
hours. During evenings when he is free '

from work he can study no less than 5
hours, which gives him more than 60
hours a month. The remaining time he
can find in the evenings of other work
days, on holidays and while on leave
when, without giving up too much relax-
ation, he can study language and
mathematics.
(Military Academies and Colleges, p 168)
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Presumably, the time spent on these correspondence courses is
counted as part of the 2000-3000 hours referred to above (pre-
paration time for academy entrance exams). Correspondence courses
are of many types but are usually centrally administered. Staff
academy correspondence courses may be taken only by those officers
who successfully pass the regular entrance exams.

At least two army-idde short courses for updating officers
of all grades are offered at various military posts and schools.
"Vystrel" courses are attended by lieutenants through colonels.
At least 60 percent of the time is taken up with tactical
instruction in the field. All Vystrel courses end with an
examination. Artillery advanced or refresher training is
provided at artillery schools under a program called the
"Central Artillery Course."

Senior Officers. A very few highly successful officers
(colonels and one star generals in their mid to late 30s)
will attend the Voroshilov General Staff Academy in Moscow.
The objectives of this 2-year, joint service course are to:
(1) prepare senior officers to assume the highest and most
responsible positions in the Soviet armed forces; and (2)
to take the lead in theoretical efforts aimed at developing
strategic and tactical doctrine. Students and faculty members
work closely with the Soviet General Staff on current problems
and during MOD sponsored CPXs and maneuvers. Classes at
Voroshilov are small and graduation from the General Staff
Academy is a virtual guarantee of promotion to general.

Selection procedures for attendance at Voroshilov are not
known, except that recommendations from high level officers are
believed to be the most important factor. It is one example
of the significance attached to the Soviet military "patronage"
system. Patronage begins when senior officers seek outstanding
young field grade officers soon after graduation from branch
academies. By all indications, this patronage system is based
on actual performance and has no apparent relationship to
family affiliation.

Voroshilov students are observed very closely by members
of the Soviet general Staff. Whereas earlier military schooling
was oriented toward branch tasks, the Voroshilov curriculum is
oriented almost exclusively toward combined arms. Officers
who have been in tank or artillery units all their careers may
become, if they perform well enough at Voroshilov, combined
arms commanders/Soviet general staff officers, and rise to
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to the rall of Marshal of the Soviet Union. Other students will
return to cqmmand branch, specific units for the remainder of
their career%,, some rising to the rank of 3-4 star general or,
possibly, to Xarshal of Tank or Marshal of Artillery.

Voroshilov, as well as some lower staff academies offer "Higher
1 Military Courses" for updating or retraining general officers.

These courses usually last from 2-4 months. The present commander
of Voroshilov, for example, graduated from the General Staff
Academy in 1948, attended a 3-month course there in 1957 and a
2-month course in 1968.

United States

Junior Officers. Regardless of commission source, all U.S.
.Army Officers are sent immediately to an officer basic course

at their respective branch/specialty schools. These courses
*. vary considerably in content, but include several weeks of

general military subjects and training in specialty specific
skills. Basic officer training is designed to prepare officers
to serve for 3-5 years as platoon leaders and staff specialists
within their specialties.

U.S. Army captains (or occasionally senior lLTs) are
retu-.ned to their branch/specialty schools for advanced
training during their 3d-8th year of sRrvice. The objectives
of these courses are: (1) to refresh/update officers in
specialty developments; and (2) to prepare them to command
companies.

Mid-Level. Selected officers (about 40 percent) of the
U.S. Army are sent for formal general staff training to the
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College (USACGSC), Ft.
Leavenworth, Armed Forces Staff College (APSC), Norfolk or a
staff college of another service. As the names imply, USACGSC
trains officers to assume primary general staff duties in
various Army headquarters, while AFSC trains officers for
duty on joint staffs.

The mission of the USACGSC is to provide instruction for
officers of the Active and Reserve Components, worldwide, so as
to prepare them for duty ats field grade commanders and
principal staff officers at brigade and higher echelons. The
course is 42 weeks long. Selection (primarily at the grade of
major) is made by a central Army board, and is based on the
performance reports of an officer. USACGSC students include
a few representatives from the U.S. Air Fcrce, Navy and Marine
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Corps, as well as approximately 100 foreign officers.

The USACGSC curriculum includes professional develop-
ment courses, special study projects and independent student
research. Career professional development courses include-

Soviet Tactics Tactical Counand & Control
Computer Terminal Operations Nuclear, Biological & Chemical
Management & Force Development Electronic Warfara
Combined Arms Fundamentals Staff Officer Techniques
Offensive Operations Logistics Reidir 8ss

Defensive Operations Logistics rrospectives
Forward Deployed Force Operation3 National Security Decisionmaking
Contingency Force Operations Pacific Assessment
Fundamentals of Combat Service American Assessment

Support NATO Planning & Operations
Introduction to strategy Theatre Operations - Coalition War
Strategic Environment North American Air Defense Command
USSR & PRC Personnel Management & Systems
US Policy, Posture & Issues Organizational Effectiveness
Evolution of US Military Posture Chain of Command
Low Intensity Conflict Military History
Writing Skills Military Ethics
Reserve Components Background of American Soldier
Training Management

Professional development electives are offered in the follow-
ing subject areas:

Staff Operations
Management
Tactics
Combat Service Support
Military Strategy
"Military History
Joint Operations & Low Intensity

Conflict
Sister Services
Profession of Army (Includes

writing)
Other (Research, Instructional

Technology & Language Training)

Cooperative degree programs are available to officers without
advanced degrees. Addltionatlly, a Master of Military Art and
Science degree can be earned by U.S. officers who meet certain
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Special courses are set up for commanders of companies,
battalions and brigades in the IDF and ERG Army. Battalion
commanders in the British Army and battalion and brigade commanders
in the U.S. Army receive short orientations at combined arms and*1 technical support centers immediately preceding assumption of
command. Canadian, GDR, Soviet, and to some extent senior
British commanders are expected to learn the art of command
while attending their various conmmand and staff colleges.

Examinations for promotion to captain and/or major, or for
entrance into command and staff colleges, are required in all the
foreign armies in this study. The prospect of examinations
(combined with rather formal professional development systems in
the Canadian and British Armies) places a heavy self-study burden
on junior officers in these foreign armies. Only the U.S. Army
does not test its officers, other than at the end of military
courses.

A summary chart of officer education and training in all
seven armies is provided as an inclosure.

The importance attached to a college education or advanced
degree in each of the armies analyzed is, in part, a reflection

of the respective society's view of such education.

Civilian degrees are most highly valued in the USSR, GDR,
ERG and USA. The upgrading since the 1960's of military schools
to degree producing institutions in the USSR and GDR was a direct
result of this influence. The newly created Bundeswehr Colleges
serve a similar role in the FRG, which is confronted with more
university applicants than spaces. A baccalaureate degree is
an Almost absolute necessity for retention on active duty in
the U.S. Army officer corps; most successful senior officers
have advanced degrees.

A small number of officer specialists in the FRG, Canadian
and British Armies are sent to civilian universities for

* ~advanced degrees. Add itionially, British officers may attend
the Royal Military College of Science, Shrivenham for advanced
degrees in scientific subjects, while Canadian officers can
obtain a masters degree at the Royal Military College of
Canada in Kingston.
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Common Overview
US And World Environment
Strategic Military Studies
Military Planning and Operations
Command and Management

The course ends with a 1-week National Security Seminar--
a forum in which distinguished leaders of government discuss
their views on issues of importance to the nation's security
and welfare with students and faculty of the U.S. Army War
College, together with invited civilian guests from acrdss
the country.

The curriculum at the National War College is oriented

mo~re toward joint operations, while the Industrial College
* of the Armed Forces emphasizes defense resource management.

* In addition to the formal resident training, battalion and

* V brigade commanders of combat arms units attend orientation sessions
at branch, combined arms and technical support centers.

Summary

Branch qualification is the first order of business for
newly commissioned officers in the Canadian, British and U.S.

- I Armies. Officers in the FRG armay, although branch qualified
before attending a Bundeswehr college, undergo additional
training in leadership and comrpany commander courses before
being assigned to their units. Officers of the Israeli, GDR
and Soviet Armies begin commissioned service already branch
qualified.[ Formal staff training is provided all captains in-the
Canadian, British and FRG Armies. This is in addition to
the later training at Command and Staff colleges for selected
majors. Command and staff training is provided to only
selected officers in the Israeli, GDR~, Soviet, and U.S. Armies.

Senior officer extended resident education in national
defense strategy is provided for a very few officers (LTC-BG)
in all armies except that of the FRG. Only the U.S. Army
maintains a service-specific War College, although Army officers
do attend joint senior colleges and representatives of the
other services attend the Army War College. Formal updating
and retraining programs for general officers exist in the GDR
and Soviet armies, and to a limited extent at the British
Royal College of Defense Studies and the Canadian National

// Defense College.
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Academic positions within Soviet higher military institutions
are equated by law to operational billets in the field. For
example, a staff academy commandant is equal to a military district
commander; a department chairman--an army or corps commander; a senior
instructor-a division commander or chief of staff; and an instructor--
a regimental commander. "Appointment to a permanent faculty position
at a staff academy...[is] viewed as a promotion."

It should not be too surprising, then, to note from a recent
.. history of the Voroshilov General Staff Academy, that (as of 1976) the

commandant is a 4-star general. His first deputy, a 3-star general,
recently left to bec.-ime the commandant of Frunze Military Staff
Academy (and to rece- ie his fourth star). Deputy Commandant for
Scientific Research at Voroshilov is Professor LT-GEN (2 stars)

-- Gaivoronsky; Deputy Commandant for Support is MAJ-GEN (1 star) of
Quartermasters Gutsal. Chairman of the Department of Strategy is
LT-GEN Karpov, who arrived at the academy from the post of Chief of
Staff, Central Asian Military District. Senior instructor in the
Strategy Department f3. Professor Doctor LT-GEN Kovalev. Also serving
in this department a o 13 additional generals, 1 admiral and 5
colonels, most of l 'm hold professorial or associate professorial
rank, and have Doctc 3tes or Masters' degrees. Finally, in the
academy department from which study group mentors and textbook
writers come, there are 32 generals. All this at an institution
which runs 2, courses per year of perhaps no more than 100 students
each!

7. Conclusion

The objective of comparing selected foreign armies' education
and training systems has not been to pass judgment on who has the
"best system. Recent educational reforms in all the armies studied
here suggest leaders in each army believe there is always room for
improvement. The purpose of this comparative study has been to
determine what practices found in modern armies, representing both
East and West, might be applicable to the RETO effort. What
education and training policies might, if proposed by RETO and
adopted by the U.S. Army, provide reliable and effective means for
insuring the officer of the 1980s-1990s is prepared to meet the
challenges of an increasingly complex political and military
environment?

It would be too easy to view foreign army systems from a purely
quantitative point of view. The fact that most successful U.S. Army
officers acquire about 138 weeks of formal military instruction-less
than their counterparts in any of the six foreign armies studied--may
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Soviet and GDR army officers may receive advanced degrees
as part of their staf f college work, or they may go directly
from staff college to full-time studies at a civilian university.
U.S. officers may acquire a Master of Military Art and Science
degree at USACGSC or pursue advanced degrees on a cooperative
basis from universities located nea' the staff and senior service
colleges. Additionally, many U.S. officers attend civilian
graduate schools on full government scholarships.

The first opportunity for many Israeli officers to study
for a college degree occurs while they are at the IDF Command
and Staff College or the National Defense College.

6. Faculty.

The quality of officer education and training is directly
related to the quality of instruction. Each army studied here,
.including the U.S., appears to choose its 'faculties from among
the best officers available (at least at the staff collegqe and
senior service college level). There are, nevertheless, some
major differences between faculty selection in the foreign armies
and in the U.S. Army.

In the Israeli, Canadian, British and FRG Armies, for
example, most key instructors at the staff academies are
former battalion commanders. (Very little is known about
faculty selection at the GDR Engels Staff Academy.) At the
USACGSC, subject matter specialists and former staff college
students are employed as instructors. More than one-half,
however, are majors. Among the lieutenant colonels and colonels
who make up the remainder of the USACGSC staff and faculty, few
have commanded battalions.

The most remarkable faculty, by all accounts, is that of
the Soviet military education system. Soviet faculty members of
commissioning collegeýs, staff academies and the Voroshilov
General Staff Academy are primarily professional military
teachers/scholars, or very senior officers with extensive
military experience. Officers are selected for faculty
development while in attendance at one of the staff academies.
Teaching, combined with research and writing, then becomes a
career specialty. From the ranks of these officers will
come the stategists and writers of doctrine for the Soviet
Army. These scholars write textbooks, manuals and articles for
scholarly military Journals and newspapers published by the MOD.
Most Soviet military scholars will retire as colonels or
1-star generals, although some will aChicve 3-or 4-star rank.
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Regular Commissions Board. Army Officer Selection Procedure.

Staff College, Camberley.

The Royal College of Defence Studies. London. 1977.

The Royal Military College of Science. Army Staff Course.

Training at the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst. 1973.

Canada:

Canadian Armed Forces Personnel Newsletter, 9/1975.

Canadian Forces Command and Staff College. Calendar, 1977-78.

Royal Military College of Canada. Calendar, 1977-78.

Summer Officer Training Administration Guide. March, 1977.

The Officer Professional Development System. May, 1976.

Federal Republic of Garm.ny:

Einstellung von Bewerbern fUr die Laufbahnen der Offiziere der
Bundeswehr. Merkblatt Bw 102. March, 1976.

Ffhrungsakademie der bundeswehr. Outline Information.

FUr die Neuordr.ung der Ausbilbung der Offiziere und
Unteroffiziere im Heer. Weisung Nr. 7, 1974.

McDaniel, B., CPT And CPT 0. KaczmarskyJ. Summary Report of
German Army Trip. Bonn. 1977.

The Security of the Federal Republic of Germany and the Develop-
ment of the Federal Armed Forces. White Paper. 1975/1976.

German Democratic Republic:

Milde, GUnter. Unsere Nationale Volksarmee. Berl.n. 1976

The National People's Army of the GDR. Berlin 1975.

Soviet Union:

Akadmiva imeni M.V. Frunze (Frunze Academy). Ed. by Professor
Army General A.I. Radzievskij. Moscow. 1973.
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or may not be significant. Even if that 138 weeks represents only
one-third the amount of military instruction received by a success-
ful Soviet officer, it should be kept in mind that the quality of
training may compensate for the lack of 'quantity.'

It is with this--quality--in mind that the following practices
which appear to be essential elements in the education and training
systems of all or a majority of the six foreign armies studied--but
lacking in the U.S. Army--are recommended for consideration by RETO:

- Early'Branch/Specialty designation during precommission
training.>1 . - A structured, controlled self-study program for junior officers,
supervised by unit commanders.

- Formal training in staff procedures for all captains.

Testing on professional military subjects as a prerequisite
for promotion or attendance at command and staff colleges.

- Commanders' courses for all echelons of command.

- Reevaluation of the manner of selecting and developing
professional military faculty. Placement of senior or retired
officers in administrative and academic leadership positions of
Army schools.

Sources

The following list of publications represent primary sources
from which descriptive data on foreign army education and training
systems was gathered. Much of the material was collected and
assembled by MG Benjamin Harrison and LTC Gunter Seibert during
their travels to Canada, England, the Federal Republic of Germany
and Israel, or proferred by the respective attaches here in Washington.

•i Israel:

Bowden, Tom. The Education Programme of the Israeli Defence
Forces. British Army Review. No. 49. April 1975.

National Defence College. Information sheet. July, 1977.

United Kingdom:

Junior Division. The Staff College. 1977.
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Comand and Start College. RETO. March, 1978. (See Annex
E, Appendiy 3).

Graduate Level Education. RETO. March, 1978. (See Annex P,
Appendix 2)

The ROTC Scholarship Program. RETO. March 1978. (See Annex
C).
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"Akademiya General'nogo. shtaba (The Generdil Staff Academy).
-Ed. by Army.General V.G. Kulikov.. Moscow. 1976.

A Net Assessment of U.S. and Soviet Manpower Involved in
Premilitary and Reserve.Training rrograms. General
Electric Center for Advanced Studies. Net Assessment
Programs Office. GE 77 TMP-28. August, 1977.

Dragunskij, D. Col-Gen of Tank Troops. "Polevaya akademiya"
(The field academy). Voennyj vestnik, 1/1978.

Kamkov, I.A. Dlya tekh kto khocket uchit'sys v VUZakh (For
those who want to study in higher educational institutions).
Moscow, 1967.

_ and V.M. Konoplyanik. Voennye akademii i
uchilishcha (Military academies and colleges). Moscow, 1974.

Magonov, I., Lt-Gen, Commandant of the Moscow Combined Arms
Commissioning College. Starejslhiya kuznitsa kadrov (The
Oldest smithy shop for producing regular officers).
Voe.nyJ vestnik, 12/1977

Scott, ,.arriet. Educating the Soviet Officer Corps. Air:
Force. March, 1975.

_et al. Toward an Assessment of the Soviet
Officer Corps. General Electric Company Center for Advanced
Studies. Net Assessment Programs Office. GE 75 THP-79.
August, 1976.

U.S.A.:

Battalion/Brigade Command Course. RETO.- March, 1978. (See
Annex F, Appendix 2).

Precommission, Basic and Advanced Course (MEL 1-3). Program
Options for the Reserve Components. RETO, March, 1978.
(See Annex Q).

The Precommissioning Screening System. RETO. March, 1978.
(See Annex C, Appendix 1).

General Officer Professional Development Through a Program
of Continuing Education and Training. RETO. March,
1978. (See Annex F, Appendix 3).

Senior Officer Education and Training. RETO. March, 1978.
(See Annex F).
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REVIEW OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

ANNEX I

AN ANLYSIS OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

1. PURPOSE. This Annex presents a comparative analysis of industrial
executive development programs, based on a listing of salient features
that are common to all programs. Implications are drawn for Army man-
agement development positions in the future.

2. SCOPE. Appendix 1 presents the analysis in nine sections and
seven inclosures.

1 Appendix
1. An Analysis of Industrial Management Development Programs
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*This feature suggests that the Army develop a manpower system
that links together US..Army Material Development and Readiness Command
activities (technology acquisitions), Training and Doctrine Command
(training) activities, US Army .ilitary Personnel Center (assignment)
practices, Office, Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel policies

(promotion, retention), Reserve Officers Training Corps activities
(accessions) and any other staff agencies engaged in organizational
redesign actions (Organizational Effectiveness activities).

4. Top leadership levels commited to and involved in the
development system.

*This item implies that in the Army it is essential that the
Chief of Staff and the major commands have sincere, personal corm-
mitment to the total development system. This commitment needs to
not only be verbalized through policy'decisions but also to be
systematically reinforced through actions. Such commitment further
suggests that generals at these organizational levels regularly
spepd time on development related issues (e.g., inspecting plans,
rewarding results, rejecting proposals which reflect inadequate
manpower planning, etc.).

5. A threefold responsibility -for development between the
organization, the individual and the line manager.

[ *This *feature identifies a need for the Army to adopt a
L deliberate and carefully planned strategy to result in the officer

corps believing and accepting such threefold responsibility for
development - shared equally between the Army, themselves and their
commanders.

6. All commanders, leaders and managers responsible for sub-
ordinate development.

*This item suggests that within the Army commitment and in-
volvement in the development system must extend to all leaders in
the hierarchy. This feature recognizes that since leaders control
the reward system in the organization, they concomitantly must be
made cognizant of their responsibilities and accountability for
subordinate development. Army leaders must be made aware of their
obligations with respect to role modeling, coaching, delegating,
encouraging and helping people to get promoted. It must be demon-
strated that when line managers are faced with people decisions,
development considerations carry visible weight.

1-1-2
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REVIEW.OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

APPENDIX 1

AN ANALYSIS OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

TO ANNEX I

AN ANLYSIS OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

SECTION 1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Frequently, in the design of education and training systems, one is
encouraged to examine existing programs in other organizations for the
purpose of capitalizing on their experience. Hopefully, the insights
gained by such an examination will prove to be of value. This study
represents a comparative analysis of industrial executive development
programs. The following 13 items represent the salient features common
to successful development programs. Highlighted below each feature is
a potential extrapolation of that item to the Army. While these fea-
tures are not prioritized in any order, together they define a total
developmental system that encompasses many significant inter-relation-
ships between the parts.

1. Presence of a master development plan or model that provides
an overall blue print for all training and education efforts in the
organization.

*This feature of successful industrial programs suggests that the

Army develop a "big picture" describing the total developmental scheme
as well as the overall plan to achieve training and educational objectives.

2. An organizational philoc:phy and climate that openly supports

development efforts.

* This feature suggests that the Army articulate its formal

philosophy regarding development, including applicable reward pol-
icies which should be-congruent with the stated philosophy.

3. A manpower system that integrates the various subsystems
that influence the development process.

I- -



*Features 8 and 9.together support an additional implication
with respect to the Army. Industry, because of its peculiarity,
is afforded the luxury of training only that small number of managers
that have been selected for promotion to the next higher organizational
level. The military, unfortunately, cannot function under such a
philosophy.- Since the Army does not know who will become top level
leaders and additionally because of mobilization requirements, all
eligible of ficers must be trained appropriately at each organizational
level. Such a philosophical difference supports the existence of
USACGSC, USAWC and additional senior level training within the Army.

10. A contingency approach'to the selection of training tasks
as well as training strategies.

* *This feature suggests that the Army needs to recognize that
application of the Instructional System Design approach is best
suited for technical tasks ("hard skills"). Appli.cation of the

System to the "soft skills" (managerial and leadership skills)requires that some variations in the process become acceptable.
(Industrial development programs have recognized that some
managerial tasks simply do not lend themselves to routine job
analysis procedures, nonetheless they consider training in such
areas (normally people oriented skills) as crucial.)

*This iLeM further implies that detailed job task analysis
efforts, when feasible, could reinforce the development and
utilization of professional qualification standards and/or
examinations. Since an inherent part of any job analysis
effort is the identification of performance standards, these
same standards could serve as a solid foundation for the
development of qualification standards. Further, these same
standards could likewise become useful in tailoring training
to best meet student needs.

11. Presence of a long term detailed evaluation plan for
training and 'evelopment efforts.

*This feature of successful programs iuggests that the Army
recognize that in light of increasing budgetary constraints re-
garding all training efforts, the necessity for demonstrating
effectiveness becomes absolutely essential. (Development of

1-1-4



7. Recognition that development is a long term proposition.

*This item suggests that within the Army, development must
become a way of life. Its motivational value must be clearly
recognized and accepted and it needs to be understood that
results are a long term proposition.- Further, this feature
suggests that no matter how much budget pressure might be exerted
by Office of Management and Budget and the Congress on the Army's
development efforts, the central "core" of the development program
must remain unaffected.

8. A changing overall emphasis in training and development
from a specialty orientation at the lower levels to a generalist
orientition at higher organizational levels.

*This feature requires that the Army recognize the fact that the
job of higher-level leaders (as that of general managers) differs
considerable from the job of lower-level *eaders. This item further
suggests that, (1) successful top level leadership demands con-
ceptual skills which must provide an integrative function with a
strategic direction as opposed to action and operation oriented
skills, and (2) top level leaders must be generalists. These
distinctions, in turn, support the necessity for, (1) a changing
developmental emphasis at the mid-level - supporting the require-
ment for such training at USACGSC; (2) a requlirement for a con-
certed generalist orientation at the senior service level.

9. Effective leadership and management skills comprised of
nine separate dimensions of behavior which vary at each of five
organizational levels.

*This item suggests that the Army seriously reexamine the

specific skill emphasis at each of five organizational levels.

indicates that minimal change will be required at entry and

lower levels. Proper emphasis already exists at these levels
on technical (specialty) skills and basic leadership skills.
At the mid-level, however, the existing school emphasis must
show a significant change toward more management skills as well as
battalion and brigade level tactical skills. At the senior levels,
the emphasis must likewise swing much more heavily toward future
oriented skills such as strategizing, decision analysis, fore-
casting, policymaking, etc. (specific details are in Inclosure
7).

1-1-3
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SECTION II

INTRODUCTION

Organi,,ation theory suggests that there are certain basic principles
which apply equally to all organizations. One might expect then, that
any detailed examination of organizations would identify sane common-
ality in basic needs and problems. Further, since it is the responsi-
bility of the management group in an organization to cope siith all
aspects of organization functions. one might likewise exp'ect certain
similarities in existing management skil:ls and techniques. In fact, it
might be argued that the most important part of management's job is to
appraise subordinates effectively and then to help develop their abilities.
No matter how strong a company may be financially, trouble is inevitable
if it does not have an adequate supply of trained. highly skilled and
motivated w-anagers available at all organizational levels. Since this
applies to all organizations, one could thus reasonably exp..-t some
congruency in the extent and nature of management development efforts.
Instead, such efforts in civilian corporations are noteworthy not for
their similarities but rather for their variability.

Some companies have extremely sophisticated programs built upon
exhaustive Job analysis efforts and linked together with such diverse
management programs as manpower planning, organizational development and
wage and salary administration. Other companies merely engage in
miscellaneous training, loosely tied to job requirements and heavily
dependent upon the backgrjund of the individual trainer or consultant.

Thi~s effort is an attempt to describe existing management development
programs with a view toward synthesizing those elements which appear to
distinguish successful programs from unsuccessful ones and which appear
to have unique applicability to the military. Since all development
programs eventually succeed or fail because of the climate they operate
in, this effort will begii- with a discussion of organizational climate as
it impacts on management development efforts. In the final analysis, it
is thie climate in an organization which ultimately provides substance to
training and development programs. Next, the discussion will focus on
the training content question. This will be followed by an analysis of
appropriate training strategies presently employed. Then, the discussion
will briefly touch upon details regarding the utilization of the
trained resource. Finally, specific implications pertaining uniquely
to the military will be discussed.
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detailed evaluation plans would not only, help justify training
expenditures but equally important, would maximize the selection
of efficient training techniques. Because of the nature of the
Army school system (where the majority of officers receive train-
ing and education at regular intervals), it would be particularly

* useful to determine what skills are learned on-the-job in the in-
terim p~riod between formal training. Utilization of an assess-
ment center process could uncover such skills.

12. Personnel policies that maximize utilization of trained
resources.

*This item suggests that it is absolute ly essential for Army
policies to make maximum use of trained resources. Such policies
would thus facilitate negotiations with OMB and the Congress re-
garding funds and would also maximize the motivational value of
recently acquired training for trainees.. (Development was shown
prevously to be a product of motivation and attitudes, skills
and knowledge, and opportunity. Proper utilization of the trained
resource is what constitutes the opportunity variable.)

13. Recognition of the increasing complexity of management
tasks.1* *This item suggests that the Army recognize that because of
the increasing complexity of leadership situations, reliance on
traditional techniques will frequently not be sufficient to
accomplish the mission. Therefore, the Army must rely on maximun
utilization of new developments in the whole spectrum of managing
people.



SECTION III

OR-ANIZATIONAL CLT2-ATE

The prevailing psychological climate within an organization both reflects
as well as dictates that organization's philosophy toward training and
development. To argue which is the cause and which the effect is perhaps
academic, for no one would deny that the impact of climate on training and
development is indeed pronounced.

There are many variables that combine to define an organization's culture
or climate. Its relative success economically vis a vis competitors, its
geographic location, the make up of its work force and numerous other
variables, both e:ternal and internal. Of these, however, two appear to
be particularly important with respect to management developmen' efforts.
First is the attitude within the organization that either favors or dis-
favors management development. Second, and by far the more critical, are the
actual behavioral practices pertaining to development efforts. This latter
variable is paramount simply because attitudes are not always specifically
articulated within an organization and one must frequently infer existing
uttitudes froci actual behavioral practices.

Industrial psychologists have long been interested in the conditions which
make a worker effective in his job. Viteles (1953) identified the development
of the "will to work" as industry's core problem in the utilization of its
manpower. McGregor (1960) and Likert (1961) outlined theories of management
based largely on assumptions about hlman motivation. Vroom (1967) proposed
a theory of motivation in terms of the relative strength of the force on
the individual to exert different levels of effort in perforning a given
task. Attempts on the same task have historically been based on two some-
what different assumptions. The first of these assumptions is that the
performance of a person can best be understood in terms of his skills
(abilities) to perform that task. This assumption led to efforts to
measure abilities, either as a result of performance or staadardized tests
or through observation, and to use these measurenents in the selection and
placement of workers. It also led to efforts to increase performance by
developing and increasing workers' skills (abilities) through training.

The second of these two assumptions is that performance is to be understood
in terms of motives (needs or preferences) and the conditions fo7 their
satisfaction in. the work situation. It can be stated more succinctly in
the proposition that the level of performance of a worker on a task or
job ki a direct function of his notivation to perform effectively. This
assumption ha3 led to an attempt to identify the conditions which generate
a high level of motivation and to establish them in work situations.
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By no means is this analysis purported to be an exhaustive comparison of

civilian executive development programs. Corporations whose inputs were
solicited were chosen on the basis of their size. industry grouping or
reputation for excellence in specific subject areas -- and some for all
three. Many companies not surveyed would have been equally qualified to
contribute but ti;Ae precluded an exhaustive analysis. Sufficient breadth
has been obtained, however, to strongly support the implication section.
Interviews were conducted with high level executives. In keeping with
industry requests, specific reference to individual corporations will be
avoided. A list of contrib' 'ng institutions appears at inclosure 1.
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Mosel (1957) and Haire (1964) point out that althuugh certain kinds of
behavior may be reinforced by trainers or peers during the training period,
such behavior has little chance of being translated back to the job situation
If the trainer's boss does not reward the learning or allow it to be practiced.
Haire points out that it is the superior who controls most of the rewards and
determines the value system in the everyday work situation. The findi!g
appears to be particularly appropo to the military environment.

Clement (1975) proposed a developmental model drawing together and relating
the fundamental variables of motivation, skills and opportunity (Figure 1).
It Is important to note that management development occurs only upon com-
pletion of the entire process. While not denying that a significant portion
of th. development process is addressed within a formal training system,
this model recognizes that there are organizational factors which ultimately
impact on success of th-. entire developmental effort. For example, a highly[ motivated trainee. provided requisite skills and knowledge to perform a task
and then denied an opportunity to actually perform that task, is likely to
become extremely frustrated and ultimately cynical (feedback line 1).
Similarly. an individual required to perform a task without having been

14 adequately trained will also become frustrated no matter how well motivated
he may be (feedback line 2). Positive feedback (line 3) affecting motivation
and attitudes occurs only when the entire development sequence is completed.

Training. Education and Development

The Army has traditionally observed a marked delineation between training
and education. Training is generally considered to encompass the imparting
of skills and know~ledge within a narrow range. Development on the other
hand is generally thought to encomnpass a much broader perspective involved
in developing the whole person - *.ocially. intellectually and physically.
A true development program is n~t. ýreducible to a handful of training programs
for management. Development is nc !ier a program nor even a series of programs.
It Is a total system - & continual -!acess carried on throughout the life
of individual organizational members. Nonetheless, training is an important
Ingredient of a total development system. -This distinction is important
from more than an academic point of view for its presence or absence in an
organization sheds great light on the actual training and education philos-
ophy'extant within that organization.



How can these two assumptions be reconciled? The most obvious solution is
to suggest that both are only partially correct. A worker's level of per-
formance on his job is dependent both on his ability and on his motivation.
The evidence which exists suggests rather strongly that ability and motiva-
tion, as typically measured or manipulated, do not affect performance
independently, but rather interact with one another. It has been shown
that a given increment in motivation has greater positive effect on the
performance of those high in ability than of those low in ability. (Wyatt,
1934). The general picture emerging from these and other relevant studies
is that the effects of motivation on performance are dependent on the level
of skill (aOility) of the worker, and the relationship of skill to perfor-
mance are not additive but interactive. Available data suggests, nowever,
something more closely resembling the mult 4plicative relationship de2icted
in the following formula:

Performance - Function (Skills x Motivation)

Importance of Climate

The results of a scudy by Fleishman, Harris and Burtt (1955) sug-ested
that the day-to-day climate in the work environment was crucial to perfor-
mance irrespective of the quality of training. Foremen apparently learned
different attitudes for different situations. The attitude that is "right"
in the training situation may be very different from the one that "pays off"
in the industrial environment. These results suggest that management
training cannot be considered in isolation from the social environment in
which the manager must actually function. In this sense, management
training must be viewed as an attempt at social chanqe which involves the
reorganization of an individual's perccptual field. The implication seems
to be that certain aspects of the manager's environment may have to be
reorganized if training is to be effective in modifying individual behavior.

Campbell (1970) similarly notes the potential limiting effect of climate,
or environment, on training efforts. His model specifies opportunity
variables which refer to situational and organizational factors that influence
the managerial process. They include such things as task characteristics,
struc'ural components, group influences, communication patterns and organ-
izational chlimate.

It is extremely important that an organization's stated philosophy and
attitude toward management development bE consistent with its actual day
to day practices. Support for development has to be operationalized through
actual opportunities for development such as formal training, job rotation,
job enrichment, coaching and the like. Wage and salary administration and
other existir. reward systems mist reinforce the development effort.
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SECTION IV

SALIENT FEATURES.OF SUCCESSFUL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

It is difficult to judge whether an organization's training and development
efforts are successful or not. There simply is a lack of empirical evidence
supporting such claims. Admittedly, there is a wealth of data and end of
course evaluations reflecting participants perception of the worth of training
efforts. Whether or not recently acquired skills are in fact transfered to
the individuals actual work environment is an entirely diff'erent question,
however. The data attesting to this contention is noticeable because of
its absence. This is not to suggest that on a micro-level training is not
valuable. With respect to specific technical skills within a narrow range
of a specific job (for e-cample, operating a piece of equipment) there is
adequate evidence to supeort the value of training efforts. When one
broadens his perspective through to the more complex tasks of managing and
leading this conclusion is not so obvious.

Fred Fiedler, a leading authority in the leadership area, goes so far as
to contend that there is no long term effect in terms of actual behavioral
change as a result of leadership training and experience. He cites a
number of studies which in his view support this contention - the most
noteworthy being the long term assessment program of management personnel
conducted by Doug Bray and associates at AT&T.

Since it is not the purpose of this endeavor to accept or refute such a
contention but rather to review existing management development programs,
this issue will not be pursued further. It should be pointed out. however,
that regardless of such contentions, many highly successful organizitional
management teams still strongly believe in the intrinsic value of management
development efforts. Those organizations that appear to have the more
successful training and development programs (based upon a comparative
analysis) have the following characteristics.

Top Management Commitment

Commitment on the part of top level management is the most important require-
ment for executive development programs. Without top level commitnent in
deed as well as word, development efforts are likely to achieve only marginal
success.
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The job of general manager often presents a discontinuity in managerial
effectiveness for some who have had a long track record of managerial success.
The skills of a multifunction general manager differ considerable from
previously learned skills. Topical expertise in a function (i.e., marketing.
accounting.) are action and operation oriented, not strategic oriented. Such
expertise is characterized by an internal orientation, a differentiated
focus rather than an integrated focus. Successful general managership
demands just the opposite. It is totally dependent on conceptual skills
which provide an integrative function, determine strategic direction and
allocate resources, suggest policy and build multifunction teams.
Training and development efforts generally support the generalist vs
specialist strategy. Low level managers, when trained at all, are normally
trained in a limited capacity for a specific technical job. Frequently,
such training also includes an introductory block on management skills
(the content of which will be discussed later). Training at all other
levels is of the general management variety. The total extent of such
efforts does not amount to much. Typically, a mid-level executive will be
exposed to a general management training program of approximately 2 weeks
duration. Most corporations rely upon individual development occurring
on the job. Rather than viewing their education efforts as primarily
training they see the corporate role as one of developing the total individ-
ual. They attempt to do this through careful movement of high potential
executives through key management positions. Generally, the identification
of these key positions is based upon the intuitive cumulative knowledge of
previously successful managers. In companies with more sophisticated
executive development programs (programs based upon detailed job analysis
efforts - see next section for particulars) key positions are identified
and clustered together into career paths. In these companies, executive
movement is careftilly orchestrated by executive development commiý*ttees.
These committees are staffed by highly qualified staff members.

Notwithstanding the fact that successful top level executives are normally
developed within a generalist philosophy, substantial specialist programs
exist also. Specialization is not kept under wraps in those corporations
with successful management development programs. While it is true that
not many specialists rise to the top of their particular specialty funct:ion

* and almost never go on to become top line managers, nonetheless, there are
career tracks for specialists. To accommodate such employees, a system of
succhssively more demanding assignments leading to top professional or tech-
nical responsibilities, accompanied by appropriate improvement in titles,
salaries and other perquisites has been created. Training and development
efforts, however, genexally affect the specialist in a much narrower range.
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It is top-.management who make policy decisions which either support
or negate total development efforts..' Such policie~s include much
more than decisions to provide, necessary training facilities. They
include such related policy questions as selection and promotion,
manpower planning, wage and salary administration and perhaps most
important allocation of their most precious ccemmodity - time. In
one corpation, executive development responsibilities require as
much as"50 percent of management's-'time. At the corporate level,
the chief executive officer is chairman of the copays executive
development committee. He meets weekly wtth other board members to
review the management development plans and activities of the corpora-
tion's main operating organizations.

In other corporations, the chief executive officer regularly spends
time on the various tasks of planning for top-level executive succes-
sion, and this fact is well known throughout the organization. Con-
comitant with such high level interest is the related requirement
for all levels of management to be actively involved in development
efforts. Successful programs are characterized by line managers
clearly recognizing their basic responsibilities for developing

- subordinates.

The needs of the organization include attaching visible weight to
development considerations when people decisions are made. Recruit-
ing efforts in companies with successful programs are carefully tied
to the total manpower program. Management tries to rotate job assign-
ments in a way that will develop and broaden employee skills as well
as fill the company's replacement needs. Training programs per se
generally apply to lower management levels.

Generalist vs Specialist

There is no question that top corporate managers are generalists.
Successful executives are promoted because of their demonstrated ability
to manage widely diversified activities and responsibilities. Clearly
the path to the top is through a progression of positions calling for a
broad range of management abilities. Regardless of how a corpobration
might be organized, those executives who progress to top management
levels do so because of their abilities to manage a variety of line
and staff responsibilities. At one point in their- career they might
have been responsible for the performance of a manufacturing operation,
later they~might have been in charge of a major marketing function
and still later a substantial geographic region or major organizational
subunit. As a general manager, all of these relationships are different,
and probably for the first time. It is fairly typical to see compet-
itive middle managers moved through a succession of positions within
a given function as well as across functions to total task responsibilities.



Other ciaeexamples inclLude an organizational value system that stresses
individual choice. So long as the path to the top rung of the organizational
ladder is clear. no penalty is applied to those individuals who choose to
follow a different career path. They are not ostracized from the organization
for having, made that choice. In ro way does this suggest, however, that
successful executive development. programs are devoid of incentives or that
persuasive tactics are non-existent. Rather, it is intended to point out
that once a decision has been vnde, the organization still views the individual
involved as a worthwhile contribhiting member. It is important to point out
that in more and more situation,- such a choice is being made by the individual
rather than the institution. rhe concept here is to put the individual (not
management) into the position o:' being held accountable for options selected,
alternative paths unpursued and for successes and failures throughout and at
the end of his career. This point will be elaborated on in the summary and
conclusions section.

Finally, in many cases, specific rewards have ber-a offered upon successful
completion of development efforts. In one corporation promotion almost
invariably follows successful completion of a major developmeint hurdle. In
still other organizations, positions of increasing responsibility which in
turn have the potential to lead to promotion are the tangible pay offs.
All of these outcomes give substance to an organizational value system
which favors development.
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Total Manpower System

Most companies who are concerned with executive development, tend to think
of and label their activities in this regard as a "system." Utilization of
the concep~t "system" is important in two respects. First. since most develop-
ment progrims rely primarily on promotions fron within, they are thus dependen..
on the internal input of lower level managers. Thus, leading companies tend
to view their management development systems and sub-systems as a type of:
pipeline, with accession personnel entering the system at one end and highly
trained managers emerging from the other end.

"Systems" thinking has been of considerable importance in still another sense.
In organizations with s%'ccessful development programs the activities performed

by management in implementing the total manpower system are interdependent
and often sequential. The product of one sub-system often serves as input
into additional sub-systems (e.g., organization redesign is an important

ingredient in management development). Additionally, there frequently
exists feedback loops between all sub-elements of the total system. Graphically,

the system might appear as follows:

Accessions4 Organization Manpower Wage & Management Top
Design /Planning Salary Development Executives[J Lmin

FIGURE 2

Organization Value System

Reference was made previously to the criticality of an organization's reward
system reinforcing it 's development effort. The significance of this point
should not be underestimated. Corporations that successfully stress the
individuals role in development do so in a climate that openly fosters growth.

Growth and development as manifested in successful performance is closely
followed with increasing responsibilities. Fencing off or hiding of manage-
ma-nt talent is not an acceptable practice in organizations w.Ith successful
executive development programs. In one company, official company policy
encouraged subordinates to actively seek more challenging jobs for which
they feel qualified despite the temporary disruption that this policy
encouraged. In all fairness, however, it should be pointed out that this
policy applied chiefly to lower level employees.
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Such a brief description of this methodology in no way does justice to the
true complexity of the process. Suffice it to say, however, that such a
detailed undertaking requires not only considerable resources but also
entails a rather lengthy period of time. The principle advantage of such
an analysis, however, is that once completed, a company is then able to
tailor ±ts total training program to meet its unique management needs in a
way that maximizes the potential transfer of skills to the actual managerial
job.

* Training needs identified from one corporation's detailed task analysis
are shown in inclosure 2. Specific tasks /behaviours in this company were
grouped into the following general clusters:

Management's Contribution

Management's Social and Legal Responsibility

Business Economics

Management Science

Individual and Group Behavior

Leader Behavior

Communications

Optimizing Job Performance

Support Systems

Labor Relations

Inter-company and inter-industry relations

This listing of training needs does not apply equally to all levels of
management. Inclosure 2 highlights the differences for each 6f two
organi~zational levels.

Other corporate J'b analysis efforts, while not as thorough as this, method-
ologically. nonetheless employed rather extensive use of the interview. In
one company large numbers of job incumbents as well as their immediate
supervisors were subjected to indepth interviews for the purpose of identifying
critical management tasks.* The interviews were content analyzed &nd final
listings of critical skills were developed. The primary difference between
the two approaches discussed thusfar was In the procedural steps that led
to the identification of skill categories. The detailed task analysis
effort first identified tasks which were subsequently clustered to form
general skill categories, The interview method tended to identify skills
directly. Both methods identified some similar skill categories, however,
the detailed process facilitated the development of performance standards
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SECTION V

CONTENT OF TRAINING PROGRAMfS

While all corporations contend that their management development programs
are based upon job analysis efforts, the detail and rigor with which they
apply the variety of available job analysis techniques causes one to view
this contention as highly suspect. Since it is not the purpose of this
endeavor to describe the job analysis process per se, the following discussion

'N' Nwill instead focus on two points (1) a brief description of the methodology
employed in determining training needs and (2) a summary of the detailed
content.

Detailed content of the executive development programs analyzed in this
investigation can perhaps best be described as outgrowth of one of three
major organizational approaches:

1. Job analysis efforts.

2. M~anagement intuition.

3. Crisis response.

Job Analysis

Those programs that are based upon sophisticated job analysis efforts rel
heavily upon data gathered by one of two general methods - questionnaires
and/or interviews. The quality of such endeavors is propo.-tionate to the
degree that they reflect technical knowledge and skills (which lends itself
more easily to job analysis efforts) or general management knowledge and
skills. In nearly all cares. organizations are able to quite effectively
analyze the technical reqt~.rements of the job. This is particularly true
with respect to lower o,,:Zanizational levels. Where they begin to encounter
difficulties, however, is in the identification of management needs.

The most sophisticated management development program examined and the one
best able to overcome the above mentioned difficulty was based upon an
exhaustive and thorough job analysis effort. Individual tasks were identified
through field interviews of job incumbents and their supervisors. Highly
similar tasks were grouped together to form a job analysis questionnaire.
This questionnaire was then field tested in a major operating unit 3f the
parent organization. After refinement, the questionnaire was distributed
to the field. Responses vere subjected to various statistical analysis
including factor analysis, to determine significance. Significant tasks
were then clustered together into related skill categories. The final
process related these skill categories to individual organizational levels.
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because it was task based. This is significant in that it greatly simplifies

the evaluation problem. Figures 3 and 4 highlight the contrast between

these two types of training development efforts.

An example.of a complete training program developed primarily through

interviewing and skill identification is described in inclosure 3.

I



Management Intuition

A second major appropch to determining trainin? and devclopment needs
relied principally on the intuition of experienced ranagers and trainers.
Essentially these were manifested by one of the following general approaches:

a. Historical evolution

b. Personal recommendation of a key management irdividual

c. Recommendations of external consultants

d. Program in existence at key business competitors

While none of the above approaches are nearly as rigorous as those discussed
in the previous section, by no means should one completely disregard the
data generated by these approaches. Certainly one cannot afford to treat
lightly those skills identified by highly successful managers as critical
to their management success.

a. Those corporations whose training programs are developed as a result
of historical evolution generally emphasize traditional managem-ent topics.
Frequently, they do not focus on skills or competences but rather stress
knowledge and understanding of the management process. An. example of such
a program is included in inclosure 4.

b. A second type of training program is one that develops gradually
over time as a result of strong personal interest by key nanagement personnel.
Programs of this nature are often perceived to be disjointed efforts suifering
from a lack of cohesiveness because of the absence of an overall organizational
training model. Nonetheless, the content of these programs is not necc.sarily
valueless for the insights and recommendations offered by successful key
management personnel can in eed be worthwhile. Inclosure 5 describes topics/

subjects which fall into this category.

C. Another technique that corporations occasionally employ in developing
their training programs is to rely' upon the advice of outside consultants.
The type of program that emerges is to a great extent dependent upon the
background of the individual consultant. If he is associated with a university,
then typically his program tends to be heavily oriented on knowledge and
understanding. Skills that are generally recommended by many such consultants
tend to fall into the general management category.

Consultant developed programs are frequently directed at middle managers
or executives. Inclosure 6 contains two examples describing representative
programs. The first represents a very modest effort whereas the second
example highlights a much more sophisticated program.
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People Management Skills

COURSE OBJECTIVES SUBJECC MATTER.

To improve the effectiveness of Examination of thE middle manager's
middle managers by providing them role
with new information, skills,
techniques and practice in: Met'iods for clarifying job

objectives
Planning their work

Problem-solving and decision
Implementing their plans mc.!ing

effectively
Cost/benefit analysis

Working with and through
people in both planning Planning
and implementing work

Contingency planning

Managing change

Influencing and negotiating

Setting performance objectives

Analyzing performance problems

Counseling

Affirmative Action

FIGURE 4
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Turnover.

Ethics and values.

Other critical managerial performance shortfalls sometimes generate training
in the following areas;

Leadership styles.

Motivation.

Discipline.

Unior labor contract.

Decision analysis.

Problem solving.

r Budgeting.

In some situations intervention on the part of an external regulatory
agency precipitated the development of a training thrust. Topics stressed
as a result of this include:

Federal tax laws.

Fair employment practices.

Government contractual policies.

Fair trade laws.

Summary of Detailed Training Content

By adopting a broad systems perspective with respect to the detailed
content of the training programs examined in this section, one is able
to syntehsize the findings into nine general categories. These categories
are illustrated in Figure 5. A more detailed explication of these cate-
gories is contained at Inclosure 7.

In addition to suggesting that leadership/management can be dissected into
nine elements, the overview described above also points out that the
applicability of these dimensions also varies by organizational level. Even
when activities apply across the organizational spectrum, the focus of the
activity may shift. Inclosure 7 highlights the varying emphasis of the
nine dimensions at each of five organizational levels. In scanning the
matrix, the reader will note a significant distinction between the profile
of skills required of lower-level leaders and the profile needed by
leaders at the top levels.
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d. A final Influence in the determination of some management development
programs is the presence of a particular emphasis in a key competitor's
development program. Corporations th'at are heavily influenced by their
principle competitors typically are not the leaders in their industry group.
The trainin~g function is not held in very high esteem and management
com~itnent toward the development-process is more one of toleration than
active support. The content of most such programs represents nothing more
than a conglomeration of a variety of management techniques. Typically
stressed ares such, topics as:

Motivation Theory.

Management Grid.

Management Styles.

Prcblem. Solving.

Management Information Systems.

Awareness Training.

Effective Listening.

Change.

Crises Response Programs

A third major ap~proach which determines the focus of management develop-
mont efforts Is in response to some form of crisis facing a corporation.
The rola of the training department in such corporations is as problem-
solvers. Their task Is to determine what Is ca~asing performance deficiencies
and then design a training program to correct the problem. While this is
certainly beneficial in the short run, what happens all to often is that
the training program tends to remain long after the problem has disappeared.
Unfortunately, in the face of limited training time and money, additional
more irelevant training is subsequently not developed. Following are examples
of the content of programs that were designed to respond to a particular crisis:

Assembly line operations.

Company wide standards.

Managing overtime.

Customer relations.

Effective writing.

Resistance to stress.
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The content of a dimension is not the only thing which changes according
to level. The dimensions also change in orientation. At the lower levels.
the skills implied in each dimension refer mainly to procedures and techniques;
these skills can be acquired largely through training programs. But as an
individual begins to move into mid-level positions -- and especially there-
after -- his focus shifts from procedures to processes. He is more concerned
with integrating and synthesizing particular techniques into operations.
This shift implies a conceptual ability which may not be called upon until
the middle levels but which is crucial to successful functioning in a
leadership role at higher organizational levels. The shift which begins
occurring at the middle levels calls for very different abilities and
different perspectives. For example, leaders at tne lower levels maintain
an internal system perspective. It is not until they move 'into the bigher-
level positions that leaders begin to adopt an external system perspective.
Top-level executive'r, for the most part, are primarily involved in
acti.vities which require them to look outside the organization. Specifically,
they concern themplves with questions of organizational reputation, the
impact of laws and ge ernmental regulations, issues related to the environ-
ment and society, and other economic, political and socio-cultural forces
which affect their organizations. '.,e shift in perspective which occurs
has important implications for leadershir, training programs and develop-
mental opportunities: from the middle levels on, those skills which leaders
require are a product of developmental opportunities. Clearly, some
dimensions are more amenable to skill training than are others.

In general, the emphasis by level can be summarized as follows:

- Low-levels - specialist orientation

- Mid-levels'-- managerial orientation

- Top-levels - generalist orientation

Each of the nine dimensions apply generally as follows:

ORGANIZATIONAL LEVELS

SKtLL/CATEGORIES LOW MIDDLE TOP

Specialty (Technical) X

Supervisory X

Counseling X

Human Relations X

Communication X X X

Management Science X
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DIMENSION

FIRST LOW MIDDLE TOP EXECUTIVE

1. Communication

2. Human
Relations

3. Counseling

4. Supervision

5. Technical

"6. Management
Science

7. Decision
Making

8. Planning

9. Ethics

Figure 5. Nine Drimensions of Leadership/Management Behaviors
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SECTION VI

TRAINING DEVELOPNENT STRATEGIES

Corporations adopt a variety of training strategies to meet their training
needs. Additionally. there exists a variety of specific training techni" es
that are employed. The importance of training strategies and specialize%
techniques should not be underestimated. If the same amount of care that
is devoted to training needs analysis does not likewise go into the strategy
and technique selection, the training success will be significantly lower.
The first part of this discussion will focus on training strategies while
the second part proposes a contingency approach to selecting training
techniques.

Program Strategies

Essentially there are two overall program strategies that can be applied
to training efforts. Programs can be conducted in a formal institutional
setting or in the work environment. Institutional programs are advantageous
in that they generally result in more uniform training for all participants.
They permit the use of sophisticated training media and simulations which
might be difficult to employ in a noninstitutional setting. They provide
participants with training in a setting away from their normal work place.
The quality and number of faculty can be tailored to best fit corporate
training plans. Cost, however.,becomes a major problem particularly when
"travel and lodging-expenses are involved.

Institutional programs can be further classified into those conducted within
the environment of a corporate training center or alternatively those con-
ducted within an extra-organizational environment. The principle advantage
of programs conducted at a formal corporate training center is in the amount
of control one has over the curriculum and the learning situation.

Training provided in a field environment causes minimal personnel disruption.
Realism can be enhanced when participants' actual supervisors conduct the
trainIng. Control over curriculum is more difficult with this strategy.
Uniform background and experience of individual instructors is almost
Impossible to achieve in field programs, however. Costs are normally
lower for training conducte4 in the field as opposed to institutional
programs. Additionally, for cost reasons more students are likely to be
exposed to field programs.
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ORGANIZATIONAL LEVELS (CONT'D)

SKILL/CATEGORIES LOW MIDDLE TOP

Decision Making X X

Planning X X

Ethics X
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The example cited in Figure 3 illustrates this methodology. Unfortunately,
the number of companies that apply such rigor to their overall training
development program and in particular, to the se.tection of a specific
training technique are'few in number. To attempt to describe completely
the particulars of how these companies apply thi' j,.ocess is beyond the
score of this endeavor. Nonetheless. the dis:us'-.c; in the next section,
describing a contingency approach to selecting training techniques, would
in fact represent a reasonable facsimile of sophisticated corporate approaches.

The second major methoeology employed by companies in selecting an appropriate
training technique is to simply let their instructors do so. This is by far
the most widely adopted practice in industry. It suffers from many of the
same methodological flaws, however, that were described in the previous
section. This is not meant to suggest that instructors should never be
allowed to select a training technique, for their experience represents a
valuable input that needs to be tapped. Rather, selection of an appropriate
technique should be done jointly by training development personnel, subject
mattl'r experts, resource managers and trainees. Without the combined Input
from all of these individuals, it is entirely possible that techniques will
be dictated more by tradition or personal bias than by relevant criteria.
As will be shown in the next section, there are strategies for avoiding
these shortcomings.

A Contingency Approach to Training

Adoption of a contingency approach to selection of appropriate training
techniques recognizes that training needs, resources and trainees vary
from one situation to another. A contingency model begins by listing the
key variables that underscore training needs analysis. It further specifies
the variety of training techniques available for use in the learning situation.
Together, these two groupings of variables permit consideration of the proper
mix for a given situation. Following arc some of the key variables that
apply to the training environment. These variables are drawn from three
basic sources:

1. Training Objectives.

2. Learning theory.

3. Constraints.

These sources in turn encompass the following additional sub-variables:

1. Training objectives

a. Motor skills

b. Attitudes

c. Cognitions/understanding
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Programs taught on-site can either be centrally designed by a corporate
training department or totally decentralized. Those centrally designed
can be delivered through two training strategies. First, a relatively
large training department can design as well as actually deliver the
instruction. Alternatively, a smaller central training department could
design instlitutional programs, export these programs to line managers who
become the principle instructors, and then serve as consultants to these
line managers. A variation of this strategy would be to formally train
local instructors co present the learning material.

Of course there always exists the option of field training developed and
controlled wholly by local training departments. This permits unique
tailoring of instruction to meet local naeds. Control and uniformity of
training aczoss org~aizational sub-elements is lacking under such a
strategy, however.

Training Techniques

Training directors are uontinually bombarded by a plethora of literature
stressing the merita of various training techniques. The training
literature describes some 24 different methods which have betu popular at
various times. Wh~.le numerous studies described the frequency of use of
each method, unfortunately, the critical question of which method is the
most effective in a given situation was never addressed. Zany trainers
purported to know the answers, all the while, however, they continued to
utilize their favorite technique regardless of its true relevance.

Trainers and educators have often been locked into specific training
techniques because of tradition. Such practices are manifested by the
widespread use of the lecture method in the 1960s, the case method at
certain universities and more recently experiental training in the nilitary.
Whenever training techniques are selected on the basis of &llogical or
irrelevant criteria, severe injustice results to trainees. There are many
reasons why training developers might buy questionable methods. These
include the cost of -lternatives, the problems associated with revising
the existing training progr,=s, lack of knowledge of different methods

4 and purely personal preferences. This discussion will first describe
two general techniques employed by industry and it will then propose a
new method that offers promise in adequately ans'rering the question of
what technique ir; most effective. Training techniques employed by industry
are normally determined by one of two methods. The first method is to
select a technique based upon training design considerations. This method
is normally adopted by those corporations who have performed sophisticated
job analysis efforts. In sophisticated efforts the job analysis process
identifies standards and conditions Implicit in performing required tas!v.
These standards and conditions in turn provide significant input into
determining which training technique is voat appropriata.
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TRAINING TECHNIQUES

Lecture

Conference

Case Study

Role Playing

Coaching

Simulation

Self-Paced Instruction

Apprentice

Job Rotation

Laboratory Training

Films

Television

FIGURE 6.
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2. Learning theory

a. Participation (Active-Passive)

b.Pr.~ctice (Distributive-Masse d)

c. Reinforcement (Variable-Fixed)

.13. Constraints

a. Costs

b. Time

c.Facilities

Of the variety of available training techniques, 12 principle ones are
specified in Figure 6. Together these two major groupings of variables
can be combined to form a contingency matrix. Figure 7 illustrates how
such a matrix might look. To maximize effectiveness this matrix should be
filled out for each learning task identified in the job analysis process.
An alternative but simpler methodology would be to fill out a matrix for
each major cluster of tasks. Figure 8 illustrates how the completed
process might look for a specific task. Figure 9 is illustrative of a
major cluster.

There are many variations which can -be applied to the contingency model
just illustrated... The list of:training techniques and constraints can be
lengthened or shortened to meet an organizations unique needs. The impor-
tant point is that this model represents simply a first approximation
toward developing a framework for decisionmaking by training developers.
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SECTTON VII

COMPETENCY S EVALUATION

Reference was made previously to difficult. : -ncountered in determining
4 competency as a result of the training exp.;icnce. In fact the whole area

of evaluation Is considered to be the weakest link in the total training
"system." This discussion will in no way attempt to resolve the many prob-
lems associated with this question. It is intended to briefly describe the
extent of evaluation efforts in industry with the cxpressed purpose of
drawing any conclusions which might apply to the military.

Determination of training success is most often based upon one of three
types of evaluation plans:

1. End of course evaluation

2. Evaluation of on-the-job behavioral change

3. Change in operations statistics (e.g.. profits, turnover, etc.)

End of Course Evaluation

Determination of the success or failure of most management development
efforts is normally based upon an end of course evaluation. In the
simplest case, trainees are merely asked for their subjective opinion
regarding the value of the training effort they have ju~t completed. In
more sophisticated cases, student responses at the conclusion of training
to a variety of test items are compared with pre-course responses. In still
another version, trainee's comjetencies in selected skill categories are
compared through the use of pre and post skill assessment techniques.
Generally speaking, evaluation based on student appraisal is considered
soft data. This does not necessarily mean, however, that such evaluations
are valueless for there exists a certain body of knowledge that can only
be evaluated this way.

Evaluation of Actual Behavioral Change

A much more viable approach to the entire evaluation question would be
to base it on actual observable behavioral change. The difficulty in
accomplishing this goal unfortunately, Is considerable. Recall. the
argument presented previously by such well-known leadership and management
experts as Fiedler, Cambell. Dunnett -and Lavler indicating that the worth
of leadership training and experiences has not been born out by objective
measure. This contention does not necessarily mean that it is impossible
to evaluate the worth of such efforts. Rather, it points out the complexity
of this type of evaluation program. In only one instance was a corporation
pursuing the evaluation issue in a sophisticated research and development
fashion and that effort was purely In the developmental phase.
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SECTION VIII

UTILIZATION OF THE TRAINED RESOURCE

An analyses of training development efforts would not be complete without
a brief discussion of utilization policies regarding trained resources.
Reference was made previously to the criticality of providing the newly
trained individual with an opportunity to put inLo practice recently
acquired skills. One cannot over emphasize the importance of this facet
of the development sequence. Failure to ensure proper utilization could
well nullify any gains obtained as a result of training or development
efforts.

Those corporations that seem to do the best overall job in the training
area are Also the ones that pay particular attention to utilizing the
trained resource. Most corporations train their managers only after they
have been selecte for a particular Job. One company prefers to let newly
promoted top managers spend 1 to 2 months in their new Job before
training them. Those corporations that devote considerable energy to the
utilization question also require the active involvement of management in
the training scheme. Operating managers are appraised of the content of
the training program affecting subordinates in terms of increased skills
and knowledge. Additionally. they are encouraged to permit these same
subordinates an opportunity to put into practice newly acquired skills.
In a few companies. follow-on interviews and questionnaires are employed
to keinforce the training experience. In a limited number of cases, upon
successful completion of training, trainees are immediately placed in a
job requiring the explicit use of newly acquired skills.

The significance of all of this is that the importance of utilization
cannot be underscored. It must receive proper emphasis in the total
training system if that system is to remain viable. Sophisticated manage-
ment techniques must be employed to ensure that training Is not only
presented at the correct time, but also that fully trained (or developed)
individuals are managed in such a fashion that appropriate levels of
utilization are obtained.
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Sormally, the most sophisticated determination of on-the-job behavioral
:hange is based upon the subjective evaltion of the trainee's superiors
Dr peers. This is accomplished throu3h an analysis of questionnaire
responses or as a result of personal interviews. The latter technique is
the more promising since it permits follow-on questioning and clarification
when required. Such techniques are expensive, hcwever, and those few
companies employing this methodology limit their efforts to randomly
selected samples.

Change in Operating Statistics

This type of evaluation really represents the bottom line for industrial
training programs. Once again, however, the difficulty is in isolating or
relating significant change in .ny organizational statistic to specific
training efforts. It is virtually impossible to tie profitability to
training in a pure cause-effect relationship because of the presence of
numerous moderating variables. Unfortunately, it is precisely this kind
of evaluation that would be most beneficial to training developers. The
challenges to training developers in the area are without doubt unparalleled.

One important implication emerges from a discnssicn of evaluation efforts.
Quite simply, organizations must devote considerably more time and effort
in determining the effectiveness of existing training programs. As
training resources become scarcer this area becomes even more important.
Unless organizations can clearly demonstrate changes in behavior on-the-job
as a result of a training or development experience, this whole area remains
in jeopardy. The value of a good evaluation program goes far beyond a
specific training.-situation. Its existence supports ongoing efforts in
determining qualification standards and competencies.
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10. A contingency approach to the selection of training tasks as well
as training strategies.

11. Presence of a long term detailed evaluation plan for training and
development efforts.

12. Personnel policies that maximize utilization of trained resources.

13. Recognition Z the increasing complexity of management tasks.
Each of these characteristics in turn has important implications for the
Army's training and education efforts. The application and specific details
for each are contained in the executive summary.

The implications which have resulted from this analysis are not considered
to be all inclusive of the wealth of data gathered from the industrial sector.
What has been stated here represents simply the salient features of success-
ful programs. Much of this suggests a tremendous change from what presently
exists in our system. Nevertheless, the logic for such change is indeed
compelling.

A final word of caution is offered at this point. While there exists many
similarities between civilian executive development programs and the
military's. the reader is cautioned not to overlook some very Important
distinctions. The civilian sector develops only a miniscule portion of
its total accession for managerial performance and that small number
becomes even smaller as one moves higher in the organizational hierarchy.

The very nature of the military .requires that we develop managerial and
leadership expertise in all of Sur officers at a given level, since we are
not afforded the luxury of predicting when, where, and how many will be
affected by an outbreak of hostilities. Mobilization concerns further
necessitate additional da-relopment considerations.

It has been argued that the military trains far too L_-h when compared to
the civilian sector. Some figures commonly referred to are that the Army
has some 13 percent of its officers in school at one time; whereas industry
figures hover aroun~d 2-5 percent depending upon the organizational level one
focuses on. Suffice it to say that reliable industrial figures are hard
to come by, but more important, whatever difference exists reflects once
again a fundamental distinction between industry and the military. The
very purpose of the Army in peace time is to train for the next war. It
is incumbent upon the Army to identify those critical skills (both technical
as well as managerial) essential to success on the modern battlefield and
to insure that its officer corps is fully trained and developed with respect
to these skills. The country nor the 1xmy can accept nothing less.
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SECTION IX

SLWMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Numerous important conclusions can be drawn Zrom the preceding analysis.
By carefully examining the content of leading executive development pro-
grams. one is able to identify the particular skill mix which appears
critical to managerial success at each of several organizational levels.
Having identified critical skills, one's attention can then turn toward
selection of an appropriate training strategy or technique.

But all of the above will be seriously undermined if an organization's
overall training and education philosophy does not support development.
An analysis of successful programs in the civilian sector points out the
criticality of an organization's overall climate to development efforts.
Listed below are several important characteristics that should be con-
sidered by the Army as it reviews its training and education effort:

1. The presence of a master development plan or model that prcvides
an overall blueprint for all traini:ig and education efforts in the organ-
ization.

2. An organizational philosophy and climate that openly supports
development efforts.

3. A complete manpower system that integrates the various sub-systems
that influence the. development process.

4. The top leadership levels are commited to and involved in the
development system.

5. A threefold responsibility for development betwe:., the institution,
the individual and commanders/managers.

6. All commanders, leaders and managers are responsible for subordinate

development.

7. A recognition that development is a long term proposition.

8. A changing overall emphasis in training and dexolopment from a
specialty orientation at the lower levels to a generali-t orientation at
higher organizational levels.

9. Effective management and leadership skills are comprised of nine
separate dimensions of behavior which varied at each of five organizational
levels.
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arAILEoD A Yss TASK IDErI FICATION
f.

* ¶ ITASK ANALYSIS

Low Level Middle Level

MANAGEMENTIS COVNCR1BUTIOJ

Understand what manuagement does Clarify today's view of
(plannin3, organizing, coatrollinS, management aid the achievement
coordinating, staffing, motivating, of results from the standpoint
etc.) of both behavioral and manage-

ment science
Understand management's authority -

responsibility - accointability Facilitate furthec reading
and study; provide an oatline

Distinguish betweea the nature of of key authorities and issues
the contribution of the supervisorf
manager and the staff specialist; clarify
the importance of both to our overall
effectivenes

Clarify oa-the-job responsibilities
and a.thorities of attendees

Clarif. ex'ected on-the-Job
contribu--•,. ' attendees

Understand the Cc Y's approach to
management davelopiiia.

_%NAGEK-tTS SOCIAL AN) LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES

Become f-nillar with the important Clarify the contribution
consic'arcons telative to equal and relative power of
emplcymnent opportunity, environmental government interest groups
conservation, occlipational safety and 3ther segments of society
and health, etc. oatside the company

Inclosure 2 I-lI-1
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LIST OF CONTRIBUTING CORPORATIONS

American Telephone and Telegraph Corporation

Chase Manhattan Bank

Chrysler CorF ration

First National City Bank (Citicorp)

Eastern Airlines

Exxon Corporation

General Electric Corporation

Motorola Corporation

Penr.,'il Corporation

TRW !.wzorporated

Xerox Corporation
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Low Level Middle Level

"Be able to apply the undanental Be a:le to apply effective
techniques involved ir. designing techniques in planning
work, establishing standards, and coordination (
and picking out critical job charts, arrow diagrams,
comporents to be monitored PERT, etc.)

Understand the local approaches Understand the needs to
. for coordinated planning and harmonize competing
Scontrolling of manpower (time alternatives (short

sheets, skill balance, etc.) vs. long run, manpower vs.
investment, etc.)

Understand the importance
of manpower trends and
the need for constant
checking of .:anpower levels

INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP BEHAVIOR

Understand the meaning of Be able to undertake
personality and the various study and experimentation
"forms which behavior takes following an outline of
(to include the impact of key authorities and
such things as culture, their approaches in -his
difference in age, sex, etc.) area

Understand the importance of
human needs in motivating job
perfor-nance

Be able to improve attitudes
and behavior or handle major
organizational changes using
several change strategies
(education, legislation, adaptation,
unstabilization)

Know the reasons for the formation
of informal groups or cliques
and understand their impact on
attitudes and productivity

Understand the concepts of
cooperation and conflict and
be able to develop the first
and manage the second using
strategies designed to pull
different viewpoints together
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Low Level Middle Level

Become familiar with supervisor/ Understand the Company's
manager's situation with respect basis for a positive
to the law (his position as the response to o'c, rnments
Company's agent, implications of and organizati, 5 to
contracting obligating, etc.) include such co, 3cpts

as enlightened seý '-interest
Understand important Company
policies and practices (release of
information, conflict of interest,
etc.)

BUSINESS ECONOMICS

Understand the basic functioning Be able to interpi and
of profit makin: firm in a free create forecasts a'id budgets
enterprise economy

Know the fundament.! issues
Understand the basic economic involved in cash flo%,
issues facin- the Company management, return on

investment, and alternative
Understand the fundamental uses of captial
concepts of financial
accounting and reporting Know the several methods

of grenerating capital,
Understand the fundamental their relative costs, and
concepts of cost accounting their availability
and control

Understand basic impact of
federal and state taxes
on prnfits

Be able to discuss
significance of depletion
allowances, utilization,
import controls, etc.

Be familiar with the
general economic outlook
for the industry

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

Be able to apply effective Be aware of the best ways
techniques for problem solvin-/ to use new aids to managementdec isionmaking. such as electronic data

processing, information
systems, etc.
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V.,

in c2.-iunica-• (,, as erfc:'.an.e cr .a'•er
s ero in' w-' o7din) develop ent or -n a%.

e:.ot -,0Lnal a. ziee
5e a",[e -c o tain "n'o a:.aon
Peed-a r. ozhars a e .... Understand the effective
effect :" e- o-wa. ct:±catio: utilization of forral

fows communi-ation channels,
nelia, arid messa:es

Be amle to listen effectively and to achieve -ranagerment
be alert. to a21 :,%essac'es beirni objectives
transmitted, including those not
at. a ver:al le'el

Understand the operation of
nonor:anization channels (such
as the "mrapeiine" or union
communications) 'e able to detect
and counter undesirable thenes
and messares

Develop the ability to speak and
write clearly and concisely

Develop the ability to read quickly
and accurately

OPTIMIZING JOB PERFORP!vNCE

Understand the fundamental
concepts of jo: description
and effective methods for
cornmunicatin.- perforn.ance
expectations

Understand ways to assi-n work that
have rood acceptanre and
understandin- (in~rol:e:ent, clear-
instructions, feedack, etc.)

Know how to reco-n'ze waste and poor
practices and how to el;iInate
them with employee invol-ement
and support

} K~~~~Inow how t' Z-:e 'o ,za•. n•[r :•-c-•n."

I
4orwvard with i U,---~~"''~5

t.•cnol'.., -and soce:t;,'

SUndo rsta• has~ c :'.thod:P fo,
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Hidile Level

Be able to diagnose when group
methods for problem solving
or Information sharing are
appropriate; be able to use
effective methods (to include
meeting leading)

Be able to build teamwork in aid
across organizations using
coiinnicatioai and problem-
solving strategies

Know how to accurately measure where
indtviduals (including self) and groups
stand with respect to attitudes toward
work aid practices exparienced at work

LEADZR BEHAVIOR

Be familiar vith the, se-ieral Be able to u.dertakt Rtudy
approaches to describing and experimentation followi
leader ass.umpttons and Dehavior an outline of key authoriti
together, with their implications and their approaches in tht
for work p:odu:tivity area

Be able to effectively apply the
most productive leadership
approaches developed to date
(entrichment, objective setting,
problemsolving involvenent,
comm-nunications, reinforcement,
measurement selection)

Understand the importance of high
staidards aid clear productivity
targets and their interaction with
effecttve leadership of employees

Be able to as.ess one's own leader
behavior (preferably through accurate
measuremet) and judge its probable
impact on productivity
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1ower Le.el i.iddle Level

Know the s. per:isor s role Be a•jle to apn' csic
in deainx7 with ::nilon me".:'.e-s concepts oý 2 -otia,_'n-

Know how to handle -rievances UndersLand t--he o'ltlock
and understand the arbitration for :he fut ire on , a.c
process issues/trends

Be able to apply techniques for
redu in:- conflict with union and.
avoidin- either initial
orranization or change in
representation

Understand the political natureof unions and the needs and

problems of elected officials

Know why and how unions are
successful in representation
elections and the constraints
on actions related to the
election

Be able to interpret typical
provisions in a union contract
or important sections of the
local contract if appropriate

INTERCOMPANY AND INTERINDUSTRY RELATIONS

Understand.the relation-
ship between operating
functions and between
operations and coordination
and service managements

Understand the role of the
Management Comiuittee (and its
subsidiary committee), and
its relationship to the
parent Cortpany

Be knowledgeable about
M2'ketin3 strategies and
concerns

Be knowledgeable about ProductioA
and Exploration methods and
concerns

Be knowledgeable about Refining
and Marine operations and
concerns

Understand and be able to discuss
Conpany and industry concerns oi
key issues not previously

covered (e.g., reserve situation)1-1-11-7
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Low Level Middle Level

Know how to inventory individual
skills and identify traininr
needs

Be able to diagnose individual
perfor-..ance problems and deal with
errors, mistakes, lack of skill,
carelessness, etc.

SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Understand the Company Be able to administer
philosophy on appraisal, salaries
compensation, and development
systems Know how to effectively

participate in next higher
Be knowled~cea le on current level reviews of appraisal
methods of appraisal and and salary administration
salary ad&Ainistration

Understand the Company's
Be able to appraise recommended comprehensive
performance and estimate personnel development
po-ential program and be able to

administer if effectively
Understand effective ways to
motivate performance and reduce
turnover through utilization
of cozp-ehensive personnel
development methods (goal
settin-, perfor ance
discussions, career discussions,
feed.ack)

Be able to apply personnel
policies and interpret
basic :,enefit plan concepts

Understand and be able to
ad inister special purpose
prozrams (safety, absenteeism,
che ical abuse, etc.)

LABOR RELATIONS

Understand the history and Understand the role of
role of unions, to include the government, to include
Coii•panyls involvement and legislative and administrati"
philosophy bodies (Con ress, courts,

NLRB, etc.)
Understand cne obli;gation
to bar.-ain and its limitations

Understand the concept of
mana-ement ri hts and its
limitations

1-1-11-6
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4. People Management Skills

a. Setting performance standards

b. Performance appraisal

C. Coaching

d. Delegating

e. Motivation

f. Affirmative action

s. Discipline

h. Situational management

L 1. Complex people problems

MIDDLE LEVELS

Training for middle managers attempts to increase skdlls in three general

categories:

1o Analytical Skills

a. Planning

b. Contingency planning

Co Problem solving

d. Decislonmaking

a. Cost/benefit analysis

2. Interpersonal Skills

a. Influencing other (negotiating)

b, Managing change

c. Clarifying objectives

A 1-1-111-2
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* JOB AN'ALYSIS - SKILL IDENTIFICATION

LOW LEVELS

Low Levels training addresses four broad categories of management needs:

1. Personal Skills

a. Goal setting

b. Implementing and monitoring

c. Conducting meetings

d. Making presentations

a. Communication skills

f. Problem solving skills

g. Giving and solution feedback

h, Time management

2. Technical Skills

a. Budgeting

b. Marketing management

c o. Customer relations Product
Specific

d. Use of control mLchanisms

a. Compensation programs

3. Inter-Functional Understanding

a. Corporate organization structure

Company supply system Company

b. Service administration Specific

c. Customer inquiry

Inclosure 3 I-l-III-I
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a. Business Policy Considerations

-Marketing

-Financial and accounting

-Organizational design

-Domestic and international economics

b. Strategic Planning

- Planning in multi national firms

- 'Planning iii the international environment

- Technology and strategic planning

- Social problems and strategic planning

c. Human and Organizational Problems

- Organizational design

- Thi general manager role

- Competition

- Executive stre~ss

1-1-111-4



3. People-Management Skills

a. Affirmative action

b. Performance problem analysis

c. Counseling

The decision making skill is considered by the corporation.to be of

V sufficient importance that it warrants further emphasis as a separate

learning module. The purpose of this module is to develop within the

mid-level manager skill in the use of modern quantitative analysis techniques

and measurement tn decision situations. Detailed subject matter includes:

a. Decision analysis

b. Forecasting

C. Simulation

d. Linear programming

e. Game theory

f. Decision trees

g. Regression analysis

h. Probabilities

EXLECUTIVE LEVELS

Executive level programs focus on long ringe planning and strategy.

The emphasis in these programs is to provide a general management perspective

rather than specific skills or techniques. Such programs fall much closer

to the educatio~nal end of the development spectrum than they do to the

training end. Specific subject matter includes:

* 11 1-1-111-3



EXECUTIVE LEVELS

University Advanced Management Programs
(Harvard, Stanford, UCLA, etc.)
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TRAINING PROGRAM BASED ON HISTORICAL EVOLUTION

LOW LEVELS

Basic principles of management

Management style

Leadership and motivation

Staff organization

Goal setting

Dec isionmaking

Accounting principles

Marketing function/effectiveness

Individual testing and assessment

Introduction to organization development

MID-LEVELS

Proposal management

Organizing and managing

Cost control

Cost estimate and pricing

Project management

Inclosure 4 I-l-IV-I



MID-LEVELS

Motivation theory

Management strategies

Teamwork

Conflict resolution

Reactions to stress

Interpersonal communication

Management by objective.j

TOP-LEVELS

Organization principles

Systems overview

Administrative systems

Product systems

Computer systems

Operations research

Manpower systeme Labor relations

Em~ployee benefits

Fair employment practices

Salary administration

Emnployee communicat ion

1-1-V-2



RECOýNENDATIONS OF KEY nANAGEMENT INDIVIDUALS

LOW LEVELS

Communication skills

Listening

Rumor control

Transactional analysis

Motivation

The nature of man

Human needs

Theory X - Theory Y

Management Principles

Problem solving

Dec is ionmaking

Salary administration

Leadership and discipline

Safety

Management Controls

Budgeting

Time management

Work load analysis

Inclosure 5 I--V-



Attorney's Office

Patents

Public operation

International Operations

I-l-V-4
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Product Development

Planning

CorpoLate marketing

Marketing research

Marketing 3trategies

Sales programming

Measuring sales performance

Advertising

Customer relations

Corporate Operations Staff Function

Long range planning

Manufacturing facilities

Purchasing

Machinery & equipment

Quality control

Executive responsibility

Staff Organization

Comptroller Function

Inventory

Accounting

Capital expenditure

Tax Department

Auditor

Credit

I-l-V-3
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K
Agreement Analysis

Planning the Future of a Business

Capitol Investment

Managing Current Assets

Social Changes

Internatienal Trade

TOP-LEVEL

Balance Sheet Analysis

Rescurce Management

Strategic Response to a Chan2ing Environment

Management Control System

Analysis of Strategy

Organization and Human Resources

Organization Team Building

The Business Team

Organizational Staffing

Business and Government Relations

Business and Social Responsibility

Coping with a Changing Environment

Ethics in Business Decisions

I-l-VI-2



CONSULTANT PROGRAMS

M ID-LEVEL

Motivation Theory

Theory X - Theory Y

Hertzberg's Hygiene.Fdcrors

Maslow's HierF .hy of needs

Components - the Management Process

-:--nagerial Effectiveness

* Problem Solving

Goal Setting

Planning

Controlllng

Directing

Organizing

Business Simulation

Individual Group Behavior

Leadership Styles

Nondirective interviewing

Fiscal Policy

Introduction to Finance

Fund Flow

Selecting Priorities for Managerial Productivity

Inclosure 6 I-1-VI-1
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EXECUTIVE LEVEL

Motivation Workshop

Making Human Resources Productive

Corporate Financial Reporting

Role of the General Manager

Role of the Multibusiness Vice President

Financial Statement Analysis

Foreign Markets

Leadership

Executive Stress

Ethics and Values

Challenge In a Changing Society

I-l-VI-3
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REVIEW OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

ANNEX J

REVIEW OF MANAGDIENT AND EXECUTIVE
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS IN UNIVERSITIES

1. PURPOSE: This Annex presents a review of mauagement and executive
development programs in universities.

2. DISCUSSION: This review was undertaken vith the following object-
ives:

a. Review the intent, structure, and content of advanced manage-
ment and executive development programs at selected universities.

J

b. Identify elements of university programs that support officer
professional development.

c. Draw conclusions and provide suggestions for improving manage-
ment and executive development training for officers.

d. Identify benefits derived from officer attendance at univer-
sities beyond formal education.

e. Outline a cohesive strategy for executive development in the
Army.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. Increase the number who attend executive training programs
from 25 to 42 officers annually.

b. Examine the possibility of the increasing attendance in the
Army Management Engineering Training Agency (AMETA), Naval Post-
Graduate School (NPGS) and Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT)
specific $.ssue management seminars; attendance of one officer at each
AMETA Advanced Management course, and Management Development seminar;
a total of 15 officers per year.

c. A Management Education and Training Programs Cuida be prepared
either as a separate document or as a supplement to Department of the
Army, (DA) Pamphlet 600-3.

J-l



d. Develop a methodology for determining program costs and for
assesaing the value of the various progrms to the Amy. Insure the
programs, used are the most cost-effective.

e. Insure that personnel managers, officers and major commands
understand the full spectrum of programs available throughout the
DOD and from civilian institutions.

f. Provide for the development of programs to meet a now genera-
tion of concerns that executive will have to deal with.

$. That the Stanford and Harvard University programs be used as
part of the Army's executive development program beginning In FY 79.

I Appendix

1. Review of Management and Executive Developmevt Programs in
Universities.
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REVIEW OF MANAGKMIL'NT A',! ]&ECUTVIVE.

DEVEL OMI~hNT rR(XRAMLN 11 UN IVIA'Ji 1.1 ILS

TO AI*NU2(ý J

REVIEW OF U ATION •!T MU 1YEI1*lJGFelOVE
DEVELOPIMqINT PROGRAMS IN 1 NIV2LRiuTIT

CHAPTER I. Purpose, Auproach and Mcthodo1(e,Ay

A. Purpose of thn Review: In recent years, there bas bet n
increased emphasis on management and teecutive develop::,ent withnl the
U.S. Army. Increasing size, complcxtcy, and co!;t of operatitn3, have
caused the Army to devote more attention to manaa-erial sya;tiýr-,',
techmiques and controls. Grcwth in attention has boon accelerated
by technological chonges in management iniormation oyat e,, or,;m-
izational developmeats, and congressional pressures for morte eitIcient
management of resources. Demand for Army officers quillfticd to
develop and apply complex management system-s has ri;,n steadily. Uev
management information systems have created new mana'on-, nt concepts
changing organizational and operational trends of loý, standing:.
Early identification and development of officers with potential
managerial competence is necessary.

This review was undertaken with these objectives:

1. Review the intent, structure, and content of advanced mannae-
ment and executive development programs at selected univer:sities.

2. Identify elements of university programs that support officer
professional development.

3. Draw conclusions and provide suggestions for im:proving manage-
ment and executive development training, for officers.

4. Analyze benefits derived from officer attendance at unive!r-
sities beyond formal education.

5. Outline a strategy for executive development in the Aray.



A. t

A review of management and executive developments programs of five
universities was undertaken. Interviews were held with program
directors and key faculty aembera, representatives of the Office of
the Secretary of Defense. Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel DA and
the U.S. Army Military Personnel Center to assess the current and
future environment, requirements and practices.

These universities were visited:

Carnegie-Mellon University - Pittsburg, PA
Harvard University - Cambridge, MA
University of Pittsburg - Pittsburg, PA
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor, MI
Stanford University - Stanford, CA

Data drawn from the universities visited and literature reviewed
is representative of leading practices. A list of university officials
interviewed is at Inclosure 1.

C. Data Collection:

Interviews were conducted with high level, expert personnel. The
candor and objectivity of those interviewed matched their obvious
knowledge of the subject areas. The subject of this review does not
value scientific or hard measurements. Numerical data are often less
Important than Ideas or perceptions. It explores concepts, theories
and practices with emphasis on the future.

Statistical sophistication was not a major concern in the
collection or analysis of data as the objectives did not include making
inferences about the total population of universities. Selection of
universities was based on:

1. Reputation as a top producer of management talent, as evidenced
by demand for graduates by other organizations.

2. Possession of a reputation for excellence in management develop-
ment.

3. Particular knowledge of governmental policy, status an4
emphasis regarding management deve-lopment.

Based on the approach described, an interview guide was developed to
yield information in these categories.

1. Development philosophy and objectives.

J-l-2



2. Types of progarm and a description of the approach followed.

3. Unique features of the program.

4. A detailed description of the apecifics of the program.

S. Methods of evaluating pro~ra effectiveness.

6. Future plane and contemplated changes.

7. General comments concerning the program, background, lessons

leamned, etc.

CHAPTER 11. Review of Professional Literature.

A. General findings.

before the data collection phase of this review, pertinent manage-
sent development literature was surveyed with these general findings:

1. Development Involves the acquistion of fundamental knowledge,
skills, and operational. proficiency in technical, human and conceptual
areas. Successful application of these skills results in Improved job
performance.

~.The critical factor in development is on-the-job experience,
but this can be greatly aided by the proper use of education programs.

3. Management development is generic term for methods of develop-
Ing the competence and performance of individual managers including
both on-the-job and off-the-job training.

A. Executive development systems are designed to produce the
continuing flow of competent executives required by the Army.

5.* Officers in the giade of 06-07 are considered mid-level managers
and 08-010 senior executives.

Management and execuiive development is a complex process involving
several types of skills. It is part of a total process to determine
the need for managers by the organization, selection and identifica-
tion, assessment of individual development needs, specific developmental
needs, and performance evaluation.

J-1-3
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B. Definitions:

Man__.er- one who organizes work and directs its completion through
the services of others.

Executive- The occupant of a position charged with policy formulation
and adaptation, including setting of mission related goals and
coordination of multiple functions.

Middle Manager- Responsible for interpreting top-levelphilosophy and
policy to lower levels of management, including management of broad or
specific functions, manager and supervisor development and evaluating
progress toward goals.

Management Development- A generic term for methods of developing the
competence and performance of individual managers, including both
"on-the-job and off-the-job trmining.

Executive Development- Improving the competence and performance of
executive level managers and candidates for executive level positions.

Organization Development- A planned organization-wide effort managed
from the top, to increase organizational effectiveness and health
through planned interventions in the organizations protesses.

Assessaent- Determir ing or making judgements about the degree to which
individuals possess the knowledge and ability requirements identified
for particular &ana- •aa positions.

C..A Concegt , .. agement Skills Model

Executive devel, tnt -/stems are designed to produce a continuing
flow of competent executt.es in the quantity and quality needed by the
Army. A key comro t. t the identification, growth and selection
of people.

Figure ± auggests a model depicting the skills required from super-
vision through execution levels, described by Robert Katz. 1 Katz

Katz, R.L "Skills of our Effective Administrator," Harvard Business
Review Janl1 Feb 1955.

J-l-4
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defines a skill as an 'ability which can be developed, not necessarIly
inborn, and which is manifested in performance, not merely in potential

an ability to tranalate knowledge into action."

FIGURI 1
MANAGMENT SKILLS MODEL

Conceptual Executive Level
Skill

Ha Middle Man.-gement
S•kill Level

TechnicalSuperviso%'y Level
Skill

Katz sees three basic managerial skills:

1. Technical Skills - An understanding of and proficiency in a
specific kind of activity, particularly one involving methods, processes,
procedures, or techniques. Tech:ical skill involves specialized know-
ledge analytical ability within that specialty, and facility in the
use of the tools and techniques of the specific discipline.

2. Human Skills - The ability to work effectively as a group member
and to build cooperative effort within the team one leads. This
skill is demonstrated in the way the individual perceives his super-
visors, peers, and subordinates, and in the way he behaves subsequently.

3. nonceptual Skills - The ability to see the enterprise as a
whole and to be able to use the knowledge in a way which coordinates
and integrates the activities and interests of the organization toward
a coanon objective.

Katz states that at lower levels of administrative responsibility,
the major need is for technical and human skills; at higher levels,
effectiveness depends largely on human and conceptual skills. At
the top conceptual skills become the most important for successful

\ J-1-5



performance.

This ideptification of the skills most needed at various levels
of responribilitNv is important in the selection, training and
promotion of xanagers.

D. §ummary:

From the professional literature it was learned that management
development is a complex process, involving several distinct types of

skills. The level and type of knowledge, skill and ability required
can vary with the level of management in question and with other
factors. Management development is part of the total process of
determining the need for managers by the organization, selection and
identification assessment of development needs of the individual,
specific developmental means, and performance evaluation. Managerial
development involves personal growth requiring both individual
capacity and organizational opportunity. Executive level programs are
largely inlividualized, oriented toward conceptual skills, strategy
and environmental understanding.

CHAPTER III
Current Curricula and Management Development Programs of Universities

A. INTRODUCTION: This chapter outlines the results of personal
interviews conducted with Directors of Management Development Pro-
grams and other officials at selected universities. The purpose of
the interviews was not to gather statistical information about the
university programs, 'ut to gain an in-depth understanding and
appreciation of their approach to and role in the development of
managera and executives. 

J

One of the major hurdles that executives face is that of becoming
a general manager. The first half of a career is typically spent in
functional work. Suddenly, the career-to-date depth of specialized
knowledge is almost a liability and the new premium is on knowledge
of all the functions and on how to trade-off between them. This is a
difficult transition to make. Graduate schools of business or
management offer courres designed to help functional managers over
the hrurdl t to "generalist."

A second cross-road which some higher level executives face is
that of moving from a general manager to institutional executive.
That is, the executive achieves a position high in the line hierarchy
or in the staff requiring a broader, external focus and perspective.

J-l-6
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The executive's concerns shift to establishing policies, frow
parochial to global matters; from relatively short range to 5-and 10-
year horizons. Again, this tranaition is a difficult one to make.

There was general agreement among university educators on many
issues relating to executive education. A few are:

1. Off-the-job executive educational experiences should be
spaced throughout a career. The effectiveness of technical education
is 5-7 years.

2. The best time for such education is after the executives have
had short exposure to a new position, rather than before they attain
it. For instance, an advanced management program for a new rather
than aspiring general manager is preferable.

3. The conceptual skills required at the executive level are best
developed in an academic environment.

4. A long-range view is necessary as actions taken now in execu-
tive development may take 5-15 years for fruition.

5. A company should offer very brief (1-2 days) survey courses
to its top executives in the subject matter which lower-level execu-
tives are exposed to in university courses. This helps to set a
supportive environment for the executives returning from courses - a
climate in which they are more likely to try out new ideas and approaches.

"1* 6. The prime value of off-the-job educational experiences is

learning how to apply in the future that which has already been learned.
This adapting of past experiences to new situations requires constant
reintegration by the executive, and it is the process which execu-
tive programs, in part, provide and teach.I "7. Executives find it difficult to move from specific problem
solving to the theoretical underpinning for doing so. Courses help
the executive learn the general case and approach.

8. Executives must not be sent to courses. They must be supplied
the motivation to attend., The organization should set a climate which
encourages participation.

In recent years, business leaders have become more concerned with
the quality of their products and with the nature of their own values,
their relationships to thý community and their responsibilities as
executives from an ethical standpoint. There is now a strong aversion

-* - •- to corruption. Organizations are becoming more open and democratic.

"j-1-7
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Managers have a new outlook, broader than simple organizational
responsibilities. The movement of women into managerial roles has
altered the sterotypical manager.

B. Sources of Information. The universities visited and persons
interveived are listed in Inclosure 1. The conclusions drawn in this
chapter are based on the interviews with university officials, Long-
term programs such as degree programs were not included in the analysis,
nor were specific - topic short courses of less than two weeks.

C. Phi!osophies and Oblectivjs: The educational philosophy is to
prepare the student for a series of jobs spanning 6-10 years with
emphaais on developing top-level managers with competence in accounting,
finanace, marketing, organizational behavior and quantitative methods
of decision analysis. Harvard University in particular has a general
management philosophy. The focus of their executive programs is to
develop generalists by providing the general management skills to manage
technology.

A review of the objectives of university advanced management
programs surfaced two common goals:

1. To make generalist out of specialists.

2. To develop conceptual skills and increase executive effective-
ness through exposure to current decisionmaking, communication,
and behavioral science findings.

The universities base their programs on several assumptions regard-
ing the business executive:

1. The executive rarely !:ses time to reflect on his work life and
his performance as a manager.

2. The executive is a specialist in a functional. area.

3. The executive has little or no time on the job to acquire
competence in or an appreciation for other functional areas of the
company.

4. The more responsibility an executive acquires within the firm,
the more cognizant he must beccme of the organization's external environ-
ment.

The predominant objective is to make generalists out of specialists.
Because university programs are based upon these assumptions, they



concentrate on broadening the participant's perspective. It is the
degree arnd manner in which the particular university attempts to
enlarge executives viewpoinc that differentiates it from other univer-
sity programs.

Two characteristics of university advanced management programs are:

1. Participants are drawn from r bruad cross-section of businesses
as well as from the public sectoL, foreign countries, and nonprofit
agencies.

2. There Is a new balance between analytical methods and general
management instruction. More efficient teaching of analytical tools
has resulted in a deemphasis of analytical tools and a concomitant
increase in iuality and quantity of management subjects. Future shifts
are anticipated in increased depth of coverage of core courses and
methodological sophistication.

D. Piogram Types &nd Approaches.

Program lengths ranged from 4 to 36 weeks. The median is 8 weeks.
Attitude change requires time and reinforcement, and will not necessarily,
be reinforced in the executtie's work setting. Human, interpersonal,
and analytical skills developed in lower ancb middle levels of manage-
ment tend not to require as long a germination and reinforcement period,
and can be interralized through practice in one's work environment.

University programs tend to focus on the executive as opposed to
the middle manager. It is not cost-effective for organizations to
offer In-house programs for higher levels of management unless the
activity is sufficiently large; thus, many agencies go out-of-house
for executive level training. The objective of most university pro-
grams is to broaden the individual and develop his conceptual skills,
using a variety of instructional techniques. The typical program
focuses on the executive and his personal skills and on the internal

land external environments of the organization. The schools visited
plan no revolutionary changes over the next 5-to-7 years. The typical
program content changes about 15 percent each year. The vast majority
of programs are intense, all day, live-in programs with room and board
furnished. Costs, including room and board average $00 per week.
Most programs are offered once or twice a year, typically during
summer months or on vacations or breaks, when classrooms and residence
facilities are not utilized by regular students.

J-l-9
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E. Methodological Approaches:

The purpose of the yarious. programs is to develop analytical and
problem solving skills and to sharpen thinking in the areas of polit-
ical and economic analysis, organizational development, decision-
making and implementation and control.

There does not appear to be one beat way to develon executive
skills by universities. The pedogogical approach varies Zrom heavy
reliance on the descriptive case approach to a balance of cases and
lecture-conference. The methodologies used mix theory and applica-
tion to develop analytical and problem solving skills and to sharpen
thinking. The process was described by ont program administrator
as "intellectual slum clearince".

Descriptive cases provide the opportunity to address substantive
iasues in a structrred framework. They are excellent vehicles for
simulating interdisciplinary situations. Major strengths are the
development of tactical and strategic thinking and establishing a frame
of ref.rence for decisionmaking. Case studies are weak in tha
interpersonal area. Cases inculcate the habit of being analytical
by integrating divarse issues, applying tools mastered in core
courses. The skills developed using the integrative case approach
are:

1. Synthesis to include prioritization.

2. Planning and programing - thinking ahead to penetrate the
"fog of the future." This includes identification of obstacles and
control aspects.

3. Ability to assess risk and deal with uncertainty.

4. Ability to manage processes and to make decisions.

5. Ability to manage change and technology.

With notable exceptions, reliance on the case method diminishes in
programs geared to top-management. However, in the longer programs,
full case diacussions are generally ueed more frequently than in the
shorter programs where the principles to be learned must be presented
more rapidly and directly.

The value of the comprehensive Harvard-type has been called to
question, particularly at executive levelq. The rationale is that
officers at this level already know how to make decisions and solve
problems, Ahat is needed is a broadened viewpoint and conceptual
skill.
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The trend at lower levels is toward situational cases wbich
attempt to illustrate the proper action required in situations not
allowing much time for thought and analysis. Overall, the trend
appears to be away from reliance upon any one form of instruction to
a mixed-k.mode (lecture, discussion, cases, simulations, etc.).

F. Program Descriptions.

There is more similarity of program outlines than there is in pro-
gram substance, because of differing approaches, philosophies,
emphasis, and instructional techniques. Although the universities
do not label their core area of study or their specific topics in the
same fashion, the general categories of: (1) the executive, (2) the
business organization and, (3) and the external environment, are
common to most programs.

The schools visited have no plans to increase the size or number
of programs offered. The main interests appear to be reputation
through program quality and selectivity in accepting applicants,
providing faculty an opportunity to interact with practicing managers,
and facility utilization and revenue considerations. It is suspected
that these priorities would change markedly as ore departs fvom the
prestige schools - quality and reputation goals may be subordinated
to revenue production through quantity of earollees.

G. Relevance of the Curricula/Evaluation/Feedback

Since Lhe university programs are attempting to provide a service
to clients and the schools place great importance on the reputation of
their programs, the universities visited are diligent in securing
evaluations of their programs to insure the relevance of curricula.

A variety of mechanisms are used to obtain knowledgeable and
substantive feedback in order to evaluate the relevance of their cur-
ricual. The most common methods are:

1. Through professional associatians whose membership consists
of a mix of academicians and practitioners.

2. Regular visits by education prcgram administrators to corpor-
ate manAgers to reveiw the progress of graduates and to assess the
contribution of the graduate to his organization.

3. An active consulting role by faculty members.

4. Interaction with chief executive officers in school-sponsored
seminars and college advisory boards.
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5. Feedback from the career counseling, placement and employ-

ment process.

6. Post-graduate interviews with. participants.

7. Real world projects and cases and through internships.

8. Faculty curriculum review comittees.

V. Future Plans.

An evolutionary change planned by one university decreases the
amount of time spent on analytical methods because of higher entry-
level knowledge possessed by the students. Students needing skill
development in this area can take modules in specific topics.

I. Emerging Considerations.

The following issues emerge as the nex t generation of concerns with
which the executive will have to deal:

1. The evolving executive: The entrance into the workforce and the
Imminent rise in the hierarchy of executives with untraditional attitudes,
values and life styles, has caused most companies to reexamine and
modify some of their long-standing policies and practices. There
is a new mix of managerial -And analytical skills at the more senior
levels based partly on the entry level knowledge of students.

2. Increasing Complexity: The executive must, operate in an
environment of increased technical complexity. Radical mechanical,
social and political changes all impact on the executive. Updated

information is generally needed in areas of:

a. International trade. 1
b. Material shortages. -

c. Productivity loss through rapidly rising labor costs.
d. Government agency and department challenges.
e. Occupational safety and health.
f. Ez~vironmental protection.
g. Equal employment pressures.
h. Time compression. The accelerated pace and increased sophist-

ication of communications, data availability and technology crowd the
executive tremendously.

i. Changes within the work force (women, minorities).
J. Changes within the formal organization.j
k. P'ublic pressure and opinion.j
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The point is that cumulatively the pressures make the task of
the executive extremely complex. His, degrees of freedom directions
he can move to cope with an iaaue - have shrunk. The most promising
strategies for coping with thia complexity are centered around redesign-
ing the organization and increasing executive capahilities.

3. Redesigning the organization: This involves rearranging assign-
ments and restructuring toward more functional positions higher in the
organization, so that the number who have to deal with the total
complexity would be reduced. This would allow an organization to
deploy its limited executives to the more complex tasks.

4. Increasing executive capabilities: Perhaps the most controver-
sial issue emerging for executive manpower systems is that of trans-
ferring more accountability for career decisions from personnel managers
to the individual. Accountability means "answering for" and the
individual cannot be accountable unless he has an appropriate voice
in the career decisions which affect him. There is also expanded agency
responsibility for career planning, upward mobility, and counseling.

5. Comnuter technology. The future will bring greater efficiency
and broader application of computer technology with more efficent

software packages. Application of computer technology to the manage-
ment of organizations, technological innovation and information -

systems is an area of emphasis.

6. Organizational Development: Business, government and academia
are on the frontier of organizational change. Universities are
departing from the traditional behavior-il/psychological approaches to
a process approach. The issues are the management of organizational
change and the assessment of organizational effectiveness. Developing
organizational alternatives -nd assessing the effectiveness of change
is a difficult problem. The university programs develop change agents
and provide the tools to manage, institutionalize and diffuse change.
Changes in executive programs in this area include:

a. An update on research on future problems, ideas and opportunities
for change are identified. Factors that will not change, e.g., stress,
conflict and frustration are separated from new issues.

b. Students spend time in group problem solving and in observing
group interactions and feedback mechanisms.

The clear message is that org!.ni~tions should be designed to
match individual duals and systems. Managers must not attempt to
fit systems into e-xisting organiztions. New systems and technology
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force change. Change agents generate new theories; negotiation takes
place; there is movement toward or creation of a solution and rein-
forcements and the organization refreezes.

The impression gained is that technological opportunity is far
ahead of potential applications.

7. Negotiation and intervention skills. The ability to negotiate
and achieve compromise, in terms of objectives and resource require-
ments, is a critical managerial skill. There is increased emphasis
on developing negotiating skills to include international negotiation
and resource concessions. Senior officers must be equipped to deal
with regulatory agencies and other large firms.

8. Geo-politics. There is increased emphasis on political and
economic issues both foreign and domestic. The international mix of
students permits a focus on current political situations and geo-polit-
ical trends toward the 1980's.

9. Environment. The rapid changes in technology, recruitment of
forces, domestic defense spending patterns and civil-military relations
are all issues that are dealt with in executive development programs.
Senior managers must be able to anticipate and cope with external events.
Changes deal with natural and enviornmental forces as they impact on
growth organizations based on increased dependence on resources;
ethical problems, and values; and on an emerging ideology of management.
There is increased emphasis on the interface of internal and external
environments. University programs have tightened packages on govern-
ment - business interface.

10. Systems orientation. There is an absolute requirement for
strategic thinking about the future.

11. Alignment of Public/Private Objectives: There is a convergence
of corporate and public sector goals with less difference among

Smanagers in public and private sectors. There is a trend toward
increased attention to non-financial management understanding of
people and organizations, and management control systems. Managers
are increasingly bureaucratic and less entrepreneurial in their
approach. Managers are less risk averse with increased loyalty to
corporate goals and objectives. Managers tend to state corporate
goals and objectives in terms of behavioral skills/outcomes.

J. Summary of University Findings.

1. Common Features. Most programs focus upon the upper middle and
top manager, attempting to broaden him and develop his conceptual skills.
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The typical program divides its t1m,, between the topics of the
executive, the organization, and the external environmeut. All of
the programs observed are live-in with housing furnished, often with
programs designed for the student's spouse, and involve hard work.
f'.e4, no gentlemen's courses.

2. Noteworthy or Unique Features. Unique is the degree of
Harvard's commit-nent to the case-method of instruction and its
related discovery method of learning. Harvard is using the case
study method less than in the past, substituting role playing) individ-
ual study, and studies of real world problems in small groups.

3. A detailed descripLion of each program is at Inclosure 2.

CHAPTER IV

Current Management Development Practices of the Department of the Army

A. Philosophy and Objectives.

The objective of advanced management training for senior officers
is to develop their understanding of fundamental factors and
strengthen higher order skills. The requirements of the Army are the
key to the officer professional development process. At the executive
level both job demands and educational programs are general in content.
The Army is attempting to develop the leadership and managerial
capacity to mobilize in the event of national emergency. Many uncer-
tainties attendant to this eventuality and their requisite skills
require senior officers with general managerial skills. It is difficult7 to transition to a generalist mode.

The need for technical skill ý at mid-level and general management
skills emphasizing leadership and broad managerial responsibilities
at higher levels is supported by the generalist philosophy of the
universities visited. Educational and technical obsolescence have
imposed a requirement for our professional military educational system
to institutionalize the process of continuing education. It has
placed a premium on development of conceptual thinking, critical
judgement, and innovations rather than imparting factual knowledge and
technical skills which quickly become obsolete.

Advanced management programs offered by civilian institutions are

designed to:

(1) Increase executive management capabilities.
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(2) Expand analytical and planning techniques.

(31 Extend abilities to appraise economic, social, political
and technological changes and the resultant effects upon organizations.

(4) Provide for mutual exchange of expertise between top corporate
executives from different areas and industries and senior Army Officers.
This exchange strengthens executive competence by refining knowledge
and understanding of envirorments outside of the militazy.

This section describes Army policies for developing candidates for
senior executive positions and for managing senior executives. Officers
in the grade 06 to 07 are considered mid-level managers and 08 to 010
senior' executives. This review is concerned with the management of
field grade and general officers with emphasis on the policies to
develop, select, and manage senior executives.

B. Management and Executive Development Requirements

The military environment is changing at an accelerating rate
confronting senior executives with new challenges and complexities. '
Personnel systems and the people in them, however, tend to adapt more
slowly. The core problem is one of meeting challenges and new dimen-
sions, which force changes in executive tasks.

A particular problem of any personnel system is how to develop
the talents it needs In its executive force. This is especially
important in a system that promotes entirely from within because
the safety valve of recruiting executives from the outside is lacking
should the policies fail to produce quality candidates for the top
jobs. The OPMS must recognize and support requirements for officers I -

who are professionally qualified to assume assignment of high command
and heavy managerial responsibility as well as officers who are pro-
fessionally qualified to assume assignments requiring in-depth exper-
tise in narrow specialty areas.

A wide variation exists between skills required at the beginning
of careers and those needed in executives. In early years, the
Army needs specialists proficient in weapons, unit command and tactics.
In the career progression a rigorous process is applied to find and
develop officers who have strategic, cross-specialty and service-
wide capabilities.

The executive programs which tend to develop generalist skills
are not fully compatible with the Army's OPMS. The OPMS may be
denying selected officers continued advancement, promotion and assign-
ment. The Army does not need state-of-the art competence in each
specialty. It needs officers who can keep technology in alignment with
the Army mission.
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Problems to be resolved:

(1J, How to develop adequate expertise given the high rates of
job rotation.

(2) How to define the, characteristics desired in senior officers;
and,

(3) How to remold senior level training programs to produce the
right balance between military subject matter and general .executive
broadening.

The Army has an obligation to assure the continued development of
career executivesj. Individual desires and needs assessment must be
incorporated into Army development plans. This includes increased
reliance upon the individual in shaping his development plan.

C. Identification and Selection.

No amount of training or development can compensate for having
selected the wrong person for development or promotion to management.
The identification and selection process must employ valid and
reliable methods for aissessing management capability and potential.
High potential individuals should be identified as early in their
careers as possible. For these reasons. it is suggested that managers
and executives be trained in techniques of assessment.ý Those who are
to assume positions of leadership must, throughout their careers,
receive the best preparation possible. Failure to nurture talent
will cause an organization to lose adaptability to new developments.
Expenditures for executive development programs at the present time are
a necessary and justifiable investment in our nation's future.

Although the Department of the Army has made great progress in
management, there is not an institutionalized or integrated pro-
gram of management development. The emphasis on formal training
slights such Important areas as selection and identification, manager-
ýial career planning, on-the-job development, and assessment of
future potential. Department of the Army personnel managers place
major emphasis on current problems and, thereforL, devote insufficient
time to development activities geared to future needs. Personnel
main sers are more concerned with technical and functional training to
insure work accomplishment than with the development of the manage-
ment and supervisory skills of officers. There is a need for an inte-
grated management, manpower development program.

The issue of identifying individuals with potential for top manage-
ment was discussed at each university. There is no model or formula
for predicting future success of managers. They haven't been statisti-
cally profiled. Potentially successful managers seem to have no
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behavioral, phusical, educational, age or sex specifications. There
is, however, a high correlation between salary, education and assign-
ment. Research findings indicate that motivation and job interest are
also critical to success.

The identification and selection of managers is not carried out
on a consistent basis within organizations with valid and reliable
assessment methods. Officers selected for management training must
have a high probability of continued service and continued advance-
ment.

There is reluctance on the part of supervisors to develop subordin-
ates beyond the requirements of their current job. The manager who
develops his subordinates faces the posuibility of losing his compet-
ent people. Managerial development is not perceived as an actual
responsibility based on his ability to develop subordinates.

Self-development is both encouraged and supported by the Army;
however, there is no consistant reward or recognition for the
individual who participates in these activities. A problem to be
met by development programs involves scheduling the required training.
Many Army executives occupy one-of-a-kind positions which require
constant coverage and to be absent for any period means someone must
handle routine duties, which can be substantial.

The most important intangible, issue facing the OPHS is whether it
will produce executives who are responsive to changes in the Army's
needs. That is, not only officers of high general quality but also
a set of officers with the necessary mix of specific attributees.

D. Management Development Practices.

The Professional Development Division of MILPERCEN is the DA
proponent for advanced management training for senior officers.
There are several ancillary programs in which a few senior officers
participate:

1. White House Fellows
2. Congressional Fellowships
3. Department of State Senior Seminar on Foreign Policy
4. Brookings Seminar; Federal Executive Fellows Program
5. Council on Foreign Relations
6. Harvard University Center for International Affairs

Nominees for the abuve programs are submitted by MILPERCEN to
DCSOPS anC then the CSA who selects participants.
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For other advanced management programs 140 key positions have been
identified; career managers nominate qualified officers for these
"positions; those officers selected to attend an advanced management pro-
gram are centally managed at MILPERCEN. Approximately 25 colonels
are selected annually to participate in these programs. In addition
to these courses, a significant number of unprogramed short courses for
general officers are funded each year. A list of '.nstitutions to be
used in FY 78 is at Inclosure 3. Management programs of several weeks
duration mlnimize the time the officer is off the job. Two months pro-
vides depth and validity of subject matter and the opportunity for
individualized remedial work for the. slow student and challenge to the
outstanding individual. The average course length in these programs
is 5 weeks.

The present Army executive development program is largely "ad
hoe". Future plans should include a formal program extending the
executive level individual development planning approach down to the
mid-manager level, making the program at that level more closely
geared to the individual's needs.

The Depar~nent of the Army has recognized that managerial
development involves personal growth requiring both individual ability
and organization opportunity. The Army provides specific assign-
"ments to use newly developed skills after executive development
training.

Single-issue seminars and other short training .programs are at the
"option of the individual with MACOM/MILPERCEN approval. MILPERCEN
in cooperation with participating universities has limited attendance
to one officer per program class. The annual program cost is approx-
"imately $100,000 split between per diem and tuition. The Army is
not taking advantage of Army Management Engineering Training Agency
(AMETA) and American Management Association (AMA) courses.

At mid-level there appears to be no formal program. Several
options are use ; e.g., The Army Educational Requirements ,oard
(AERB) process, Training with Industry (30 positions in FY 78) and
the cooperative degree programs at USACGSC/USAWC.

E. Institutionalization of Current Management Development Philosophv

1. There is a need for an integrated, progressifre program for
manager training and development to equip the manager to manage - to
train and develop his people.

2. There are certain steps which must be taken to implement the
philosophy. First, managers jobs must be identified. Then, it must
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be decided what a person needs to know in order to do that job. Next,
the potential candidate for that job must be evaluated to dptprmine what,
12 anything, he lacks in order to do the job; and lastly, those
selected must be provided an opportunity to cor;rect any deficiencies.
The objectives of this process are to improve the effectiveness of the
present work force and to prepare those who will follow.

3. The type model envisioned is a set of attributees it takes to
be successful in a given class of executive positions. These criteria
include the abilities, knowledge, characteristics, experience, etc.,
beliLved to be crucial to saccess in a given class of executive
positions. These criteria include the abilities, knowledge,
characteristics, experience, etc., believed to be crucial to success
in the given set of positions. The purposes include having a mod-l
or profile against which to:

a. Identify and screen potential executives.
b. Build development plans with individual aspirants.
c. Counsel potential executives on the strength, realism and

direction of their aspitacions.
d. Build the specific execi tive development courses.
e. Assess the quality and quantity of flow in the executive

pipeline.

4. These criteria do not represent a model against which to make
selections to specific executive posts. In a sense the criteria are /
the given which all executive candidates should possess, and thus
would present little discriminatory value in a given selection situation.
Selection decisions should be made against a different framework.

5. The imporantce of having mobility arA success models is
obvious. It takes time to develop executives and thus the system
must be future-focused, however imperfectly or simplistically and
however crude the tools.

6. Actions to institutionalize:

a. Hijh level organization commitment and support through formal
policy and an overall plan.

b. Development plans for each mid-manager of high potential.

c. IMore effective trainin: resource utilization.

d. Improved development program evaluation.

e. Publish a Management Education and Training Programs Guide.
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The purpose oif the programs guide would be to provide a source
of current. information on management education and training programs
which aid of ficer professional development. The information can be
used by:

a. The managers of potential participants working on career
planning and development; specifically, in selecting approp-
riate training or education opportunities.

b. Middle to top managers who are identifying training or
education opportunities.

8. Goals of the system:

1. Identify, as early as possible, Individuals with interest and
potential for high-level managerial and executive positions and
encoutage such rersons to develop that potential.

2. Ensure best-qualified managers in required numbqrs and with
required knowledge and skills to meet present and anticipated needs
are available.

3. Prepare newly assigned managers to become fully competent as
soon as possible after assignment. Because of the nature of the
t'niversity program, the ideal time to attend is when a person is about

/ to move into a new assignment where general management perspective
and policy-ciaking are required. Also, if an individual is moving into
a higher level functional assignment where greater interaction with
other functions is required.

4. Coaitinue the training and development of experienced managers
to improve their present performance and to sustain high-level
performance throughout their careers.

5. Provide specialized education and training which will assure
skillful professional performance for personnel engaged in management
functions.

1. Summary

The Army must develop managers and executives on a more integrated,
systematic basis. To function effectively, the Army needs to adopt and
institutionalize an integrated system of management positions
planning, identification and selection through valid assessment of
future potential, meaningful and representative individual development
planning, complementary on-the-job and formal-management development
training and feedback of performance to act as input to future plan-
ning.
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Because of its important bearing on the conclusions and recommenda-
tions that follow, agne of the findings of the review are summarized
here:

1. Privatezompanies have given much m~ore thought and emphasis to
systematic executive develop tent than the military or other govern-
ment agencies.

2. There is wide variation in skills required between early years
of the military career and the executive level. In early years,
the Army wants specialists proficient in their weapons and competent
unit commanders and tacticians. From this talent pool* there is a
highly competitive process of selection of executives with strategic
cross-service capabilities.

3. The process is highly competitive. Only about 6 percent
of the Lotal officer corps attains executive levels so defined.
Selectivity is a key ingredient for maintaining executive quality.

4. Training is a high component of a military career, averaging
3-7 years across a 25-year career. Officers selected for advanced manage-
ment training will have between 15 and 24 years promotion list service
prior to completion of the course.

5~. Advanced management courses, alý.hough oriented primarily
towar'j civilian industry, are beneficial. The courses not only
enhance the general management competence of senior Army officers,
but also develop relationships between the military and civilian
participants which contribute to a fuller understanding of each
other's problems.

6. The Army can anticipate increases in training requirements in
the following areas during the next decade:

- Communications and electronics related primarily to the increas-
ing sophistication of command, control and information systems.

- Automatic data processing caused by the continued proliferation
of computers and associated equipment.

- Vast growth in the use of computers requireiG systems analysis

skills in planning the uses of computers.

New organization concepts.

-Short courses to qualify selected officers for key managerial

positions.
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CHAPTER V. Conclusions and Recommendations

A. General.

1. Knowledge obsolescence, --:idly changing social patterns and
an increasingly sophisticated work envirounment demand that careful
attention be devoted: to the professional development of the officer
of the future. In order to carry out its mission, the !nepartment
of the Army needs a career force of officers who are capable of over-
coaming the multiplicity of complex problems which arise in providing
for the national defense. It requires a diverse group of officers who
collectively have expertise in a wide spectrum of fields and from
whose ranks rýpecialists will emerge who are also capable of developing
the breadth of vision and the executive skills needed to lead
people and manage programs.

2. From the RETO perspective it is difficult to relate management
development programs to other educational programs and in turn to
overall patterns of career development. Part of the problem lies in
the lack of a vocabulary to describe an office's professional growth.
Credit hours, graduate degrees, completion of varicus service schools,
and performance ratings at certain job leve~ls are among the ways this
is currently done. Personnel managers need to be able to match these
notations in an officer's personnel record to the requirements of
positions to which an off tcer is assigned, and the officer needs to
be able to interpret what these accomplishments mean vis-a-vis
probabilities for future assignments and promotions. Obviously, some
job and educational experiences are the equivalent of other job
or educational experiences. Unfortunately, these equivalencies
are exceedingly difficult to determine and many officers are
reassigned more often than they ahould be. This is expensive, both
in human and monetary terms.

__B.- Conclusions,:

1. The need for continuous development of management slills is clear.
The present rate of knowledge obsolescence and the continuing need
for professional development supports the concept of continuing educa-
tion. The response of corporate directors of executive development has
been the establishment of systematic -.nd continuing educational pro-
grams.

2. Senior officers and personnel managers must be personally
coimmitted to and involved in officer professional development and
specifically executive development.

3. Producing an internal upward flow of competent executives is
a long-term proposition.
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4. Executives develop primarily on-the-job, thus jobs are used
developmentally.

5. The Army is not taking full advantage of the educational
programs available in civilian institutions, in-house, or of programs
developed by other services.

6. The costs and benefits of various programs are not formally
addressed. It is axiomatic that managrs should be able to report
accarately the total costs of a program and to assess in a reasonable
fashion the achievemenLs of a program. Measures of effectiveness for
assessing program values should probably include such factors as per-
centages cf participants assigned to roles requiring particular
skills, promotion experiences and retention of participants.

7. Benefits of university programs are:

a. Sharpened analytical skills.
b. OppoLtunity for interaction with civilian counterparts and

faculty in informal settings.
c. Reestablishment of the career officers ties to the civlian

conmunity.
d. Time away from the military environment to allow the officer

to engage in reflection as he moves from one high-pressure job to
another.

e. Offers a period of mental flexing and intellectual stimula-
tion. I

f. Enhances the prestige of the profession.
g. Contributes to more efficient command/management.
h. Relative short length of course does not keep officer out of

the force structure.
1. Exposure to differing values and problems and interaction with

other senior managers on close personal terms.
j. Establishment of a valuable set of professional relationships.

The socialization that takes place, the confidence and respect that
is built and the interchange of professional knowledge have a signifi-
cant social and economic value.

k. Provides a retention incentive for highquality officers.
1. Increases the Army's intellectual and technological capability.
m. Keeps the Army abreast of attitudes and developments in

academia.

8. Principal disadvantages include:

a. Cost in dollars and manpower.
b. Fragmentation of professional interest.
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9. The Navy and Air Force have fully accredited graduate schools-
the Naval Post Graduate School (NPGS) and the Air Force Institute of
Technology (AFIT)- which they uae in addition to civilian institutions.
Thc.ne schoola are valuable resources. They can tailor programs which
are directly relevant to military users; they can focus faculty and
student research on defense problems; they can use classified and
proprietary materials in their courses and in their research; and
they can respond quickly to new educational requirements. The U.S.
Army Management Engineering Training Agency also offers advanced
m-nagement courses. RETO has concluded that the Department of the
Army is not making optimal use of their capabilities.

10. To date there has not been a uniformed representative from the
Army participating in the Stanrord-Sloan Program, although five DA
civilians ana several Air Force officers have participated. Addition-
ally, the harvard University programs have not been used in several
years.

11. Perhaps the most controversial issue emerging for executive
manpower systems is that of transferring more accountability for career
decisions from personnel managers to the individual.

12. A problem of any personnel system is how to develop the
talents it needs in its executive force. This is especially important
in a system that promotes entirely from within because the safety
valve of recruiting executives from the outside is lacking should the
policies fail to produce enough high quality candidates for the tcp
jobs.

13. Problems to be resolved in officer professional development:

a. How to develop adequate expertise in spite of the high rates
of job rotation.

b. How to define more clearly the characteristics desired in
senior officers.

c. How to remold senior level training programs to produce a better
balance between military subject matter and general executive
broaýening.

d. The large number of middle managers competing for a limited
ne::hber of top jobs and the continuing problem of appropriate career
incentives3 for both generalists and specialists

14. There was little confidence among university administrators that
.-.cdels can be constructed to predict the qualitiei executives of the
future must possess to be successful.
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15. The Army must develop managers and executives on a more integrated,
sysematLic basis. To function effectively, the Army needs to adopt and
institutionalize an integrated ayatem of management position planning,
identificatiozi and selection through valid assessment of future, poten-

tial, meaningful and representative indiyidual development planning,

complementary on-the-job and formal management development training
and feedback of performance to act as input to future planning.

C. Recommendations.

1. Increase the number who attend executive training programs
from 25 to 42 officers annually.

2. Examine the possibility of increasing attendance in AMETA, .

NPGS and AFIT specific issue maragement seminars; attendance of one
officer at each AMETA Advanced Management Course and Management
Development Seminar; a total of 15 officers per year.

3. A •1anagement Education and Training Programs Guide be pre-
pared either as a separate document or as a supplement to DA Pam
600-3.

4. Develop a methodology for determining program costs and for
assessing the value of the various programs to the Army. Insure the
programs used are the most cost-effective.

5. Insure that personnel managers, officers and MACOM understand
the full spectrum of programs available throughout the DOD and from
civilian institutions.

6. Provide for the development of programs to meet new or
changing requirements as identified in chapter III, paragraph 1.

7. That the Stanford and Harvard University programs be used as

part of the Army's executive development program beginning in FY 79.

3 Inclosures

1. List of Universities Visited and Individuals Interviewed.
2. Detailed Description of University Programs.
3. InstitutIcns Used in FY 78.
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UPIVERSITY ES VIS'TOD AND INDIVTDUALS INTERVIE74ED

Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Dr. Arnold Weber, University Provost
Dean Daniel Berg, Mellon Institute of Science
Dean Otto Davis, School of Urban and Public Affairs (SUPA)
Professor Jerry Swedlow, Associate Dean of the Carnegie
Institute of Technology (CIT)
Professor Bernard P. Goldsmith; Associate Dean,
Graduate School of Industrial Administration .(GSIA)
Mr. Fratik lowak, Director, Educational Projects Management
Center, Carnegie-llellon Institute of Eesearch
Professor Thomas Kerr, PIead Administration and Management
Science Department

-," Professor Scott Richard, Member HS Program Coimmittee
Professor Paul Goodman, Member PHD Program Co:ruLittee
"Professor Norman Johnson, Associate Dean and Director
of MS Program (SUPA)
Mr. August Walker, Director of Post-College Professional
Education in CIT
Professor CharIcs Kriebel, GSIA and Co-Direct ar of
Entrepreneurship Program
Mr. Douglas Mintmier, Placement and Public Relations
Coordinator for GSTA

Harvard University

Dr. Lawrence E. Fouraker, Dean Graduate School of
BusiTless Administration

- -Dr. Warren McFarlan, Chairin, Executive Education Prograrms
Dr. Stephen Hitchner, Director, Case Program JFK School of
Government.
Dr. Larry Lynn, Peofesaor of Public Policy, JFK School of
Government
Mr. Pete Zimmerma•n, Assistant Dean and Dircctor of Executive
Training and Program Development, JFK School of Governrsent
Mr. William Presley, Administrative Director of Short Edu-
cation Programa
Mr. Tim Armour, Aeministrative Director, Program for Manage-
men t Dovel opmen t
Major Lindsey Parris, USAF Doctoral Candidate
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UNIVERSITTES VISITED AND I•'DIVTDUAiLS INTERVIEWED

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Dean Alfred S. Sussman, Dean of Graduate School
Dr. Alfred W. Swinyard, Associate Dean of Business Administration
Dr. Ralph W. Banfield, Director and Coordinator of ROTC Programs;
Director OffEice of Conmnunity College Services
Dr. Marvin w. Peterson, Director, Center for Higher Education
Dr. Robert B. Kozma, Center for Research rn Learning and Teaching
CAPT Douglas V. Murray, Chairiwn, Navy Officer Education Program
(Navy ROTC)
COL Donald C. Peterson, Chairman, Air Force Officer Education
Program (AIR FORCE ROTC)
LTC Richard G. Parker, Chairman, Army Officer Education Program
(ARMY ROTC)

MAJ Charles P. Ahnell, Jr., Assistant Professor of Military Science.

University of Pittsburgh, pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

COL Joe Hickey, Ret, Director, University of Pittsburgh
Executive Development Program

Stanford University, Stanford, California

Dr. George G.C. Parker, Director, Stanford-Sloan Program
Dr. James 11owell, Director, Stanford Executive Program
Dr. Richard Snow, School of Education
Ms. Nancy Collins, Assistant Director, Stanford-Sloan Program
Mr. W. David Rozkuszka, Hoover Institute -i.1
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WRNEGIE-HELWON T1RIVERSITY
The Execucive Program

Inaugurated 1954

\ SPONSOR Graduate School of Industrial Administration

PROGRAM LOCATION: PMttsburgh, Pennsylvania

DURATION: 9 weeks

1978 SESSION: February 12 -- April 14

TUITION: $4200 including all VAals, plus
$800 to $1300 additional for room

"PARTICIPANTS: Number: About 50

Age: 31-53 Average 43

V

Position: Upper middie und top managemont

.Idus try: Broad

Gebgraphy: Broad--one quarter foreign

"FACULTY: Carnegie-Mellon Crajuate School of Industrial
AdmintEtration

OFFICIAL CONTACT: Prof# Fernard P. Coldemith
Associate Dean
"Graduate School o( Industrial Administration
Carnegie-liel ion University
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania 15213
"Telephone 412-683-4933 or 412-621-2600 ext. 556

Inclosure 2 J-l-II-1
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Carnegie Mellon

SUBJECT MATTER

The program for Executives is concernw.d with providing a concise briefing on
modern management techniques bearing directly on tho planning and implementing
of corporate strategy. The subjects covered specifically are:

Corporate Policy and Organization
Character and Style of Leadership
Human Behavior in Organizations
Financial and Quantitative Control
The Economnic and Political Environment
Production and Operations
Management Science
Marketing
Managemen• of Researuh and Technological Change

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

Instruction is primarily by lecture end guided discussion. There is some role
playing and hands-on experience with a time sharing computer. Cases are used
by instructors on occasion as illustrations of their subject matter.

Classes meet for three 90 minute sessions between 8:30a.m. and 3:0op.m., six
days a week (only two sessions on Saturday), and additional sessions in the
late afternoon twice a week.

To encourage exploration of special interests, the class is divided into groups
of 7 or 8 who are left to develop their own programs with individual faculty
members. Group makeup is usually changed every three weeks.

Each participant is expectad to prepare at least one report on a salient prob-
lem of his/her company or industry to which he/she can relate his/her class-
work.

The reading, and study load is heavy and requires considerable time in the .. °
evenings. Each participant receives a substantial set of reading material
well in advance of the program's start.

1

FACULTY

Instructors are senior meubers of the Faculty of the Graduate Sohool of In-
dustrial Administration. These are suppleinted by off-the-record afternoon-
thru-dinner meetings with business executives, governrment officials, and
union leaders to highlight specific issues. Six of the more than twenty in-
structors teach fn parallel throughout most of the program.

J-141I-2 1'I



Carnegie-Mellon

PARTICIZANTS

Participants are from upper middle and-top -managenicnt in a variety of large
companies from all parts of the U.S. and of the world. Twenty-five percent
are from abroad.

Industries represented include chemicals, steel, petroleum, transportation,
machinery, utilities, aircraft, electronics, insurance, and financial ineti-
tutions.

Functions represented include general managefment, administration, marketing,
eccounting, purchnsingcngineering, manufacturing, planning, and personnel.

SPECIAL FEATURES

Continuing Education

A one-day Spring Conference is held every year, In which alumni of
the pro-ram are encouraged to participate as part of maintaining an
on-going interest in topics of broad business relevance.

A Journal and reprint servire is also maintained.

Wives' Program

Wives are invited to participate in the last two days of the program.
Special classes for wivea are scheduled on topics such is:

Human Behavior in Organization
The Individual In Society.

FACILITIES

Accommodations are very comfortable in the Webster Hall Hotel, a half mile
from the campus, where a block of bedrooms, meeting rooms, and computer tar-
minal facilities are set aside to assure essentially complete privacy. Par-
ticipants have single rooms with bath.

Classae are held at the Graduate School's own building.

Nizals are served at the Faculty Dining Room on campus.

Gymnasium, handball, swirming, tennis and golf are available.

RECOMENDATION

This program is suitable for line or staff executives in the upper levels of
management who are or will be concerned with the implementation and formula-
tion of major policy. The considerable number of high level foreign execu-
tivas makes the program of particular interest to those involved in inter-
national relationships.

. J-l-II-3



HARVARD UNIJERSITY ! V
Advanced Management Program

Inaugurated 1943

SPONSOR: Graduate School of Business Administration

PROGIRAM LOCATION: Cambridge, Kassachusetts

DURATION: 13 weeks

1978 SESSIONS: February 5 - May 4
MID-September - MID-December

A split summer session is held beginning every
even year. The next session will be:

June 11 - Jbly 21, 1978 and
Juno 10 - July 26, 1979

TUITION: $7800 including room and meals except for
Saturday and Sunday dinners

PARTICIPANTS: Number: 160 - divided into 2 sections

Age: Late 30's to early 5O's Average 46

Position: Senior and top management J
Industry: Broad

Geography: Broad - one-third foreign

FACULTY: Harvard Business School

OFFICIAL CONTACT: Mr. Robert L. Crane
Administrative Director
Advanced Management Program
Harvard Businoes School
Boston, Massachusetts 02163
Telephone 617-495-6161

J-1-II-4
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Harvard -A1P

SUBJECr MATTER

This is the oldest of the executive dcvelopm'ant programs. It is aimed spec-
ifically at tlte concerns and responsibilities of top management. It studies
the environmental factors that affect business, and assesses managers as
agents of economic change, examining their responsibilities within the in-
stitut!onal structure of society.

An integrated curriculum focuses on

Business Policy
Marketing Management
Financial Kanagentent
Mfanagement Control
Quantitative Analysis for Decisions
Human Behavior in Organizations
Business and the World Society
Business and Ideology

Elective courses are offered during the later weeks of the program. Some
electives go more deeply into subjects of the curriculum, while others
cover specialized topics not included in the regular curriculum, which are
taught by members of the Business School and University faculties who would
not ordinarily be available.

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

Instruction relies primarily on the case method, based on class partici-
pation in the discussion of typical business situations. The case method,
as practiced at Harvard, leaves largely to the individual participant the
deduction of management principles represented by the cases discussed.
Preparation of cases for class discussion is emphasized through regularly
scheduled small group discussions from 8:00 to 8:50 every morning.

Classes meet in 'two sections for three 70 minute sessions six days a week
between 9:00 a.m. and 2:40 p.m. (noon on Saturdays). Afternoons and even-
ings are well occupied with heavyreading and case study assignments.

l',.keup of the two main sections and of the small study groups is rotated
periodically, in order that each participant can work closely with a
majority of his classmates.

FACULTY

Instructors are a group of professors specially chosen fcom the regular
faculty of the Business School who devote their entire teaching effort
to the Advanced tWnagement Program for several years.

J-l-11-5



Harvard - AMP

PARTICIPANTS

Participants inl this program are mature cy.acutives, inle and femrwle, with
cousiderable nmnagement experience. They are at senior policy-making
levels or about to assuine such positions. They coie from all parts of the

U.S. and from every continent of the world.

A well-balanced cross section of industry, functional responsibility, and
geographical distribution is assured through careful selection of candi-
dates. Ordinarily not more than one candidate from any one company is
accepted.

SPECIAL FFATURES

Graduation Week

A four-day program for spouses and their guests ir scheduled the
last week of the program, during which there are specil class
sessions for spouses, as well as final lectures for the partici-
pants.

FACILITIES

Accomr-odations are very comfortable in George Pierce Baker hall, the new
all-inclusive AMP facility. Each participant has his own bedroom-study,
and shares a two-basin bathroom. Each group of eight rocnis has its o-n
lounge.

Breakfast and dinner are served in the Faculty Club, adjacent to Baker
Hall. Lunches are provided in the main lounge.

Athletic facilities of the University are available to the participants.
These include calisthenics, swimming, tennis, squash, rowing, and paddle
tennis.

RECO.',fEMATI ON

This program is suitable for senior and top echelon executives who show
real promise of progressing further in the minagerial ranks of their
companies.

J.-1-II-6
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.IIARARD U NIVERSITY
Prograw, for Eana;erntnt Developrent

Inaugurated 1960

SPONSOR: Graduate School of Business Administration

PROGRAM LOCATION: Cambridge, Massachusetts

DURATION: 14 weeks

1978 SESSIONS: February 5 -- May 10
Early-September - MID-December

TUITION: $7000 including room and meals except for
Saturday and Sunday dinners

PARTICIPANTS: Number: 126 - divided into 2 sections

Age: Under 30 to mid-40's Average 36

Position: Middle and upper middle
management

Industry: Broad

Ceography: Broad - one-third foreign

FACU7TY: Harvard Business School exclusively

OFFICIAL CONTACT: -Mr. Tim Armour
Adminictrative Director
Program for Management Development
Class Hall
Harvard Business School
Boston, Massachusetts 02163
Telephone 617-495-6487

o-1 1-
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Harvard - P1D

SUBJECT MATTER

The curriculum covers nine core areas:

Financial Management

Marketing Management i
Operations Management

Information lontrol Systems

Organizational Behavior

Quantitative Aralysis for Decisions

Issues in Labor Relations

Business and the World Society

Business Policy

In addition to the nine core areas, the curriculum includes other inte-
grative exercises and a few electives during the last week of the pro-
gram.

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

The faculty employs a variety of teaching techniques to which the subjects
lend themselves, but relies to a great extent on the case method, based on
class participation in the discussion of typical business situations. The
case method as practiced at Harvard leaves largely to the individual par- I\".
ticipant the deduction of management principles represented by the cases
discussed. Preparation of cases for class discussion is emphasized through
regularly scheduled small group discussions from 8:00 to 9:15 every morning.

Classes meet in two sections for three 75 minute sessions six days a week
between 9:15 a.m. and 2:45 p.m. Afternoons and evenings are well occupied
with heavy reading and case study assignments.

A sophisticated business game is played continuously for about a week with
only one class a day on'a subject directly related to a decision-area of
the game. The game starts with companies in various financial conditions,
but with equal opportunity to succeed. Other .imulation exercices using
computer terminals are also presented.

FACULTY

lustructoro are drawn from the regular faculty of the Business School and
assigned full time to the Program for Management Development for two or
three years. J-1-II-8
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Baard - PHD

PARTICIPANTS

Participants are executives in a wide vareity of industriec from all parts
of the U.S. and all continents of the world.

A well balanced cross section of industry, functional responsibility, and
geographical distribution is assured through carefil selection of candi-
dates. Ord-narily not more than one candidate from any one company will
be accepted.

SPECTAL FEATUES

Spouses$ Program

*Spouses are invited during the last week of the program. Special
classes for spouses only are held during the first two or three
days.

PACILTTIES

Accommodations in Mellon Hall (dormitory) have been completely renovated.
Participants have individual sleeping rooms and share a lounge with eight
other participants. Two or three persons share coiron bathroom facilities.

Heals are served at the Faculty Club.

Athletic facilities of the University are available to the participants.
These include calisthenics, swinming, tennis, squash, and rowing.

* m~RECOi DIEN'DATION

This program is suitable for young executives in middle management with
demonstrated growth potential for higher managemant. responsibilities.

.1-1-11-9
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UNIVERSITY OF ).ICUICAN

Executive Development Program % ,.

Inaugurated 1954

SPONSOR: Graduate School of Business AdminListration

PROGAAl.1 LOCATION: Ann Arbor, Michigan ,

DURZATION: 4 weeks

1978 SESSION: May 14 -- June 9

TUITION: $2800 including room and meals except Saturday
dinner and Sunday mWals

PARTICIPANTS: Number: Not over 45 A

Age: 30-51 Average 41

Position: Middle and upp.r middle
management

Industry: Broad

Geography:. Broad -- 10-15% foreign ,

FACULTY: ,tLve1isity of Michigan and special lecturers

orFICIAL CONTACT: Mr. William J. Carey, Director
Executive Development Program
Graduate School of Business Administration
The University of Michigan i

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
Telephone 313-763-3154 or 764-2308

J-l-II-1O0.., t -
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StlnjI'CT IVTT`.R

The ther~e of the program is Effectfivte IB.sorirce lfanagernrnt.

The curriculumr covnrs tire fc lovlng- arcaf3:

lT3r I!CrcSs COndI (t ions
£coneotf ('s ard Government
Da3ta PrYoCCe9!sTng and Inforr~ation S-!rviccs

Uziion -t;nagem-n L RelationS
Accounting -Itd Control

Anntoiry of Socipl )Press'rura
Bufzink~ss Planning
Finaocia I 111110m-;erT'ont
Intorn.,tionnl rinance,
Ifu1p'or w iaC'7fl

In adldition tirare are cnpc'cial lectures by dic.tin-uIshed public officials,
businesai lcadert;, aud eduications.

N~LITODS OF IINST}RUCTION

instruction in principally by lecture-diseunsrion,with cases and role play-
ing s apropiate. C -is re used primarily in warketing, w4hic -A~l

About equally with consumnor goodsa And indlustrfal goods.

Clasres ir,-e,Žt for three 90 rinute seqr;1ons betWen0T 8:30 A.Mf. and 2:30 p.m.,
fivn days A woek, and for two se~ssonq on Saturday. At lonst two nighta
a week, ore hevotod to rvrill grairp preparation of work on the next day#&

Road ing load is fa irly hea-vy.

FACUTLTY

I'm inrtructIon staff c:onisirts or eleven nentor r;:mbnrs of the CrAduate
I hool of Pis In ''. fnacllty, mno!;t of whiom tvach in parallel throiughout the
p)rvo g,,ram.

T': I C I PANTS

ra ~ ~ v rFi.Ipnoai' err yrom 2 m dlod can teluppr mni Ulie na 'ret')
larg CO mi'finod top raoni 'weu'n t of cmn'a 11r an loiivs, in A broad

ra'oof intvhr';tvion Inmc]~, cln' hieais, otorn, petrvolotum, ph~irmaiccu-
ticain, ar'tl1 5 lror~pare. coi-potern, tr.inflporr ;ition and) banlking. Ten
to fifteenl por-oetit arte frvom. abroade.
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M4ich igan

runctions representcd include ndmini&trat ion, manufacturing, marketing,
engineering, accounting, finance, personnel, and others.

FACILITIES

Acconmodations in the Oxford Apartm~ents are comfortable. Each partici-
pant has single occtipancy of a housekceping suite.

Meals are served in a private dining room. V
PartiLipants have access to the University's tennis courts, switrning

pool, golf course, and athletic facilities. I

RECOCN.1;DATIO "

This program is suitable for ,en and women in middle and upper middle
management who are moving from relatively narrow functional areas into
positions of broader responsibility.

J-J -11-12
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UTIVERSITY Or PITTSBURGH
llanagem.nnt Prog~ram for Executives

Inaugurated 1949
/

- SPONSOR: Graduate School of Business

PROGRAM LOCATION: Pittsburgh, Alennsylvania

DURATION: 8 weeks

1978 SESSION: February 26 - April 21

TUITION: $4200 including five breakfasts and four
dinners weekly, plus $1000 for room

PARTICIPANTS: Number: Not over 36

Age: 35-55 Average 42

Position: Middle to upper management

Industry: Mixed

Geography: Scattered - 15% military 157
>6 •foreign

FACULTY: University of Pittsburgh plus several from
other universities, industry and consulting
firms.

OFFICIAL CONTACT: Mr. P. Joseph Hickey, Director
Manageo•mnt Program for Executives
Graduate School of Business
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260
Telephone 412-624-6424

J-i1-II -13
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Pittsburgh

SUBJECT MATTER"

The first three days ara devotcd to a "learning conunuity workshop" in
group dynamics.

The curriculum for the ensuing seven and one half weeks embraces the
following course nodules: /

Financial Policy and Managerial Control Systems
Corporate Environmental Influences
Managemnt Science Concepts and Planning Strategy
Integrated Decision Problems
Marketing Analysis and Planning
Application of Behavioral Science
International Business
Special Areas for Management Awareness
Individual Research

In addition there are a nunber of after dinner lectures by members of the
business and academic "arlds, as well as visits to institutions and in-
dustrial plants in the vicinity.

METHODS OF IINSTRUCTION

Instruction is largely by lecture-discussion, except where cases and work-
shops are indicated. 1'"
Small study groups are assigned occasionally to prepare cases for class
discussion.

Subjects are taught in a combination of block and parallel teaching through-
out the program. Greatest emphasis is on policy, finance, accounting, and
quantitative techniques for control.

Classes are scheduled in four 90-minute sessions between 8:30 a.m. and
4:00 p.m., five days a week.

Reading and study assignments are heavy.

FACULTY

Instructors are mostly from the regular faculty of the Pittsburgh Graduate
School of Business and from other specialized departme.nts of the University.

There are also a number of guest lecturers from other universities, industry,
and consulting firms.

J-1-II-14
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Pittsburgh

PARTICIPAINTS

Participants are generally from middle and upper middle management of
large companies in heavy industry, chemicals, utilities, banking and
inturance, coming from various parts of the U.S. There are usually
several members of the Armed Services, and about 15% of the participants
are from abroad.

Functions represented include engineering, accounting, marketing, manu-
facturing, and administration.

SPECIAL FEATURES

Group Dynamics

The first thrce days of the program are devoted to a "Learning
Comm~unity Workshop" which emphasizes temporary groups, the de-
velopment of team building, use of temporary groups, and use of
the resources of both faculty and participants.

Wives' Program

Wives are invited for the final three days of the program so that
they may be informed as to what the program has been about, and to
experience for themselves some of the discussion. Some activities
are designed especially for their participation.

FACILITIES

Xcconmodations in the Webster Hall Hotel are very comfortable. A block of
bedrooms and meeting rooms is set aside for the participants of this pro-
gram. Each has a single room with bath.

Breakfast is served in the Webster Hall Hotel. Lunch is available in the
Faculty Club of the University and other nearby dining establishments.
Dinner is served Monday to Thursday in the Faculty Club, with several spec-
ial International Nights scheduled at local restaurants.

Classes are held in the University of Pittsburgh's Tower of Learning, just
a short walk from Webster Hall.

"REC(t.MENDATION

This program is suitable for middle and upper middle management executives,
with apparent broader capabilities, whose past experience has been of a
limited functional nature, and for those younger executives in senior posi-
tions who feel the need for a broadening experience.

j-1-II-15 !
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Stanford 'Exocutiv,2 Program

Inaugurated 1952

SPONSOR: Graduate School of Business

PROGR~AM LCCATION: Stanford. California

DURATION: 8 weeks

1978 SESSION: MID-June -MID-August

TUITION: $6250 including room and meals

PARTICIPANZTS: Number: Not over 180 - divided Into 3
sections

Age: 35-50 Average 42

Position: Upper middle and top management

Industry: Broad

Geography: Broad - one third foreign N

FACULTY: Stanford Graduate School of Business

OFFICIAL CONTACT:, Mrs. Fran Rinaldi
Assistant Director for Administration
The Stanford Executive Program
Graduate School of B~usiness
Stanford University
Stanford, CnIlfornia 94305
Telephone 415-497-2300 ext. 2921 *

j--1--16



Stanford - Executive

SUBJECT MATTER

The courses are presented in integrated "streams" of related areas. The
following streams flow in parallel throughout the program:

Computers and Management Science
Economics, Public Policy, and Business
Financial Management and Control
Management of Human Resources
Management of Marketing Strategy
Management of the Total Enterprise

METHODS OF INSTRUCT!';

The program utilizes a varicty of methods, including in-depth case studies,
lectures, and discussions based on topics rather than cases. Presentations
are coordinated to maximize effectiveness.

Classes meet in three sections for three 70 minute sessions from 8:00 a.m.
to 12:10 p.m. five days a week. There is a four day break from Thursday
noon to Monday evening at the end of the fourth week. Composition of the
sections is changed every two weeks.

Afternoons are reserved for individual study and preparation of the next
day's assignments. From 7:30 to 10:00 every evening assigned small groups
meet to discuss cases and problems for the next morning's classes. Com-
position of the small groups is changed each week.

A computer termilial is located in each wing of the dormitories to allow
participants to work out problems and experiment with the use of the
computer. An assistant to the Dirnctor of the program is available for
instruction in computer usage during informal afternoon and evening sess-
ions.

Six Wednesday evening discussions are scheduled at which distinguished
guests from business and government speak on tim.ely topics of general
interest, followed by an informal discussion period.

FACULTY

There are ten senior members of the Stanford faculty, each of whom teaches
seven to twelve sessions over a period of two to six weeks.

PARTICIPANTS

All are upper middle and top munagement executives representing every
functional area Ln a very broad range of industries. Titles range from

Plant Manager to President.

J-1-I-17



Stanford - L:necutive

Yost participants coane from large co,:1panies in all parts of the U.S., and
more than one third are from countries around the world, mostly Europe.

SPECIAL FEATURES

Spouses' a ek

Participants are invited to bring their spouses to Palo Alto the
last week of the program. (INo campus dormitories are available
for spoucs. )

There are spocial classes for spouscs for two days, and for the
last day of regular program classes spouses may join the partici-
pants In iGssions on Business-Covernn-ant Relations and l hnagement
Style.

FACILITIES

Acconmodations in Moore Fall are comfortable but strictly functional.
Each participant has a private room and shates a hall bath. There are
lounges available for infori=al discussions. I
Meals are served in a private dining room of the dormitory complex in
which the participants live.

P ECO1-IMNDATION

Tahs programn is thoroughly suitable for upper i-dddle and top divisional
managerr,3nt of large coz;.anies, and top managemur't of s:aaller companies.

3--1-1



ST&IFORD UNIVERSITY
Stanford-Sloan Program

Inaugurated 1958

SPONSOR Graduate School of Business

PRO:,A.4 LOCATION: Stanford, California

DURATION: 9 Months

1978 SESSION: September 5, 1978 - June 17, 1979

TUTION: $10,050 plus $1400 for books, study
materials and field trips; but not
living costs

PARTICIPANTS: Number: Not over 42

Age: 30-45 Average 37

Position: Young men and women in key
management positions

Industry: Mixed

Geography: Broad - 35% foreign
25% U.S. Government

FACULTY: Stanford University

OFFICIAL CONTACT: Miss Nancy W. Collins, Assistant Director
The Stanford-Sloan Program

Traduate School of Dusiness
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305
Telephone 415-321-2300 ext. 2270

J-1•-II-19



Stanford - Slo.n

SUBJECT MATTER

The major portion of the Program is devoted to classroom seminars 'on general
and specialized aspects of manaer,ment, viz:

Decision Science
Accounting
Marketing Management
Organizational Behavior
Economic Analysis and Policy
Applications of Behavioral Science
Businesn Finance
Business nnd the Changing Environument
Legal Aspects of Business
Management of International Business
Top li•anagement - Directo' and Control
Organizational Control •

Monthly throughout the program there are Top Management Seminars in which the

Fellows reet with outstanding business leaders in off-the-record classroom
discussions.

Approximately once a vionth.-there is a Local Field Trip to a major operating
facility in California, which includes an extensive tour of the facility
and discussions with operating executives.

Becween the winter and spring quarters there is an eastern field trip to
New York City and Washington, at which the Fellows meet with some of the
most outstanding government and business leaders in the U.S.

Live Case Studies are conducted by small groups who work out of the chief
cxecutivers office in a number of specially selected companies and govern-
ment agencies, to identify problems and opportunities, and develop a plan
of implementation for the top executive.

Fellows are encouraged to take elective courses at schools and departments
throughout the University which will best serve their career goals.

Each Sloan Fellow undertakes an individual research project, involving
in-depth study of a particular area - often investigation of current prob-
lems in his own company.

NETPODS OF INSTRUCTION

Instruction is varied, using case method, lectures, seminar discuesions,
role playing, simulation, etc.

FACULTY

Regular faculty are well qualified-professors from the Graduate School
of Business.

J-1-II-20
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Sanford- Sloau

Humanities seminars are conductLd by professors from other dep3rt•ents of
Stanford University.

Top Management Semittars are conducted by leading businessmen.

PARTICIPANTS

Participants, designated Sloan Fellows, are all outstanding young execu-
tives, preferably between the ages of 30 and 45, and with ten years'
business experience, who have shown evidence of managerial ability plus
demonstratce potential fo-L senior management.

They usually come from large, technically oriented companies, including a
third or more from overseas. Another 25% cone from U.S. Government agencies.

SPECIAL FEATURES

Master of Science Degree

Since 1977, Fellows in this program are awarded the degree of
Master of Science - degree in lManagement.

"Wives' Program

Seminars for wives are sc ieduled every,'other Tuesday, drawing upon
members of the Sloan faculty for leadership.

Wives may also obtain a "permit to audit" which enables them to
attcnd selected University classes. In addition, athletic events,
social functions, childrens' activities, and tours are planned.

FACILITIES

Participants normally move their families to the Stanford area for the dur-
ation of the program, and make their own housing arrangements. (There are
accomnmodations for ten families on campus.)

RECO.IMNDATION

This program is suitable for young execticives of marked management potential
whom the company or institucion is prepared to utilize appropriately on
their return from the nine month program.

"k V-1-1-21



AMP Institutions for FY 78
University of Callfornia (Berkeley)

PAory University

Carnegie-*elton University

University of Texas (Austin)

University of Pittsburgh

University of Houston

University of Michigan

University of Virglia

Columbia University

Cornell University / 
,

Pennsylvania State University

Northwestern University

University of Southern California

Inclosure 3
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REVIEW OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

ANNEX K

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

1. PURPOSE. This A;nex provides a broad overview of Review of
Education and Training for Officers (RETO) actions taken to
collect data from Department of the Army (DA), and the training
and education proponents, the U.S. krmy Military Personnel Center
(MILPERCEN) monitors to detcrmine duty position requirements, and
to process, synthesize and analyse the data for each Officer
Personnel Management System (OPMS) specialty.

2. DISCUSSION.

LL. The Pilot Test. Prior to Embarking on a massive data
collection effort, the RETO study group developed methodology
for determining qual.tative and quantitative sp2cialty require-
ments, and tested the methodology on a select group of five
OPMS Specialty Codes (SC): Armor (SC-12), Law Enforcement
(SC-31), Finance (SC-44), Comptroller (SC-45) and Mainten-
ance 'lanagement (SC-91). A tasking message (Appendix 1)
was sent to the three proponents for each of the selected
specialties together with Inclosures 1 through 8 that contained
forms, instructions for completion of the forms, and an Army
officer duty module list. Subsequently, members of the RETO
study group met with test specialty proponent representatives
to obtain data, critique forms and data requirements, and
resolve differences on questions and opinion requirements.

b. Lessons Learned. Pilot test results not only reinforced
the basic validity of RETO methodology and data collection
system, but also uncovered problem areas that required resolution
prior to embarking on the major datacolleL -in effort. Appendix
2 summarizes pilot test problems into a gener;1 category applicable
to all specialties, problems related to procediral changes, and
issues and problems, ptrtaining to RETO methodology changes.
Overall, the lessons learned revealed weaknesses in DA proponency
and MILPERCEN monitorship of specialties, i.e., one officer in the
Office of the DA Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics (ODCSLOG)
acting as proponent for 17 logistics specialties and one officer
in MILPERCEN monitoring 10 logistics specialties. Some DA and
MILPERCEN monitors did not pcssess the specialty that they monitored;
consequently, they did not necessarily have the required expertise
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to make meaningful contributions to specialty requirements.
Fiurcher, the pilot test confirmed the major difficulties in
management by Specialty Skill Identifier (SSI) as being (1)
thaZ current total assets were not readily available by SSI,
(2) that SSI requir3ments were not known, and (3) that position
title identification proccdureF lacked uniformity. RETO
learned quickly that "determination of requirements" also
implies a need to Improv'e officer management and military
occupation development. Thuti, data collection effort was
directed toward ready identification of SSI, command, and
position requirements to meet RETO needs and to become an
effective source of data for later use by MILPERCEN.

c. Data Collection. A significant portion of the RETO
effort involved collecting and analyzing large amounts of
data provided by proponents for each career specialty. Detail-
ed data and information to ascertain training and education
r-quirements was requested from all proponents by DA message
(Appendix 3). Inclosures to the message furnished guidance on
specific requirements, and extracts from The Army Authorization
Documentation System (TAADS) and Army Research Institute (ARI)
duty modules to standardize collection effort. RETO analysts
determined that ARI duty module lists were imcomplete and
authorized proponents to develop new duty modules to better
describe duty positions. To establish further common ground,
PFTO defined qualification and job categories, and developed
codes for training/education types and alternatives. Speci-
fically, RETO wanted the data to provide answers to questions on
what jobs officers perform, the skills and knowledge they need
to fill those jobs, the best method to impart those skills and
what constituted qualification within a cpecialty. Additionally,
MILPERCEN was tasked to provide automatic data processing (ADP)
support to expedite keypunch, computer program, and data output
operations to deal with the mass of information.

d. Specialty Data Receipt. Appendix 4 contains instructions
to RETO analysts for in-processing proponent data -3ackages.
Inclosures 1 through 5 to Appendix 4 provide administrative
information and checklists for controlling proponeut packages;
Part I of the Analysis Plan for manual analyt.is includes tasks not
amenable to ADP, a specialty matrix for analyzing MILPERCEN data,
qualification analysis procedures, and ADP instructi..ons for
keypunch data and error correction.

e. Specialty Requirements Determination and Analysis. This
paper (Appendix 5) specifies common terminology for dealing with
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requirements data and establi ub -s the concept of " ttres .
1The concept is based on the premlsne that each duty po, ;ltion Is
unique if it po:;t;ei;es a group of duty modules thit dtlffor fret-
other duty modules; hence, the postt:ion has a "'t iqie
signature." Conversel.y, a "co.-irIon si;nature'" for a dut-y po:;Ition
is indicated when a group of duty modules representing that
position is shiared with another duty module group rtpre:;e-tln;
other duty positions. Calculations of sigmatures, rethils of
comparing them, and data processing re2quireneuts are al!'o con-
tained in Appendix 5. Inclosures 1 and 2 to the Apoondix depict
formats developed by RETO to display requirement:s data aad to
compare signatures. Inclosure 3 is a priority I t ftino oe s:-o:
specific comparisons and single signature analyses that e:;t .bti sh
the desired ADP output. Priority I co!7parions were iesi gsa ted
for tables that supported individual speci a Lty analva:s and
education/training requirements. Lower priority co;7mparison:;
were not produced; they were designated for future analysia; of
specialty groups, military education levels; and the Army as a
whole.

f. Analysis Plan, Part II. Whereas the pr-cod ing Appendix
established data output requirements and instructI n:; to II.Pi ]
computer programmiers, Appendix 6 describes each printout table to
the analyst. More importantly, Part II of the Analy!;is Plan contains
basic instructions and checklists for the RETO analy;t to develop
specialty recommendations and to determine a de;crlption of each
duty posicion in terms of duty modules, bent traJalfl:r method,;, and
requirements. Two groups of tables were productid. 'Ie first
group (tables 1 through 34) provides an overviewed and u;rm-%tion
of each specialty by grade, a detailed look at each SSI, cor-;-i-md
position requirements and dual specialty requirements in a
multitude of conceivable displays to facilitate RE'.) analyais.
The second group (tables 15-64) contains factual data about a
single duty position signature or show:; the re(ult, of c:,-iipotor
comparison between signatures. Some of the more i:rportant tables
in the signature group provided direct display of the rcciýt',ý,,UdCd
training method for each esr,e'tial duty modble In a1 i v-wn !ýa r I I Ity
patterns of skills reqtuired as grade incroei,.;s or ior co,-•",-i1; :1',l
determination of conmionality or uniqueness betwet-n ()Ii, ,pe,-ialt 0,c;.
Duty modules entered into the RETO data hi ;e InclIde hoothi AA, ; ud

proponent developed duty modules.. In ,,;10 in at as,, the ln,-k of
a job task list for now duty modules preocitiod direr t cCo:" eCo•1,a
with ARI duty modules ; however, manual co:-: mrt:son 01 1t1t V • tl,
could be and was made to supplement direc.t co--i:,t rt,;,i t ro ', ,
In balance, the data bare and computer outpot tibtpi - v-re hl-,tt.
to evaluate each O1'PM; and non-Oi'MS specialty .11d to ';-' a rt 1;)
study recommendations.
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2. Data Collection and Analysis Observations.

a. The decision to task MILPERCEN with providing ADP support
for RETO was based on the compatability of software snd computer

programming capability with RETO data. However, the RETO require-
ment represented an unprogrammed requirement on MILPERCEN that
strained their ability to respond as quickly as many analysts
would have liked. In retrospect, commercial data processing
support might have been a better choice when one considers the
rapid response required for RETO analysis.

b. ADP programming support for study effort was accommodated
primarily by ad hoc augmentation from MILPERCEN. This type
arrangement did not prove totally satisfactory because excessive
time was necessary to orient, or to update programmers on RETO
requirements and overall study group effort. A more efficient
arrangement would have been to assign a programmer to the study
group from its very inception.

c. Processed data and information received by RETO was more
than adequate for specialty analysis and for comparison of duty
modules, training methods and specialty signatures. A detailed
task analysis and training development remain as necessary
ingredients to assist in implementing the proposed RETO professional
development system. Continuing effort of this kind, under the
purview of the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC),
can be expedited by utilizing the data base and tables produced
for RETO by MILPERCEN.

4. Recommendations:

a. That TRADOC become the repository of the RETO data base
and tables, and that they be used for job task analyses and
training development.

b. That MILPERCEN utilize RETO outpdt to initiate officer
assignment by SSI and to support military occupation development.

c. That the Army Research Institute and/the training and
education proponents refine the new RETO developed duty modulk
list and associated task lists.

d. That future study groups such as RETO utilize the services
of a commercial data processing contractor rather than adding an
unprogramed work load on an Army agency.
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* UNCL ASS IFIED *

DEPARTMEN' OF THE ARMY
PENTAGON TELEOOMMUNICATIONS CENTER

CDSN SCD750 MCN 77273/13544 TOR = 772732038
PTTUZYUW RUEADWDOO77 2732032-UUUU-RUEAPPP RUEADWD.
ZNR UUUUU
P 301330Z SEP 77
FN CA WASH DC//DACS-OTRG//
TO RUEADWD/HQ DA WASH DC//DACA-ZX/DALO-RDP/DAPE-HRE!MPO//
kUEAHOF/COR MILPERCEN ALEX VA//DAPC-OPP-S//
RUCLAIA/CDR TRADCC FT MONROE VA//ATTNG-OES//
INFO RUCIBAA/USAARMS FT KNOX KY//ATSB-TD//
RUCLIOA/USAMPS TNG CENT FT MCCLELLAN AL//ATZN-TD//
RUCNAAA/USAADMINCEN FT HARRISON IN//ATSG-RM//
RULNAPGIUSAOCCS ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND MD//ATSL-TD-TA//
BT

UNCLAS
SUBJECT: REVIEW OF TRAINING AND EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS FOR OFFICERS
ATTN: DACA-ZX(LTC AGOSTINI), ATSB-TD(LTC CASEY)
1. THE CHIEF OF STAFF ARMY, RECENTLY ESTABLISHED A GROUP TO REVIEW
EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS (RETOI WITH THE BROAD MISSION OF
RECOMMENDING POLICIES AND PROGRAMS THAT WILL BETTER PREPARE ARMY
OFFICERS TO MEET REQUIREMENTS OF THE 1980'S. THIS GROUP MUST FIRST
DETERMINE OFFICER FOUCATION AND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS BASED ON ARMY
MISSIONS AND INDIVIDUAL CAREER DEVELOPMENT NEEDS. METHODLOGY FOR
DETERMINING THE QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE REQUIREMENTS OF EACH
StECIALTY HAS BEEN DEVELOPED* A PILOT TEST TO REVIEW THE FOLLOWING
FIVE SPECIALTIES WILL BE CONDUCTED 6-20 OCTOBER, WING ItTEMPO A,
FT. MCNAIR, WASH CC.

SPECIALTY DATE'OF REVIEW DA PROP ED/TNG PROP
FINANCE/COMPTROLLER SC 44/45 6 0CT(0730-1600) OCA ADMINCEN
ARMOR Sr 12 18 OCT(0730-t600) DCSPER USAARMS
LAW ENFORCEMENT SC 31 19 OCT(0730-16001 OCSPER USAMPS
MAINTENANCE/MANAGEMENT SC91 20 OCT(0730-1600) DCSLOG USAOCS
THE DA, MILPERCEN, AND EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROPONENTS FOR THE
ABOVE SPECIALTIES WILL PROVIDE REPRESENTIVES AT THE REVIEWS, PRE-
PARED TO PROVIDE DATA AND ADDRESS THE QUESTIONS BELOW. THE PILOT
TEST WILL VALIDATE METHODOLOGY AND WILL CONSIDER PROPONENT INPUT AS
TENTATIVE. THE PILOT TEST WILL BE INCLUDED IN THE REVIEW OF ALL
OPMS SPECIALTIES TO BE CONDUCTED IN NOVEMBER.
2. TH: REMAINDER OF THE MESSAGE IS IN FOUR PARTS.

A. PART I FOR DA FROPCNENTS: YOU HAVE OVERALL RESPONSIBILITY FOR
GATHERING DATA, DETERMINING REQUIREMENTSt OVERWATCH OF THE DEVELOP-

*,,*,,*,*******,,*** *,*** PAGE 01
* UNCLASSIFIEn * 301330Z SEP 77

4****************** RUEADWO/0077
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* UNCLASSIFIED *

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
PENTAGON TELECOMMUNICATIONS CENTER "

MENT OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS, IDENTIFICATION OF
CAREER PATTERNS AND ASSOCIATED SPECIALTIESt AND THE RESOLUTION OF
ISSUES.

(I) REQUEST ANSWERS TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTION BE PROVIDED RETO
DURING THE SCHEDULED MEETINGS: WHAT ARE THE BEST AVAILABEL COST
DATA FOR COMPARISON PURPOSES, I.E.,COST PER STUDENT, ETC?
FORMATS FOR REPORTING CATA ISSUED TO MILPERCEN AND TRADOC WILL BE
PROVIDED CN 30 SEP.
B. PART 11 FOR MILPERCEN: IN COORDINATION WITH DA PROPONENT, RE-
QUEST ANSWERW TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BE PROVIDED TO RETO DURING
THE SCHEDULED MEETINGS.

(1) WHAT ARE TIE CURRENT UTTLIZATION RATES IN EACH SPECIALTY FOR \
FACH GRADE?

(2) WHAT WERE THE SELFCTION RATES FOR EACH SPECIALTY FOR THE LAST
TWO CPTMAJLTC,CCL#AUS PROMOTION BOARDS? LTO/COL COMMAND SELECTION
BOAR DS?

(3) WHAT ARE THE CURRENT OFFICER ASSETS BY SSI1 BY GRADE, WHO
HAVE THE SECIALTY AS THEIR PRIMARY SPECIALTY? WHAT ARE THE CURRENT
OFFICER ASSETS BY SSI BY GRADE, WHO HAVE THE SPECIALTY AS THEIR
ALTERNATE?

(4) FOR THE CURRENT OFFICER ASSETS WHO HAVE THE SPECIALTY DESIG-
NATED AS THEIR PRIMARY, WHAT ARE THEIR ALTERNATE SPEC1ILTIES LISTED
BY SECIALTY CODE/TITLE, NUMBER DESIGNATED, AND PERCENTAGE DESIGNAT-
ED?

(5) FOR THE CURRENT OFFICER ASSETS WHO HAVE THE SPECIALTY DE-SIG-
NATED AS THEIR ALTERNATE, WHAT ARE THEIR PRIMARY SPECIALTIES LISTED
BY SPECIALTY CODE/TITLE, NUMBER DESIGNATED, AND PERCENTAGE DESIG-
NATED?
A FORMAT FOR LISTING REQUIREMENTS FnR FY 78 AND FY 90 AND DUTY
POSITIONS WILL BE HANDCARRIED TO MILPERCEN SPECIALTY MONITOR 30 SEP.
C. ,ART III FOR TRADCC PROPONENT: IN COORDINATION WITH DA PROPONENT
AND MILPERCEN REQUESt ANSWERS TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTION BE PROVIDED
RETO DURING THE SCHEDULED MEETINGS.

(1) WHICH SKILLS/JOB KNOWLEDGE AT WHICH GRADE LEVEL WITHIN THE "
SPECIALTY ARE HIGHLY PERISHABLE? WHAT-IS REQUIRED TO COMPENSATE FOR
THE LOSS OF KNOWLEOGE? EX,ERIENCE, ADD)FT4-"1NAL ASSIGNMENTS, REFRESH.-
ER TRAINING, OR OTHER?

(2) WHAT COURSES OF INSTRUCTION{RESIDENT AND NON-RESIDENT) ARE
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT THE SPECIALTY AT EACH OFFICER GRADE-
LEVEL (EXCLUDING CGSC/SSC LEVEL INSTRUCTION)? PROVIDE AS A MINIMUM
THE FOLLOWING DATA/INFORMATION:

******,*************,*** ,PAGE 02
* UNCLASSIFIED * 301330Z SEP 77

*.*************.*** RUEADWD/oo77
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* UNCLASSIFIED *

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
PENTAGON TELECOMMUNICATIONS CENTER

(A) COURSE TITLE
(8) PREREQUISITES FOR ATTENDANCE
(C) STUDENT SELECTION PROCEDURES (HDWWHOtWHEN)
(0) COURSE LENGtH iPFACETIME/MCB.ILIZATIONJ

(E) FREQUENCY (NUMBER OF COURSES NORMALLY GIVEN PER YEAR)
IF) CLASS SIZE (NORMAL. AND MAXIMUM CAPABILITY)
IG) ENROLLMEN1 DATA FOR FY"S 74,75976,77,78,79 OUTYEARS IF AVA-

ILABLE, TO' INCLUDE IjPU1/ATTRITION/OUTPUT.
(HI SKILLS IMPARTEED-QUALIFICATIONS/SPECIALTIES/MOSIS AWARDEn
(I) MAJOR PROGRAMMEC CHANGES
M1) ONE COPY OF CURRENT COI

A FORMAT AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR SUBMITTING DATA ON DUTY POSITIONS BY
GRADE WILL BE PROVIDED VIA TELECOPIER ON 30 SEP.
Do PART IV FOR ALL

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS PERTAIN TC ALL ADCRESSEES. -PROPONENT REP-
RESENTATIVES SHOULD BE PREPARED TO DISCUSS THESE ISSUES WITH SUP-
gORTING RATIONALE WITH MEMBERS OF RETO AT SCHEDULED REVIEWS.

(1) WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE MANAGEMENT OF EACH
SPECIALTY FROM THE OA, MILPERCEN, AND TRADOC PROPCNENTS STANDPOINT

SUCH AS ASSIGNMENT DIFFICULTIES, GRAVE OVERSTRENGTH/UNDERSTRENGTHT
LIMITED REQUIREMENTS AT THE FIELD GRADE LEVELSETC?

(2) . WHAT ARE ThE PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH CODING THE SPECIALTY
DUTY POSITION REQUIR'EMENTS?

131 WHAT OTHER SPECIALTIES COMPLEMENT THIS SPECIALTY? HOW AND
WHO? WHAT SPECILATIES ARE COMPLEMENTED BY THIS SPECIALTY? HOW AND
WHY?

(4) IS THIS SPECIALTY CLOSELY RELATED TO OTHER SPECIALTIES? IF
YES, WHICH StECIALTIES? SHOULD THE SPECIALTY BE ELIMAINATED OR
COMBINED WITH OTHERS?

(5) ARE THERE PARTICULAR PROBLEMS WITH THE SPECIALTY WITH RESPECT
TO SSI/ASI UTILIZATION, IDENTIFICATION, TRAINING, ETC?

£6) IS THERE A NEED FOR JOINT/UNTIFIED/COMBINED LEVEL TRAINING IN
THE SPECIALTY/ AT WHAT GRADL LEVEL AND WHAT SKILLS ARE NEEDED?
3. REQUEST NAMES OF POC BE PROVIDEg TO RETO ACTION OFFICER: LTC
WILLIAM K.1GOOD, JR., AV 223-0043/0044, ON RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE..BT

ACTION AD0RESSEES
003 DACA
006 DALO
003 DAPE

INFORMATION ADDRESSEES

******************** PAGE 03
SUNCLASSIFIED * 301330Z SEP 77
•,****** ******•e****,.*** RUEADWD/007?
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FORM A OPKS RMQ•JIRUMaKNTS DATA

Inst. 4iions

1. Specialty titles Designate title of specialty._

2. Specialty code; Designate the specialty code.

3. S6Is Designate the Specialty Skill Identifiers (SSI) by title and code.

4*. PaSACS Requirements FY 78s Froa PaRSACS determine the total personnel

requirements by grade, by SSI for FY 78.

5. PF.RSACS Requirements FY 901 From PgRSACS project thl, total personnel

requirements by grade~by SSI for FY 90.

6. Assumptionst Designate the assumptions used to compute projected

requirements for FY 90.

7. Specialty qualificationss Designate what constitutes qualification

in the specialty by SSI at each grade level. How and when does the

officer achieve qualification at each level? Is cosiand at aU levels

essential for qualification?

tIclosure 2
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FORM B TRAINING/EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

1
SPECIALTY: 2DUTY POSITION: 3GRADE:

TITLE:

CODE: 4TOTAL REQ FY78: 5DUTY PSN #

SSI: SSI: SSI: SSI: SSI:

TOE TDA TOE TDA TOE TDA TOE TDA TOE TDA
6

Number of positions-

FY 78

7% expected to serve

in duty position
8

RFC•H•ED TR TN iTC VqHOb

Duty Modules

9 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

Inclosure 3
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FORM B TRAINING/EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

Instructions

Form B will be utilized to identify the essential duty positions required

for qualification in the specialty. Complete the form for each duty position

identified. Analyze the identified essential duty position and determine

the duty modules required to perform in the position, indicating the

recommended training method for imparting the skills required to perform

each duty module.

1. Specialty: Designate the specialty by title and code.

2. Duty position:

a. Designate a duty position from PERSACS that is essential to achieve

qualification in this specialty at this grade. To be an essential duty

position the training and experience gained in the position must contribute

directly to qualification at this grade, i.e., such training and experience

is essential to achieving specialty o'qlification.

b. Some duty positions require clarification. Example: PERSACS duty

position may be entitled CHIEF, but with the paragraph title added the

duty position is clarified, such as CHIEF, SUPPORT ACTIVITY.

c. Duty position titles can be clustered on one Form B if all positions

contribute equally to qualification at this grade, the duty modules required

to perform the duty are the same, and the recommended training method to

impart the skills are the same. Example: Platoon Leader, Armored Cavalry

Platoon and Platoon Leader, Tank Platoon can be clustered into one duty

position Platoon Leader. A duty module is a cluster of related job tasks

that tend to go together organizationally and occupationally in meaningful

ways.

Inclosure 4
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d. On a separate Form B list all other duty positions at this grade

that are not considered essential to qualification, and indicate the

number of required positions for FY 78 in the appropriate column(s).

Enter in section two the words "Other Duty Positions."

3. Grade: Designate grade authorized in duty position.

4. Total requirements FY 78: Total required duty positions in FY 78 from

PERSACS.- This must be a total of all requirements for the positions

clustered on this sheet. This figure must equal the total of the entries

in Item 6.

5. Duty position number: Number sequentially the essential duty positions

from Lieutenant to Colonel.

6. Number of positions - FY 78: From PERSACS identify the total dutyS/

position requirements for this grade by SSI, and by TOE or TDA position.

7. Percent expected to serve in duty position: What percentage of the

officers in this grade can be expected to serve in this duty position?

How was this percentage computed?

8. Recommended Training Methods: For each duty position list in the left

column those duty modules (Incl 3) required to perform in the duty position.

In the applicable SSI column(s) indicate the recommended training method to

impart those skills required (Incl 4). Example:

Duty Module SSI: A
TOE TDA .

A-8 IM IM

M-1 1C 1C "

When civilian education is indicated as the recommended training method,

footnote and indicate in section 9 what discipline is required and how

K-I-IV-2
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much training is required, e.g., Graduate degree, 6 credit hours, etc.

NOTE: The duty module list at inclosure 3 is not intended to be all /

inclusi-ve. If additional duty modules are developed they must be titled,

coded, and added to the duty module list (Incl 3).

9. Special requirements: In this sectiLn provide whatever additional

requirements/information necessary to fully identify the training,

education requirements of this specialty duty position at this grade.

This section may include:

a. Advanced degree requirxmentq that apply :o all SSI's.

b. Special duty position coding requirements. If some or all of the

requirements indicated in part 6 require a specific alternate specialty,

footnoote and indicate here the alternate specialty and the number required,

e.g., "50 positions require alternate specialty 45.??

c. Civilian education requirements.

d. The specific number of positions requiring the recommended

education, if different than the total shown in item 6.

e. Other information as required.

K-1-IV-3



List of Army Officer Duty Modules
(by Area)

A. COMMAND MANAGEMENT, GENERAL MANAGEMENT, AND ADMINISTRATION

A-2 Performs general administration
A-3 Exercises military command authority
A-5 Supervises a staff section, detachment, or office
A-6 Performs headquarterz4 m~anagement staff functions
A-7 Performs special staff administrative and adjutant type functions
A-8 Directs, coordinates, and supervises a staff
A-9 Performs executive staff secretariat functions
A-10 Counsels and evaluates subordinates as troop leader and takes action

on personal problems
A-li Supervises troop appearance and care and maintenance of materiel and

facilities in unit
A-12 Performs overall programming evaluation and review staff work
A-13 Performs management analysis staff functions

B. PERSONNEL

B-i Performs manpower management staff functions
B-2 Performs personnel management staff functions
B-3 Performs staff functions pertaining to personnel services
B-4 Performs officer personnel management functions at departmental level
B-5 Directs or coordinates postal services for an installation or command

C. INTELLIGENCE

C-i Performs combat intelligence staff functions
C-2 Performs counterintelligence and security staff functions in a general

staff or coordinating staff
C-3 Performs foreign area strategic intelligence staff functions
C-5 Performs aerial surveillance staff functio~ns in a general staff or

other coordinating staff
C-6 Performs intelligence staff functions concerning ground reconnaissance

and surveillance
C-7 Directs and conducts operations of counterintelligence unit
C-8 Conducts military intelligence collection operations in the field

Inciosure 5
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D. OPERATIONS AND PLANS (STAFF)

D-1 Performs operations staff functions in a General Staff or other coordinltjiK
staff

D-2 Performs operations planning staff functions in a General Staff or othr
coordinating staff /

D-3 Performs air support staff functions in a Ge'Ieral Staff or coordinating sraf
D-4 Coordinates fire support for unit tactical operationsD-6 Directs school troop unit operations at a servi e school center

E. ORGANIZATION, TRAINING

E-1 Trains troops and/or civilian employees in units and activities
E-2 Performs training staff functions
E-3 Performs force development functions in general staff or other coordinating

staff

F. LOGISTICS (STAFF, CONSUMER UNITS, AND COMPOSITE COMBAT SUPPORT COMNAND)

F-i Performs supply operations at consumer unit level
F-2 Performs supply staff functions
F-3 Performs equipment maintenance and readiness staff functions in a general

staff or other coordtnating staff
F-4 Performs transportation staff functions in a general staff or other

coordinating staff
F-5 Performs logi.stical services staff functions in a general staff or other

coordinating staff
F-6 Performs staff futictions pertainin6 to motor vehicle maintenance and

operations
F-7 Performs general logistics staff functions
F-8 Performs staff functions concerning procurement of materiel
F-iO Reviews, processes, and coordinates milit3ry construction budgetary

planning and programming at Major command or departmental level
F-il Plans, staffs, and coordirates military base and facility engineering

requirements
F-12 Directs and controls operations of a combat support command or comparable

composite combat service support organization

C, COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS

G-i Serves as Battalion or Brigade Communications Officer
G-2 Performs communications-electronics (CE) staff functions
G-3 Directs and controls operations of mobile communications support unit
G-5 Establishes and controls mobile area signal center
G-6 Manages commnunications-electronics facilities and services at major comnand

post or operations center
G-7 Directs ar.d Lontrol fixed telecommunications center
G-8 Establishes and controls communications-electronic services for military

posts and comparable fixed installations

K-l-V-2
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H. CIVIL-MlLITARY AFFAIRS

H-I Performs civil-military staff functions
H-2 Plans and controls civil affairs operetions
H-3 Plans and coordinates psychological warfare operations
H-4 Performs attache type intelligence functions

I. COMPTROLLERSHIP AND PROGRAM/PROJECT/PRODUCT MANAGEMENT

1-1 Performs program and budget staff functions
1-3 Conducts cost studies and analyses of financial management
1-6 Develops and deiigns budgetary methods and procedures for financial

management systems

J. A104Y AVIATION

J-1 Performs Army aviation staff functions
J-2 Pilots rotary wing aircraft
J-3 Pilots fixed wing aircraft
J-4 Directs and controls Army aircraft maintenance
J-5 Performs Army aviation safety duties

K. RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION

)(-I Performs staff functions pertaining to research, development, tests,
and evaluation of new equipment and materiel

K-2 Conducts service or operational test and evaluation of new equipment and
materiel

K-3 Coordinates test and evaluation of new equipment and materiel
K-6 Coordinates or conducts research, development, and engineering for

developmental materiel or system
K-7 Performs or assists in overall life-cycle management of special materiel

project or product

L. OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

L-1 Performs operations research analysis

M. ADP MkNAGEMENT AND PROGRAMMING

M-I Performs ADP staff functions

N. EDUCATION, INSTRUCTION

N-i Prepares and conducts formal instruction in a school
N-2 Conducts ROTC activities at civilian education institution
N-3 Prepares doctrinal or formal instructional publications

K4
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0. INFORMATION ACTIVITIES

0-i Performs public information staff functions
02 Assembles and prepares materials for comsand information or troop

information activities
0-4 Manages television or radio station of the Armed Forces Radio and Television

Service

P. AUDIO-VISUAL ACTIVITIES

P-1 Manages various audio-visual services for a major installation or activity
P-2 Produces taped television or motion picture films for instructional or

information purposes

U. TACTICAL DIRECTION OF COMBAT UNITS

U-1 Directs and controls employment of Infantry and Armor maneuver unit
U-2 Directs and controls mortars
U-3 Directs and controls tactical employmentof reconnaissance and scout unit
U-4 Directs and controls heat seeking type air defense' weapons (Redeye)
U-5 Directs and controls antitank elements
U-6 Participates individually and directly in ground combat

V. MISCELLANEOUS

W-1 Provides personal assistance to general officer
W-2 Directs and leads honor guard unit and performs staff functions pertaining

to ceremonies
W-4 Performs unit liaison activities /
W-5 Performs Inspeitor General staff functions
W-6 Performs military history staff functions
V-7 Provides advice and assistance for Army reserve components
W-9 Represents US forces in miliitry standardization activities with other

countries

X. INDIVIDUAL FUNCTIONS AND SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS

X-2 Participates in airborne operations as a parachutist (MOS SQ1 prefix 7)
X-3 Performs specializeO nuclear weapons effects analysis (MOS SQI prefix 5)

AA. AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY

AA-1 Directs and controls employment of light air defense artillery weapons
AA-2 Directs and controls HAWK type air defense launchers and missiles

RB. FUILD ARTILLERY

BB-1 Directs and controls employment of field artillery cannon firing battery
BB-4 Performs field artillery reconnaissance and survey
BB-5 Performs field artillery target acquisition

K-I-V.4
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CC. MILITAFY POLICE, LAW ENFORCEMENT, CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS

CC-1 Serves as Provost Marshal
CC-2 Controls and participates in military police operations
CC-4 Directs and operates a military confinement facility
CC-5 Directs, controls, and participates in operation of criminal investigation

unit
CC-6 Directs and operates criminal information center or system

EE. ENGINEERING

EE-1 Directs and cohtrols combat engineer unit
EE-2 Directs and controls portable bridging
EE-3 Directs and controls mobile water supply point unit operations
EE-4 Directs and employs atomic demolitions (ADM)
EE-5 Serves as engineer staff officer V

EE-7 Directs and controls engineer construction or heavy equipment unit
EE-8 Designs, plans, and monitors construction projects for military engineer

units
EE-9 Directs and controls facilities engineering services for an irstallation
EE-I0 Prepares terrain study material
EE-11 Conducts engineering surveys
EE-12 Manages field production or revision of topographic andphotographic

military maps
EE-13 Performs on-site supervision of engineer contract construction projects,

and related contract administration
EE-14 Coordinates military construction activities in an engineer district
EE-15 Provides resident engineer district representation and services at a

military installation
EE-16 Conducts engineer oriented strategic studies an,' analyses
EE-17 Plans, constructs, and maintains military pipeline system

FF. LOGISTICAL SERVICE OPERATICNS (SPECIALIZED)

FF-1 Manages installation commissary
FF-3 Manages officers' open mess
FF-4 Performs food service and advisor staff functions
FF-5 Directs and controls operation of mobile field laundry and bath units
FF-6 Directs and controls support service unit or activity
FF-7 Performs purchasing and contracting functions under the Armed Services

Procurement Regulations
FF-8 Directs and controls field mortuary and cemetery activities
FF-9 Manages materiel supply control for one or more commodities within an

organization or activity
FF-10 Performs staff .,nd operating functions concerning property disposal
FF-ii Performs contract administration functions under the Armed Services

Procurement Regulations
FF-12 Coordinates materiel production and procurement activities for a major

project or program
FF-13 Oversees contractor-operated munitions plant
FF-14 Directs a unit engaged in explosive ordnance disposal operations
FF-15 Performs explosive ordnance disposal staff functions
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FF-16 Directs and controls chemical combat support

FF-17 Performs chemical staff functions in a combat or combined arms organizatiL../

GG. TRANSPORTATION (OPERATIONS AND SPECI.ALIZED FUNCTIONS

GG-i Coordinates military passenger traffic and movement operations
GG-2 Performs staff management and coordination of military cargo shipments

to and from overseas
GG-3 Coordinates cargo handling operations at military ocean terminal
GG-4 Directs or coordinates operations of deployable water terminal operating

unit
GG-5 Directs and controls operations of amphibious truck unit
GG-6 Directs and controls operations of transportation truck unit
GG-7 Performs highway traffic engineering staff functions

HH. SUPPLY AND MAINTENANCE SUPPORT OPERATIONS

HR-1 Directs parachute maintenance and aerial delivery equipment support
HH-2 Directs and controls petroleum supply unit
HH-3 Directs and controls supply unit or activity
HH-6 Supervises division heavy drop support
Hi-8 Directs and controls repair of non-missile equipment
1H1-9 Supervises storage and warehouse operations
H1-10 Directs and controls support maintenance for artillery missile systems

HH-li Directs and controls machine shop and retal-working
HH-12 Directs and controls special ammunition combat service support operations
KH-13 Exercises staff supervision and technical 'ontrol over maintenance support

operations
HH-14 Performs technical parts supply staff function
HH-15 Manages parts supply activities or units
HH-17 Directs and controls conventional ammunition supply and storage operations
1HH-20 Coordinates large-scale bulk POL mevement and storage operations

II. FINANCE "

11-1 Performs finance and accounting functions
11-2 Performs financial services staff functions for a deployable cosmmand

KK. CRYPTOLOGY, SPECIALIZED SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY OPERATIONS,
AND ELECTRONIC WARFARE

KK-1 Lirects and conducts ground signal surveillance, intercept, intelligence, K
and related electronic warfare operations

KK-2 Directs and conducts airborne sIgnalintelligence operations
KK-3 Directs, conducts, and/or performs specialized cryptologic functions
KK-4 Performs functions concerning Electronic Warfare (EW) in a general staff

K-1-V-6
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TRAINING/EDUCATION iQUIRz•ffýNTS

Indicators

TYFE TRAINING

1. Initial Task Trainings First int+roduced to subject matter of the

duty module.

2. SustafUmentt haintain proficiency at same or higher level.

3. Additionali Training, education, experience required to meet

r:n requirements.

TRAINING/ýDJCATION ALTInPNATIVES

P. Precommission Training.

M. Military Resident Training.

C. Civilian Education.

S. Self Study.

0. OJT. Supervised.

E. OJN (On the job experience)

,X. Extension Trainings Nonresident, TEC.

U. Unit/installation schools. Formal training.

T. Traliing with industry.

Inclosure 6

K-1-VI-1
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RPAD)SHtEET:
CAREER PROFILE SUMMARY SPECIALTY TITLE:

LIEUTENANT CAPTAIN MAJOR

P M CIS 1C O E X U IT P M C S 0 E X U T P M C S O E X U. T

Inclosure 7 K-141-I-I TRAINING/EXPERIENCE ALTERNATIVES INITIAL (RED SUSTAX



SPECIALTY CODE:

EUTENANT COLONEL COLONEL

S0 E X1 U T PI IF ! X U IT .,

- - -6h

BLUE" ADDITIONAL (GREEN)

-. 1



CAR"R P.OFIi -UNRY f
Instructions

1 From the data compiled on Form J3, Training/iducation Requirements,

prepare a summary spreadsheet of the specialty career profile in the

formt provided,

2. Lint in the top section of the spreadsheet those duty positions by

grade found to be essential for specialty qualification and ca_"eer

developaent,

3*. inter in the lower section of the spreadsheet the duty module codes

(A-2t C-3, etc) identified during the analysis of the duty positions

(Farm B) under the appropriate "Training/kxperience Alternatives" for

each grade. Color code the duty module code entry to indicate the

appropriate "type training" as follows,

Initial Task Trainings Red

Suetainmento Blue

Additionals Green

Inclos,,re 8
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REVIEW OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

APPENDIX 2

LESSONS LEARNED
SPECIALTY REQUIREMENTS PILOT STUDY

TO ANNEX K

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

K-2-1



LESSONS LEARNED

SPECIALTY REQUIREMENTS PILOT STUDY

The following is a compilation of lessons learned from a review of Armor
(SC 12), Law Enforcement (SC 31), Finance (SC 44), Comptroller (SC 45),
and Maintenance Management (SC 91) specialties during the period 6-20 October,
1977.

A. Lessons Learned Applicable to Specialties in General.

1. Management by SSI:

a. Under OPMS, officer assets are not currently managed by SSI,
even in an overall, large-scale way.

b. Current total officer assets are not readily available by SSI.

c. MILPERCEN assignments personnel do, however, screen individual
records to determine if an officer is qualified to fill a position requiring
a particular SSI. Training is provided where needed, when possible, enroute
to the assignment if the officer does not have the background in the par-
ticular SSI.

d. MILPERCEN does not want to manage assets by SSI other than on
an individual basis (1c), but rather desires officers to be prepared to
fill any position within the specialty.

e. The point still remains that if total assets can't be determined
by SSI, h~w can requirements by SSI be met without the possibility of
training too many or too few?

2. RETO/Proponents Meeting.

a. An early meeting between the RETO action officer and the specialty
proponents (DA, training, MILPERCEN) is extremely important to fully explain
the RETO requirements.

b. Since in many instances the DA proponent and the MILPERCEN monitor
have several specialties, coordination of the meeting time and place may be
difficult.

3. Position Coding/Identification Problems.

a. The pilot 3tudy confirmed the previously briefed coding difficulties.

b. The review also confirmed the lack of any uniformity in position
title identification procedures. This may point to a requirement for establish-
in6 a listing of authorized position titles.

K-2-2 \
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c. In reviewing the TAADS position documents, some positions
were found to be coded for LT requirements even though the specialty is an
advanced entry specialty and therefore no LT slots would normally be required.

d. However, because of grade reductions from manpower surveys, budget
restrictions, personnel shortages, staffing criteria, etc., some positions
have been downgraded to LT in some advanced entry specialties, i.e., the
"Required" column calls for a CPT, but the "Authorized" column is for a LT.

tlake. It was found that certain positions lacked coding uniformity due 1

tlakof guidance or understanding of the system. An example is the problem
of coding Bn Si or S4 positions. If coded 41/91 or 92 primary and combat arms
alternAte, then the Bn Cmdc may receive a non-combat-arms staff officer to
fill the position. This then reduces his flexibility in assigning the
off icer to other combat jobs in the Bn or in assigning company officers to
the battalion staff. This issue is on-going and is still unresolved.

f. The data gathered by the RETO effort may be of assistance in
future revisions to AR 611-101, which commanders use to write up their
requirements.

4. Quality of Officer Skills Requirements Lata.

a. The pilot study proponents generally had fairly good data for
company grade officers.

b. However, the data for field grade officers may be "softer"
since the schools do not provide training to these grades for the most part.

5. Specialty Structure Changes.

a. In some specialties there are extensive SSI structural changes
underway. The data we want must be based on the specialty as it is now.

b. The proponents are, however, asked to indicate all changes
that are planned, approved, or in various stages of implementation.

c. The RETO action officer will have to determine the impact of
these changes on the requirements data collection efforts as they are approved.

6. FY 90 "Number" Requirements Data.

a. This data is not presently available.

b. The reliability of any projected PERSACS data must be appraised

and anal3,zed further when the 55! study Is completed.
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c. This data will be requested from DCSPER/DCSOPS.

7. Assessment of Magnitude of RETO Requirements Data Collection Effort.

a. The pilot study proponents felt that considerable effort will
be required to provide the requested data.

b. This effort, vF cour•se, is unprograimmed and not in the TRAPOC/
school contract.

c. The SC 44/45 data collection effort (uncoordinated) took
approximately 290 man hours.,

d. The SC 31 proponent estimated approximately 12 man months to
complete the requirement if starting from the beginning.

e. All propanents fel' chat the data could be provided, but had
reservations on the quality if it is required in too short a period of time.

f. Soibe of the same personnel wil! be involved in the BC Brown study
effort as will be tasked to meet the RETO requirement.

8. Difference in PERSACS Data.

a. Different runs of PERSACS result in differences in requirements
due to continuous updating (moving train).

b. There is some question as to whether or not the TAADS documents
consider reimbursable positions.

c. There are differences between PERSACS and TAADS data due to the
THS account, factoring, etc.

d. Because of the above it may not be possible to reconcile
differences in total figures.

e. RETO must become thoroughly familiar with limitations and any
assumptions made in the PERSACS program. Perhaps a briefing on PERSACS
for RETO would be appropriate.

9. "Qualification" Issue.

a. There are many differEat ideas and approaches to just what
officer quilification is and how it is best achieved. However, assignment
personnel and others throughout the Army are already using informal
definitions or guidelines as to what qualification Is or what an officer
should do to become better qualified in a specialty.
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b. The RETO effort must properly focus the diffused definitional
difficulties. More standardized qualification guidelines will enhance
career planning and counselling, better prepare the individual to do his
job, and maximize his preparation for higher level jobs.

c. The pilot study group has developed an explanation of specialty
qualification for use in determining the officer training and education
requirements. This explanation is included in the data requirements package.

10. "Essential Duty Position" Concept.

a. The concept of requiring the ploponents to determine and
analyze the essential duty positions which were important for specialty
qualification met with considerable misunderstanding. There was a general
reluctance to identify a group of positions as essential for qual 4 fication
at each grade.

b. Because of this, the pilot study team (with help from LTC Rick
Garrity) Mas d&veloped job categories which will be used in the re,.nirements
determination. Four categories of jobs were established:

(1) Core jobs - heart or "guts" of the specialty jobs.

(2) Related jobs - draw on s- -<cialty skills.

(3) Special staff jobs - generally not directly related to specialty.

(4) Army-wide support jobs - fair share of the cab for running the
Army.

c. These categories are define!d in the data requirements package.

11. Restrictions on late accession ase'gnments.

a. Apparently there are informil restrictions now placed on
assigning late accessions into certain specialty positions.

b. The policy on these restrictions should be made explicit.

12. Time for designating alternate specialties.

a. The policy of designating alternate specialties at the 8 year
point was originally established because that was t,.. point at which an
officer became eligible for CGSC. CGSC eligibility in presently around
the 10th year.

K-2-5
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b. Should the alternate specialty designation policy now be revised
*1nc% tke .drving reason for the 8th year point no longer applies?

13. Duty position analysis problems.

a. The proponent f or SC 91 surfaced the problem that they do not/
possess the expertise to completely analyze all the SC 91 positions since
any are signal, aviation, etc., maintenance positions. This may apply to

other specialty proponents as well and will complicate their analysis effort.

b. The training proponents may have to coordinate with other ,
agencies to receive assistance to complete the analysis in the short period
available.

c. It my be worthwhile to circulate our bC list among all the
proponents.

14. Late accession training requirements.

a. There are different training/education requirements in many
instances for officers entering a specialty later than others. This late
accession may be either through alternate specialty designation or changing
primary specialttes. Furthermore, the problem is especially acute for
officers enterit.& the specialty from a totally unrelated field.

b. The proponents are being asked to indicate the different
training requirements/alternatives for these officers.

c. It is apparent that the training proponents need some form
of diagnostic means of determining the specific training needs for these i-,
groups of officers. !4.

15. Inadequate staffing at DA and HILPEWEK in some areas.

a. One man in DCSLOG is presently the proponent for 17 logistics
specialties.

b. One man in MILPERCEN presently monitors 10 specialtieo.

c. Many of the DA and MILPEI•EN a:tion officers are not members
of the specialty they monitor.

d. Training functions are presently centralized on the DA staff.
PCSPER is proponent for all individual training but, for example, has no
logistics personnel in the shop. DCSOPS is proponent for all unit training.
DCSLOC has nn logistics training responsibility beyond providing technical
advice and assistance with no training tasking authority. \

I
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ea. The above may hinder the RETO effort and has been brought
to the attention of the OMPN Steering Corittee, among others.

16. "Short Fuse" tasking problems.

a. The DA staff has difficulty in tasking outside agencies on
a short notice due to lengthy coordination requirements.

b. RETO may have to do some of the tasking for the DA proponents
to expedite the effort during the data collection phase.

c. If required, the DA proponent could draft messages in conjunction
with the RETO POC for RETO approval and dispatch under RETO authority.

B. Procedural Changes/Issues Identified.

1. Clarification of terms and definitions was necessary during the
pilot study. The following terms have been defined/discussed in the data
collection packet instructions.

a. Qualification - technical competence/professional growth, etc.

b. Job categories - replaced essential duty positions.

c. Duty module concepts - additions, deletions.

d. Complementary/related specialties - good pairs/many of same' skills.

a. Training types and alternatives - initial/SOJT, etc.

f. PERSACS/TAADS positions data are the "authorized" positions.

"g. "As of date" on the duty position computer printout is
28 Oct 77. All other data should be compiled "as of" that same date.

h. Like duty positions are to be "clustered" on Form B.

i. On Form B, duty modules found to be "common" tr; each grade
are to be listed on the first Form B for each grade. . JA .

J. A separate Form B is u""A to list appropriate duty modules ii
required for late accessions -I the appropriate orade (03 and/or 04).

k. On F4:a C, the duty positions providing comparable levels of
experienc*n =4y be clustered to provide a better career pattern p. -7ile.

1. To assist in the analysis of the requirements data, an ADP
Form B has been developed.

K-2-7 ,
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2. The following actions were taken/incorporated into the data collection " '

procedures to assist the propbnents in theif effort.

a. The PERSACS/TAADS position printout was redesigned to list
positions by grade by SSI, with TOE and TDA positions on separate printouts.
These were provided with the data requirements packet to all proponents.

b. The data packet includes (fcr the school proponents only) a
portion of the ARI duty module study report. The "Catalogue of Army Officer
Duty Modules", "Task List", and "Task Index" volumes are provided, along
with an extract explaining the duty module concept and an explanation of
how to construct new duty modules. The other proponents received a list
of the zurrent duty modules and the explanatory material.

c. RETO is interested in determining the best way of imparting the
required skills and knowledge.

(1) In analyzing the positions, the proponents are axsked to determine
the best means of inparting the skills and knowledge, which my not necessarily
be the way it is being done now.

(2) Because of this, the pilot study indicated that several alternatives
(such as self study, SOJT, and unit schools) would not be selected frequently.
However, these alternatives may be selected more frequently when the TRADOC
task analysis is conducted.

(3) This approach remains valid, since RETO is interested in the
best means of training officers in order to make comparisons with the present
system and alternative systems.

d. Informatlon copies of the final tasking message were provided to
tim, TRADOC integrating centers to allow for their input as appropriate.

e. During the pilot study, developing a list of "coiunon officering"
duty modules was discussed. However, it w&s determined that this would best
be-an output of the analysis of all the specialties.

f. A request for cost data was not included in the data requirements.
The pilot study group felt that a more detaileJ analysis of what RETO needs
should be made prior to any formal tasking. rRADOC can provide cost data /

through FY76, and FY77 data is programed to be available in Dec 77.

g. The pilot study also determined that specific selection board
results by specialty were not readily availablr, and since OPMS had not been
fully implemented for the officers considered by these boards, the data
would not provide any useful information. Therefore DCSPER/MILPERCEN are
tasked to provide any written policies and instructions given to recent
officer selection boards for RETG's use.

K-2-8
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h. FMLPERCEN is also taskeJ to provide the numbers of "command"
positions available within each specialty by grade for RETO analysis.

C. Methodology/General Approach Lessons Leaened.

1. With the changes and clarifications mentioned above and incorporated
into the tasking documents, the pilot study generally confirmed the validity
of the methodology and overall approach for determining the RETO requirements.

2. At the pilot reviews, with the exception of the SC 31 proponents,
there was some initial resistance by the proponents. However, once the
requirements were fully explained, the proponents responded more favorably
and were more cooperative. This supportg the need to fully acquaint the
proponentx with the RETO effort to impress them with how important this
effort is to them as well as us, and to provide a detailed discussion of
the data requirements.

3. The RETO. requirements can be of great benefit to the proponents.
The mechanics of going through the analysis will force them to look at some
difficult questions and problems and will result in closer coordination
among the various proponents for each specialty.

4. The addition of the ADP procedures should greatly assist the RETO
effort in analyzing the collected requirements data. (There is hope
for Christmas yet!) However, automating this function will, itself, require
a great deal of effort.

5. Much of the success of the requirements determination effort will
rest on the RETO action officer.

a. The RETO action officers must thoroughly understand the require-
ments, definitions, procedures, etc., to ensure that they are able to field
questions and extract as much information as possible from the proponents'
efforts.

b. RETO will have to monitor closely how the proponerts complete
the data requirements forms. During the pilot effort, understandably,
many details were not completed by the proponents. Inaccurate or incomplete
information will cause delays in data analysis if not provided accurately
by I Dec.

c. The RETO action officer will have to gather data during his
visits not only on the major formal proponent schooling, but on the smaller
courses, shadow schools, unit/MACOH schools, etc., that provide training 5,
in the specialty as well.

d. The RETO action officer should provide to their POC's a copy of
all specialty proponent POC's in case questions arise between specialties.
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6. Time revaining to complete the RETO requirements data collection
effort.

a. The short time frame available to the proponents when compared
with their resource constraints may impact on the quality of the data.

b. However, the pilot study confirmed that meaningful data can be
obtained. Some input will be better than others. The RETO action officer
will have to monitor this closely and request additional data to fill any
gaps or correct obvious errors.

c. During their follow-on complete job/task analysis, TRADOC may
want to allow the proponents to clean-up and revise their duty module
analysis without the tire constraints under whlcn RETO must work.

7. There are still several questions surfaced by the pilot study
effort that RETO must address.

a. If some of the proponents just cannot meet the I Dec suspense,
what is the absolute latest date the RETO can still meaningfully use the Jate?

b. There are certain reserve component unique positions that will
not be analyzed through the requirements data determiration effort. How can
RETO obtain this data, if needed, and how does the present training syste-
prepare the active duty officer to serve in these positions in wartime?

c. How will RETO actually make use of the data gathered? The
specific analysis procedures and report formats must be devised and taught
to the RETCn members.

8. In the administrative support area, the pilot study group strongly
recommends that RETO acquire a late generation word processing capability
for more efficient/expeditious t)ping/editing. The administration section
support to the pilot study has been outstanding espaciadly when considering
the lack of the top quality equipment.

K-2/1
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30 October 1977

l'i 1•',:".F•NTS PETF!,2,IINATION MILESTONE" s

21 Sep: Ist draft pilot study tasking docum.ent completed.

23 Sep- RETO study chainrmn briefed on initial pilot plan.

29 Sep: Final pilot plan tasking documenz approved.

30 Sep: Proponents tasl:ed for pilot study requirement. data.

6 ect: Specialty 44/45 review meeting held.

11-14 Oct: Action Plarning Conference held.

18 Oct: Specialty 12 review meeting held.

19 Oct: Specialty 31 review meeting - data received.

20 Oct: Specialty 91 review meeting held.

21 Oct: Specialty 44/45 pilot study dat-i received.

25-30 Ozt: Pilot study procedures analyzed, eata reviewed, requirements
determination data collection procedures develeped, taskiag
documrent/packet dxafted.

31 Oct: Brief RETO study chairnnan to obtain approval of taskiiig plan/
documents.

31 cct: Trannmit tasking document.

31 Oct: Brief RETO personnel on data collection plan.

I Nov: M•al 0,ita requirmcents packet (I day delivery).

1 Nov-i Dec: RETO PCC~s assist proponents with data develoPrent.

7 Nov: Train RETO personnel on detailed data detcrination and
collection procedures.

1 Pec: Receive final input from proponents.

15 Dec: Ccriplete specialty requirements analysis, dce.mlop tentative
career profile.
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REVIEW OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

APPENDIX 3

DATA COLLECTION

TO ANNEX K

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

4 Inclosures
1. Data Requirements General Instructions
2. Form C, Career Profile Summary (Specific Instructions)

TADDS Documents are not included in this package
3. Form C, Career Profile Summary

Duty Module packet was provided to your Headquarters under
separate cover

4. Information Requirements

K-3-1



01 09 PP PP UUUU 312244Z OCT 77

HQDA WASH DC/DACS-OTR6//

HODA WASH DC/DAPE-flPO-C/DAPE-HRE/DAPE-HRO/DALO-

PLP/DAflO-RQD/DAF1O-TCE-P/DAMO-SSA/DArIO-ZD/

DAI1O-SSN/DAflO-ODR/DAflO-SSC/DAEN-PEfl/LArI-TSI/

DAAG-PLP/DACA-ZN/S APA-ZXP/DACS-DIR/DAflA-PPII-

il/DAflA-AOZ-A//

CDRTRADOC FT MlONROE VA/ATTNG-OES//

CDRIIILPERCEN ALEX VA/DAPC-OPP-S/DAPC-PS//

CDRDARCOfl ALEX VA/DRCPT-flP//

INFOI CDR 7ORSCOfl FT IICPHERSON CA/AFPR//

CDR ADflINCEN FT BENII HARRISON IN/ATZI-TD//

CDRUSALC FT LEE VA/ATCL-T//

CDR DARCOII ALEX VA/DRCPP-S//

COflPT USACGSC FT LEAVENWORTH KS/ATSW-AD//

CDRUSALI¶C FT LEE VA/DRXflC-ACI1/DRXiIC-LS//

CDRUSAQC FT LEE VA/ATSfl-TD//

DIR, TNG DEV INSTITUTE FT EUSTIS VA/ATTNG-TDI-

SFD//

CDR USACAC FT LEAVENWORTH KS/ATCL-TDA-AD//

UNCLASSIFIED
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02 09 UUUU

NO

CO!IDT USASIG SCH FT GORDON GA/ATSN-TD/ArSN-TD-PII

CDRUSAMMFCS REDSTONE ARSENAL AL/ATSK-TD-PD//

CDRUSATC FT EUSTIS VA/ATSF-TD//

CDRUSAAVNCS FT RUCKER AL/ATZQ-TD//

CDRUSAIIPS/fNG CEN FT flCCLELLAN AL/ATZN-TD//

CDRUSAOCS APG flD/ATSL-CLD/ATSL.-TD-TA//

COM1DT USAIMIA FT BRAGG NC/USAIIIS-SIS//

CDRUSAEC FT BELVOIR VA/ATSE-DT///

CDRUSAICS FT HUACHUCA AZ/ATSI-TD-CD//.

COrIDT DINFOS FT BENJ HARRISON IN//

CDRUSAIA FT BENJ HARRISON IN/ATSG-RI¶-C/ATSG-AS-Cfl

COIIDUSAWC CARLISLE BKS PA/AWCA//

CDRUSAARMtC FT KCNOX.KY/ATSB-DT//

CDRUSAFAC FT SILL OK/ATSF-CT//

CDRUSAADC FT BLISS TX/ATSA-TD//

CDRUSAIS FT BENNING GA/ATSH-EV//

CDRUSAISD FT DEVENS IIA/ATSIE-TD-TS-LIT//

UNCLASCDRTRADOC FT MIONROE 
VA/ATTNG-TDD-OR//

UNCLASSIFIED
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SUBJECT: TRAINING AND EDUCATION REQUIREZENTS FOR OFFICERS S: 1 DEC77

1. A DA STUDY GROUP HAS BEEN FORMED TO CONDUCT A REVIEW OF EDUCATION

AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS {RETO}. IT HAS THE BROAD MISSION OF REC-

OMMENDING POLICIES AND PROGRAMS FOR INCLUSION IN THE FY 80-64 POM.

AS A FIRST STEP IN THE STUDY EFFORT, RETO MUST DETERMINE THE TRAINING

AND EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS FOR EACH OFFICER CAREER SPECIALTY TO MEET

THE MISSION NEEDS OF THE ARMY AND THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT NEEDS

OF THE INDIVIDUAL. TO SUPPORT THIS EFFORT, SPECIFIC DETAILED DATA

AND INFORMATION WILL BE REQUIRED FROM THE VARIOUS PROPONENTS FORIEACK{

SPECIALTY.

2. THE REMAINDER OF THIS MESSAGE IS IN FOUR PARTS.

A. PART I FOR DA PROPONENTS: {(1 YOU HAVE OVERALL RESPONSIBIL-

ITY FOR THIS ACTION, I.E., GATHERING DATA, DETERMINING QUANTITATIVE

AND QUALITATIVE TRAINING AND EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS, AND THE RESO-

LUTION OF ISSUES AMONG PROPONENTS. {2} A PILOT TEST OF THE METHOD-

OLOGY TO BE USED IN THIS ACTION HAS SHOWN THAT AN EARLY COORDINJATION/

WORKING MEETING OF PROPONENTS IS ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL. SUGGEST YOU

COORDINATE WITH THE MILPERCEN AND TRADOC/DARCOM PROPONENTS A?'p THE

/APPROPIATE RETO ACTION OFFICER (SEE INCL 11 TO ARRANGE SUCH A MEET-

UNCLASSIFIEDK-3 -"
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ING ASAP. {3} IN COORDINATION WITH THE OTHER PROPONENTS, OBTAIN AND

PROVIDE ANSWERS TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

{A} WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WiTH THE MANAGEMENT OF EACH

SPECIALTY FROM THE DA, MILPERCEN, AND TRADOC/DARCOM PROPONENTS'

STANDPOINT SUCH AS ASSIGNMENT DIFF:CULT7ES, GRADE OVERSTRENGTH/

UNDERSTRENGTH, LIMITED REQUIREMENTS AT THE FIELD GRADE LEVELS, ETC?

{B} OHAT ARE THE. PROBLEMS ASSOCIAIED WITH CODING THE SPECIALTY

DUTY POSITION REQUIREMENTS?

{C} WHAT OTHER SPECIALTIES COMPLEMENT THIS SPECIALTY? HOW AND

WHY? WHAT SPECIALTIES ARE COMPLEMENTED BY THIS SPECIALTY? HOW AND

WHY? {SEE INCL 1 FOR DEFINITION OF "COMPLEMENTARY"}.

{D} IS THIS SPECIALTY CLOSELY RELATED TO OTHER SPECIALTIES? IF

YES, WHICH SPECIALTIES? SHOULD THE SPECIALTY BE CONSIDERED FOR

ELIMINATION OR COMBINAIIOM WITH OTHERS? {SEE INCL 1 FOR DEFINITION

OF "RELATED"}.

{E} ARE THERE PARTICULAR PROBLEMS WITH THE SPECIALTY WTTH RE-.

SPECT TO SSI/ASI UTILIZATION, IDENTIFICATION, TRAINING, ETC?

{F} IS THERE A NEED FOR JOINT/UNIFIED/COMBINID LEVEL TRAINING IN

THE SPECIALTY? AT WHAT GRADE LEVEL AND IN WHAT NUMBERS?

UNCLASSIFIED
K-3-5
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B. PART II FOR MILPERCEN:

{1} PROVIDE ALL NECESSARY AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING CADP) SUP-

PORT TO RETO TO PROCESS AND ANALYZE THE DATA GENERATED BY THIS

ACTION.

{2} IN COORDINATION WITH THE PROPONENT TRAINING SCHOOL/AGENCY,

PROVIDE THE SPECIFIED PORTION OF THE DATA REQUESTED IN INCLOSURE 1.

{3} IN COORDINATION WITH DA PROPONENT, PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING

INFORMATION/DATA:

{A} THE CURRENT UTILIZATION RATES IN EACH SPECIALTY FOR EACH

GRADE.

{B} THE CURRENT OFFICER ASSETS, BY GRADE, WHO HAVE THE

SPECIALTY AS THEIR PRIMARY SPECIALTY. THE CURRENT OFFICER ASSETS,

BY GRADE, WHO HAVE THE SPECIALTY AS THEIR ALTERNATE.

{CJ THE ALTERNATE SPECIALTIES {LISTED BY SPECIALTY CODE/TITLE

,NUMBER DESIGNATED, AND PERCENTAGE DESIGNATED} FOR THE CURRENT OFFICER

ASSETS WHO HAVE THE SPECIALTY DESIGNATED AS THEIR PRIMARY.

{D} THE PRIMARY SPECIALTIES {LISTED AS ABOVEI FOR THE CUR-

RENT OFFICER ASSETS WHO HAVE THE SPECIALTY DESIGNATED AS THEIR

ALTERNATE.

UNCLASSIFIED
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{E} COPIES OF THE INSTRUCTIONS TO THE LAST TWO DA PROMOTIi I

BOARDS FOR EACH GRADE, THE MOST RECENT LTC/COL COMMAND SELECTION

BOARDS, AND THE MOST RECENT SELECTION BOARDS FOR CGSC AND SENIOR

SERVICE COLLEGES. INCLUDE ANY DA POLICY OR ANY GUIDANCE GIVEN THESE

BOARDS, NOT INCLUDED IN THE FORMAL INSTUCTIONS, GOVERNING THE ALLO-

CATION OF SELECTIONS AMONG THE VARIOUS CAREER SPECIALTIES.

{-"} THE TOTAL NUMBER OF COMMAND POSITIONS IN THE SPECIALTY

FOR EACH APPROPRIAT.E GRADE.

C. PART III FOR TRADOC, DARCOM, OR DA TRAINING PROPONENT:

il} IN COORDINATION WITH MILPERCEN AND DA PROPONENT, PROVIDE THE J
DATA REQUESTED IN INCLOSURE 1.

{21 THE DATA REQUESTED IN INCL 1 PERTAINS TO COMMISSIONED OFFI-

CERS. HOWEVER, WHEN DETERMINING OFFICER REQUIREMENTS, DUE CONSIDER-

ATION SHOULD BE GIVEN TO THE AVAILABILITY OF WARRANT OFFICER SKILLS

AND POSITIONS T, PRECLUDE DUPLICATION OF TRAINING,

13} A PORTION OF THE DATA IN INCL 1 MUST BE TRANSCRIBED FROM THE

WORKSHEETS PROVIDED TO AN AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING FORM. THE NECES-

SARY INSTRUCTIONS AND FORMS FOR ACCOMPLISHING THIS WILL BE FURNISHED

SEPARATELY.

"-. UNCLASSIFIED
K-.3-7
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(41 PROVIDE INFORMATION ON ALL COURSES OF INSTRUCTION~ (RESIDENT

AND NON-R-iIENT} CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT TAE SPECIALTY AT

EACH OFFICLR.GRADE LEEL {CEXCLUDING CGSC/SSC LEVEL INSTRUCTION)..

PROVIDE SIMILAR LATA FOR ALL WARRANT OFFICER COURSES. AS A MlINIMiUM%

THE FOLLOWING DV.TA/INFORMATION IS REQUIRED:

WACOURSE TITLC

(8) PREREQUISITES FOR ATTENDANCE

{C} STUDENT SELECTION PROCEDURES {(HOWvWHOhJHEt4}

MD CO~dRSE LENGTH {PEACETIME/IIOBILIZATION}

(El- FREQUENCY {CNUMBER OF COURSES NORMALLY GIVEN

PER YEAR)-

(77ý CLASS SIZE (NORMAL AND MAXIMUM CAPACITY)-

(G} ENROLLMENT DATA FOR FY'S 74,75,76,77,78.,74,

AND OUT YEARS !F AVAILABLE, TO INCLUDE INPUT

/ATTRITION/OUTPUT.

(HI SKILLS IMPARTED-QUALIFICATIONS/SPECIALTIES/

MOS'S AWARDED

{CI} MAJOR PROGRAMMLD CHANGES

iJ3- ONE-COPY OF CURRENT COI

UNCLASSIFIED
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D. PART IV FOR ALL:

{1} SUSPENSE D"rE FOR COMPL.ETION OF THIS ACTION AND SUBMISSION

TO RETO IS 1 DE(VjE.:TR 19?T.

{2} FOR UNIFORMITY, ALL DATA REQUIREMENTS SHOULD BE COMPILED "AS

OF" 28 OCTOBER ',177.

(3} THE INF 'l1ArTON REQUESTED IN INCLOSURE 4 IS TO BE PROVIDED

BY EACH PROPOV',.7 £PARATELY-A COORDINATED SPECIALTY "POSITION" IS

NOT DESIRED. FURTH,,:MORE, IT IS NOT INTENDED THAT A STAFF STUDY BE

DONE ON EACH QUESTI•. 7N INCL 4: BUT THE ANSWERS SHOULD REPRESENT

THE BEST CONSIDERED !*DG,-MENT OF EACH PROPONE.'JT.

{4} THERE •,C FOULP INC-.OSURES TO THIS MESSAGE:

INCL _.- .AJTA r"!L'[TEMENTS

INCL E 'Db. 0;:.JM-.'NTS

INCL. 3- p,' D4.'?f MODULES

IN:,' 4- JlP,.',N REQUIREMENTS

THESE J4CLOSURES WILL BE HAND-CARRIED OR DELIVERED BY EXPRESS MAIL

OR ARMY POUCH WITHIN THE NEXT 24 TO 36 HOURS. NOT EVERY ADDRESSEE

WILL RECEIVE ALL FOUR INCLOSURES.

3. ON RECEIPT OF THE INCLOSURES TO THIS MESSAGE, REQUEST EACH

UNCLASSIFIED
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PROPONENT PROVIDE NAMlE OF POC TO THE APPROPRIATE RETO ACTION OFFICER

LISTED BY SPECIALTY IN INCL 1. IF INCLOSURES ARE NOT RECEIVED BY

COB 2 NOV CONTACT RETO AUTOVON 223-0043/0044.

UNCLASSIFIED
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DATA REQUIREt!NTS G7N77L INSTRUCTION"S

I. Purpose, The objectives of the Review of Education and Training
for Officers (RETO) are to:

a. Determine officer training and education requirements based
on Army missions and individual career developraent needs.

b. Develop training and education policies and programs which
combine self-development, unit training and experience, and institu-
tional training and education in a phased schedule from preconmissioning
through career completion.

c. Develop a plan for implementing the recommended programs within
a constrained resource environment.

d. Coordirate the integration of approved programs into the FY
80-84 program.

2. Requirements. This portion of the data requirements package
provides general guidance on the data required, a sequence of collection
and analysis of that data, and definitions of key terms. More specific
instructions concerning data requirements are included with each of
the data collection forms. Data required includes numbers of officer
requirements in each specialty, d,'y assignments available within the
specialty, skills and knowleige required to perform the duties of the
specialty, the training and education required to impart these skills
to the officer, and what constitutes qualification in the specialty.
Document the specialty as it is today. Modifications of the data
will be made if specialLies are changed during the RETO analysis. From
a detailed analysis of the data provided, a specialty career profile
will be developed. The specialty career profile will be compared to
existing training and educational programs, officer espirations, and
resource limitatior alternatives. The end product will be meaningful
training and education programs and policies that meet Army require-
ments and individual needs.

3. Qualification. Before a detailed analysis of the specialty training
and education requirements can be conducted, the analyst must under-
stand the definition of qualification - the .end result of an officer's
training, education and experience.

a. Officer qualification is generally considered to be a function
of the officer's training/educatioit, experience, and manner of pec-
formance. Manner of performance, however, is determined through the
officer evaluation system, and it must be left largely to selection
boards to judge the "whole" officer in determining who is "best"
qualified. In determining specialty qualificaton requirements, an
acceptable manner of performance must be assumed.

Inclosure I
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b. To a certain extent, qualification is dependent upon answering
the question "Qualified for what?" Qualified for promotion? school?
assignment? etc. It is recognized that qualification is then some-
what event oriented. However, a goal of this study is to determine
the overall qualification in each specialty for each grade level so
that professional development objectives can be formulated. These
qualification objectives will then provide to the officer and the
personnel managers the necessary tools to maximize the officer's
preparation for current and future service.

c. Therefore, an officer is qualified at a particular grade when:

1) He possesses the combination of skills, knowledge, and
experience necessary to be technically competent to perform in the
most responsible and demanding jobs in the specialty at that grade and,

2) He is prepared for continuing personal and professional
growth.

4. Quantitative Requirement. Form A (OPMS REQUIREMENTS DATA)
provides a format Zor recording total number of officers required
in each specialty by grade and by Specialty Skill Identifier (SSI).
This data is required for FY 78 and FY 90. Requirements for FY 78
are those requirements as of 28 October 1977. Form A will be completed
by the ITLPER•EN proponent.

5. Training/Education Requirements. Form B Work Sheet (Training/
Education Requirements) provides a format for analyzing duty positions
to determine skills and knowledge required, and identifying the best
method to impart those skills to the officer.

a. Usivg the TAADS printout (Incl 3) consider all of the duty
positions in the specialty and place each of them into one of the fol-
lowing Job categories:

1) Core Jobs. Core jobs are those jobs (duty positions) that
are at the heart or "guts" of a specialty and require the officer to
perform tasks, on a day-to-day basis, that make use of his knowledge
and expertise in the specialty. Therefore, core jobs are central to
professional development in the specialty, i.e., they provide the
skills and knowledge, through on-the-job training and experience on
a daily basis, that are needed to build the officer's technical
competence in the specialty at each grade level. As an example, for
the Armor Captain these jobs might be company command, Bn Staff,
Asst Bde S3, service school instructor, combat/training developer, etc.

2) Related Jobs. Related jobs are those jobs (duty positions)
that require the performance of tasks that draw on the knowledge,
skills and experience from 'the specialty at that grade, but they do
not normally require the officer to exercise these skills on a
day-to-day basis. Related ýobs do, however, serve to increase the
officer's technical compete ce in the specialty while contributing
to his professional growth. Examples might be reserve components

K-3-I-2
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advisor, specialty related training center positions, some DA/MACOM
staff officers, readiness region positions, some installation staff
positions, etc.

3) Special Staff Jobs. Special staff jobs are those jobs
(duty positions) that generally do not relate directly to the
specialty and may be somewhat out of the organizational mainstream
but provide an opportunity to expose the officer at that grade to a
perspective that he would not otherwise receive. The importance
of these positions is that the officer gains a set of experiences
that are beneficial to broadening his capabilities as an officer and
hence, enhancing his usefulness to the Army. Fxamples of these jobs
might be aide, protocol officer, Race Relations Officer, special study
groups and projects, etc.

4) Army-wide Support Jobs. Army wide support jobs are those
jobs (duty positions) that are not related at all or only remotely
related to the specialty. These are the jobs at each grade that enable
the specialty to provide its fair share of officers for the overall
operation of the Army. These positions are extremely important to the
day-to-day performance of the Army's mission and to the officer's
professional growth but do not contribute to building the officer's
technical competence in the specialty. Examples of these positions
might be ROTC PMS, some training center jobs, some installation
staff jobs, recruiting duty, etc.

b. Proponents must comiplete a Form B worksheet for each of the
core and related duty positions. If, in your judgement, some selected
special staff duty positions and Army-wide support positions are par-
ticularly useful or important to officer qualification in the specialty,
they to can be analyzed on Form B worksheets. All special staff duty
positions and Army-wide support positions not analyzed on Form B
worksheets will be listed separately.

c. The skills.and knowledge required to perform in each analyzed
duty position will be expressed in terms of Officer Duty Modules.
Inclosure 3 (ARI Duty Modules) is provided for your information and
assistance. One set of the duty module catalog, task list, and task
index are provided to the training and education proponents. The
duty modules serve only as a shorthand indicator of broad skills and
knowledge required to perform in the duty position. Current duty modules
do not adequately address all specialties or duties; therefore, proponents
may be required to develop new duty modules so as to better depict the
skills and knowledge required for the duty position. Instructions for
developing new duty modules are included in inclosure 3.

d. Once the duty position skills have been defined, the proponents
must then indicate how the skills and knowledge of each separate duty
module can best be imparted to the officer. There is no one definition
of "best" in this analysis. Proponents should consider: ii only one
method were available, which would be used?; which alternative has the
most advantages and least disadvantages?; what is the first choice if

K-3-I-3
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the alternatives were listed in priority? For each duty module
selected in the duty position analysis, a determination mast be made
as to what type of training/education is required and which training/
education alternative can best be used to impart the broad skills and
knowledge required by that duty module. These types and alternatives
are listed and defined below.

1) TRAINING/EDUCATION (T/E) TYPES.

T/E TYPE CODE TWE TYPE TITLE
1 Initial
2 Sustainment
3 Additional

2) TRAINING/EDUCATION (T/E) ALTERNATIVES

T/E ALTERNATIVE CODE T/E ALTERNATIVE TITLE
P Precommission Training
M Resident Military Training
C Civilian Education
S Self Study
0 Supervised on-the-Job Training(SOJT)
E On-the-Job experience (OJE)
X Extension Training
U Unit/Installation Schools
T Training with Industry

3) DEFINITION OF TRAINING/EDUCATION TYPES.

a). Initial (Code 1): Initial training/education is the
first training the officer receives in the skills and knowledge of the
duty module. The object is to train the officer to an acceptable
level of proficiency in the duty.

b). Sustainment (Code 2): Sustainment training/education
is the type training the officer receives in order to maintain the
degree of proficiency attained during previous training. This includes
refresher training.

c). Additional (Code 3): Additional training/education
is the training required by the officer to perform a duty at a more
complex level and/or to a greater degree of proficiency than that
attained during previous training.

4) DEFINITION OF TRAINING/EDUCATION ALTERNATIVES.

a). Precommission Training (Code P): Training/education
received prior to commissioning.

"b). Resident Military Training (Code M): Training/
education received through resident military schooling in either a
PCS or TDY status.
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c). Civilian Education (Code C): Any training/education
received through a civilian school or educational institution. Attain-
ment of a degree need not be the goal of such training.

d). Self Study (Code S): Any unstructured, individual
study program. This may include studying doctrinal and/or informational
publications, service journals, newsletters, etc., to remain current
in a specialty. It may also include informal study of service school
training material.

e). Supervised On-the-lob Training (SOJT) (Code 0):
SOJT is training received while performing the duty on-the-job under
the direction of the officer's trainer/supervisor as a part of a
structured training program.

f). On-the-lob Experience (OJE) (Code E): In the OJE
alternative the officer acquires through experience the skills and
knowledge needed to perform the duty by actually performing on-the-job.

g). Extension Training (Code X): Extension training
includes any formal, non-resident, indi.idual training program.
This includes enrollment in any correspondence courses.

h). Unit/Installation Schools (Code U): Unit/Installation
schools are training programs/courses formally established by commanders
at all levels to supplement other formal schooling programs. This
type of training may include various division or installation schools.

i). Training with Industry (Code T): Training with
industry imparts skills, knowledge, experience and different perspectives
of management and operational techniques needed to perform a particular,
appropriate duty by having the officer actually work in selected
civilian industrial jobs. This training alternative might also include
periods of internship with appropriate civilian agencies.

e. Other general requirements of Form B, Work Sheet.

1) Total number of duty positions by SSI. This can be
determined from the TAADS document.

2) Based on total number of positions, officer assets, time
in grade, and stabilization policies, MILPERCEN must compute the
percent of officers that can be expected to serve in the analyzed
duty position.

3) Proponents must also address the skills and training required
for the officer who enters the specialty as a late accession.

4) Identify special requirements, assignment restrictions,
and alternate specialty requirements.

K-3-I-5
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5) Provide additional information deemed necessary to insure
that the RETO analyst has a complete picture of the specialty, duty
position, skills and training requirements.

f. Once the entire specialty analysis is completed the data on
the Form B Work Sheets must be transferred by the proponents to
Form B (Training/Educaiion Requirements) which is an ADP keypunch
sheet. This form with its detailed instructions for completion will
be forwarded under separate cover.

6. Career Profile. Form C (Career Profile Summary) provides a formz.t
for listing all analyzed duty positions and required duty modules,
at all grades. It is not expected that this small sheet be used to
depict the entire specialty career profile. Rather, it serves as a

format only and the actual spreadsheet profile may have to be made
much larger. All analyzed duty positions and all required duty modules
must be included on one piece of paper. The best method of training

and education is also depicted for each duty module. An analysis
of this spreadsheet will indicate many important details, for example:
where military'schoolling is required, where civilian education is
required, what duty modules are common for all grades, and what duty
modules are unique at what grades.

7. Specialty Qualification.

a. After completing the analysis of duty positions, skills and
knowledge required, and career profile, the proponents, on a separate
sheet, must indicate how the officer achieves qualification at each
grade level. That is, they must determine the qualification objective
for each grade and lay out the road map for getting there. One way
to approach this requirement would be tu outline a combination of
training/education opportunities and categories of duty assignments
at each grade level to provide the skills, knowledge, and experiences
necessary for qualification. However, no set format is prescribed;
it will be ip to the proponents to consider the unique requirements
of each specialty in deciding the specific means by which the officer
achieves qualification.

b. A final qualification requirement that must be addressed by the
proponents is to answer the question: How do you qualify an officer
and keep him qualified at each grade level when he alternates between
primary and alternate specialty assignments? An officer does not
work continuously in any given specialty. He may be given a variety
of specialty immaterial assignments and, under OPMS, must attain
proficiency in both his primary and alternate specialties. Since long
periods of time may elapse between assignments in a given specialty,
gaining and maintaining technical competence at each grade level will
be extremely challenging. The requirement here, then, is for proponents
to explain their solution to the problem of specialty qualification in
this environment.

K-3-I-6
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8.- Information requirements. At inclosure 4 is a list of infcrmation
questions that must be addressed by the DA and TRADOC/DARCOM proponents
and the MILPERCEN specialty monitor. A large-scale study effort is not
intended to determine the answers to these questions. However, the
considered, collective judgement of each proponent agency is desired.
A joint DA, TRADOC/DARCOM, MILPERCEN answer is not required. Diffezent
opinions will be apprediated.

9. Other Definitions. The basic tasking message included several
data requirement questions. Two terms need to be further defined:

a. Complementary specialties. Specialties that, when paired,
function well together to derive the maximum benefit from an officer's
skills and experience. Specialties may complement each other because
of similar skills requirements. Two specialties may be complementary
because the utilization rates or position requirements of one are the
inverse of the utilization rates or position requirements of the other
at the various grades. Certain accession specialties may pair well
with an advanced entry specialty because it is a natural progression
in that particular field- All of the above or combinations of the
above should be considered when determining those specialties that
complement a particular specialty.

b. Related Specialties. Specialties that require many of the
same skills and knowledge. Complementary specialties are generally also
related spccialties, but the reverse statement is not necessarily true.
For instance, if two closely related specialties both have few field
grade position requirements then they probably would not be a compatible
pairing and hence, not complementary.

10. Submission of Data. Upon completion of the analysis the following
* items will be submitted to RETO NLT I December 1977:

a. Answers to data requirements in the tasking message.

b. Completed Form A

c. Form B Work Sheets

d. Completed Form B's (ADP keypunch sheets). These forms need not
be typed.

e. Completed Form C. Spreadsheet of career profile.

f. List of additional duty modules, eliminated duty modules, and
revised duty modules.

g. Discussion of specialty qualification.

h. Answer to informational questions at inclosure 4.

K-3-i-7
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11. RETO Point of Contact. Listed below are the RETO points of contact
for the specialties. They are available to answer questions and provide
assistance as required. They should be involved in neetings of the pro-
ponents to provide guidance, answer questions, and assist in the analysis
of the specialty.

a. Cor-nercial telephone prefix: (202) 693-.

b. Autovon prefix: 223-.

c. Mailing address: Headquarters, Department of the Army
ATTN: DACS-OTRG

Washington, D.C. 20310

SPECIALTY RETO POC TELEPHCNE

11 COL PORTER 1636
12 LTC COCD 0049
13 LTC PARTLOW 1636
14 COL DIr EYER 1151
15 LTC MARSHL-L 1546
21 1-J CARTER 1636
25 LTC HEIýLETT 1546
26 " "
27 "
28 " "

31 LTC MPASILALL 1546
35 MAJ HOLBROOK 0088
3 6 "
37 "

41 COL WILLIAMS 0088

4 2 " "

43 LTC GOOD 0049
44 COL WILLIAMS 0088
45 LTC PARTLOW 1636
46 COL NYE 1151
47 LTC COOD 0049
48 MAJ CARTER 1636
49 " "

51 LTC STOFFT 0044
5 2 " I

53 CCL WILLIAMS 0088
54 LTC STOFFT 00÷4

70 MAJ CRACKEL 0088
71 LTC FCUTLER 1616
72 MAJ CRAPCKEL 0088
73 LTC MANDERVILLE 0049
74 if
75 it

76 ti

77 "I
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SPECIALTY RETO POC TELEPHONE

81 LTC WEBSTER 1616
82 " "
83
86 LTC FOWLER 1616
87 " "
88
91 LTC MANDERVILLE 0049
92 LTC WEBSTER 1616
93 it It

95 LTC FOWLER 1616
97 MAJ CRACKEL 0088
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FORM A

OPMS REQUIREMENTS DATA

Specific Instructions

1. This form will be completed by MILPERCEN.

2. Item I. Enter specialty title.

3. Item 2. Enter specialty code.

4. Item 3. In the SSI TITLE column list the Specialty
Skill Identifier (SSI) titles. In the CODE colzal lis'
the SSI code directly across from the SSI Title. DouUl;-
space between SSI titles, and insure that requirements
in items 4 and 5 line up with title and code.

5. Item 4. In the appropriate rank coluwns enter the
total requirements from PERSACS as of 28 October 1977.

6. Item 5. Project by the best means possible the total
r4quirements in FY 90. This figure can be updated at a
later date when on-going force structure studies are
completed.

7. Item 6. List the assumptions used to project the
FY 90 requirements in item 5. This information can be
updated at a later date.

K-3-I-10
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FORM B WORK SHEET

TRAINING/EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

Specific Instructions

1.Purpose. This worksheet is a format for analyzing core and related
jobs and selected special staff and Army-wide support jobs. A separate
Form B work sheet will be filled out for each job analyzed. Data required
to complete the form irclude: total position requirements by SSI, the
percent of officers at the given grade level that can expect to serve in
the analyzed duty position, the skills and knowledge required to perform
in the duty position, the best way to impart the skills and knowledge
to the officer, and additional notes to clarify the requirements of the
duty position. The other uses of the work sheet are explained below.

2. Job'Categories. Using the TAADS document categorize all duty positions
as CORE JOBS,, RELATED JOBS, SPECIAL STAFF JOBS,, or ARMY-WIDE SUPPORT JOBS.
Definitions are contained in paragraph 5 of the Data Requirements General
Instructions. P11 core jobs and all related jobs will be analyzed using
Form B work shee.ts. Those duty positions categorized as special Staff
jobs or Army-wirla support jobs that the proponent feels are especially
useful and important to officer qualification in the specialty can be
analyzed on Form B work sheets as desired. See paragraph 3n for instruc-
tions on non-analyzed positions.

3. instructions for all Specialties. The following instructions apply
to all basic entry specialties and advanced entry specialties. Additional
instructions concerning advanced entry specialties and late accessions are
found in paragraph 4 and 5 below.

a. Clustering of Duty Positions. If it is determined that various
similar duty positions have essentially the same duty modules and reconiended
training methods, with only minor variations, the duty positions can be
clustered on one work sheet and analyzed together. Different duty position
titles, TOE and TDA positions, and different SSI's with the asa duty-
position titles can be clustered IF the skillIs/knowl edge required by theý
job and the. training methods for imparting those skills are virtually the
same for both positions. (e.g. Platoon Leader, Armored Cavalry Platoon,
and Platoon Leader, Tank Platoon might be clustered). However, two positions
might have the same general title on the TMADS document, yet be entirely
dissimilar jobs, and should not be clustered. Clustering will only be done
within job categories (e.g. Core Jobs, Related Jobs, Special Staff Jobs,
Army-Wide Support Jobs). One duty position title will be entered in item 2,
and the other duty position titles of the cluster will be listed in item 10.
Items 4 and 5 will include total requirements of the clustered duty positions.
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b. Item 1. Enter specialty title and code.

c. Item 2. Enter in parentheses the job category code letter.
(C-Core Job, R-Related Job, S-Special Staff Job, A-Army-wide Support Job).

Enter duty position title. (e.g. (C) Platoon Leader). Some duty position

titles may not, in themselves, be self-explanatory. (e.g. CHIEF). In

this event, combine the duty position title and the TAADS paragraph title.
(e.g. (C) CHIEF, MAlT TEA.1).

d. Item 3. Enter authorized grade of duty position being analyzed.

(e.g. 02, 05, etc). No TAADS duty positions are coded for an 01, therefore

for the Lieutenant, use the grade 02.

e. Item 4. Enter the total requirements for this duty position (or

positions clustered on this work sheet) from the TAADS document. This

figure must equal the total of requirements in item 6.

f. Item 5. Fill in the appropriate SSI's for the specialty: (e.g.

SSI: A SSI:B SSI!X) that apply to this duty position or clustered duty

positions.

g. Item 6. Indicate the total requirements for this duty position
by SSI, by TOE and TDA, in the appropriate columns.

h. Item 7. When the work sheet is completed, MILPERCEN must compute

the percent of officers in this grade that can be expected to serve in this
duty position. This percent will be computed for all SSI's, by TOE and TDAo

i. Item 8. List the duty modules that indicate the skills and knowledge

required to perform in this duty position. See paragraph 5, Data Requirements

General Instructions and Inclosure 3. If additional duty modules are required,

see Inclosure 3 for a discussion of how this is accomplished. See naragraph
3j below for a discussion of common duty modules. In selecting duty moduler,
keep in mind that it is not necessary for every element of the module to
apply to the job at the given grade in order to use it. However, if the

job requires only a small part of the skills and knowledge of the duty

module, that module should probably not be selected unless it is an extrcne..y
important element of the job or essential to qualification at that grade.

j. Common Duty Modules. The following procedure will be used to avoid

repetitious listing of common duty modules. On the first Form B work sheet
for each grade list the duty modules that are common to all officers at
that grade. These will include modules that are common to all Army officers

and those specialty specific modules common to that grade. Complete item 1;
use the term "CONNON MODULES" iu item 2; complete item 3; leave items 4, 5,

6 and 7 blank; list the common duty modules in item 8; indicate training
method to impart skills in item 9 (Paragraph 3k); and use item 10 for other
information (Paragraph 31). The sheet number in item 11 will be 000. On
the remaining Form B work sheets for that grade indicate on the first line

of item 8: "ICO•!NON MODULES." Subsequent lines of item 8 will then be used

to indicate unique duty modules for that duty position.
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k. Item 9. In the appropriate columns, indicate for each SSI/TOE and
each SSI/TDA the best training/education method to impart the skills and
knowledge required to perfcrm in the duty position (e.g. iM, 2C, etc.).
See paragraph 5, Data Requirements General Instructions for the definitions
of training/education types and training/education alternatives. The types
and alternatives are included below for reference. On the "COION MODULES"
work sheet for each grade, all common duty modules listed will be analyzed
for the best training method. On each subsequent duty position work sheet
for that grade, only the training methods for the duty modules unique to
that position need to be included in the appropriate columns.

Training/Education Training/Education
Types Alternat ves

1 Initial P Pre-conmmission Training

2 Sustainment M Resident Military Training

3 Additional C Civilian Education

S Self study

0 Supervised on-the-job
Training (SOJT)

E On-the-Job Experience (OJE)

X Extension Training

U Unit/Installation Schools

T Training with Industry

1. Item 10. In this item provide whatever additional information con-
cerning required skills and recommrended training methods is needed to clarify
the duty position analysis. As a minimum the following information will be
included:

(1) When civilian education is indicated as the reconmended training
method, include in this section a note concerning required discipline,
required course, required deg~-ee if appropriate. Also indicate, if possible,
how much training is required (e.g. "MS, Accounting, 30 credit hours," etc).

(2) Special duty position coding requirements. If some or all of the
requirements indicated in item 5 require a specific alternate specialty it
must be noted. (e.g. "Of the 50 SSI/TDA positions, 40 require an alternate
specialty of 45-Comptroller."). It is very important that these require-
ments be accounted for.

(3) Indicate the specific number of positions requiring the recommended
training/education, if different from the total requirements in item 5.

K-3-I-14
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(4) List other duty positfon titles clustered on this work sheet.

(5) If the position is improperly coded, indicate how the position
could be better coded and provide rationale.

(6) Identify the skills/knowledge that are highly pezishable. What
is required to compensate for the loss of knowledge? Experience, additional
assignments, refresher training, or other?

m. Item 11. Number sequentially the duty positions analyzed from the
first duty position at grade 02 to the last position at grade 06. If more
"than one work sheet is required to analyze a duty position, all work sheets
for that duty position will be numbered the same. Those work sheets
indicating "COMMON MODULES" in item 2 at each grade level will be numbered
000. Such numbering will assist in the transfer of data to Form B-ADP key-
punch sheet. See paragraph 5 below for additional numbering instructions
for late accessions.

.. n. Non-analyzed duty positions. Those duty positions categorized as
special staff jobs or Army-wide support jobs and not anr iyzed will be
listed together on a separate Form B work sheet for each grade. Complete
item 1; use the term "Non-Analyzed Positions" in item 2; complete item 3;
leave items 4, 6 and 7 blank; enter all applicable SSI's in item 5; list
the non-analyzed duty position3 in item 8, including the job category code
(S or A) of each position in parentheses ahead of the title; in item 9,
indicate in the appropriate column (TDE or TDA) for the applicable SSI the
total number of required positions from the TAADS document for each position
title listed. To facilitate transfer of data to Form B-ADP keypunch sheet,
each duty position in the specialty must have a sheet number assigned to it
even if it is not analyzed. Therefore, number the position titles listed
in item 8 by using the same continuing sequence of sheet numbers used to
identify the Form B work sheets of the analyzed positions. Each non-analyzed
duty position title will be given a separate sheet number, just as if it
had been analyzed on a Form B work sheet. Place these numbers to the left
of the position titles in item 8. In item 11. place the number 998.

4. Special Instructions - Advanced Entry Specialties. In addition to the
instructions above, the following instructions apply to the analysis of
the advanced entry specialties.

a. The analysis of the duty positions will commence at the grade level
at which the officer normally enters the specialty and carry on through the
grade of 0-6. At the initial entry grade level, assume a worst case
situation for the previous skills/knowledge and experience attained in the
other specialty, i.e., assume the officer's previous experience was in a
totally unrelated field. This assumption will place the largest possible
training and education requirements on the advanced entry training proponent.
In actual practice, consideration might be given to reducing the training
requirements somewhat for an officer entering the spezialty from a related
field.
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b. '?roponents may, if appropriate, analyze any of the duty positions
coded on the TAADS document at grades below the normal initial entry grade.
In any cat such positions should be handled like any other: place them
in job categories; choose those to be analyzed; construct a cormmon modules
list; analyze the selected positions, and separately list the positions
that were not analyzed (see paragraph 3n above). In addition, footnote
the duty po~itions that you believe to be improperly coded and give rationale
and recomi'.ended proper coding in item 10.

5. Special Instructions - Late Accessions. In addition to the instructions
above., the following instructions concerning the late accession officer
apply to both basic and advanced entry specialties. Late accessions, because
of branch transfer or normal entry into an alternate specialty, create
significant training/education requirements to provide the officer with the
required skills and knowledge to perform in the specialty and achieve qual-
ification. As in the advanced entry specialties, the analysis of the late
accession must also be based on a worst case assumption concerning his
previous experience so as to determine the most severe training/education
requirements. For the officer who enters the specialty from a related
specialty, many of the same skills/knowledge and experience have already
been acquired; therefore, the training/education requirements might be
reduced. Some diagnostic mechanism may be needed by the various training
proponents to reduce duplication of training for the late accession.

a. Basic Entry Specialties. Conduct an analysis of the iate accession
at the grade of 0-3. Conduct a sepa-ate analysis 'of the late accession
at the grade of 0-4.

b. Advanced Entry Specialties. Conduct an analysis of the late
accession at the next grade above the initial entry gradq. In most cases,
the analysis will be conducted at the grade of 0-4.

c. Special instructions for the use of the Form B work sheet to

conduct the analysis of the late accession:

(1) Item 1. Enter specialty title and code.

(2) Item 2. Enter "LATE ACCESSION".

(3) Item 3. Enter appropriate grade.

(4) Item 4. Leave blank.

(5) Item 5. Enter SSI codes in appropriate spaces.

(6) Items 6 and 7. Leave blank.

(7) Item 8. Examine all Form B work sheets completed for this grade
in the basic analysis. Assume the officer has virtually no knowledge or
experience in the specialty. Extract the duty modules which are particularly
pertinent and unique to the specialty and which you consider especially
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important to train the late accession officer on. List these in item 8
of the Late Accession Form B work sheet.

(8) Item 9. In the TOE columns of each SSI indicate the best method
of Imparting the skills and knowledge of the specialty at this grade for
each duty module. These training methods may vary considerably from those
recommended for the normal accession officer.

(9) item 10. Include any explanatory notes. List in this item all
duty positions at this grade which the late accession officer would not,
or should not, be assigned to.

(10) item 11. Number the "LATE ACCESSION" Form B work sheets with
Sheet #999. This will assist in the transfer of information to Form B-
ADP keypunch sheet.

6. Sumay

a. At the completion of this phase of the analysis, the proponent will
have filled out a number of different types of Form B work sheets. The
following is a summnation of the requirements. For each grade there should
be:

- A "Commnon Modules" list (paragraph 3j).

- A completed work sheet for every core and related job and one for
each selected special staff job and Army-wide support job (paragraph 2, 3,
and 4).

- A "Non-Analyzed Positions" list (paragraph 3n).

-A "Late Accession" work sheet for the grades of 0-3 and 0-4 (basic
entry specialties) or the grade of' 0-4 (normally)(advanced entry specialties)
(paragraph 5).

b. The next step will be to transfer this data to Form C for further
analysis and to Form B's for use in automatic data processing.
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FORK B WORK SHEET TRAINING/EDUCATION REIREWE:TS
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I T

:10i SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

OCSA Form 289"( l) 1 Nov 77
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FORM B (KEYPUNCH SHEET)

TRAINING / EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

Specific Instructions

1. GENERAL. The Form B is designed to facilitate keypunching the
data from the Form B Worksheets so that automatic data processing
(ADP) can be used in handling and analyzing the information generated
by 46 officer career specialties. All data from all Form B Work-
sheets will be transferred to Form B's and both sets of completed
forms will be submitted to RETO.

2. Each field of col,':un(s) on Form B has been numbered to reference
the appropriate instrt ..tions given below. In addition, some instruc-
tions have numbers Wi~hin squares, cross-referencing items from the
Form B Worksheet, for ease of transfer of information and further,
instruction clarification.

a. Definitions,

Field - Each iter on Form B indicated with a circled number.

Alpha Field - A -.eld containing only letters.

Numeric Field -A. field containing only numbers.

Right Justify -Enter information in a field starting with the
rightmost column within th fildj. (e.g., if the sheet number is
24, it would be entered as ) All numeric fields should
be right justified.

Left Justify - Enter information in a field starting with the
leftmost column within the field, i.e.. duty position title would
start on the left side even if it will not use all the columns designated
within DUTY POSITION TITLE. The remaining columns would be left blank.
All alpha fields should be left justified.

Zero Fill - If a numeric data item does not completely fill a
field then fill in the rest of the unused columns with zeros to
completely fill a numeric field (e.g., 86 in the TOTAL REQ (FY-78)
would be entered as 10 10 186)

b. Special letters and numbers for clarity.

Zero=0

0 (letter) 0

one 1

i (letter) I1
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3, Instructions. Transfer all data from the Form B Worksheets for all
analyzed duty positions. (See pa? graphs 4, 5, and 6 below for instruc-
tions on special use worksheets.) A separate Form B must be completed
for each duty position (or cluster of positions). The numbers in boxep
below refer to corresponding items on the Form B Worksheet.

Item 1. Specialty Code - Enter specialty code.

Item 2. Sheet Number - Zero filled. A sequentially assigned number
for each duty position within the specialty. This number will uniquely
identify the duty position on this sheet and should be the same sheet
number as on the Form B Worksheet. If more than one sheet is required
per duty title, use the same sheet number on each sheet. 11

Item 3. Not used, leave blank.

Item 4. Job Category - Enter the job category code for the position
(C, R1 S, or A). W

Item 5. Duty Position Title - Enter the Position Title, Block
from the Form B Worksheet. It should be left justified and not exceed
30 characters in length. Unused columns will be left blank.

Item 6. Grade - The authorized grade for the duty position (e.g., 02,
03, 04, etc). U3

Item 7. Total Requirements (FY 78) - Zero filled - Total requirements
for this duty position (or cluster of positions). This should equal the
sum of all entries in Item 13.

Item 8. Specialty Code - Same as Item 1 above.

Item 9. Sheet Number - same as Item 2 above.

Item 10. SSI - Enter appropriate SSI.

K Icem 11. TOE or TDA - Code an "E" for a TOE requirement or an "A"
for a TDA requirement.

Item 12. Footnote Count - Enter the total number of footnotes
contained in Remarks (Item 20). If none, enter 1141. If greater than 9,
consolidate some of the footnotes.

Item 13. Number of Positions (FY 78) - The number of duty positions
for this SSI by TOE or TDA. The sum of all entries in Item 13 should
equal the number in Item 7. M

Item 14. % Expected to Serve in Duty Position - This percentage must
be obtained from the MILPERCEN Specialty Monitor. % is recorded as the
whole number (integer), zero filled on the left, and tenths of a % on
the right. Do not enter the decimal point (i.e., 1000=100.0%, 0975=
97.5%). n
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7tem 15. Duty Module. One or two alpha code - The one or two letters
for the duty module as coded in the list of Army officer duty modules or
as added by you to this list. Ignore the 0 (for officer) that precedes all
codes in the list of duty modules. Left justify if only one letter and
leave second position blank.

Item 16. Duty Module. One to three digit number - The one to three
digit number as coded in the list of Army officer duty modules or as
"added by you to the list. If less than three dioits, zero fill this
number (e.g., A-21 would be A I1 1 ). "

Item 17. Type Tng - The type of training as coded on the Form B Jork-
sheet. 1, 2, or 3 are the only entries allowed. o

Icem 18. Tng Alt - Training/education alternative as coded on the
Form B Worksheet. P, M, C, S, O, E, X, U, or T are the only entries
allowed.

NOTE: You can record up to 9 duty modules and related information on each
line. If you have more, move to the next line; repeat the specialty
code, sheet number, SSI, TOE/TDA code, and continue to record duty modules
and related information. After entering all data for the SSI/TOE combina-
tion, begin a new line and enter data for the same SSI/TDA combination
if applicable. If there is more than one SSI on the Form B Worksheet,
begin a new line,or lines, for each SSI/TOE or SSI/TDA combination. Every
line completed on the Form B must have data entered in Items 8, 9, 10, and
11.

Item 19. Not used - leave blank.

Item 20. Remarks - Written comments keyed back to the above columns.
Record here all entries in Item I , Special Requirements, from the
Form B Worksheet. Number each entry and enter total in Item 12 above. 10•

4. Special instructions for COMMON DUTY MODULES.

'..•4 a. These instructions apply onl2y for transferring data from the
"Comnon Modules" worksheets (see paragraph 3 j of the Form B Worksheet
instructions) to the Form B. A separate Form B must be completed for
each Cotmuon Modules Worksheet (normally one per grade/rank).

b. No data will be entered in Items I through 7; leave them blank.

Item 8. Enter specialty code.

Item 9. Sheet Number - Always enter 000 regardless !of the number of
Common Midules Worksheets or the grade involved. i•

NOTE: Items 10 and 11 will be used to enter the grade/rank to which the
Tomn Modules apply, rather than SSI/TOE/T')A.
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Item 10. Enter the letter "0"

Item 11. Enter the numerical grade (i.e., 2 for 02, 3 for 03, etc). [

Item 12. Use as normal Form B.

Item 13. Leave blank.

Item 14. Leave blank.

Item 15. Use as normal Form B. Enter the Duty Module code. 81

Item 16. Use as normal Form B. Enter the Duty Module code. rn
Item 17. Use as normal Form B, Enter the recom-mended training

method.-•

Item 18. Use as normal Form B. Enter the recommended training
method.--?f

NOTE: If there are more than 9 common duty modules, begin another line(s)
by completing Items 8, 9, 10, and 11 with the so_.e entries as above; then
continue entering duty modules and training methods,

I' Item 19. Leave blank.

Item 20. Use as normal Form B. _01

5. Special instructions for NON-ANALYZED DUTY POSIT!0>"S.

A. These instructions apply only for transferring data from the
"non-analyzed positions" worlksheets (see paragraph 'n of the Form B Work-
sheet instructions) to the Form B. sennrate Form B must be ccoleted
for each non-analyzed dutv position.

b. The following are the specific instructions for each itcm on
the Form B keypunch sheet.

Item 1. Enter the specialty code. [j

Item 2. Enter the sheet number assigned to each duty position listed
in Item 8 of the Form B Worksheet. (See Wcrksheet instructions.) Do not
use the sheet number in item Ilii of the worksheet. ELI

Item 3. Leave blank.

Item 4. Enter the job category (S or A) for the cuty position. This
code letter precedes each duty position title listed in Item L of the
worksheet. U8

Item 5. Enter the duty position title from Item r of the Form B
Worksheet. F8
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Item 6. Entei the authorized grade for the duty position.

Item 7. Enter the Total Requirements for this duty position. This
number should be the total of the entries in the columns to the right of
the position title as listed on the worksheet (see Worksheet instructions). .

Item 8. Same as Item 1 above.

Item 9. Same as Item 2 above.

Item 10. Use the same as normal Form B.

Item 11. Use the same as normal Form B.

Item 12. Use the same aj normal Form B.

Item 13. Enter the number of duty positions for this SSI by TOE or
TDA. The *sum of all entries in Item 13 should equal the number in Item 7. [

Item 14. Leave blank.

Item 15. Leave blank.

Item 16. Leave blank.

Item 17. Leave blank.

Item 18. Leave blank.

Item 19. Leave blank.

Item 20. Ube the same as normal Form B. fo

6. Special itnstructions for LATE ACCESSIONS.

a. These instructions apply only for transferring data from the
"Late Accessions" worksheets (see paragraph 5 oz the Form B Worksheet
instructions) to the Form B. A separate Form B mast be completed for each
grade analyzed (0-3 and/or 0-4).

b. No data will be entered in Itema I through 7: leave them blank.

Item 8. Enter specialty code.

Item 9. Sheet Number.- Always enter 999 regardless of the number
of worksheets or grades. MIT-

NOTE: Items 10 &nd 11 will be used to enter the grade (0-3 or 0-4) being
analyzed.
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Item 10. Enter the letter "0".

Item 11. Enter the numericrl grade (i.e., 3 for 03 or 4 for 04). •

Itgm 12. Use as normal Fozw B.

Item 13. Leave blank.

Item 14. Leave blank.

Item 15. Use as normal Form B.
.Item 16. Use as normal Form B.

Item 17. Use as normal Form B.

Item 1,8. Use as normal Form B.

NOTE: If it is necessary to use more than one line to enter all Duty
Modules and trainirg methods, begin additional lines by completing Items
8, 9, 10, and 11 with the same entries as above.

Item 19. Leave blank.

Item 20. Use as normal Form B. 10

7. When all data has been transferred from the Form B Worksheets to the
Form B's, assemble the Form B's in the following order for each grades

- Common Duty Modules.

- Analyzed Positions

- Non-Anal'zed Positions.

- Late Accessions.
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Change 1to Instructions for FORMI B (Keypunch Sheet)

The following is a change to Paragraph 6 of the Specific Insrcin
for ormB (eypnchShet). Replace Paragraph 6 in its entirety with

the paragraph below. The asterisks in the margin indicate the portions
of the paragraph affected by this change.

6. Special Instructions for LATE ACCESSIONS.

a. These instructions apply only for transferring data from the "Late
Accessions" worksheets (see paragraph 5 of the Form B Worksheet instructions)
to the Form B. A separate Form 8 must be completed for each grade analyzed
(0-3 and/or 0-4).

b. No data will be entered in Items 1 through 7: Leave them blank.

Item 8. Lnter specialty code.

Item 9. Sheet Numb,~t - Always enter 999 regardless of the number of
worksheets or grades.

* Item 10. Use as normal Form B. Enter applicable SSI.

*NOTE: Item 11 will be used to enter the grade (0-3 or 0-4) being analyzed.

Item 11. Enter the numerical grade (i.e., 3 for 03 or 4 for 04). ~

Item 12. Use as normal Form B.

Item 13. Leave blank.

Item 14. Leave blank.

Item 15. Use as normal Form B. 8
Ite 1. se s oral or B

Item 17. Use as normal Form B. 8

Item 18. Use as normal Form B.W

*NOTE: If it is necessary to use more than one line to enter all Duty
Modules and training methods, or if there is more than one SSI analyzed
on the Form B Worksheet, begin additional lines by coripleting items 8,
9, and 11 w~ith the same entries as above and Item 10 with the appropriate
SSI in eachi case.

Item 19. Leave blank.

Item M0 Use as normal Form B. F0
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FOMr
CAREER PROFILE SUMMARY

Specific Ins tructi6ns

1. Purpose. Form C is a format used to synthesize the analyses

conducted on the Form B work sheets. When completed it will, for all
grades, combine the core duty positions, related duty positions,
skills and knowledge required, and training/education methods.
Among other things, it will reveal discrepancies in the data, e.g.,
initial training in a duty module occuring more than once. All
duty positions analyzed on the Form B work sheets, all duty modules
used to depict required skills, and all training methods must be
entered on one form C. Therefore, a larger career profile summary
spreadsheet may have to be constructed in the Form C format.

2. Requirements. The following data must be entered on the
spreadsheet.

a. Item 1. Enter the specialty title.

b. Item 2. Enter the specialty code.

c. Item 3. At each grade level list each of the duty position
titles from item 2 of the Form B worksheets. Precede each duty
position title with the job category code (C, R, S, or A) in
parentheses just as it is entered on the Form B worksheet. Behind
each position title, indicate the SSI of the duty position (or
SSI's if applicable because of clustering). Position titles may
be grouped within each grade in any'way-you consider meaningful
to help depict the career profile or to assist you in discussing
specialty qualification (see paragraph 7, Data Requirements
General Instructions).

- EXAMPLE

LIEUTENANT CAPTAIN

(C) Platoon Leader - 11A (C) Company Cormmander 11lA
(C) Executive Officer - 11B (C) Asst Bn S-3 - 11B

etc. etc.

(R) XO, Training Co. - 11A (R) Bn S-1 11lA
(R) Spt Plt Ldr. 11lA (R) Bn Motor Officer 11lB

etc. etc.
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(S) Aide-de-camp - liX (if analyzed)
etc.

(A) Recruiter - liX (if analyzed)
etc*

d. Item 4. List all duty modules used on the Form B worksheets
on the left and right sides of the spreadsheet. List first the duty
modules from all the "Common Modules" Worksheets. Then enter the
position - unique modules from the remaining worksheets for all
grades. (See example in paragraph 2e).

e. Item 5. For each duty module listed in item 4 indicate
in the appropriate training/education alternative column the type
training/education that best imparts the skills and knowledge. Duty
modules, training education types, and training/education alternatives
must be the same as those on the Form B work sheets. Example:

DUTY X DUTY
MODULE P M C S O E X U T MODULE

COMMON COMMON
A-8 1 A-8

C-14 1 .,- C-14

KK-2 2 KK-2

C--1 -- ,CC-1

CC-2 11 CC-2

CC-3 1 31 CC-3

UNIQUE UNIQUE

CC-12 _ - CC-12

CC-14 CC-14
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ARMY OFFICER DUTY MODULE

A. BACKGROUND INFORMATION. To provide a general understanding of the
Army Officer Duty Module Concept the following information has been
extracted from the Army Officer Duty Module Manual, American Institute
for Research in the Behavioral Sciences, dated October 1975.

i. The U.S. Army has developed an experi-
mental system to im.prove communication
among personnel resource planners, personnel
assignment officers and manning table designers,
and to facilitate the development of a
common data bank of information on officer jobs.
This new system has modular work activity
descriptions that are based upon clusters

of tasks. These task clusters have been
given the name "Duty Modules". While the
concept is adaptable to other large organizations
and to jobs held be civilian and enlisted
personnel as well as officers, development of
the system to date has been directed toward
support of the Armyls officer corps generally,
and particularly, the Officer Personnel
Management System (OPNS).

2. A Duty Module, as the term is used herein,
is a codifiable cluster of reLated tasks that
tend to go together, occupationally and
organizationally, in meaningful ways. In
terms of relative size, a Duty Module is
thought of as being smaller than an MOS and
larger than a single task statement. To be
useful in personnel management, each task
cluster, or Duty Module, must be a coherent,
distinctive and relatively self-contained
segment of a significant work activity. By
and large, each Duty Module should be applicable
to a number of different duty positions and a
wide variety of personnel. Properly composed
and standardized Duty Modules become usable as
"plug-in" units, like building blocks, for
describing Job requirements of manning table
positions and qualifications and capabilities
of personnel in a comimon language. To a
far greater degree than either officer MOS or
single task statements, Duty Modules also show
the full interrelationship among jobs, including
both the similarities and the differences.
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3. The Duty Modules developed to date have
been built up primarily from detailed field
job analysis of representative positions
filled by infantry, Armor, Quartermaster,
Engineer, and Ordnance officers. The positions
analyzed were in Grades 0-1 through 0-6 and in
a wide variety of field and DA units.

4. When fully developed, a complete set of
officer Duty Modules offers almost unlimited
possibilities for improving the efficiency
and efficacy of the .Ificer Personnel
Management System. If job requirements and
personnel qualifications were stated in
terms of interrelated Duty Modules, that is,
if manning table positions were coded in
terms of Duty Modules and officer personnel
skills, knowledges, abilities, and job exper-
ience were coded in like terms, almost all
personnel programs could be significantly
improved. Programs much as selection for
school, assignment of personnel to duty,
design of officer training courses, per-
formance appraisal, determining promotion
potential, classification of positions, and
officer career management could be improved.
For example, requisitions currently tend to
be annotated with requirements that are
so specific that they do not allow for the
flexibility needed in carrying on the officer
assignment project, while officer qualifications
are often stated in such general terms that
they do not fully allow f or meaningful
selection of officers. The use of Pu-ty Modules
on manning tables would tend to improve the
statement of realistic job requirements,
while the use of the same Duty Modules to
earmark the officer would tend to make an
individual officer's skills more usable and
more valuable. -Liks-vise, the existence of---
a coimmon language, in the form of Duty Modules,
could improve and make most personnel actions
fairer to the individual and more efficient for
the Army.

5. These improvements, however, await the
completion of the balance of Duty Modules
necessary to cover the whole Army officer
corps, and the jobs that these officers fill.
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B. APPLICABILITY OF DUTY MODULES TO REVIEW OF OFFICER REQUIREM~ENTS

1. For the review of officer requirements it is not intended that
specialty proponents conduct a full job analysis or a detailed task
analysis. The duty module is used to avbid such an effort and provide
necessary officer training and education requirements data.. The duty
modules are only used as a shorthand indicator of the broad skills
and knowledge that the officer must have to perform in the duty
Position being analyzed. Duty Modules that best describe the skills
And knowledge required in a duty position will be entered on Form B.

2. If additional duty modules need to be developed to better
depict the skills and knowledge required to perform in a duty
position(s) the following . d guidelines are provided.

a. A duty module title is a sentence that best describes the
grouping of skills and knowledge required by that segment of the job.

b. Each duty module must be meaningful to the personnel who will
be using it - the training developers.

c. A duty module should be as independent as possible of other
duty modules. It should not require additional explanatory material
to differentiate it from other modules or to explain its meaning.

Id. Additional duties which many junior officers perform and
which are not necessarily associated with a particular position
(i.e., Savings Bond Officer, Voting Officer, etc.) need not be in-
cluded in the duty modules.

e. The key to the significant skills involved in a duty module
is in the selection of a specific action verb for the overall module.

-- -~ Vague, generalized language such as "is responsible f or" should be avoided.

f. Generally, duty modules should not cross over major Army
functions such as combat, supply, administration, and intelligence.
Modules which have a combination of dissimilar functions lose their
modularity, or "plug-in" value for use with a variety of positions.
Most positions will need more than one module to adequately describe the
duties performed and skills required.

g. Do not use technical job language and standard abbreviations
unless they are understood and accepted by informed military personnel
who are not necessarily experts in narrow job areas.

3. When adding duty modules to any area (A, C, BB, etc) the proponents
will use the block of numbers allocated for cich specialty shown below.

SC NUMBERS SC NUMBERS SC NUMBERS

11 21-40 43 341-360 74 641-660
12 41-60 44 361-380 75 661-680
13 61-80 45 381-400 76 681-700
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Sc NUMBERS Sc NUMLB2.S SC NUMBERS

14 81-100 46 401-420 77 701-720
15 101-120 47 421-440 81 721-740
21 121-140 48 441-460 82 741-760
25 141-160 49 461-480 83 761-780
26 161-180 51 481-500 86 781-800
27 181-200 52 501-520 87 801-820
28 201-220 53 521-540 88 821-840
31 221-240 54 541-560 91 841-860
35 241-260 70 561-580 92 861-880
36 261-Z80 71 581-600 93 881-900
37 281-300 72 601-620 95 901-920
41 301-320 73 621-640 97 921-940
42 321-340

Example: If the proponent for specialty 31 determines the need for
three additional duty modules in area CC and two in area A, the new
duty modules would be coded CC 221, CC 222, CC 223, A 221, and A 222.
If the proponent determines that a particular duty module is not
appropriate or needs to be replaced by several others, delete the
selected duty module(s) and add the additional module(s) using the
numbering system described above.

4. If it is determined that a new duty module area is needed to group
several newly identified duty modules which do not fit any of the
established areas, the below listed codes and areas should be used.

DUTY MODULE IF APPROPRIATE, USE DUTY IF CODE AREA U OR X IS
AREA TITLE: MODULE AREA CODE: NOT APPROPRIATE USE NEW

AREA CODE:
Infant.-y U LL
A&mor U MM
Atomic Energy X NN

Example: If the proponent for specialty 11 determines that a newly
identified duty module is uniquely infantry and does not fit in area
U - TACTICAL DIRECTION OF COMBAT UNITS, or any other duty module area,
then the new duty module would be coded LL 21.

5. The duty module areas are broad enough thet in most all cases new
duty modules can be added to already established duty module areas. To
avoid duplication, if new duty module areas are identified in addition
to those above, it is imperative that proponents contact the RETO point
of contact for the specialty before using additional area codes.

6. All new duty modules and duty module areas developed by proponents
must be listed and titled on a separate sheet. Include on this list all
duty modules eliminated. This revised list of additions, deletions.
and revisions must be submitted with the Form B's.
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7. Upon completion of this review the new list of duty modules willbe given to the U.S. Army Research Institute (ARI) to assist in theirefforts to deveL~p duty modules to cover the entire spectrum of officer
specialties and jobs.
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INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

A. Training/Education Requirements.

1. Is there a need to be able to develop officer expertise in areas
not now covered by recognized specialties? If so, how should this be done?

2. How do peacetime requirements in this specialty relate to wartime
needs?

3. Is the current specialty "proponency" system adequate?

4. What is the best way to train officers to deal with uncertainty
.1;d complex, uncharted situations?

5. Wh.bt requirements are generated in order to have the ability to
rapidly expand the force or sustain heavy attrition over a prolonged period?

6. Is the specialty properly structured? If not, what restructuring
is needed/planned/underway?

7. How would ir:•it•Imentation of tie Division Restructuring Study affect
the specialty requirements by 1990?

8. How will the introduction of new equipment presently progranmmed
affect the ý.pecialty requirements by 1990?

9. W'hat other studies or developments are underway or planned that
r,.uy impact on specialty requirements, and what effect on the 1990 require-
, nts can be anticipated?

Inclosure 4
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10. Should there be more duty positions coded "specialty immnaterial?"
Do the positions in the Army-wide support category fall in the "specialty
immuaterial" area? Which positions?

11. What are the foreign language requirements of this specialty?
In what way and at what level would an officer be required to perform in
a foreign language?

12. What effects will the increase of women officers have on this
specialty as they advance and branch out in career progression?

13. Should ROPA education and training requirements be changed?
Example: CGSC completion requirements for promotion to LTC and COL.

B. Training/Education Concepts/Strategies.

1. Should there be a single overall Army proponent for training/
education? Who? Should there be a "Tsar" for each specialty? Who?

2. Should training/education programs focus on the next job, on all
possible jobs during the next career segment, or should there be a com-
bination of programs? What should be the balance between training in
hard skills and education in principles and concepts at each level of
schooling?

3. Are level 1 (pre-commissioning) programs adequate to meet Army
needs? What are advantages and disadvantages of adding specialt-' prepar-
ation to pre-commissioning training?

4. Should General officers receive more training? What should be
the subject matter? What are other considerations?
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5. What important positions should be considered f or preparatory
training.

- Bn Command?

- Bde Command?

- Div Command?

- Corps Command?

- Project manager?

- Installation Coimmand?

- High level Joint/Combined staff?

- Others?

6. What roles can professional examinations play in the training/
education of officers? Can they shift more responsibility for preparation
to the officer corps? Should there be qualifying examinations for certain
promotions, assignments, or schools? Who should control content of exam-
inations? Are there coherent bodies of knowledge which can be used as the
basis for testing, e.g., FM 100-5 and derivative manuals? In non-combat
specialties? Core subjects?

7. What special considerations are necessary for adapting Active Army
training/education programs to reserve components use?

8. Is command essential to specialty qualification? If so, how is
this reconciled with the fact that opportunities for command are limited?

9. 'What changes should be made to the Academic Efficiency Report sy~tem
to make it more useful or meaningful?

10. To reduce personnel and facility costs, should there be a significant
increase in training at civilian institutions and industry and/or greater use
made of non-resident instruction/self-study?
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S11. Should every career orficer attend some advanced course? Certain
ipecialties may require unique military training or civilian education;
should the "broadening" usually characteristic of the advanced course be
provided by a limited non-resident course or possibly be bypassed altogether?

12. Must training at OPMS levels 4, 5, and 6 be the same for all officers
or should it, for example, be significantly different for Armor and Infantry
officers than for the other combat arms? Should those who are potential

* candidates for level 5 be selected out for special treatnent?

13. About 50 percent of the field grade officers currently receive
staff college training of generally the same scope; should all field grade
officers receive a 2-4 month com on core and then additional training
according to their specialties? (The additional would be at Ft. Leavenworth
for some and other places such as civilian and specialty schools and industry
for others).

14. Should officers selected for the Armed Forces Staff College and
* Sister Service Colleges first attend a "core" course at CGSC? (Currently,

about 250 officers going to staff colleges other than CCSC are missing
S* training considered to be vital).

15. Should CGSC-level training be conducted under a "Staff University"
concept, i.e., different schools and courses for different groupments of
specialties? (Many located other than at Ft. Leavenworth).

16. What need exists to support Army student participation in staff
and senior colleges of the other military departments and at foreign
military schools?

17. Should "command" be designated as a specialty field? Rationale?
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C. Managing the Trained Resource.

1. How does the "up or out" policy affect the specialties? Can some
"tImandatory 20 year retirees" be kept on active duty in certain specialty

fields as "Limited Duty" officers within grade limitations? Can some
potentialeliminees be retained as "Limited Duty" officers in order to
serve in their given specialties subject to the needs of the service and
periodic reviews by a board?

2. What is the proper use of warrant officers? Can some officer
specialist jobs be filled by warrant officers? Can warrants be offered
to more "up or outt" casualties in shortage MOS's?

3. Is it possible to maintain an appropriate level of opportunities
for "on-the-job" learning in two specialties as an officer progresses in
rank?

4. Should selection for advancement be linked to the needs of the
specialty or to that of the Army as a whole? Should boards be given quotas
by specialty?

5. What feedback mechanisms exist or should be instituted to update
officer education/training requirements?
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REVTEW OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

APPENDIX 4

SPECIALTY DATA RECEIPT

TO ANNEX K

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

I:

5 Inclosures

1. Administrative Instructions
2. Manual Analysis of Specialties
3. Instructions - Specialty Matrix
4. Analyzing Qualification Standards
5. ADP Instructions

K-4-1
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INSTRUCTION PACKET
INDIVIDUAL SPECIALTY ANALYSIS

This packet contains . set of instructions to be followed upon
receipt of specialty data =om proponents. In broad terms, there are
three parts to your initi&2 efforts:

(l) A careful check ., insure that the data package is complete
and that proponents have followed instructions.

(2) An off-line (manual) analysis of the data package, with
particular emphasis being placed upon those portions which are not
amenable to ADP.

(3) An analysis of computer printouts.

Only the first two of these three parts are addressed in this
instruction packet. The third-analysis of printouts (including
correction of rejected cards) -- will be addressed by separate set
of instructions once programming effort is sufficiently far along
to define outputs with some precision.

To a very great extent, the care you take in checking and
analyzing proponent data packages should pay dividends later, for you
should be able to reduce many errors which, if left undetected, would
be compounded.

These inclosureL form a part of this packet:

I ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS

II MANUAL ANALYSIS OF SPECIALTIES

III SPECIALTY MATRIX

IV ANALYZING QUALIFICATION STANDARDS

So there you have It. May the force be with you!

_Oeý-CýSA DEBELIUS

4' COL, CE
"Team M
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ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS

1. STEP 1. The admin office is responsible to log the receipt of the
proponent package (if received by RETO POC, inform Admin of specialty;
Date/Time received; who received it; how many pages of OCSA Form 288
(Form B, ADP).

2. STEP 2. Burn three copies of new Duty Module list. Give two copies
to LTC Good. Retain one copy for submission with OCSA 288 (Form B
Keypunch sheets).

3. STEP 3. Use separate Data Package Checklist to insure that you have
a complete package, that the data is correct, and that proponents have
followed instructions.

4. STEP 4. When all OCSA 288's and DA Form 3167's are completed, number
consecutively each sheet in lower right hand corner in red, then determine
the number of entries on data tape (how many lines filled out, including
heading) and enter the number in the lower left hand corner of each
OCSA 288 and DA Form 3167 in black. DA Form 3167's will precede OCSA Form
288's in sequence.

5. STEP 5. RETO POC delivers OCSA 288, DA Form 3167 and one copy 3f
added DM list to admin office. RETO POC then goes to analysis instruztions
(INCL 2 -5) to conduct analysis.

6. STEP 6. Admin prepares batch to go to contractors consisting of the
batch number, the number of 288/3167 pages and the w-mber of entries on the
data tape.

7. STEP 7. Admin office prepares DD Form 200 in 4 copies listing what
ii in each batch and attaches it to the batch.

8. STEP 8. Admin bandcarries the batch to Data Tel, 3700 Mt. Vernon Ave,
Alexandria, Virginia. Obtains signature of receipt transmitted.

9. STEP 9. Admin picks up previous days tape and OCSA 288's. Check
and record the number of keypunch cards contained on the tape. Hand-
carries tape and DM list to Mr. Lesher, Room 1S67, Hoffman II. Obtains
signature of receipt transmitted. Brings forms, error listing and cards

to RETO.

Inclosure 1
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10. STEP 10. Admin office logs the error listing and error cards.
Delivers to RETO POC.

11. STEP 11. RETO POC corrects error cards and returns to admin office.
(Error card correction procedure to be provided later).

12. STEP 12. Admin office returns error cards to Hoffman II with
next day's run. Logs in error log.

13. STEP 13. LTC Good submits new Duty Module List and duty module
change list to admin. Admin will handcarry duty module changes to
MILPERCEN. Admin will distribute new duty module list to each RETO POC,
each MILPERCEN specialty monitor, each DA proponent, and each training
and education proponent.

K-4-I-2
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SPECIALTY ERROR CARD CC.%TOL

DAIE & NIMBER OF DATE, CARDS & ERROR DATE A UXPER OF CORRECTr.i)
CA.."')S FROll LISTING POC CARDS 3A(:K 10

SPECIALTY MILPERCEN (-by name) - - ILPERC,-N
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DATA PACKACE CHECKLIST

The following checks must be made before the OCSA 2 8 8 's (Form B
Keypunch sheets) can be turned in to admin. This is a checklist for
a fast look at the data package to insure that the Form B Keypunch
sheets are correct, thereby reducing the number of error cards. Major
errors must be corrected by the RETO member after consulting with pro-
ponents. Minor flaws and/or misunderstandings/disagreements that do
not affect ADP, can be discussed with proponent after the OCSA 288's
are turned in to admin.

(OK DISCREPANCY

1. Form X

a. Specialty title and code properly entered.

b. SSI title( r>and code(s) properly listed
in item 3.

c. FY 78 "\12ts entered and properly totalled
on right side anu ">ottom.

d. 1K Th ssetr$ entered and properly totalled.

, ck ssumptions indicated in item 6.
Are I"u jeasonab le?

S'f. Are FY78 and FY90 assets the same? MILPERCEN
'i-d straight line project FY90 assets from FY84

7•> asoets.

*'2. Form B General

a. For each grade, the following must be
present.

(1) Common Modules, numbered .

(2) Duty position analysis sheets, numbered
sequentially.

(3) Non-analyzed duty positions numbered 998.
Each duty position is numbered sequentially.
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30 November 1977

_MANUAL ANALYSIS OF SPECIALTIES

1. After completing the adm.ntstrative req-jzremeats, each specialty must

be analyzed using the attached fortmat for preparation of the final analysis.

2. Each of the format paragraph headings will be used. Each question will

be addressed in a separate sub-paragraph, if applicable. Where information

is available, either from the data package form,, MILPERCE. data, answers

to informational reqirements, survey responses, etc., the source is

identified at the end of each question.

3. Although a large amount of data is available for the analysis, the final

written analysis must be short, and to the point.

Inclosure 2
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ANALYSIS PLAN

PART I.- MANUAL

ANALYSIS OF SPECIALTY (TITLE) (SC)

1. Analysis of duty positions.

a. Do those jobs selected as "core" duty positions really represent
the heart or "guts" of the specialty? Do tese jobs require the officer
to perform specialty tasks on a day-to-day basis? Are there too many or
too few core jobs? Do these jobs build technical competence? Should
some be deleted, added? (Forms C and B)

b. Do those jobs selected is "related" duty positions require the
performance of tasks that draw on specialty knowledge, skills and experiences?
Are there too many, too few? Should there b- additions/deletions? (Forms C
and B)

c. Is there a pattern to the variety of types of jobs available in the
specialty? Example: Only a few different types of jobs for company grade
with an increasingly wider variety of jobs for field grade officers in the
specialty.

d. Do the positions analyzed represent the majority of specialty positict-s?
What .? (Forms B) (Total number of analyzed positions/total number of
positions at each grade leve:).

e. Are the non-analyzed positions properly categorized? (Form B Sheets
#998).

f.° Are all positions from the TAADS documents accounted for? (Total
from Forms B vs TAADS totals by grade).

g. Are the duty positions properly clustered, that is, do the jobs
clustered under each duty position in fact require the same skills and
knowledge? QFoMs B) Has there been too much clustering/not enough
clustering? Should there be changes? (Discuss with TOE proponent).

2. Analysis of skills/knowledge (duty modules)and training/education
requirements.

a.. Are the duty modules selected as common to all duty positions
analyzed for each grade appropriate? Are they in fact "common?" Are there
additions/deletions that could be made? (Form B Sheets #000)
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b. Are there duty modules common to all grades/several grades in the
specialty (Form C)? What areas of duty modules, i.e., '-i•n, specialty
peculiar, etc.?

c. Of the unique duty modules, which apply to a significant number of
duty positions 50-60% or more? (Forms B)

d. What are the trends of the training/education types for best
imparting the skills/knowledges? (Form C)

e. Is there a pattern of required training/education alternatives for
each grade level? Is the training concentrated in a few alternatives? Which
ones? (Forms B and C)

f. Are there skills that, when clustered, clearly dictate the core for
a military school for each grade/combination of grades? Are these skills
appropriate for military schooling? Is the training alternative the "best"
means of imparting the skills? (Form C)

g. Do the skills gained through experience fill the more formal training/
education gaps? (Form C)

h. What are the significant special training/education requirements for
the specialty? (Form B remarks)

i. What are the civilian education requirements? (Form C. 3)
Identify any of the skills and knowledge indicated or obtainable through
other means that could best be imparted by specific civilian instruction.
(Discuss with proponents as appropriate).

J. Are there any obvious/significant differencesin the number of
personnel presently being fed through the schools and the needs of the
specialty? Are too many being trained in particular skills (Example: All
Lt receiving training required for only a few positions)? Are too few
being trained in particular skills? Which skills (duty modules) - if
obvious at this point in the analysis process? (School data. COI's).

3. Analysis of Information Requirements.

a. Briefly summarize the proponents' answers to the information -equire-
ments questions (Incl 4 of the data packet). The summary for each question
should consolidate the different responses/positions as concisely as possible.

b. Use the same question numbering system, but do not repeat the question.
Include enough of the question information in the summary for the paragraph
to stand alone.

c. Indicate by an asterisk (*5, *8, etc.) those responses that are of
particular interest, provide a new approach, should be pursued further, etc.
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4. Analysis of specialty assets/requirements.

a. Complete the specialty assets/requirements matrix analysis (Incl 3).

b. On Form A compute the % of, each grade for each SSI requirement.

c. Compare the FY78 and FY90 SSI requirements (Form A).

Are there significant differences? Are there trends of increasing or
decreasing SSI requirements? Do the SSI requirements by grade generally
track with the total specialty requirements by grade for FY78? FY90?
Are the assumptions valid for the FY90 requirements? Are there any known
limitations on the FY90 data? Are the requirements concentrated in one/a
few SSI's or are certain SSI's requirements very small? Are these require-
ments significant (possible eliminations/consolidations)?

5. Analysis of the specialty qualification "road map". Complete the qual-
ification matrix analysis to include any appropriate comments/remarks (Incl 4).

6. Tentative Conclusions. Characterize the proponents analysis of the
specialty. Will the proponents analysis allow RETO to complete its analysis?
Does it reflect an in depth or superficial treatment? Is the data coherent
and useful as presented? Are there grave discrepancies that must be resolved
with the proponent?

7. Tentative Recommendations. After completing this manual analysis
(including the specialty matrix and qualification standards), what are the
short range recommendations for additional/further study/analysis by the
proponents or RETO HEL teams?
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INSTRUCTIONS

SPECIALTY MATRIX

1. This matrix is designed to address primarily the analysis of the data
provided by MILPERCEN. Six complete sets of data are available. Two will
be provided to each numbered team.

2. Instructions for performing each step are provided in the matrix itself.
Some steps will require mathematical computations.

3. It will be useful if the RETO Analyst performs the Analysis of Information
Requirements (Inclosure 4 to the Data Package) before proceeding with the
matrix.

4. It is important that the comments be limited to only the most succinct
statements of truly significant items.

Inclosure 3
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PAGE 1
SPECIAi'•.;" HALRIX

SC:___ _
TITLE:_

ITEN DATA .!-I'LE!SOLRCE DA"_'A/C OMEEN:T

1. ASSETS (Primary & Secondary) NUM6ER PERCENT (Compute)

(p. 46, C2y1  COL E II
(p.60, C2) LTC IIi I
(p.74, C2) M.1 .. I I
(p.88, C2) CPT I I 1__11
(p. 1 02, C2) LT [ 1 i ]

(add COL-LT) TOTAL I IZ[ 100

2. MILPERCEN REQUIREMENTS NUb0ER PERCENT (Compute)

(p.33, C2) COL L 1 1 11
(p. 33 , C3) LTC 11 1 [ 11
(p.33, C4) RAJ 1111 E I
(p.33, C.5) CPT [ .1 [1111.

(p33 oC,6) IN ~ o
TOTAL. [1 1 [~ I

3. CAREER PROGRESSION COMMENT:

Compare percents of
Items 1 and 2 above.
Comment on sigaificant
discrepancies.

C -EJCK

NO SIGNIFICANT
DIS CREPANCIES L]

1/ Source is MILPERCEN data unless otherwise noted.
Pad (p.46,C2) as page 46, column 2 from left to right.

K-4-4II-2
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PAGE 2
SPECIALZY MIATRIX

SC:
TITLE -_________

I TE' DATA IIELE/SOURCE DATlA/C 0•'E'.

4. Comment if there is no LATE ACCESSION AT

progression from LT to COL
in Items I or 2. - FOR ASSETS L(CHECK)

- FOR REQUIREMENTS ZI (CHECIZ)

R ANK
CHECK DEAD END BEYOND

NOT APPLICABLE - FOR ASSETS F (CHECK)

- FOR REQUIREMENTS (CHECK)

COMMENT:

5. IfTO, TDA REQUIRE.•MNTS
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

TDA TO .(M) TOE TDA/MTOE
(M)OTOE (M1 TOE SUBTOTAL TDA _PATIO TOTALCL1 til l FLii] L= L LI]
(pE,C2) (pE,C3) 2/ (pE,C4) 3/ (pE,C5)

LTC -- -I] L- .]--- [11 I-] [i_]
(pD,C2) (pD,C3) (pD,C4) 3/ (pD,C5)

MAJ L][iiLI i]L]7
(pC,C2) (pC,C3) 2 (pC,C4) 3/ (pC,C5)

CPe Li [i Li] LI] K] LI]
(pB,C2) (pB,C3) 2/ (pb,C4) 3/ (pB,C5)

j LT L--iJ--IJE-iIJL7]Li]L-I
(pA,C2) (pA,C3) 2/ (pA,C4) 3/ (pA,C5)

2/ Add (1) + (2)

3/ Divide (4 ) K-4-III-3
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PAGE 3
SPECIALi". MA"dRIX

SC:____
TITLE:___ _

ITEmI DATA :ITLE/SOURCE DMAICACOMIE',T

6. MTOE, TDA REQUIREJRE•NTS:
FOR FUELD GIRDES

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
TDA TO HEOE TDA/MTOE

WZ TE SUBTOTAL TDA RATIO TOTAL

MAJ &LTC

MA] LTC f& C&L yF~L~
FOR COMPANY GRADES

[I]]Li LI]T LII] FI]
A/ 1. 7l A/ A/ A/

7. REQUIREMENTS (R)iR A) FY78 PERCENT FY90 PER'GENT
FORM A (Compute) FORM A (Compute)

,COL [E]L -I]L -I
o,, E.-_L _F-]

MAJ ElIEYEIJEY]

TOTAL L]I]ILI
8. TRENDS. Compare FY78 COMENT:

with FY90 in Item 7, and
with SSI Study trends.
Comment as necessary.

Al Add from Item 5.

1.4-III-4
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PACE 4
SPEr.IALlY MATRIX

SC:
TITLE;

ITEM DATA TITLE/SO0JRCE DATA/COMME,.T

9. REQJIREMENTS CO.VARISO14 COMMENT:
Compare requirements in

Item 2, column (6) of Item 5,
and Item 7. Resolve
significant discrepancies
with proponents. Comment
as appropriate.

CHECK
NO SIGNIFICAxT
DISCREPANCIFS

10. COMMAND PO31TIONS
GRADE PERCENT

TOTAL RQMT CMD RQMT

COL[
(pG)

(pF)

CM' RQ!MT

(Form B)

COL LI
LI]

Compare above. Resolva COMMENT:
significant discrepancies
wit' proponents. Comnent
as appropriate.

K-4-III-5
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PAGE
SPECIAL:ZY MA'RIX

TITLE.:

IT£EM DATA TITLE/SOL'RiýE OATA/COMEV.j

11. SHORTAGE. Enter Unfilled
Positions, Number and Rate
(percent) CHECK

NLI3ER PERCElt 5/
(p45, C9,10) COL [::iizi
(p59, Cq,-) LTC E-I L
(p73, C9,10) MAJ EII Llii i
(p87, C9,10) CPT E1D7L1I Li
(pl0l, C9,10) LT LIii LI

(Review also the instructions 5_ If zero, leave boxes bank and
to the 1977 COLIs promotion check for appropriate rank
board which identifies short-
ages - at APP I to Incl 2).

12. OVERFILL. Enter "overfill"
Number and Rate (unused
assets as a percent of
requirements)

CHECK
NUK3ER PE•- ENT 5/

(p45, Cl,12) COL E I-]_] L
(p 59 , C11,12) LTC [I 1 L

---(p73, C11,12) M-- AJ [i] 111L
(p87, C11,12) CPT I]I]L
(pllO, Cll,12) LT E[ ] E[ ] L-i

j/ If zero, leave boxes blank and
check for appropriate rank.
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SH XPACE 6

SC:

TITLE:

ITEm D.LTA TITLE!SOURCE I DAIA/COKMEET

13. AVEraGE UTILIZATION.
Enter "Utilization Index
Average"

AVERAGE
UTI LIZATION

(p46, C9) COL

"(p6 0, C9) LTC [1 1

(p74, C9) MAL

(p88, C9) CPT

(pl02, C9) LT E"7]
14. REQUIREMEINTS TO ASSETS RATIO

Enter "Reqhirements/Assets"
if under 0.33, or if over
0.66. Otherwise, check
box.

RQWr
TO

ASSET C•IECK

(p46, C8) COL LII
(p:::: C8) LT AI] EEl

(7,C9) MAJ I]L
(p88, C9) CT ] El
(p102, 09)T [17] [I

K-4-111-7
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PACE 7
SPECIALfY MATRIX

SC: _ _ _
TI FLE :

11TF. DATA iLE/SO!CEDATA/CM':T

15. CO:MOMO PAIRINGS.
Review specialty pairing COL (p 13 , 14)
tables (see explanatinn in
p.12a) and enter the largest
pairings (up to six) for
each ran- with your [ II] LIIL L
specialty as p-imary oc
sezoa).-dary.

E ViNfl'LE : Pair Nimber

L3 L6f _3 ] LTC (p15, 16)

MAJ (pt 7 , 18)

[I_.]l LI2I] LIE]

[1111] ElIE] E--FI
CPT (p19, 20)

_[II-] LIE] LE]]
LIE] LIE] EZ[I

LT (pl, 22)

_4E- ] L_ _

K-4-III-8



PAGE 8
SPECIALf f MAiRIX

SC:
TITLE:- - -

I[E DATA AiTLE/SOURCE DArA]CO.ET

16. PAIRING COMMENT CO.X'CNT.

Compare com.:,rn pairings
(Item 15) with pairings noted
by proponents as being corn-
plementary or non-com-
plementary. (Input to
Tasking Message).

Commznt only as neceýssary.

(Coordinate with RETO

Analyst analyzing the other
half of the pairs. Both
comment. )

(Whether your specialty
'Ai primary or secondary is
nit important her)

K-4-111-9



PAGE 9
SPECIALCY MAZRIX

TITLE-

ITEM DATA "ITLE/SOUP.CE DATA/COMMF T
Pair Va i e

17. PAIRING UTILIZATLON CQECK U.4DESIRABLE PAIR3 . .]

Add "Requirernnts/Asseta"

value for both halves of each COL (p45# C8)

non-conilermentary pair and

each coiiplemeatary pair...=..=to .111111 Lp.....EI.J 111111](item 15, 16 a-id Input to =Tasking Message). _-• 2 - _ -:]
Record undesirable pairs

when their added value LTC (p60, C8)

exceeds the value noted for

"each rank belooi. Fi-E] L J ,
COL if over .98

LTC if over .95
kAJ if over .89 =E

Record desirable pairs MAJ (p74, C8)
if added value is below I
given value. L

(Coordinate with RETO
Analyst analyzing the other
half of the pairs. Both .... -LJ
record data).

DESIRABLE PAIRS

COL (p46, C8)

IK E[L--] 11717] ELIP]

LTC (p60, C8)

S~~~E-__ __._Z :-T
' E2 212.II ] L...II ] L I-I---

MAJ (p74, C8)

IK-4-III-10



PAGE 10
"SPEC IAL' Y MATRIX

SC:_____
TITLE:

ITEl DATA TITLE/SOURCE DATACOME.T

18. SPECIALTY HIGHLIGHTS COM4ENT:

Review Items I through 17
and your Analysis of Infor-
mation Requirements (Inclo3ure
4 of Data Package), and high-
light any sLiEniftcant
comment key Liý_undears'tanding
your specialty's peculiaritie.
with respect to the following
items.

. REQUIRFMENTS

- ASSETS

- CAREER FROGRESSION

- HANAGEMEI'C

- U•ILIZATION

- SPECIALTY PAIRS

- TRAINING & EDUCAtL3N

- OThER

K--111



SPECIAL'Y MATRIX

SC:
TITLE: - _.....

ITE.4 DATA TITLE/SOURCE DATA/ C0KhNE'JT

18. SPECIALTY HIGHLIGHF1TS (CONTID)
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ANALYZING QUALIFICATION STANDARDS

1. INTRODUCTION. One important early effort we must undertake in
our analysis of inputs from each proponent is the definition of
qualification standards at each rank within each specialty. If
we can describe--and defend--such standards, we will have come
a long way toward whittling important specialty yardsticks for
later measurement of how well--or how poorly--identified training and
education requirements are met by our current system. Three
sources contribute to the yardstick development process:

* The qualification description provided by proponents,

* Officer opinions on qualification as determined from
Mary Ruth's survey effort, and...

* You, the RETO analyst, whose vital role cannot be
over emphasized.

2. AN OVERVIEW OF THE QUALIFICATION ANALYSIS PROCESS.
In broad terms, you should expect to receive a fairly
comprehensive, predictably voluminous, and possibly erudite
statement of qualification standards from each proponent.
Within less than two weeks thereafter you will also have access
to a set of survey results. Your job is to analyze both inputs,
coordinate u ere appropriate, and make some decisions about specialty
qualificatimn standards. A form (sample attached) should be
filled out f,'i. each rank in each specialty.

3. WHY A FORM? The fixed format is imperative because, as the
study evolves, individual specialty reports will change bands a
number of times. Individual specialty considerations, groupments,
looks across MEL's, and finally, a combined system look, will
be accomplished. About the only reasonable way we can quickly
handle voluminous data is to put it in a form which permits
easy comparison and rapid assimilation of salient points.

4. FILLING OUT THE QUALIFICATION STANDARDS FORM. Four major
columns are provided for your use as follows:

a. PROPONENT VIEWS. In this column, summarize proponent
views beside the appropriate entry. You do not need to
regurgitate detailed descriptions. For example, if the
nroponent goes into great detail about precise duty positions
or combinations of duty positions necessary for qualification
at a certain rank, you should make a succinct entry opposite
the title, On The Job Experience. Ctem Lf.

Inclosure 4
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A sample entry could be;

"Company Command for all plus... One of a variety of
possible core positions generally demanding work as a
staff officer."

The point to remember is that your sat-ary will not supersede
the proponent report. Proponent input will remain as a part
of the specialty package as it passes from hand to hand and
team to team.

Even before you receive the survey results, you should satisfy
yourself that the proponent view is reasonable, logical, and
possible. Where inconsistencies are obvious,
coordinate and make changes when the proponent agrees.

b.* OFFICER SURVEY RESULTS. This entire series of columns
primarily involves transfer of data from one form to another. You
should enter the PERCENTAGE of the respondents at that rank
in that specialty who gave that answer to that question. For
ease of entry, question numbers can be found on the form for
each block in which an entry is required.

c. ANALYST'S CCHMENTS. You should make an entry in this column
if, after reviewing proponent views and those of the officer corps
in general, you believe that:

(1) Some change to the proponent input is needed
to satisfy officer views, or...

(2) Officer views diverge from poponent view but
you believe proponent view should prevail, or...

(3) You are convinced that qualification standards
should be different for that entry from either
officer opinion or proponent view, or...

When you feel a particular point deserves
-h.lighting f or further special consideration

Ivs analysis at various MEL levels or in a
combinczl laode.

Coordination with proponents is encouraged when survey results
point up problem areas.

_. Z7,..ZCATION STANDARDS.* This column should be used to
reflect your decision as the analyst about what constitutes
specialty qualification at that rank in that specialty. In
most cases, you will probably agree with the proponent. If so,
simply enter "P" indicating that the proponent's poignant points
prevail permanently for that item. Spell out qualification where
the proponent's data is insufficient or where you decide some-
thing different is needed.
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5. PUTTING PACKAGE TOGETHER.

a. Make sure you have entered information in the upper left corner.
Staple your entire packluge together with a blank cover sheet marked
in bold magic marker:

QUALIFICATION STANDARDS

SPECIALTY (number)
ANALYST (your name)

b. All associated backup papers should be kept together so
they are not lost. If they become too voluminous, we may need
to get our Admin folks to provide a large box for filing each
specialty set.

CHARLES A. DEBELIUS
COL, CE

K-4-IV-3



ADP INSTRUCTIONS

1. r.GNREAL: These instrurtions supplement- and in toine cases
supercede - the Administrat kve Instructions for in-processing the data
requirements packages. The,- cover the detailed procedures for
completing and handling the DA Forms 3167, additional information
on checking out the Form B Keypunch sheet, and preliminary instructions
for correcting error cards and checking the "good card" listing for
errors.

2. DA FORM 3167:

a. Many of the duty positions listed on the TAADS document call
for a specific alternate specialty in additiin to the primary, e.g.,
11A54. The instructions for the Form B Worksheet directed the training
proponent to indicate the number of requirements for such positions
in Item 10 of the form. In order to capture this information and
get it in the computer, it will be necessary for the RETO analyst to
enter the data on a standard ADP sheet, DA Form 3167.

b. The first step is to total the requirements for each alternate
specialty by looking at the remarks section of all the Form B Worksheets
(or ADP Sheets) and adding up the nuniers. For example, one 04 position
may specify requirements for 50 11A54's and 20 11A45's. Another 04
position may require 30 11A54's and 10 11A41's. Aggregate these numbers
by alternate specialty and grade:

XAJ: 10-411s, 20-45's, and 80-54's
LTC: 20-41's, 50-45's, and 60-49's

etc.

c. At the top of a DA 3167, write the specialty code you are analyzing,
e.g., SCll. Enter data in the numbered card columns (CC) as follows:

CC 1-3 Enter "ASR" (Alternate Specialty Requirement)
CC 4 Grade. Enter 2 for 02, 3 for 03, etc.
CC 5-6 Primary specialty code (e.g., 11).
CC 7-8 Alternate specialty code (e.g., 54).
CC 9-12 Number of requirements for this alternate specialty

as deý-rmined in b. above (e.g., 080).

d. In filling out the DA 3167, note the following:

(1) Enter only one grade and one ilternate specialty on each line
i.e., only the first 12 columns of each line are used. All 12 columns
are filled out for each entry.

K-4-V-1



(2) The requirements field, CC 9-12, should be right justified and
zero filled, e.g.,

L9 1 9 requirements.

(3) Use the attached "Standard Character Representation for Coding"

as a guide for printing each character.

(4) Neatness counts!

e. When you have all the data entered on DA 3167's, number the sheets
in sequence in red in the lower right hand corner. Note: this is a
separate sequence from the OCSA Forms 288. Enter the number of lines
filled out on each sheet in the lower left hand corner in black. The
DA 3167's will be kept separate from the OCSA 28 8 's and will be turned in
to the admin office when completed. The priority effort should be on
turning in 288's; then fill out and turn in the 3167's. If the training
proponent has not entered any alternate specialty data on the Form B's,
contact him to determine if he overlooked this requirement. If, in fact,
there are no alternate specialty requirements on the TAWDS document,
notify admin that you have no 3167's to turn in.

f. The admin office will keep a separate log on the 3167's. They
will hold them until the RETO analysts S ve turned in 3167's on all OPMS
specialtieF (or indicated they have none). At that time, a decision will
be made as to whether the keypunching will be done by the contractor or
by MILPERCEN.

3. Form B Keypunch Sheet

a. It is essential that the data on the Form B be correct and easily
readable by the keypunch operator. If it is not, one or both of two things
will happen: the computer edit routine will reject the card as being in
error or incorrect information will be accepted and entered in the data
base. If a lot of error cards come out of the machine, they will burden
the RETO analyst who must correct them and will delay getting the data
base established. If incorrect data is accepted by the computer, the
RETO analysis will be based on faulty information. Therefore, the better
the Form B's are, the easier and better our work will be.

b. There is an important item to check on the Form B which is not
mentioned in the data package checklist. It concerns Item 12, Footnote
Count and Item 13, Number of Positions. Because of the way each card is
handled in the computer, there must always be numbers entered in Ite-3s 12
and 13. If 'ot, the card will be rejected as being in error. (Therefore,
each line ona Form B Keypunch Sheet must have data entered in Items 8,
9,-10, 11, 12 and 13). The situation sometimes arises that two or three
lines or more are needed to enter all the duty modules that pertain to
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a single SSI/TOE/TDA entry (one column -~n the Form B Worksheet). When
this happens, the data in Items 8 to 13 of the first line should be
repeated in all succeeding lines for that same entry. (kIote that a
change in SSI or TOE/TDA constitutes ai new entry). Placing O's in all
columns of Items 12 and 13 on succeeding lines of an entry is also
acceptable. You should check this carefully on all your Keypunch
sheets and enter the appropriate numbers (or O's) where necessary.

4. Error cards and good cards.

a. It will be necessary for the RETO analyst to correct the cards
rejected by the computer as beift in error. An error card will have a
blank spot, or spots, on it at the point, or points, the computer detected
an error. In addition, a computer printout will be produced showing the
data on all error cards of a given batch. The RETO analyst should check
the printout against the appropriate Form B Keypunch Sheets (which he will
have gotten back from the contractor) to determine the correct data whi.ch
should be entered in the blank spot, or spots, on each card (you might
have to consult with the proponent). The card can be identified by
matching the data typed on the top of the card with the data on the print-
out. Enter the correct data oni the card as follows:

(.1) If the error (blank spot) is on the left side of the card (first
40 columns), enter the correction on the right hand side of the card.

(2) If the error is on the right (last 40 columns), enter the correction
on thp. left.

(3) Use a black felt tip pen.

(4) Print carefully, using the standard characters. Avoid the holes
in the card.

(5) If there Is more than one error on a card, enter each correction
on the appropriate side of the card as above. If they are on the same
side, enter the corrections in the same order the errors appear on the
card, left to right (and top to bottom if necessary). If there is a
possibility of confusion, draw arrows from the corrections to the corres-
ponding blank spots at the top of the card.

b. The editing routine in the computer will not detect all errors.
If the keypunch operator has entered a 6 instead of a 5 (because she couldn't
tell the difference), that mistake might go undetected by the computer and,
for example, 600 requirements might be entered instead of 500. In order
to insure that the data base in the computer is at least as accurate as the
figures submitted by the proponents, a "good card" check will be conducted.
The computer will produce a printout of all the cards in each batch that
were accepted by the editing routine. This printout will be given to the

K-4-V-3
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SRETO analyst, and he will check it entry by entry against the For B
Keypunch Sheets. If there are no discrepancies, that will indicate that
the computer has accepted nothing but correct data. If there are errors
on the printout, it will show that the keypunching uistakes were not
of the kind that the editing routine can detect. These errors must be
corrected. At this time, we have not established the procedure for
correcting bad data on the "good card" listing. Instructions V1ll be
provided later.

K-4-V-4
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REVIEW OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

APPENDIX 5

SPECIALTY REQUIREMENTS DETERMINATION AND ANALYSIS

TO nEX K

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

3 Inclosures
1. Formats, Tables 1-34
2. Formats, Tables 35-64
3. Required Signature Comparisons
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SPECIALTY REOUiRTE4NTS DETERMINATION AND ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

An important first phase of the RETO effort involves determining the

duty position requirements for every officer career specialty. This mass

of data must then be placed in a computer, manipulated, compared, and

printed out in a systematic way that will facilitate the RETO analysis.

A portion of the output will simply document each specialty and virious

higher groupings, i.e., it simply records the important require27:en:s

data for future reference. The major porticn of the computer function and

output, however, will manipulate, group, and compare the data in ways that

reveal important facts that would be impossible to determine manually.

This paper specifies a common terminology and notation for dealing

with requirements data. Furthermore, it establishes the concept of

"signatures", how they are calculated, the reason and method for comparing

them, and the procedures for displaying the results.
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A. REQUIREMENTS

*I. General Requirements

Notation:

i - duty position c - command

j - specialty a - arm (C, CS, CSS, Other)

k - rank (grade) 0 - OPMS specialties

I - SSI N - Non-OPMS specialties

m - TOE/TDA T - Grand Total Army

Rijklm - Requirements of position i, in specialty J, at vank k, for

SSI 1 and TOE or TDA m. (This tepresents one entry in one

column of Item 6 on the Form B Worksheet or Item 13 of the

Form B Keypunch sheet)

Rijkl - Requiremethts of position i, in specialty J, at rank k, for

SSI 1. It is the sum of the TOE and TDA requirements of a

given SSI of a specific duty position (or clustered positions).

TDA
Rijkl E Rijklm

m-TOE

K-5-3
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Riik Total requirements of position i, in specialty J, at rank k.

This is the total requirement for a specific duty position (or

clustered positions). (This figure would be found in Item 4

of the Form B Worksheet or Item 7 of the Form B Keypunch sheet.)

z
Rijk - ajkl

1-A

RjkI Total requirements of all positions in specialty J, at rank k,

for SSI 1.

n
Rj k1 RZijkl

Rjk - Total requirements for rank k in specialty J,

n

Rjk - Z Rijk
i-I

or

zRjk E Rjkl
1-A

Rjl Total requirements for SSI 1 in specialty J.

6
Rjl k E Rjkl

k-2
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R Total requirements for specialty J.

6
Rj r -j R Ro - Requirements ofok2 an OPMS specialty

or R4 N - Requirements of a
Non-OPMS specialty

z
R Z RJl Ria Requirements of a

1-A specialty which is
part of arm a.

Rk Total requirements for rank k in a specified groupmcilt of

specialties, i.e.,

Rka - requirements of rank k in arm a.

Rko W requirements of rank k in all OPHS specialties

RkN = requirements of rank k in all Non-OPMS specialties

RkT - requirements of rank k in the entire Army.

y
Rk - Z Rjk

JinX
R 0 Total requirements of all OPMS specialties

o

no

J-x

or

6
Ro =£ Rk

k=2
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1L Total requirements of all Non-OPMS specialties

nN
RN n RIM N

Jmy

or

6
RNE R Wk-,2

R a Total requirements of an arm a (combat, combat support, ora

combat service support).

na
R E- R aa J-z j

or

6
Ra - Rka

k-2

-T Crand Total requirements of the entire Army (OPMS plus

Non-OPMS).

RT oR

or

or

6
RT RkT

k-2

K-5-6
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2. Command Requirements

The addition of subscript c to any of the symbols defined above indicates

that only command jobs are to be considered in the specified requirements.

Command jobs are those duty positions which show duty module A-3 as one of

the duty modules required for that position. For example:

Rjkc - Requirements of all command duty positions at rank k in

specialty J.

3. Duty Module Requirements

A Duty Module Requirement, DR, is the total of the requirements for

the individual sub-elements of the duty positions calling for a given

duty module. The addition of subscript d to DRijkim indicates that each

duty module listed for that specific position/specialty/rank/SSI/TOE/TDA

entry should be assigned the requirements value of that particular entry.

(Every duty module shown on a punchcard should be associated with the

requirements shown in Item 13.) For any given duty module, these associated

requirements can be summed within various categories. For example:

DRjkd - The total requirements associated with duty module d, at

rank k, in specialty J. Note that this is a summation of the

requirements (within the grade and specialty) of all the

individual position/SST/TOE/TDA entries for which the given

duty module has a training method indicated. Therefore,

DRjkd may or may not be equal to the corresponding Rjk

for any particular duty mcdule d.

K-5-7
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Similarly, DRjld Total requirements associated with duty module

d, for SSI 1, in specialty J. Again, this is a

sum-ation of individual requirements (entries in

each column of Item 6 on the worksheet or Item

13 on the Keypunch sheet) which are associated

with the duty module d each time it is listed

(with a training method) under SSI 1 for

specialty J.

4. Additional Requirements

New Symbols:

e - Type of job (C, R, S, or A)

f - Training Type (1, 2, or 3)

g - Training Alternative (P, M, C, S, 0, E, X, U, or T)

h - Analyzed/Non-Analyzed duty position (i.e., it does/doesn't

have duty modules specified for it).

The addition of these subscripts to any of the basic symbols defined above

indicates that the requirements should be aggregated by the category

specified. For example:

Rike - Total requirements of all duty positions of type e, at

rank k, in specialty J.

Rjkh - Total requirements of all analyzed/non-analyzed duty

positions in specialty j at rank k.

DRjkdf - Total requirements associated with duty module d. at rank

k, in specialty J, for which training type f was specified.

K-5-8



DRjRkdg = Total requirements associated with duty module d, at

rank k, in specialty J, for which training alternative

g was specified.

DRjkdfg Total requirements associated with duty module d, at

rank k, in special-y J, for each specified combination

of training type f and training alternative g.

5. Other Requirements

Certnin other requirements must be calculated for various other

purposes. Examples of these (involvirg TOE/TDA requirements) are shown

below. Consistent application of the standard notation should be follov•ed

Rijým Requirements of position i, in specialty J, at rank k,

for all SSI's, categorized as either TOE or TDA m.

z
R ijkm = Rijklm

S =A

Rjkm = Total requirements in specialty J, at rank k, categorized

as TOE or TDA m.

n
Rj kmn Z Rij km

i=l

R. = Total requirements of specialty j c:tegorized as TOE or

TDA m.

6
Rjm = R jkmk=2

RMO = Total requirements of all OPMS specialties categorized

as TOE or TDA m.

no

Rim.no = Rjmo
J=x
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V

R = Total requirements of all Non-OPMS specialties categorized as
ON

TOE or TDA m.

R - R

%T Grand Total requirements of the entire Army categorized as

TOE or TDA a.

Rt R + maT W, '"a

or

R*T - E-RJ

R Jklm Total requirements in specialty J, at rank k, for SSI

categorized as TOE or TDA m.

n
RJkla R RjkEi-i

6. Outputs

Inclosure 1 shows the specific position requirements data that must

be calculated and the formats for displaying the results (Tables 1 thru

34). Where percentages are rciired, they are indicated using the

notation for Weighting Factors (see Secticn B) since such Factors are

themselves ratios of requirements.

[-5-10
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B. WEIGHTING FACTORS

1. Introduction

- A weighting factor is a ratio of the requirements of one sub-

element of a group to the total requirements oi the group as a

whole. The weighting factor is, then, a percentage and is used

in constructing "signatures" of various groups (see Section C).

- The requirements, R, used in weighting factors and signatures

are those for anp.,Lcd positions only, i.e., they are the

require-entf; -or those positions that have duty modules associated

t,,r Luem.

The same notation is used for weighting factors as was used for

requirements. However, one new notational procedure has been

added: a bar over a subscript, e.g., m , indicates that that

factor is present in the numerator of a ratio but not in the

denominator.

2. General Weighting Factors

"Wijl RiJklm S~WiJkl;
Rijkl

Wj Rijkl
~ijkl 

Rijk

" I ~RiJkl1
Rj kl

K-5-11



Rjk
Wijk - -

Rjk
Rkj 

".Rjk

R jk Rj 1

-j Rjk This formula states that the weighting factor

Rj for one rank of a specialty is equal to the

requirements for that rank divided by the

requirements for the entire specialty (all

ranks).

Wk R Jk This ratio shows the requirements of one
rank in one specialty as a percentage of

the total requirements for that rank in a

group of specialties, e.g., WJko - Rjko

Rko

weighting factor of a rank in one OPMS

specialty as a percent of the requirements

for that rank in all OPMS specialties.

R j
?K

w .... here l =Ro or or Ra or RT or anySjx T
groupment containing Rj.

Rkx Rko Rka RkN RkT
We.g., - or - or - or

SR
SaRT

X-5-12
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WO 
Ro

RN

RRH T

Wa ,- -

S0

3. Command Weighting Factors

These are formed from requirements of duty positions involving

command (duty module A-3). For example.

R R

j. cj k

R

J Rj

4. Additional Weighting Factors

These are formed in the same vay as the basic factors. For example:

RR
Jke -Jke

" -- Je Rwjk "Rje! Rjk

R
"Jh

jh 
R

K 1
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C. SIGNATURES

1. Introduction

In order to be able to compare the skills required by various

groups of positions or specialties, a descriptor will be used for that

group that will be called a "Signature". The signature for one column

on the Form B Worksheet (or one line on the Form B Keypunch sheet) is

simply a column matrix of either O's or l's. A I appears for every duty

module that applies to that particular position/specialty/grade/SSI/TOE/

IDA entry, a 0 appears for every duty module that does not apply, when

all possible duty modules are listed in a set order, e.g., numerically.

Hence:

1 Duty module I applies

0 Duty Module 2 does not apply

0 Etc

iijklm

1

1

0

1

etc

A signature for any position, rank, or other group can be built up from

this basic signature by wefghting each element of the group according to

its size in relation to the whole. Since the "weighting factor" used

K-5-14



will be a scalar value between 0 and I and will be multiplied times a

cqlumn matrix, the grtup'signature will be a summation of matrices,

and hence a column matrix or "vector" itself, composed of numbers between

0 and 1.

TDA
Sijkl r Wijkl . Sijklm

m-TOE

z
Sijk IWj • SE This is the signature for one duty

ijk jk! ijklI-A

position (or clustered position).

n Rijk
SJk E Wijk SJk where 17jk -ijkWlj 

Rjk

Let us examine the latter expression. It shows the gignature of one rank

In a given specialty. It is formed by multiplying the signature (matrix)

of each duty position in that grade by the "weighting factor" or ratio

of the requirements of that position to the total requirements of all

positions at that grade, and summing the results.

= Riljk R+ 2k Rin2k
5jk - ____ rs + iAik- - R CSOkR jk jk Rjk

where [ ] represents a column matrix or "vector"

The computations, for say captains jobs in specialty 11, might look

like this:

K-5-15
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20 1i- 20. - 1, 79)0 1
4j1k3 1 000 1j + 0 L - 1000 + ioo o

0 1 1 1
1 0 O0 

101

where for simplicity we only show four duty positions with a total of

1000 requirements and only six duty modules.

0o " 0.2 10-0 0.2
0.02 0.2 V0. .08 1

Sj-1k3 0.02 + 0 0 + 0 0.02
0 0.2 07 0.08 I 0.98
0.02 0 o•08 0.1

00 0 [01

In analyzing this signature, we see that duty module number two has a

value of 1. This is a common duty module at this grade (all positions

require this duty module). The last duty module has a value of 0. None

of the positions require this duty module. The other d.'v, modules have

values that reflect their relative importance in terms of the pe!'-eit of

analyzed duty positions that require them.

2. General Signatures

Sijklm 0 [ a vector composed entirely of O's and l's

etc accordirg to vhether or not the duty module

applies. It is a unique signature for one

column entry on the worksheet or one line on

the keypunch sheet.
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TDA
S - w: Wiikli S = The signaturc of one SSI of oneI mk -TOE .jlf ij • .. . "l"". .....

jiko -TOE, duty position.

z
Sijk E j jjk* Sijk- The signature of one complete duty

l=A
position.

n
SJ1 = Z WIjk " SiJkl = The sigrature of one SSI at one

i-I
grade of a specialty.

n
Sjk = W~jk •Sljk

ji-I The signature of one rank of

or z
SJk E 1 Wiki w SJk* a specialty

jk JI=A k jI

6
W- S w - The signature of one SSI ofa

j1 k-2 Jkil Sjkl

specialty.

6
S4 2 U " The signature of one specialty.

k-2

or

z

S - 2: Wj • S 1 1l=A

Sk = - "k jk The signature of one rank in a

groupment of specialties.

K-5-17
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no
o SJo The signature of OPMS specialties]-X

as a whole.

or

6
S I W_ w *SS k-2 ko

where Wj " - , SJo signature of one OPMS specialty
Ro

- Rko no
ko " -- - Sko r Wjko S - signatureWk o %.1"x k jo

of one rank in the total of OPMS

specialties.

SN a - W N_ * Sj N - Si3nature of Non-OPlS specialties asJ -y

-or as a whole.
6

S- a W;NSkN
k-I

n

Sa W ja Sja Signature of an arm (C, CS, CSS)
J~z

as a whole.
or

6Sa - A a Ska

ST Wo " So 0+ WN SN Signature of the entire Army.

K-5-18
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D. SIGNATURE CMTING ANM) SPECIALTY GROIWPIG

1. Basic Signatures Sijklmcehao/NT

a. A signature using the standard notation can have as many as

10 subscripts. (It would be highly unusual if all 10 of them were

used at once.) To designate a specific signature, it is only necessary

to indicate those subscripts that apply:

Sj13k5 Specialty 13, grade 05.

SiO1lJ12lA a Duty position #15 (sheet number), in SC12, SSIIA.

b. Some subscripts stand by themselves:

c - command, 0 - OPMS, 9 - Non-OPMS, T - Total Army

SeO ,- TOE jobs In the OPMS specialties

SOCN - Core jobs in the Non-OPMS specialties. Note that the c

follows an a and therefore refers to "core" jobs. A c

standing alone, not preceded by e, refers to "command" jobs.

c. Two subscripts require explanation:

hA indicates analyzed positions

al indicates combat arms

a2 indicates combat support

a&3 indicates combat service support

a4 Indicates other

K-5-20



The specific specialties making up each arm are shuvn in paragraph 3

below.

d. If a subscript is used with no further designation of its

elements, it is understood that all elements of the group are to be used

in turn; therefore, more than one specific signature is indicated:

J indicates 5 signatures - one for each grade in specialty 11.

2. Special Signatures

a. Some comparisons require special groupings. For example, it

might be desirable to examine "field grade officers", vhich is a group

composed of 3 grades. Some situations require the signature of one

element of a group to be compared vith the signature of the rest of the

group, e.g., SCII versus (Combat Arms minus SCII). In most such cases

the use of the standard notation is clear:

5jllk456 Indicates the group included in the signature is composed

of grades 04, 05, and 06 of specialty 11.

Sal-Jl! Indicates combat arms minus specialty 11.

Sjll3k35c Indicates command jobs at the grades of 03 and 05 in

specialties II and 13. Note that this is one signature -

not an Indicator for multiple signatures,

K-5-21
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b. If there is a possibility of confusion or misinterpretation

of the precise slgnaturý' desired, or if th2 subscripts become unwieldy,

replace the subscript entry with an asterisk and place a notation

beneath the signature to show the special grouping:

SioJil Indicates the grouping involves duty positions

S•1101110 number 10 and •IO of specialty 11.

3. Arms and Seecialty Grouping

a. The following shows the initial grouping of the specialties

into arms for the purpose of this stud). These groupings make use of

Paragraphs 2-6 and 2-7 of DA Pam 600-3 and AR 10-6:

I - Combat Arms: SCil, 12, 13, 14

2 - Combat Support: SC 15, 21, 25, 31, 35, 36, 37

3 - Combat Service Support: SC 26, 27, 41, 42, 44, 45, 54, 71,

72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 81, 82,

83, 86, 87, 88, 91, 92, 93, 95, 97

4 - Other: SC 28, 43, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53, 70

b. The 46 OPMS specialties are shown above. In addition, there

are 10 Non-OPMS specýalties:

SC 55, 56, 60, 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, and 68.
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E. COMPARISON OF SIGNATURES

1. General

After signatures have been constructed for various groups of

interest, it is possible to compare these signatures directly to deter-

mine various kinds of information. Such comparisons can ihow the skills

(duty modules) which are common to two groups of positions, specialties,

grades, etc. They can show what is unique about a certain group. They

can be used to conduct A "curve fit" to see if two specialties are in

fact equivalent; that is, they involve the same duty modules with about

the same weight. Furthermore, once the common or unique duty modules

are identified, it is possible to calculate the duty position requirements

and training methods associated with each duty module. All of this

information is central to the RETO study effort.

2. Comparisons

a. A comparison is the matching of duty module values, W1, in one

signature against the correspo.ding values, W2 , in another siguature.

The different types of comparisons, for different purposes, are shown

below:

Types of Comparisons

1. Within one specialty

2. One specialty vs. another

3. One specialty vs. a group of specialties

4. Within a group as a whole

5. One group vs. another group

K-5-23
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a. Cc~výýon - determine ca:2mfon duty modules.

b. Shared - determine shared/iztportant duty modules.

C. Uaihtqe - determine ,inique and significant DM's.

d. Curve Fit - determine if the same duty modules are present in

each signature with the same degree of importance.

e. Training - determine the best training method and associated

requirements for specified duty modules.

X. Only one signature is needed; no comparison is made betwecn

slgnatures.

b. Criteria or standards, must be established: to deteimine

whether or not a particular duty module is significant within a given

signature; to determine if a match-up of values for any one duty module

between signatures is of interest; and to judge whether or not the

comparison as a whole is significant.

Criteria:

(1) The significance of a duty module (D,4) within any one given

signature depends on its weighted value in that signature:

I. W = 1.0 Common DM

2. W - .70 - .99 Essential DI

3. W = .40 - .69 Important D4

4. W - .23 - .39 Significant D1M

5. W = .01 - .19 Rare DMI

NOTE: If W = 0, the duty module is not present in the signature and

carries no weight.
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(2) In comparing signatures, the value of each duty module in one

signature is matched against Its value in the other signature using one

or more of the following criteria:

I. W, > .4 and W2 - 0 - DM unique and significant to S1

II. WI = 0 and W2  > .4 - DM unique and significant to S2

III. W1 > .5 and W2 > .3

or
- DM shared by and important to

IV. W1  > .3 and W 2  >.5
both SI and S2

or

V. W1 +W2 2 .8 and IWI -W21 .3

VI. W, + W2 2: .3 andjWl - W2 < .2 - DM present and of approx.

equal value in both S1

and S2.

(3) The degree of significance of a comparison of signatures depends

on the percent of duty modules that meet the specified criteria. For

example, if a large percent of the duty modules in signature S1 meet

criterion I above, the comparison is highly significant since it indicates

that most of the skills required by St are unique in comparison with S2.

Conversely, a significant degree of commonality between S1 and S2 would

be indicated if a high percentage of their duty modules met criteria III,

IV, or V. Therefore, the degree of significance of a comparison will be

measured by the percent of duty modules meeting the specified criteria

and falling in-the following range:
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V

A. Extreme 60 - 100%

B. High 40 - 59%

C. Medium 20 - 39%

D. Low 10 -19%

E. Doubtful 0 - 9%

These percentdges are computed separately for SI and S2 . In each case,

as applicable, uniqueness is measured separately from commonality. It

is important to note that only non-zero weight duty modules (W>O) are

included in these calculations. For example, if signature S1 is compared

with signature S2, the following calculations might result:

Sl S
Non-Zero DM's (W>O) 400 100

Common DM's (Criteria III, IV, V) 20 20

Unique DM's (Criteria I, II) 200 10

20 20
Commonality Significance 400 - 5% 100 = 20%

200 10
Unique Significance 400 - 50% 100 - 10%

The interpretation of these results would be chat S1 has a doubtful

degree of commonality with S2 and in fact is highly unique; whereas, S2

has a medium degree of commonality with S1 and a low degree of unique-

ness. In other words, S2 is somewhat of a subset of S1 .

In the case of a "curve fit" comparison, which uses criterion VI, the

percentages are calculated in the same way as above. Note that this is

a variation of a comonality comparison.
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3. outputs

The computer should have the capability of computing and printing

any specified signature or conducting any specified comparison. The

printout will be as shown below.

a. Format. (Inclosure 2)

The attached table shows the format for printing out the results

of a comparison between signatures. It can also be used for listing the

coimmon/ithportant duty modules from one signature.

b. Criteria.

For each comparison, or single signature analysis, one or more

of the criteria discussed above will be specified. The criteria used

will be indicated on the printout.

C. Significance.

(1) A degree, or level of significance, as discussed above,

will be specified for each comparison, e.g., Medium - 20%. A differe-it

degree of significance might be specified for coummonality than for unique-

ness. After making the comparison, the computer will indicate the degree

of significance actually attained for S1 and S2 . common and/or unique as

appropriate (i.e., up to 4 separate percentages). If the actual level

attained, e.g., Low - 14%, is less than that specified, no printout

of that element of the comparison is necessary. If the actual level

meets or exceeds the specified level of significance, the appropriate

portions of the table are printed out. In each case, however, the header

information on criteria and signIficance will be printed out.
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(2) In the case of a single signature, there is no comparison

of duty modules, and hence no specified or attained significance level.

Only those duty modules which meet or exceed the weight value designated

in the criteria are printed out, along with associated information as

specified. The appropriate columns under the heading S1 on the attached

table are used for this type of printout.

d. Training Method.

(1) The "best" training method for any duty module is the one

associated with the largest subtotal DR (duty module requirement) of all

DR's Involving that duty module. For example, a given'duty module might

be involved in 1000 duty position requirements; therefore its total DR =

1000. Of these, 600 DR's are associated with training method IM and 400

DR's are as3ociated with training mc.hod 3E. In this case, the "best"

training method is IM. The computer would then print out IM as the

training method and 1000 (not 600) as the DR under "Requirements".

(2) If no subtotal DR represents a majority of the total DR, the

training methods associated with the two largest DR subtotals are printed

out as the best training method, in order of size. Again the entry under

"Requirements" is the total DR.

e. Priority. (Inclosure 3)

Attached is a listing of some specific comparisons and single

signature analyses that will be required. Also shown are the type of

comparibon involved, the signatures, the criteria, and the output desired.

The entire listing represents a great deal of computer programing, cal-

culation, and run time and obviously cannot all be undertaken at once.
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The numbers in the far left hand margin indicate the priority of each

of the comparisons. The number one priority comparisons are those needed

to support the RETO analysis of each individual specialty. Thi lower

priority comparisons will be needed for analyses of groupments of special-

ties, military education levels, and the Army as a whole.
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I

COMPARISONS

TABLE
I PRIORITY PURPOSE TYPE SIGNA

1. Determine duty modules (skills)
that are common/important to:

60 3 a. All duty positions in the Army 4ab X ST
61 3 b. All positions in OPMS specialties 4ab X S0
62 3 c. All positions in each arm (C,

CS, CSS, other) 4ab X Sa
37 1 d. Each rank in the OPlS specialties 4abeX Sko
45 2 e. Each rank in each arm 4abeX Ska

35 1 f. Each specialty lab X Si
36 1 g. Each rank in each specialty labeX Sjk
46 2 h. TOE positions in each rank

in the combat arms 4abeX Skma
38 1 i. Each SSI in each rank in each

OPHS specialty labeX Sjklo
63 3 J. Each SSI in each specialty labeX Sjl

2. Determine duty modules (skills) that
are common/important or unique to:

40 1 a. Each OFMS specialty 3ab,c S1 n vs (Sc

47 2 b. Each specialty in each arm 3abc Sja vs (Sa

48 2 c. Each rank in the OPMS specialties 5ab,c e Sko vs (S.
S49 2 d. Each rank in each arm Sabc e S vs (S.

50 2 a. Each SSI in each specialty labc a jl vs (S1
41 1 f. Each rank in each specialty in

each arm 3abc e Sjka vs (S
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UR S CRTTERTA OUTPUT
All references are to the
Signature Comparison Table

4 or above SICommon Wt
4 or above SiCommon Wt

4 or above S Common Wt
4 or above S1Common Wt, TM, Reqs
4 or above SICommon Wt, TM, Reqs
3 or above SiCommon Wt, Reqs

3 or above SlCommon Wt, TM, Reqs

3 or above SiCommon Wt, TM, Reqs

3 or above SiCommon Wt, TM, Reqs
3 or above SlCommon Wt, TM, Reqs

UNI UE
COMMON Sl S2

-Sjo) III,IV,V D I C SlCommon/Unique Wt,
S2 Common Wt

-Sja) III,IV,V C I C SiCommon/Unique Wt,
S 2 Common Wt

-Sko) III,IV,V D I C SIAll, S2 Common Wt, TM, Reqs
Sk) IIIIVV C IIC SlAll, S2 Common Wt, TM, Reqs

-Sjl) IIIIVV C I C S All, S2Common Wt, TM, Reqs

ca-Sjka) III,IV,V C I C II C ALL

a!



TABLE
# PRIORITY PURPOSE TYPE Sl

3. Determine skills required for
command, i.e., determine duty
modules that are common/
important to command jobs in:

51 2 a. Each rank in the OPS specialties 4abeX Soc
52 2 b. Each rank in each arm 4abeX Skac
39 1 c. Each rank in each OPMS specialty labeX Sjkoc
64 3 d, Each OPMS specialty lab X Sjoc

4. Determine duty modules that are
unique and significant to
command jobs in:

53 2 a. Each specialty lc S V5jc
42 1 b. Each rank in the OPMS specialties 5c e Skoc
54 2 c. Each rank in each arm 5c e Skac
43 1 d. Each rank in each specialty

in each arm 3abc e $Jkac

5. Determine shills that distinguish
one grade level from another, i.e,
determine the duty modules that
are unique and signi.Atcant to:

55 2 a. Company grade officer positions
as compared to field grade
officer positions in each arm 5c e SkZ3a

56 2 b. 04 and 05 positions as compared
to 06 positions in each arm 5c e Sk45a

57 2 c. Each rank as compared to the
next rank in each specialty le Sjk vI

58 2 d. Each rank as compared to the
next rank in the OPMS
specialties 5c Sko VS
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iTURES CRITERIA OUTPUT

4 or above SCommon Wt, TM, Reqs
4 or above SlCommon Wt, TMk, PReqs
3 or above S 1Common Wt, TM, R~eqs
3 or abov:e SlComrnon Wt, Reqs

UNIQUE
COMMON SII S2

igI E SjUnique Wt

(Akoi koc I E S1 Unique Ift, TM, Reqs
(Ska-Skac) I E SjUnique Wt, TM, Reqs

(Skac-Sjkac) III,IV,V DI I E II E ALL

UNI QUE

.s Sk456a IsCIiS2c S1&S2Unique, Wt, TM, Reqs

.9 k6a T C II C s 1&S2nqe Wt, TM, Reqs

~(k+1) I C [I C S1 &S2Unique, Wt, Reqs

(k+1)0  I C II C s 1&S 2Unique, Wt, Reqs
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TABLE
'PRIORITY PURPOSE TYPE

6.a. Determine the best training
method for common and unique skills,
i.e., determine the majority reco-
mmendation for training type and
training alternative for the duty
modules identified in Items 1 thru
5 above (as indicated below and
cross referenced above):

ld, le, 1g, lh, li, lJ 4e,4e,le,4e,le,le Use DRt
saine same 2c, 2d, 2e, 2f 5e,5e,le,3e majoril
as as 3a, 3b, 3c 4e,4e,le

above above 4b, 4c, 4d 5e,5e,3e
5a, 5b 5e,5e

b. DetermiZne the position
requirements associated
with each such common
or unique duty module

44 1 7. Determine specialties that 2d Sji vs
are equivalent, related, or
dissimilar, i.e., compare each
specialty with the other
specialties in each arm

59 2 8. Determine validity of multiple Id Sj vs
SSIs in a specialty, ioe., com-
pare each SSI with the other SSIs
in each speciaJty

3
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NATURES CRITERIA OUTPUT

, determine The "best" trc.ning method
'ecommendation is the one associated with

the majority of DRs. If see above
no majority, the plurality
determines priority method
#1, the next largest DR
group determines priority
#2.

All DRs for each DM apply
- not just the majority see above
or plurality

VI A Header Only

Equivalent - B or above
Similar - C
Related - D
Dissimilar - E

VI A Header Only

Equivalent -B or above
Similar - C
Related - D
Dissimilar - E
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REVIEW OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

APPENDIX 6

ANALYSIS PLAN, PART II

TO ANNEX K

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
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ANALYSIS PLAN, PART IT

(Individual Specialty Analysis Using Computer Printouts)

TABLE 1 SPECIALTY REQUIREMENTS

This table provides an overview and summation of each specialty. It
shows how the specialty requirements are broken down into various categories
or sub-elements. (Each of the sub-elements is examined in more detail in
later tables.) Note that all percentages in this table (except the row
and column totals) are grade percentages. That is, the requirements for
any element are divided by the total requirements for that grade. The
column and row totals show each category or grade as a percentage of the
total specialty requirements.

a. Requirements Totals and Percents (Row and Column Totals)-

-- Note significant descrepancies between this data and TAADS, Form-A,
or the MILPERCEN printouts (they will not match exactly, although TAADS
should be close).

-- Cross check these totals with the manual specialty matrix (the Polo
analysis). Are any changes necessary in previous conclusions on grade
progression, late accession/dead end, TOE/TDA requirements, command jobs,
etc.?

-- Using Table 2 or 3 and Table 4, calculate the percent of all OPMS/
non-OPMS and Total Army requirements represented by this specialty.

b. Special Skill Identifiers -

-- Note how each SSI is broken down by grade and as a percent of the
specialty as a whole.

-- Are the specialty requirements concentrated in certain SSIs or
certain grades within a given SSI?

-- Are there gaps at any grades within an SSI? Is there grade
progression in each SSI or is there an obvious concentration in fewer
SSIs as grade increases or decreases?

--- Cross check the requirements and percentages at each grade for
each SSI against the proponent's "recipe" for qualification at each grade.
If the proponent prescribed experience in certain SSIs as a prerequisite
for qualification, note whether or not there are enough positions in the
SSI to qualify all officers at each grade.
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-- See Table 5 for a detailed breakdown of each SSI.

c. 1JE/TDA -

-- Note how the TOE and TDA jobs are broken down by grade and as a
percent of the specialty as a whole.

-- Are the specialty requirements concentrated in either TOE or TDA
jobs or certain grades within one of these categories?

-- Are both TOE and TDA jobs available at each grade? Is there
an obvious concentration o' Jobs in one category or the other as grade
increases or decreases? Is there, for example, a transition from mostly
TOE jobs at the company g'Ades to mostly TDA jobs at the field grades?

-- Cross check with proponent definition of qualification. Does it
prescribe troop duly wheu most jobs are ir TDAs at a given grade?

-- Check the corresponding portion of Table 2 or 3 and Table 4. How
does this specialty compare with OPMS/non-OPMS specialties as a whole and
with the total Army in the percent of jobs that are TOE vs TDA? Do this
by grade and total. Note differences.

-- See Table 6 for a detailed breakdown of TOE/TDA requirements.

d. Command (Note: The numbers in this table will not match those in
the Polo analysis because of differing definitions of command.)

-- Note how command jobs are distributed by grade and as a percent of
all jobs in the specialty.

-- Are there command jobs shown at the grades of LT or MAJ? Check
the Form B Worksheets to insure they are valid and that duty module A-3
has not been misused.

-- How does the percentage of command jobs vary from one grade to
another? Does an officer have more opportunities to command (percentagewise)
at some grades than at others? Are there virtually no commavd jobs at
some or all grades?

-- Cross check with qualification definition. If the proponent
prescribes command duty, is this reasonable?

-- Check Tables 2/3 and 4. How does this specialty compare with
other specialties (OPMS/Non-OPMS) and the Army as a whole in opportunity
to command? Do this by grade and total. Note differences.

-- See Table 7 for a detailed L.eakdown of command positions.
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a. Type Job-

-- Note how each type of job is broken down by grade and as a percent
of the specialty as a whole.

-- Are the specialty reluirements concentrated in certain types of

jobs or certain grades of a given type job?

-- Check the trends in the type of jobs available as grade increases.
Do core jobs increase, decrease; are there gaps at some grades; is there
an hourglass distribution? Is there an even distribution through all
grades for core and related jobs taken as a group, or do these jobs
peter out 4at the higher grades?

-Does there appear to be an inordinate number of S and A type jobs
in this specialty? Are there only a few A jobs - indicating that the
specialty is not providing Its fair share of requircmcnts for running
the Army?

- Cross check with qualification definition. Are there enough C and
R jobs for an officer to stay qualified at each grade?

-- Check Tables 2/3 and 4. How does this specialty comparc' in its
breakout by type of job? Db this by grade and total. Note differences.

- See Tables 17 to 21 for a detailed breakdown of duty posiitions by
type job for each grade.
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TABLE," 2 TO1'A' Clný,3 SPE"CTALTY R7(CU'TT.2Z777TS

This table Sums up the data from Table 1 (exccept SSI) across all
O>7ý-ý Specialties.

TADLE 3 TOTiAL NTON-OPMS SPECIALTY REOUMMMI1NTS

Snme as Table 2 for Non-OPIM specialties.

TABLE 4 TOTAL ARITUff REQ17IR-2-EMENTS

A summation of Tables 2 and 3.
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TABLE 5 SSI REQUIREMENTS

This table provides a detailed look at each SSI in the specialty. A
separate printout is provided for each SSI in the same format as was used
in Table 1 to record the overall specialty requirements. This table can
be used in conjunction with the analysis of Table 1, as well as providing
the information indicated below.

a. TOE/TDA -

-- Note how the SSI requirements are distributed between TOE and TDA
jobs by grade and as a percent of the SSI as a whole.

- Are the SSI requirements concentrated in either TOE or TDA jobs
or certain grades within one of these categories?

- Are there gaps at some grades, in which there are either no TOE
jobs oa no TDA jobs or no Jobs of either kind?

-- Is there an obvious trend toward one category as grade increases/
decreases?

b. Command -

- Note how the requirements for command jobs in this SSI are distributed
by grade and as a percent of all jobs in the SSI.

-Does this SSI have virtually no command positions at some or all
grades?

-- Is this SSI particularly rich In command positions compared to the
average specialty percentage at each grade? (See Table 1)

c. Type Job-

- Note how each type Job in this SSI is broken down by grade and as
a percent of the SSI as a whole.

- Are the SSI requirements concentrated in certain types of jobs
or certain grades of a given type job?

- Does there appear to be an adequate percentage of Core and Related
jobs to support officer qualification in this SSI at all grades?

K-6-6
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TABLE 6 TOE/TDA REQUIREMENTS

This table provides a detailed look at TOE and TDA Position requirements
in the specialty. Table 6a. shows the breakout of TOE/TDA positions by
command and type jobs. Table 6b. shows the TOE/TDA breakout by SSI. This
table can be used in conjunction with the analysis of Table 1, as veil as,
providing the information indicated below.

a. Command-

-Note how the TOE/TDA requirements for coimmand jobs are distributed

by grade and as a percent of all TOE/TDA jobs.

-- Are the command positions concentrated in the TOE or TDA category?

-Are there virtually no TOE or TDA command positions at some or
all grades?

-Note the distribution of type jobs in the TOE/TDA categories by
grade and as a percent of all TOE/TDA positions.

-Are the TOE/TDA requirements concentrated in certain types of jobs
or certain grades of a given type job?

-Does the distribution of Core and Related jobs require service in
both TOE and TDA positions to attain qualification, or are C and R jobs
as a group concentrated almost exclusively in the TOE/TDA category?

c. 551-

N-iote how the TOE/TDA requirements are distributed among the various
SSIs, by grade and as a percent of all TOE/TDA positions.

-Are the TOE/TDA requirements concentrated in certain SSIs or certain
grades within a given SSI?

-Does any one SSI represent the majority of the TOE or TDA jobs in
total or at any one grade?

-- Does any SS1 have requirements only in the TOE or TDA category?
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TABLE 7 COMMAND REQUIREMENTS

This table provides a detailed look at command position requirements
in the specialty. The table is in the same general format as Table 1 and
can be used in conjunction with the analysis of that table, as well as
providing the information indicated below.

a. SSI-

-- Note how command jobs are distributed among the various SSIs, by
grade and as a percent of all command positions in the specialty.

-- Are the command requirements concentrated in certain SSIs in total
or at a given grade?

-- D~as any one SSI have the majority of the command positions?

-- Is the distribution and trend of requirements such that an officer's
best opportunity to command at the lower grades is in.one SSI or set of SSIs,
while at higher grades his best opportunity is in a different SSI or set of
SSIs?

b. TOE/TDA -

- Note how command jobs are distributed between TOE and TDA by grade
and as a percent of all command positions.

-- Are the command requirements concentrated in one category or the
other? Does this vary by grade?

- Check Tables 8 or 9 and 10. How does this specialty compare with
all OPMS/Non-OIMS specialties and the Army as a whole in the percent of
command jobs that ere TOE vs TDA? Do this by grade and total. Note
differences.

c. Type Job -

- Are there any requirements for command jobs categorized other than
Core jobs, i.e., are there any entries under R, S or AV-If so, check Form B
Worksheets to locate these positions and comment on the validity of the
categorization. If there are valid requirements for command jobs of the
R, S or A type, answer the next question.

- Check Tables 8/9 and 10. How does this specialty compare in the
breakout of command requirements by type of job. Do this by grade and
total. Note differences.

\
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TABLE 8 TOTAL OPMS COMMAND REQUIREMENTS

This table sums up the data from Table 7 (except SSI) across all
OPMS specialties.

TABLE 9 TOTAL NON-OPHS COMKAND REQUIREMENTS

Same as Table 8 for Non-OPMS specialties.

TABLE 10 TOTAL ARMY COMMAN'D REQUIREMENTS

A summation of Tables 8 and 9.

IK
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TABLES 11-16 ALTERNATE SPECIALTY REQUTREMENTS

These tables show in matrix form, for OPMS and Non-OPMS specialties,
the duty position requirements for specific alternate specialties. There
is a matrix for each grade and a total matrix combining all grades. Each
row shows the alternate specialty requirements for the primary specialty
indicated on the left side of the iratrix. E.-n column shows the primary
specialty requirements for the alternate specialty indicated at the top
of the matrix. Taken together, a row and column for any given SC shows
the dual specialty requirements involving that SC as either primary or
alternate.

a. Requirements Totals -

-- Record :he totals of each row and each column headed by the specialty
code (SC) you are analyzing. Do this by grade and total of all grades
(Table 16).

-- Note that the column totals represent "hidden" requirements for this
specialty. They are requirements generated by duty positions that call for
this specialty as a specific alternate SC and to which officers in this
specialty could be assigned. These requirements are not reflected in Table 1
since they appeared on the TAADS documents of the primary specialties with
which they are associated. Compute the "adjusted" requirements for this
specalty by adding the column total of Tables 11-16 to the respective grade
ard specialty totals in Table 1.

-- Determine how much use this specialty makes of dual specialty coding.
Divide the row total of Tables 11-16 by the respective grade and specialty
totals in Table 1. These figures show the percent of the duty positions
that are dual specialty coded, for each grade and the specialty as a whole.

b. Dual Specialty Pairing -

-- Determine this specialty's largest requirements for specific alternate
specialties. Going along the row headed by this SC, record the SCs and
requirements of the three alternate specialties with the largest numbers in
that row. Do this for each grade and total grades.

-- Detemine the primary specialties with the largest requirements for
this specialty as an alternate. Go!ng down each column headed by this SC,
record the SCs and requirements of the three primary specialties with the
largest numbers in that column. Do this for each grade and total grades.
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-- Determine the requirements for dual specialty positions involving
this specialty as either primary or alternate. Add the numbers in the row
headed by this SC to the corresponding numbers in the column headed by this
SC, i.e., add the requirements f or a 21/49 combination to those for a 49/21.
Record the SCs and combined requirements of tt'c three largest combinations
involving this specialty. Do this 'or each gra.~e and total grades.

-- Determine the total requirements for dual specialty positions
involving this specialty. Add the total of the row headed by this SC
to the total of the column headed by this SC. Do this for each Srade and
total grades.

c. Dual Specialty Comparisons-

-- Compare the dual specialty requirements determined above to the
paired specialty assets recorded on page 7 of the Polo specialty matrix.
Comment on any similarities or differences in the SCs that are paired in
the assets compared to SCe paired in the requirements. If it were con-
sidered desirable, could the dual specialty requirements be filled by the
available assets? Are there requirements but no corresponding assets, or
v'ice versa?

-- Compare the dnal specialty requirements with SC pairings designated
by proponents as being complementa.-y, related, or non-complementary. Comment
as necessary.
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TABLES 17-21 DUTY POSITIONS

These tables list, by grade, all the duty positions (or clustered
posic.ions) in the specialty and display the requirements for each position
in various categories. Each table is broken into four parts: Part a. shows'
Analyzed positions; Part b. shows the SSI breakout for Analyzed positions;
Part c. shows Non-analyzed positions; and Part d. shows the SSI breakout
for Non-analyzed positions. Since there is a table for each grade and
four parts to each table, there is a possible total of 20 separate displays
of Information for each specialty. This data can be used in conjunction
with the analysis of other tables, as well as providing the information
Indicated below:

a. Analyzed Positions-

(1) Type Jobs

- Note the duty positions categorized as Core Jobs and Related Jobs.
Part I of this Analysis Plan called for comments on the proponent's selection
of these positions. Make any additional remarks as necessary.

-Were any Special Staff or Army-wide Support Jobs selected for
analysis? If so, was this selection logical and necessary?

-Look at the analyzed positions across all grades. Is a logical
career pattern discernable? Is there enough of a variety of Core and
Related jobs to provide multiple paths to qualification and advancement,
or is there an element of "ticket punching" ixr the proponent's analysis?

(2) Requirements

- The requirements are shown by numbers and 3 percentages. Note that
there is a sub-total for each type Job (C, R, S and A). At the bottom of
each table, total requirements are shown for Analyzed Positions, Non-Analyzed
positions, and all positions for this grade. The first % shown for each
position title Indicates the percent of all jobs of this typ at this grade
represented by this one position, i.e., it is a percent of the sub-total
for this type job (C. R, S or A). The second % indicates the percent of
all analyzed/non-analyzed (as appropriate) positions at this grade represented
by this one position, i.e., it is a percent of the first total at the bottom
of the table. The third % indicates the percent of all 'positions at this
grade represented by this one position, i.e., it is a percent of the grand
total at the bottom of the table. A similar scheme is followed for the
percents shown for each sub-total.,
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-- Note the requirements for Core and Related jobs. ;.re they concen-
trated in one, or perhaps a few, positions (indicating "ticket punching")?
Is the percentage of Core jobs large or small compared to Related Jobs? - as
a portion of all Analyzed positions? - as a portion of the grade total? Are
the Related jobs a large or small portion of the grade total?

-Note the requirements - if any - for S or A type jobs. Do these
represent a significant portion of the Analyzed positions? If so, is this
reasonable?

- Do the Analyzed position requirements represent a majority of the
requirements for this grade? If not, most of the positions at this grade
are in S and A type jobs.

-How does the proportion of Analyzed/Non-analyzed requirements change
as grade increases? Are there, for example, proportionately fewer Analyzed
positions at the higher grades?

(3) TOE/TDA and Command

-- Note that the Core and Related sub-totals have been displayed and
basically analyzed in previous tables, but the individual position require-
ments have not. Therefore, attention should be focused on what is interesting
about particular positions or gioups of positions. For example, does one
position with a lot of requirements overshadow all the other positions with
few requtrements? This could cause, say Core Jobs, to appear to be concen-
trated in the TDA category when in fact only one large position is TDA and
all other positions are TOE. Similarly, are command jobs mostly accounted
for by one position title, or are there several different command jobs at
this grade?

I f there are Analyzed S or A jobs, are they mostly TOE or TDA?
Are any of them categorized as Command jobs? Is this valid?

- Note how the Total Analyzed Position requirements are broken down
between TOE and TDA. Are they concentrated in one category or the other?
How does this compare with the TOE/TDA breakdown of Non-Analyzed positions?

(4) Footnotes

- This column indicates the number of footnotes on the Form B for
-each position. This serves as a reminder that there are special requirements
or comments associated with this pqsition that are not shown on any of the
computer printouts. Any such remarks should have been analyzed in Part I
of the Analysis Plan.

b. SI

-- INote the SSI breakout of the Analyzed positions and the Type Job
aubtotalsý
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-- Are Core and Related jobs spread over all SSIs, or are they con-
centrated In only one or a few of the available SS~s? Are Core jobs concen-
trated in one group of SSIs and Related jobs in another? What Implications
does this have for officer qualification at this grade?

- Is any single Core job spread out over several SSIs? If so, check
the Form B Worksheet to determine if the clustering of positions was
appropriate.

-- Check the totals at the bottom of the table. Note the breakout of
each SSI between Analyzed and Non-analyzed. Are there any SSIs which were
mostly Non-analyzed? If so, why?

-- If there are any Analyzed S or A positions, are they concentrated
in a particular SSI? Does this ameliorate or aggravate any SSI concentration
in C and R jobs?

c. and d. Non-analyzed Positions and SSIs -

-- There should be only S and A type jobs listed. The same general
format is used as for the Analyzed Positiors. This data is mostly useful
to document the specialty - very little analysis is required.

-If possible, make a general characterization of the types of jobs
listed, i.e., if most of the Non-analyzed requirements are for recruiting
duty and DA Staff, say so. If the variety of jobs yields no apparent
pattern, say so.

-Are any command requirements shown? If so, is it reasonable or is
it a mistake?

-Does any position or small group of positions represent a large per-
centage of S or A jobs, Non-analyzed positions, any given SSI, or this gratde
as a whole?

-If footnotes are indicated, were they analyzed and commented on in
Part I of the Analysis? If necessary, make such remarks now.
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TABLE 22 SPECIALTY DUTY MODULES

The previous tables and their analyses have been primarily concerned
with duty positions and the requirements f or those positions. Beginning
with this table, and all succeeding ones, the emphasis shifts to duty
modules and training methods.

This table lVsts all duty modules applicable to a given specialty.
They are shown'by title and code number, and they are listed in order of
duty module (DM) weight in tf specialty. The DM weight indicates the
percentage of duty positionEi ,.h call for that module: a weight of 1.0
(100%) shows that the DM is e Common duty module and applies to every
analyzed position in the specialty. (It should be noted that the DM weight
for a given module may be different for different groupings. For example,
a DM common to the grade of Captain w~ill have a weight of 1.0 in a listing
for that grade, but will have a weight less than 1.0 in a listing for the
specialty as whole if it is not common to all grades.) A DIM with a weight
of zero is r~ot present in that grouping and will normally not be printed out.
The other duty modules have values that reflect their relative importance
in terms of the percentage of analyzed duty positions that require them.

The remainder of Part a. of the table shows the requirements of the
duty positions which involve each duty module, broken down by grade and total.
Note that the totals at the bottom of the table are the total requirements
for each grade and the specialty as a whole - they are not sums of the
numbers in the columns. Also note that the percents shown are grade per-
centages, I.e., they are percents of the totals at the bottom of each column.
Part b. shows the duty module requirements broken out by S51.

This table has two primary functions. The first is to provide a
reference document which shows all the duty modules applicable to a given
specialty. Table 22 is the only such complete listing, and it can be used
in conjunction with various other tables. The second function is to indicate
the duty modules which nre important to this specialty as a whole. Some
duty modules are important to a particular grade or SSI or other grouping,
but this table shows the DMs which are key to the entire specialty.

a. Common/Importart Duty Modules-

Duty modules are categorized according to their weight in a given
signature (the weight column in Table 22 is a specialty signature). The
categories are:

1. Common DM Weight, W - 1.00
2. Essential DM W - .70-.99
3. Important DM W - .40-.69
4. Significant L.. W - .20-.39
5. Rare DM W -. 0l-.19
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With a red marker, divide the duty module listing into the above five parts
and print the category titles (or "significance levels") in the left marg4 .n.

-- Note the duty modules which are common to the entire specialty.
Determine why they are common modules - that is, are they common because they
are truly central to the functions of this specialty or because they are
skills all officers should have or because the proponent has listed a routine
task (saich as "be able to salute") as a duty uodule? Make note of those
which are central to the functions of the specialty.

-- Note the other highly weighted DMS - especially those rated "essential"
or "important." Normally, the reason they have a high weight is because they
are common to one or more grades (especially LT and CPT) but not to all grades.
Observe that in the column for a given grade, a DM whose requirements are less
than 100% of the requirements for that grade is obviously not a common duty
module at that grade. Make note of the highly weighted DMs which you consider
central or key to the functions of this specialty and indicate any exceptions,
e.g., "DM is essential - common at company grades but 50% or less at field
grades." If necessary, consult Tables 26-30 which show the duty modules
and their weight for each grade.

- Going down the column for each grade, note any deviations from the
importance of each DM to the specialty as A whole. For example, a DM might
have a fairly low weight in the overall specialty but be required in 90%

of the positions at the grade of Colonel.

- Check Tables 23 or 24 and 25. Are the DMs important to this specialty
also highly weighted - or at least significant - to OPMS/Non-OPMS specialties
or the Army as a whole?

b. SSI-

Part b. of the table lists the duty modules (by code number only) in
the same order as is used in Part a.

- Note that any DM which is common to the entire specialty should
have requirements in every SSI in the specialty. If it does not, either
therp has been an error made, or that SSI (such as X) was not a part of any
analyzed position. The validity of any such SSI (other than X) would have
to be questioned if there are no Core or Related jobs in that SSI.-

-- Note the distribution of requirements for other highly weighted DMs.
Is there a pattern, such'as almost all essential DMs being concentrated in
a single SSI?

Cross check against the proponent's definition of qualification. If
the proponent's "recipe" for service in specified SSIs is followed, will an
officer be exposed t- all the important duty modules in the specialty?
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TABLE 23 OPMS DUTY MODULES

This table lists the duty modules applicable to all OPMS specialties.
Note that the weight of any given DM will have changed from the weight it
had in Table 22 unless it is common to all OPMS specialties.

/"

TABLE 24 NON-OFMS DUTY MODULES

Same as Table 23 for Non-OPMS specialties.

TABLE 25 TOTAL ARMY DUTY MOLULES'

This table is a grand total listing of all duty modules applicable
to all duty positiors in the entire Army. Again, note that the weight of
any given duty module is different from previo'is tables unless it is '.omon
to all positions in the Army.
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TABLES 26-30 TRAINING METHODS

These tables (one for each grade) list the duty modules applicable to
a given grade and specialty. The requirements of the duty positions involving
each'DM are broken down according to recommended training type and alternative.
Again, these tables are useful as reference documents as well as for providing
the information indicated below.

a. Common/Important Duty Modules -

As befoze, divide the listing into five significance levels (common,
essen.ial, etc.). The weight of a given duty module in this table depends
on the percent of duty positions in this one grade which call for the DM.

-- Note the common and other highly weighted DMs which are clearly
important to the functioning of this specialty. Are there any surprises -

DM* which unexpectedly carry a higher or much lower weight than one would
antici.pate?

-Do the common DMa make up a significant portion of the total list -

Indicating the proponent felt there were few positions calling for unique
duty modules? If so, do you agree?

b. Training Types and Alternatives -

The requirements for each DM are broken down by Training Type
(1, 2, 3) and total for each Training Alternative (P, M, C, etc.). Each
Type is then summed in the right hand portion of the table. The total
requirements for the DM are shown, along with its percentage of the total
position requirements of the grade.

- Are the recommended training methods concentrated in a few alter-
natives? Which ones? Are they mostly of one training type? Which one? Is
it appropriate for each grade level?

- Are there any differences in recommended training methods between
highly weighted DMs and low weighted ones? Are there, for example, some
"rare" DMe that are recommended for resident military schooling, M? is
this reasonable, or does it represent overkill?

-Are there any important DMs with a training method you don't agree
with - su-h as a common duty module recommended for self-study, S?

- Would the DMs rated "significant" or higher and recommended for M
represent a valid core course at a military school at this grade level?
Indicate exceptions.
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-- Are the DMs recomnmended for the other train.ng alternatives
appropriate? Do you agree, for example, with t.ie ones recommended for P?
C? E?

-- Is there follow-on training (type 2 or 3) at the '...her grades for
the important DMs acquired at the lower grades?

-- Check the proponent's definition of qualificatioi. ý11 the
specified combination of assignments and training/schoolin,; expose the
officer to all the highly weighted duty modules showm in this table? Which
DMs would not be acquired by following the proponent's recipe at each grade?
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TABLES 31-34 EARLY/LATE ACCESSION

These tables list the duty modules and--training methods applicable to an
early or late accession into a specialty. Tables 31 and 32 are for late
accessions at the grades of CPT and MAJ respectively. Tables 33 and 34
are for early accessions at the grades of LT and CPT respectively. Obviously,
no specialty will have all of these situations, so no specialty will get all
of these tables. Only the applicable tables will be provided each specialty (

analyst.

Note that these tables are bascially in a "Form C" type format. The
duty modules are listed by SSI and their wieght within the SSI is shown.
The training type and alternative recommended by the proponent are shown
for each duty module in the same way used on Form C.

a. Duty Modules -

Since there are no requirements, per se, for late accessions, a DM
weight has not been separately calculated for them. The DM weights shown
are the same as for a normal accession. Again, these weights are taken
from the signature for each SSI.

- Note the duty modules chosen by the proponent as being Important
to the early/late accession. Do you agree? Are there too many or too few
DMs, keeping in mind that the analysis was done on a "worst ca " basis?

- Note the weight of the duty modules. Has the proponent chosen DMs
which carry a high weight in the SSI and specialty, or has he selected DMs
that are relatively rare/unimportant? As a general rule, the early/late
accession needs training in the most important DMa, i.e., those which are
highly weighted.

- Are all SSIs in the specialty represented? Is the training for the
early/late accession concentrated in only a few SSIs? Is this Justified?

- Comment on any restrictions placed on the assignment and/or training
of the early/late accession (as indicated in the Remarks section of the
Form B).

b. Training Methods -

-Are the training types and alternatives logical and appropriate for
an early/late accession?

- If there are low weight DMs listed, are they recommended for
resident military training, M? Is this reasonable or is it overkill?
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Is Ixeieta triig( rE)rcmeddanaflo-nt
5 resdentschooling (!, C or T)? Is any use-made of other alternatives

(S.X o U)where appropriate?

Inat-ary, ifa al/aeacsinacquired the listed dutyI
modules through the training methods recomended, would he be properly
prepared to function in the specialty?j
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TABLES 35-64 SIGNATURES AND COMPARTSONS

The remaining analyses are concerned with signatures. The tables will
display the important facts about one signature or they will show the results
of a comparison between signatures. In either case, the same tabular format
is used with different parts of it being filled in depending on the use to
be made of the table.

Attached is an extract from a paper which was written primarily to
instruct the computer programmers on the terminology, mathematics, pro-
cedures and outputs of the RETO requirements determination effort. Among
other things, this paper discusses the comparison of signatures, the
criteria used, the significance level of a comparison, and the output format.
Read this paper before proceeding to the analysis requirements presented
below.

A great deal of computer programming, calculation and run time is involved
in producing and comparing signatures. Therefore, the above 30 'desired tables
will not all be available at the same time. They have been placed in priority,
with the top priority being those signatures and comparisons needed to
support the analysis of each individual specialty. The lower priority com-
parisons will be needed for analysis of groupments of specialties, military
education levels and the Army as a whole. This Part of the Analysis Plan,
then, covers only those tables of interest to the specialty analyst. A
great many more very interesting comparisons are possible and will be
conducted in due course.
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TABLE 35 SPECIALTY SIGNATURE

This is a single signature look at the important duty modules in a
given specialty. The criterion used requires a DM to have a weight of
.40 or above in order to be printed out. In essence, this list of duty
modules is an abbreviated version of Table 22 and concentrates on the DMs
rated "important" or above. The primary use of this table is as a
reference document in conjunction with other signatures. No analysis
is necessary.

TABLE 36 SPECIALTY/GRADE SIGNATURE

Same as Table 35 for each grade in each specialty. Note that this
table also indicates the recommended Training Method for each DM. It is
an abbreviated version of Tables 26-30. Again, no analysis is necessary.
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TABLE 37 OPMS RANK SIGNATURE

This is a single signature look at each rank in the OPMS specialties
as a whole. The criterion for printing out DMs is a weight of .20 or above,
and recommended training methods are shown. Note that if there are no DMs
at a given grade with a weight of at least .20, there will be no printout
of the tabular data (other than the heading). This would indicate that
there is very little commonality among OPMS specialties at that grade since
no DM is involved in at least 20% of the duty positions.

This table will be used prLmarily for the MEL analysis. However, you
should note the DMs which are important to each OPMS rank and determine if
they are present in that rank in your specialty. If they are not, or if a
different training method is recommended, comment on the desirability of
adding them or "'-nging the training method in your specialty.
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TABLE 38 OPMS SPECIALTY/RANK/SSI SIGNATURE

This is a single signature look at each SSI in each rank in each OPMS
specialty. The criterion for printout is a DM weight of .40 or above; hence,
only the important, essential and common duty modules will be listed, along
with a recommended training method. Note that a common module in this
listing is common to all positions in that SSI, at that grade, in that
specialty. A given DM, then, might be common only to the SSI or it might
also be common to some higher grouping, like the entire grade.

Since this table looks at each grade separately, it gives a more detailed
picture of the DMs applicable to each SSI than did TABLE 22, Part b. Further-
more, Table 22 did nnt include training methods. Together, these two tables
should allow you to form a picture of the skills that are central to each
SSI and the training necessary to impart those skills. Later signature
comparisons will determine what Is unique about each SSI, as Vell as what
It has in common with the rest of the specialty, and will test the validity
of multiple SSIs in the specialty.

Make any appropriate comments on SSI skills and training.

K-
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TABLE 39 COMMAND SIGNATURE

This is a single signature look at the duty modules which are Important
to command positions at each rank in each OMS specialty. The weight
criterion is .40 or above, and recommended training methods are shown.
Again note that a common module on this listing might be common only to
command positions or it might also be common to higher groupings that
include the command positionb. Later signature comparisons will show what
is unique about command jobs.

-Note the DMs applicable and important to covmmand at each grade.
Do you agree with the proponent's analysis? Are any DMs missing that you
believe should be on the list or any DMs listed that you consider inappropriate?

-- Note the recommended training method for each DM. Is there a
pattern at each grade, i.e., mostly M or E? Do you agree with the proponent?

-Is there a pattern of skills required as grade increases? Are
the same things important ;o the battalion commander as to the company
commander? Do the training methods tend more toward alternative E at the
higher grades?

-Check the DMs on this table against the list in Table 22. Are the
highly weighted skills necessary for command also highly weighted in the
specialty as a whole? It is possible, for example, that a DI could carz
a weight of .90 in Table 39, and thus be essential to command jobs, v•rile
its weight in Table 22 is only .10 - indication that it is a rare skill
in the specialty as a whole. The important thing here is that some
positions, such as command, make up only a small part of the specialty and
their DMa may not carry much weight; but the skills involved in those
positions may nevertheless be highly important. This fact must be con-
sidered in deciding whether or not it is "overkill" to train all officers
on low weighted DMs.
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TABLE 40 OPMS SPECIALTY COMPARISON

This table presents the results of a comparison between the signature
of each OPMS specialty and the signature of all other OPMS specialties taken
as a group. It shows the duty modules that these signatures have in common,
and it shows what is unique about the specialty under consideration. The
significance level for printout is 10% or higher Aor commonality and 20% or
higher for uniqueness.

a. Commoiality -

-- Did the actual significance level attained meet, exceed, or fall
short of the specified level for commonality? What is the actual Z of
co..onality which this specialty has with the rest of the OPMS specialties
(S1 W)? What % of commonality does the rest of the OPMS specialties have
with this specialty (S2 %)? Comment.

-- Note the DMs listed as common. What skills are important to chis
specialty and to all other OPMS specialties?

b. Uniqueness -

-- Was the specified significance level attained? What is the actual
Z of DMs in this specialty which are unique to it and meet the indicated
criterion?

-- Note the DMs listed as unique. Characterize the skills which set
this specialty apart from all other OPMS specialties.

-- Based on the attained levels of commonality and uniqueness, comment
on the degree of specialization required for an officer to function in this
specialty. Would it, for example, be a difficult specialty to master as an
alternate specialty? Is a great deal of specialized training required? etc.
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TABLE 4 1 SPECIALTY/RANK/ARM COMPARISON

This is a comparison of each rank in a specialty with the corresponding
rank in the arm as a whole. For example, CPTS of Infantry will be compared
with CPTs in the rest of the combat arms. Common and unique DMs will be
determined for each signature and recommended training methods will be indi-
cated. The specified level of significance in all cases is 20% or higher.

a. C_,-vmnnlity -

- Was the specified level of significance attained? Note the actual
% of commonality between the signatures. Comment.

-- Note the common DMs. What skills are required by this rank in this
specialty which are also required by this rank in the rest of the arm?

-- Note the recommended training methods. Is this spccialty out of
step with the rest of the ,rx in the way it imparts the common skills? Is
this reasonable?

b. Uniqueness -

- Was the specified significance level attained? Note the actual Z
of unique DMs (which reet the indicated cri.terion) in this grade and
specialty (S 1 %) and the rest of the arm (S 2 %).

-- What kinds of skills and training methods set this specialty apart

from other OPMS specialties at :I- rank? What is unique about it?

-- What is unique about the rest of this arm - minus this specialty?

- Judging from 'the various significance levels, common and unique,
does it have a lot in common with the rest of the arm or is it so unique as
to suggest it should be in some other arm? Is a lot of specialized training
required for this grade and specialty that could not be included in a
course for the officers in this arm as a whole at this grade level?

/
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TABLE 42 OPMS COMMAND COMPARISON

This is a comparison of the signature for command jobs at each rank in
the OPMS specialties as a whole against the signature for all other positions
in that rank. The DMs unique to command at that rank will bL determined,
along with the recommended training method. The significance level is set
at 0% or above so that any command-unique DM8 will be printed out.

-- A a minimum, duty module A-3 should be listed. Make note of any
others at each rank, along with the training method and requirements,

-- From the attained significance level, would you conclude that the
skills required for command at each grade are distinctly unique compared
to other types of jobs?

-- Are the command skills generally Imparted through schooling or
experience at each grade?

K
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TABLE 43 SPECIALTY/RANK/ARM COMMAND COMPARISON

This is a comparison of the signature for command J .bs at each rank in
each specialty against the signature for command jobs at the same rank in
the rest of the arm as a whole. For ex~mple, command jobs of Infantry CPTs
will be compared with command jobs of CPTs in all the rest of the combat
arms taken as a group. Common and unique DMs for each signature will be
determined, and recommended training methods will be indicated. The
significance level is again set at 0% or above.

- This table allows each specialty to see how its command jobs
resemble or differ from corresponding command jobs in the other specialties
in each arm and to compare the training methods recommended.

-- Since this table is the same as Table 41 - except that it is con-
cerned only with command pocitions - it should be analyzed in the same way.

A
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TABLE 44 EQUIVALENT SPECIALTIES COMT'A7ISON

This Is a "curve fit" type of comparison between each specialty and
each of the other specialties in its arm. The compariscad 4ill show whether
or not the two specialties involve the same duty modules with about the
sxme degree of importance (weight). The only printout will be th! Header
information since the orly fact of interest is the degree to which tlhe
specialties resembJe eich other. This can be determined from the attained
level of sigrificance, as follows:

-- If the comparison attains a "high" level of significance (40-59%)
or above, the two specialties could be characterized as Equivalent.

A "medium" level (20-39%) indicates the specialties are SimiMak.

A "i-.." level (10-19%) indicates the specialties are Related.

A "doubtful." level (0-9%) indicates the specialties are Dissimilar.

-- Make note of the other specialties that fall iii each of the above
categories. Any of them rated as equivalent should be looked at closely
as possible candidates for combining with this specialty.
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TABLE 47 SPECIALTY/ARM COMPARISON

This is a comparison of each specialty in an arm against all the rest
of the arm as a group. It shows the duty modules that the signatures have
in common, and it shows what is unique &bout the given specialty. The
specified significance level is 20% or higher.

SThis comparison is similar to that conducted for Table 40, except
that each specialty is compared to its arm rather than OPMS specialties as
a whole. The analysis for this tabl.e should answer the same sort of questions
posed for Table 40.
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"TABLE 50 SPECIALTY/SSI COMPARISON

I.

This Is a comparison of each SSI in a specialty against all other duty
positions in that specialty. It shows the duty modules that these signatures
have in common, and it shows what is unique about the SSI under consideration.
Training methodr are indicated in each case. The specified significance
level Is 20%.

This table adds to the picture of each SSI provided by Tables 22 and 38.
It looks at the SSI across all grades, determines the DMs the SSI shares
with the rest of the specialty, and shows the skills that are unique to the
s55.

-A high degree of commonality in this comparison might indicate that
the SSIs in the specialty are really not very different from one another
and that the -division of the specialty into SSIs is rather artificial. This
.possibility will be explored further in Table 59. Comment on any indica:ions
of this.

-Conversely, an SSI which Is highly unique, vith almost no commonallty
In this cor~parison, may not belong in this partliular specialty. It may,
In fact, be a candidate for creation of a new and separate specialty. Comment
on any indications of this.
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TABLE 57 RANK/NEXT RANK COMPARISON

This is a comparison of each rank with the next higher rank in each
specialty. The duty modules unique to each signature are shown. The
specified significance level is 20%.

This compa! !son shows the duty modules which make each rank different
from adjacent ran:.s. It pinpoints the skills that must be Imparted at a
given rank because they have not been acquired at the previous rank in the
specialty and/or will not be acquired at the next rank.

This table should be used in examining the content of training at each
grade in the specialty and the proponent's definition of qualification at
that grade.
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This is a curve fit comparison between each SSI and each of the other
SSIs in a specialty. The comparison will test the validity of having
multiple SSIs in the specialty by identifying the SSIs that are equivalent
to another. Only the header information will be printed out. The attained
significance level will be used to categorize the SSIs as equivalent,
similar, related, or diusimilar in the same way as was used on Table 44.

Make note of the categories which the SSIs fall into In this
specialty. Use this information in conjunction with all previous tables
to complete your analysis of SSIs.
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REVIEW OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

ANNEX L

OFFICER EDUCATION AND TRAINING SURVEY

1. PURPOSE. To provide a report and limited analysis of the
data collected employing the Officer Education and Training
Survey.

2. MAJOR RETO DATA COLLECTION EFFORT. One of two complementary
major RETO data collection efforts, the survey was designed to
obtain views of representative Active Army officer populations
relative to individual officer professional development needs.

a. SURVEYED POPULATIONS. The Officer Personnel Management
System (OPMS) commissioned officer and the warrant officer
versions ware the first two survey versions developed. The
Army Medical Department (AMEDD) and the Judge Advocate General
(JAG) commissioned officer versions were added soon thereafter.
Because of current Chaplain survey data already available, only
a short survey for Chaplains was conducted at six Army instal-
lations.

b. SAIMPLE SIZES. Responses were obtained from direct mail-
ing of the survey packets to the officers concerned and were in
sufficient quantities that responses represent 11.8 percent of
Active Army commissioned (OPMS) officers and 11.7 percent of
Active Army warrant officers serving at the time of the survey.
Figures on the other survey versions are reported in the annexes
relating specifically to those officer populations.

3. REPORT CONTENTS. This annex reports only on the commissioned
(OP1M) and warrant officer versions of the survey, with reports
on the other versions to be found in the annexes devoted to the
Army Medical Department, the Judge Advocate General Corps, and
the Chaplains Corps, respectively.

2 Appendixes
1. Officer Education and Training Survey, Final Report
2. Officer Education and Training Survey, "Houston Team" Input
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REVIEW OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OFFICERS

APPELDIX 1

OFFICER EDUCATION AND TRAINING SURVEY FINAL REPORT

TO ANNEX L

OW!CER EDUCATION AND TRAINING SURVEY

INTRODUCTION

The Review of Education and Training of Officers (RETO)
was begun in August 1977 under the chairmanship of Major (then
Brigadier) General Benjamin L. Harrison. RETO was assigned
the followdng mission:

Det!ermine officer training and education requirements
'based on Army missions and individual career develop-
ment needs. Based on those requirements, devwop
training and education policies and programs which
combine self-development, unit development, and insti-
tutional development in a phased schedule from pre-
commissioning or pre-appointment training through
career completion. Develop these programs with the
prospect of Implementation in a constrained resource
environment; present the programs to the Chief of
Staff, Army for approval and coordinate the integra-1
tion of approved programs into the FY 80-84 Program.

Two major data collection efforts were undertaken to
determine Army mission needs and individual officer professional
development needs from the perspective of career specialty
proponents and of individual officers. Insofai Ls possible,
each effort reinforced and complemented the other.

------- The first data collection effort involved the analysis by
career specialty and rank of every officer duty position in the
Army; first, to determine inherent duty requirements by task
clusters (duty modules) and, second, best training and educa-
tion methods. The second data collection effort was the Officer
Education and Training Survey, designed to obtain views of
representative samples of individual ActJIve Army officers
relative to individual officer professional development needs.
The Officer Education and Training Survey is the subject of
the pages that follow.

I -
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Research Methodology

To assist the RETO team in survey design, implementation,
and analysis, the services of three highly respected Doctors of
Philosophy from the University of Houston (Texas)2 were obtained.
The University of Houston researchers met with members of the
Army RETO team to develop ideas and hypotheses. The Army team
then developed probable survey items, which were screened,
revised for clarity and technical correctness, and sequenced by
the Houston team. All survey items were of the multiple-choice,
closed-end type.

Design and writing of the basic survey instrument was
completed on 21 October 1977, permitting pretest of the instru-
ment on a small sample of officers at each commissioned and
warrant rank at Fort George G. Meade, Maryland on 26 and 27
October 1977. Officers participating in the pretest were asked
to make comments on the survey instrument (wording of questions,
expressions of clarity, etc.) directly on the questionnaire
booklet. Further, these officers were interviewed as they
completed the pretest to be sure that all of their comments
had been received and understood by the pretest team. Sub-
sequent to the pretest, changes in wording were made in some
survey items and other survey items were deleted.

Two versions of the survey were developed initially:
the Officer Personnel Management System (OPMS) commissioned
officer and the warrant officer versions. The Army Medical
Department (AMEDD) and the Judge Advocate General's Corps
(JAGC) commissioned officer versions were added soon thereafter.
In view of two surveys to obtain individual Chaplain profes-
sional development Information conducted within the 18 months
just prior to the RETO survey effort, no Chaplain commissioned
officer version was developed. A short survey, however, was
conducted later for Chaplains at six Army installations.

Only analysis of the initial two versions--the OPMS com-
missioned officer and the warrant officer versions--is des-
cribed in this report.

Officers to be surveyed were chosen by random probability
methods. In the case of the initial two survey versions, which
involved the two largest of the four officer populations con-
cerned, selections employed the last four digits of officer
Social Security Numbers and were generated by computer. In
recognition of the time constraints involved, survey booklets
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were mailed directly to the ofticers selected for partici-
pation. Because direct mail surveys historically have had
low response rates, large sample populations were selected,
as Table I indicates.

Response rates were high, in comparison to previous
diiect mail survey efforts, and provided a sample of sufficient

size to be reliable statistically for both the OPMS commissioned
and warrant officer versions. Further description of the sample
for each of these two versions can be found in the chapter of
this report specifically addressing that survey version. A
copy of each of the two survey version booklets has been included

at the end of the appropriate chapter, as well. All question-
naire3 were completed anonymously, so that respondents could
not be identified.

TAJ31E I"

Sample Size and Return Rate

Forwarded Returned

Version
Opening % of Closing % of I of

Date Universe Date Forwarded Unniverse

OPuS

Cormis-
sioned 10 Nov 77 21.9% 1 Dec 77 53.5M 11.8*

Officer

*e rran t
Officer 10 Nov 77 24.5% 1 Dec 77 47.6% lI.7ý

*Active Army Officers, 0-1 through (-6 and R-1 throtigh W-4.

Data were collected on mark-sense, standard Army answer sheets
and read directly into the computer. Because only 15 working days
could be allocated between the date survey packets were forwarded
and the cutoff date for response data reduction, a significant
number of survey responses were received after the cutoff date.

For the OPMS commissioned officer version, late responses
accounted for 15.8 percent of those forwarded; for the warrant
officer version, 12.2 percent. Were these late responses to have
been included in the figures displayed in Table 1, "percent of
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universe returned" would increase from 11.8 to 15.2 percent for
OPMS commissioned officers; and from 11.7 to 14.7 percent for
warrant officers. "Percent of forwarded" would increase from
53.5 to 69.3 percent for OPMS commissioned officers; and from
47.6 to 59.8 for warrant officers

Late responses for both versions have been analyzed since,
and only one difference of eny significance was revealed between
those responses received before the cutoff date and those received
after it. The difference relates to the geographical location
of the respondents.

As would be expected, those cormissioned officers who are
part of the late sample are much mcre likely to be staticned out-
side the continental United States. Thus, in the first group of
respondents, 12.3 percent were stationed in Europe at the time
of the'survey, as compared to 43.5 percent of the late group.
Further, while 78.5 percent of the early sample were CONUS
assigned, such was the case for only 46.8 perLent of the late
sample.

A similar pattern is found for 'arrant officers. In the
early respondent group, 65.9 percent were assigned at the time
of the survey within CONUS, as compared to 39.0 percent in the
late group. While 21.3 percent of the early group reported
Europe as their assigned location at the time of the survey,
45.7 percent of the late group reported a European-location.

The chapters that follow in this report address only those
commissioned and warrant officer responses received before the
cutoff date of 1 December 1977. Analyais of cross tabulations
or frequency distributions was the principal methods of analysis.
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CHAPTER I. ANALYSIS OF

COMMISSIONED OFFICER (OPMS) SURVEY VERSION

The data discussed in this chapter are based upon responses
to a paper and pencil questionnaire version of the Officer Educa-
tion and Training Survey received frym 7,787 Active Army com-
missioned officers managed under the Officer Personnel Manage-
ment System (OPMS).

The Respondents

When compared with the current total number of Active Army
commissioned officers managed under OPMS,l the survey sample
represents 11.8 percent of the OPMS commissioned officer universe
(7,787 of 66,147).

Table I-1, following, provides a comparison by rank of the
sample with the universe and reveals that the sample was under-
represented at the rank of lieutenant by 7.9 percent; near
perfect for captains; and somewhat overrepre3ented for the
three highest ranks (4.2, 3.4, and 2.0 percent, respectively).

Table 1-2, a comparison of the survey sample by component
with the universe, shows that the sample was overrepresented b,
officers in the Rcgular Army, when compared to responding Army
Reserve officers. A 7.3 percent overdraw of Regular Army officers,
with a corresponding 7.3 percent underrepresentation of Army
Reserve officers, is indicated.

At the time of participation ii this survey, the majority of
respondents (78.5%) were staticid in the continental United
States; 12.3 percent, in the Eurupean area (including the Middle
East); 4.7 percent, in Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico, or Panama
(Canal Zone); 4.3 percent in the Pacif-'z area (including Korea);
and the remainder (.2%) in other locations.

Table 1-3 is a distribution of the respondents by grade and
by primary specialty. Forty-five specialties are included in the
table. The 46th, Specialty Code 70 (Logistics Management), is not
included because it, alone, of all the specialties. has no assigned
assets. An officer carries the specialty only while serving in
designated positions. Two listed specialties, Atomic Energy (52)
and Public Affairs (46) are not represented among the respundents.
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TABLE 1-1

Comparlson by PAnic, _ple with Universe

Sample Loes Universe
Rank Sar Is Universe Difference

Lieutenants 18.7 26.6 -7.9

Captain@ 55.8 3.,.7 0'0.1

Majors 22.8 18,6 114.2

LieutelnAnt Colonels 17.2 15.8 9.

Colonels 7.5 5.5 J2.0

TABLE 1-2

Compartison by' Comnponent,* Sample with Universe

Semple Less Universe
Componant. SOD Universe Difference

Raiular Army 65.8 58.5 7.

Army Reserve 33.6 4c.9 -7.3

LArmy fbtional Guard I .6 .6-

Twenty-one specialties each are represented by less than 1 percent
of the respondents. Ten specialties each are represented by more
than I and less than 2 percent of the respondents.

Table 1-4 providea a distribution of respondents by basic
branch. All branches are represented among the respondents; four
are represented by less than 5 percent.

Table 1-5 gives a distribution of respordents by msajor couniand.
Almost one-third were assigned to Forces Command when they partici-
pated in the survey; more than one-fourth, to Training and Doctrine
Command; and more than one-tenth to U.S. Army, Europe.
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Distrilbntion of Respondents by Primary Spectalty

8ec 1 tGy Grad*

Title1 040 AL

Air Defense Artillery 14 4.9 2.6 3.0 5.2 5.6 5.4 4.9

Armament Materiel
Management. 76 .0 .2 .2 .2 .3 .2 .2

Armor 12 11.4 10.•3 7.3 7.3 6.9 8.5 7.9

At•mIo Energy 52 0 o0 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0

Automatio Data
Frooossing 33 .3 *2 .2 .6 .4 .4 .3

Aviation 15 .0 .8 6.7 7.8 6.9 3.1 5.5

Avtetion Materiel
Management 71 .7 1.3 2.3 1.9 2.3 1.6 1.9

Chowleel 74 2.0 1.3 1.2 1.8 2.0 1.3 1.5

Club Management 43 .2 .1 .2 .1 .1 .2 .1

Combat Oommun loations
-Electronics 25 7.0 7.0 5.2 5.1 2.6 3.3 4.9

Conmmuni oations-Eleo-
tronioe Engineering 27 .3 .2 .6 .9 .9 .7 .6

tronos Xatesriel
Management 72 1.0 .4 05 .3 12 .2 e4

Comptroller 45 o2 .0 o0 *1 o3 .5 o1

Counterintolligeoeo/
INIMXT 36 2.7 .7 2.3 2.6 1.4 1.3 2.0

Eduoation 47 *2 so .0 .0 ,0 .9 61

Sleetrodie VWrfare/
Cryptolog, 37 2.4 2.1 1.8 2.3 .9 o9 1.8

Engineer 21 8.5 9.2 6,.5 5.8 6.6 7.3 6.9
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TABLE 1-(oontiud)

DPstribtition of Respondents by Primary Specialty

Ttle 01 02 04 06 ALL
X__ _ - 3 91 3X_ -

PFeld Artillery 13 10.2 12.4 10.3 12.0 13.4 16.0 11.8

Finanoce 44 .6 2.5 1.9 1.9 1.1 .7 1.9

Flxed Telecommunica-
tions Systems 26 .8 .8 1.5 1.0 .9 .9 1.1

Food management 82 .2 .4 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2

Foreign Area Officer 48 .0 .0 .1 .1 02 .4 .1

General Troop Support
Yateriel Ranagement 83 1.0 .6 .2 .2 -5 .2 .1.

Highway and Rail
Operations 88 2.5 2.8 2.2 .7 .3 .2 1.5

Infantry 11 16.6 18.5 18.3 17.2 18.8 27.0 18.7

Instructional Teoh-
nology and Manage-
Meont 28 1.0 .4 .1 .2 .2 .0 .2

Law Enforcement 31 4.6 3.6 4.4 2.7 5.0 1.6 3.5

Logistics Services 93 .0 .0 .1 .1 . o .2 .2
Management

Maintennce Mainage-
ment .9 .0 1.1 2.0 2.9 1.8 1.5

Marine and Terminal
Operations 87 .8 1.2 1.0 .7 .6 .0 .0

Missile Materiel
Management 73 .5 1.2 .9 .6 1.2 .0 .9

Munitions Materiel
J.anagement 75 1.0 1.8 1.9 1.4 2.0 .9 1.7

Operations and Force
Development 54 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .7 al
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TA BLE -1-1 (continued)

Distribution of Respondents by Primary Specialty

S~.eo laity Grade

Title 01 02 , 04 ,

Operations Research/
Systems Analysis 49 .0 .0 .0 .1 .5 92 .1

Personnel Administra-
tion and Adminis-
trative Management. 42 5.1 4.7 5.7 2.6 1.6 ,2 .0

Personnel Management 41 1.4 2.8 3.1 5.0 2.6 2.4 2.8

Petroleum Management 81 .5 .5 .5 .5 .0 02 .5

Procurement 97 .0 .2 .1 .3 *2 1.0 .5

Public Affairs 46 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 so .0

Research and Develop-
ment 51 .0 .4 .0 .1 .7 1.1 .3

Supply Management 92 1.4 2.7 5.0 4.3 4.0 2.5 5.5

Tactical/Stratigic
Intelligence ý5 4.4 3.9 3.4 2.9 3.6 1.•5 5.

Tank/Ground Mobility
Materiel Management 77 19 2.3 1.7 .9 ,7 .5 1.5

Traffic Management 86 .2 e1 03 .5 . .4 o44

Transportation
Management 9 .0 .1 .5 2.5 2.0 2.7 1.2

The largest single group of respondents was assigned to combat
units (20.6%); followed by training activities, including service
school staff and faculty (18.5%); corps or higher levwl staff,
including major commands, Headquarters, Department of the Army; etc.
(15.9%); recruiting, ROTC, and Readiness Regions (8.8%); combat
service support units (8.8%); combat support units (8.2%); garrison/
installation staff (7.7%); and other activities or units (11.5%).
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?TAT3LT7 1-4

Distributinn of RRnnondrnta by Panic Brinch

Grnd.

Nato Branoh 01 02 O. 04 01 06 ALL

Infantry 16.6 18.5 20.9 20.6 22.7 29.3 21.2

Field Artillery 10.6 12.3 11.7 14.1 14.9 17.2 13.2

Armor 11.3 11.1 9.8 8.8 8.7 8.4 9.6

Signa1 Corps 10.4 9.1 8.0 7.6 4.9 6.3 7.6

Military Intelligence 9.1 6.5 7.6 7.8 5.8 3.9 7.0

Corps of Engineers 8.6 9.3 6.4 5.9 6.9 7.6 6.9

Adjutant General@ Corps 6.9 7.3 7.0 6.2 4.3 1.6 6.0

Ordnance Corps 3.9 6.0 6.0 5.3 7.9 4.9 5.9

Trc.naportation Corps 4.0 5.6 6.0 6.3 6.1 6.p 5.9

Air Defense Artillery 4.9 2.7 5.4 5.6 6.1 5.8 5.2

Quartermaster Corp. 3.2 4.2 5.8 5.1 5.3 4.o 4.3

Military Police Corp. 4.7 3.7 4.3 2.7 S.0 1.6 3.5

Finance 3.9 2.4 1.9 2.1 1.2 .9 2.0

Chemical Corps 2.0 1.3 1.2 1.9 2.2 1.6 1.6

More than one-half (57.5%) of the respondents received their
comraission through the Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC); followed
by 21.8 perce2nt, Officer Candidate School (OCS); 14.2 percent, U.S.
Military Academy (USMA); 5.8 percent, direct appointments; and .8
percent, other means.

The vast majority of respondents wete men (96.7%); eight out
of ten (83.0%) were married and 13.7 percent were single (including
divorced, separated, widowed, or never married). More women than
men, proportionately, were single (2.1% of 3.3% versus 13.7% of
96.7%).
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TABLE I-3

Distribution of Respondents by Yajor Command

Forces Qomand 32,6% U. S. Forces, Korea/
Eighth Army (Korea)

Training and Dotarin.
0oeend 26.% Communications Command 1.4%

U. B. Army, Europe 10.9% Support Command, Hawaii 1.0%

Military Distriot, U. So Army, Japan# Health
Washington 4.4% Services Command; ether 19.8%

Nine out of ten respondents (91.7%) were White; 5.2 percent,
Black; 1.3 percent, Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, or of other
Hispanic extraction; .9%, Asian-American; and the remainder (1.0%)
identified themselves as of a racial or ethnic background other
than the foregoing.

Highest levels of military education achieved by the respond-
ents are shown by the following distribution figures: Basic Course--
27.6 percent; Advanced Course--39.3 percent; U.S. Army Command and
General Staff College (USACGSC) or equivalent (including nonresident
and constructive credit)--27.2 percent; and senior service college
(including nonresident and constructive credit)--6.0 percent.

A review of the formal civilian educational accomplishments
of respondentc reveals that 99.9 percent had accomplished some
college work and that 96.2 percent held at least the baccalaureate
degree at the time of the survey. Almost 1 percent (.9%) had
earned che doctorate degree; 37.3 percent held a masters degree.

The Chemical Corps was represented by the highest percentage
of members holding masters or doctorate degrees (47.2%); Armor, the
lowest (31.0%). Air Defense Artillery (39.4%) and the Chemical Corps
(39.1%) were represented by the higl'et proportions of respondents
having completed the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College
and senior service college, or their equivalents; Finance (14.9%)
and the Adjutant General's Corps (20.9%) had the lowest represen-
tation.

Discussion of Response Data

Table 1-6 provides a distribution oC responses to the question,
"Do you plan to make the Army a career?' (That is, 20 or more years
of service?)" Only 7.4 percent of the respondents reported that
they do not plan to make the Army a career. Thirteen percent (13.1%)
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had made no decision and 28.0 percent, while indicating that they
do plan. on making the Army a career, had not determined when they
vill retire. Almost one-fourth (23.6%) stated that they will,
or will be required to, retire after completing 20 years of
service. Twelve percent plan on retiring between the 20th and
26th year; and the remaining 16.0 percent plan to retire after 26
or more years of service. More than 1 in 10 (13.3Z) of company
grade respondents indicated that they do not plan an Army career;
24.9 percent of all field grade respondents stated that they plan
to retire at 20 years. Twenty-eight percent of all respondents
expressed an intention to remain in the Army beyond 20 years.

TABLE I-6

Plans for an Army Career

Rank

RESPONSE 2LT. iLT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALLr%
Yes, but undecided

when to retire 20.0 21.3 30.1 33.5 30.2 1W4 28.0

Yes, plan to retire
at 20 years 7.2 8.6 30.2 37.9 18.3 .9 23.6

Yes, plan to retire
after 26 years or
more 7.2 7.7 8.4 .9.9 22.4 76.2 16.0

Have made no career
decision 40.3 38.9 15.9 1.1 .1 .4 13.1

Yes, plan to retire
between 20 and 26
years 3.4 3.0 6.3 16.1 28.8 8.1 12.0

No, do not plan an
Army career 21.8 20.5 9.0 1.6 .1 .0 7.4

Table 1-.7 provides a distribution of responses to the question,
"Given normal career progression, what is the highest rank you
expect to attain?" Fifteen percent (15.5%) of all respondents
expect to achieve general officer status; 40.5 percent expect to
be promoted to colonel; and 34.0 percent expect to achieve the
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TABLE 1-7

HigestRan 1reected

Current Rank
Expected

Rank 2LT ILT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALL
7~- T~ -7 %'1  % %

Major 13.4 10.0 13.9 14.3 - - 10.1

Lieutenant
Colonel 24.5 28.0 39.2 41.5 36.1 - 34.0

Colonel 3T.0 34.5 31.9 35.3 53.6 77.9 40.5

General
Officer 25.0 27.5 15.1 8.9 10.2 22.0 15.5

rank of lieutenant colonel. Slightly under one-fourth (24.8%) of
all lieutenants expect to be promoted eventually to general officer;
one-third (33.3%), to the rank of colonel.

In response to a question relative to the number of times selected
for promotion from the secondary zone, only .3 percent of all respondents
had been salected three or more times; 1.7 percent, twice; and 7.3
percent, once.

Almost 64 percent (63.9%) had never been selected for secondary
zone promotion; the remainder (26.9%) had never been considered for
promotion by a centralized selection board.

Table 1-8 provides a distribution of responses to the follow-
ing question: "Regarding your personal career, which type of train-
ing or educational experience, successfully com!pleted, do you believe
'carries the most weight' with promotion/selection boards?" The
higher the rank, the greater the weight placed upon "resident military
courses." Responses range from 34.6 percent for second lieutenants
to 73.5 percent for colonels. An inverse pattern is seen for the
second-ranked response, "on-the-job training or experience," where
the range is from 37.0 percent for second lieutenants to 15.1 percent
for colonels. For "civilian education," there is a high of 22.3
percent for second lieutenants and a low of 9.8 percent for colonels.

Table 1-9 provides a distribution of responses to the
question, "During your military career, what is the highest
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TABLE 1-8

Training of "Most Weight" with Selection Boards

Rank

RESPONSE 2LT ILT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALL

Resident military
courses 34.6 43.0 45.8 61.7 70.8 73.5 54.7

On-the-job train-
ing or experi-
ence 37.0 32.6 25.5 16.6 15.4 15.1 22.6

Civilian educa-

tion 22.3 18.8 25.9 18.9 11.6 9.8 19.6

Other 2.2 2.5 1.8 1.9 1.5 1.1 1.8

Nonresident mili-
tary courses 3.4 2.1 .6 .7 .6 .4 1.0

Civilian industry
or occupational
training .3 .9 .4 .2 .1 .2 .3

level at which you have commanded?" Slightly more than one-
half (54.4%) of the officers responding had commanded at the
company/battery/troop/equivalent level; 13.0 percent, the
battalion/squadron/equivalent level; and 2.7 percent, the
brigade/support command/equivalent level. Slightly more than
one-fifth (21.6%) had never zommanded.

Contrast is revealed when Table 1-9 is compared with Table 1-10.
The latter shows responses to the question, "What is the highest
level at which you expect to command during your active-duty career?"
For example, Table 1-9 indicates that 13.0 percent have commanded
at the battalion or equivalent level; Table 1-10 shows that 39.6
percent expect to command at the same level. Only 2.7 percent
actually have commanded at the brigade or equivalent level (Table
1-9), but 22.7 percent expect to command at that level (Table I-10).
Command at the division level or above is expected by 8.3 percent.
Six percent have no desire to command.
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TABLE 1-9

SHLhest Command Level Achieved

Highest Rank
Command

Level 2LT ILT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALL
% % 02 % % % %

Company/bat tery/

troop/equivalent 5.9 17.6 68.4 87.8 49.3 4.2 54.4

Never commanded 73.3 64.7 21.9 3.7 3.3 .5 21.6

Battalion/squadron
/equivalent - - .4 4.3 42.6 61.5 13.0

Detachment 20.7 17.5 9.3 4.1 4.2 .4 8.3

Brigade/support
comrnand/equlvalent " - - .5 33.4 2.7

TABLE 1-10

Highest Command Level Expected

Rank
Expected

Command Level 2LT 1LT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALL
% T y %

Battalion 27.4 29.9 41.6 48.1 39.7 31.2 39.6

Brigade 20.0 19.8 18.7 17.3 26.9 55.7 22.7

Company 22.7 19.9 20.9 18.2 17.4 1.2 18.2

Division or above 14.8 17.1 8.4 4.4 4.2 8.3 8.3

No desire to
command 8.8 7.9 5.9 6.7 5.3 .5 6.0

No opportunity to
command 6.4 5.3 4.5 5.2 6.5 3.0 5.1
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When asked about the timing of their company/battery/troop
command, 37.6 percent of all respondents indicated that this
command tour occurred prior to their attendance at the advanced
course, as compared with 16.2 percent whose command occurred
after their advanced course attendance. Almost 17 percent
(16.9%) reported command both prior to and following attendance
at the advanced course. Of all respondents, 29.2 percent reported
that they had not commanded at the company/battery/troop level at
the time the survey was taken.

Table 1-11 shown a distribution of responses to the question,
"What is the highest staff level at which you expect to serve during
your career?" Almost one-half (48.2%) expect to serve on a
Departmental staff: Department of the Army-30.2 percent; Depart-
ment of Defense--18.0 percent. Another 21.8 percent expect to
serve on the staff of a major command, making a total of 70.0
percent who expect staff duty at the major command level or higher.

In answer to the question, "When did you complete, or obtain
credit for completion of, Command and General Staff College/Axmed
Forces Staff College or equivalent?", 67.1 percent reported that
they had not completed or received credit for either of these
courses at the time of the survey. Of those who had, however,
16.8 percent did so prior to assignment to brigade/corps/higher

TABLE I-11

_ _ _ _iet Staff Level Expected

Rank
Expected

Staff Level 2LT .LT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALL7 7- _T %

Department of tpe
Army 12.8 20.1 29.0 32.9 35.8 46.7 30.2

Kajor command 15.7 18.7 20.6 26.6 27.3 10.4 21.8

Department of
Defense 10.0 13.5 14.1 18.6 23.4 35.2 18.0

Division 22.3 18.8 15.5 7.0 2.2 .5 11.0

Installation 9.2 7.2 9.7 7.9 4.8 1.1 7.5

Brigade 13.5 9.2 5.8 2.4 .8 .0 4.7

Battalion 13.5 10.5 3.6 .7 .' .0 3.6

Other 2.9 2.1 1.8 4.0 5.4 6.2 3.4
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staff or to battalion command. Another 16.1 percent reported such
schooling occurred subsequent to assignment to brigade/corps/higher
staff or to battalion command.

Almost three-fourths of all respondents (71.9%) believed that
the principal purpose of USACGSC-level training is to "broaden
the outlook of the offi-er in preparation for positions of increased
responsibility." Thirteen percent did "not know the purpose of USACGSC-
level training," although 94.1 percent of this response was clustered
in the three company grades. Over 9 percent (9.3%) identified the
training's purpose as "to retain a competitive position for promo-
tion/advancement." Other listed alternative responses accounted for
less than 6 percent.

When asked for their reaction to a proposal to continue
attendance at USACGSC for combat arms officers, and to provide
equivalent military or civilian training to all others; responses
ranged as follows: Over one-third (37.4%) opined that "resident
training at this level is necessary;" almost one-fourth (24.4%) took
the view that "either resident or nonresident training is necessary."
Two groups of 13.2 percent each pronounced the current system
"adequate," or were unsure whether "USACGSC-level training is
either necessary or desirable." "The form of training (resident or
nonresident) is not important," was the observation of 6.2 percent.
A few (4.4%) replied that "most officer. do not require training
at the USACGSC level;" still fewer (1.2%) were "opposed to USACGSC-
level training" for other reasons.

Another proposal, to select a small percentage of a given
USACGSC-level class to remain for an additional year of study,
prompted the following responses: Over one-third (36.4%) said,
"It's worth a pilot test or 'trial run." On the other hand,
21.1 percent were less enthusiastic with, "The Army can't afford
this luxury; we need more 'do-ers."' Almost 18 percent (17.3%)
feared the creation of an "elitist group" and termed the proposal
a "bad idea." "It should be considered, but at another level,"
was the response of 12.7 percent, while 7.1 percent thought it
should be implemented immediately. Only 4.7 percent replied, "I
don't care one way or the other."

Table 1-12 gives a distribution of responses to the following:
"To be an effective officer, the minimum civilian educational level
required at time of commissioning should be:" Over one-half (55.0%)
of all respondents identified "college graduate" as the minimum
required level; over one-fifth (21.1%), the "associate degree."
Response percentages for all ranks held generally consistent for
both responses. However, for the third ranking response, "Civilian
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TABLE 1-12

Civilian Education Required for Commissioning

Rank
Response

2LT ILT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALL

College graduate 56.2 58.6 52.f 51.9 58.4 60.5 55.0

Associate degree 22.1 20.3 20.4 21.9 21.2 21.4 21.1

Civilian education
Irrelevant to
officer effec-
tiveness 13.3 11.7 13.5 10.1 7.2 2.6 10.6

Some college, but
no degree 5.0 6.5 8.7 7.9 7.2 9.3 7.8

High school gradu-
ate 3.4 2,9 4.8 8.3 6.0 6.2 5.6

education has nothing to do with being an effective officer,"
weight of response declined markedly as rank increased and
ranged from a high of 13.3 percent for second lieutenants to
a low of 2.6 percent for colonels.

The next two tables (Tables 1-13 and 1-14) address the
question of proper "mix" of education and training for the
effective Army officer. Table 1-13 gives distribution of
responses for the following question: "If education is defined
as 'preparation for life (or the unknown),' while training is
defined as 'preparation for a specific cask (or the unknown),'
what mix of education and training do you believe is requtired

by an effective Army officer?" Table 1-14 addresses the
question, "At what rank do you believe education becomes more
important to duty performance than specific training?"

Although in Table 1-13 "about the same amount of each"
ranked first among listed responses (39.1%), it was less than
8 percen-:age points ahead of "more training than education"

(31.3Z). Lieutenants were somewhat more inclined to select
the former, when compared to other, more senior respondents;
and somewhat less likely to select the latter. Almost twice
as many officers replied "more training than education,"
than replied "more education thar. training" (31.3% versus 18.1%).
The low response rates for the last two alternatives, "much
more training" and 'much more education" suggests that require-
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TABLE 1-13

Effective Education and Training Mix

Rank
Response

2LT 1LT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALL

About same of each 43.5 44.0 39.3 37.7 36.7 36.7 39.1

Hore training than
education 22.7 23.9 32.3 34.5 32.2 33.7 31.3

More education than"
training 23.7 20.1 17.1 16.9 18.0 17.9 18.1

Much more training
than education 4.7 3.8 6.2 6.8 7.5 F.3 6.3

Much more education
than training 5.4 8.2 5.1 4.1 5.6 3.3 5.2

TABLE 1-14

Rank at which Education More Important than Training

Rank
Response

2LT ILT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALL
T 7 T T T

Major 28.1 34.0 31.4 41.4 42.4 40.1 36.2

Education never more
important than
training 13.6 15.2 16.5 17.2 16.6 15.1 16.?

Captain 19.6 16.8 18.2 14.2 9.1 8.5 14.9

Lieutenant colonel 6.5 9.1 14.5 10.7 15.8 21.8 13.2

Education always
more important
than training 13.9 11.3 5.8 6.3 7.5 6.9 7.5

Colonel 4.1 4.4 7.7 7.5 5.0 5.5 6.4

Second lieutenant 11.7 7.3 4.3 2.2 2.5 2.0 4.2

First lieutenant 2.6 2.0 1.7 .7 1.1 .2 1.3
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ments for education and training, proportionately, are very
close. in the view of Army officers. 4

Again in the next table (Table 1-14), rank appears to be r
associated with response selection. The overall first choice, • '*1"
the rank of "major" was also the first choice of each sub-
population of respondents when distribution by rank is considered.
Percentage weight given to the response of "major" increases as
respondents' rank increases. The same generally is true for the
fourth-ranked response, "lieutenant colonel," but not for the
third-ranked choice, "captain," or for the assertion, "Education
always is more important than training," which ranked fifth.

!I\
'I'

Primary Utility of Graduate Civilian Education

Rank
Response ,ank

2LT ILT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALL

Broadening eduat ion-
&l background
for future assign-
ments 56.9 49.9 43.0 39.9 43.5 46.4 44.5

Staying competitive
for promotion 12.8 16.0 18.8 19.8 15.1 9.9 17.0 \

Preparing for u. ll-
Zation tour 7.4 7.7 13.9 17.3 19.8 21.9 15.1

Gaining alternate
specialty know,-
edge 6.0 9.2 40.5 27.1 15.9 6.2 10.1 j

Gaining primary
specialty knowl-
edge 6.6 8.9 ... 5-91- 6.8 6.6 9.2 6.8

Preparing for civ-
ialan career 7.4 8.4 5.4 5.5 4.5 2.8 5.6

Not much of any-
thing 1.0 .8 .9 .8 1.0 1.2 .9

Table 1-15 gives a distribution of responses to the question, .
"For which of the follrwing do you believe graduate-level civilian
education is primarily useful?" Somewhat less than one-half
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(44.52) responded, "Generally broadening an educational back-
ground in preparation for future assignments;" 17.0 percent,
"Staying competitive when considered by promotion/selection
boards;" and 15.1 percent. "Preparing for a utilization tour
requiring specific civilian education." "Gaining knowledge
required in an alternate specialty" prompted a 10.1 percent
response and "in a primary specialty," 6.8 percent.

When asked whether the Army should provide the opportunity
to achieve a graduate degree in return for good performance.
over three-fourths (77.0%) of all respondents replied "yes."
Over one-half (54.3%) of those said "yes" because a graduate
degree "will enhance my value to the Army;" or, 11.0 percent I
because "it is required for successful performance in my specialty;"
or 11.7tpercent for some other reason. Over one-fifth (21.3%)
replied "no" because "my personal educational goals are my own
responsibility" (10.0%) because "a graduate degree has no bearInng on my
effectiveness as an officer" (8.9%); or because of some other
reason (24%). Only 1.6 percent had no opinion on this issue.

Table 1-16 addresses the following question: "For
maximum Army effectiveness, what proportion of the officer corps
with your primary specialty do you believe should have graduate
degrees?"

One-half of all respondents (50.1%) are split between two
replies: "About one-fourth"--25.5 percent; "about one-half"-
24.6 percent. In both replies, response levels consistently are
over 20 percent for all ranks. For the response, "very few",
percentages are highest at the senior ranks; while for the
response, "almost all," percentages are somewhat higher at the
more junior ranks.

TABLE 1-16

Proportion of Primary Specialty Recuirina Graduate DesreeA (w RIank.

Rank
Response

2LT 1LT CPT HAJ LTC COL ALL

About one-fourth 24.1 20.8 25.5 26.0 28.2 26.0 25.5

'About one-haQf 25.8 28.5 25.3 24.5 21.4 22.8 24.6

very few 8.8 8.8 18.1 23.5 23.9 22.8 18.9

Almost all 26.7 26.3 19.1 13.8 14.5 17.2 18.3

About three-fourths 10.2 11.8 7.2 6.3 5.8 3.7 7.3

"None 4.4 4.0 4.7 5.9 6.1 7.4 5.3
A _L-1-21] 
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(I ll rV V Vi VIi Vill/ r J 25 9 26.2 26.3 25.5 25,9 22,4 26.8 24.,

hal6 23 247 242 23.7 259 23.8 23,6

Vor, r, 16.0 17.,4 15.7 18.8 20.1 20.2 21,5 22.7
A 1-,o all 18.4 20.6 20A1 19.9 17.2 17.1 15,4 18.6!, ,ou t t h r e

fo Ur"11 8,8 8,,5 9.6 6.6 6.o 6.8 6.7 5.7

Non(,e 4.3 3.8 3.6 5.0 7.0 7.6 5.8 5.5

f-,Ie T-I7 iddrosses the s3-:ie question as does Table 1-16,but provii es a 4tstr!•'utfon of the responses by type of unit to"`'h1ch I at time of survey participation. The tabli is ofuterc,•;t priacipally because It tend.s to reinforce the diskri-bution by rank of Td•1o 1-16. Response percentages for "veryfou" and "fiAlost all" are wore consistent across urit types

I Co:'5)t units

if Co.,:ýat support units /

III Cc:-.,• service support units
IV Tr.-i'nfng activities (including service school staff and faculty)
V Jwcruitfntg activities, ROTC units, and Readiness Regions

Vt (',vri-orn/ins'allatlon staff

VIL Cocup. or higho,- level staff (including major commands;Ihmluartersn, Dg'tIrtment of the Arm',; etc.)

VIII Other activities or units
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than across ranks; even so. the percentages remain significantly
close for these two extreme responses. Percentages for
"itabout one-fourth" and "about one-half" again are close in
Table 1-17, so that neither is the clear winner. Both tables
show that about one-half of all respondents believe that
between one-fourth and one-half of the officer corps should
have graduate degrees. Almost another one-fourth (24.2%)
opined that either very few or none of the officer corps need
graduate degrees in the performance of their Army duties.

Trhble 1-18 provides a distribution of responses to the
question, "Which statement best describes your current assign-
ment?" Over one-half (52.3%) of all respondents reported that
their assignment at the time of the survey matched either their
primary specialty training (37.3%) or their alternate specialty
training (15.0%). Another 19.0 percent reported a match of
their assignment with previous experience, rather than with
specialty training. Slightly over one-fifth (20.6%) reported that
their assignment matched neither previous training nor experience.

Responding to a similar question with respect to the
assignment immediately preceding the one current at the time
of the survey, 33.3 percent reported a match with their primary
specialty training; 10.9 percent, a match with their alternate
speirialty training; 11.9 percent, a match with previous experi-
ence; and 14.4 percent, a match with neither previous training
nor experience. Almost 30 percent (29.6%) reported assignment
to the student-patient-in transit account.

TABLE 1-18

Training atch with Current Assignment

Rank
RSesos

2LT ILT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALL
____________% 77. To- -i- /

'M~atches primary
specialty training 60.9 60.5 39.6 28.2 24.3 26.1 37.3

Matches neither ex-
perience nor 23.4 22.4 21.3 20.1 19.9 15.4 20.6
training

Matches experience,
n~ot training 6.2 10.0 15.0 17,5 31.2 39.6 19.0

Matches alternate
specialty training 3.0 4.1 12.7 23.3 20.8 15.4 15.0

Student, patient, In
trans it 6.4 3.0 11.3 11.0 3.9 3.3 8.0
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When asked, "What do you believe is the most eftectiv.!
utilization of an officer?" 42.1 percent replied, "most
assignments in the primary specialty; some in the alternate
specialty." "Consistent rotation of assignments between
primary and alternate specialties, -with occasional assignments
outside the two specialties," was endorsed by 36.2 percent; "even
division of primary and alternate specialty assignments," by
another 14.1 percent. "All assignments in one specialty, either
primary or alternate;" received a 6.5 percent response.
Slightly over 1 percent (1.1%) believed that most assignments
should be in the alternate specialty, with some in the primary.

When asked to choose among several options to deal with
assigning officers to nonspecialty-related duty positions
requiring no specialty expertise, 43.8 percent preferred that
such requirements be distributed to all specialties on a "fair-
share" basis. Another 23.2 percent preferred that the closest
possible specialty match arbitrarily be specified for the
position. Establishment of a "specialty immaterial" or "duty"

specialty was suggested by 14.9 percent; 11.6 percent suggested
that such positions, unless specialty-specific, be deleted or
civilianized; and 6.5 percent preferred some option other than
those listed.

Dissatisfaction with Primary Specialty

Rank
Response

2LT ILT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALL

,77 -7÷ % %1 ''4

Voluntarily chosen,
but dissatisfied
with it 12.6 10.7 7.3 5.2 5.3 2.1 6.9

Involuntarily assign-
Ad, and dissatis-
fied with It 11.6 9.9 7.4 5.1 4.6 3.2 6.7

Table 1-19 gives a distribution of responses relative to
dissatisfaction with primary specialty. Of those respondents
who were dissatisfied (13.6%), the split is near even between
those who chose their primary specialty and those who were
assigned it. Among the "satisfied" respondents, however, almost
five times as many (71.3%) chose their primary specialty than
were assigned it (15.2%).
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TABLE j-20

Primary Specialty Match with Training, Experience. Desires

Rank
Rerponse

2LT ILT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALL

Yes 62.9 64.6 79.9 89.6 91.8 94.0 82.2

No 28.8 27.2 15.1 6.9 5.5 5.1 13.2

Unsure 8.3 8.2 5.0 3.6 2.7 .9 4.6

Table 1-20 addresses the question, "Does your primary
specialty match your previous training, experience, or desires?"
The 13.2 percent "no" response is consistent with the 13.6 percent
who are shown ia Table 1-19 as "dissatisfied" with their primary
specialty. Additionally, in Table 1-20, the 4.6 percent who
replied that they are not sure probably should be included in the
negative category, as well. In both tables (U.2 and k-."P),
negative responses appear to correlate inversely with rank; that
is, the percentages decrease as rank increases. Whatever the
reason for greater senior satisfaction, a proprotionately
significant percentage of company grade respondents apparently
are not entirely comfortable with their primary specialty.

Table 1-21 provides distribution of responses to the
question, "Which one of the following is the most useful training
or education you have already received in support of your
primary specialty?" The response selected by almost one-!,alf
of the respondents (44.22) is "on-the-job experience (no structured
training)." Its next competitor, "advanced course" (17.32), was
outdistanced by 26.9 percentage points. Other responses arranged
themselves still farther down the scale.

In response to the question, "are adequate training
opportunities available so that you can become competently
trained in your primary specialty?" 71.1 percent responded,
"yes;" 21.7 percent, "no;" and 7.1 percent did not know.
Percentages for the "yes" response increase with rank, from
a low for second lieutenant of 52.4 to a high for colonel of
82.7. Conversely, percentages for the "no" response decrease
as rank increases, from a high of 33.3 for second lieutenant
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to a low of 12.9 for colonel. 'Unsure" responses, similarly,
decrease in percentage points as rank increases.

TABLE 1-21

Most Useful Primary Specialty Training or Education Received

Rank
Response

2LT ILT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALL

On-the-job experience
(no structured
training) 29.4 43.6 45.7 49.2 42.9 40.5 44,2

Advanced course - .7 21.4 20.4 20.7 22.6 17.3

Resident military
specialty-related
courses 5.6 11.8 15.7 13.4 14.0 11.1 13.3

Basic course 46.0 28.3 6.8 2.8 3.7 2.3 10.4

CIvIt;an education/
civilian industry
sources 5.4 5.1 4.8 6.3 9.6 12.6 6.7

Preconiwsslon train-
ing 12.7 9.2 4.7 2.9 2.8 2.1 4.9

CGSC/AFSC - - - 4.1 5.9 7.7 2.9

Mil1itary correspon-d ence courses ..5 1.3 .9 .8 .4 1.1 .8

Responses to a related question generally are consistent
with those indicated in the preceding paragraph. The question
asks for a description of the training normally provided in
support of the respondents' respective primary specialties.
Over two-thirds (67.5Z) described the training favorably:
"Sufficiently thorough; prepares one well"--36.3 percent.
"Broadly-based; provides required specialty knowledge"--31.2
percent. Another one-third (32.5Z), on the other hand,
described the training unfavorably: "Too broad, generalized;
limited practical value"--20.8 percent. "Unrelated to actual
duty requirements"--9.4 percent. "Nonexistent"-2.3 percent.
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TABLE 1-22

Usefulness of Primary Specialty Training or Education Modes

Rank
Response

2LT 1LT CPT VAiJ LTC COL ALL

Most Important

Military resident
Instruction 47.3 51.9 59.0 60.0 59.8 59.3 57.7

On-the-job experi- •
ence (no struc-
tured training) 38.0 36.8 31.6 28.9 27.2 26.3 30.9

Civilian graduate
schooling 5.4 5.9 4.6 5.5 8.3 10.4 6.1

Specialized nonde-
gree civilian
training 2.9 2.0 2.0 3.1 2.0 1.1 2.2

Civilian undergrad-
uate schooling 2.7 1.0 1.4 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.6

Military nonresident
Instruction 3.7 2.3 1.4 .8 1.0 1.2 1.5

Least Important

Military nonresident
instruction 27.1 28.1 31.2 30.8 27.4 2'&.4 29.3

Civilian graduate
schooling 16.4 14.4 22.3 27.7 31.9 31.2 24.5

Specialized nonde-
gree clvllian
training 26.0 28.0 24.2 23.5 21.1 27.4 24.3

Civilian undergrad-
uate schooling 19.5 20.4 15.8 12.3 13.4 11.9 15.1

On-the-Job experi-
ence (no struc-
tured training) 4.7 4.7 3.7 4.0 4.8 3.3 4.1

Military resident
Instruction 6.4 4.4 2.8 1.7 1.4 1.8 2.7
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Table 1-22 shows distribution of responses to the questions,
"Which one of the following do you believe is the most important
training or education which should be provided in support of
your primary specialty?" and, "Which one of the following do you
believe is the least useful traiuing or education which could be
provided in your primary specialty?" Over one-half of all
respondent- (57.7%) selected "military resident instruction,"
and 30.9 percent selected "on-the-job experience," as most
important. These two responses account for 88.6 percent of all
most important replies; with the next ranking response, "civilian
graduate schooling," accounting for only slightly more than 6
percent (6.1%) of the most important replies. Except for one
change in position ("civilian graduate" and "civilian under-
graduate schooling" responses changed places), the bottom,
least useful, half of the table is a reverse mirror image of
the top half.

TABLE 1-23

MiJor Gap in Currently Available Primary Specialty Schooling

Rank
Response

2?T 1iT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALLTV _T T TF

Unaware of any
major gap 45.6 4.51 35.9 30.0 34.1 42.4 36.5

"Expert" knowledge
level (LTC-COL) 8.5 9.8 •21.4 32.5 41.9 38.1 26.5

Advanced knowledge
level (CPT-MAJ) 9.2 12.7 19.6 17.3 8.6 5.1 14.3

Basic knowledge

l.evel (LT) 29.9 25.6 12.1 6.1 5.4 6.2 12.0

Mlore than one of
those listed 6.8 6.8 I1.0 14.1 10.0 8.3 10.5

Table 1-23 addresses the question, "At what level does the
major gap in the currently-available schooling for your primary
specialty oc'ur?" Almost two-thirds of all respondents (63.5%)
identified one of the listed knowledge levels as the point at
which a "major gap" occurs, with the "expert" knowledge level
being identified by over one-fourth (26.5%).
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table 1-24 gives a distribution of responses to the follow-
ing question: "Wnich of the following best describes the role
of civilian education in your primary specialty?" Over one-
third (36.5%) of all respondents reported available, important
civilian education in support of their primary spc~zalty. The
remainder (63.5%) indicated either that available civilian
education in support of their primary specialty is of limited
importance; or that none is available.

TABLE 1-24

Availability of Supporting Civilian Education

for Primary Specialty

Ranl
lPesponse

21T ]LT CPT 3IAJ 1 TC COL All.

Available; important 44.3 45.7 36.6 32.0 33.4 34-3 36.5

Available; limited
importance 26.7 29.4 33.2 38.7 35.8 33.6 34.0

Unavailable 29.0 24.9 30.1 29.3 30.8 32.0 29.5

When asked if primary specialty training or education will
be of value in a potential civilian career, one-third (33.6%)
replied negatively because they expect to be working in an
entirely different field. Another 30.5 percent gave a qualified
"yes" because they are uncertain wha% they will be doing after
active duty. In both answers, percentages held fairly constant
across respondent raeks. Of those replying affirmatively, 13.4
percent expect to do similar work in civilian life; and 7.1
percent, the same type of work. Slightly over 13 percent (13.1%)
were uncertain as to whether specialty training will be useful
in civilian life; and 2.3 percent do not expect it to be useful,
even though it is closely rcalted to a probable civilian
career.

Table 1-25 addresses the following question: "Which one of
tha following rMosL closely identifies your view of 'specialty
qualification?"' Slightly over one-half (51.4%) opined that,
"The ability to 'do the job' in the specialty, at the assigned
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TABLE 1-25

Specialty Saal ification

kesponse
2LT ILT CI T 1LAJ ITC COL AUL

_ __3 T 3T ~ TF 3
Ability to "do the

Job" in specialty 58.2 55.1 47.0 52.4 51.5 55.8 51.4

Des"linated training
/assigrunents 22.3 23.6 28.1 23.7 25.5 24.6 25.4

Ulndefinable 12.7 11.8 13.6 13.5 10.8 9.5 12.5

Subjective adminis-
trative decision 2.9 4.9 5.9 5.8 6.9 5.8 5.7

Adherence to DA I-an..
600-3 .3 2.1 2.8 2.3 3.3 3.0 2.5

Registration/certi-

fication - 3.4 2.5 2.6 2.4 2.1 1.2 2.4

level, whether formally trained or not, as shown by OER
evaluations or promotion/selection board results," consi:itutes
specialty qualification. Another one-fourth (25.4%) believed
that specialty qualification is, "Successful corlpletion of
designated training courses and developmental assignments." In
both ansvers, [ercentages are relatively consistent across
respondent ranks; although second lieutenants were somewhat
more likely to select the former; captains, the latter. Only /
12.5 percent of all respondents indicated a belief that specialty
qualification is largely undefinable.

Tabl' 1-26 provides responses to the following survey item:
"The primary reaponsibility for an officer becoming 'specialty-
qualified' lies with:" Perhaps more significant than the 48.5
percent of the respondents who identified the offiý.er himself as
having primary responsibility for his own specialtf qualification
is the 51.5 percent who did not. Selected by the fewest respon-
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dents (2.2%) was "the officer's rating officer," with even "the
MILPERCEN specialty monitor" ahead of it by .8 of a percentage
point. Almost one-fifth (19.0%) viewed the "officer education
and training system" as primarily responsible; over one-fourth
(27.3%), "the officer's MILPERCEN career manager/assignment officer."

TABLE 1-26

Fritrary Responsibility for Specialty qtialification

Resp;onse
2LT ILT CI-T ý.AJ LTC COL ALL

The" officer 46.6 51.3 47.4 48.1 48.3 53.1 48. 5

IIL}ELRCEN career
manazer/absign-
ment officer 23.9 24.4 31.4 28.1 25.2 18.6 27.3

Officer education
and training
system 23.i 17.0 16.4 18.1 22.4 24.8 19.0

,IdLERCLAT spec-
ialty monitor 2.4 2.3 2.6 4.5 3.1 2.3 3.0

Rating officer 4.1 5.0 2.3 1.1 1.0 1.2 2.2

TABLE 1-2?

Primary Specialty Assignments to Become Specialty-Qualified

Response
21T ILT CI'T VAJ LTC COL ALL

Three 35.3 32.7 35.7 32.7 34.3 33.5 34.2

More than four 22.5 22.6 22.6 26.9 27.4 33.3 25.2

Two' 19.4 21.4 22.3 18.9 17.7 15.2 19.9

Four 11.8 13.8 13.1 15.6 14.8 13.8 14.0

1One 11.0 9.6 6.4 6.0 5.8 4.2 6.7
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Table 1-27 provides respondent views for their respective
primary specialties on the number of different assignments require
to become specialty-qualified. Slightly over one-third of the
respondents (34.2%) indicated that specialty qualification in
their specific specialties requires about three different
assignments. Another one-fourth (25.2%) said, in their special-
ties, more than four different assignments are required. Almost
one-fifth (19.9Z) identified two assignments as the required
number; 14.0 percent, four assignments.

Table 1-28 addresses the following question: "Which one of
the following is the chief way you have (or expect to) become
qualified in your primary specialty?" Whether respondents
believed that it generally is all they can expect, as a practical
matter; or, whether it is, in fact, their preference; almost
three-fourths of them (71.22) selected "on-the-job experience."
"Resident military training accounts for almost an additional

one-fourth (23.6%), relegating the three remaining alternatives
statistically, to an insignificant status. L'eutenant colonels
and colonels were somewhat less likely to sL=act "on-the-Job
experience" and more likely to pick "resident military training"
than were other ranks. Over one-half (56.3%) of all respondents
did not respond to this survey item.

r--TA.L. 1-28

Chief Means of Primary Specialty QualificatioA

Rank
Response

2LT ILT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALL

On-the-job experience
(no structured
training) 71,7 69.5 72.1 75.1 67.3 66.8 71.2

Resident military
training 20.2 22.1 23.6 21.1 28.2 27.4 23.6

Resident civilian
education 3.0 3.1 2.4 2.3 3.3 4.o 2.8

Off-duty civilian
study 2.4 3.1 1.1 .5 .5 .9 1.2

Yonresldent military
courses 2.7 2.3 .8 3.1 .7 .9 1.2
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TG complete the statement, "After completion of a training
period, an officer with your primary specialty should work in a
specialty-related assignment for a minimum period of," 35.9 per-
r-nt and 3A.5 percent of all zespondents selected "2 years"
and 3 yý-ars," respectively. Another 17.1 percent ladicated /
for their speciftz specialties that 'more thai, 3 years" would be
thf best minimum; D1 .6 percent, " 1 year." Less thin 1 percent
(.9%) selected "less ti-rn I year."

TABLE 1-29'

Establishment of Specialty Quali fcation Standards

Rank
Response

2LT ILT CPT MAJ LTC COL All

Yes, flexible
standards 54.4 52.3 49.9 48.2 52.9 47.6 50.5

No, firm standards
not possible 23.6 22.4 26.9 27.1 25.8 28.8 26.1

Not sure 7.4 9.6 9.6 11.3 10.0 12.3 10.1

Yes, absolute
standards 10.0 11.3 9.5 8.7 7.5 7.4 9.1

No, for reason not
listed 4.6 4.2 4.1 4.7 3.7 3.9 4.2

Table 1-29 provides a distritition of responses to the
question, "Should specialty qualification standards be estab-
lished for each specialty at each grade?" Well over one-half of
those officers responding (59.6%) viewed establishment of some
sort of specialty qualification standards favorably, although only
9.1 percent believed that absolute standards should be established.
Endorsement of absolute standards tends to decrease as rank
increases, and ranges from a high of 11.3 percent for first
lieutenants to a low of 7.4 percent for colonels. A similiar
relationship is apparent for "flexibl. standards," with a high of
54.4 percent for second lieutenants and a low of 47.6 percent for
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colonels. The trend reverc- :'or the "not sure" response, with
a low of 7.4 percent for se ..i lieutenants and a high of 12.3
percent for colonels.

I'AtII. 1-30

Use of Specialty ''l:• ,cation Standards Information

Ran~k
Response

2LT ILT CPT ILLJ LTC COL AlL
__ _ __ _ __ _ __ T "-r "3'- T w -F

As a diagnostic tool 40.6 L3.9 5C.. 53.3 53.4 49.4 50.0

Officially by promo-
tion/selection
boards, etc. 26.0 2.9 21.4 24.5 26.6 29.2 25.2

Unofficialiy to mea-
sure professional
development 14.8 9 8 31.4 8.1 7.8 8.1 9.8

Unofficially for
personal assess-
ment 12.4 8.7 8.8 6.9 5.5 5.8 7.8

Not'for any purpose 6.3 7.7 7.1 7.2 6.7 7.6 7.1

Table 1-30 assumes the establishment of specialty qualifi-
cation standards and provides a distribution of views on how
information generated from the employment of these standards
should be used. Over two-thirds (67.6%) of all respondents
held the view that such information should be used only in
diagnostic or unofficial ways, which would not have lasting
or irreversible consequences for individual officer careers.
One-fourth (25.2%), on the other hand, would have such infor-
mation "used officially as a matter of record for consideration
by promotion/selection boards or other activities." This latter
view was held somewhat less strongly by captains and majors than
by officers of other ranks, while colonels held this view most
strongly of all those endorsing it.

Table 1-31 responds to the following question: "Promotion
to which of the following ranks should be dependent upon 'primary
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specialty qualification'?" Percentages for the first three
responses listed in the table are so close that none can be
declared the clear winner. Major was the rank believed by
respondents as the no:it likely candidate for dvpendency for
promotion on primary specialty qualification. Of those
selecting this rank, first lieutenants and captains held the
view more strongly than did other respondents. Following the
rank of major by 6.3 percentage points Is the rank of captain,
with the weight of endorsement tending to de..rease as rank
increases. Almost one-fourth (23.8%), however, replied that
none of the ranks listed should be dependent for promotion on
qualification in the primiry specialty. Another 22.0 percent
held the opposite view--that all listed ranks should be so
dependent.

TABLE 1-31

Rnnl~s to be Dependent upon }rimary Sipecialty

•una I i f i eati on

Dependent Current RanJ.

iPanl 2LT 1lT CI T MAJ LTC COL ALL

Major 23.5 28.6 29.3 21.8 22.4 17.2 25.0

No rank 18.4 18.5 22.2 27.0 27.0 26.7 23.8

Fach rank 18.5 19.8 19.1 23.0 26.0 30.1 22.0

Captain 29.8 22.7 18.3 18.9 15.1 11.2 18.7

Lieu tenant
colonel 4.6 7.5 8.6 7.5 7.3 12.8 8.0

Firs t
lieutenant 5.3 2.9 2.4 1.8 2.3 1.9 2.5

Table 1-32 shows a distribution of responses to a survey
item which asks for an estimate of present level of professional
development from the respondents in their respective primary
specialties. Nine out of 10 respondents (90.9%) estimated that
they are prepared in their respective primary specialties, but
only 5 out of 10 (54.6%) estimated themselves to be well prepared.
Not surprisingly, estimates of being well prepared increase as
zaak increases, although oue-fourth of all respondents in the
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TABLE 1-32

Level of Frofessional Development in Primary Specialty

Plank
Response

2LT ILT CI T MAJ LTC COL ALL

Well prepared 214.9 38.8 53.2 59.2 65.6 74.6 54.6

Somewhat
prepared 54.6 45.8 37.9 34.4 28.2 20.9 36.3

Somewhat
unprepared 14.7 10.5 6.2 5.2 3.0 3.7 6.7

Not prepared
at all 5.8 5.0 2.8 1.2 1.2 .9 2.5

rank of colonel did vot place themselves in the well-prepared
category. Three-fourths of the second lieutenants responding
did not consider themselves well prepared in their respective
specialties; for first lieutenants, the percentage is 61.2;
for captains, 46.8; for majors 40.8; and for lieutenant
colonels, 34.4.; Replies in the "unprepared" category ("somewhat
unprepared" and "not prepared at all") range from 20.5 percent
for second lieutenants to 4.6 percent for colonels.

When asked whether military resident or nonresident in-
struction is more effective in providing needed primary specialty
skills, 82.8 percent of all respondents endorsed resident in-
struction. Weight of endorsement increases as rank increases
and spans a range of 75.9 percent of second lieutenants to 90.9
percent for colonels. Close in percentages were the next two
responses, with 8.1 percent for "neither are effective in their
present form" and 7.9 percent for "they are both equally
effective." Only 1.1 percent of all respondents believed that
nonresident instruction is more effective than resident for
their respective primary specialties.

In response to the question, "How many hours per week do
you believe you could devote to independent career-related
studies (both on and off duty time)?" 44.8 percent replied
2 to 4 hours; 26.9 percent, 5 to 7 hours; 11.5 percent, 1 hour;
9.5 percent, 10 hours or more; and 7.3 percent 8 to 9 hours.
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Table 1-33 shows how respondents viewed the prospect of
instituting professional examinations for-the officer corps.
Five out of 10 respondents disagreed, with 26.4 percent in
strong disagreement. Almost 1 out of 10 (9.5%) was neutral
on the issue. More majors responding disagreed strongly than
did respondents of other ranks, and slightly more first
lieutenants agreed strongly.

TABLE 1-13

Institution of Professional Examinations

Rank
Response

2LT ILT OFT MIAJ LTC COL ALL

_ V 39b , , . ,
Strongly

disagree 17.8 20.6 27.1 30.1 26.8 28.6 26.4

Disagree 24.4 28.3 25.1 24.7 26.2 29.3 25.8

Agree 29.9 24.8 25.5 21.5 25.0 21.5 24.5

Strongly
agree 14.2 15.4 14.2 14.3 12.3 11.6 13.9

Does not matter 13.7 11.0 8.1 9.3 9.7 9.0 9.5

When asked to assume the institution of professionAl exam-
inations and then to identify the principal purpose for which they
should be used, 61.3 percent would employ them only for unofficial
purposes: "For individual diagnostic work only"-2 4 .4 percent;
"only to assist in determining education/training needs"--36.9
percent. Of those respondents who would employ such examinations
for official purposes, 16.3 percent would place no restriction on
their use; 14.6 percent would employ them as one of the criteria
for promotion; and 7.8 percent, as one of the criteria qualifying
for co-mmand and certain other positions.

Almost one-half of the respondents (44.1%) viewed the
principal limitation of such examinations as the relative inability
of paper and pencil tests to reflect job performance accurately.
Another 40.6 percent said that the responsibilities of officers
are too broad to be tested adequately. Almost 6 percent (5.5%)
thought current procedures are adequate, rendering unnecessary
another evaluative tool. Almost 10 percent (9.8%) thought there
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is a significant limitation te such examinations, but one other
than those listed.

Table 1-34 addresses the following question: "Through what
means do you believe professional development best can be achieved?"
As can be seen, combination of a variety of developmental
experiences is favored by the vast majority of respondents.

TABLE 1-34

Best IMeans to lYrofessional Development

Rank
Response

2LT ILT C1PT UAJ LTC COL ALLT -F-

Combination of the
-following 72.3 73.8 79.1 83.6 85.1 86.8 80.6

Experience 23.3 21.7 17.1 11.9 1O.4 9.1 15.1

Resident
instruction 1.2 2.2 2.9 3.7 3.7 3.5 3.0

Self-study and non-
resident instruc-
tion combination 2.4 1.5 .8 .7 .4 .5 .9

Self-study within
prescribed
parameters .8 .7 .2 .1 .4 .0 .3

One-half (50.8%) of the officers responding opined that
their value to the Army would be increased "some," were they to
graduate from the next higher military course of instruction.
Another 29.6 percent believed that their value to the Army
would be increased "greatly." Second lieutenants and colonels
held this latter view more strongly than did respondents of
other ranks. Percentages for the "some" response generally
increased with rank. Almost 1 out of 10 (9.02) held the view
that "rot much" increase in value would accrue from such an
accomp..ishment; 2.6 percent said "none." Eight percent
selected the "not sure" response.

When queried about an alternative to permit groups of
officers to be managed as "conmanders," with possible repeti-
tive command tours at each level, 42.7 percant replied, "It's
a good idea, but may cause some problems." Another 41.2 percent
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replied, "I don't think this alternative should be implemented."
Over 11 percent (11.5%) responded, "Implement immediately;" and 4.6
percent said, "I really don't care one way or the other."
Asked to assume that "commander management" had been instituted.
34.3 percent indicatted that officers should be identified for
such a program upon individual application and file review;
33.6 percent, upon successful completion of their first command;
19.1 percent, upon selection for command by the DA Centralized
Coummand Selection Board; and 13.1 percent, at some other time.

On the subject of whether or not promotion board results
over the past 2 years have supported OPMS, almost one-half of
all respondents (45.2%) reported that they are unfamiliar both
with promotion board results and how these results. relate to
OPMS. Another 28.1 percent observed that "It is too early
in the implementation of OPMS to identify hoard trends.." Almost
twice (17.3%) as many of the remaining respondents, however,
believed OPMS has not been supported by promotion board results
than believed OPMS has been supported (9.3%).

Asked to estimate the annual salary of a civilian whose
duties and responsibilities correspond most nearly to those of
the individual respondent in his present duty assignment, 36.3
percent estimated between $20,000 and $30,000. Another _26.2
percent estimated between $30,000 and $40,000; 8.6 percent,
between 40,000 and $50,000; 4.1 percent, more than $50,000; and
the remainder, $20,000 or less.

Asked also to estimate the annual salary the individual
respondent would earn in civilian life, given present level of
training, educaticn, and experience, and assuming unexpected
termination of military service; 35.9 percent estimated between
$20,000 and $30,000. Another 16.6 percent estimated between
$30,000 and $40,000; 4.1 percent, between $40,000 and $50,000;
1.9 percent, more than 950,000; and the remainder, $20,000 or
less.

A proposal was outlined to respondents in which the pri-
mary specialty could be redesignated for some officers at some
point in their career as warranted by experience and training,
retaining only the best qualified officers in the basic entry
specialties. Over one-half (59.3%) agreed with the idea,
25.2 percent were unsure, and 15.5 percent disagreed.

Further to the same proposal, respondents were asked
whether the Army or the individual officer would benefit from
such a policy. Almost three-fourths (71.2%) replied that both
the Army and the officer would benefit; 13.9 said it would be
beneficial for the Army, but not for the officer; 10.9 believed
neither the Army nor the officer would benefit; and 4.0 iden-
tified the officer, but not the Army, as the beneficiary.
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Still relative to the same proposal, respondents were asked
their views on alternating assignments between the "Army in the
field" and combat development or training activities--or
occasional staff assignments--of those officers selected for
basic entry specialty continuation. Almost three-fourths (73.4%)
agreed; 26.6 percent were unsu:... Almost 10 percent (9.9%) did not
respond to this survey item.

Data following are based upon responses to a series of
"agree-disagree" survey items. "Strongly agree" and "agree"
responses have been combined into one percentage figure to
simplify analysis. An explanatory note is provided in those
instances where rank of the officer contributes to significant
variation in response to a particular question.

Survey Item "Strongly Agree"! "Agree"

"Officers should be assigned to a itilization
tour directly following formal specialty
training." 96.0%

"Formal course training should be provided to
learn the basics of a specialty." 93.3%

"Level 4 (USACGSC-level) training should not
prepare officers for specific duty positions,
but should provide broad preparation for a
variety of duties during the following
several years of service." r*Moderate
increase in agreement with increased rank.] 91.0%

"The most valuable training in some specialties
is on-the-t-job experience (no structured training)." 86.2%

"All commanders ahould receive a concentrated
'refresher' course prior to assuming command
at any level." 85.2%

"The primary purpose of civilian education
should be the acquisition of skills rather than
the acquisition of academic credentials." 82.5%
[*Increase in agreement with increased rank.]

"Officers who have received graduate-level
civilian schooling are more competitive for
promotion than those who have not." 81.2%
[*"Strongly agree" percentages. increase as
level of civilian education attained decreases;
reverse is the case for "agree" percentages.
High school graduate respondents are the
exception to both of these comments.]
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Survey Item "Strongly Agree"/"Agree"

"Officers who have one of the basic entry
specialties designated as an alternate at the
eighth year of service are at a disadvantage
when compared to those who have 'grown up' in
the specialty." 72.6%

"For some highly technical specialties, training
costs are so high that the 'up-or-out' promotion
rule should be suspended." [*Disagreement 63.4%
increases as rank increases.]

"Level 3 (advanced course) training should be
oriented primarily toward training officers
for their next duty position." 54.7%

"Selection boards use primary specialty qualifi-
cation as a criterion for promotion." [*Disagree- 49.4%
ment increases with rank; 23.9 percent responded
"I don't know."]

"Quality" officers should be distributed equitably
over all specialties, either voluntarily or
involuntarily." [*Agreement increases as 49.0%
rank increases.]

"It is more important to the Army that civilian
education broaden the officer personally than
provide him/her specific skills." [*Disagree- 45.6%
ment increases as rank increases.]

"Promotion boards should not use a level of
training completion as a criterion for
selection." 42.8%

"OP•S-level 4 (USACGSC-level) training should
be significantly different for the maneuver combat
specialties (11--Infantry; 12--Armor) than for all
other specialties." [*Disagreement increases 42.5%
as rank increases.]

"USACGSC and AWC completion should be mandatory
for all majors and lieutenant colonels, respectively,
either by resident or nonresident programs." 41.9%
[*Disagreement increases as rank increases.]

"level 3 (advanced course) training would be more
cost-effective if it was shorter, and if students 35.3%
attended on a TDY, rathez than a PCS, basis."
[*Disagreement increases as rank increases.]
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Survey Item "Strongly Agree"/"Agree"

"Selection for attendance at USACGEC/AWC
is more important than actual attendance." 35.1%

"Only those specialties which can be related
to a basic branch (e.g., 11-Infantry) have
good promotion potential." [*Disagreement
increases as rank increases.] 32.3%

"The academic report received upon completion
of a course of military or civilian training is
as important to one's advancement as an
efficiency report." [*Disagreement increases
as rank increases.] 30.2%

"Promotion boards should promote by specialty
quotas." 27.5%

"Selection boards use alternate specialty qualifi-
cation, if designated, as a criterion for promo-
tion." [*Disagreement increasec with rank;
30.4 percent responded "I don't know."] 25.2%

"The current specialty designation process
allows 'quality' officers to be concentrated in
certain specialties, with other specialties
having few such officers." [*Agreement
increases with rank; 27.6 percent responded
"I don't know."] 25.1%

"Only the primary specialty has any real
importance in career advancement." 21.3%

"Some specialties exist for which there are
no Army requirements." [*53.5 percent
responded "I don't know."] 14.0%

"There are adequate career progression
opportunities in all OPMS specialties."
[*34.4 pereent responded "I don't know."] 12.7%

"Specialty 'qualification' is easily defined." 7.9%
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Table 1-35; survey question: "When did you have your
alternate specialty designated?"

TABLE 1-35*

Timing of Alternate Specialty Designation

Ranlk-
Response

2LT ILT CI T NIAJ LTC COL ALL
_ _ _ _T 5 7 35

Other than fol-
lowing
resronses 59.1 58.3 28.0 65.0 93.1 94.4 63.8

8th year (AFCS) 11./4 3.1 65.2 29.9 1.9 .7 29.8

At a specific
training event 29.5 38.5 6.8 5.1 5.0 4.9 6.4

42.03 respondents out of 7787, or 30.9 percent of all respon-
dents, did not complete this survey item.

Table 1-36; survey question: "Which statement best
describes your alternate specialty designation?"

TABLE I-26*

Dissatisfaction with Altern,,te Specialty

Rank
Response

2LT lLT CPT MAJ LTC COL ALL
%- --- -__-__-__-

Involuntarily assign-
ed, and dissatis-
fled with it 21.1 12.9 11.7 10.-5 10.3 8.3 10.7

Voluntarily chosen,
but dissatisfied'
with it 13.2 7.1 7.8 7.4 5.4 3.8 6.7

$2,438 respondents out of 7,787, or 31.3 percent of all respondents,\

did not complete this survey item.
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Table 1-37; survey question: "When did you receive
your formal training in your alternate specilty?"

TABIL). I-37"

Timing of Alternate Specialty Formal Trainiqng

H~ank
Response

2LT ILT CI T IIAJ LTC COL. ALL

N~ever 35.7 34.9 57.0 4J9.8 48.1 49.6 51.1

Before first special- I
ty assignment 33.3 50.0 33.4 36.6 32.8 29.1 3U.1

After one specialty
assignment .7.1 5.8 6.2 9.5 12.7 17.1 10.1

Concurrent with first
specialty assign-
ment 23.8 9.3 3.4 4.1 6.3 4.2 4.7

1*2464 respondents out of 7787, or 31.6 percent of all respondents,

didi not complete this survey item.
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Table 1-38; survey question: "Which one of the following
is the most useful training or education you have received which
supports your alternate specialty?"

TABLE I-38*

Most Useful Alternate Specialtv Trafnpn2 or WEd2.Ux,.

hanl
Response

2T ULT CPT 1!J LTC COL ALL

Cn-the-job experience
(no structured
training) 15.9 22.7 29.2 36.6 49.1 53.5 39.3

Civilian education/
civilian industry
sources 6.8 9.1 22.6 24.5 22.3 18.1 22.4

No alternate specialtý
training received 9.1 11.4 22.5 16.6 8.5 5.2 15.0

Resident military
special ty-related
courses 3.6 31.8 14.9 12.1 10.9 7.9 12.6

Advanced course 2.3 3.4 7.2 4.0 2.4 3.6 4.5

CGSC/AFSC .0 .0 .1 3.6 4.8 5.6 3.0

Precommisslon train-
Ing 18.2 3.4 1.3 .9 .8 .5 1.1

Basic course 31.8 18.2 .9 .5 .5 .0 1.1

Military correspon-
dence courses 2.3 .0 1.3 1.1 .6 .5 1.0

1;417 respondents out of 7,787, or 31.0 percent of all respondents,
,lid not complete this survey item.
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Table 1-39; survey question: "To the bnst of your
knowledge, are adequate or sufficient training opportunities
available so that you can become competently trained in your
alternate specialty?"

TABLE 1-39*

Availability of Alternate Specialty Training Ojportimlttes

Rn n

Response
2LT ILT CPIT IAJ LTC COL ALL

Yes 57.1 60.9 53.9 57.7 60.7 60.4 57.7

No 14.3 18.4 18.7 24.4 21.2 19.7 21.3

Unsure 28.6 20.7 27.3 17.9 18.1 19.9 21.1

"*2,j28 respondents out of 278?, or 31.1 percent of all respon-
dents, did not complete this survey item.

Table 1-40; survey questions: "Which one of the following
do you believe is the most useful training or education which
should be provided in support of your alternate specialty?"
"Which one of the following do you believe is the least useful
training or education which could be provided in support of
your alternate specialty?"
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TABLE 1-140*

Ui~efulness of Alternate Specialty Training or Education 11odes

Response
21T iLT CPT VA J LTC COL ALLS.. . ... .. . .. . . ..T __ 6_T -q-

Most Useful

Vilitary resident
instruction 37.2 51.2 45.4 44.6 39.8 38.6 43.1

Civilian graduate
schooling I1.6 12.8 26.5 27.3 24.8 20.8 25.4

On-the-job experi-" -
ence (Do structiired

training) 34.9 23.3 18.8 17.7 26.8 32.0 22.0

Specialized nonde-

zree civilian tng 7.0 7.0 6.0 7.3 6.6 5.4 6.5

V!ilitary nonresident

intstriiction 7.0 2.3 1.9 1.7 "1.4 1.6 1.7

Civi ian undergrad-
nate school ing 2.3 3.5 1 .4 1.4 .6 1.6 1.3

"2P 39 respondents out of 7787, or 31.3 percent of all respondents,
did not complete this suriey item.

Lenst Useful

Miii tary nonresident
in'• tructi on 23.3 44.9 47.6 48.6 42.0 40.4 4.5.6

,;i,%ilian graduate
schooling 14.0 9.o 14ol 14.8. 18.8 20.2 16.0

Civilian undergrad-
uate schooling 25.6 14.6 14.5 13.7 15.4 16.6 14.8

6pecia]ized nonde-
gree civilian tng 11.6 16.9 11.6 11.9 12.7 15.3 12.5

On-the-job experi-
eice (no structured
training) 16.3 4.5 7.5 7.4 6.4 4.7 6.9

Vilitary resident
instruction 9.3 10.1 4.7 3.3 4.7 2.7 4.3L 2,448 respondents out f,;' ?,787, or 31.4 percent of all respondents,
did not complete this irvey item.
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Table 1-41; survey question: "Do you believe yo r alternate
specialty training or education will be of value to y -4 in a
potential civilian career?"

TABLE I-4•l

Alternate Special'ty Training or Education Value in Civilian Career

Rank
Response

2LT ILT CPT IL&J LTC COL ALL

Yes, but work
,nnown 27.9 33.0 36.5 36.8 39.7 42.6 37.9
Yes, similar work 18.6 20.5 20.2 18.4 17.6 11.3 18.0

Unstire 18.6 6.8 16.6 18.6 17.6 20.0 17.7

NIop different
work 11.6 18.2 12.2 14o. 16.2 19.2 14.6

Yes, same work 14.0 17.0 13.3 t10.8 6.8 5.0 10.1

No, altho similar
work 9.3 4._ 1.2 i1.4 2.2 1.8 1.7

L21.:25 respondents out of 3787, or 31.1 percent of all respondents,

d(d not complete this survey item.
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Table 1-42; survey question: "How many assignments have
you had in your alternate specialty?"

TABLE 1-42*

Assignments Held in Alternate Specialty

Rant:
Response

2LT 1 IT C]T YAJ I -C (OL ALL
v __F

None . 47.6 38.4 51.3 33.4 18.1 10.4 32.7

One 40.5 51.2 29.9 34.2 29.5 22.3 30.8

Two 9.5 7.0 12.2 17.8 28.2 26.8 19.4

Three or more 2.4 3.5 6.7 14-.7 24.2 40.6 17.1

"*2433 respondents out of 7,787, or 31.2 percent of all respondents,

dfd not complete this survey item.

Table 1-43; survey question: "What is the role of civilian
education in your alternate specialty?"

TABLE I-43*

Role of Civilian Edijcation in Alternate STpecialty

]BanL-
Response

2LT lIT CrT "2AJ LTC COL ALL

Available and
important 31.6 37.5 54.6 53.0 48.8 39.8 50.7

Available, but
limited impor-
tance 36.8 34.1 29.3 31.3 33.1 36.2 31.7

U•available 31.6 28.4 16.1 15.8 18.1 24.1 17.6

"*2491 respondents out of 3787, or 31.9 percent of all respondents,

oid not complete this survey item.
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Table 1-44; survey question: "To provide maximum
.effectiveness to the Army, what percentage of the officer
corps with your alternate specialty should have graduate
degrees?"

TABLE 1-44*.

Proportion of Alternate Specialty Requiring G..aduate begrees

Response
2LT ILT CFT IJAJ LTC COL ALL

, -* , - ,, - .77
Almost all 22.0 25.3 32.2 29.4 27.9 23.1 29.1

About half 22.0 25.3 19.8 19.4 18.3 19.7 19.4

Very. few 17.1 13.8 14.9 19.3 22.2 25.3 19.2

About a fourth 14.6 18.4 18.9 18.8 20.0 20.0 19.2

About three-
fourths 12.2 11.5 9.4 9.2 8.2 6.0 8.7

N~one -12.2 5.7 4.9 3.9 3.4 5.8 4.4

-;2 97 respondents Out of 7•78, or 32,0 percent of all respondents,
did not complete this survey Item.

Bibliographical Notes

1. ODCSPER 46 Report, December 1977.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE OF TmE cHIeF OF sErA?

WASHINGTON. D.C-. 0310

DACS-OTRG 1 November 1977

Dear Survey Participant:

At the direction of the Chief of Staff, Army, a potentially land-
mark review of officer education and training has been undertaken. the
results of which are expected to be significant, both to the Army as a
whole and to individual Army officers. A key effort in this importan
review is the attached Officer Education and Training Survey.

The survey has been designed to permit you and a large, representative
sample of your fellow officers to tell us from your perspective what we
need to know about certain specific areas under review. Also, the survey
poses several courses of action and asks you and your fellow participants
for your views on them. Since these courses of action are only a few of
those-under consideration, they should not be taken as indicative of
review group conclusions.

Your responses will be held in strict confidence, so please do not
identify yourself on any part of the survey booklet or answer sheet. When
all responses have been received, they will be analyzed carefully, together
with data relative to education and training requirements. Education and
training policies addressing each phase of officer career development will
be prepared and recommended for incorporation into the FY 80-84 program.

The attached survey is your best chance to put your experiences,
expectations, and suggestions about officer education and training "on the
record." We urge you not to miss this opportunity, but timing is Important.
To be included in this special review effort, your survey must be completed
and put in the mail within five working days after its receipt. To protect
the answer sheet, which will be machine-scored, we ask, too, that you tuck
it completely inside the survey booklet and mail both in the return envelope
provided.

Thank you for your participation, and tood luck to you in your
military career.

Sincerely,

tMajor General, USA
Chairman, Review of Education

and Training of Officers

RCS: CSOCS-(OT) 259
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xCS-CSOCS-(CT) 259

DAPC-HSF-S 77-44

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SURVEY PARTICIPANTS

1. Use only a No. 2 pencil when completing the answer sheet.

2. Do not place your name or social security number (SSN) anywhere on the
answer sheet or survey booklet. This will help to assure that your responses
remain truly anonymous.

3. Answer all questions as of 31 December 1977, even though you may be
completing the survey before that date.

4. Be sure that the question number that you mark on the answer sheet is the
same as the question number in the survey booklet.

5. You may make only one response for each question. Blacken the circlt
on the answer sheet that has the same letter or number as the response you
selected in the survey booklet. Do not make any other marks, or write, on
the answer sheet.

6. Fill in the circle completely with a heavy mark, but do not go outside
the circle. Look at these examples:

foNHT WAY 41 ®@©@®®J ® (DC w0000 WftON" WAY
TO MfAnK TO MANK 44 , . , .

XMISVtR 42 D2 ®®0110 £NSWC" 514m

7. If you make a mistake, erase the mark completely before you enter a new one.

S. You are not required to answer any question which you find objectionable.

9. If the possible responsts to a question do not fit your opinion exactly,
please choose the respbinse which most nearly approximates your view.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE FRONT OF THE ANSWER S"EET

The front of the answer sheet contains lettered columns. These columns
are used to state demographic information. Please complete the. lettered
columns as follows:

COLUMN A: Blacken the circle corresponding to your pay grade.

COLUMN B: Select f-om the following table the geographic area I. which you
are taking this survey. Blacken the lettered circle corresponding
to your location. (Ignore the two numbered columns.)

A. Continental United States (CONUS)
B. Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico, Panama (Canal Zone)
C. Pacific area (Other than Hawaii, includes Korea)
D. European area (Includes Middle East)
E. Other

COLUMN C: Select the letter which corresponds to your control branch and
blacken the appropriate circle.

A. Adjutant General
B. Air Defense Artillery
C. Armor
D. Chemical
E. Engineer
F. Field Artillery
G. Finance
H. Infantry
1. Military Intelligence
J. Military Police
K. Crdnance
L. Quartermaster
H. Signal
N. Transportation
0. Aviation

COLUMN Ds Select the letter corresponding to the major consand (MACOM)
to which you are assigned and blacken the appropriate lettered
circle in Column Ds

A. USAREUR
B. FORSCOM
C. TRADOC
D. USFK/EIGHTH ARMY (KOREA)
E. US ARMY, JAPAN
F. SUPPORT COMMAND, HAWAII
G. COMMUNICATIONS COMMAND
H. HEALTH SERVICES COMMAND
I. MILITARY DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON
J. OTHER
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COLU1M1 E: Indicate the type of unit to which you are assigned by sei.ecting
the appropriate code from the table below ind blackening the proper
circles in Column E. Blacken the circle corresponding to the
first digit of the code in the first sub-columni and the circle
corresponding to the second digit in the second sub-column.

00. Comnbat
11. Combat Support
22. Combat Service Support
33. Training (includes service school staff and faculty)
44. Garrison/installation staff
55. Recruiting, ROTC, Readiness Regions
66. Corpr or higher level staff (includes MACCML-, DA, etc)
77. Othe

The following are OPAS specialty codes. Use them in-completing Column F
and Column G.

14 Air Maenu. Arralery ~* .ai.

76 Armament Materiel NManagement L
12 Armor Instri. T-Cr"i - . ry .;Ij
82 Atomx Etngy 31 LA
53 Automatic Dat~aProce-iiu 70 lrn .- rmeri
is AV=oon 93 --- %, r. ? " ,ri
71 Aviation Nuatru.%na i -nJ 91 Mjn~tn.-uxc n,
74 Chemical 87 Mar::.e ,-'T..mw; i
43 Club NIgemnznrt 73 ~ Nmem
25 Combat Communicitions Electronics 7b ~~tto'
27 Cot nunications E;-.:ronics Eninrm"ir SA OPerInCtI. n~,;Frt -ip r,
72 Communiucations-Eectriumis ,Iamcri: Yn. 4 Op.raticr5 -.~..r 4,rn kariyvsi

ap et42 Periionn.t AdrTu'ms'r&:_jr. manaiii~~~:
45 Comnptroller Mngmr
36 CounterntngenceMINT 41 Feison,A. N.1.Mrot.' nm.-ý
47 Fýctir81 Pttroioor Mnaioj-it
37 Ei*-tym.-Wsrf.re'C.,,.oiLg'e 97 rcfi-
21 ,:v-r4 FiblicAffair%
'13 VFeld .Aridiry 51 ResCrajch and OD',optmeet
44 . irnce 92 Suprlv.Man g.re~ner
26- F~a.1 'relecmn vucatintu ascienj as TscicslctaLSteslxr Intelie~ne
82 Fncei M.ari VemnM 1 77 TinliGround m!~t: pmrjc Mmanaeevnet
48 Foreiiit .,,n. C-i. ur as Traffic M4ar.g.-ment
83 Gne. 21 Trcjo S-d),r M-W-.ed N\14r'.Jmont 95 Trit."poriatton Alan:. vter~t

COLUMI F: Indicate your primary specialty by blackening the appropriate
circlets in Column F. Blacken the circle corresponding to the
first digit in the first sub-column and the circle corresponding
to the seconi digit. in tl'e-second sub-column.

COLIUhI G: Indicate your alternate specialty by blackening the appropriate
circles in Column C. Blacken the circle corresponding to the
first digit in the first sub ilu=r and the c±.rcle corresponding
to the second digit in the second sub-column. If you have not
had an alternate specialty designated, use code 00.
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COLUMN H: Enter the number of years of Active Federal Commission,-� Service
(AFCS) you will have completed as of 31 December 1977 by blackening

the appropriate circles in Column H. Round partial years upward

to the next higher whole year. If you have completed less than

ten years AFCS, blacken 0 in the first sub-column, and the circle

corresponding to the number of years (1-9) in the second sub-

column. If you have completed ten or more years AFCS, blacken. the

circle corresponding to the first digit of the number ia the first

sub-column, and the circle corresponding to the second digit in

the second sub-column.

COLUMQ I: Select the code from the table below that corresponds zo the
highest level of military education you have completed. Blacken
the appropriate circle in Column I.

A. Basic Course
B. Advanced Course
C. Cnmmand and General Staff College or equivalent (includes

non-resident and constructive credit)
D. Senior Service College (includes non-resident and con-

structive credit)

COLUMN J: Select the code from the table below that corresponds to the

highest level of civilian education you have completed.
Blacken the appropriate circle in Column J.

A. Doctoral degree
B. Master's degree
C. Bachelor's degree
D. Some college
E. High school graduate or less

COLUMN K: Indicate your marital status and sex by selecting the appropriate
code from the following table and blackening the corresponding
circle in Column K.

'A. Harried male
B. Harried female
C. Single male (divorced, separated, widowed, never married)
D. Single female (divorced, sepirated, widowed,'never married)

COLUMN L: Indicate your racial/ethnic background by selecting the appropriate
code from the following table and blackening the corresponding
circles in Column L.

00. White (Caucasian)
11. Black (Negro)

22. Mexican-American; Puerto Rican; Hispanic extraction
33. Asian-American
44. Other
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The questions in this survey pertain to your primary
and alternate specialty (If any), and the education and
training you have received or expect to receive. Most of
the question-. are loosely grouped by functional area; that
is, questions regarding your primary specialty will be found
in one section, while questions concerning your alternate
specialty will bc found in another. Please answer each
question from your individual perspective, rather than from
an "Army" perspective.

1. Through which of the following did you receive your comrissiou?

a. OCS
b. USMA
c. R•OC
d. Direct appointment
e. Other

2. What is your component?

a. Regular Army
b. US Army Reserve
c. I•atio:al Guard

3. Do you plan to make the Army a career? (That is, 20 ox more years of servicea)

a. Yes, I plan (or will be required) to retire at 20 years of service
b. Yes, I plan to retire after more than 20, but less than 26 years.
C. Yes, I plan to retire after 26 years of service or more.
d. Yes, but I am undecided as to when 1 will retire.
e. I have made no decision as to whether or not I will make the Army a caruer.
f. No, I do no-t plan to make the Army a career.

4. Given normal career progression, what is the highest rank you expect to attain?

a. MAJ
b. LTC
C. COL
d. General Officer

5. During your military career, how many times have you been selected for
promotion from the secondary zone (below the zone)?

a. I have never been considered for propotion by a centralized selection board.
b. Never
C. Once
d. Twice
e. Three or more times

6. Regarding )Nur personal career, which type of training or educational
experience, successfully completed, do you believe "carries the most weight"
with promotion/selection boards?

a. Resident military courses
b. ,on-resident military courses
c. Cn-the-job training or experience
d. Civilian Education
e. Civilian industry or occupational training
f. Other
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7. During your military career, what is the highest level at which you
have commanded?

a. I have never commanded
b. Detachment (CPT or below)
c. Company/battery/troop or equivalent (CPT-HAJ)
d. Battalion/squadron or equivalent (LTC)
a. Brigade/support co~mmand or equivalent (COL)

e. What is the highest level at which you expect to command during your
active-duty career?

a. My specialties have no opportunities for command
b. I do not desire to command
c. Company level
d. Battalion level
e. Brigade level
f. Division level or above

9. 1 commanded at the company/battery/troop level:

a. I have never commanded at this level
b. Prior to attending the officer advanced course
c. After attending the officer advanced course
d. Both before and after attending the officer advanced course

10. What is the highast staff level at which you expect to seive during your career?

a. Battalion
b. Brigade
c. Division
d. Installation/garrison
a. Major Command (e.g., Forces Coamand; Training and Doctrine Commnd)
f. Department of the Army
g. Department of Defense
h. Other

11. When did you completeor- obtain credit for comgletion of, Coand and General Stff
College/Armed Forceb Staff College or equivalent.o

a. I have not completed CCSC/AFSC or equivalent
b. Prior to assignment to Bde/corps or higher staff, or battalion command
c. After being assigned to Bde/corps or higher staff, or battalion command
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12. The principal purpose of level 4 (CGSCwLeveJ,) training is:

a* I do not know the purpose of CGSC-Level training
b. To become proticient in depth in my primary specialty
c. To attain specialty qualification in my alternate specialty
d. To do a little of both
e. To prepare for command
f. Tn share professional experience with peers
S. To retain a competitive position for promotion/advancement
h. To broaden the outlook of the officer in preparation for positions of

increased responsibility
i. Some other reason

13. About half of the officer corps will serve in field grade positions throughout
the Army without benefit of-Level 4 training (CCSC). Assume for this question expanded
professional development opportunities should be opened. One alternative woulJ
be to continue attendance at CGSC for combat arms officers, and to provide
equivalent level 4 training to ocher officers at appropriate military or
civilian institutions. Which one of the following best expresses your view
about this alternative?

a. Resident training at this level is necessary
b. Either resident or non-resident training is necessary
c. The form of training (resident or non-resident) is not important
d. "'I' not sure that CCSC-Level training is either necessary or desirable
e. Most officers do not require training at the CGSC level
f. The current system is adequate
g. I am opposed to Level 4 (CGSC) training but for reasons not mentioned above

14. Several foreign armies provide extended Level 4 training for selected officers;
for example, a small percentage of a given CGSC-level class is selected to
remain for an additional year of professional development in military
thought, philosophy, and application. If the Army could adopt the "Second
year at CGSC" concept outlined above, what vould be your view regarding
this alternative?

a. Implement Immediately; the Army needs more "thinkers"
b. It's worth a pilot test or "trial run"
c. It should be considered, but at another level (i.e., advanced course

level or senior service college level)
d. I dor.'t care one way or the other
e. The Army can't afford this luxury; we need more "do-era"
f. It's a bad idea; it would create an "elitistn group

15. To be an effective officer, the minimum civilian educational level required
at time of conmmissioning should bet

a. High school graduate
b. Some college but no degree
c. Associate degree (2 years of college)
db College graduate
e. Civilian education has nothing to do with being an effective officer
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16. If education is defined as "prep,,ration for* life (or the unknow,)'
while tr-ining is defined as "preparation for a specific task (or the
known)", what mix of education and training do you.believe is required by
an effective Army officer?

a. Much more education tnan training
b. More education than trairning
c. About the same amount of e"ch
d. More training than education
a. Much more training than 'ducation

17% At what rank do you believe education becomes more important to duty performance
than specific training?

a. Education is never more important than training
b. Education is always more important than training
c. Second Lieutenant
d. First Lieutenant
0. Captain
f. Major
g. Lieutenant Colonel
h. Colonel

18. For which of the following do you beLieve graduate-level -civilian education
is primarily useful?

a. Gaining knowledge required in a primary specialty
b. Gaining knowledge required in an alternate specialty
c. Generally bropdening an educational background in preparation for future

assignments
4. Staying competitive when considered by promotion/selection boards
a. Preparing for a utilization tour requiring specific civilian education
f. Preparing for a civilian career after leaving acti.. duty
g. Not ar-ch of anything

19. Do you believe that if you perform well the Army, through either fully-
funded or partially-funded programs, should provide you the opportunity to
achieve a graduate degree during your term of active service?

a. Yes; a graduate degree will enhance my value to the Army
b. Yes; graduate education is required for successful performwnce in my

specialties
c. Yes, for some other reason
d. I have no opinion
a. No; my personal educational goals are my own responsibility
f. No; a graduate degree has no bearing on my effectiveness as an officer
g. No, for some other reason

20. For mximum Army effectiveness, what proportion of the officer corps with
your primary specialty do you believe should have graduate degrees?

a. None
b. Very few
c. About a fourth
d. About half
o. About three-fourths
f. Almost all
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21. Which statenent best describcs your current assignment?

a. I am a student, a patient, or in transit
b. Matche: my primar:, specialty training
c. Matches my alternate specialty training
d. Matches my previous experience rather than specialty training
e. Matches neither previous experience nor specialty training

22. Which statement best describes the assignment immediately preceding your
current assignment?

a. I was a student or a patient
b.. Matched my primary specialty training
c. Matched my alternate specialty training
d. Matched my previous experience, rather than specialty training
a. Matched neither previous experience nor specialty training

23 What do you believe is the most effective utilization of an officer?

a. Host assignments in the primary specialty; some in the alternate specialty
b. Host assignments in the alternate specialty; some in the pri.aary specialty
c. An even division of primary and alternate specialty assignments
d. All assignments in one specialty; either primary or alternate
a. Consistent rotation of .ssignments between primiry and alternate specialities

with occasional assignments outside either specialty.

24. Many duty positions withia the Army are non-specialty-related; for example,
they require an officer, but no specific specialty expertise. Which one of
the following options best deals with this situation?

a. Establish a "specialy irrnaterial" or "duty" specialty
b. Distribute requirements to all specialties on a "fair-share" basis
c. Arbitrarily specify the closest possible specialty match for the position
d. Delete or civilianize the position unless it is specialty-specific
a. Other

2ý Which of the following statements best describes your primary specialty
desIgnaLiVn?

a. It was voluntarily chosen and I am satisfied with it
b. It was voluntarily chosen but I am dissatisfied with it
c. It was involuntarily assigned, I am satisfied with it
d. It was involuntarily cssigned, I am dissatisfied with it

26. Does your primary specialty match your previous training, experience or desires?

a. Yes
b. I am not sure
c. No
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27. Which one of the following is the most useful training or education you have
already received in support of your primary specialty:

a. Pre-cornission training
b. Basic course
C. Advanced course
d. Resident specialty-related courses (military)
e. Military correspondence courses
f. On-the-job experience (no structured training)
g. Civilian education/civilian industry so,'rces
h. CGSC/AFSC

28. To the best of your knowledge, are adequate training opportunities available
so that you can become competently trained in your primary specialty?

a. Yes, adequate traiaing opportunities are available
b. No, adequate training opportunities are not available
c. I don't know if adequate training opportunities are available

29. How would you best describe the training normally provided which supports
your primary specialty?

a. It is broadly-based, and provides the specialty knowledge required 'to perform
effectively at successively higher levels.

b. Sufficiently thorough; prepares one well
c. Toe broad and generalized to be of nruch practical value
d. r•ot related to actual duty ptsition requirements
e. Non-existent

30. Which one of the following do you believe is the most important training
or education which should be provided in support of your orimary specialty?

a. Military resident instruction
b. Military non-resident instruction
c. On-the-job experience (no structured training)
d. Civilian schooling (undergraduate)
e. Civilian schooling (graduate)
f. Specialized civilian training (non-degree)

31. Which one of the following do you believe is the least useful training
or education which could be provided in your ritmary specialty?

a. Military resident instruction
b. Military non-resident instruction
c. On-the-job experience (no structnriv training)
d. Civilian schooling (undergraduate)
e. Civilian schooling (graduate)
f. Specialized civilian training (non-degree)

32. At what level does the major gap in the currently-available schooling f-r
your primary specialty occur?

a. Basic knowledge level (LT)
b. Advanced knowledge level (CPT-MAJ)
c. "Expert" knowledge level (LTC-COL)
d. More than one of the above
e. I am not aware of any major gap in the currently available schooling
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33. Which of the following best describes the role of civilian education in your
primary specialty? .

a. It is bot. available and highly •portant for proper professional development
b. It is available, but of limited importance for professional development
c. Not available

34. Do you believe your primary speciaicy training or education will be of value
to you in a potential civilian career?

a. Yes, I expect it to be directly applicable; I plan to do the same type*
of work after I leave~active duty.

b. Yes, I expect it to be of use; I plan to do similar or closely related
work in civilian life

c. Yes, I expect it to be valuable, although I do not know what I will be
doing after I leave active duty.

d. No, I do not expect it to be useful even though it is closely related
-to what I might be doing in eivilian life

a. No, I do not expect it to be useful; I will be working in an entirely
different field

f. I am not sure whether or not my specialty training will be useful in
civilian life

35. Which one of the following most closely identifies your view of "specialty .
qualification?"

a. Successful completion of designited traini4 courses and developmental
assignments

b. The ability to "do the job" in the specialty, at the assigned level
whether formally trained or not, as shown by OER evaluations or promotion/
selection board results

c. A subjective administrative decision on the part of career managers and
promotion/selection boards

d. Close adherence to the career patterns shown in DA Pam 600-3 (Officer
Professional Development and utilization)

", Professional registration/certification
f. I believe "specialty qualification" is largely undefinable

36. The primary responsibility for an officer becoming "specialty-qualified"
lies with:

a. The officer
b. The officer's MILPERCEN career manager/assignment officer
c. The officer's rating officer
d. The MILPERCEN specialty monitor
a. The officer education and training system
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37. In your primary specialty, how many diffetent assignments would you estimate
are required for an officer to become-'specialty-qualified?"

a. One
b. Two
c. Three
d. Four
e. More than four

38. Which one of the following is the chief way you have (or expect to) become
qualified in your Primarv specialty?

a. Resident training in military courses
b. Military correspondence courses
c. Resident civilian education
d. Off-duty civilian study
e. On-the-job experience (no structured training)
f. A combination of the above

39. After completion of a training period, an officer with your primary specialty
aohould work in a specialty-related assignment for a minimum period of:

a. Less than one year
b. One year
c. Two years
d. Three years
e. More than three years

40. Should specialty qualification standards be established for each specialty
at each grade?

a. Yes; absolute standards Fhould be established
b. Yes; flexible standards, to be used as goals, should be established
c. No; specialty qualification is subjective, no firm standards can or should

be established
d. No, but for reasons not specified above
e. I am not sure whether or not specialty qualification standards should be

established

41. If firm specialty qualification standards were established, they would provide
a benchmark for officer professional development; that is, an officer would
either be "qualified" or "not qualiflY4." What use should be made of this
information?

a. Used unofficially to measure profestional'Ievelopment of the individual
officer

b. Used officially as a matter of recoft fok consideration by promotion/
selection boards or other activities.

c. Used only by the officer for his personal assessment
d. Used as a diagnostic tool for determining assignment and/or educational

opportunities for the officer involved
Go Not used for any purpose
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42. Promotion to which of the following ranks should be dependent upon "primary
specialty qualification?"

a. ILT
b. CPT
C. MAJ
d. LTC
e. None of the above
f. To each of the above

43. Estimate your present level of professional development in your primary specialty:

a. Well prepared
b. Somewhat prepared
C. Somewhat unprepared
d. Not prepared at all

44. In many specialties, military traininp is available through both resident
courses and non-resident (corresponderze) inscruction. In your view, which
type is most effective in providing the skills required for your primary
specialty qualification?

a. Resident instruction is the most effective
b. Noneresident instruction is the most effective
c. They are both equally effective
d. Neither are effective in their present form

45. How many hours per week do you believe you could devote to independent
career-related studies (both on and off-duty time).

a. One hour or less
b. Two hours to four hours
c. Five to seven hours
d. Eight or nine hours
e. Ten hours or more

46. Professional examinations for the officer corps should be instituted.

a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. It does not matter to me
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree

47. Let us assume that professional officer examinations were instituted. What
do you think the principal purposes of this exam should be?

a. For individual diagnostic work only
b. Only to assist in determining education/training needs; for example, validation of

UWU (Level 4) knowledge, or attendance of some phase of formal instruction
at that level

C. As one of the criteria for promotion
4. As one of the criteria for qualifying for certain positions (i.e. Brigade Command)
a. For any purpose
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4S. What do you think would be the principal limitation of officer examinations?

a. Paper and pencil test may not reflect job performance
accurately

b. Officers responsibilities are too broad to be adequately tested.
C. Another evaluative tool is not necessary; current procedures are adequate.
C. Some limitation not listed above

49. Through what mears do you believe professional development can best be.
achieved?

a. Through experience
b. Through self-study within prescribed parameters
c. Through a conbination of self-study end non-resident instruction
d. Through resident instruction
e. Through a combination of the above

50. If you were to graduate from the next higher military course of Instruction
.f oi example, CGSC if you are an advanced course graduate), do you believe
that your value to the Army will have been increased?

a. Yes, greatly
b. Yes, some
c. Not sure
d. Not much
a. Not at all

51 Current Army policy minimizes multiple opportunities for coumnd at each
level. An alternative would be to allow groups of officers to be managed
as "commasnders", to permit repetitive commaand tours at each level. What
are your views regarding this alternative?

a. Implement immediately
b. It's a good Idea, but may cause some problems
c. I really don't care one way or the other
d. I don't think this alternative' should be Implemented
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52. If "commander management" were instituted, when should officers be so

identified?

a. Upon successful completion of their first conammnd
b. When selected for command by the DA Centrali!,ed Conrnand Selection Board
c. Upon individual applicatirn, after file review
d. At some other time than specified above

53. Promotion board results over the last two years have:

a. Supported OPMS by selecting "specialist" officers for promotion in
proportion to their specialty

b. Not supported OPMS, by selecting officers for promotion who have follbwed
the traditional or "generalist" path

c. It is too early in the implementation of OPMS to identify board trends
d. I am not familiar with promotion board results, or how these results relate to

OPHS

54. What is your estimate of the annual salary which would be earned by a civilian
whose duties and responsibilities correspond most nearly to those you have
in your present duty assignment (or most recent one I you are now a patient,
student, or unassigned)?

a. $10000 or less
b. $10001 to $15000
c. $15001 to $20000
d. $20001 to $30000
e. $30001 to $40000
f. $40001 to $50000
g. More than $50000
h. I have no idea vhat a corresponding civilian job would be worth, or

there are no corresponding civilian jobs

55. Suppose that your military service ..s unexpectedly terminated. Given
your present level of training, edu-ation, and experience, what is >cur
estimate of the annual salary you could earn in civilian life?

a. $10000 or less
b. $10001 to $15000
c. $15001 to $20000
'd. $20001 to $30000
e. $30001 to $40000
f. $40001 to $50000
g. More than $50000
h. I have no idea what I could earn in civilian life

56. Most officers now retain their basic entry specialty (branch related) as
their primary specialty throughout their career. An alternative would
be to redesignate the primary specialty (based on experience and training)
for some officers at a given point in their career, retaining only the
best qualified officers in the basic entry specialties. What are your
views regarding this alternative?

a. I agree with this idea
b. I'm nit sure
c. I disagree with this idea
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57. The alternative described above would serve to identify those officers
who could most productively perform their Army service in specialties other
than their basic entry specialty. This identification would be:

a. Beneficial for both the Army and the officer
b. Beneficial for the Army, but not for the officer
c. Beneficial for the officer, but not necessarily for the Army
d. Probably not beneficial for either the officer or the Army

5. Those officers selected for continuation in their basic entry specialty
would receive alterrnating assignments between the "Army in the field"
and combat-development or training activities, with occasional assignments
to other (e.g. HQDA) staffs. This would be the most effective utilization
for these officers.

a. I agree
b. I'm not sure
c., I disagree

The following statements are neither proposals nor alternatives. They are
simply intended to identify attitudes within the officer corps. Please in-
dicate your agreement or disagreement with each of the statements by select-
ing the appropriate response from this list.

a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. No opinion
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
f. Donit know

59. All commianders should receive a concentrated "refresher" course prior to
assuming commnand at any level.

60. Level 3 (advanced course) training would be more cost-effective if it was
shorter, and if students attended on a TDY, rather than a PCS, basis.

61., Officers should be assigned to a utilization tour directly following formal
specialty training.

62. The primary purpose of civilian education should be the acquisition of skills
rather than the acquisition of academic credentials.

63. Level 3 (advanced course) training should be oriented primarily toward
training officers for their next duty position.

64. There are adequate career progression opportunities in all 0PMS specialties.
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65. Some specialties exi.t for which there are no Army requirements.

66. Officers who have one of the basic entry specialties designated as an alternate
at the eighth year of service are ac a disadvantage when compared to those
who have "grown up" in the specialty.

67. The academic report received upon comp'.ition of a course of military or
civilian training is as important to one's advancement as an efficiency
report.

68. Level 4 (CGSC-level) training should not prepare officers for specific duty
positions, but should provide broad preparation for a variety of duties
during the following several years of service.

69. It is more important co the Army that civilian education broaden the
officer personally than provide him/her specific skills

70. CGSC -and AWC completion should be mandatory for all majors and lieutenant
colonels respectively, either by resident or non-resident programs.

71. Only the primary specialty has any real importance in career atwancement.

72. Specialty "qualification" is easily defined.

73. Formal course training should be provided to learn the basics of a specialty.

74. Promotion boards should promote by specialty quotas.

75. "Quality" officers should be equitably distributed over all specialties,
either voluntarily or involuntarily.

76. OPHS-Level 4 (CCSC-level) training should be significantly different for the
maneuver combet specialties (11-Infantry; 12-Armor) than for all other
specialties.

77. Selection boards use primary specialty qualification as a criterion for promotion.

78. Selection boards use alternate specialty qualification, if designated, as

a criterion for promotion.

79. Only those specialties which can be related to a basic branch (e.g. 11-
Infantry) have good promotion potential.

80. The current specialty designation process allows "quality" officers to be
concentrated in certain specialties, with other specialties having few
such officers.

81. Selection for attendance at CCSC/AJC is more important than actual attendance.

82. The most valuable training in some specialties is on-the-job experience
(no structured training).
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83. Officers who have received graduate-level civilian schooling are more
competitive for promotion than those who have not.

84. For some highly technical specialties, training costs are so high that the
"up-or-out" promotion rule should be suspended.

65. Promotion boards should not use a level of training completion as a
criterion for selection.

The following questions concern your ALTERNATE specialty. If you have
not had an alternate specialty designated, you have completed the marked
response portion of the survey. Please turn to page 23.

If you cave had an ALTERNATr specialty designated, please answer the
following questions.

86. When did you have your alternate specialty designated?

a. During the eighth year of active federal commissioned service
b. Upon the occurrence of a specific training event (for example, graduation from

flight school)
c. At some point in your career other than those specified in (a) and

(b) above

67. Which statement best describes your alternate specialty designation?

a. It was voluntarily chosen and I am satisfied with it
b. It was voluntarily chosen, but I am dissatisfied with it
c. It was involuntarily asr0igned, but I am satisfied with it
d. It was involuntArily asaigned, and I am dissatisfied with it

88. Which one of the following is the most useful training or education you
have received which supports your alternate specialty?

a. Pre-conmnission training
b. Basic course
c. Advenced course
4. CGSC/A.SC
e. Resident specialty courses (military)
f. Military correspondence courses
S. On-the-job experience (no structured training)
h. Civilian education/civilian industry sources
1. 1 have never received training in my alternate specialty
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89. When did you receive your formal training in your alternate specialty?

a. Prior to the first assignment in that specialty
b. After at least one assignment in that specialty
C. Concurrently with assignment in an alternate specialty
d. I have never received formal training in my alternate specialty

90. To the best of your knowledge, are adequate or sufficient training oppor-
tunities available so that you car. become competently trained in your
alternate specialty?

a. Yes, adequate training opportunities are available
b. No, adequate training opportunities are not available
c. X don't know if adequate training opportunities are available

91. Which one of the following do you believe is the most useful train!,.
or education which should be provided in support of your alternate spec.alty?

a. Military resident instruction
b. Military non-resident instruction
c# On-the-Job experience (no structured training)
d. Civilian schooling (undergraduate)
s. Civilian schooling (graduate)
£. Specialized civilian training (non-degree)

92. Which one of the iollowing do you believe is the least useful training
or education which could be provided in support of your alternate specialty?

si Military resident instruction
b. Military non-resident instruction
c. On-the-Jot experience (no structured training)
d: Civilian schooling (undergraduate)
e. Civilian shcooling (graduate)
f. Specialized civilian training (non-degree)

93. Do you believe your alternate specialty training or education will be of
value to you in a potential civilian career?

a. Yes, I expect it to be directly applicable; I plan to do the same type
of work after I leave active duty.

b.' Yes, I expect it to be of use; I plan to do similar or closely related-
work in civilian life

c. Yes, I expect it to be valuable, although I do not knov what I will be
doing after I leave active duty.

d. NO, I do not expect it to be useful even though it is closely related
to what I might be doing in ciA-ilian life

e. No, I do not expect it to be useful; I will be working in an entirely
different field.
I. I am not sure whether or not my-specialty traning will be useful in
civilian life; or I have not received any alternate specialty training
or education.
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94. How many assignments have you had in your alternate specialty?

a. None
b. One
c. Two
d. Three or more

95. What Is the role of c in education in your alternate specialty?

a. It is available anm Lighly important for proper professioral development
b. It is available, but of limited importance for professional development
c. It is not available

*6. To provide maximum effectiveness to the Army, what percentage of the officel
corps with your alteLnate specialty should have graduate degrees?

a. None
b.. Very few
c. About a fourth
d. About half
e. About three-fourths
f. Almost all

You have completed the marked response portion of the survey.

?least refer to the next page.!
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SThere may be Some portion of the officer education and training system whichYou believe this survey has not adequately addressed. In addition, you maywish to expand upon or explain some of your answers, or to make other comments.Please use this sheet for that purpose.
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CHAPTER II. ANALYSIS OF

WARRANT OFFICER SURVEY VERSION

The data discussed in this chapter Ere based upon responses
to a paper and pencil questionnaire version of the Officer
Education and Training Survey received from 1,543 Active Army
war:ant officers. A comparison of aviation and nonaviatiou
warrant officer attitudes with respect to education and trairning
experiences provides focus for the discussion. But first, a
description of the respondents follows.

The Respondents

When compared with the current total number of Active Army
warrant officers, 1 the survey sample represents 11.7 percent of
the warrant officer universe (1,543 of 13,177). Table 11-1,
following, provides a comparison by rank of the sample with
the universe and reveals that the seuaple was underrepresented by
slightly over 8 percent at the most junior warrant officer rank;
near perfect for chief warrant 2; and overrepresented by about
4 percent for the two senior warrant ranks.

TABLS 11-1

Comparison by Rank, Sample with Universe

Sample Less tUniverse
Rank S&Mple Universe Difference

wo 1 14.8 22.9 .-8.1

01 2 39.7 3N.6 , .1

O W 3 31.2 27.4 /3.8

C'd 4 14.4 10.1 /4.3
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Table 11-2, following, provides a comparison of the sample
with the universe with respect to component.

TABLE 11-2

Comparison by Cooronent, Sample with Universe

Sample Less Universe
Component S Universe Difference

Regular Army 30.6 21.4 19.2

Army Reserve 69.1 78-2 -9.1

Army National Guard .3 .5 -

At the time of participation in this survey, the majority
of respondents (65.9%) were stationed in the continental United
States; 21.3 percent in the European area, including the Hiddle
East; 7.3 percent in Hawaii, Alaski, Purerto -Rico, or Panama
(Canal Zone); and the remainder (5.6%), in the Pacific area or some
other region.

Of the total sample, 34.9 percent held military occupational
specialties (HOS) associated with aviation. Distribution of
responses by control branch follows:

TABL. 11-1

Distribution of Respondents by Control Branch

Aviation 34.9% signal 5.9%

Ordnance 15.7-% Air Defense Artillery 3.7%

Quartermaster 10.7,f- Engineer 3.2%

Military Intelligence 8.6% Transportation 2.5%

Adjutant General 8.5% Field Artillery 1.5%

Military Polioe 6.7% Armor .3%
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Distribution of responses by major command follows:

TABLE 1... 4

Distribution of Respondanti by Yajor Ce=%rd

Forces Command 41.75 Health Servicea Command 1.8%

U. S. A;-mýy, Europe 18.5% Support Cormand, Hawaii 1.2%

Training and Doctrine Military Diatrict,
Command 13-7- Washington 1.1%

U. S. Forces, Korea/ U. S. Army, Japan
Eighth Army (Korea) 3.I9;4

Communications Comn-nd 2. 5

Six out of every ten (60.7%) warrant officer respondents
were assigned to a combat, or combat related, unit at the time of
their survey p~rticipation: 22.2 percent--combat units; 21.0
percent--combat support units; and 17.5 percent--combat service
support units. Slightly over 11 percent (11.3%) were assigned to
training units; 6.9 percent, to garrison or installation staffs;
5.8 percent, to corps or higher level staffs; 9 percent, to
recruiting duty, ROTC units, or Readiness Regions; and the
remainder (14.4%), to other units.

Highest levels of military education achieved by the
respondents are shown by the following distribution figures:
Warrant Officer Advanced Course (or old Intermediate Course)--
19.3 percent; Warrant Officer Senior Course (or old AdvaniJ
Course)--13.6 percent; Warrant Officer Senior Cou.-se CorrLsponding
Studies student or graduate--3.2 percent; Warrant Officer Advanced
Course Corresponding Studies student--2.7 percent; and other--
61.3 percent.

Relative to highest levels of civilian education attained,
6.2 percent of the warrant officer respondents had earned only
a high school diploma or the equivalent; 43.5 percent had some
college credit short of an associate degree; 31.2 percent held
an associate degree; and 16.6 percent had acquired the
baccalaureate degree. Relatively few (2.5%) held advanced
degrees.
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The great majority of respondents were married men (90.6%).
Almost 9 percent (8.9%) were single men, including those who had
been married previously. Women comprised less than 1 percent
of the warrant officer sample.

Nine out of 10 respondents (90.3%) were White; 5.6 percent,
Black; 2.0 percent, Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, or of other
Hispanic extraction; .7 percent, Asian-American; and the remainder
(1.3%) identified themselves as of a racial or ethnic background
other than the foregoing.

Almost 6 o!t of 10 (59.7%) received their warrant through
direct appointment; 36.0 percent, through officer candidate
school; and 4.3 percent, through some other means.

Discussion of Response Data

Table 11-5 provides a distribution of responses to the
question, "Do you plan to make the Army a career? (That is,
20 or more years of service?)" Only slightly more than 1 percent
(1.1%) of the respondents indicated that they do not plan an Army
career; another 5.1 percent stated that they have made no career
decision. Aviation warrants were slightly more inclined than
other warrants to deny plans for a career (2.5% versus .4%) and
even more inclined to have postponed the career decision (8.4%
versus 3.4%). over 19 percent of all respondents (19.3%) stated
that they plan to retire at 20 years. Comparison of the
aviation and nonaviation groups on 20-year retirement plans
reveals again a somewhat higher percentage for aviation warrants
than for other respondents (21.8% versus 18.1%). Of those
respondents who indicated that they do intend an Army career,
but are undecided as to when to retire (29.2%), warrant off icars
associated with aviation again replied in greater numbers (31.8%),
when compared with other warrant officers (27.8%).
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TABLE 11-5

Plane for an Army Oareer

Rank Field

Response WO 1 Oi 2 ad Vw 4 ALL NONAVIATION AVIATION ALL

Yea, but undecided
when to retire 41.7 32.5 22.9 20.8 29.2 27.8 31.8 2c.2

Yea, plan to retire
after 26 years or
more 14.5 18.1 33.7 58.8 28.3 31.4 22.2 28.3

Yea, plan to retire
at 20 years 11.0 25.2 22.5 5.0 19.3 18.1 21.8 19.4

Yes, plan to retire
between 20 and 26
years 17.5 15.8 19.2 14.9 17.0 1899 13.2 17.0

Have made no career
decision 13.6 6.7 1.3 - 5.1 3.4 8.4 5.1

tNo, do not plan an
Army career 1.8 1.6 .4 .5 1.1 .4 2.5 1.1

Table 11-6 provides a distribution of responses to the
question, "Given normal career progression, what is the highest
rank you expect to attain prior to retirement?" Of all warrant
officers responding, 72.4 percent expected to attain the rank
of Chief Warrant Officer 4 (CW4). When the nonaviation and
aviation groups are compared relative to expectations for CW4,
more than 8 out of 10 (85.0%) aviation warrants expect to
achieve the highest warrant officer rank. Such was the case
for only two-thirds (65.9%) of the nonaviation warrants. Almost
twice as many of the nonaviation group than of the aviation
group (25.1% versus 13.2Z) expected to achieve the CW3 level,
as compared to 21 percent of all respondents.

When asked the primary benefit of warrant officer promotions,
those respondents associated with aviation tended to place more
emphasis upon "pay-raise" as the primary benefit than did
nonaviation respondents (52.9% versus 45.5%). For members of
both the aviation and nonaviation groups, "increase in responsitility"
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TABLE 11-6

Highest Rank Eipected

Current Rank Field

Expeoted
Rank WO I CV 2 0W ow 4 ALL iNAVIATION AVIATION ALL

- - - -- k T I F _ _ _ _ _ _

CW 2 8.0 13.7 - - 6.6 9.0 1.7 6.6

Ci 3 25.8 25.8 21.9 - 21.0 25.1 13.2 21.1

cw 4 266.2 60.5 78.1 99.5 72.4 65.9 85.0 72.4

received the endorsement of over 20 percent of the respondents
(20.7% and 22.9%, respectively). Nonaviation respondents
were somewhat more inclined than aviation respondents to
identify "increase in prestige" (20.0% versus 17.8%) and "other
(11.5% versus 8.7%) as the prime benefits of promotion.

When asked what should be the primary basis for selection
for the next higher grade, both aviation and nonaviation warrants
agreed that "competence in PMOS (principal duty)" and "competence
in principal and additional duties" should be the primary factors.
Differences exist, however, in the emphasis placed upon these
factors. Aviation respondents endorsed "competence in principal
and additional duties" more strongly than did nonaviation
respondents (47.4% versus 32.6%), while nonaviation respondents
endorsed "competence in PMOS (principal duty)" more strongly
than did aviation respondents (49.1% versus 36.6%). Both groups
viewed "potential for further service" and "longevity" similarly.
For the aviation group, 11.6 percent selected the former; 2.5
percent, the latter. For the nonaviation respondents, 13.9%
selected the former; 1.7%, the latter.

About half (53.3%) of those respondents considered for
promotion from the secondary zone pointed out that they have-........
never been selected from the secondary zone. Forty-one percent have
never been considered for promotion by a centralized selection
board. Slightly more than 5 percent (5.1%) have been selected
from the secondary zone once and .7 percent, twice. Those in
aviation show a higher rate of never being selected from the
secondary zone (61.8% versus 48.9%) and a lower rate for never
having been considered for centralized promotion selection (33.6%
versus 44.8%), when compared with nonaviation respondents.
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When asked to identify the "chief effect of secondard zone
promotions for warrant officers," nonaviation, more so than
aviation, respondents agreed that "secondary zone promotions
recognize outstanding performance and potential" (57.8% versus
44.6%). Conversely, the aviation group was almost twice as likely
to express the position that "secondary zone promotions have an
adverse effect" (20.0% versus 10.9%).

Table 11-7 displays responses to the question, "Which type of
training, successfully completed, do you believe 'carries the most
weight' with promotion/selection boards?" Whether the responses
are sorted by rank or by career field (aviation and nonaviation),
"civilian education" and "on-the-job trainiag and experience" were
viewed as the type of training carrying the most weight with pro-
motion and selection boards. Each received endorsement by about
one-third of the respondents, with "civilian education" being
selected by slightly more warrant officers. More senior warrant
officers tended to place greater importance on "resident
military courses" than did their juniors, as did the nonaviation
group when compared with those respondents associated with
aviation. Nonresident military courses, clearly, were viewed
as carrying the least "weight" by all categories.

TABLE 11-7

Training of "Most Weight" with Selection Boards

Rank Fieold

TraininZ WO 1 0W2 o" Cw 4 ALL £4NAVIATION AVIATION ALL
,, T7,

Civilian Education 29.3 37.8 38.0 30.9 35.6 36.5 34.1 35.7

On-the-Job Training
and Experience 41.8 36.2 30.3 26.4 33.7 32.2 37.0 33.9

Resident Military

Courses 19.1 17.8 25.0 34.5 22.6 25.1 17.3 22.4

Other 5.3 6.1 5.9 6.4 6.0 4.4 9.1 6.0

Nonresident Military
4ouree ,.4 2.1 .8 1.8 2.0 1.8 2.5 2.0
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When asked about their ,experience with DA Pamphlet 600-11
(Warrant Officer "Irofessional Development), aviation warrants
indicated that they are les. knowledgeable about the pamphlet
than warrants in other field . Sixty-two percent (61.8%) of the
nonaviation respondents stated that they have read the pamphlet and
understand Ahe system, as ccnpared to 50.0 percent of the aviation
respondents. Respondents i: the aviation group were more likely
than nonaviation warrants to report that, although they have
read the pamphlet, they do not understand the system (17.8%
versus 12.4%); or, that they have not read the pamphlet and do
not understand the system (16.8% versus 10.5%).

Table 11-3 depicts responses to the question, "DA Pam 600-11
outlines normal career progression from entry on active duty as
a warrant officer until retirement. What do you think of the
outlined career program?"

TABLE 1i-8

Attitudea Toward Warrant Officer Career Program

Rank Field

Atti tide WO 1 CW 2 CW cw 4 ALL 1mNAVIATION AVIATION ALL.

Career pattern for my
MOS in adequate,
with sufficient
challenging and
attainkble goals 34.7 27.2 3o.4 41.5 31.5 33.4 27.5 31.4

loale have little
basis in reality;
few warrants will
be able to attain
them 12.2 19.5 26.4 22.6 20.9 22.9 17.2 20.9

Career pattern too
limited; does not
provide sufficient
challenge 15.1 20.0 20.0 15.2 18.3 12.5 29.9 18.4

Unfaniliar with MOS
career patterns in
DA Pam 600-11 31.1 18.0 11.0 7.4 16.2 15.0 18,6 16.2

There is no career
pattern for my MOS 9.0 15.5 12.2 13.4 15.2 16.3 7.0 13.1
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It is significant that only slightly less than one-third of the
respondents believed that the career pattern for their respective
MOS is adequate, with sufficient challenging and attainable goals.
When responses are viewed by rank, more senior warrant officers
demonstrated this attitude; when viewed by comparing the non-
aviation and aviation groups, those in fields other than aviation
were more likely to record this attitude. One-fifth (20.9%)
stated that goals have little basis in reality and that few
warrants will be able to attain them. Here again, more senior
warrant officers were somewhat more likely to hold this view, as
were nonaviation warrants over those in aviation MOS. Members
of the aviation group were more than twice as likely than non-
aviation respondents to believe that their respective career
patterns are too limited and without sufficient challenge
(29.9% versus 12.5%). Nonaviation warrants felt more strongly
than did those in aviation that there is no career pattern in
their respective MOS (16.3% versus 7.0%).

Nonaviation respondents endorsed a higher educational level
requirement for appointment to warrant than did those in
aviation. Over one-half (57.8%) of the nonaviation group would
require a minimum of some college, as compared with 47.4 percent
of the aviation warrants. On the other hand, more than one-
half (52.0%) of the aviation warrants set the high school
diploma or equivalent as the minimum requirement, as compared
with 41.8 percent of the nonaviation group. When all respondents
were considered, 54.2 percent would require some college for
appointment to warrant: 29.0 percent would require college
work short of a degree; 23.6 percent would require an associate
degree; and only 1.6 would require a baccalaureate degree.
Forty-five (45.2) percent of all respondents would require a
high school diploma or the equivalent, and less than 1 percent
(.5%) would require high school courses short of the diploma
level.

Aviation warrants were twice as likely as nonaviation
warrants to report that they were only somewhat aware or not
aware of expected duty requirements prior to appointment as
warrant officer (43.3% versus 21.5%). Further, respondents
in the aviation group, more so than their nonaviation colleagues,
Indicated a view that they only were somewhat prepared or not
prepared to assume the duties required at the time of appoint-
ment (31.4% versus 18.4%), as compared with 22.8 percent for
all respondents.
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Table 11-9 provides responses to the question, "Do you
believe the military training you received as a new warrant
officer was acceptable to successfully do the job expected?"
Although no respondents from the aviation group adjudged their
initial warrant officer training as insufficient, 29.9 percent
of the nonaviation respondents made such a judgment. Almost
one-half (47.5Z) of all respondents did not reply to this
survey question.

TABLE 11-9

Adequacy of Initial Training for Job Expected

Blank cL Fied

Response WO I C 2 0 OV 4 ALL NONAVIATION AVIATION ALL

Yes, for principal
duties only 11.9 43.3 32.8 11.9 61.0 41.5 74.5 61.1

Yes, for additional
duties only .0 1.7 3-5 2.2 2.1 4.3 .6 2.1

Yes, for both princi-
pal and additional
duties 18.8 21.5 14.5 24.2 19.3 24.4 15.9 19.3

No, the training I
received was not
siufficient 22.8 17.7 18.8 8.8 17.7 29.9 00 17.5

Table 11-10 gives distribution of responses to the question,
"Nhich statement best describes your current duty position?"
Over one-third (35.7Z) of all responding warrant officers reported
that their current assignment matches previous experience and
training, and another 30.4 percent stated that their current
assignment matches primary MOS training. Only 7.2 percent
believed that their current assignment matches neither previous
experience nor MOS training.
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TABLE 11-10

TrainirZ Match with Current Aesigrsment

Rank Field

Response wO 1 CW 5 ci 4 ALL NOINAVIATION AVIATION ALL

Matches previous ex-
perience, and MOS
training 35-5 35.3 3.2 '47.7 35.7 39.1 29.3 35.7

Matches primary MOS
training 41.4 34.2 27.3 15.3 30.4 27.8 35.2 50.3

Matches previous ex-
perience, not MOS
training 10.6 7.9 10.4 9.0 9.2 11.2 5.4 9.2

Serving in commis-
sioned officer
position 3.5 6.9 9.4 12.2 7.9 7.5 9.2 8.0

k.tcheo neither pre-
vious experience 5.3 7.1 8.1 7.2 7.21 8.4 4.8 7.2
nor A4CS training

Matches additional
1:03 training 2.2 6.6 7.3 5.4 6.0 2.6 12.6 6.0

Student, patient, in
transit 3.5 4.1 5.1 3.2 _....61 3.7 3.4 3.6

When the duty position immediately preceding the current one
is considered, respondents reported that the assignment matched
previous experience and training in 31.1 percent of the cases
involved and that it matched primary MOS training in another 25.4
percent of the cases. Slightly over 5 percent (5.1%) of the
respondents indicated no fit between the immediately previous assign-
ment and either training or experience.

When asked what is most effective utilization of a warrant
officer, most (51.2%) opined that most assignments should be in
the primary MOS, with some in additlonal MOS. When aviation and
nonaviation groups are compared, similar percentages (52.0% and
50.9%, respectively) are revealed. One-fourth (25.8%) of all
respondents believed that all assignments should be in one MOS
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-only, either primary or additional; with the percentages for
aviation and nonaviation respondents on this alternative,
16.7 and 30.4, respectively. Fifteen percent of all respondents
endorsed the current system (i.e., a variation of assignments
between primary MOS and additional MOS, with occasional assign-
ments outside MOS), with the aviation/nonaviation percentages on
this alternative, 19.2 and 12.8, respectively.

Table II-11 provides an indication of warrant officer
dissatisfaction with primary MOS. Of the small number who
indicated dissatisfaction, the aviation group is less satisfied
than the nonaviation group, with 18.5 percent of the former
having expressed dissatisfaction regardless of how the primary
MOS was assigned. Dissatisfaction with a chosen primary MOS
is much more prominent among the first three ranks of warrants
than it is among the most senior warrants, while the middle
two ranks are more dissatisfied with their respective assigned
primary MOS than the most junior and senior ranks.

When asked, "Does your primary MOS match your previous
training, experience, or desire?" 91.4 percent of all respondents
replied, "yes." Warrants in the aviation group were less likely
(85.5%) to reply in the affirmative than were other warrants
(94.4%). When the "not sure" and "no" replies are combined,
and aviation and nonaviation warrants are compared, the
percentages are 14.5 and 5.6, respectively. Further, aviation
warrant officers were more incline. .o report "no" (12.2%) than
were those in other field3 (4.1%).

TABLE II-11

Dissatisfaction with Primary H08S

Rank Field

Response WO 1 CV 2 O O 4 ALL NONAVIATION AVIATION ALL
-3 -3- w _T_ _

Voluntarily chosen,
but dissatisfied 8.0 9.9 6.3 2.7 7.4 6.7 8.7 7.4
with it

Involuntarily assign-
ed, and dissatisfied 1.3 5.1 4.6 3.6 4.2 1.5 9.8 4.2
with It
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Table 11-12 addresses the following question: "Which one
of the following is the most useful training or education you
have received in support of your primary MOS?" Three training
or education experiences were cited most often as having been
most useful: On-the-job training and experience, 49.4 percent
(for the aviation group, only 41.5 percent); pre-appointment
training, 17.6 percent; and resident military functional
training courses, 15.5 percent (for the aviation group, 25.0
pei-cent). Less than 3 percent (2.5%) of all warrant officer
respondents reported that none of the listed training or
education alternatives was mn.st useful.

Significant differences in views are revealed when aviation
warrants are compared with other warrants rel ive to their
responises to the following question: "What was the primary

Most useful Primary MOS Training or Education Received

Rank Field

-e-ponse WO 1 OW 2 aC3 CW 4 ALL MNAVIATION AVIATION ALL

On-the-job training
and experiencc 42.2 49.9 49.8 54.3 49.4 5-35 41., 49.3

Pre-appointzent train-
in3, 23.8 19.3 13.1 16.3 17.6 18.6 15.6 17.6

Re2ident finctional
training courses
(military) 12.6 14.0 19.2 14.9 15.5 10.7 25.C 15.6

Initial entry-basic
course 9.4 6.6 5.3 .9 1,.2 2.6 10.2 5.2

Civilian education/
civilian industry .sources 4.5 3.. 5.2 7.7 4.9 6.2 2.5 4.9

Advanced course .9 3.0 4.0 1.4 2.7 5.3 1.7 2.8

4o.ne 4.9 1.6 2.9 1.4 2.5 2.5 2.9 2.5

Military correspon-
aenze courses 1.8 1.8 1.7 2.7 1.9 2.6 .6 1.9

Senior course .0 .0 .8 .5 .5 .5 o0 .5
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benefit of attending Initial Entry/Basic Course?" Nonaviation
and aviation respondents ranked the available replies thusly:
"I did not attend an Initial Entry/Basic Course"--74.4 versus
19.1 percent. "It provided the technical basis only for perfor-
mance of my PMOS, but d-.d not prepare me sufficiently for other
duties I have had to perform"--8.5 versus 47.1 percent. "It
prepared me to meet general responsibilities required by my
PMOS, including assigned additional duties"--6.6 versus 18.9
percent. "It prepared me sufficiently to assume all duties
required by my PMOS"--3.5 versus 11.0 percent. "It did not
prepare me to assume the duties required by my MOS"--7.1 versus
3.9 percent.

Table 11-13 provides a distribution of responses to the
following question: "To the best of your knowledge, are there
adequate or sufficient training opportunities, of one form or
another, available for each MOS so that a warrant officer can
become competently trained?" Less than half (46.7%) opined that
adequate or sufficient training opportunities for each MOS are
available. When affirmative replies for nonaviation and
aviation warrant officers are compared, the percentages are
different by 10 points: 43.5 for nonaviation and 53.5 for
aviation.

TABLE 11-13

Ade.wata Training 0oportunities

Rank Field

Response I. 1 CV 2 4.. CW 4 ALL ?R)NAVIArION AVIATION ALL

yes 37.0 46.1 46.2 59.6 46.7 43.5 53.5 46.9

No 33.9 3 .& 36.2 28.4 32.8 36.2 25.7 32.7

I'm not luro 29.1 22.7 17.6 11.9 20.5 20.3 20,8 20.5
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Table IT-14 shows responses to the questions, "Which
one of the following do you believe is the most important
training or education which should be provided in support
of your primary MOS?" and "Which one of the following do
you believe is the least important training or education
which could be provided in support of your primary MOS?"
To almost half of the respondents (46.9%)) military resi-
dent instruction was the most important of the training
or education modes listed. Some variation is revealed
when nonaviation and aviation groups are compared:
nonavation--44.5 percent; aviation--51.4 percent. On-
the-job training and experience was ranked next
imDortant by 31.0 percent, overall; by 29.1 percent of
nonaviation warrants; and by 34.9 percent of those warrant
officers association with aviation.

Civilian graduate schooling and military nonresident
instruction almost tied for the designation, "least
important training or education mode," with the former
(32.6%) nudging out the latter (22.3%) by only .3 percent.
Apparently, respondents were somewhat mixed in their
views of specialized, nondegree civilian schooling. It
placed third on both lists: most important--10.9 percent;
least important--16.6 percent.
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TABLE 11-14

Importance of Trainini or Education Modes

Bank Field

Response [0 1 OU 2 w OW 4 ALL NENAVIATION AVIATION ALL

Most Important

Military resident
instruction 45.1 46.4 49,5 44.5 46.9 44.5 51.4 46.8

On-the-job train-
ing and erperi-
ones 25.7 31.0 0.o3 78.1 31.0 29.1 74.9 71.1

Specialized oiv-
ilian training
(nondegree) 12.8 9.3 11.7 11.9 10.9 13.2 6.6 11.0

Civilian under-
graduate school-
Ing 6.6 5.8 4.8 4.1 5.4 6.6 3.1 5.4

Civilian graduate
schooling 5.8 5.8 1.9 .9 3.9 4.4 2.7 3.8

Military nonresi-
dent instruction 4.0 1.8 1.9 .5 2.0 2.3 1.4 2.0

Least Important

Civilian graduate
schooling 29.6 30.8 74.2 377. 2-.6 30.7 76.4 72.6

Military nonresi-
dent instruction 34.5 33.4 70.4 70.9 32.3 35.0 26.8 32.2

Specialized civ-
ilian training
(nondegree) 17.3 15.7 17.7 15.9 16.6 16.7 16.4 16.6

Oivilian. under-
graduate school-
Ing 13.7 13.4 13. 13.2 1;.4 12.2 16.0 13.5

Military resident
instruction 3.5 3.5 2.7 1.8 2.9 3.7 2.2 2.9

On-the-job train-
ing and experi-
ence 1.7 7.0 2.1 .9 2.2 2.2 2,2 2.2
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Table 11-15 addresses the question, "At what level does the
major gap in the currently available schooling for your primary
MOS occur?"

TABLE 11-15

Malor Gap in Currently Available Primary MOS Schooling

Rank Field

Response WO I OW 2 CW CW 4 ALL i10MVIATION AVIATIC' ALL% ... "? -7.-g -- -
Unaware of any

major gap 46.9 35.3 34.5 36.5 56.1 35.7 40.9 5%.2

More than one of
those listed 10.7 19.7 20.4 20.5 18.7 22.9 10.8 i8.8

"*Advanced knowleige
level (4-9 years) 8.5 20.4 18.9 13.7 17.2 15.6 20.3 17.2

Vasio knowledge
level (0-3 years) 29.5 15.1 11.2 11.9 15.5. i8.6 9.5 15.5

6Expert* knowledge
level (9-23 years) 4.5 11.5 14.9 17.4 12.4 9.2 18.5 12.3

Almost 41 percent (40.9%) of aviation warrants, as compared
to 33.7 percent of other warrants, responded that they are
unaware of nay major gap in currently available schooling for
their primary MOS. On the other hand, 22.9 percent of non-
aviation respondents believed that the gap occurred at more than
one level, as compared with 10.8 percent of aviation respondents.
Seventeen percent of all respondents placed the gap at the
advanced levwl; almost 16 percent, at the basic level; and
slightly more than 12 percent, at the "expert" level. At each
of these levels, significant differences exist between the
aviation and nonaviation groups in terms of the extent of the
deficiency, as they viewed it. The majority of all respondents
(63.9%), however, believed that there is at least one level in
which currently available schooling does not provide adequate
preparation for their primary MOS.
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When queried about results of attendance at functional
training courses in support of primary MOS, far more nonaviation
than aviation warrants indicated that they have not attended
such a course. Of those nonaviation respondents who have
attended (less than half of the sample), 77.2 percent believed
that the course increased technical expertise in their primary
MOS. Among aviation respondents, 92.6 percent took a similar
position. Remaining respondents in both groups reported no
increase in technical expertise.

When asked if their MOS training will be of value in a
potential civilian career, nonaviation warrants generally were
more likely than those in the aviation group to see a beneficial
connection. Almost one-fourth (22.5%) of the nonaviation group
expected their "OS training to be applicable directly and
planned to do the bame type of work after leaving active duty,
as compared with 12.7 percent of the aviation group. Similarly,
27.5 percent of the nonaviation group, as compared with 22.5
percent of those warrants associated with aviation, indicated
that they expect it to be of use and plan to do similar or
closely-related work in civilian life. Aviation warrants were
more inclined than their nonaviation counterparts to say either,
"Yes, I expect it to be valuable, although I do not know what
I will be doing after I leave active duty" (40.6% versus 34.7%);
or, "no, I do not expect it to be useful; there are no similar
civilian jobs" (17.3% versus 8.4%).

The question, "Do you believe all warrant officer positions
require the same level of experience and training?" prompted
the majority (74%) to respond negatively. This view is held
more strongly by aviation warrants than bh their nonaviation
colleagues (84.1% versus 68.8%). Conversely, nonaviation
warrants, more so than those in the aviation group, felt
either that all warrants should have "somewhat" similar
training (15.5% versus 9.2%) or the same training (11.1%
versus 5.7%).

-Table 11-16 provides distribution of responses to the
question, "What is the most important training presently
available in your primary MOS?" On-the-job training and experi-
ence was viewed as the most important by both nonaviation and
aviation groups, although the former took this view more
strongly than the latter (50.2Z versus 46.6%). Further, the
importance attached to on-the-job training and experience
increased with rank, ranging from a low of 41 percent for
WOl to a high of 54.4 percent for CW4. Aviation warrants,
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TABLE 11-16

Most Important TraininZ Avsilable in Primary YOS

Rank Field

Response O1 2 c3 ow4 ALL IONAVIATION AVIAT'CII ALL

On-the-Job training
and experience 41.0 48.9 5o.4 54.4 49.0 50.2 46.6 48.9

Resident Military
courses 43.7 37.5 34.7 31.2 36.6 53.0 43.9 56.7

Civilian educatior.
civilian industry
training 11.7 11.4 11.4 10.7 11.3 13.8 6.6 11.3

Nonresident military
courses 53.6 2.2 3.4 3.7 N.O 3.1 2.9 5.0

by over 10 percentage points, placed greater importance on
resident military instruction than did their nonaviation
colleagues (43.9% versus 33.0%). Conversely, nonaviation
warrants viewed civilian education or training as more
important than did aviation warrants (13.8% versus 6.6%).
Both the nonaviation and aviation groups placed relatively
little importance on nonresident military courses (3.1% and
2.9%, respectively).

Warrant officer respondents considered graduate level
civilian education useful primarily for two purposes: First,
"Staying competitive when considered by promotion/selection
boards" (52.7Z); and second, "Preparing for a civilian
career after leaving active duty" (28.0Z). "Gaining knowledge
required in my primary MOS," was ranked third, with 12.7
percent; "Not much of anything," fourth with 4.9 percent; and
"Gaining knowledge required in my additional MOS," last, with
1.7Z. Aviation warrants, more so than members of the non-
aviation group, selected the civilian career value option
(33.2% versus 25.5%); while nonaviation warrants tended to
show greater endorsement of the primary MOS knowledge benefit
(15.5% versus 7.3Z). These differences might be explained
in part by the fact that more aviation respondents have
participated in a civilian education program (since
appointment as a warrant officer) than have nonaviation
warrants (84.0% versus 73.3%).
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When asked whether or not civilian education opportunities
available to warrant officers are adequate, 52.3 percent of all
respondents replied negatively. Responses were decreasingly
negative with increases in rank, with a range of 58.0 percent
for WO and 42.8 percent for CW4. When the nonaviation and
aviation groups are compared, responses are similar, with
52.5 percent of the former responding in the negative and
51.5 percent of the latter, likewise, viewing opportunities
as inadequate.

When asked, "Which cf the following best describes the
role of civilian education in your primary MOS?" 41.5 percent
responded that, "It is both available and highly important for
proper professional development." Almost 40 percent (39.7%)
responded that "It is available, but of limited importance
for professional development," and 18.8 percent that it is "not
available." Emphasis on the "available/#mportant" response
decreases with rank, with a range of 49.3 percent for WOl
to 33.8 percent for CW4; while the reverse is true for the
"available/unimportant" response, with a range of 34.7 percent
for WOI to 45.2 percent for CW4. More so than those in
aviation, nonaviation respondents selected the "available/
important" response (45.5% versus 33.8%); and, conversely,
aviation warrants, more than their nonaviation colleagues,
selected the "available/unimportant" response (48.2% versus
35.4%). Responses were close for the two groups in replying
"not available": Nonaviation--19.1 percent; aviation--18.0
percent.

Table 11-17 addresses the following question: "Which one
of the following best expresses your views regarding your
participation in civilian education programsT" Nonaviation
warrants, more than aviation warrants, viewed civilian education
as a duty performance enhancement (44.0% versus 32.8%), while
aviation warrants, more than nonaviation warrants, viewed it
as a promotion enhancement (37.4% versus 33.7%). Corresponding
differences in emphasis between the two groups can be noted
in selecting one or the other of the two "no correlation"
responses. Over 14 percent (14.5%) did not respond to this
survey question.

In answer to the question, "In your view, what constitutes MOS
qualification?" the two following responses were selected most
frequently: "The ability to 'do the job' in the MOS, whether
formally trained or not"--67.5 percent; and "Successful completion
of designated training courses and developmental assignments"--
24.4 percent. Selection of the former by the nonaviation and
aviation groups was 76.0 percent and 50.8 percent respectively.
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TABLE 11-17

Views Regarding Participation in Civilian Education Programs

Bank Field

Response WO 1 CW 2 C W CW 4 ALL NONAVIATION AVIATION ALL

Enhances ability to
perform duties 40.8 38.2 40.6 42.6 40.0 44.0 32.8 39.9

Enhances promotion
opportunity 37.9 38.L 33.7 24.6 35.0 33,7 37.4 35.0

No correlation be-
tween courses and
duties 17.2 19.3 19.6 5 .7 20.0 17.2 24.9 20.0

No oorrelation be-
tween courses and
promotion oppor-
tunity 4.1 3.7 6.2 7.0 5.0 5.1 4.9 9,0

For the latter, the corresponding percentages are 15.2 and 42.3,
respectively. The remaining three responses were selected by
5.0 percent or less of all respondents; the same generally is
true when nonaviation and aviation respondents are compared.

Although the majority of all respondents placed the
responsibility for becoming "lOS qualified" with the warrant
officer concerned (72.4%), only 51.3 percent of aviation
warrants, as compared with 83.3 percent of nonaviation warrants,
held this view. "The officer's MILPERCEN career manager/
assignment officer" was selected as the appropriate response
by 37.4 percent of the aviation group and by 11.5 percent of
the nonaviation group. Less than I percent of each group
placed the responsibility on the rater; and 5.8 percent of
the aviation group and 1.1 percent of other warrants saw the
"unit/installation commander" having such a responsibility.
Almost 4 percent (3.9%) of all respondents placed the
responsibility elsewhere from the available responses.

When asked how many different assignments are estimated
to be required for a warrant officer to become qualified fully
in his MOS, most respondents (30.0%) responded "three."
Ranked second was "more than four" (25.1%); third, "two"
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(20.7%); fourth, "one" (15.3%); and, last, "four" (8.8%).
"-ignificant differences between the nonaviation and aviation

groups can be noted as follows: "More than four," 28.3 and 18.9
percent, respectively; "two," 17.6 and 26.6 percent, respectively;
"one," 12.4 and 20.9 percent, respectively; and "four," 10.9
and 4.7 percent, respectively.

Table 11-18 provides a distribution of responses to the
question, '"bich one of the following is the chief way you
have or expect to become qualified in your MOS?" Over half
(58.5%) of all respondents, 65.2 percent of the nonaviatiLn
group, and 45.7 percent of the aviation group selected on-the-
job experience. Second choice ofall respondents (27.0%) was
rLident military training, with the nonaviation-aviation
comparison for this response 17.7 and 44.9 percents, respectively.

TABLE 11-18

Chief Expected Way of VOS Qualification

Rank Field

Response 0 1 OW 2 c OW 4 ALL NONAVIATION AVIATION ALL

On-the-job experience
(no structured
training) 55.9 54.4 64.3 59.9 58.5 65.2 45.7 58.6

Besident military
training 20.7 50.4 25.1 27.9 27.0 17.7 44.9 27.0

Other 8.8 r.1 4.2 6.8 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6

Nonresident mili-
tary training 4.8 2.1 2.5 1.4 2.5 3.5 .8 2.5

Off-duty civiliall
s tudy 4.0 3.6 1.3 .9 2.5 3.4 1.0 2.5

ntsident civilian
education 3.1 3.1 1.3 .9 2.2 2.5 1.5 2.2

Civilian occupa-
tional sources 2.6 1.2 1.5 2.5 1.6 2.2 .6 1.6
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Other listed responses were selected by fewer than six percent
of those warrant officers responding to the survey.

When asked to complete the statement, "After completion of
a training period, a warrant officer (if he/she is to become
fully qualif'ed) should work in an MOS-related assignment for
a minimum period of:" 35.4 percent of all respondents selected,
"more than three years." Differences between the nonaviation
and aviation groups relative to this response were insignificant.
Other listed responses were ranked in descending order of the
time involved: "Three"--27.3 percent; "two"--20.5 percent;
"one"--14.5 percent; and "less than one year"--2.3 percent.
Only the "three year" response generated a difference of any
significance between the nonaviation and aviation groups:
Percentages are 25.9 and 30.2, respectively.

Table 11-19 depicts respondent views on the following
question: "Should MOS qualification standards be established
for warrant officers?" Initially, it should be noted that 48.8
percent of the aviation respondents, as compared with 14.7

TABLE 11-19

Establishrment of'MCS ualification Standardu

Rank Field

a -onsa WO 1 CW 2 U 3 Cd 4 ALL NOZAVIATION AVTATION ALL

Yea, flexible stan-
dards 2P.8 24.8 27.2 32.C 27.3 ) 0.7 21.0 27.4

Uiy 71OS already has
standards 18.4 33.1 24.5 19.8 25.3 14.7 48.8 26.3

Yes, absolute stan-
dards 12.7 13.8 18.0 18.9 15.7 16.2 14.6 15.6

No, for reason not
Slisted 15.4 14.3 14.0 17.1 14.8 19.6 5.2 14.7

No. firm standards
not possible 18.4 7.9 8.8 9.9 10.0 11 3 7.5 10.0

[Not sure 5.3 6.2 7.5 2.3 5.1 7. 2.9 5.9
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percent of other respondents, indicated that their MOS already
has MOS qualification standards. Nevertheless, aviation
respondents lagged behind nonaviation respondents in both
affirmative responses: "Flexible standards": nonaviation-
30.7 percent; aviation--21.0 percent. "Absolute standards":
nonaviation--16.2 percent; aviation-14.6 percent. Forty-three
percent of all respondents selected one of the two affirmative
replies; in comparison, 31.5 percent selected a reply other
than in the affirmative. Ten percent opined that "4OS
qualifications are subjective" and that "no firm standards
can be established;" 5.9 percent were "not sure."

Table 11-20 addresses the question, "If firm MOS
qualification standards were established, they would provide
"a benchmark for warrant officer professional development; e.g.,
"a warrant officer would either be 'qualified' or 'not qualified.'

TABLE 11-20

Use of MOS Qualification Standards information

Rank Field

Response W 1 OV 2 OW Cy 4 ALL NONAVIATION AVIATION ALL

As a diagnostic tool 40.8 42.8 46.2 38.7 43.0 42.6 43.9 43.1

Officially by promo-
tion/selection
boards, eto. 30.7 36.3 35.6 36.0 3M.2 34.9 35.6 35.1

UnWofficially to mea-
sure professional
development 11.0 10.3 7.3 15.8 10.3 9.7 11.2 10.2

Mot for any purpose 9.2 5.3 6.5 4.5 6.2 7.0 4.6 6.2

Unofficially for
personal assess-
ment 8.3 5.2 4.4 5.0 5.41 5.8 4.6 5.4
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What use should be made of this information?" Host warrant
officers cited one of two purposes: "As a diagnostic tool
for determining assignment and/or educational opportunities
for the warrant officer involved"--43.0 percent; "Officially
as a matter of record for consideration by promotion/selection
boards or other activities"-35.2 percent. Little difference
is found when nonaviation and aviation warrant responses are
compared for these two purposes.

Table 11-21 addresses the following survey item: "Estimate
your present level of professional development in your primary
MOS." While there is little difference between nonaviation and
aviation warrants in their estimate of personal professional
development, those in aviation are somewhat less likely to
select the "somewhat prepared" response. One.-fourth (24.7%) of
all respondents selected a response other than "well prepared."
Selection of such a response occurred more often among the
very junior and more junior warrants and occurred less often
as rank increased.

TABLE 11-21

Level of Pr'ofeesional Development in Primary MOS

Rlank Field

Response WO 1 OW 2 -- -cw 4 ALL NONAVIATION AVIA7ION ALL

Well prepared 52.2 69.2 85.6 92.8 75.2 76.9 71.9 75.2

3omewhat prepared 41.1 28.6 12.3 -5.9 22.1 2M8 24.6 22.!

Somewhat unprepared 5.8 1,5 1.0 .5 1.5 1.7 2.1 1.e

iNot prepared at all .9 .7 1.0 .9 .8 .6 1. .3
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Table 11-22 provides distribution of responses to the
following question: "In many MOS , military training is
available through both resident courses and nonresident
(correspondence) instruction. In your view, which type would
be most effective in providing the knowledge required for
qualification in your primary MOS?" There is a high level of
agreement among all respondents that resident instruction
(75.4%) is more effective than nonresident instruction (2.3%).
Only one percentage point separates the respondents who
selected the "both are equally effective" response (11.7%) from
those who selected the "neither is effective in their present
form" (10.7%). Aviation respondents, compared to nonaviation

TABLE 11-22

Most Effective Way of MOS -,ialification

1Rank Field

Responee Jo 1 CW 2 CW _ CW 4 ALL NC;tAVIATION AVIATICN ALL

Resident instruction 67.7 78.7 7.O 79.2 75.4 72.4 81.C 75.3

Both equally effect-
ive 18.6 9.4 12.3 9.5 11.7 12.4 10.2 11.6

Neither effective in
present form 11.5 9.7 12.8 8.1 10.7 12.6 7.1 10.7

Nonresident instru;-
tion 2.2 2.3 1.9 3.2 2.1 2.6 1.7 2.3

ones, were more likely to select "resident instruction" (81.0%
versus 72.4%); and less likely to select "both are equally
effective" response (10.2% versus 12.4%), "neither is
effective in their present form" (7.1% versus 12.6%), and
nonresident instruction" (1.7 versus 2.6%).

No significant differences are found in the number of hours
per week the two groups (nonaviation and aviation) felt that they
could devote to independent career-related studies (both on and
off duty). Almost 45 percent (44.9%) felt that they could devote
up to 4 hours per week; 28.5 percent, 5 to 7 hours per week; 10.2
percent, 8 or 9 hours; and 16.3 percent, 10 hours or more.
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Table 11-23 displays responses to the question, "'What do you
believe should be the chief way warrant officers become trained
in newly acquired equipment and/or systems?" Although "formal
military functional training courses" was selected by over
half (54.3%) of all respondents, it was viewed somewhat differently
by the nonaviation and aviation groups. Selection of this
response by the nonaviation group is at 45.7 percent, as compared
to 70.6 percent for the aviation group. There also is a
difference in the emphasis given by the two groups to "on-site
civilian contract training." Selection percentages are 38.5
for nonaviation and 18.8 for aviation. Endorsement of "OJT,"
although less than for the preceding two responses iverall,
decreased somewhat as rank increased. Less than I percent of
any category of respondents selected "correspondence course."

TABLE 11-23

Chief Way of New Equiunent/Syste.r Training

Rank Field

Response WO I C1 2 CW 3 CU 4 ALL RONA•I'ATION AVIAPICN ALL
;• % 14 % % % %

Formal military func-
tional trkining course 4i.4 58.2 56.0 55.5 54.5 45.7 70.6 54.2

On-site training via
civiliarn uontract 42.5 25.9 z2.9 34.3 31.7 38.5 18.8 71.8

CJT 15.9 15.5 10.3 11.7 1-.4 14.9 10.6 i3.4

orrespondence coure .5 05 .9 .5 .6 -9 ,6

Table 11-24 provides distribution of responsea to, "What
method of retraining do you believe should be conducted in
conjunLtl *'th mandatory reclassification?" While "formal
military funct.a, ;J training course" was the clear winner
in Tab_ e II-23, this response has been relegated to third
position (7.1%) % the table below. Conversely, the second
place response 'zom Table 11-23, "on-site civilian contract
training," piaced first in Table 11-24, with 80.9 percent
Favored in Table 11-24 by almost four-fifths (78.2%) of all
respondents, civilian training was emphasized more strongly by
aviation warrants (86.1%) than by other warrants (78.2%).
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TABLE '1-24

Chief Way of Retrairning for H..nrtory Reclassification

Rank Field

Response WO 1 CdZ ZW4 ALL jNO•A7,A-I0!; AVIATION ALL

On-site trainIng via
civilian contract 76.4 80.5 83.0 81.0 80.9 78.2 86.1 80.8

CJ? :3.7 9.9 9.4 8.1 9.6 11.0 7.0 ;.6

Formal military func-
tionsl training
.ourae 8.9 6.6 6.5 7.7 7.1 8.C 5.2 7.1

Other -.1 2.,' C. ,;.2 2.2 2,6 1.5 2.2

.orrespondence course . I .C .2 .0 .2 .2 .2 ,2

Table 11-25 depicts respondents' views relative to the
following survey item: "Professional examinations for the
warrant officer corps should be instituted." Warrant officer
ambivalence on the professional examination ispue is illustrated
by the first, second, and third response: Only a percenteg.
point or less separates them, and none of the chree is the
clear witmer. Almost one-half (47.8%) of all respondents,
however, selected either the "strongly disagree," or the
"disagree" response, as compared with 38.1 percent who
selected the "agree," or "strongly agree" response. When the

TABLE 11-25

Institution of' Professional Examinations

Rank Field

Aespos W V1 Ci 2 CW. CW 4 ALL 2NZNAVZATION AVIATION ALL

Strongly disagree 24.2 \21.4 25.9 29.7 24,4 29.0 15.6 24.5

Disagree 28.6 24.4 20.4 21.9 23.4 24,.3 21.6 23.4

Agree 20.3 24.7 21.1 19.6 22.2 17.0 32.2 22.2

Strongly agree 14.5 16.4 16.4 14.6 15.9 15.0 17.6 15.3

it does not matter 12.3 1ý,1 16.2 14.2 14.1 14.8 12,9 14.1
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nonaviacion and aviation groups are compared, 53.3 per:cent of
the nonaviation group disagreed (both "disagree" respcnses) with
the institution of professional examinations, as compared with 37.2
percent of the aviaCion group simrilarly in disagreement. In agree-
nent (both "agree" responses) were 32.0 percent of the non-
aviation group and 49.8 percent of the aviation group. Fourteen
percent (14.J%) of all respondents indicated, "it does not matter
to me one way or the other."

Assuming that such professional examinations were instituted,
Table 11-26 provides the distribution of responses relative to,
"W:hat should be the principal use of the results of such warrant
officer exominations?" Over one-half (52 3%) of all respondents
would prefer that examination results be used "to determine
education/training needs." The comparison on this response for
the nonaviation and aviation groups is 50.3 percent and 56.0
percent, respectively. Over 17 percent (17.2%) selected "for
any purpose;" 13.4 percent, "for individual diagnostic work only;"
10.5 percent, "to qualify for certain positions;" and 6.6
percent, "as a basis for promotion,"

TABLE 11-2'

Princilal .Urq of Profassionql Examination Peoults

ra.k Field

}le oBl!Re , 1I Cd 2 CW Ch 4 ALL 1'VIATI0.'T AVIATTI0 ALL

To detorL.ine edo'zation
/training naeds 4.8 54.1 51.1 47.5 52. 50,. 75,0 52.2

for any purpose 16.7 15.2 16.9 27.7 1?.2 18,4 15.1 1".2

For inJividuiA diag-

nostic work only 14.5 12.5 15.5 15.5 13.4 14.2 11.9 13.4

To quslify for cer-
tain position1 7.9 1008 12.1 951 10,5 11.2 9.2 10.5

ks a basfs for pro-
-of-ion 6.i 7.6 6.6 4.1 6.6 6.0 7.8 6.6
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When asked what would be the principal limitation of
professional examinations, 62.8 percent responded "paper and pencil
tests may not reflect job performance accurately." Peccentages
for the other two listed responses were almost equally split
(18.3% and 18.8%, respectively) between "another evaluation tool
is not necessary" and "some limitation not stated above."

Relative to the question, "What do you believe is the major
result of your attendance at a Warrant Officer Advanced Course?"
most respondents (73.4%) had not participated in one. Of those
who had participated, 50.9 percent replied "It enhanced my
potential for promotion and/or career progression;" 28.7 percent,
"I am better prepared to perform the duties required of my MOS;"
and 20.4 percent, "I am neither better prepared to perform in my
MOS, nor did it enhance my career progression."

Over one-half (52.3%) of all respondents indicated that
they expect to obtain civilian employment after leaving active
duty in an area relating to one of their MOS. Forty-three
percent (43.0%) would expect to earn at least $20,000 annually
from civilian employment in today's job market; another 41.1
percent, between $15,000 and $20,000. Forty-four percent (44.3%)
indicated that. were they released immediately from active duty,
they would accept $15,000 to $20,000 in the present civilian
job market for employment in an area related to their military
training and experience; another 24.9 percent would accept
$20,000 to $30,000.

Data following are based upon responses to a series of
"agree-disagree" survey items. "Strongly agree" and "agree"
responses have been combined into one percentage figure to
simplify analysis. Significant differences of opinion between
nonaviation and aviation respondents are noted.

Survey Item "Strongly Agree"f"Agree"

"Warrant officers should be assigned to a
utilization tour directly following
formal MOS training." 93.5%

"The most valuable training in some MOS
is on-the-job experience." 91.7%

"Warrant officers serving in commissioned
officer positions should receive credit
in some way for such non-MOS-related
service." 90.3Z

"All other things being equal, 'more' formal
course training is always more career-
enhancing than 'less."' 90.0%
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Survey Item "Strongly Agree"l"Agree"

"All MOS are based upon a solid Army.
requirement for that functional
area." 70.4%

"Formal course training is necessary
to learn the basics of an MOS." 67.2%

"Tor some highly-technical MOS, training
costs are so high that the 'up-or-out' promotion
rule should be suspended." [*Significantly
greater agreement among aviation warrants
(73.3% versus 59.3%] 64.3%

"Warrant officers who have received college-
level civilian schooling in support of their
primary MOS are more competitivc' for
promotion than those who have not."
[*Tendency toward greater approval by
nonaviation warrants (69.4% versus
61.1%)] 66.7%

"Promotion boards should promote by MOS
quotas; i.e., each M0S should be assured
of its 'fair share' of each new
promotion list. (Fair share muse be
based on validated needs for officers
in each MOS.)" 55.9%

"The academic report received upon
completion of a course of military or
civilian training should be as
important to promotion potential as an
efficiency report." 53.4%

"More general educational opportunities, rather
than specific MOS-related training, should
be provided for warrant officers." 52.3Z

"On-the-job training should be more structured
(firm requirements, time limits, an OJT
monitor, and graduation/completion certi-
ficate)." [*Greater endorsement by
aviation warrants (57.3% versus 48.0%)] 51.1%

"In my MOS, military training is superior
to civilian 'contract' MOS training." [*Signifi-
cantly greater agreement among aviation
warrants (58.2% versus 39.6%)] 46.0%
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Survey Item "Strongly Agree"/"Agree"

'All educational or training
opportunities for warrant officers
should be directly related to a
technical MOS skill." 42.7%

"Military schools such as the
Advanced Course or the Senior Course
provide little -pecialty training
support."L 42.0%

"Selection boards should use MOS
training completion as a criterion
for promotion." 41.4%

"Warrant officers should have g-training
program similar to commissioned offlceVs
leading to appointment (e.g., ROTC, %, .,,
Military Academy, OCS)." [*Significantly
greater agreement among aviation
warrants (55.8% versus 30.4%)]

"The knowledge gained through civilian
college-level education is more
important to the Army than any degree
received by the warrant officer." 38.6%

"Only the primary MOS has any real
importance in career advancement."
[*Much stronger agreement from
nonaviation warrants (46.8% versus
19.0%)] 37.3%

"'Quality' officers :tiould be distributed
equitably over MOS, either voluntarily
or involuntarily." 32.5%

"MOS examination for warrant officers
should be instituted." [*Significantly
stronger agreement on the part of
aviation warrants (42.4% versus 25.1%)] 30.9%

"Warrant officers should never be required
to serve in commissioned officer positions." 27.2%

"Selection for attendance at AWOAC/WOSC is
more important than actual attendance." 19.2%

"Warrant officer utilization policies and
procedures are clearly defined and understood
by most Army personnel." 14.7%
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The following tables provide data relative to additional.
MOS held by warrant officers.

Table 11-27; survey question: "Which statement best
describes your additional MOS designation?"

TABLM IZ-27"

Dissatisfaction with Additional. MOS

Rank Field

Response wO 1 CW 2 CV w CW 4 ALL nONAVIATION AVIATION ALL
76

Voluntarily chosen,
but dissatisfied
with i 2,9 3.9 4.9 3.3 4.1 4.0 4.2 4.1

* Involunt• -.ly *sssgn-
ed, and ,i8ssstis-
fied with it 22.9 5.2 7.9 3.3 7.0 6.8 7.1 7.0

-982 respondents out of 1543, or 63.6 percent of all respondents,

did not complete this survey Item.

Table 11-28; survey question: "Which one of the following
is the mcst useful training or education you have received which
supports your additional MOS?"
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?ABLE 1I-263-
IosL- Useful Additlonal WOS rrair, n- or 2Jication Received

0sR.-a riJ Field
Ret-Ponse C0 2 C y - O OW 4 ALL XNAVIATION AVIATION ALL

4 1. A .I, "

Resident military func
tional training-courees 

p'9 . 6  44.4 45.5 29.5 40.8 29.0 49.3 40.7
On-thc-job experience

(no structuredtraining) 44.4 25.4 25,0 40.9 2n.5 .4 26.0 29.6
Preappointrment train-ing 5.7 16.8 8.3 10.2 11.9 19.9 6.0 11.9
Initial entry/basiccourse 18.5 6.1 8.3 5.7 7.5 4.5 9.7 7.5
Ci.Vilian education/

civilian industrysources 3.7 5.1 6.7 9.1 6.5 7.2 5.7 6.3
liarrent CO -vanzed Coul .0 2.8 3.1 1.1 2.5 3.6 1.7 2.5

Military correspond-
ence courses :_ 2,4 .5 1.1 L.0 1.4 o7 1.0

Warrant Officer erniorCourse 
.0 .0 .5 2.5 .6 2• •02l respondents out of 1,54.3, or 66.1 percent of all respondents,

d i d n o t c o mn - , ,t e t -4 S I r ye j, i te m .

Table TI-29; survey questions: "WThich one of the foilowingdo you believe Is the most useful/least useful training oreducation which should/could be provided In support of your
additional MOS?"
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TABLE 11-29*

Usefulness of Additional NOS Training or Education Modes

Rank Field

Response CW 2 Cie w 4 ALL XNAVIATION AVIATION ALL

_F2 2Y -r S J % 1%TICN
Most Useful

Military resident
instruction 44.1 55.8 46.8 45.1 50.1 46.4 52. e 5C'0

On-the-Job experience

(no structured tng) 41.2 29.9 52.3 57.4 32.7 33.2 32.L 52.7

Civilian specialized
nondearee training 5.9 4.8 8.5 11.0 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2

Military nonresident
instruction 5.9 3.9 4.0 2.2 3.8 6.4 1.6 3.8

Civilian undergradu-

ate schooling 2.9 2.2 5.5 1.1 3.2 4.0 2.6 3.2

Jivilian graduate
schooling .0 3.5 3.0 3.3 3.1 2.8 3-3 3.1

"*986 respondents out of 1,54 3, or 63.9 percent of all respondents,
did not complete this survey item.

Least Useful

Civilian araduate
schooling 20.6 336. 37.8 M..5 55.1 52.0 37.4 35.0

Military nonresident
instruction '35.5 50.1 24.5 3ý.0 28.9 32.0 26.5 29.0

Civilian undervrsdu- 1ate schooling 20.6 15.7 12.2 15.4 14.7 15.8 13.9 14.8

Civilian apecialized
nadeogree training 11.8 8.7 153. 4.4 9.8 9.7 9.9 9.8

On-the-job experience
(no strtctured tng) 5.9 9.2 7.7 2.2 7.3 4.9 9.3 7.3

,ilitary resideat
instruction 5.9 2.6 4.6 6.6 4.2 5.7 3.0 4.2

"*993 respondents out of 11543, or 64.3 percent of all respondents,
did not complete this survey item.
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Table iI-30; s9rvey question: io~i~yaagwushv
youhadIn our addi -ional ?40S?1-

Asaign onto Held in Additional NO

*987 rspondets ou of L5~3, o 63........ .9.e.e..f ai rep nd n

RIS2.se we1 C ji 2 ow CW 4 ALL 1\0NV.1T0ý1AITO L

Three oror 65.1 14.2 3600 44*Q 26.4 224.9 28.56.&n 25.6 27.9 ~ 1.5. 11.0 22.7 .5 2313.7

-pO ta~ 285* S.3 2 .4.6 2 73.5 321 . 9 28.50.
*987 respondents oilt of I..543P or 63.9 percent Of allj respondents,did not comp lete this survey item.
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Table 11-32; survey question: "What is the most important

training presently available in your additional MOS?"

TABLEr 11-32*
Moo' Important Presently Available Additional OS TrainlnK

Rank Field

Responae WC 1 CO 2 ON ON 4 ALL ,XNAVIATION A'.:;71CN ALL

Resident military
co r 41.9 47.1 42.4 36.0 43.2 43.3 4,.o 43.I

Cr.-the-job training
an4: experieas..e 51.6 38.9 41.4 46.1 41.7 35.6 43.6 41.8

Civilian education/
civilian industry
training 6.5 10.4 12.1 17.7 11.7 12.1 11.4 11.7

Nonresident military
Courses .0 5.6 4.0 2.2 3.3 5.0 2.0 3.3

*1P04 respondents out of ,543, o 65.0 percent of all respondents,
dfd not complete this survey item.

Table 11-33; survey question: 'When did you receive formal
training in your additional MOS?"

TABU 11-33*

Timing of Additional MCS Formal Training

Rank Field

Response WC1 Cd 2 !W CO 4 ALL NCiAVIATION AVIATION ALL

Prior to first
assigrnent in OS 28.1 61.0 55.4 49.4 "5.2 39.8 67.4 55.1

Have no. recef.ved
formal tng in MOS 62.5 21.9 24.8 28.1 26.3 45.9 10.5 26.4

After one assign-
ment in MOS .0 6.3 11.9 11.2 9.6 7.3 11.5 9.6

Conourrent with
assignment in MOS. 9,4 8.8 7.9 11.2 8.9 6.9 10.5 8.5

"*992 respondents out of 1,%3,t or 64.2 percent of all respondents,
- did not complete this survey item.
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Table 11-34; survey question: "What was the chief source of
training you already have received in your additional MOS?"

TABLz 11-34*

Chief Source of Additional M•S Trainir&

Rank Field

Response WO 1 CW 2 C Cw 4 ALL .wAVIATION AVIATION ALL

Military resident
courses 41.7 64.0 52.3 40.7 54.5 46.0 60.5 54.4

On-the-job experi-

once or tnr 54.2 330. 38.3 48.8 3B.8 46.0 33.7 38.8

Civilian schooling .X 2.0 7.3 7.0 4.8 3.8 5.5 4.8

).ilitary nonresi-
dent courses 4.2 1.0 2.1 3.5 2.0 4.53 0. 2.0

'l1040 respondents out of 1l543, or 6?.4 percent of all respondents
did not complete this survey item. _ _|

Bibliographical Notes

1. ODCSPER 46 Report, December 1977.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF S'rAFF

WASHINGTON. OC. 20310

DACS-OTRG 1 November 1977

Dear Survey Participant:

At the direction of the Chief of Staff, Army, a potentially land-
mark review of officer education and training has been undertaken, te
results of which ar! expected to be significant, both to the Army as a
whole and to individual Army officers. 4 key effort in this important
review is the attached Officer £ducation and Training Survey.

The survey has been designed to permit you and a large, representative
sample of your fellow officers to tell us from your perspective what we
need to know about certain specific areas under zeview. Also, the survey
poses several courses of action and asks you and your fellow participants
for your views on them. Since these courses of action are only a few of
those under consideration, they should not be taken as indicative of
review group conclusions.

Your responses will be held in stilct confidence, so please do not
identify yourself on any part of the survey booklet or answer sheet. When
all responses have teen received, they will be analyzed carefully, together
with data relative to education and training requirements. Education and
training policies addressing each phase of officer career development will
be prepared and recommended for incorporation into the FY 80-84 program.

The attached survey is your best chance to put your experiences,
expectations, and suggestions about officer education and training "on the
record." We urge you not to miss this opportunity, but timing is important.
To be included In this spezial review effort, your survey must be completed
and put in the mail within five working days after its receipt. To protect
the answer sheet, which will be machine-scored, we ask, too, that you tuck
it completely inside the survey booklet and mail both in the return envelope
provided.

Thank you for your participation, and good luck to you in your
uslitary career.

Sincerely,

Major General, USA
Chairman, Review of Education
and Training of Officers

RCS: CSOCS-(OT) 259
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RCS-CSOCS-(Or) 259

DhPC-MSF-S 77-44

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SURVEY PARTICIPANTS

1. Use only a No. 2 pencil when completing the answer sheet.

2. Do not place your name or social security number (SSN) anywhere on the
answer sheet or survey booklet. This will help to assure that your responses
remain truly anonymous.

3. Answer all questions as of 31 December 1977, even though you may be
completing the survey before that date.

4. Be sure that the question number that you mark on the answ. iheec is the
same as the question number in the survey booklet.

5. You may make only one response for each question. Blacken the circle
on the answer sheet that has the same letter or number as the response you
selected in the survey booklet. Do not make any other marks, or write, rn
the answer sheet.

6. Fill in the circle completely with a heavy mark, but do not go outside
the circle. Look at these examples:

ftlOW? WAY 41 04 @ 0 0 0 WrtOKO WAY 3(-Gi4000

TO MAAnu TO MARK 44

.•. N Wv U R S2 14 T 42 ® ® © O0 ,ANS V ..C R .lHKT

7. If you make a mistake, erase the mark completely before you enter a new one.

8. You are not required to answer any question which you find objectionabie.

9. If the possible responses to a question do not fit your opinion exactly,
please choose the response which most nearly approximates your view.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE FRONT OF THE ANSWER SHEET

The front of the answer iheet contains lettered columns. These columns
are used to s:ace demographic information. Please complete the lettered
columns as follows:

COLL•N A: Blacken the circle corresponding to your pay grade.

COLU2CN B: Select from the following table the geographic area in which you
are taking this survey. Blacken the lettered circle corresponding
to your locatioro (Ignore the two numbered colurmns.)

A. Continental United States (CON-LS)
B. Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico, Panama (Canal Zone)
C. Pacific area (Other than Hawaii, includes Korea)
D. European area (Includes Middle East)
E. Other

COL.2 C: Select the letter which corresponds to your control branch and
blacken the appropriate circle.

A. Adjutant General
B. Air Defense Artillery
C. Armor
D. Chemuical
E. Engineer
F. Field Artillery
G. Finance
H. Infantry
I. Military intelligence
J. Military Police
K. Ordnance
L. Quartermaster
M. Signal
N. Transportation
0. Aviation

COLUIIN. D: Select the letter corresponding to the major command (MACON)
to which you arc assigned and blacken the appropriate lettered
circle in Column D:

A. USAREUR
B. FORSCOM
C. TRAD C

D. US}K/EICHTH ARMY (KOREA)
E. US ARMY, JAPAN
F. SUPPCRT CCMMAND, HAWAII
G. CONKUNICATIONS COMMAND
H. HEALTH SERVICES CONIAND
I. MILITARY DISTRICT OF WASHINCTON
J. OTHER
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COLUMN E: Indicate the type of unit to which you are assigned by selecting
the appropriate code from the table below and blackening the proper
circle: in Column E. Blacken the circle corresponding to the
first digit of the code in the first sub-column and the circle
corresponding to the second digit in the second sub-column.

00. Combat
11. Combat Support
22. Combat Service Support
33. Training (includes service school staff and faculty)
"44. Carrison/installation staff
55. Recruiting, ROTC, Readiness Regions
66. Corps or higher level staff (includes MACOM, DA, etc)
77. Other

COLUMN F: Indicate your primary MOS by blackening the appropriate
circles in Column F. Blacken the circle corresponding to the
first digit in the first sub-column ar, the circle corresponding
to the second digit in the second sub-column. Ignore the third
and fourth digits of your primary MOS.

COLUMN G: Indicate your additional MOS by blackening the appropriate
circles in Column C. Blacken the circle corresponding to
the first digit in the first sub-colu=n and the circle corresponding
to the second digit in the second sub-column. Do not enter the
third and fourth digits of your additional HaS. If you have not,

.had an additional HOS designated, use code 00.

COLUIM H: Enter the number of years of Active Federal Warrant Service
(AMNS) you will have completed as of 31 December 1977 by blackening
the appropriate circles in Column H. Round partial years upward

.to the next higher whole year. If you have completed less than
ten years AFWS, blacken 0 in the first sub-column, and the circle
corresponding to the number of years (1-9) in the seconI sub-
column. If you have completed ten or more years AFWS, blacken the
circle corresponding to the first digit of the number in the first
sub-columr, and the circle corresponding to the second digit in
the second sub-column.

COLUM It Select the code from the table below that corresponds to the
highest level of military educction you have completed. Blacken
the appropriate circle in Column I.

. .- -A Warrant Officer Senior Course (or old Advanced Course)
graduate (includes selected and deferred or declined)

, WOSC Corresponding Studies student or graduate

C. Warrant Officer Advanced Course (or old Intermediate Course)
D. WOAC Corresponding Studies student
3. Other
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COLUMN J: Select the code from the table below that corresponds to the
highest level of civilian education yo- have completed.
Blacken the appropriate circle in Column J.

A. Master's degree or higher
B. Bachelor's degree
C. Associate degree
D. Some college
E. High school graduate or less

COLUMN K: Indicate your marital status and sex by selecting the appropriate
code from the fcllowing table and blackening the corresponding
circle in Column K.

A. Married male
B. Married fomale
C. Single male (divorced, sepaiated, widowed, never carried)
D. Single female (divorced, separated, widowed, never Tarried)

COLthL: Indicate your racial/ethnic background by selecting the appropriate
code from the following table and blackening the corresponding
circles in Column L.

00. White (Caucasian)
11. Black (Negro)
22. Mexican-American; Puerto Rican; Hispanic extraction
33. Asian-American
44. Other
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1. Through which of the follow4.ng did you receive your warrant?

a. Warrent Officer Ctndida4 School
b. Direct appointment
c. Other

2. What is your component?

a. Regular Army
b. US Army Reserve
c. National Guard

3. Do you plan to ,.,ake the Army a career? (That is, 20 or more years of service?)

a. Yes, I plan to retire at 20 years of service
b. Yes, I plan to retire after more than 20, but less than 26 years
c. Yes, I plan to retire after 26 years of service or more
d. Yes, but I am undecided as to when I will retire
*. I have made no decision as to whether or not I will make the Army a career
f. No, I do not plan to make the Army a career

4. Civen normal career progression, what is the highest rank you expect to
attain prior to retirement?

a. CW2
b. CW3
c. CW4

5. In you view, what is the primary benefit of warrant officer promotions?

a. Pay-raise
b. Increase in responsibility
c. Increase in prestige
d. Other

6. In your estimation, what should be the primary basis for solection to the
next grade?

a. Competence in PHOS (principal duty)
b. Competence in principal and additional duties
c. Longevity
d. Potential for further service
e. Other

7. During your career as a warrant officer how many times have you been
selected for promotion from the secondary zone ("below the zone")?

a. NA - I have never been c-nsidered for promotion by a centralized selection
board

b. Never
c. Once
d. Twic-e
e. Three times
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S. Which one of the following do you feel is the chief effect of secondary
sone promotions for warrant officers?

a. Secondary zone promotions recognize outstanding performance and potential
b. Secondary zone promotions act as a motivator
c. Secondary zone promotions have an adverse effect
d. Secondary zone promotions have some effect not expressed in the choices

above

9. Which type of training, successfully completed, do you believe "carries
the most weight" with promotion/selection boards?

a. Resident military tourses
b. Non-resident military courses
c. On-the-Job training and experience
d. Civilian education
a. Other

10. DA Pamphlet 600-11, Warrant Officer Professional Development is the
basis for WO career devalopment. What has been your experience with this
document?

a. I have read DA Pam 600-11, and understand the system
b. I have read DA Pam 600-11, but don't really understand it
c. I have not read 9A Pam 600-11, and know little or nothing about WO

professional development
d. I have not read DA Pam 600-11, but I understand the system

11. DA Pam 600-11 outlines normal career progression from entry on active
duty as a warrant officer until retirement. What do you think of the
outlined, career program?

a. I am not familiar ' Ii the MOS career patterns shown in DA Pam 600-11
b. I believe the stateo Zareer pattern for my MOS is adequate and

provides sufficient foals that are challenging as well as obtainable
c. I believe my career pattern is too limited and does not provide

sufficient challenge in obtaining desired goals
d. I believe that they have little basis in reality, and that few warrants

"will be able to obtain stated goals
e. I believe there is no career pattern for my HOS

12. What should be the minimum education level at the time of appointment
to warrant?

a. Some high school
b. High school dLploma or its equivalent (for example G.E.D.)
c. Some college
d. An associate degree
e. A bachelor's degree
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13. Were you aware of the expected duty requirements prior to your appointment
as a warrant officer?

a. Yes
b. Somewhat
C. No

14. Did you believe yourself fully prepared to assume the duties required
of you at appointment?

a. Yes
b. Somewhat
c. No

15. Do you believe the military training you received as a new warrant officer
was acceptable to successfully do the job expected?

a.. I did not receive any initial entry training.
b. Yes, for principal duties only
c. Yes, for additional duties only
d. Yes, for both principal and additional duties
e. No, the training I received was not sufficient

16. Which statement best describes your current duty position?

a. I am a student, a patient, in-transit, or unassigned
b. Hatches my primary MOS training
c. Hatches my additional MOS training
d. Matches my previous experience and HOS training
e. Hatches my previous experience, rather than MOS training
f. Matches neither previous experience, nor MOS training
g. I am serving in a commissioned officer position

17. Which statement best describes the duty position immediately preceding
your current duty position?

a. I was * student, a patient, in-transit, or otherwise unassigned
b. Hatched my primary MOS training
c. Matched my additional MOS training
d. Hatched my previous experience and MOS training.
a. Matched my previous experience, rather than HOS training
f. Matched neither previous experience, nor HOS training
g. I am serving in a commissioned officer position

18. What do you believe is the most effective utilization of a warrant officer?

a. Most assignments in the primary HOS; some in additional HOS's
b. Host assignments in the additional HOS's; some in the primary HOS
c. An even division of primary MOS and additional MOS assignments
d. All assignments in one MOS only; either primary or additional MOS
4. A variation of assignments between primary HOS and additional

MOS's with occasional assignments outside the HOS
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19. Which of the following statements best-describes your primary EQ designation?

a. It was voluntarily chosen and I am satisfied with it
b. It was voluntarily chosen, but I am dissatisfied with it
c. It was involuntarily assigned, but I am satisfied with it
d. It was involuntarily assigned, and I am dissatisfied with it

20. Does your primary M0S match your previous training, experience, or desire?

a. Yes
b. I am not sure
c. No

21. Which one of the following is the most useful training or education
you have received in support of your primary HOS?

a. Pre-appointment training
b. Initial entry-basic' course
c. Advanced course
d. Resident functional training courses (military)
a. Military correspondence courses
f. On-the-Job training and experience
g. Civilian education/civilian industry sources
h. Senior course
i. None

22. What was the primary benefit of attending Initial Entry/Basic Course?

a. I did not attend an Initial Entry/Basic Course
b. It provided the technical basis only for performance of my P1OS, but

did not sufficiently prepare me for other duties I have had to perform
c. It prepared me to meet general responsibilities required by my POS

including assigned additional duties.
d. It prepared me sufficiently to assume all duties required by my PHOS
e. It did not prepare me to assume the duties required by my OS

23. To the best of your knowledge, are there adequate or sufficient training
opportunities, of one form oz another, available for each 40S so that A
warrant officer can become competently trained.

a. Yes
b. No
c. I'm not sure
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24. Which one of the following do you believe is the most important training
or education which should be provided in support of your primary kM0S?

a. Military resident instruction
b. Military non-resident instruction
c. On-the-job training and experience
d. Civilian schooling (undergraduate)

a. Civilian schooling (graduate)
f. Specialized civilian training (non-degree)

25. Which one of the following do you believe is the least important training

or education which could be provided in support of your primary 110S?

a. Military resident instruction
b. Military non-resident instruction
c. On-the-job training and experience
d. Clvflian schooling (undergraduate)
*. Civilian schooling (graduate)
f. Specialized civilian training (non-degree)

26. At what level does the g~J~ ap in the currently available schooling
for your primary MOS occur?

a. Basic knowledge level (0-3 years warrant service)
b. Advanced knowledge level (4-9 years warrant service)
c. "Expert"' knowledge level (9-23 years warrant service)
d. More than one of the above
e. I am not aware of any major gap in the currently available schooling

27. If you have attended functional training courses in support of your
primary MOS, %hat was the chief result of your attendance?

a. I have not attended
b. It Increased technical expertise in my VOS
c. It did not increase technical expertise in my MOS
d. There are no functional training courses available in mny L0,'S

28. Do you believe your MOS training will be of value to you in a potential
civilian career?

a. Yes, I expect it to be directly applicable; I plan to do the same type
of work after I leave active duty

b.Yes, I expect it to be of use; I plan to do similar or closely-related
work in civilian life

c. Yes, I expect it to be valuable, although I do not know what I will
be doing after I leave active duty

d. No, I do not expect it to be useful; there are no similar c.'viltan jobs
a. I am not sure whether or not my MOS training will be useful in civilian

life
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29. Do you believe all warrant officer positions require the same level of
experience and training?

a. Yes
b. No
C. Somewhat
d. Don't know

30. What is the most important training presently available in your primary HOS?

a. Resident military courses
b. Non-resident military courses
c. On-the-job training and experience
d. Civilian education/civilian industry training
o. Other

31. For which of the following is graduate-level civilian education primarily
useful?

a. Gaining knowledge required in my primary HOS
b. Gaining knowledge required in my additional HOS.
c. Staying competitive when considered by promotion/selection boards
d. Preparing for a civilian career after leaving active duty
e. Not much of anything

32. Since your appointment as a warrant officer, have you participated in
a civilian education program?

a. Yes
b. No

33. What are your views regarding the civilian education opportunities available
to warrant officers?

a. They are adequate
b. They are inadequate

34. Which of the following best describes the role of civiliat, education
in your primary MOS?

a. It is both available and highly important for proper pri.essional
development

b. It is available, but of limited importance for professional development
c. Not available

35. Which one of the following best expresses youj views regarding your
participation in civilian education programs?

a. I have not participated in a civilian education program
b. I believe that the courses I have taken have enhanced my a.,lity to

perform my duties as a warrant officer
c. I believe tht having taken courses or obtained a degree have enhanced

my promotion opportunity
d. There is no correlation between my duties and the courses I have taken
e. There is no correlation between the courses ~i have taken and my opportunities

for promotion
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36. In your view, what constitutes 1'.

a. Successful completion of designated training courses and developmental
assignments

b. The ability to "do the .11 in the MOS, -4hether formally trained or not
c. A subjective admnnistrativc decision on the part of career manigers

and promotion/selectiJF, boards
d. Close adherence to the career patterns shown in DA Pam 600-11
e. MOS qualification is largely undefinable

37. Do you believe the responsibility for a warrant officer becoming "OS
qualified" lies primarily with:

a. The warrant offiMer himself/herself
b. The rating officer
c. The officer's MILPERCEN career manager/assignment officer
d. The unit/installation commander
a. Other

38. In your M05 how many different Assignments would yr es'-imate are required
for a warrant officer to become fully que1'.,.eS

a. One
b. Two
c. Three
d. Four
e. More than four

39. Which one of the following is the chief way you have or expect to become
qualified in your OS?

a. Resident training in military courses
b. Military correspondence courses
c. Resident civilian education
d. Off-duty civilian study
a. On-the-job experience (no structured training)
f. Civilian occupational sources
8. Other

40. After completion of a training period, a warrant officer (if he/she is to become
fully qualified) should work in an OS-related assignment for a minimum
period of:

a. Less than one year
b. One year
c. Two years
d. Three years
e. More than three years

41. Should MOS qualification standards be established for warrant officers?

a. My MOS already has MOS qualification standards.
b. Yes; absolute standards should. be established for each MOS.
c. Yes; flexible standards, to be used as goals, should be'established

for each MOS.
d. No; 1405 qualifications are subjective - no firm standards can

be established
e. No; but for reasons not stated above.
f. a am not sure whether or not MOS qualification standards should

be established.
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42. If firm MOS qualification standards were established, they would provide
a benchmark for warrant officer professional development, i.e., a warrant
officer would either be "qualified" or "not qualified." What use should
be made of this information?

a. Used unofficially to measure professional development of the individual
warrant officer

b. Used officially as a matter of record fer consideration by promotion/
selection boards or other activitie-

c. Used only by the warrant officer .,r his personal assessment
d. Used as a diagnostic tool for determining assignment and/or educational

opportunities for the. w -ant officer involved
e. Not used for any purpet

43. Estimate your pres - level of professional development in your primary MOS.

i. Well --- pared
o. *,_e'ý.at prepare(!

c. Sj,,ewhat unprepared
SNot prepared at all

44. In many MOS's, military training is available through both resident courses
and non-resident (correspondence) instruction. In your wiew, which type would
be most effective in providing the knowledge required for qualification
in your primary MOS?

a. Resident instruction is the most effective
b. Non-resident instruction is the most effective
c. ',hey are both equally effective
d. heither are effective in their present form

45. On the average, how many hovirs per week do you believe you could devote to
independent career-related studies (both on and off duty)?

a. One hour or less
b. Two to four hours
c. Five to seven hours
d. Eight or nine hours
e. Ten hours or more

46. What do you believe should be the chief way warrant officers become
trained in newly acquired equipment and/or systems?

a. OJT
b. Formal military functional training courge
c. Correspondence course
d. O•-site training through civilian contract
e. Other
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47. What method of retraining do you believe should be conducted In conjunction
with mandatory reclassification?

a., OJT
b. Formal military functional training course
c. Correspondence course
d. On-site training through civilian contract
o. Other

48. Professional examinations for the warrant officer corps Ahould be instituted.

a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. It does not matter to me
d. Disagree
a. Strongly disagree

49. Let, us assume that such examinations were instituted. What should be
the principal use of the results of such warrant officer examinations?

a. For Individual diagnostic work only
b. To determine educatiorltraininS needs
c. As a basis for promotion
d. To qualify for certain positions
e. For any purpose

50. In your view, what would be the principal limitation of warrant officer
examinations?

a. Paper and pencil tests may not reflect job performance accurately.
b. Another evaluation tool is not necessary; current procedures are

adequate
co Some limitation not stated above

51. What do you believe is the major result of your attendance at a Warrant
Officer Advanced Course?

a. I have not attended the Warrant Officer Advanced Course appropriate
to -my MOS

b. My MOS does not have am advanced course
c. I am better prepared to perform the duties required by my MOS
d. It enhanced my potential for promotion and/or career progression
a. I am neither better prepared to perform in my MOS. nor did it enhance

my career progression

52. After you leave active duty, do you expect to obtain civilian employment
In an area that relates to your military training, education, or experience?

a. Yes, probably relating to my primary MOS
b. Yes, probably relating to my additional MOS
c. Undecided
d. No
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53. based on your age, education and experience, what annual income from
wages would you expect to earn from civilian employment in today's job
market?

a. $10,000 or less
b. $10,001 - $15,000
c. $15,001 - $20,000
d. $20,001 - $30,000
o. 030,001 or more

54. What is the minimum level of income you would accept in the present
civilian job market for employment in an area that related to your military
training and experience .if you were immediately released from active duty?

a. $10,000 or less
b. $10,001 - $15,000
c. $15,001 - $20,000
d. $20,001 - $30,000
e. $30,001 or more

The following statenents are neither proposals nor alternatives.
They are intended simply to identify attitudes within the Warrant
Officer Corps. Please indicato your agreement or disagreement with
each of the statements by selecting the appropriate responee from
this list:

a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. No opinion
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
f. Don't know

55. All MOS's are based upon a solid Army requirement for that functLonal area.

56. More general educational opportunities, rather than specific" MOS-related
training, should be provided for warrant officers.

57. The academic report received upon completion of a course c. military
or civilian training should be as important to promotion potential as an
efficiency report.

58. Only the primary MOS has any real importance in career advancement.

59. Formal course training is necessary to learn the basics of an MOS.

60. Promotion boards should promote by MOS quotas; i.e., each MOS should be
assured of its "fair share" of each new promotion list. (Fair sha;e
must be based on validated needs for officers in each HOS.)

61. All educational or training opportunities for warrant officers should be
directly related to a technical MOS skill.
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62. "Quality" officers .hould be equitably distributed over MOS's, either
voluntarily or involuntarily.

63. Military schools such as the Advanced Course or the Senior Course provide
little specialty training support.

64. Selection for attendance" at AWOAC/WOSC is more important than actual
attendance.

65. MOS examinations for Warrant Officers should be instituted.

66. Warrant Officer utilization policies and procedures are clearly defined
and understood by most Army perscnnel.

67. In my MOS, military training is superior to civilian "contract" MOS training.

68. On-the-Job training should be more structured (firm requirements, time
limits, an OJT monitor, and graduation/completion certificate).

69. Warrant Officers should be assigned to a utilization tour directly following
formal MOS training.

70. Warrant Officers should never be required to serve in commissioned officer
positions.

71. The knowledge gained through civilian college-level education is wore
important to the Army than any degree received by the warrant officer.

72. Warrant Officers should have a training program si'miliar to commnissioned
officers leading to appointment (e.g., ROTC, Military Acade&my, OCS).

73. The most valuable training in some MOS's is on-the-Job experience.

74. Selection boards should use MOS training completion as a criterion for
promotion.

75. Warrant Officers serving in commissioned officer positions should receive
credit in some way for such non-MOS-related service.

76. Warrant officers who have received college-level civilian schooling in
support of their primary MOS are more competitive for promotion than those
who have not.

77. All other things being equal, "more" formal course training is alwaye
more career-enhancing than "less".

78. For some highly-technical MOS's, training costs are so high that the
"up-or-out" promotion rule should be suspended.
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The following questions concern your ABITTC:;AL MOS. If you

do not have an ADDIT!O):AL NOS, you have coripleted the rarked
response portion of the survey. Please turn to page 20.
If you do have an ADDITION L MOS, please answer the following

_quest~ions,

79. Which statement best describes your additional MOS' designation?

a. It was voluntarily chosen, and I am satisfied with it
b. It was voluntarily chosen, but I am dissatisfied with it
c. It was involuntarily assigned, but I am satisfied w th it
d. It was involuntarily assigned, and I ara dissatisfied witt it

80. Which one of the following is the most useful training or education
you have received which supports your additional NOS?

a. Pre-appointment training
b. Initial entry/basic course
c. Warrant Officer Advanced Course
LI. Resident functional training courses (zailitary)
e. Military correspondence courses
f. On-the-job experience (no structured training)
g. Civilian education/civilian industry sources
h. Warrant Officer Senior Course
i. I have navar received training in my additional MOS

81. Which one of the following do you believe is the most useful training
or education which should be provided in support of your additional MOS?

a. Military resident instruction
b. Military non-resident instruction
C. On-the-job experience (no structured training)
d. Civili.i schooling (undergraduate)
e. Civilian schooling (graduate)
f. Specialized civilian training (non-degree)

82. Wihich one of the followirng do you believe is the least useful training
or education which could be provided in support of your additional MOS?

a. Military resident instruction
b. Military non-resident instruction
c, On-the-job experience (no structured training)
d. Civilian schooling (undergraduate)
e, Civilian schooling (graduate)
f. Specialized civilian training (non-degree)

83. How many assignments have you had in your additional XOS?

a. None
b. One
c. Two
d. Three or more
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84. vhat is the role of clvili:.n education in your additional NOS?

a. It is both available anl Uglilhy %mportant for proper professional
development

b. It is available, but of 1i"ited importance for professional gevelopment
c. It is not available

85. What is the most important training presently available in your additional NOS?

a. Resident military courses
b. Non-resident military courses
c. On-the-job training and experience
d. Civilian education/civilian industry training
e. Other

66. When did you receive formal training in your additional IOS?

a. I have not received formal training in my additional MOS
b. Prior to my first assignment in that HOS
c. After at least one assignment in that MOS
d. Concurrently with my assignment in an additional Z0

67. What was the chief source of training you have already received in your
additional OS?

a. Military residint courses
b. Military non-resident (correspondence) courses or OJT
c. On the job experience or training
d. Civilian schooling
e. I have never received t:aining in my additional MW0

IYou have completei the marked response portion of I

the survey. Please refer to the next page.
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There may be some portion of the warrant officer education and trair.inz system
which you believe this survey has not adequately addressed. in addition, you
may wish to eaxand upon or explain some of your answers, or to make othex
comenrts. Ple!se use this sheet for that purpose.

•.
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CHAPTER III. ANALYSIS OF

SUBJECTIVE (UNCODED) RESPONSES

In addition of completing the questionnaire portion of the
survey, respondents were afforded an additional opportunity to
comme-it. Free, narrative comments were invited on any aspect
of the education and training system which respondents felt
had not been addressed adequately ini the questionnaire portion
or to expand answers to spe.cific questionnaire questions. About
2,400 commissioned and 1,100 warrant officers provided such
additioilal, subjective comments.

Analysis Procedure

The Army Research Institute (ARI) was asked to provide
technical help through content analysis in interpreting the
subjective comments. Subject categories were developed; tabu-
latlons made of frequency of comment in these categories; and
interpretation of re~sults reported as a supplement to the
analyses contained in Chapters I and II, this Annex.

First, two research teams, each working independently,
reviewed separate samples of comments for commissioned and for
warrant officers. From this review, each team developed a set
of content categorie3 and response alternatives for each cate-
gory. Separate team ecoults then were discussed between teams,
and an expanded and refined content classification scheme was
developed.

Two random samples of 150 each were drawn from conmmissioned
officer comments and of 100 each from warrant officer comments.
Each team utilized one sample from each officer group, reviewed
each comment, classified it against the content scheme, and
recorded it in the appropriate category. Samples were exchanged
between teams without discussion of results, and the procedure
repeated, so that each comment in the samples was subject to
two separate, independent analyses.

Independence between coding teams, and their consistency
of interpretation, were of research concern. Thus, indices of
inter-team agreement, and of intra-team agreement between first
and second sample analyses, were computed to establish a degree
of confidence in the manner of data interpretation and classi-
fication. While not so rigorously defined or computed as to
meet the definition of "reliability coefficients," the indices
revealed a high level of agreement.
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Since the opportunity to conment was gpen-ended, relatively
small frequency tabulations occurred cn each dimension. it is
not surprising, because thete were so many possible alternatives,
that most items were not mentioned with high frequency among
the respondent total, even with a pool of 300 commissioned and
200 warrant officer comments to consider. Analsyis of the open-
ended responses was performed in two stages: descriptive
analysis of item frequencies and contingency table analysis of
selected items. Analyses were performed separately for com-
missioned and for warrant officers.

Analysis Results

The following descriptive analysis is organized into
seven general categories: Satisfaction with and Commmitment to
the Army, Officer Personnel Management System (OPMS), Career
Progression Inequities, Assignment/counseling, Training,
Alternatc Specialty, and Civilian Education. Within these
categories, the results were:

Satisfaction with and Commitment to the Army

Within this category, 22 percent of the commissioned
officer responses included a comment concerning cominitment to
the Army. Of this group, more than half (56%) were evaluated
as "individual-oriented" rather than oriented to the Army.
Among the warrant officers, only 12 percent included a
comment relative to their commitment, and 70 percent of
these were "individual-oriented."

Responses also were classified in terms of the level
of frustration, as evidenced by the open-ended responses.
Nineteen percent of the commissioned officers responded on
this dimenstion, and 69 percent of those reflected either
frustration and critical attitudes, or completely frustrated
attitudes, toward the Army career system. Only 8 percent
did not appear critical. Ten percent of the warrant officers
were coded as frustrated.

The data were analyzed in terms of the respondent's view
of the Army's organizational structure (the Army viewed as a
corporation contrasted to a fraternal organization). Nineteen
percent of the commissioned officers responded in this manner.
Of this group, 81 percent commented on the corporate features
of the Army that they disliked. Although fewer warrant officers
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included such a comment (9%), the proportion expressing dislike
of the corporate features was very similar. Very few commissioned
officers (4.5%) commented about the quality of leadership
and supervision that they had experienced, but those who did
respond were overwhelming negative. Even fewer warrant officers
commented on this point, and again the comments weremainly
negative.

Officer Personnel Management System (OPMS)

Responses concerning OPMS were coded for comments about
goals, implementation, objectives, system focus, and rewards.
Seventeen percent of the commissioned officers made a comment
concerning thc relationship between OPMS goals and the system
as it is implemented; 94 percent of them felt that the system
does not support the goals. Ten percent of the commissioned
officers commented about the focus of the OPMS system, and
the responses are split as to whether the system is too
generalized or too specialized. Sixty-two percent of the
commissioned officers thought that the system is too generalized.
Many respondents (15Z) critized the OPMS for rewarding "yes
men" and "ticket punching."

Career Progression Inequities

Four types of career progression complaints surfaced
in the responses to the open-ended question. These concerned
promotions, seleLtion for schools, OER, and the opportunity
to attend graduate school. The response frequencies were:

Commissioned Warrant
Officers Officers

Promotions 17.5% 12.1%
School Selection 11.2% 10.0%
OER 9.2% 4.7%
Graduate School 6.5% 0.8%
Opportunity

Complaints in the promotion category produced significant
objection to the "up or out" requirement; in the Army schools
category, the opinion that Eelection was a "ticket punch"
rather than a verified requirement; OER as inadequate vehicles
for the administrative weight they attain; and gra uate school
as poorly correlated with defined Army needs, rath r, as
opportunity for post-Army career.
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Assignment/Counseling

In general, both the commissioned and warraat officer
comments showed a very small percentage that felt that progression
opportunities were hurt because of specialties that hampered
promotion. A very small percentage commented about administrative
slippage in assignments. However, 19.5 percent of the connijssioned
and 20.5 percent of the warrant officers commented about assign-
ment/counseling policies, and, in both group3, tha comments were
overwhelmingly negative. Of those who commented, 93 percent
of the commissioned and 97 percent of the warrant officers said
that the policies were poor.

In terms of the execution of the assignment/counseling
system, 17 percent of the commissioned and 21 percent of the
warrant officers were found to have comment. Again tha trend

is that most respondents--99 percent of the commissioned and
100 percent of the warrant officers--had a complaint about the
execution of the system. Very few responses indicated a
complaint about personnel in the assignment/counseling system.
Six and two-tenths percent of the commissioned and 3.4
percent of the warrant officers indicated negative experience
with counseling personnel. Even fewer responses indicated
that poor information about their career has been received.

Training

The most obvious conclusion concerning training is that
there is not enough of it. Ten and five-tenths percent of the
commissioned and 21 percent of the warrant officers said that
they needed more training. Some responses concerned the train-
ing that they had received in military schools. Eleven percent
of the commissioned and 6 percent of the warrant officers
made comments relative to the amount of specialization
apparent in the training that they had undergone. Sixty-nine
percent of the officers thought that the training should be more
specialized, while the percentage for te warrant officers was
even higher (91%).

Of those commissioned and warrant officers who commented
about on-the-job training (8% of the commissioned and 7% of the
warrant officers), most wanted more on-the-job training (OJT).
Although relatively few responses included a comparison between
Army training and OJT, those that made such comparisons felt that
OJT was of more utility.
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A number of responses indicated that they had not used
their training in thleir job. Eight and seven-tenths percent
of the commissioned and 7.4 percent of the warrant officers
made this comment. Although most responses were not directed
toward the timeliness of Army training, 7.0 percent of the
commissioned and 6.6 percent of the warrant officers felt
that training was offered to them either too early or too
late in their career. A common suggestion from the warrant
officers was for a specific orientation program at the time
of appointment, and more frequent military school traiaiing.

Civilian Education

Eighteen percent of both commissioned and warrant officers
commented on the value of civilian education. Nearly 64
percent of the commissioned and 83 percent of the warrant
officers considered civilian education valuable. However,
while accepting the value of the education, these respondents
felt the emphasis placed on civilian education was overstressed
for promotion purposes. Comments from 12 percent of com-
missioned and a similar percentage from warrant officers
revealed a difference of opinion. For example, of the
commissioned officers responding, 68 percent felt civilian
education was overemphasized, while only 38 percent of the
warrant officers thought civilian education was overemphasized.
Many of the warrant officers who felt civilian education was
underemphasized felt the Army should offer encouragement to
complete a bachelor degree. Some commissioned officers
specified that the issue was not whether there should be
more education, but how to find time in their long and
exhausting work schedule that could be spared for either
resident or nonresident educational purposes. Several
recommended strongly that a regular time be set aside,
perhaps on a monthly basis, for professional growth. During
this time, officers would have the opportunity to discuss
their mutual problems with each other and to learn how to deal
with them better.

Specific Warrant Officer Reactions

A numiber of comments specific to warrant officers were
coded only for them. Nine percent mentioned that they thought
that their assignment is inconsistent with their rank. Five
percent felt that a secondary MOS assignment degrades their
primary skill. Some (8.2%) complained that they are not always
viewed as a "real" officer, and 6.8 percent said that there is
too little distinction between the :iarrant officer ranks.
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Contingency Table Analysis

In order to assess relationships between some of the
couments, contingency tables were constructed to investigate
whether some remarks were related to others. It was
hypothesized that remarks in different specific areas were
made by the same individuals. For instance, it was
discovered that most (87.5%) of the "individual-oriented"
officers also responded about the "bad-corporate" features of
the Army. Although most of the complaints about promotions
were made by the "individual-oriented", the percentage is not
that high (62%), while school selection complaints showed a
slightly lower percentage (61%). But in respect to complaints
about the opportunity to attend graduate school, 83 percent
of those complaints come from "individual-orlcnted," rather
than from Army-oriented respondents.

The same type of analysis was done comparing those who
thought the assignment/counseling system policies are good
with those who thought they are bad. Looking at those who thought
that OPMS objectives sho-ild be changed, contingency table
analyses revealed that 98 percent of those who thought OPMS
objectives should be changed also though that the assignment/
counseling policies were poor. Such a relationship is not
presented as a "surprise" finding, but confirmatory of the
criticism of OPMS. This same group also represented 93
percent of those who complained about the timeliness of
Army school selection. Those who complained about the
timeliness of Army schooling also tended to think that the
corporate features of the Army are bad. And those who
thought that Army schooling was not timely also said that
they did not use their training in their job.

Contingency table analysis revealed that those who said that
the assignment/counseling policies were poor also said that
implementation of OPMS is not supportive of its goals.

Conclusions

Through the Officer Education and Training Survey, a
representative sample of commissioned officers and warrant
officers were given an opportunity to express their feelings
and concerns about some key issues in their military career.
Thirty-one percent of the officers comnmented about those topics
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on which they felt strongly. The majority of the comments could
be classified as critical of some aspect of the Army system of
education and training, Lut less than twenty percent expressed 'K
overall dissatisfaction with the Army.

Interpretation of these data, together with the conclusions,
should be tempered by the knowledge that what was analyzed was
an open-ended question that solicited (1) an expansion or
explanation of prtvious answers, or (2) comments about things
not asked in the questionnaire. Many were one of a kind-and,
therefore, meaningless for tabulation purposes. Additionally,
there is no way to know the feelings of the 59 percent who
ofiered no comments on the questionnaire they returned or of
the group (almost half) who did not return the questionnaire
they received.

The questionnaire itself generated comments from 18
percent of the commissioned officers and nearly that
percentage of the warrant officers. Although 26 percent
of the officer respondents stipulated that the questionnaire
was useful, it should not surprise anyone that most of the
other comments were negative. This type of question, at the
end of the questionnaire, probing a sensitive area of social
experience, is bound to draw negative responses. Therefore,
one generalization which may be made from this analysis is
that most areas of responses--OPMS, traininS, education, etc.--were
mentioned on about 40 percent of those who responded with comments
and represented less 20 percent of the questionnaires returned.

Of the seven broad categories of career concerns, the areas
that are mentioned most frequently are OPMS and the assignment/
counseling system. Many warrant officers said that more training
is desirable. Civilian education is thought to be valuable,
but the commissioned officers felt that civilian education
should not have quite as much emphasis placed on it, and the
warrant officers felt they need more than the system allows. A
very small proportion (3% commissioned, 1.6% warrant officers)
mentioned that they planned to leave the military.

Response Highlights

To a great extent, comments of survey respondents were
interested, constructive, and thoughtful. Most suggested a
significant appreciation on the part of the contributor for ths
problems faced by the Army today. Some were hastily written;
some were typed. The majority covered over half a page; many, an
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ertire page; some, more than one page. Many were signed.

A few suspected that their comments would never be read;
but many wrote that they were grateful to be asked for their
Lhoughts on a subject so important to them. Some suggested that
similar surveys should be taken occasionally, so that individual
officers could participate in cddressing vital Army issues.
Some concluded their comments with the words,"good luck."

What follows certainly is not reliable in the technical
sense. Very likely, it is somewhat biased. Nevertheless, to
the extent possible, highlights recorded in this section are an
attempt to convey an impression of what respondents wrote on
the last pages of their survey booklets.

Comwissioned (OPMS) Officers

Senior Officers as Trainers of Young Officers

"The survey did not address the most important aspect of
officer education and training: the responsibility of senior
officers to train younger officers. I guess OJT encompasses
this aspect, but feel this is one area we, the Army, fail to
emphasize An officer has no greater responsibility, or duty,
than to train and educate his young offi.-ers."

"A major education factor not addressed separately is
that training conducted by the commander. There is to ire a
singular lack of training of subordinates by superiors. The
old 'train-your-subordinates-to-replace-you' has disappearEd."

"The current system of highly mission oriented tasks
leaves little room fct indlviauals to either make or allow
mistakes. OJT is most strongly reinforced when a point is
learned through mistakes. Sr cdrs (05 and above) must allow
company grade officers the leeway to make mistakes and recover
from them w/o the 'report card' hung over their heads."

Training and Experience for New Lieutenants

"I am not sure how the system can be changed, but I
think it is a waste of money to send an officer to a course
(i.e., Basic Course) and Zhen send [him/her] to fill a branch
immateria2 slot or that of another branch. In my case, I
came to a training officer slot from [the] Basic course. After
3-4 years on post, I will have forgotten most of what I learned.
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That to me is a waste of money, though I don't know another
way to fill this slot."

"Junior officer assignment in non-specialty field6 should
not be an option given to brigade comnonders or lower. Invol-
untary assignment to SD positions without proper prior Lraining,
or to fill positions designated as civilian hire, can be dis-
isterous for the officer, organization, and the Army....

"I really enjoy the Artillery but my current assignment
has taken me away from the part of the Army I like. I have
serious doubts if I will stay in the Army if I spend so much
time away from 'tubes' and in other assignments such as my
current assignment."

"The basic course is a necessary introduction for most
officers, but most initial experience in a specialty is gained
through OJT ..... "

"Training for LT's should be more severe, challenging, and
longer in duration. If necessary, force them to learn prior to
releasing them to units."

"A 2LT should never be assigned outside of his primary specialty
for his first assignment. I will become a Finance lLT in June
w/o ever having set foot ir, a Finance Office for work ..... "

What Some Said About OPMS

"[Junior] officers should be given more opportunity to
influence their specialties [designation] .... "

"...I don't believe that the majority of the officer ccrps
with over 5 years of service believes the current OPMS system
is working either for the Army or the individual."

"If OPMS will ever function, it should be adherred to in
education, trainifng, and assignments."

"OPMS is alive and well in the hearts and minds of DA
planners, but is somewhat nonexistant in the field!"

"Give OPMS a chance and don't screw up the ;ystem by
being impatient. No system will get us all to school or
promoted...."
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"My gre-t fear of OPMS is becoming a number rather than
a name... ."

On the Subject of Specialties

"If the Army is truly committed to specialization of the
officer corps, as I believe it should be, specialty qualifi-
caLion standards, professional examinations, and use of specialty
qualification as criteria for promotion should be instituted.
Consideration should also be given to the elimination of the
branch management concept in light of OPHS."

"One of the largest problems that the Army faces with
its training programs overall is that once the training is
given, opportunity is rarely provided to implement that train-
ing. With greater emphasis on specialty training, greater
emphasis should be placed on utilizing officers within their
specialty."

"I somehow feel that the Army is operating under a system
of crisis management with little or no time to 'adapt' to the
current job. Stability in specialties is a problem. I am
working in an austere TDA and putting in 10-12 hours a day and
weekends and still learning. My time is spent reacting during
the normal duty day with little or no time available for
research... ."

"The obvious emphasis on career specialties and subsequent
qualification in those specialties is misplaced .... Two tracks in
the Army should be established, command and staff. They
require different skills and personalities and we must realize
that an officer probably won't be able to do both well...."

"The traditional branch orientation of the Army has a
deleterious effeut on officers who possess highly developed
abilities and interests in non-traditional areas. Although
some'career-branch' is necessary, it need not be one of the
traditional branches. Assuming political objections could be
overcome the Army should revive two branches as 'carriers' for
certain OPMS specialties (active Army):

"a. Army Air Corps for OPMS 15 and 71

"b. Army Staff Specialists Corps for OPMS 47, 48, 53,
28, and 49. (These specialties cut across,\or are not related
to, existing branches, although OPMS 48 may \best be assigned to MI.)
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"The advantage of such a revival/redistribution would be
that the specialties indicated could be assigned as 'primary'
without adversely affecting the advancement/development oppor-
tunities of officers who were truly qualified and wished to
pursue such specialties."

"kain problem with the system appears to be in the lack
of an adequate definiti.'on of the skills and knowledges required
of a given specialty. Added to this, the personnel management
system does not control assignments of the specialties. This
is more the fault of local commanders who place people in the
wrong billet. Job and position titles must be changed to reflect
actual duties of incumbents and the skills and knowledges of
the.position tied directly to a given specialty."

"It is evident that the Army's promotion system does not
recognize the importance of technical qualification in the more
specialized fields, such as ADP, aor does it understand the
Importance of repetitive assignments in such fields as ADP,
where it is difficult to impossible to keep up with state-of-
the-art advancement if one is out of the field for two or three
years. Consequently, those who have Chosen to continue repeti-
tive assignments in the field are at a distinct disadvantage
at promotion time."

"If an officer has a highly technical specialty or one in
which the state-of-the-art rapidly changes; i.e., ADP, then
consideration should be given (with the oflicer's concurrence)
to assigning him primarily in that specialty so he will not lose
'touch' with his field."

"Many are not aware of the opportunity to drop the entry
specialty and pick up an alternate as primary. In particular,
those 05's who are not selected for command in their branch
don't have much (any?) of a chance for promotion so they might
as well pick another specialty...."

"I believe it would be sound management to shift officer
specialties after a certain point."

"Consideration shculd be given to dropping an alternate
specialty. I am a professional military communicator. I do
my job well and I love it. This is so because I served in
troop units early in my career and did what I liked best."
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"It may be important to assign an alternate specialty
early in a career (4th year) rather than 8th year. If a
person is aware of his alternate, he can more or less begin
to prepare himself to perform in eiLher specialty...."

Specialty Qualification

"Evaluation of officers for promotion, schooling and
any other purpose will never be adequate until we adopt an
officers' SQT approach."

"...if we could devise a good, thorough 'proficiency test'
oriented in specialty related skills, the Army would Lenefit
tremendously. The requirement could be for a qualifying exam
every 2-4 years in primary/alt specialties much as a p'.iot is
required to be tested periodically to maintain flying status."

"OERs should be eliminated in favor of an SQT specialty
qualification testing [scheme] .... "

"The concept of an SQT for officers is valid'if the on-
going training program necessary for such action is implemented
in advance and closely monitored."

"An officer SQT would be objective. OER's by their nature
aze subjective. A combination of both would give a more accurate
and fair viev of the officers."

"If E & T [education and training] were tied more closely
to advancement by some type of professional qualification schemep
its value could be more accurately determined. This would take
some of the pressure off the OER as the primary career deter-
minant."

"The concepts of officer skill level testing and completion
of civil schooling or correspondence courses seem to neglect
an important facet of today's Army. The officer assigned in
combatý bpecialty (i.e., 11) does not have the time to complete
civilian courses or correspondence courses. Additionally, he
does not have the time for study for comprehensive skill exam."

Command and Commanders

"Advance course should come before company command...."

"...I am concerned that career courses train former
company commanders to be what they were--likewise CGSC has
stepped backward in training former bn/bde staff officers to
be what they were...'.[underline added]"
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"I would like to see the Army move in the direction of
having specific cfficers for commanders. Many officers do not
want the responsibility of having a command and others just
are not prepared to be [commanders]. Those of us that want
to be [commanders] and can be effective leader3 should be given
the opportunity to serve in that capacity."

"Officers with the ability to lead troops can be identified
early and should then be placed in command positions."

"I strongly agree with the idea of having certain officers

designated and handled for command slots during-their career.
In the technically oriented branches, some highly educated
officers simply do not have the personality required for command...."

"I have not been impressed by commanders selected by the
current command selection process. I believe successful com-
manders should spend most of their careers commanding."

"Command designator should be attached after completion of
successful 'company' level command, updated after 2d company
cmd, or bn cmd."

"The 'mania' for command should be stopped immediately.
A number of officers are not suited for, nor do they desire,
command. To require these officers to command to progress is
both a trial to the officer and a detrement to unit readiness.
Having a group of officers with demonstrated command ability
would increase the quality of commanders."

"Some folks are suited for command; let them be commanders
repeatedly."

"Continuity would solve many of current Army ills. Prob-
lems in the units and staff organizations stem from lack of
continuity. Put someone at a post for 5 years each assignment.
Allow him to hold no more than 2 jobs while there. Exceptions
cleared by DA. Establish command 'track' and staff 'track'
for those so inclined and capable. Need close quality control
over commander designees."

Mix of Education and Training

"There must be a proper blend of training and experience
to develop an effective and productive officer. It has been
my observation that some officers who have weighted their
careers toward education and away from experience do poorly
when confronted with an assignment with troops. Tne formative
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years at company grade should be weighted toward experience.
Expansion of the educational processes at major and LTC levels
would dccomplish more toward developing an officer who can
think on a broad scale yet appreciate the intricacies of the
military."

"An ill-trained officer with education is less effective
than a well-trained, .rneducated officer. The soldier is apt
to suffer less from the latter."

Civilian Education

"I do not believe that the survey has adequately addressed
the importance of civilian education, both at undergraduate and
graduate levels, to the professional Army officer. The number
of junior officers in my battalion who, though they hold
bachelor degrees, are not able to communicate verbally or orally
is startling. A more strict control of undergraduate courses
taken by potential officers, both from ROTC and USMA, could be
a solution as well as a comprehensive test for officer candi-
dates already holding a degree prior to commissioning through

"Advanced civilian education is needed in only a few Army
specialties. On the other hand, the opportunity to attend
graduate school keeps many quality o'ficers in the service."

"Advanced civil schooling is too restrictive in some
specialties. The Army will profit greatly re~gardless of whether
or not an offiacer is educated for a skill or for general develop-
ment. Restrict this schooling to the man who will remain on
active duty to the 25th year marh. Have seen too many take it
and run!!"

"I believe too much emphasis is being placed on graduate
level education by OPMS and not enough on, military training and
on-the-j ob experience .....

Some Proposals

"With the elimination of DA [Form] 66, DA disregarded an
extremely important gage of professional development and level
of expart.is e;namely, a listing of an individual's journal level
publication track record. I strongly urge DA to reinstitute
the yard stick of formal publications as a direct measurement
of one's academic qualifications. Journals accept articles for
puhlication... .on their academic merit solely."
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"Every officer should speak, understand, read, and write
a minimum of one foreign language--resident military instruc-
tion--and be frequently utilized ixi either his primary or al-
ternate specialty in that country during his tours overseas.
Teach him before overseas shipment, refresh before subsequent
assignments...."

"[The survey] did not address language training; I feel
that's very important. We almost always wait for a war to
start, then we send officers to language school .... language
training should be a requirement...."

"As a company commander, I see much wealth in the USMA
policy of sending prospective officers into the field for the
experience necessary to deal with the problems they will
encounter on their first assignments. Such knowledge prepares
them to be receptive to the formalized training they will
receive in IOBC. I recommend that such a policy be expanded
to outstanding ROTC cadets, if feasible under monetary
restraints."

"The officer Educational System in the past provided non-

combat arms officers, Regular Army (i.e., MP) to serve a two-
year tour of duty with the combat arms. This practice has
since been discontinued. I would recommend a reevaluation of
this program...."

Some Observations

"Over the past several years...I have observed in the
officer corps an unhealthy trend to place personal goals--
promotion, achool, other lists--above institutional goals ..... "

"Are you people in DA blind? There are hundreds of juniot
officers totally dissatisfied with the Army...."

"Current promotion/assignment criteria encourage ticket
punching and self-serving career manipulation at the expense
of the service. The MISSION comes first--remember?...Re this
survey: May your labors bear fruit! Too late for me,
but not for many others."

"My contact with field grade officers has left me with
the belief that they are only interested in their career
progression and not their or anyone elses professional
development."
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"T'he current climate places far more demands on those
officers assigned with troops in combat manuever units than in
any other place in the Army. Young officers I have known
often leave the Army or transfer to CSS [combat service support]
branches because to quote one: 'I want to live with my family
like a human being'..."

"...I now have 35 years service and have been consistently

dissatisfied wich Army personnel actions and their communication
gap for the entire period."

"I was a 30 year career officer until I realized within
the past 18 months that I have no job security, no reliable
health insurance (especially for dependents), no real discount
in the commissary or PX, and no protection from ill-informed
Congressional crusaders .... T like the Army. I enjoy my work.
I am satisfied with my specialty areas. In light of current
losses suffered by the military, however, I feel compelled to
remain alert to civilian employment opportunities.... if I work
this hard as a civilian, I know my children can see a doctor."

"You [the survey] have used 20 or more years to define a
'career'--this period represents less than half of the average

workers' (blue or white collar) working life. Need to address
the role of the Army as a temporary or 'stepping stone' career.
It is not, and cannot be, w/personnel needs as they are, a
life-time career. Impact of preparing for a 2d carcor is
significant."

"I do highly appreciate the opportunity to complete this
survey. If such a means were used to obtain comments prior to
implementation of hard issues such as 'up or out,' perhaps we
could stop the downward trend in the Army on morale, trust,
confidence, and faith ..... "

"I feel all services waste manpower and money by having
an up or out promotion system..."

"The Army must eliminate the up or out policy .... "

"Publish the pertinent data from this survey in the Army
Times or some other widely disseminated vehicle in order that
the results can get out to the field."

"I trust your group will publish the results of the
study in Soldiers Magazine or similar mass distribution
periodicals."
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Warrant Officers

Earl-, Training

"I strongly believe that each newly appointed warrant
should be required to attend the basic course regardless of
their personal preferences."

"Every WO should be sent to a branch basic course as
soon as possible after appointment."

"All warrants should go to 'charm school.' I had many
unanswered questions and this could be a great help."

"This [521A] is one of the few MOS's with no structured
training of enlisted counterpart 'feeder' MOS. I feel a
general utilities training course should be set up so that
an officer has a better understanding of the basics of plumbing,
carpentry, masonry, electrical work, heating, ventilation,
air conditioning, and fire fighting."

"Too often a young WO enters the 761 field via direct
appointment, and [not) until near eligibility for retirement
is school offered, when he needs it least! A resident course
should be tailored for WO's at the 6-8 year mark for supply

-I and services personnel...."

What They Need to do the Job

"In spite of regulations governing the use of warrant
officers, many are assignee comupletely unrelated 'extra duties'
which are time consuming and unrelated to their primary job.
In addition they are expected to become managers and adminis-
trators in their primary MOS, a task for which most are not
prepared...."

"Warrant officers in my PHOS [971A] generally lack
managerial capabilities....
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"...I believe certain fields require training for such
areas as staff responsibilities and relationships, effective
writing, communications, procedures for completing staff
studies, operations, and administrative orders, and SOP's,
and the myriad other daily tasks inherent in a staff position
[for warrants]."

"DA should establish in each service branch an additional
MOS In which WO's can be assigned in order to serve on bn and
higher staffs where they would function as a staft officer;
thus, not only being able to provide to the staff and the
commander the expertise in his MOS, he can improve the WO
visibility within his unit and make valuable contributions
to the service."

"Each MOS proponent should establish a warrant officer
institute--MOS oriented--on the service schools home ground.
Assignment managers would control input. Commanders would
not be permitted to 'hold back' potentially good people
under the guise of mission requirements."

"I would like to see an annual MOS related symposium
held at a CONUS central location for supply and maintenance
warrants to exchange ideas on various aspects of their fields.
This is the singular area where the WOSC really paid off big
.... Supply and Main are suggested because they seem to be the
focal point of readiness related problems."

College Courses and Degrees

"I consider on-the-job experience preceded by a formal
military resident course the key to MOS proficiency. I am
appalled by the fact that DA has chosen to impose upon the
WO corps the same idiotic emphasis on civil schooling as
the commissioned branches."

"I believe that regardless of DA educational standards
and programs, the key to a qualified warrant officer corps
lies with the individual warrant officer."

"It seems to me that more emphasis is placed on the
college 'degree' earned than the courses taken and how they
may contribute to the officer/WO's proficiency and profession-
alism."
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"I agree with HQDA stated standard of civilian education
level for warrant officers (Associate Degree); however, I get
the impression that more emphasis is being placed upon the
attainment of the degree than on the MOS-related knowledge/
skills which is/are obtained during the schooling process."

"At a very minimum, I believe that WO education should be
expanded to encourage the bachelor degree...."

"Education builds the foundations for awareness, insight,
and the desire to understand and seek knowledge. This
alone would contribute to the professional stature of
the w/officer. To limit the w/officer to only his/her
specific area of technical expertise is to deny him/her a
greater understanding and awareness of how all things relate
to life and his/her respective areas of expertise."

Utilization

"V'en you serve in a staff position as I am now,
approximately 10% of your time may be devoted to your
specialty while the rest may be in peripheral areas...."

"I feel that WO overall are being utilized as if they
were commissioned officers; performing the 5ame duties and
filling the same positions as LT and CPT...consequently they
are being forced to neglect their primary job in order to
accomplish...additional duties ......

Military Occupational Specialties

"I have a good record and will continue to work where the
Army orders me to do so. However, I wish that I could have
been the one to choose my PMOS. Thank you."

"Additional 'skill identifiers' need to be developed for
at least some WO MOS's. An example is the very broad field
of 286A."

"WO's should not have an additional MOS."

Carc.er Management

"Personnel management that is effective for warrant
officers is noaexistent. The assignment officers in major
commands and at DA level simply refuse to force senior
warrant officers where they belong: in the company level,
balanced with jL.lior warrants."
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"Because of assignment and tour limitations many WOs never
have the opportunity to serve aaxywhere except company level.
This severely limits their experience!"

"There is no career development or incentives to keep the
P.A. [physician's assistant] on active duty. After 2 years of
training, there is a 4 year obligation without further
training ...."

DA Pamphlet 600-11

"The first time I heard of DA Pam 600-11 was today while
answering this survey."

"DA Pam 600-11 is an outst.qnding pamphlet; unfortunately,
the only personnel'who read it are warrants. Senior officers,
majors and above, need to be made aware of its contents."

"DA Pam 600-11 i1 not being followed for my MOS [214E].
This is especially true concerning assignments for personnel
who are graduates of the Advanced Course or the Senior Course.
There have to be certain job positions designated for
priority to these graduates."

"I had not heard about DA Pam 600-11 until now! Thanks."

Some Views from Aviators

"When I joined the Army, the Army was advertising warrant
officer flight tng program for high school grads. Now that
I've become a WO, I em expected to have an Associate Degree...."

"The aviation field is so widely diversified and, in many
ways, the field is undefined. All forms of education are
necessary, but, due to the diversification of requirements
for not only the pilot, but the specific situation (e.g.,
mission, geographical location, etc.), by far most important
in education is on-the-job training....'"

"Aviation warrant officer's is a primary MOS in a totally
different field, but he is expected to be qualified (in some
cases in more than one additional MOS) but not adequately
trained."

"Once an aviator is given an advanced aiicraft rating,
give him a chance to work with that particular aircraft for
at least three years, but hopefully for the remainder of
his career."
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"Give the aviation warrant the money they deserve as opposed

to their [commissioned] officer contemporaries."

Other Observations

".WO slots should be indicated in the MTOE's. No junior
WO should be in a position to evaluate the performance of a
senior WO at a lower echelon."

"Promotion.- to next higher grade should be based on the
numbers needed for the next higher grade. All warrants should
not be dumped in a common pot and then chosen as compared to
other warrants. The warrant should be evaluated in com-
parison to his peers; i.e., those in his MOS...."

"Recommend that junior company grade officers to include
all lieutenants not be required to rate a WO. This individual
is too inexperienced and immature to understand the importance
of ratings and what they mean to the individual. In most cases
they are not even qualified to write about the performance
and potential of an experienced warrant officer."

"Most warrant officers' superiors 'i.e., commissioned
officers) do not understand a warrant's job and want to make
a warrant a 3d lieutenant ......

"Warrant officers are by de.!nition an elite group and as
such should be judged as such, evaluated as such, and respected
as such, rather than compared with commissioned officers...."

"At the grass roots level, I feel that the warrant officer
has lost a great deal of prestige over the years...."

"If a warrant is in a commissioned officer job, give him
credit for: it."

"The "up or out" promotion rule should be suspended for all
warrant officers. Warrant officer positions are for highly
skilled technical po-itions too specialized for commissioned
officers...."

"I would be interested in knowing tne results of this
survey including the total number of participants."
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Appendi:c 2

Officer Education and Training Survey

"Houston Team" Input

As a complement to the final survey report provided in
Appendix 1, Appendix 2 provides the contribution of the "Houston
team" to the survey effort in its analysis phase. The "Houston
team" was ccmprised of David Gottlieb, PhD, Dean, College of
Arts and Sciences; Richard C. Stephens, PhD, Institute for
Urban Studies; and David W. Brady, PhD, College of ArLs an,!
Sciences; University of Houston, Houston, Texas. The services
of these men were obtainei early in the survey effort to
provide the RETO team tecinical assistance in survey design,
implementation and analysis.

Part I of Appendix 2 addresses the commissioned officer
(OPMS) version of the survey; Part II, the warrant officer
version.

//

Although the following input from the "Houston team",
was useful to the overall RETO group in the latter's early,
preliminary study efforts, weaknesses of the Houston input
should be highlighted for the reader as a caution against
considering it as definitive in isoiation from the final
report (Appendix 1).

9 Fi-st, due to the critically short deadline imposed
on the "Houston team" for their input, the pages that follow
contain statistical errors. These have been annotated where
they occur.

* Second, the "Houston team's" input, not surprisingly,
suffers somewhat from a lack of understanding of military
terminology. For example, education, as a learning category,
occasionally is considered synonynous with any instruction
received from a civilian institution; while all military
instruction is considered training.
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PART I. COMMISSIONED OFFICERS (OPMS)

INTMODUMCTNON

The purposes of this study are to investigate how commissioned

officers of the United States Army perceive and assess their education

and training.

Further, this study seeks to determin, tho-e areas of education,

training, and promotion which respondents feel are deserving of further

review and perhaps modification.

The data being discussed here are based upon responses to a paper

and pencil survey received from 7,787 conmissioiied officers.

The officer ranks of 2nd Lieutenant, 1st Lieutenant, Captain,

bbjor, Lieutenant Colonel, and Colonel were included in this survey.

Chapter I of this study will represent a profile of the respondents.

Chapter II will be an overview of how respondents perceive and

assess their education and training.

C h a p t e r I I I w i l l s e e k t . ..7 ' - t. 7 #r z z . . . . . .S:

EZMC*17X0. ANA 7&b-4eA(1N# Fb (1Wt f-4Wt9 A/4.b

A: Iz he-&. ofctir oifeeA tiiiigff zat
the ;0 -%ailatg i ;-IR Cptwim 14- ' PI. adeqoatz?
EZ4ý/C77N 9AND iii2l4rnM o:e i)4&?Ae~S a #'Acdjw;.

B: Is th-o_ di -atin Maxd tFai•ifig •f- -ffiz-ra at

vr e X1,,Ew ,*q-% cozomr4TS
C: I1Wi'4c~ir F~ra-A ~ +R H.no

The Appendix of this report will include a technical discussion

outlining sampling and statistical methodologies utilized in this

research.

Finally, the reader must recognize that the data being discussed in

this report are based solely upon the recall, perceptions and experiences

of respondents. CD. MNEM11 OA ,AVr1 4-&' M 4.1, Aor 7V MV

oeo 7Fr.evr 73WC,#WSA a~- 7Woib/
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QIAITER I: THE OFFICER PI'SPONDiWrS

% *

A total of 7,787 comnissioned off'icers resrxnded to this 3urvey.

The officer rank of respondents is as follows:
4L

2nd Lieutenant ;-8% Z-7
1st Lieutenant 11.1%
Captain S3.8%
Major 22.8%
Lt. Cclonel 17.2%
Colonel -K 7.3%

Total 4 04

When compared with the current total officer corps the sample

represents Wrg9percent of the officer universe (7,787 of •4., Wg!,3

Comparisons by rank show the following differences:

I•. Sample less Universe

Rank Samle Universe Difference

1st and 2nd /g.7 ýxg. -7.f
Lieutenants 9 *-48-

Captains 33.8 133.7 +0.1

Majors 22.8 !18.6 +4.2

Lt. Colonels 17.2 13.8 +3.4

Colonels 7.3 x& +

The distribution noted above shows that our sample is under-

represented at the rank of lieutenant; near perfect for Cartains;

somewhat over represented for the three highest ranks. In terms of

representativeness of the sample a note of caution is in order. This

sample of respondents is 4gi•i ai•af over represented by officers

in the Regular Arnm/ as opposed to the U.S. Army Reserve.
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The actual distribution in the universe of commissioned officers

is estimated to be:

Regular Army 6;16; 5.0%
U.S. Army Reserve 46.8 4*0. 01
National Guard .6%

Total 100.9%

For this sample the distribution is as follows:

Regular Army 65.8%
U.S. Army Reserve 33.6%
National Guard .6%

Total 100.0%

The discrepancies represent a 4M percent overdraw of Regular Army

officers and a 4.• percent underrepresentation of U.S. Army Reserve

officers.

At the time of participation in this survey the majority (78.5 percent)

of the respondents were stationed in the Continental United States; 12.3

pdrcent in the European Area including the Middle East; 4.7 percent

were stationed in Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico, or Panama (Canal Zone);

4.3 percent in the Pacif.c Area including Korea; and the remainder

(0.2 percent) ir o*.her locations.

Basic branch distributions were as follows:

Branch Percent

Infantry 21
Field Artillery 13
Armor 10
Signal 8
Military Intelligence 7
Engineer 7
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Branch Percent

Adjutant General 6
Ordinance 6
Transportation 6
Air Defense Artillery S
Quartermaster 4
Military Police 4
Finance 2
Chemical -2.

Total 100

The major conmand (MAC"v assignmcnt of respondents show almost a

third (32.6 percent) with FORSCOM; more than a fourth (26.5 percent) with

TRADOC; 11 percent with USAREIJR; some •-'percent with the Miliatry

District of Washington; 3.5 percent with USFK/Eighth Army (Korea); and

the remainder (22 percent) in a mixture of assignmeihts including U.S.

Army, Japan, Support Command, Hawaii, Health Services Command and others.

The largest single group of respondents arc assigned to combat

units (21 percent); followed by Training (including service school staff

and faculty) 19 percent; Corps of higher level staff (includes MACOM, DA,

etc.) 16 percent; Recruiting, ROTC, Readiness Regions 9 percent; Combat

Service Support 9 percent; Combat Support 8 percent; Garrison/Installation

staff 8 percent; with some 12 percent ass iged to other units than those

specified. As to component, the majority of respondents (66 percent) are
. /

Regular Army with a third U.S. Army Reserve -nd the remainder (4--percent)

National Guard. ýbre than half (XL percent) received their commission

through ROTC; followed 22 percent OCS; 4-& percent USMA; .a* 6 percent
A~l) / Pze~eCE' ar OmEZ NEW#lS.

direct appointments;A As would be expected the vast majority of officers
97 PAR CE' 7-

are males (.96-percent) eight out of ten are married while t"w o. . of teR

are single (including divorced, separated, widowed, or never married).

More females (2.1 percent)are single with 1.2 percent being married.
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The racial/ethnic distribution of officer respondents is:

White 92%
Black 5%
Mexican-American,

Puerto Rican, Hispanic 1%
Asian-American 1%
Other 1%

Two items of information prcvide data as to the educational back-

ground of the respondents.

The distribution of responses for highest level of military education

achieved shows:

Basic Course 28%
Advanced Course 39%
CGSC 27%
Senior Service

College 6%

The fo•Tal civilian educational acconplishments of responder:s

shows that less than four percent have failed to complete college.

About one perzent have earned the doctorate degree; 37 percent hold a

m~asters degree, and 58 percent the baccalaureate degree.

As would be anticipated in both areas of education the higher the

rank the higher the proportion of respondents with advanced degrees

and advanced military education.

The greatest proportion of advanced degree holders (Ph.D. and M.A.)

are found in the Chemical Branch with the Anmor Branch snowing the

lowest proportion of officers with advanced degrees.

Branches with the highest proportion of officers having achieved

Military Education Levels 3 and 4 (CGSC and/or SSC) are:
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Air Defense Artillery 3(9.4%
Chemical 39.1%

Those with the lowest levels of Military Education Levels achievement

are:

Finance 14.9%
Adjutant General 20.9%

Only 7 percent of the respondents report that they do not plan to

make the Army a cqreer. Thirteen percent have made no decision and 28

percent while indicating that they do plan on making the Army a career

have not as yet determined when they will retire. Almost a fourth (24

percent) state that they will or will be required to retire after

completing 20 years of service. Twielve percent plan on retiring between

the 20th and 26th year; and the remainder 16 percent plan to retire

after 26 years of service.

In response to the question: "Given normal career progression;

what is the highest rank you expect to attain?" We find the following:

Major 10%
Lt. Colonel 3400
Colonel 404. 4,d/ fi
General Officer 16%

7 Less than one percent (0.3 percent) of all respondents have been

selected for promotion from the secondary zone on three or more occasions.

Two percent have been selected twice, and 7 percent at least once.

Sixty-four percent have never bcen sclectcd, and the remainder (27 pe rcent),

have never been considered for promotion by a centralized selection board.
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Slightly mo~re than half (54I percent) oif tlic Officors have coiunjndod

at the Company/Batterv/Troep or ecuivalent.Le hrcnpreta

the Battalion/Squadron or oqui valent loket ui ;ad Ihrue percent at tj'e

Brigade/Support Conimand or equivalent l I'i -.,.!it pcrcenIt at t -he

Detachmcnt level and 22 percent have ht-IJ iiw comL';~jlnd rcsponsibilit-Y.

With regard to conmnand level expectationsý m, fijid that:

*40% expect to com~and atl the Battalion level.
*23% at the Brigade level.
*18%* at the Company level.
*8% at the Division or ahove ee.
*6% do not desire a cownrncu.
*5% have spocialties which :ive coumiinrd

opportunities.
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QIAPTER II: PERCEPTIONS OF THE. MILITARY TRTNING AN'D EDUCATION

EXPERI ENCE- - SOME GE'NlilRL (OBS! iRVATI ONS

While, as indicated earlier, the va.;t majority of respondents have

achieved the-baccalaureate degree only a little more than half (55 percent)

believe that to be an effective officer, the minimum civilian educational

level required at the time of comissionirg should be the baccalaureate

X degree. Eleven percent feel that "civilian education has nothing to do

with being an effective officer." The ren•ainder take the position that

anything between a high school diploma and two years of college would

be appropriate.

Responses to the question noted above as well as others clearly

suggests that officers are not of a cormn mind as to the value of

formal education as opposed to training.

For example, in respoase to the question:

/1 "If education is defined as 'preparation for life
(or the unknown)' while training is defined as
'preparation for a specific task (or the known)'
what mix of education and training do you believe
is required by an effective Anry officer?"

We obtain the following distribution of responscs:

Much more education than training 5%
Mbre education than training 18%
About the same amount of each 39%
lure training than education 31%
""Much more training than education 4 X

We see then that no single alternative generates a majority response.7PA6NT Y-774ReE •'Ea'CEf" -3^
Aheut a fc'rth plaeeAthe emphasis upon education and al.m..st Apercent

select the training alternative.
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Further information as to the education versus training dichotomy

is provided by the following data which show variations in rcspcnse by

rank designations. In this case the quest ion asked is:

"At what rank do you believe education becomes
more important to duty performance than specific
training?"

" 16% say that education is never more important
than training.

• 8% believe education is always more important
than training.

4% feel that education beconms more important
at the 2nd Lieutenant rank.

* 1% at the 1st Lieutenant rank.
. 15% at the Captain rank.
* 36% at the Major rank.
• 13% at the Lieutenant Colonel rank.
• -74 at the Colonel rank.

No doubt a variety of factors including branch, specialty, and

promotion status play some part in explaining the observed variations.

Certainly the rank of the respondent helps to accotmt for some of

the differences in response. Majors, more so thvQ- ru..tenati•, take

the position that education is never more important than training.

Conversely lieutenants aretwice as likely as other officers to take

the position that education is always more important than training.

The lower the rank the greater the belief that education becomes

more important to duty performances at the rank of Captain. For the

rank of Major the flow is in the opposite direction with Majors and

above selecting education whilc Captains and below endorsing training.

A similar pattern is found when the specified rank is Lieutenant Colonel.

Less than 7 percent of the -ud Lieutenants believe that education becomes

L-2-11
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rnre salient at the Lieutenant Colonel JL .ol a;•: :ompiarcd to -b- percent

of the lieutenant Colonels. Little differcnce is fund between the

various officer ranks when the specified riil, i. that of Colonel.

In general it would a:ppenr that officer'; ,1' the lower cuninissioned

ranks are more likely to struss education over training (29 percent of

the 2nd Lieutenants versu.i 21 percent of thc CIulonCls) while those

officers of the higher ranks emnphasizt training.

Percent Ai-reeing N1re
Rank Trai nin!!glan ':ducatl ion

2nd Lieutenant 4.7
1st Lieutenant 28Q
Captain 34 I
Maj or 4 1
Lt. Colonel 40"0
Colonel 42•

It should also be noted that 1st and 2rd Lieutenants ar- more likely

than other ranks to take the middle grotud position, i.e. that there

should be the same amount of each.

The analysis presented to this point should not le interpreted as

suggesting that officers in some caval ;er imnner are writing of the

importance of formal education. On the contrary, responses to other

questions (less than one percent of all respondents believe that graduate

level education is "not worth much of anything") as well as educational

credentials earned woild confirm a strong comaitment to civilian formal

education. Rather it is a question of "education for what"? A question

not unique to the military but one that has Aind is continuously being

debated in our society.
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ihat is clear is that nmiy officers set c iviian education, particu-

larly at tile graduate level, as ix i:j :rIv,? t:int c,-) the general broadcening

of one's backgrotud (45 percent;t);li , ,;' I) ,-' LOIfl)etit ivC Wiwlt

being considered by promotion and s,,'lcti.m ,,'a dLs (.17 percent); and for

prepsring for a utilization tour re.lirn,,, speci fic civilian education

(15 percent).

Formal civilian educatIon is viewed o., Iv'in loss important for

gaining knowledge rcxuired in a priraary spccialty (7 percent), gaining

knowledge required in an alternate specialty ( 1. percent); or even in

preparing for a civilian ca-reer after lej,'ing active duty (6 percent).

A further indication of the overall perI eIvnd talue of higher

education can be noted by answers prolidd to this question:

"Do you 1-elieve that if you perfonrm w• 1 the Army',
through either fully funded or parti.cl1y funded
programs, should provide you the opplortunity to
achieve a graduate degree during your term of
service?"

The majority (S4 percent) respond in tile affi umative noting that a

graduate degree will enhance their value to the, Anmy. Twenty-44Xpercent

answer "yes" pointing out, the importance of such oducation to the success-

ful perfoTrmnnce of their specialty or fur isowc urhzr reason. Ten percent

believe that personal educational .q;oals are the rc:.;ponsibility of the
AIWE

individual and not the Ari.y. I.ei*Aprccnt indicate "no" that a Praduate

degree will either have no hearing on their ,ffAct V(icess as officers or

for some other reason.

Further evidence of the importance attributed to graduate level

education is found when ip answers to a que-stion dealing witi primary

4L 1
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specialties and the desirahiliC\,' of advanced education. (nly 5 percent

of all respondents say that no gradua toe dolec shoold be required of

i)ny officers holding their ii.:iry specialty. "hle question:

"For maLximtm Air.my cffect ijve,_;. , what prolport icu
of the officers corps; with your priimary specialty
do you believe sh(MulI have gr:,di'te to(,igrces?'"

None
Ver'y Few I
Fourth '01
t1alf f'
TIhre.e Fourths'7'
Almost All

Whether the individual places the emrohasis upon education or training it

is quite clear that most officers do not believe that civilian education

is the primary factor in the thinking of thos;e who constitute promotion/

selection boards.

Of . education/training nodes Resident Military In-

struction is seen as carrying the most weight with promotion/selection

boards (55 percent); fol lcAed tV' "on-thc-.Joh training or experience"

(23 percent); and last "civili:,n education" (2- percent).

Assuming that those iat the hi,1her officer ranks are most knowledgeable

as to the criteria utili zcd by proyotion/s.'Icction, the data would then

suggest that those at the lwe; maiks :a. in fact 1-e trisreading the

appropriate promotion si'm:1-;.

We find that officer raik is vei-r "uch is.;ociated with low respon-

dents answer the question of uI,-t poes of education/traininL, "carries

the mnst weight" with prom)t ior/sel,.ct;mn bhoard';.
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The higher the rank the greater the oeight placed upon "Resident

Military Courses" and the lower the weight placed upon "on-the-job

training or experience" and "civiliui educat ion."

The distribution of responses, by rank, to the importance of "Resident

Military" training is as follows;

2nd Lieutenant 3S•
1st Lieutenant
Captain 46.
,Major 621,
.Lt. Colonel 71'a

Colonel 74'.

For the factor of "O.J.T." the endorscm(,nt range was 37 percent for

2nd Lieutenants and 15 percent for Colonels.

For "civilian education" there was a high of 22 percent for 2nd

Lieutenants and a low of 10 percent for Colonels.

Our findings would indicate that officers at the lower ranks not

only place greater faith in the value of education as an important dimen-

sion to officer performance but are also inclined to see the combination

of civilian education and O.J.T. as critical ingredients required for

promotion.

Still other data add to the view of significant differences between

cominissioned officers of the junior as opposed to rmre senior rank.

Generally, the impression which erwerYcs is one of junior officers being

less knowledgeable (the greatest prorortion of 10o answer or no opinion

responses comes from the 1st and 2nd ,iewuo,:nits); less involved (i.e.

they are more likely to select a "I ddn't care one way or the other"

alternative); more inclined toward acc~ptance of change; and, more likely

to endorse the importance of non-milit.31y •ased education and training.
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"An illustrative cxaunp)lc would ii' the %ari;ations in -esponses to a

question dealing with educational/trainiag innlovation. llhe question:

"Several foreigr amies provide cxtn'tukdd level
4 training for selected officcrs; lor example,
a small percentage of a givc:n (ISN: level class
is selected to remain for an additional year of
professional developmeiit in mi n itary thought,
philosophy, and application. If the Aniiy could
adopt the 'Second year at CGSC' coicepr outlined
above, what would be your view regarding, this
alternative?"

Seven percent of all respondents -are jii favor of implementation of

such a plan. The range of endorsehmKont, howev,.,r, extends from a high of

13 percent on the part of 2nd Licutcnants to a low of three percent

among Colonels.

Thirty-six percent of the officers. feel the concept might have

some merit and should be given a "trial run." Again, rank plays a

significant part in explaining v.riations as can be noted from the

distribution of responses:
/

Percent Agreeing
Rank with a Trial Rim

2nd Lieutenant 12%
1st Lieutenant 161
Captain IM,
Major 330.
Lt. Colonel 30%
Colonel 25-

The "I don't care one way or the other" reply runs from a low of

one percent ,among Colonels to a high of nine percent for lieutenants.

Colonels are thrce times as likely (34 percent) as 2nd Lieutenants

(11 percent).to believe that "the A.rmy can't afford this luxury; we

need more 'doers'."
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A total of 18 percent of all officers iejoct the concept completelv,

taking the position that such a policy would create an "enlist" group

in the Anru'. Thiose most likely to hold tii.- lat',:r view are Lieutenant

Colonels and Colorls (23 percent) fllot.,l .h" ,\tiors (22 percent);

Captains (15 percent); aniJ, finally, i.i ,utenant.-; (9 percent).

Regardless of priitiry specialty or the iitint,'r in which primary

specialty was assigned the majority oi officers (82 percent)

believe that their primaory iecialty does m-:atch previous training,

experience, and desires. TFhirteen. percent take an opposite view and

the remaining few percent are uncertain as to the fit between primary

specialty and previous training, experience or purfoManices.

Obviously the value placed upon the kinds or education/training

which are considered to be beneficial for primary specialty preparation

will vary by rank since rank is associated with opportunities to have

experienced the various levels of military training. Hence, responses

to the question:

"Which one of the following is the most useful
training or education you hive already received
in support of your primary speciailty?"

are not too surprising.

* 2nd Lieutenants emphasize 'asic Course-; (.160.) ind O.J.T. (29%)
1st Lieutenants euiphasize O.J.T. (44') and Basic (28%)
Captains endorse O.J.7. (401.%) ind Advwnced (21%)
M ahjors select O.J.T. (49,'-) and Advanced (20" )

• Lt. Colonels choose O.J.T. (43..) :nid Advanced (21%)
* Colonels endorse 0.j.T. (411) and Advaoccd (23%)

Higher ranking officers will more so than officers at the lower

ranks select CGSC and civilian education as having been most useful

in support of the prinmary specialty.
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Almost three fourths (71 percent) of the officer respondents do

believe that current training opportunities are sufficiently adequate

to allow an individual to bc conpetently traincd in the primary

specialty. A little less than a fourth (22 perceut) disagree; and

seven percent indicate that they do not know if a:dequate training

opportunities are available.

Once again officer rank does generate significant variations in

response to the training adequacy question.

Shae a-t, thq highefr r-ank: ý(Citiim MI.-I Mlwv) to~ nfW!A

wit; he Weitean vethatiswering ei ther "me"' ';. "Js't lew....

The range of those responding in the negatiwe is 33 percent for 2nd

Lieutenants as compared to only 13 percent of the Colonels. Similarily

"don't knows" go from a low of four percent among Colonels to a high of

14 percent for 2nd Lieutenants.

Generally assessment of primary specialty training are favorable,

although there are those who are less than enthusiastic in their evalua-

tions.

It is also clear that such training is not viewed as a monolith.

Different people perceive prir'try specialty training in diffcrent ways.

For example:

* 41A feel that such training is "broadly-based,
provides specialty knowledge required to
perform effeztively at successively high
levels."

• 36% believe such training is "sufficicntly
thorough and prepares one Well ."

• 21t feel the specialty train ing is "too broad
and generalized to be of j.uch practical
value."

/
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91 see the training as "not relatcd to actual
duty position requirements."

2%.- state that such training is "non-existent."

As in the case of other educational/training related issues officer rank

is a critical variable. Briefly, the higher the rank the higher consensus

around the view that current training is broadly based and provides

knowledge required to perfonr. effectively at successfully higher levels.

2nd Lieutenants 0. "
1st Lieutenants 25% 0-
Captains 30% -
Majors 32"
Lt. Colonels • 37-
Colonels 42!,

Conversely those at the lower ranks are mare likely to consider

available training as being too generali-ed to be much of practical value.

Rank Too Goneral -v

2nd Lieutenant 33% .
1st Lieutenant 31% I
Captain 22%
M'ajor IS%
Lt. Colonel 14% . .
Colonel 10I

Despite the variations caused by differences in rank there is still ,

general agreement with regard to the purpose, content, and benefits of

military education and training pPrgra.•".
A4,wsr ovmrA

re- . hft... - ,t~out of terrespondents aroe that military rehIdent

instruction and on-the-job experience arc the most important ingredients

of effeccive primary specialty training. Conversely, and as would be

expected, there is also agreement as to which types of education/training
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are least important for one's primary speciaity (military non-resident,

civilian schooling, and non-degree special izcd civilian training).
.= /

Rank is also associated with pi'cc iv,,i ia!io," gaps in currently

available schooling for primrn specilti. nants see

the critical gap at the Basic Level; Captains at the Advanced level;

"' and Majors, Lieutenant Colonels and Colonels at t:,. Expert level.

- 1.. . +here i l... . gemei-A . " . .cr t ;,_• .. ......t ,Ho >4 d, .. . .. ,'.......... .

With regard to specialty qualification in tnre tirn lialf of the

respondents (51 peicent) believe the critcri.' ,;Icild be "the ability to

'do the job' in the specialty, at the a:;.igned lcvel whether for.mally

trained or not, as shoma by OEh ev'alu'iticn ,,r promotion/selection

boards." A fourth held the position that "Yucce,,;sful completion of
designated training courses and develo0nncnt,,l ass gnncnts" is what

asesingent d what(i

should constitute specialty qualifi iat ion.

Differences in rank do not s.eem to he hiqlortant in response to the

question:

"The primary responsibility for nn officer becoming
'specialty-qualified' is with.'"

The ,distribution of response to til:, que-tAion:

k ! 'rhe officer 49%
Thie officer's MIIPJ.RCIN carek r

manager/assigi.Int officer
-.. e officer's edIucation attu

trainin~g system 1900
"11 e MI LPERCEN speci a tty i, it or ,2,%1
The officer's ratiu. offticer 2%
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11):;.t off icvrs ha~ve or I~pC os ho Qioal, jf!( inl thei r sj)ccial t-.,

thr'ough either onle of ti-Co roitos:

On-the-i oh exju r i nce (Nl -,t rui ttirzi 7 71S
t tra in AI Ig,

Re s iden t t, ia- i i ii g. in i im i I, iary c ti 1 2 4

The data indicatud that there are a sivniji ficant nurnbcr of officers

who arc reluctant to see the estabilishment o' Ciirm special ty qualification

standard~s.

Only nine percent bel ievc thait -bout tand~ards, should be established.

Half are willing to go along, with fLexible -t~mard~is as long as they are

used as goals. TwentN-i pret resr'ond ir, the ncgati~ve pointing out

that specialty qualification is subjecti~ve, and trherefore it is- niot

possible to establish firm stanmLir~ls. '[h rem;i iander, 14 percent, are

either opposed for othcr reasons or uncertain a rs to whother or niot

sspecialty qualification stmndards sh'fould lie i :iplcmerited.

General ly, officer-s at the lowe:r rant- ;i -e iimv inclined than others

to endorse tho idea of absoluterc or floxihle s~lr;

The following cues Jon pertaini~iii, to Uti iiiztions Of Speccialty

standards was asked of respondents

"If fimi specialt ' quali fication s;taiidards weire
cstabli~shed, they wouild provideI a hench mark- for
officer professional development; thatr is, ant
officer would eithier he quital ifiud' or 'not
qualified. ' Mhat uso should ho, indo of this
information'?"

50'0 used as a diagno--zic tool for determining
assigrnment and/or educational opportunitiJes
for the officer involvod.
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* 25% used offici. y as a mitter of record
for consi4$.ration by promjotion/selection
boards other activities.

. 10% used yiofficially to measure professional
dcvc opment of the individial officer.

•8% e•,d only by the officer for his personal
assessment.

,7 not used for any purpose.

The sponses do confirm an earlier of)servation, namely that officers

are not ager to see the establishment of firm singular qualification

stan rds nor are they enthusiastic over the proposition that such

s ýdards be part of an official selection/promotion process. -it-i-

• "' Lt tle-r h notin g th st with Afe to h eor oopttw irsr y spt ec ialf-

forlinca bti~ons shi~ouldfe acr itical' fator in pro~r~ tliotion cosdrtofm

""\ifie utien ntnan d a rtd:. O c fi o rc ul t tb e d ep e nd e rn u Ap o rnig h t y

kA irIncl1intcod thin2 Gthoc tQ telka tho pcwiliona that such infA xtion- should
'W po.di ryt h ~.~v-uAl AffIWczr Fifi %et be part: Of effiil

Little consensus is found as to whether or not primary specialty

qualifications should be a critical factor in promotion considerations.

. 3-1 believe promotion to the rank of 1st
Lieutenant should be dependent upon

- primary specialty qualification.
"" 19% believe it should bc a requirement

of promotion to Capta in.
. 251 of promotion to Major.
. 8% of promotion to Lt. Colonel.
. 24% answer "none of the above."
' 22% respond that promotion to all of the

ranks noted above should be dependent
upon primary specialty qumal i fication.

At the same time the majority of officcr, (it believe that at the

present level of professional development in their prim-ry specialty
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they are either "well perpared" (55 percent) or "somewhat prepared"

(36 percent). Less than nine percent consider themselves either ill

prepared or nut prepared at all.

Pfank is of course highly correlated with primary specialty quali-

fication self assessment. Those at the highest ranks are far more

likely to vlew chemselves as weil prepared (75 pa.cc-t !f the Colonels)

as compared to officers at the lower ranks (25 percent of the 2nd

Lieutenants).

Still, it is interesting to point out that morc than a few officers

at each rank assess themselves as either sornewhhat or not at all well

prepared. Such is the case for: 21 percent of the 2nd Lieutenants;

16 percent of 1st Lieutenants; 9 percent of Captains; --7 percent of

Majors; 6 percent of Lt. Colonels; and S percent of Colonels.

As noted in earlier discussions there is a high level of agreement

among officers as to the types of military training which are considered

to be most effective for primary specialty qualification.

83% believe that resident instnrction is
most effective.

* 1% of all respondents select non-resident
instruction as being most effective.

o*- -4 believe both are equally effective.
* 8% consider neither, in their present

form, as being effective.

Offireev: in the more advarnzzd -týiJd; milt tl;2 :trettgz:t ::xyn.*:tt r.

-f resident in.tr..tion •443_9 .. i t.. -i .........

czPrress grceater/ ,upp-rt for both rczIJAnt -. c411

~ /Louowanr, @ ser 414tAn time:: of h1-.ijm rmil arez iir ir linidt

Sboth fo %Is, a. . c. ... ntly pre. ti.. . ., e.. .. ...... , *z...ft. .
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As was the case with the establishnicnt of firnh specialty quali-

fication standards, there are mixed feel ings expressed with regard to

the instituting of professional cxaminations fci,, the officers corps.

14% strongly agree tihat pjro1',;sitna.l cxamij1,ations
should he instituted.

* 25% would agree, but not stroalgiy.
* 26t would disagree.
• 26% would strongly dis:agrvýe.

-, 4 indicate that it doc:s not ma•"tter to
them whether such ex.iminations are or
are not instituted.

Disagreement with a policy of prTfC:ss.iunul examinations increases

with officer status. Again, as in the case of other suggested promotion/

selection policies, acceptance is most hpparent at the Lieutenant rank.

In this case disagreement is cxpressed by. 4 4.percent of the 2nd Lieutenants

and S8 percent of the Colonels.

Assumning the implementation of professional officer examinations,

lscs thm a third of all officers believe cxunination results should be

"used as one of the criteria for promotion' /1 ,;Cý-I7 /Z', V-
tNA77ATO RZ~aLrS $/AUd4b BE a0CACb We~ .4N)" 7:jpv

Similar to the finding pertaining to the utilization of primary

specialty qualifying scores the majority (61 percent) believe such

results should be limited to individual diagnostic work or to assist in

determining education/training needs; for example validation of CGSC

(level 4) knowledge, or attendance of some phase of fonnal instruction

at that level.

The two major reasons given for a lack of endorsement for officer

examinations are:

44% paper and pencil tests im'y not reflect
job performance.
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41% officer resTonsibilitic; :ire tcx broad to
be adeqtutely tested.

'/

Eight out of ten officers (4f;crceit.) bel ieve that professional

development of an officer can best be achieved through a combination of

activities including:
/

Experience
Self study within prescribed )ar;1iIJcters
Self study and non-resident instruction
Resident instruction '"N

A similar proportion (80 percent) of respondents feel that their

value to the Army would be increased wore they to graduate from the next

higher military course of instruction (for example, CGSC).

Mixed results are alge obtained in response to the question:

"Current Army policy minimizes multiple opportunities
"for conand at each level. An alternative would be
to allow groups of officers to be managed as 'commanders'
to permit repetitive command tours at each level.
What are your views regarding this alternative?"

Implement immediately 444-
A good idea, but may cause

some problems 43%
I don't think this alternative

should be implemented 41%
I really don't care one way

or the other 5%

By rank of officer no differences are found in the "do it now"

response. AIAe lower the rank the higher the endorsement of the "good

idea, but my cause some problems" answer. The higher the rank the

greater the support for the response "I don't think this alternative

should be implemented."

L -
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2nd Lieutenanzs 33"
Ist Lieutenants, .7

Captains 360'
Majors 43"

Lt. Colonels 5-°
Colonels Sot

When asked about promotion based results; over the last two years

the highest single response (45 percent) is: "I am not familiar with

promotion board results, or how these results relate to OPIS."'

The second l-ghest response (28 percent) is: "It is too early in

the iriplementation of OPMS to identify board treods."

Seventeen percent answer "Not supportdJ OPN;, by selecting officers

for promotion who have followed the tiaditior.j[ or 'generalist' path."

:ePýercent select, "Support OP',%1 by se ,.ctjn, 'specialist'

officers for promotion in proportion to their specialty.

As would be expected those of the le,'er officer ranks are most
76 ,

likely to select the not familiar alerniativ, (44-pcrcent of the
23

Lieutenants as compared to only-2• percent of iieutenant Colonels and

Colonels). Advanced officers are far iore likely tihan Lieutenants to

believe it is too early to identify board trends (42 percent of the
z/

Colonels as compared to +-a percent of the Lieutenants). Colonels arc

More likely (17 percent) than other officers to agree that promotion

board results supported OPNS by selecting "specialist" officers for

promotion in proportion to their specialty. Lieutenant Colonels,

more so than others (24 percent) thought results have not suppoited

OPIS, by selecting officers for promotion who have followed the

traditional or "generalist" path.
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The concluding section of this chapter will present responses to

a number of agree or disagree questions. In order to simplify this

presentation strongly agree and agree rtspon0sos i1avc been combined into

a single percentage. An explanatory note is provided in those cases

where rank of the officer contributes to significant variation in

response to a particular question.
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Question Per cent
Strongly
Agree and

Agree

1. All commanders should receive a concentrated "iefresher"
course prior to ass.ming cormmad at jay level. 85%

2. Level 3 (advanced course) training mwuhl be more cost
effective if it was shorter, and i f students attended
on a TVY rather than a PCS hasis. (Diisagreement in-
creases with rank). 35%

3. Officers should be assigned to a 11tilizati1n tour
directly following formal specialty training. 96%

4. The primary purpose of civili-n education should be
the acquisition of skills rather than the :,cui-
sition of academic credentials. (,grecment increases
with rank). 83%

S. Level 3 (advanced course) training should he oriented
primarily toward training officers for their next
duty position. 55%

6. There are adequate career progression opportimities
in all OPS specialties. (34' responded "I don't
know.13%

7. Some specialties exist for which there are no Army
requirements. (54% responded "I don't Irow.") 14%

8. Officers who have one of the basic entry specialties
designated as ,m alternate at the eighth year of
service are at a disadvantage when compared to those
who have "grown up" in the specialty'. 73%

'9. The academic report received upon comqletion of a
course of military or civilian training is as im-
portant to one's advancement as an efficiency
report. (Disagreement increases with rank.) 30%

10. Level 4 (CGSC-levcl) training should not prepare
officers for specific duty positions, but should
"provide broad preparation for a variety of duties
during the following several y)ears of service.
(N•bderate increase.s in agreem•nt with rank.) 91%
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Question Per cent
St1 aongly

Agree and
Agree

11. It is more important to the Army that civilian educa-
tion broaden the officer personally than provide him/
her specific skills. (Disagreement increases with rank.) 46%

12. CGSC and AIV. completion should he mandatory for all
m ajors and lieutenant colonels respectively, either
by precedent or non-preeccdent programs. (Disagreement
increases with rink.)

13. Onl;. the primary specialty has any real importance
in career advancement. 21t

14. Specialty "qualification" is casily birinel. 8a

15. Formal course training should be providoC. to learn the
basis of a specialty. .944t2-v

16. Promotion boa-:ds should promote by specialty quotas. 47%4. 2S2

17. "Quality" officers should be equitably distributed over
all specialties, either voluntarily or involuntarily
(Agreement increases by rank.) 49t

18. OIqtS-lcvel 4 (CGSC-level) training should be signifi-
cantly different for the maneuver combat specialties
(II-Infanty; 12 Armor) than for all other
specialties. (Disagreement increases with rank.) 43%

19. Selection boards use primary specialty qualification
as a criterion for promotion. (Disagreement increases
with rank. 24% responded "I don't know.")

20. Selection boards use alternate specialty quialifica-
tion, if designated, as a criterion for selection.
(Disagreement increases with rank. 3010 resoxnded
"I don't know.") 4r+= 2S=,

21. Only those specialties which can he eoltted to a
basic branch (e.g. II-Infantry) have good potential
for promotion. (Disagreement increases with rank.) -M 24

22. The current specialty designation process allows
"quality" officers to be concentrated in certain
specialties, with other specialties having few such
officers. (Agreement increases with rank. 28-0 responded
"I don't know.") 25%
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Question Per cent
Stroigly

Agree and
Agree

23. Selection for attendance at CGSGI/AIC is more impor-
tant than actual attendance. 35%

24. The most valuable training in some specialties is
on-the-job experience (no structured training). 86%

25. Officers who have received graduate-level civilian
schooling are more competitive for promotion than
those who have not. 81%

26. For some highly technical specialties, training costs
are so high that the "up-or-out" promotion rule should
be suspended. (Disagreement increases with rank.) 63%

27. Promotion boards should not use a level of training
completion as a criterion for selection. 43%
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CHAPTER III. FACTOR ANALYSIS

In thisA•e-e*-mw e deal with the adotinacy of training and educa-

7W 8E 74ME VOb0 b1/CAMoW~b
tion for commissioned officers. The specific hypothesesare as follows:

A~ae4r/oN AMD 7R.4/NWCA/e' 4CA0MF*i

1. n ¢¢ ....P fio: at tho. ,;,, ...... cw n .... t '.:~ .... : 1 ks -

Amp c4P,,.r.J,€ /c ,•ubE 'E.
peorc"e' An•-" traivirig aind eul,,',tic :n :.w-!dcuato

kbUC,977o 4V .4/iVb 4INlvr x-R* 74tzo" /S
2. Pe "jrs er-v,,, . ...e. ..A..... ......... "

SA',.,!" ... ... r^^-0 .... Z 00 • ..... 19 ,. C:,0 .4VAM
3. Do Liculte-nmt Goiane~ls ;4 nfl (elinJ ipercai':a

A4*b W40A/rtS /$ 4*iij9?1
Strninili ng dzta (M4 lipt,

Answering these three questions requirc:; tl':it wto first deternine an

analysis technique adequate to the task, :nod second run such an analysis

on the entire set of respondents to deteirine the generalizability of A

the technique.

The major problem in analyzing the data to ascertain answers to

the specific question is that there are over forty questions which

might tap some aspect of the adequacy of traininJg aDd education. In

short, the problem is to determine the relevant dimensions of adequacy.

In order to achieve this end we have chosen to uise a factor analytic

technique. In a situation where the anivsts are searching for dimnen-

sions, factor analysis is an appropriate analyti-. technique. Essentially

factor analysis separates the wheat from the chaff. Thiat is, it is a

multivariate technique which allows the researcher to determine what

the respondents (officers) themselves perceiv, as the dimensions of

adequacy of training and education. 11e therefore utilized a Varimax

factor analysis assuming that all of variance in the matrix (the 42

questions with face validity) was comrmion. In short, we used the standard

search technique.
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Thie result of the general factor :maraly;is was, a three factor

principal c-n)ionent solution which was then rotated orthognallv using

a var.iiimx soluticn to producc clear iactors;. That is, the results of

the rotated analysis should result in factors with variables which do

not cross load on other factors. Table 1 shows the results of this

analysis.
TABI.E I

A VARIMAX OR11K)NAL FACTOR SO'flT'ON TO AJ)IT(JAM OF ARMY
IR,\IN1NG AND .WAJCA'1'ION OF OFFICiRS: (;INII\I, SMPLE

FACIOR I l:A(TOR 11 FACTOR I II
Questions ( ILIT) (IRItY) (TRAINING)

14 -. 02 44 -. 04

19 -. 25 .58 -.05

20 .23 --. 02 ..02

27 .18 -. 12 .40

28 .09 .00 -. 51

29 .10 .0S -. 56

31 -. 22 4l .05

33 -. 07 .43 -. o4

69 .03 .44 .23

88 .52 -. )5 -. 00

91 .72 -. 02 .08

92 -. 65 .12 .00

95 .71 .07 -. 07

96 .68 -. 30 .08

1I
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The fi 1-,;t faCor cI, I.,; I tý'nedh te (Itit-tio , 9 1, 97, 95, and 96.

WO def ined this a,- tile ut I i t%. of tra nin- 7iind hcJtation for al1tc:rnatL'

:ipec ialItvý factor (hereaftor lit ;Iii ,y) ic;h. of t)o qluestionsY tapped

]low' coimiissioned officers percive jJt au.'anid ci viliian education

as a basis for a 1 telinat c :;eiatv dy i~v i fitcets of tfe Utility

factor rwnge from ques;tionls tconcerniu.); the W-St UýOfU] training received

to what typIe of trainlingl Should ')C civda s.ifcly wl.ait

should be thle role of C i vi 1ianl h)"!.i

In regard to Miart types- of tra inirc. ett.1ý:ttiofl had bhcnfl rececived

on the jot), training and military re di:' ;r cs ow tited for over

one-half cf the response. As was, oxpvcte~d, tho higecr the r.-3nlc (thus

years in service) the Areater the nnomuit of every kind of training and

education receivcd. Slightly over one-f*iftih of tl~e sample had received

some civilian eduication wi ch Capt:,,..;s through Colnonls having received

mo~re than Lieutenalnts. l qa iimrgtoevtr
~FL~Cr~E oP6~i~ALMAC-

eduttt att ww Aightlyvv to 1 141EJ5S7M.N1AV O~ 0- Wk 97'O-
Cý477 a.'A? Nb 7R,41N/A/4 A4RhE 1A1~7&#1S

The type of training and education porcecived as the most useful
rX-Ai ///A 1AAMPs7r..cAV 99. 6 ArrpeK7

to offcers was on, tho johgmand military

to Ie Crf !3"4 A owever, fully 2.5.4 peicenlt fe] t tha.t civilian graduate

training, had been most useful in :;.apport of ailterniate specialties.

When thle respondlents were aslocd which tvoc ot t ia linia was least useful

Aonly 6.9 percent said on-the-76oh trainini, tv!; !c allw~st 31 percent. felt

tha:ý civilian education had hccýn least, muefi.Ts, on-the-job training

is Perceived as most useful while civil m icm in s perceived as

useful by som~e and a., not too useful by othc zs. Aralyzing perceived
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utility by rank reveals a polar pattern. Lieutenants, Lieutenant

"Colonels and Colonels preferred on-the-job training to civilian educa-

tion by higher ratios than did Captains and Majors. For exanqmle, 34.9

percent of 1st Lieutenants thought on-the-job training should be pro-

vided compared to only 11.6 percent who felt civilian graduate education

should be provided. In contrast, 17.7 percent of Mlajors preferred

on-the-job training while 27.3 percent of ýtijors favored civilian

graduate education. Lieutenant Colonels and Colonels broke more

evenly on the question with on-the-job trainini, heing slightly pre-

ferred.

When the officers were ased specifically about the role of

civilian education in alternate specialties, 50.7 percent felt it

was important and should be a.'ailuble while 31.7 percent felt it should

be available but that civilian education was of limited importance,

and 17.6 percent felt that it was not available. Analyzing by rank

reveals a jump in the perceived importance of civilian education at the

Captain level which holds through the iiimt.emt Z Ier, llevel and

declines at theAColonel level. About 50 percent of Captains, Mahjors

and Lieutenant Colonels felt civilian education was important for

alternate specialties whereas slightly less than 40 percent of Colonels

felt it was important.

In summary, analysis of the Utility Factor shows that on-the-job

training and military residence courses are !erceived to be more impor-

tant than civilian education in support of alternate specia ties.

However, at the ranks of Captain to Lieutenant Colonel ther is clearly

an increase in the perceived importance of civilian education; while at
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the Colonel rank on-the-job traininiý- seen :,s most inmportant. It

is interesting to note that while on--the-job tra:iiTling is ViCew0ed as

important and useful by almost eCxeryonc, miliit:.ry residence instruction

is viewed in a polar fashion. That is, ninny officers see such courses

as very useful while a similar proportion see sutch courses as least

useful. In short, the value of various kinds of training and education

varies by rank and career longevity, and the .ictual adezquacy of the

various programs cannot be answered without understanding hew rank

and time in service affect perceptions.

The second factor was primaril', defined by questions 14, 19, 20,

31, 33, and 69. These questions deal with traiining and graduate educ,-

tion in regard to primary specialties. ;Vc have, therefore, named the

second factor the Role of Education versus Training Primary Specialties

factor (hereafter Primary). The specific (qiuestions on this factor

range from the general -- what is the role of graduate education--to the

specific--should the Army nl.opt a "second yen:r at CGSC programn."

Essentially there are two parts to the factor. T71.e first is do the

officers perceive that civilian graduate training should be available

and would be useful. The second is the perception of what has been

most useful in their primary specialty. In ri!jrd to the first part,

the answer is clear. Over four-fifths of the respondents felt that

graduate civilian training should be available and that it would

enhance with their value to the Army and/or their performance in primary

specialties. This response pattern holds ; ?crc;s :1l ranks with some

differences. The major difference is that field grade officers are

more likely (than non-field grade officers) to feel that graduate
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education can benefit performance. In spite oi this o"ern.helming

endorsement of graduate educition when we turn to the question of

what has been least useful in priimiry spcci~'tt" thc results shift

soinewhat. i1r0, as was the case for a1 tcrnatc s;cc:al, ties, on -thc-

job trainii g is perceived as useful--only 4.1 Wprcent felt it was

not useful--whereas fully one-quarter of the sample saw graduate

training as least useful for primary specialties.. Thus, there Js a

gap between what is desired and what has been experienced. It is

important to point out that the gap is wider the higher the rank.

That is, a small proportion of non-field grade officers felt civilian

"education was least useful but about 30 percent of all field grade

officers feel that graduate education is not very useful in their

specialty. Again, as was the cas- for alternate specialties, non-

military residence courses were often seen as not very useful.

In srmunary, Amy officers perceive tIiat civilian education

should be available in their primary spec:ialties and that such educa-

tion would increase their value to the Anrlv. However, field grade

officers often felt that civilian education was lIc:. useful than on-

5 "-b. and military training. Thus, there is :;lippage between what

is dcsired and what is received. It is interesting to note that

when the sample was asked whether a "2nd year at CGISC" programl should

be started the sample split, with 41 percent willing to tr-y such a

program and 39 percent opposed to as a luxur)y or elitist. lThis, of

course, indicates that there are m•ajor d iffoerences of opinion in

regard to how the Army should train and educate in primary specialties.
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i The thi Ld factor is essentially defi.ned h) t%%o questtions regarding

the training normally received for primar-y specialtie:s and the perceived

adequacy of training opportunities in prjiI-':y ;pcciatties. This

factor differs from the Prjmary (2nd) factor in that factor three

emphasizes Army training and avai labil i ty of s.i ch t raining .. 'h i 10 the

Prinmry factor dealt with the role of ci%, I Jir, cdui,:attion in pri,!ary

specialties. We have chosen to call the thi rd factor Training Experience

and Availability in Primary Specialt ies (herc-if•. r 'ra:ning).

Analysis of this factor shows that co•-,,ri:.,sicned ofi icers evaluated

the training normally provided favorabl,'y. O(-,%r ,!,o-tL.irds of the

sample gave a positive response to question.v dealing with traininTg.

Thirty-six percent felt that the training, %,ns thorough, 31 percent

felt it was broadly based and provided the necessary knowledge.

Slightly over 20 percent felt that the traininfg, was too general to

be of much use in a primary specialty, wheroeas cinly 9 percent felt

that training was not related to actual duty rcquiremnents. The

respondents rank affects perception of such training. For example,

in the case of those who thought traininj ,:s hroadly based, twice

as many Colonels as Lieutenants responded that the training was

broadly based. In general, the higher the ranL the more favorable

the evaluation of normal training.

In regard to tLe availability of tr:.iiiing opporttmities, 71

percent of the sample felt that adequate traiiing opp'ortunities were

available, wihile 22 percent felt such opporttiniitic:; were not available.

As was the case with the training noragil!y provided, rank affects
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perception of the availability of training opportunities. The following

table shows the progression by rank of positive evaluations of the

availability of training..

TABLE 2

PERCENfAGE OF SAMPLE RESPONDINGN YES TO
AVAILABILI'IY" OF TRAINING: BY MANK

2LT 1LT CVI'. l,. LTC. COL.

52:4 62.7 71.6 72.9 76.4 82.7

The results show quite clearly that rank affects officers'

evaluation of the availability of training,, opportunities for primary

specialties. The higher the rank the greater the belief that such

training is available.

In sum, the majority of the sample at all ranks evaltate both

normal training and the availability of such training favorably. It

is, however, important to point out the fact that rank affects the

officers' evaluation of such training. The higher the rank and thus.

the more experience the officer has with the training and its availa-

bility the greater the likelihood that the evaluation will be favorable.

The general factor analysis shows three primary dimensions co

officers' evaluations of the adequacy of Army training and education.

In regard to primary specialties on.. factor is the relative role of

graduate education versus traininp. A second factor deals with the

evaluation and availability of training in primary specialties.
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The third factor dealt with the utility of training and education for

alternate specialties.

Regarding the role of civilian education for primary specialties

the sample felt strongly thait educationai oplxrtumitics should be

made available. Moreover, most of the sample saw such training'as

beneficial to the Army for a variety of reasons, with the model response

being that such training increased an officer's value to the Army.

However, when the sample was asked to identify the facet of training

or education least useful in performing prir.mary specialties, on-the-

job training was viewed as more important than civilian education.

The response pattern here was curiously polar with Lieutenants and

Colonels most likely to view on-the-job training as more important

while Captains and Majors tended to favor civilian education. Thus,

rank affects perception of the adequacy of and role of civilian

education in the Army.

The factor dealing with the type of training and the availa-

bility of such training for primary specialties was easier to evaluate.

By a 2 to 1 ratio Army officers felt that normal training was adequate,

and by a 3 to 1 ratio they felt training was available. Thus, training

seems to be adequate. However, rank in the Arny is the major deter-

minant of the adequacy of training. The lower the rank the higher the

proportion who felt that training in primary specialties was both

inadequate and unavailable. Thus, those more famdliar with the

system (higher rank) were more pleased with it.

The factor concerned with the adequacy of training and education

in alternate specialties revealed that the perceived mix of Army
L-
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training to civilian education wMs ahoulltE . T1 regard to the

utility of civilian education for alternate specia!ties, a polar

response pattern was again noted--Liouteiaitc and Colonels more likely

to perceive on-the-job training as most useful while Captains and

Majors felt civilian education to be more useful. 'Mus, those beginning

careers and -hose closest to ending theii careers %..ore most likely to

value on-the-job training while mid-career ot iicers (while valuing

on-the-job training) were more disposed totward civilian education.

The response pattern to what shouhl be provided for alternate specialty

training follows the pattern noted above for what is most useful.

In short, as was the case with the priary spcialty factors, rank

affects perceptions not only of what is useful butt what should be

provided. Mid-career officers are most likely to perceive civilian

education as important for their career-;.
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FACTOR ANAIXSES FOR EACH RANK IVU,

The final analysis which was conducted wa3 to factor analyze

subsets of the items of the questionnaire. "liis analysis tested the

three hypotheses that education and training were adequate for Captains

and below, Majors, and Lieutenant Colonels and above. The Army team

picked the subset of items which they felt were potentially relevant

survey items appropriate to the testing of the hypotheses for each

rank level. The following items were selected for each rank:

1. Captains and below--Items 15, 17, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 38,

44, 50, 59, 60, 63, 73

2. Majors--Items 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 27, 32, 33, 47,

50, 59, 62, 68, 70, 76, 81, 69, 85, 88, 89, 91, 92, 95, 96

3. Lieutenant Colonels and above--Items 16, 17, 18, 32, 34, 50,

59, 70, 81, 88, 91, 92, 93.

Each of these subsets of items were then factor analyzed using a

principal components extraction with a varin.ax rotation. In general,

a cut-off point of .4 on the loading was used to interpret the factor

structure.

Table 3 contains the structures for the two factors which were

extracted for Captains and below. The first factor relates to training

for primary specialty and is similar to the primary factor extracted

in the factor analysis of all officers. Generally, it shows that

Captains and below feel that basic training and on-the-job experience

was the most useful primary specialty training. Further, they felt

the most important primary pecialty training which should be offered
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TABIE 3

A VARIMAX ORThKXý'4 FACTOR SOLUTION TO ADEQJACY OF AW-1Y
TRAINING G EDUCATION OF OF-1,il,;: 1,T. IT CPT.

FACTR I IFA IOR II
Questions (PRIMARY) (AVAILABILITY)

27 [.70] -. 09

28 -. 01 1.741

29 -. 08 [.74]

30 [.72] .06

32 .08 [.S51

33 [.74] -. 11

is residential military and on-the-job training and felt that the

most important method of qualification for the primary specialty

was on-the-job training. Thus, Factor I mcasiares the underlying

dimension of education for the primary specialty.

The second factor extracted for Car'tains and below is similar

to the factor labeled "- aining" in the general factor analysis and

measures the availability of training for primary specialties and

the perceived adequacy of such training. Most officers felt that

adequate training was available but sizeable minorities of first and

second lieutenants did not feel this way. The low~er ranked officers

split on their opinions of primary specialty training--they either

felt it was too general or they felt it was broadly based and thorough.

They generally felt there was no gap in training but most of those
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who did see a gap saw it as occurring in the basic training for

primary specialty.

In short, the factor analysis of questionnaire items chosen for

Captains and below reveals that these persons have concerns in the

same general areas of the whole officer corps, as well as ones more

specific to their level.

Table 4 contains the factor analysis for the Majors. The

first factor is identical to the utility factor extracted for all

officers,and concerns the utility of training and education for

alternate specialties. In general, it shows that the Majors felt

on-the-job experience and civilian education were the most useful

education they did receive for their alternate specialty training.

And they felt that military resident instruction and, to a lesser

degree, civilian graduate education should be provided in support

of their alternate specialty. Finally, ..-ct Majorc fct9 that at

least one fert1' of the ofiCiew eerps w:ith their- alternate. speei&lty
__'-_"....... .,___-_ ..... . 7•1•. e 4 -

:huJ azgr-Odutc izrO$s. rrn~ #S S'7*7r-2).

The second factor extracted was one which specifically measured

the role of CGSC in a military officer's career. The vast mjority

"of majors felt the role of CGSC was to broaden Ohe officer's outlook

in preparation for positions of increased responsibility. Most

Majors also thought that some type of level 4 training, whether

resident or not, was needed and they felt that such training would

increase their value to the Army. Interestingly, most Majors were

evenly split on whether selection for attendance at CGSC was more

important than actual attendance.
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TA BLF 4

A VARIhiA.X ORTIiOGNAL FACTOR SOLUTION TO ADEQUACY OF ARMY
TRAINING & EDUCATION OF IJMORS

FACTfOR I FACTOR I FACTOR III
Quest ions (UTILITY) (CGSC) (PRIMARY)

12 .09 [-.421 .16

13 -. 06 [.56] .03

19 -. 34 2) [-.48]

20 .27 -. 21 [-.62]

so -. 06 [ .731 .04

62 -. 01 .01 [-.57]

69 .11 .06 [ .65]

81 .02 [-5s] .17

88 [ .55] -. 04 .02

89 f .41] -. 04 .00

91 [ .76] '.02 .00

92 [-.671 -. 0.1 .09

95 (-.731 -. 02 .05

96 [ .73] -. 01 -. 29
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The third factor, labeled "primary" in Table 4 is similar to the

factor called primary in the factor analysis of all officers' responses.

It taps the feelings of the. Majors about civilian education. Over

70% of the Majors feel the Army should provide them with the opportunity

for graduate education. They further feel this education should be

directed toward acquiring specific skills rather than academic creden-

tials. Ibwever, they are divided on whether the acquisition of such

skills benefits the Armyy more than education which just broadens the

officer.

In summary, the factor analyses show that the Majors have many

of the same concerns as the officer corps in general as measured by

the correspondence of two of the factors. The other factor, CGSC, is

one more specific to the careers of field grade officers.

The theme of career concerns is carried through in the analysis

of the responses of Lieutenant Colonels and above in Table S. The

"CGSC" factor shows that these officers feel that CGSC would greatly

enhance their value to the Army although they are split on whether

selection for attendance at CGSC is more important than actual atten-

dance.

The utility of their primary specialty training to a potential _

civilian career seems to be of some concern to these officers, many

of whom are nearing retirement. Most field grade officers feel that

the traiming will be relevant to a civilian job although over a third

do not see it as being applicable. Also associated with this factor

is the question of where they feel a gap) in primary specialty training
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TABLE 5

A VARINAX OR1ThGbbL FACTOR SOLUTION TO ADEQUACY OF ARMY
TRAINING & EDUCATION OF LIEUTENANT COLONELS & COLONELS

Questions FACTOR I FACTOR I1 FACTOR III(UTILITY') (CGSC) (Fý-RET~iREE)

32 -. 05 -. 14 [.501

34 .14 .04 [ .61]

50 .05 [ .771 .09

81 -. 08 f-.661 -. 17

88 [-6]-.012 .14

91 [-.79] 02 .13

92 [ .71] .04 .05

93 [ .47] .05 .34

occurs. Of those two-thirds who feel there is a gap, it is interesting

to note that most feel it is at the expert knowledge level. This

question, too, may be tapping some uneasiness about the state of their

knowledge when they retire.

The final factor--actually the first extracted--is the "utility"

factor which measures the utility of training and education for alter-

nate specialties. Field grade officers felt on-the-job experience was

the most useful alternate specialty training received and that residen-

tial military training, on-the-job experience and civilian graduate

education should be the most useful training provided. The least

useful training which could be provided they felt was non-residential
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military tra.ning. Finally, most Lieutenzit Colonels and Colonels

felt that their alternate specialty ttainiiig would be of use in a

civilian career.

In sLmrnary, this analysis denmnstrates two themes--communality

of areas of concern in some areas as noted in the overlap between the

factor analysis of all officers' responses aid 6hc analysis of the

specific ranks. The second more predomni aait theme is one of specificity.

The officers seem to have concerns in tie areas most relevant to them--

primary specialty training for the Captains and below, alternate specialty

and CGSC concerns for the M.tajors and CGSC and pre-retirement concerns

for the Lieutenant Colonels and above.
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APPENDIX

STUDY MEIODOLOGY

/
Sampling'

The sample of conmissioned officers was chosen by a pure random

probability sampling procedure. A listing of the total universe of

officers was obtained and computer generated random numbers were used

to select the sample. Of the original sample size of 14,S36 commissioned

officers (approximately a 22 percent sample of the total officer corps),

7,787 returned the questionnaire for a completion rate of S4 percent.

Further description of the sample can be found in Chapter 1 of the

report.

Development of the Questionnaire

The University of Houston researchers met with the United States

Army project team to develop ideas and hypotheses. The Army then

developed the questions which were revised by the University of

Houston team for clarity and technical korrectness. A pre-test ques-

tionnaire was developed in this way. All items in the questionnaire

were of the multiple-choice closed endedtype.

The questionnaire was then pre-tested on small sample of officers

at each rank level. The officers were told that we were interested

in any comments they might have on the questionnaire (wording of

questions, expressions of clarity, etc.) and that they should make

such comments on the questionnaire. These officers were also inter-

viewed as they completed the questionnaire to assure that all their

comments were solicited and understood.
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Subsequent to the pre-test, changes in wording was made on some

questions and other questions were dropped. The final questionnaire

consisted of 96 items.

Collection of the Data

The questions were printed and put into a booklet which was

mailed to the sample of officers. Officers were given approximately

15 working days to complete and return the questionnaire. All ques-

tionnaires, of course, were completed anonymously so that all respon-

dents could be assured that they would not be able to be identified.

Analysis of the Data

Data were collected on mark-sense sheets and directly read into

the computer. Two general modes of analyzing these data were used

in this report:

1. Analysis of marginals--Analysis of the responses made by

officers at different rank levels. Questions which seemed

particularly interesting or discriminating were analyzed

and presented in Chapter II.

2. Factor analysis--Factor analysis was conducted on a series

of items which the Army team felt would be most relevant to

testing the three hypotheses. Then three separate analyses

were conducted on the three subsets of these items for the

three rank levels of Captain and below, Major, and Lieutenant

Colonel and above. The results of these factor analyses

are presented in Chapter III.
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A few technical commnents on the factor analyses is in order.

'Before any factor analysis was conducted, all relevant items were

recorded so that they were in scalar form. For instance, a question

might list a variety of educational opportunities which varied from

purely civilian to purely military based. In such cases we recoded

the~ responses so that the code numbers reflected such an underlying

dimension. In this way, we were able to satisfy the scalar or interval

scale requirement of the correlation coefficient which is the base

statistic used in factor analysis.

The principal corilonents extraction method was used whereby

unity was inserted in the diagonal as an estimate of the conmmunality.

All rotations were Varimax and a cut-off point of .40 was used for the

loadings to determine which items defined the three factors.
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PART II. WARRANT OFFICERS

INTRODUCTION

This report deals with the education and training related experiences and

attitudes of a sample of U.S. Army Warrant Officers.

The discussion presented here will focus upon differenccs and similarities

between Warrant Officers in the Aviation as opposed to Non-Aviation MKS catego-

ries.

.Pa•tI of the report will deal with the characteristics of the sample pop-

ulation.

at. 4~^II will provide an analysis cf both how Warrant Officers perceive and

assess various components of their military career as well as contrasts between

those in the Aviation and Non-Aviation fields.

The data to be discussed are based upon responses to a paper and pencil

questionnaire distributed among a representative sample of Warrant Officers.

C04MA4 0 ) P~e C EA(" 41.4r vo r mav /00o
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C/M,'V7Z:Z -t4r 1: 'Tlhe Warrant (MI iccr Sariplc

Fifteen hundrec; and forty three (1 54,) Wi:rr:int Officers represent the

sample upon which this analysis is based.

Tlhe distribution of respondents based upor troy grades is as follows:

W. O. 1 15:1

C.W. 2 *IO.,

C. 1;. 3 31

C.W. 4

At the time in which respondents participated in this survey the majority

(66%) were stationed in the Continental United States (CONUS). Twenty on-, per

ccnt (21%) were stationed in the European area including the Middle East. Seven

per cent (7%) in Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico or the Canal Zone; with the remain-

der (60) in .-eep.4 Ath 349" area of the Pacific re..ion• /A, somrtE oe e AeF.--

Of the total samqle thirty five per" cnt (352,) hold an MOS identified as

placing them in the Aviator category with sixty five per cent (65%) being in

the Non-Avlator grouping.

With regard to Control Branch the folltowing distribution is obtained:

Aviation 351

Ordinance 1I110

Q(uartermaster 444-

Military Intelligence 9%

Adjutant Ceneral R-, V,7,

Military Police 7,

Signal - 6 ?'
Air Defense Artillary .-• €
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Engineer
• , yArmor 6- .3 110

Field Artillery 2%

Transportation 2%

The Major Command (MACON) distribution is as follows:

FORSCOM 42%

USAREUR 44W Iffoo

TRADOC 14%

U.S.FK/8th Army, Korea 4%

Support Co:aiand, Hawaii

Colufnications Command -• •

Health Services Command 2%

U.S. Army, Japan 1%

Military District, Washington 1%

All Other 444-I"l

Six out of every ten (61%) of the Warrant Officer respondents are assigned

to a combat related unit:

22% Combat

21% Combat Support

18% Conibat Service Support

Eleven per cent (11%) are involved with training units; seven per cent

(7%) Garris.Installation Staff; six per cent (6'.) are corps of higher level

staff; with the remainder (15%) assigned to other units.

A little less than two thirds (61%) report a level of military education

completed which falls below the sniiovr -r avi'an'eek eczJe 1oa ovcN Z Ve-$s:
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19%: Warrant Officer Advanced Courses (or
old Um*44is* Coursej.

14%: Warrant Officer Senior Course (or old
Advanced Course).

3%: WOSC Corresponding Studies student or
graduate.

3%: WOAC Corresponding.; Studies student.

Few (6%) of all respondents have % earned,.a high school diploma or

equivalent.

Forty-tU*. per cent (45M) have earned some college credit although

they might not have attained an associate or baccalaureate degree.

ONO; V
Thirty-wQ-. per cent (&2-) hold an Associat, I•:gr.e while seventeen per3'fo

cent (17%) have acquired the baccalaureate degree. Relatively few, (.V03, hold

more advanced academic degrees.

The great majority of Warrant Officers are married males (91%). Almost

nine per cent (9%) are single and once married males - with females representing

less than one per cent of thif Warrant Office sai.ple.

Nine out of ten Warrant Officer respondents are white; six per cent (6%)

are Black; two per cent Mexican-Americans, Puerto Rican or of other hispanic

background; the remaining two per cent identify themselves as Asian-Americans

or "other".

The majority of the respondents K"44 are U1.S. Anry Reserves with a little

less than a third (31%) in the regular army.

Six out of ten received their warrant through direct appointment; thirty

six per cent (36%) through Warrant Officer Candidate School; the remaining

four per cent (4%) through some other accrediting route.

In response to the question: "Do you plan to make the Army a career? (more

than 20 years of service) we find the following:
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29%: Yes, but undecided as to when retirement
will occur.

28%: Yes, plan to retire after completing twenty
six or more years of service.

19%: Yes, plan to retire at 20 years of service.

17t: Yes, plan to retire after more than 20, but
less than 26 years of service.

5%: Have not as yet made a career decision.

-34- No, do not plan on making the Army a career.

CN'M44/ft II: Aviation and Non-Aviation Warrant Officers

In terms of civilian educational background little difference is tound
A VI*OM ANb ,A1/*-VhF7OA)

between these t-g rope-sflh'arrant Officers. The same proportion in both K

groups have earned the baccalaureate degree (19%) and about three fourths of

both groups report either "some college" or having been awarded an Associate

Degree.

The only significant difference in mil.,tary educational level is found in

completion of the Warrant Officer Advanced Course (or old Intermediate Course).

While more than a fourth (27%) in the Aviation group report completion of this

level such is the case for only fifteen per cent (15t) of the non-aviation group.

The majority in both groups select the "other" category when responding to the

question of highest military educational level achieved.

Little variation is found in terms of military component with the majority

in both groups being in the U.S. Army Reserves (71% for non-aviation and 65%

for aviation).

Those in the Aviation group are somewhat more likely to report that either

they do not plan on making the Army a career or that they are uncertain of their

future plans. Combining those who say that they do plan on making the Army a
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career but are undecided as to when they will retire; those who have not made

a decision; and those who dc not plan on making the Army a career we obtain the

following differences:

Aviation 43%

Non-Aviation 444 .32

A major contrast between the two groups is found in an examination of rank

expectations. More than eight out of ten (85%) of the Aviation group expect to

achieve the CW4 rank. Such is the case for only two thirds (66%) of the Non-
Aimosr t (2s)V

Aviation group. ^A'ice as many of the Non-Aviation grout.expect to achieve

the CW3 level as compared to thirteen per cent (13W) of the Aviation group.

Warrant Officers in the aviation group tend to place more emphasis upon

"jay-raise" as the primary benefit,-of Warrant Officers promotion than do Non-

Aviation Warrar.t Officers. (53%) vs-. 4444. For both groups "increase in re-

sponsibility" receives the endorsement of twenty per cent (20%) of the respon-

dents( A(4v/,•04A R/XSWS•eVT- MON i,'l ?7, OAV 23 7eRCZ-A-).

Non-Aviation respondents are somewhat more inclined to identify "increase

in prestige" (20% vs. t4) and "other" (12% vs. 9S) as the prime benefits of

promotion.

Both groups of Warrant Officers agree that "competence in BIOS (principal

duty)" and "competence in principal and additional duties" should be the primary

factors in promotion considerations.

Differences do exist in the emphasis placed upon each of these factors:

Aviation respondents endorse the "competence in principal and additional duties"

(47% to 33%) while Non-Aviation respondents select the "competence in M•%)S" cri-

teria (49% to 37%).

Sam~ iiftz... per .:n (l6t) in. both oruf"tia"ad 40figoQ44#"

as the Mv Bali;nt Przt ewez f.7i'7 ') e7a.hV
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About half (53%) of all respondents point out that they have never been

selected for promotion from the secondary zone. Forty tne per cent (41t) have

never been considered for promotion by a centralized section board. Five per-

cent (5%) have been selected once and one per cent (1%) have been selected

twice.
XZO,* -WX £ErC0NbMQZdA?~r

Those in aviation show a higher rate of ncver being selected,(62% to 49%)

and a lower rate for never having been considered for promot-on ,33 to 4S%

the Non-Aviation respondents.

Non-Aviation respondents, more so than Aviation respondents (58% to 45%),

agree tVat "secondary zone promotions recognize outstanding performance and

potential". The aviation group is twice as likely to express the position

that "secondary zone promotions have an adverse effect" (4a to 11%).

Two thirds of both groups believe that on the job training/experience

and civilicn education are the types of training which carry the most weight

with promotion/selection boards. 'nie Non-Aviation Warrant Officers place a

somewhat greater importance upon resident mil itary courses (25%) than do

aviation respondents (17%).

Clearly the aviation group is less knowledgeable about DA Pamphlet 600-11

than is the case among Non-Aviation W.0's.

Sixty two p.er cent (621'6 of the non-aviation respondents state that they

have read the pamphlet and understand Jhe system a. compared to fifty per cent

... (SO%) of the aviation respondents. Respondents in the Non-Aviation group are

also more likely to report that although they have read DA Pamphlet 600-11

they do not understand the system (18% to 12.); and that they have not read the

pamphlet and do not understand the system (17", to

In response to the question:
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"DIA Pamphlet 600-11 outlines nonilil career progression

from entry on active duty as a Warrant O)fficer until

retirement. What do you think of the out lined career

program?" We obtain the following dist ribut ion of

responses.

Aviat ion Non-Aviation All

I. I am not fitmiliar with the MOS

career patterns shown in DA PANI

600-11. -415 is R

II. I believe the stated career patteni

for my MOS is adequate and provides

sufficient goals that are challenging

as well as obtainable. 27 33 31

III. I believe my career pattern is too

limited and does not provide suffi-

cient challenge in obtaining desired 30 /3
goals. -74- 18

IV. I believe they have little basis in

reality, and that few Warrants will 21

be able to obtain stated goals. 17 23 2+

V. I believe there is no career pattern 70 A4
for my MOS. - 4-7- --

The major difference between the two groups is in response III where members

of the aviation group are more than twice v's Iikeiy y to-H-" as Non-Aviation

respondents *o believe that their "career pattern is too limited and does not

provide sufficient challenge in obtaining desired goals."

The only other impressive difference is fotuid in the fact that Non-Aviation
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W.O's feel more strongly than Aviation W.O':; that there is no career pattern

for their MOS (-4 to ).

Non-Aviation respondents 4Q set ahigher educational level for appoint-

ment to Warrant than do Aviation W.O's. Over tw^44* of the Non-Aviation

group would require a minimum of soec college with the remainder (42%) stating

that a high school diploma or equivalent would be sufficient. On the other
5-2 PS

hand more than half (•-%) of the Aviation IV.O's set a high school diploma as

the minimum base - with the remainder (47,1 p- a for•l educational

background beyond the high school diploma.

While Aviation W.O.'s do, as noted e'irlieir, hold higher rank expectations

than Non-Aviation W.O.'s, there is some evidence thai, this group is less

knowledgeable. about the wort~ings of the system and perhaps less certain as to

their competency.

For example Aviation W.O.'s are twice as likely as Non-Aviation W.O.'s

to take the position that they were either somewhat or not aware of expected
413re 22 ýo

duty requirements prior to appointment as a W'arrant Officer ( to *-l-) .

Further, Aviation W.O. Is, more so than the i r Non -Aviation counterparts

hold the view they they were either somewhat or not fully prepared to assume

the duties required at the time of appointment (31% to 181).

For the most part the, Non-Aviation W.O.'s hold a more positive view as

to both awareness of expected duties and competency to perform such duties at

the time of appointment to Warrant.

Two thirds of the W.O. 's believe that their cuirent duty assignment matches

either their primary MOS Training (30':) or tlhir pieviolis expeience and MOS

Training (36%0). Only seven per cent believe fhat the•e is no fit between cur-

rent assignment an'd previous experience on W•)S Training.

Two differences of limited magn- tude exist: I:irst. Non-Aviation respondents,
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more so than Aviation W.O.'s rate the fit belween previous experience/MOS

Training and current duty position as being appropriate ý440 to 29%). Con-

versely, Aviation W.O.'s, more so than Non-Aviation W.O.'s, see a positive

relationship between additional MOS Training and current duty position (13% to

3%).

The majority of all W.O.'s believe that for the effective utilization of

a Warrant Officer: 'Most assignments should be in the primary MOS some in

additional MOS's" (51%) or "Al' assignments in one MOS only; either primary

or additional MOS" f-24+).

The only substantial difference between tho, two groups is that Non-

Aviations W.O.'s are much more likely than Aviation W.O.'s to select the

"All assignments in one MOS" either primary or additional MOS J to 17%).

Aviation respondents also tend to place more emphasis upon a variation of as-

signments between primary MOS and additional MOS's with occasional assignments

outside the NfOS (19% to 13%).

While the vast majorihy of all respondents express satisfaction with their

primary MOS designation a small number do indicate dissatisfaction. The less

satisfied are the Aviator group where @-ýg.teem per cent ( f, compared to

eight per cent (8%) of the Non-Aviation group, say that they are dirsatisfied

regardless of whether or not the primary MOS was ýoltutarily chosen or imposed.

Aviation W.O.'s are also more inclined to report that the primary MOS does

not match previous training, experience, or desire (121, to 4t). Still, the

majority of both groups (91%) do feel that there is an acceptable match between

previous training/education/desire and primary NUS.

Three types of training/education processes are n ost ofV,en cited as having

been most useful in support of the primary MOlS.

On the Job Training and Experience 491

Pre-Appointnent Training 18%

Re,ý dent unctional "Training (CAurses(hMiiiary) 16%
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Only two per cent R-H Of all W.O. 's respjnd that "NONE" of the training/

education alternatives were of any value. thre aio three training/education

modes which generate differences of opinion betW'een the two groups of W.O.'s.

1. Resident Functional Training Cot ses

2. On the Job Training and Experience
I/0`77,44

3. 'i7e4 entry basic courses

The firct endorsement is most prevalent among Aviation respondents

(25% to 11%). In the second,the greater positive response comes from Non-
42-/

Aviation W.O.'s (53% to 44-44. In the third,.Aviation W.O.'s indicat,' the

stronger support (10% to 30).

A question dealing with the primary benefit of Initial Entry/Basic Courses

produces significant differences between the tMo groups. Almost three fourths

(74%) of all Non-Aviation W.O.'s indicate that th,•v di2 not participate in such

courses as compared to only nineteen per cent (4-4-+-) of Aviation ..O.';.

For those Non-Aviation respondents who did attend such courses ao one

particular benefit is apparent. For tne Aviation respondents the response

most frequently cited was:

"It provided the technical basis only for performance

of my PNOS, but did not sufficihntly prepare me for ottier

duties I had to perform" (47%).

Nineteen per cent (19%) felt that t - coursWe drd help in preparation for

general responsibilities required by the IPMOS including, assigned additioral

duties. Eleven per cent (11%) believe that the course did prepare them suf-
A Ci.oi-/

ficiently to assume all duties required by tho IMS. h'liere is^,-1t a P0%r-eet

ntuerical splitAbetween thGse agrecing that .1dequate training opportunities are

available for each MOS and those who either dioagree or are uncertain.

Aviation W.O.'s are more likely to answer in thý, affirmstive (-&-34. to 4-3-J)
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with Non-Aviation W.O.'s assumtini a more noyativ(' posture (36% to 26%). The

same proportion in each groupf2§44 say they ;ire umcertain. The -w form.s of

Training which are perceived to be most important in stq)port of the primary

MOS are:

Military Resident Instnrction 47%

O.J.T. and Experience 31%

Those considered least important are:

Civilian Schooling (Graduate) 33%

Military Non-Resident Tn:truction 32%

Specialized Civilian Training
(Non-degree) 17%

Civilian Schooling (tmdergraduate) 13%

Non-Aviation W.O.'s tend to be slightly more positive about civilian special- ljý

ized training (13% to 7%) and Aviation W.O.'s more enthusiastic about O.J.T.

(35% to 29%) and resident military instruction (51% to 45%).

Differences between the two groups tend to be more widespread in response

to a question dealing with the' level at which gaps occur in schooling for the

primary IMOS.

Non-Aviation W.O.'s are twice as likely as Aviation W.O.'s to believe that

the gaps exist at more than one level (27% to 11%'); and at the basic level (19%

to941. Aviation W.O.'s on the other hand are inclined to see the gap at the -

"Expert" knowledge level (19% to 9%).

Forty one percent (41%) of the Aviation group as compared to thirty four '

per cent (34%) of the Non-Aviation group report that they are unaware of any

gap in currently available schooling. The overall majority of all respondents

(641) do feel that there is at least one level in which current available

schooling does not provide adequate preparation for the primary MOS.
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Far more Non-Aviation than Aviation W.O.'s indicate that they have not

attended a functional training course in support of the primary MOS. Of those

Non-Aviation respondents who have attended (less than half of the sample) the

great majority (77%) believe the course increased technical expertise in the

primary MOS while the remainder (23%) take the opposite position

Among Aviation W.O. Is (about 30% did not participate in a functional

course) almost all who did attend (93%) agree that the course did help to in-

crease technical expertise. No matter the post military career'plans of the

respondents the majority (82%) do believe that ýK)S Iraining will be of value in

a potential civilian career.

Generally Non-Aviation W.O.'s are more likely than Aviation W.O.'s to see

a potential beneficial comnection between prinmary M(S Training and a civilian

career. Almost a fourth (23%) of the Non-Aviation group respond in the affirma-
-7.7

tive and indicate that they plan on doing the same type of work once they leave

active duty. A similar response is made by only thirteen per cent (13%) of the

Aviation W.O.'s.

More Aviation than Non-Aviation W.O.'s (281 to-U-H respond that they plan

on doing closely related work in civilian life. Aviation W.O.'s are more in-

clined than their Non-Aviation counterparts to say either "Yes, I expect it to

be valuable, al.though I do not know what I will he doing" (41% to 35') or "No,

I do not expect it to be useful; there are no similar civilian jobs" (17% to 8%).

While many respondents agree that all Warrant Officer positions do not

require the sae level of training (74%) this view is most strongly held by

W'rrants in Aviation (84% to 69%). Non-Aviation W|arrants, more so than Avia-

tion Warrants feel either that all Warrants should have "somewhat" similar

training (16% to 9%) or the same training (l.,1, to o.•).
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Moving from preferred training modes to assessments of currently available

primary MOS oriented training we find that O.. .T./lFxpricncc (41) and Resi-

dent Military Courses (37%) are perceived as being most important. Civilian

education/civilian industry training receives the endorsement of eleven per

cent (11%) of all Warrants.

W.O.'s in Aviation see resident military courses as being more important

than do Non-Aviation respondents (44% to 33%); while Non-Aviation W.O.'s view

civilian education training as more important (14$ to 7%).

Graduate level civilian education is con.idered to be of primary value for

two purposes:

1. Staying competitive when considcred by

promotion/selection boards 53%

2. Preparing for a civilian career after

leaving active duty 28%.

Only thirteen per cent (13%) see such education as being of value in gaining

knowledge reqluired for the urimary MOS, and five per cent (5%) see no value

what so ever to such advanced academic work.

Aviation W.O.'s, more so than Non-Aviation Warrants, select the civilian

career value option (33% to--). and Non-Aviation tend to show greater endorse-

ment of the primary MOS knowledge benefit (16% to 7%). h'lie differences noted

above might in part be explained by the fact that more Aviation W O. 's have

participated in a civilian educati.on program (since appointment as a Warrant

officer) than have Non-Aviation Warrants (84% to g.

No differences are found between the two grotips as to the availability

of civilian educational opportunities. A little nvre than half (52%) feel

that the opportumities are inadequate while the remiinder (48%) hold an op-

posite view.
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It does seem clear that there are differences between the two groups in

both their perceptions of the availability of civilian education opportunities

and the value of such courses for primary MOS Training. Non-Aviation W.O.'s

feel more strongly that educational opportunities arc available and important

(46% to 34%),while Aviation Warrants believe that such courses,while being

available, are of limited importance for professional development (48% to

35%).

Among those who have participated in civilian education programs:

40%: Believe that the courses have enhanced
ability to perform Warrant officer duties.

35%: Believe such courses have enhanced promotion
opportunities.

20%: See no ccrrelation belween duties and courses.

5%: See no correlation between courses and promo-
tion opportunities.

The one major difference in the assessments of both groups is in the question

of benefits to the performance of duties. Non-Aviation Warrants, more so than

Aviation Warrants, view these courses as havitg enhanced performance of duties

(44% to 33%).

The two responses most frequently selected as to what constitutes 'M'OS

qualification" are: .

1. The ability to "do the job" in the MOS, whether

formally trained or not 68%

2. Succesful completion of 'designated training

courses and developmental assignments 24%

The question of what does constitute MOS qualification generates perhaps the ....

most significant differences of opinion found in this study.

By almost a three to one margin Aviation Warrznts select the "successful

completion of designated training courses and developmental assignment (42% to

15%). Non-Aviation Warrants on the other hand show a ninch stronger comnmitment
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*to "ability to do the jot) in the MOS, whether Foinu I Ix' trained or riot ('76"o to

51%). Clearly, Aviation W.O. Is p~refer a more'( rwii111I andl~ systeriatic training/

experience check off system while Nori-Aviat ion .. sprefer jot) assessaye-nt3

and less in the way of fonnlal COurSO completion ieqtii rcimnts. Further evidence

of the qualification dichotomy between the two gionpIs arises when a question

is asked dealing with where rmajor responsibil ity rests in mratters of Warrant

officer primtary MOS quilification.

Although the majority in both yroups believe the responsibility should

be with the Warrant Officer, Non-Aviation W.O. 's, aru f-:Ir more likely to take

this view than are Aviation W.O.'s (83'0 to 51',). Conversely, Aviation Warrants

feel much mere strongly that responsibility should rest. with the Warrants

MILPERCEN career/management assignment officer- (3/:, to-P-:;ý.

A.gain, we ;i;,' tha;;t ;A.1; i A'*i - t i in 1,;i'rt. R~a ercat'er- pr FceAEe-94e

for a mI~ore ntc'lal h'iýr;p4'r4fralpoc

The two groups differ also, but to a lesser dogree, in estimates of how

many dlifferent )=~ assignlments nifý required for- a Warrant offier to become

fully qualified.

Nuinber of Assignmonts Aviation W.O. 's Non-Avirit ion W.O. 's

Ole 21 12

Four 5 11

F~our. or More 4 /92S

Most Warrants have or expect to become quali fied in thcir- MOS by one of two
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methods: On the job experience (no Structured Training) 59% or Resident

Training in military courses (27%). Non-Aviationi Warrants are much more likely

to select the OJT alternative (6S% to 46%) while Aviation Warrants are about

three times more likely to choose the resident training in military courses

alternative (45*0 to 18%).

No differences exist between the two groups as to tile number of years

after completion of training a Warrant should work ini an .MOS assignment in

order to become fully qualified. Almost two thirds in both groups believe

that three or more years are required (63%) with the, remna inder of both groups

(37%) feeling that two or less years are sufficient.

Responses to a question dealing with the tvst:ill islunent of NMOS tualifica-

tion standards provides additional Insight as to hcw the two groups view for-

malized as opposed to less fonimlized criteria IfMr evaliation.

First, It should be noted that many more Aviation Warrants

than Non-Aviation Warrants report that their M)S already has qual

ification standards (49S to 15%).

Secondly, Non-Aviation Warrants, mv)rc so thau Aviatiop. Warrants

prefer flexible standards ý31% to 21,1).

Third, Twice as many Non-Aviation Worra:,ts irev opposed to the

establishment of firm standards since they hel, iL'e that MOS ,qualifi-

cations are subjective (++ to 70).

Fiourtl, Four times as many Non-Avi at ion Warrants say no to

fixed quilil(ication standards for soi 't reason other than those

identified in the question (20% to 5).

Given the imposition of a system of finii IOS qualification standards most

Warrants, be they\Aviation or Non-Aviation, hel itve th11t information gathered

should be used fo• either one of two purposes:
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I
1. As a diagnostic tool for determining

assignment and/or educational oppor-

tunities for Warrant Officers 43%

2. Used officially as a matter cf record for

consideration by promotion/selection boards

or other activities 3511

Neither are differences apparent between the two grotips when asked to

assess their present level of professional development in the primary MOS.

75% Believe they are well prepared

22% Believe they are somewhat prepared

3% Believe they are either somewhatAor

not prepared at all

There is also a high level of consensus among all W.O.'s that resident in-

struction is preferable to non-resident instruction in providing knowlcdge

required for qualification in the primary MOS (75%). Only two per cent view

non-resident instruction as most effective. Twelve per cent (12%) feel they

are both effective and eleven per cent (11%) believe neither are effective

in their present form.

No differences of any significant nature art, found in the number of hours

per week the two cohorts of W.O.'s feel they could devote to independent career-

related studies (both on and off duty).

45%: Four ot fewer hours per week

Mfro 4W. Five to seven hours per week

17% 270t Ten hours or more per week

Although major variations do exist between the two groups of Warrants there

is overall agreement that formal military functional training courses (54%)
32%

and on-site training through civilian contract (Z4+) are the chief ways in

which Warrant should become traincd in newly acquired equi pment and/or systems.
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Non-Aviation W.O.'s show a greater preference for on-site training through

civilian contract (39% to 19%) while Aviat ion W.O. 's indicate a stronger com-

mitment to formal military ftnctional training (71') to 46%).

For retraining in conjunction with rmndatory reclassification both groups

respond in a similar manner.

81%: On-site training througih civil ian contract

M10: O.J.T.

7%: Formal military functional course

2%: Correspondence course or oth,.r

Similar to other questions dealing with exiiniat ions and fixed qualifi-

cation standards we find that Aviation W.O.'s are also more likely to agree

that professional examinations for the Warrant officer corps should be in-

stituted.

The table which follows shows the distribution of agree and disagree responses

for the two groups and the total sample.

Aviation W.O.'s .Na-Aviation W.O.'s All0) M• -T;

Strongly Agree 18 is 16
(50) (32) (38)

Agree 32 17 22

Does not matter to me 13 15 14

Disagree 22 24 23
• (53) (48)

Strongly Disagree I 4 ry- 29 25 "

We see from the table above that agreenment is mo•st apparent among Aviation

W.O. 's while disagreement is most prevalent ajmiong Non Aviation respondents.

Again, we also find that despite differences in feelings about fixed stan-

dards and examinations between the two groups littl, disagreement is found in

how respondents feel about the proper utilization of such test results and other
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information.

About half of both groups believe that results from Warrant Officers

examinations should be used to determine educaitioin/iraJining needs. Thirteen

per cent (134.) take the position that test results should be used only for

individual diagnostic purposes. Eleven per cent (11',) for qualification into

certain positions. Seven per cent (71) as a basis' for prcmotion and the re-

mainder (17-0) believe such results should he used for any purpose.

In summary we find then that although Aviation W.O.'s express the greater

preference for more standardized qualification criteria as well as professional

examinations, they do not differ significantly fromri Non-Aviation W.O.'s as

to attitudes with regard to the use of data obtained through tests and other /

formalized evaluative instruments.

The major limitation respondents feel to the us., of Warrant Officer ex-

aminations is based upon a belief that paper and pencil tests may not accurately

reflect job perfornance (63%). Another ninetee.I per cent (19%) see some other

limitation; and the remainder (18') believe another evaltation tool is not

necessary since current procedures are adequat,.

No significant variations are foumd betwecin the, two groups in the question

of Warrant Officer examination limitations.

Most respondents have not participated in a Karrant Officer Advanced

Course. Of those who have half (51%) believe th1 1 oWrse enhanced their poten-

tial promotion and/or career progression; twenty nine per cent(29%) feel the

course better prepared them in 1,.Lrfonnance of duties required by assigned NOS;

and the remainder (20%) feel that the course neithr better prepared them to

perform duties nor did it enhance career progrt.ssion.

- 4-1r. - f Sixteen per cent (16%) Non-Aaviation W.O.-'s selected the

duty performance benefit and bi - i'--rg"-!4. fourteen per cent (14%) Aviation
A
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W.O.'s selected the promotion enkuicement heaefit.

Both groups of Warrant Officers would expect similar levels of salaries

were they employed in the current civilian latior market.

16t: Would expect annual salaries of $15,000.00 or less

41%: Would expect annual :,alarih-s of hetween $15,000.00

and $20,000.00

38%: Would expect an annual salary range of $20,000.00 to

$30,000.00

5%: Would expect annual salaries in v.r.'c.,s of $30,001.00

The data which follow are based upon responses to a series of agree-dis-

agree questions. In order to 'simplify analysis and discussion strongly agreen

and agree responses will be combined into a simple pcrjentage figure. Ques-

tions which produce significant differences of opinion between the two Warrant

Officer groups will be noted.

I. Warrant Officers should be assigned to a utiliza-

tion tour directly following formal :4OS Training 434 -

II. The most valuable training in sonv MOS's is on

the job experience 92%

III. All other things being equal '"more" formal course

training is always more career-enhancing than
"less" 90%

IV. Warrant Officers serving in commissioned officer
positions should receive credit in some way for

such Non-MOS related service 901

V. All MOS's are based upon a solid Army requirement

for the functional area 70%

VI. Formal course training is necessary to h1,'n the

basics of an MU1,. 67%
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VII. For some highly-technical MOS's, training costs are so

high that the "up-or-out" promotion rule should be

suspended. * Significantly greater agreement among 64%
Aviation W.O.'s (73% to 59%)

VIII. Warrant Officers who have received college-level

civilian schooling in support of their primary

M3S are more competitive for promot ion than those
who have not AMN. 67%
• Tendency toward greater approval from Aviation

IX. Promotion boards should promote by MOS quotas; i.e.,

each MOS should be assured of its "fair share" of

each new promotion list. (Fair share must be based

on validated needs for officers in each MOS) 56%

X. The academic report received upon completion of a

course of military or civilian training should

be as important to promotion potential as an ef-

ficiency report 53%

XI. Moie general educational opportunities, rather

than specific MDS - related training, should be
provided, for Warrant Officers 52%

XII. On-the-job training should be more structured

(firm requirements, time limits, an CUT monitor,

and graduation.completion certificate) s51
* Greater endorsement by Aviation W.O.'s (58% to
48%).

XIII. Ifi my MOS, military training is superior to civilian
"contract" M3S training 46%

SSignificantly greater agreemcnt among Aviation

W.O.'s (58% to 40%).

XIV. All educational or training opportunities for Wariant

Officers should be directly related to a technical

MOS skill 43%
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WV. Military Schools such as t~he Advanced Course or

the Senior Course provide little -;pocialIty training

support 420o

XVI. Only the primary' MOS has an)' real importance r

coreer advancemrent V7o 44 37 '0
* Much more likely ýI+4 to 19'j) to IV Lendorsed by

Nlon-Aviation W.O. 's.

XVII. Selection boards should use MK)S training comp)etion

as a criterion for promotion 410.

XVIII1. The knowledge gained through civiliain -olIlege- level

education is more important to the Arit.1, than any

degree received by the Warrant Officer 39%

XIX. ivlarrant Officers should have a trairnintg program

similar to comInissioned officers leaidinig to ap-

pointinent (e.g. , ROTC, Military Academy, OCS) 3900
*Si'-nifi caritly greater aglreement am11ong Aviation

W.O.'s (56% to 30%).

XX. "Qual'ity" officers sihould be equitahly distributed

over rN)S's, either voluntarily or involrintarilv 3300

XXI. NOS examinations for Warrant Officurs should he

instituted

* Significantly greater agreement on the part of
Av iat ion IV.0. 's (4% to 25%

'0(11. Warrant Officers should never herequii id to serve in

cowimissioned officers positions 2 7

XXITI. Selection for attendance at AWCP)Cis iinure im-

portant than actual attendance 19,1

XX IV. Warrant OffLi cers uIt iIi za tijon 1)0I i c i cs and IL prModures

arc clearly defli n d and umnderstood by iiost Army

personnel 1
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As was the case with selection and sat isfaction with Primary NWS the ma-

jority of all W.O.'s state that the additional Jkh)r w•v; voluntarily chosen and
7Z%

there is satisfaction with that choice Pg.).

No matter method of assignment only cl'V01 Ip,1r ctnlt (11%) of all W.O.'s

indicate that they are dissatisfied with their additional MOS. No differences

are fotmd between the two groups of respondents.

Similarily, as was the case with training ret,.!ivvd for the primary •tS

the majority of W.O.'s select either "Resident I'tziictiuial Training courses

(military) (41%) and" on-the-job experionce (no st ilwur-cd training) (30h) as

the two training modes most useful to support of the; additional WS).. "Pre-ap-

pointment training" is identified as havirg )._,en ioKmt uw;tiul by twelve per cent

(12%) of the respondents with "initial entrY/h;iIc co|i|se" being endorsed by

seven per-cet giut.

Non-Aviation W.O.'s show greater support for •,-cappointment training

(20% to 6%) and O.J.T. (341 to 26%). Aviation '.O..'s are far more likely to

identify Resident Ftnctional Training courses thian ate Non-Aviation W.O.'s

(49% toka.

There is %,: course a positive correlation beQwceen responses to the pre-

vious question and a question dealing with the tvpes (f training which shuule

be provided in support of the additional NOS. liknce, again the two modes most '\

frequently cited are:

Military Resident Instiuct ion . 4i+.

O.J.T./Experience ;-,

c... par.i..R. 40-. z t e..... t e . grai. as so pi! ý.... ... . L ir:x! trai g

wede woud wre than 41414-t tha No AV'1440t i L.':21.41-1 14PL tO !@e WISP

With tive Wt tj;f.A1 f1rdji~t peeiy ii jtP1t11 tt flt fdjtiJiq WS etwene t r~

NU~SL6f4PN4I; AViATzS HAD t4ic,4e r-EcE.NTACrES IN
&30T14 CA6T L-2-74
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nie c acnt s?% oloctcJR- Roz:iWct rrtwti eL.~ pense

te the. eteetien ef preierred tr'ainiR~g wieO8 f~ot: si-peq eent E46) ehese

mi~litary residemn instfuztiefn.
o v~i C-.C/ MPI- /P/ C; -77 -O)

A.cre has been . re mobility in additional N4)S assipments among Aviation

W.O.'s than is the case for Non-Aviation W.O.': a third (33%) of all Non-Avia-

tion W.O.'s say t.-Dy have served no assignmeits in the additional M4OS as com-

pared to only rourteen per cent "14%) of Aviation respondent;. M'ore than half

(S4O) of Aviation Warrants have had t•,c or more assi:.nrywnts in the additional

MOS in contrast to * 4ý e per cent M- of Non-Aviation W.O.'s.

The two groups do not really differ in what they perceive as the role of

civilian education in -he additional W)S

38%: Believe civilian educat ional opportunities

are available but of limited importance
for professional development

31%: Believe it is both available and highly

important for propcr professional develop-

ment

31%: Believe such opportniities are not available

There is also general agreement among both g•roups that Resident military
tW/. -7 ME-.A 7R4/NI I //e *At4-A0 X P

courses (43%) and CG'kpliar Eduatien/'Ci"'ilii:: !:mju"txy, TranAi'ng (42%) are

the most important training alternatives currently available in the additional

moS.

Non-Aviation II.O.'s much more so tban Aviatioih W.O.'s report that they

have not received training in the additional N)US (4()- to 4O4) and Aviation

W.O.'s, by a significant margin, are more likely to report having received

training prior to the first assignrmnt in the addit ional MOS (67% to 40%).
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G;LOSSARY OF I'EIRMS

Academic Year (AY) - A period normally encompassing two semesters or
the equivalent. Er,'w:tng vacation period or summer session is not
normally included.

Active Components (A"'i - Identifies that portion of the Army serving
full-time duty in sie Active military service of the United States.

Additional Skill Idertifier (ASI) - An identification of specific skills
which are requireý to perform the duties of a position, but are not
related to any o*, p oa!,ticular specialty. Also, an identification of
the additional si:ills possessed by an officer.

Advanced Professic- I V',.elopment Course (APDC) - The electives pro-
gram for the U.S. Arm\ Command and General Staff College

Air Force Institute of T,.clin,ilogy/Logistics Support (AFIT/LS) - An
advanced level school ',tm maintained by the Air Force to meet
service-related :`,ucat7ici;- requirements. Logistical Support re-
fers to the Sc';*,..o .-,f Sy .',,s and Logistics.

Alternate Speciain.... - st.:an- nipeclalty, in addition to an officer's
primary speci;::.-); 4'iich .,s des.gnated at the completion of the
officer's 8th y --, • A,-t1v,- Federal Commissioned Service for
professional ,:i',ei r.,nt ,d 7izilization.

Army Linguist Person,,J. ,'iLPS) - A study of the Army's language
needs (b2th officer and enlbsted) published in January 1976.

Army Medical Department Personnel Support Agency (AMEDDPERSA) - A field
operating activity of the Office of The Surgeon General. PERSA ex-
ecutes tne responsibility of The Surgeon General for AMZDD officer
career management.

Army National Guard Officer Candidate School (ARNG-OCS) - Schools con-
ducted by most states to produce commissioned officers for the Army
National Guard.

Army-wide Support Jobs.- Army-wide support jobs are those jobs (duty
positions) that are noL related at all.,or only remotely related, to
the specialty to provide its fair share of officers for the overall
operation of the Army. These positions are extremely important to
the day-to-day performance of the Army's mission and to the officer's
professional growth but do not contribute to building the officer's
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technical competence in the specialty. Examples of these positions
might be ROTC PMS, some training center Jobs, some installaLion
staff jobs, or recruiting duty.

Branch Immaterial Officer Candidate Course (BIOCC) - One of the major
sources of line officer accessions into the Army. Precommissionirg
training is provided without regard for branch or specialty.

Branch Related Specialty - A specialty whose principal functions are
the responsibility of a particular branch established under AR 10-6.

Career Officer - An officer appointed in the Regular Army or a U.S. Army
Reserve officer in voluntary indefinite status.

Combined Arms and Services Staff School (CAS 3 ) - A school to train all
majors of the Active and Reserve Components for service as field
grade staff officers with the Army in the field, in peace or war.
Establishment of the school was recommended by the Review of Educa-
tion and Training (RETO) Study Group.

Combined Arms Tactical Training System (CATTS) - A wargaming simulation
used in the US, Army Coimand and General Staff College.'

Committee on Excellence in Education (COE also COEE) - A blue ribbon
ad hoc group convened to oversee education in DOD.

Complementary Specialties - Specialties that, when paired, function well
together to derive the maximum benefit from an officer's skills and
experience. Specialties may complement each other because of similar
skills requirements. Two specialties may be complementary because
the utilization rates or position requirements of one are the in-
verse of the utilization rates or position requirements of the other
at the various grades. Certain accession specialties may pair well
with an advanced entry specialty because it is a natural progression
in that particular field. All of the above or combinations of the
abovelshould be considered when determining those specialties that
complement a particular specialty.

Computer Assisted Map Maneuver System (CAMMS) - A wargame simulation
aided by automation is used for instruction and contingency planning.

Continuing Health Education (CHE) - Education designed to sustain the
knowledge and skills of health care professionals. Usually short
courses or job experiences required an anaannual basis.

Control Specialty - A means to account and validate tor officers by
specialty. It is the specialty in which officers are requisitioned
and assigned, against which they are accounted, and in which they
join the organization which initiated the requisition.
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Core Jobs - Core Job' are those Jobs (duty positions) that are at the
he-art or "guts" of a specialty and require the officer to perform
tasks, on a day-to-day basis, that make use of this knowledge and
expertise in the specialty. Therefore, core jobs are central to
professional development in the specialty, i.e., they provide the
skills and knowledge, through on-the-job training and experience on
a daily basis, that are needed to build the officer's technical com-
petence in the specialty at each grade level. As an example, for
the Armor captain these jobs might be company command, bn staff, aset
bde S3, service school instructor, combat/tralning developer, etc.

Corresponding Studies Program (CSP) - The nonresident Instruction pro-
vided by the U.S. Army War College.

Course of Instruction (COI) - A training management document which spe-
cifies the purpose, prerequisites, content, duration and sequence
of instruction for formal resident and nonresident courses.

Decision Package Set (DPS) - A group of documents used to describe policy
matters under consideration, provide an evaluation with alternatives
and insure that various staff act in harmony or agreement in carrying
out decision.

Defense Language Institute/Foreign Language Center. (DLI/FLC) - Located
at Monterey California, it provides languaSe skills trainitA sor DoD
personnel.

Dual Specialty Development - The concept of officer professional devel-
opment and utilization in which the objective is for each officer to
gain and maintain proficiency in a primary and an alternate specialty.

Enlisted Personnel Management Directorate (EPMD also EPD) - An element
of U.S. Army Military Personnel Center. EPMD executes DA responsibility
for enlisted personnel management.

First Year Graduate Medical Education (FYGME) - All graduates of schools
of medicine must spend their first year after graduation in an intern-
ship or its equivalent.

General Officer Management Office (GONO) - An element of the Office,
Chief of Staff, Army which provides management for 0-6(P) and higher
grade officers.

General Officer Orientation Conference (GOOC) - A course provided to officers
selected for or recently promoted to general officer.

Graduate Medical Education (GME) - Post medical profession degree educa-
tion provided in specialty (residency) or subspecialty. All medical
school graduates spend their first year after graduation on Graduate
Medical Education Year 1 (GME-1) previously known as internship.
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Health Professions Scholarships Program (IPSP) - Program prcvides assis-
tance to students enrolled in an approved school ot medic tng, osteo-
pathy. veterinary medicine or optometry. Service obligat.:.n ti in-
curred.

Independent Student Research (ISR) - A grouping of hours in the curricu-
lum of the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College foi individual study
and contingency participation in study projects.

Instructional Television (ITV) - a means for presenting instruction to
learners.

Master of Military Arts and Sciences (MMAS) - U.S. students of the U.S.
Army Command and General Staff Course, upon application and acceptance
participate In a degree granting program.

Method of Instruction (MOI) - The means for presenting instructional
material to learners.

Military Education (ME) - The systematic instruction of individuals in
subjects which enhance their knowledge of the science and the art of war.

Military Personnel, Army (MPA) - A category of funds consisting generally
of individual pay and allowances.

Military Qualification Standard (MQS) - A systematic officer education
and training program recommended by Review of Education and Training
for Officers Study Group. MQS provides a framework for officer educa-
tion and training that lifiks resident schooling, self-study and on
the job experience. MQS provides for orderly and progressive train-
ing and qualification for each officer.

National Defense University (NDU) - The National War College and Indu.-
trial College of the Armed Forces comprise NDU. Located at Fort Mc-
Nair, Washington, D.C.

Naval Post Graduate Schnol (NPGS also NPS) - An advanced level school
providing graduate and baccalaureate degrees in various disciplines
required by the U.S. Navy.

Nonresident Instruction (NRI) - Any training not conducted in residence
including that provided thiough correspondence/extension courses
developed and approved by a military service to meet a specific
training requirement of that service for career development or skill
acquisition/progression.

Officer Advanced Course-Reserve Components (OAC-RC) - An advanced course
designed for presentation to Reserve Components officers.
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Officer Basic Course-Reservt( CumpuneRntS (OBC-RC) - A baisic course de-
signed for presentation to newly ,omiunissioned Reserve Component officers.

Officer Candidate School-Reserve Components (OCS-RC) - A precoanmissioning
training program designed for Reserve Components.

Officer Personnel Management Directorate (OPMD also OPD) - An element
of U.S. Army Military Personnel Center. Specialty managers (assign-
ment officers) and professional development officers execute the DA
responsibility for OPMS managed officers.

Officer Professional Development - The development of the professional
attributes and capabilities of the Army officer to meet the needs of
the Army through planned assignments and schooling.

On-the-job-experience (O.TE) - A training process whereby knowledge and
skills are acquired through performance of duties.

Organizational Effectiveness Training Center (OETC) - A training facility
loc&ted at Fort Ord, CA, part of U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command,
which provides instruction in organizational effectiveness.

Personnel Structure and Composition System (PERSACS) - An automated
program based on force structure and composition used for personnel
requirements and estimates.

Primary Specialty - One of two designated specialties in which an officer

will receive professional development and utilization.

Professional Development Courses (PDC) - The core of the curriculum for
the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College is referred to as PDC.

Professional Development System (PDS) - A system for the development of
professional attributes and capabilities of Army officers to meet
the needs of the Army through planned assignments and schooling.

Professional Military Education - Education pertaining to the body of
professional knowledge common to all Army officers, such as leader-
ship, military history, management, etc.

Projected Specialty - The personnel manager's recommendation of the most
appropriate specialty for an officer's next assignment which will be
consistent with Army requirements and further the officer's professional
development.

Related Jobs - Related jobs are those jobs (duty positions) that require
the performance of tasks that draw on the knowledge, skills and ex-
perience from the specialty at that grade, but they do not normally

require the officer to exercise these skills on a day-to-day basis.
Related jobi do, however, serve to increase the officer's technical
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competence in the specialty while contributing to his professional
growth. Examples might be reserve components advisor, specialty
related training center positlons, some DA/MACOM staff officers,
readiness region positions, some installation staff positions, etc.

Related Specialties - Specialties that requite many of the same skills
and knowledge. Complementary specialties are generally also related
specialties, but the reverse statement is not necessarily true. For
instance, if two closely related specialties both have few field
grade position requirements then they probably would not be a com-
patible pairing and hence, not complementary.

Review of Education and Training for Officers (RETC) - The study group
which conducted this study and prepared this report. The group was
established in August 1977 within the Office of the Chief of Staff,
Army to develop policies and programs for professional education and
training of officers which meet Army requirements and individual career
development needs. The study was completed on 30 June 1978.

Schcol Year (SY) - A period normally encompassing approximately nine
months associated with longer permanent change of station courses.
The year in which training is begun.

Senior Officer Preventive Logistics Course (SOPLL) - A course designed
to provide senior officers refresher training in command management
of logistics program.

Senior Officer Preventive Maintenance Course (SOPH) - A course designed
to providA pen.ct~r.qfficejr refresher training in command management
of preventive maintenance program.

Specialty - A grouping of duty positions whose skill and Job tequirements
are mutually supporting in the development of officer competence to
perform at the grade of colonel in the specialty.

Specialty Education - Education pertaining to the knowledge and skills
associated with an officer's primary or alternate specialty.

Specialty Skill Identifier (SSI) - An identification of specific position
skill requirements within a specialty and the corresponding qualifi-
cations possessed by commissioned officers. .

Special Staff Jobs - Special staff jobs are those jobs (duty positions)
that generally do not relate directly to the specialty and may be
somewhat out of the organizational mainstream but provide an oppor-
tunity to expose the efficer at that grade to a perspective that he
would not otherwise receive. The importance of these positions is
that the officer gains a set of experiences that are beneficial to
broadening his capabilities as an officer and hence, enhancing his
usefulness to the Army. Examples of these jobs might be aide-de-
camp, protocol officer, race relations officer, special study groups
and projects, etc.
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Special Study Projects (SSP) - A grouping of hours in the curriculum of
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College for individual and group
projects.

Tactical Command Readiness Program (T'CRP) - A program designed to insure
that tactical commanders, 06 and above, are both current and competent
in the application of doctrine and procedures governing the strategic
deployment, tactical imployment and, sustainment of Army and supporting
forces under combat conditions.

Tactical E.ercise Without Troops (TEWT) - War games and simulations often
assisted by automation are conducted without troops.

U.S. Army Material Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM) - A major
command of the Army providing research development, acquisition of
material.

Uniform Services University of Health Sciences (USUHS) - A university
organized under Department of Deft -se to provide a comprehensive
education in medicine to select young men and women who demonstrate
potential for, and commitment to, careers as medical corps office:'s
in the Uniformed Services, Located in Bethesda, MD.
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